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ADVERTISEMENT

The present series, entitled " Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec-

tions," is intended to embrace all the octavo publications of the

Institution, except the Annual Report. Its scope is not limited,

and the volumes thus far issued relate to nearly every branch of

science. Among these various subjects zoology, bibliography, geology,

mineralogy, anthropology, and astrophysics have predominated.

The Institution also pubHshes a quarto series entitled " Smith-

sonian Contributions to Knowledge." It consists of memoirs based

on extended original investigations, which have resulted in important

additions to knowledge.

CHARLES D. WALCOTT,
Secretary of the SmitJtsonian Institution.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

In connection with the system of meteorological observations established by
the Smithsonian Institution about 1850, a series of meteorological tables was
compiled by Dr. Arnold Guyot, at the request of Secretary Henry, and the

first edition was published in 1852. Though primarily designed for meteoro-
logical observers reporting to the Smithsonian Institution, the tables were so

widely used by physicists that it seemed desirable to recast the work entirely.

It was decided to publish three sets of tables, each representative of the latest

knowledge in its field, and independent of one another, but forming a homo-
geneous series. The first of the new series, Meteorological Tables, was
published in 1893, the second. Geographical Tables, in 1894, and the third,

Physical Tables, in 1896. In 1909 yet another volume was added, so that the

series now comprises: Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, Smithsonian

Geographical Tables, Smithsonian Physical Tables, and Smithsonian Mathe-
m.atical Tables.

The fourteen years which had elapsed in tqio since the publication of the

first edition of the Physical Tables, prepared by Professor Thomas Gray,

had brought such changes in the material upon which the tables must be
based that it became necessary to make a radical revision for the fifth and
sixth revised editions published in 1910 and 1914. The latter edition was re-

prmted thrice. For the present seventh revision extended changes have been
made with the inclusion of new data on old and new topics.

Charles D. Walcott,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

June, 1919.



PREFACE TO yxn REVISED EDITION.

The present edition of the Smithsonian Physical Tables entails a considerable

enlargement. Besides the insertion of new data in the older tables, about 170

new tables have been added. The scope of the tables has been broadened to

include tables on astrophysics, meteorology, geochemistry, atomic and molecu-

lar data, colloids, photography, etc. In the earlier revisions the insertion of

new matter in a way to avoid renumbering the pages resulted in a somewhat

illogical sequence of tables. This we have tried to remedy in the present edition

by radically rearranging the tables; the sequence is now, — mathematical, me-

chanical, acoustical, thermal, optical, electrical, etc.

Many suggestions and data have been received: from the Bureau of Stand-

ards, — including the revision of the magnetic, mechanical, and X-ray tables,

— from the Coast and Geodetic Survey (magnetic data), the Naval Observ-

atory, the Geophysical Laboratory, Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, etc.

;

from Messrs. Adams of the Mount Wilson Observatory, Adams of the Geo-

physical Laboratory (compressibility tables), Anderson (mechanical tables),

DeUinger, Hackh, Humphreys, Mees and Lovejoy of the Eastman Kodak Co.

(photographic data). Miller (acoustical data), Van Orstrand, Russell of Prince-

ton (astronomical tables), Saunders, Wherry and Lassen (crystal indices of

refraction). White, Worthing and Forsythe and others of the Nela Research

Laboratory, Zahm (aeronautical tables). To all these and others we are in-

debted for valuable criticisms and data. We will ever be grateful for further

criticisms, the notification of errors, and new data.

Frederick E. Fowle.

astrophysical observatory,

Smithsonian Institution,

May, 1919.

NOTE TO REPRINT OF 7TH REVISED EDITION.

Opportunity comes with this reprint to insert in the plates a number of correc-

tions as well as some newer data. Gratitude is especially due to Messrs. Wherry

and Smith of the Bureau of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, for sugges-

tions.

Frederick E. Fowle.

astrophysical observatory,

Smithsonian Institution,

March, 1921. ,

NOTE TO SECOND REPRINT OF 7TH REVISED EDITION.

Again opportunity is taken to alter the plates for a few corrections. Several

tables, especially those connected with molecular physics, have been considerably

changed to allow for the rapid advances of the last few years. The data for



IV PREFACE

spectrum series has been revised consistently with the now generally accepted

nomenclature. Certain standard values adopted for the International Critical

Tables, prepared under the auspices of the International Research Council, have

been inserted. These will be found included in the table on page 408. Some of

the added data has been inserted in the appendix to avoid renumbering the pages

of the body of the Tables for this reprint; it will be inserted in proper sequence

in the next edition. Gratitude is especially due to the members of the Bureau

of Standards, of the Nela Research Laboratory, to Dr. White of the Geophysical

Laboratory, Dr. Washburn of the National Research Council, and others for

data and suggestions.

Frederick E. Fowle.
astrophysical observatory,

Smithsonian Institution,

February, 1923.
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INTRODUCTION.

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT. DIMENSIONAL AND
CONVERSION FORMULAE.

The quantitative measure of anything is expressed by two factors, — one,

a certain definite amount of the kind of physical quantity measured, called the

unit, the other, the number of times this unit is taken. A distance is stated

as 5 meters. The purpose in such a statement is to convey an idea of this dis-

tance in terms of some familiar or standard unit distance. Similarly quantity

of matter is referred to as so many grams; of time, as so many seconds, or minutes,,

or hours.

The numerical factor definitive of the magnitude of any quantity must depend

on the size of the unit in terms of which the quantity is measured. For example,

let the magnitude factor be 5 for a certain distance when the mile is used as the

unit of measurement. A mile equals 1760 yards or 5280 feet. The numerical

factor evidently becomes 8800 and 26400, respectively, when the yard or the

foot is used as the unit. Hence, to obtain the magnitude factor for a quantity

in terms of a new unit, multiply the old magnitude factor by the ratio of the

magnitudes of the old and new units; that is, by the number of the new units

required to make one of the old.

The different kinds of quantities measured by physicists fall fairly definitely

into two classes. In one class the magnitudes may be called extensive, — in

the other, intensive. To decide to which class a quantity belongs, it is often

helpful to note the effect of the addition of two equal quantities of the kind in

question. If twice the quantity results, then the quantity has extensive (addi-

tive) magnitude. For instance, two pieces of platinum, each weighing 5 grams,

added together, weigh 10 grams; on the other hand, the addition of one piece

of platinum at 100° C to another at 100° C does not result in a system at 200° C.

Volume, entropy, energy may be taken as typical of extensive,— density, tem-

perature and magnetic permeability, of intensive magnitudes.

The measurement of quantities having extensive magnitude is a compara-

tively direct process. Those having intensive magnitude must be correlated

vdth phenomena which may be measured extensively. In the case of tempera-

ture, a typical quantity with intensive magnitude, various methods of measure-

ment have been devised, such as the correlation of magnitudes of temperature

with the varying lengths of a thread of mercury.

Fundamental Units. — It is desirable that the fewest possible fundamental

unit quantities should be chosen. Simphcity should regulate the choice, —
simplicity ist, psychologically, in that they should be easy to grasp mentally,

and 2nd, physically, in permitting as straightforward and simple definition as
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possible of the complex relationships involving them. Further it seems desirable

that the units should be extensive in nature. It has been found possible to

express all measurable physical quantities in terms of five such units: ist, geo-

metrical considerations — length, surface, etc., — lead to the need of a length;

2nd, kinematical considerations — velocity, acceleration, etc.,— introduce time;

3rd, mechanics — treating of masses instead of immaterial points — intro-

duces matter with the need of a fundamental unit of mass; 4th, electrical, and

5th, thermal considerations require two more such quantities. The discovery

of new classes of phenomena may require further additions.

As to the first three fundamental quantities, simplicity and good use sanction

the choice of a length, L, a time interval, T, and a mass, M. For the measure-

ment of electrical quantities, good use has sanctioned two fundamental quan-

tities, — the dielectric constant, K, the basis of the "electrostatic" system and

the magnetic permeabihty, ji, the basis of the "electromagnetic" system. Besides

these two systems involving electrical considerations, there is in common use a

third one called the "international" system which will be referred to later. For

the fifth, or thermal fundamental imit, temperature is generally chosen.^

Derived Units. — Having selected the fundamental or basic units, — namely,

a measure of length, of time, of mass, of permeabihty or of the dielectric

constant, and of temperature, — it remains to express all other units for physi-

cal quantities in terms of these. Units depending on powers greater than unity

of the basic units are called " derived units." Thus, the unit volume is the volume

of a cube having each edge a unit of length. Suppose that the capacity of some

volume is expressed in terms of the foot as fundamental unit and the volume

number is wished when the yard is taken as the unit. The yard is three times

as long as the foot and therefore the volume of a cube whose edge is a yard is

3X3X3 times as great as that whose edge is a foot. Thus the given volume

will contain only 1/27 as many units of volume when the yard is the unit of

length as it will contain when the foot is the unit. To transform from the foot

as old unit to the yard as new unit, the old volume number must be multiplied

by 1/27, or by the ratio of the magnitude of the old to that of the new unit of

volume. This is the same rule as already given, but it is usually more conven-

ient to express the transformations in terms of the fundamental units directly.

In the present case, since, with the method of measurement here adopted, a

volume number is the cube of a length-number, the ratio of two units of volume

is the cube of the ratio of the intrinsic values of the two units of length. Hence,

if / is the ratio of the magnitude of the old to that of the new unit of length, the

ratio of the corresponding units of volume is P. Similarly the ratio of two units

of area would be P, and so on for other quantities.

1 Because of its greater psychological and physical simplicity, and the desirability that the

unit chosen should have extensive magnitude, it has been proposed to choose as the fourth fun-

damental quantity, a quantity of electrical charge, e. The standard unit of electrical charge

would then be the electronic charge. For thermal needs, entropy has been proposed. While

not generally so psychologically easy to grasp as temperature, entropy is of fundamental im-

portance in thermodynamics and has extensive magnitude. (R. C. Tolman, The Measurable

Quantities of Physics, Physical Review, 9, p. 237, 191 7.)

I
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Conversion Factors and Dimensional FormiUae. — For the ratios of length,

mass, time, temperature, dielectric constant and permeabihty units the small

bracketed letters, [/J, [m], [/J, [_$'}, [^k], and [/i] will be adopted. These symbols

will always represent simple numbers, but the magnitude of the number will

depend on the relative magnitudes of the units the ratios of which they repre-

sent. When the values of the numbers represented by these small bracketed

letters as well as the powers of them involved in any particular unit are known,

the factor for the transformation is at once obtained. Thus, in the above ex-

ample, the value of I was 1/3, and the power involved in the expression for voJume

was 3; hence the factor for transforming from cubic feet to cubic yards was l^

or 1/3^ or 1/27. These factors will be called conversion factors.

To find the symbolic expression for the conversion factor for any physical

quantity, it is sufficient to determine the degree to which the quantities length,

mass, time, etc., are involved. Thus a velocity is expressed by the ratio of the

number representing a length to that representing an interval of time, or [L/T],

and acceleration by a velocity nmnber divided by an interval-of-time number,

or [L/r^3, and so on, and the corresponding ratios of units must therefore enter

in precisely the same degree. The factors would thus be for the just stated cases,

\J/f\ and [//i"3. Equations of the form above given for velocity and acceleration

which show the dimensions of the quantity in terms of the fundamental units

are called dimensional equations. Thus QjEJ = \^ML'^T~'^'] will be found to

be the dimensional equation for energy, and \^ML^T~^'] the dimensional formula

for it. These expressions will be distinguished from the conversion factors by

the use of bracketed capital letters.

In general, if we have an equation for a physical quantity,

Q = CLHPT',

where C is a constant and L, M, T represent length, mass, and time in terms

of one set of units, and it is desired to transform to another set of units in terms

of which the length, mass, and time are Lj, M^, T,, we have to find the value of

LJL, MJM, TJT, which, in accordance with the convention adopted above,

will be I, m, t, or the ratios of the magnitudes of the old to those of the new units.

Thus Lj = LI, M) = Mm, T, = Tt, and if Q, be the new quantity number,

Q, = CL,mn^%
= CLH''M''m^TH'= = Ql^mH^

or the conversion factor is {l'^mH''~\, a quantity precisely of the same form as the

diinension formula \^L'^M^T''~\.

Dimensional equations are useful for checking the validity of physical equa-

tions. Since physical equations must be homogeneous, each term appearing in

them must be dimensionally equivalent. For example, the distance moved by

a uniformly accelerated body is ^ = v^t + ^at"^. The corresponding dimensional

equation is \_L] = \_{L/T)T'] + [(L/ 72)^2], each term reducing to [L].

Dimensional considerations may often give insight into the laws regulating

physical phenomena.^ For instance Lord Rayleigh, in discussing the intensity

1 See "On Physically Similar Systems; Illustrations of the Use of Dimensional Equations,"

E. Buckingham, Physical Review, (2) 4, 345, 1914; also Phil. Mag. 42, 696, 1921.
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of light scattered from small particles, in so far as it depends upon the wave-

length, reasons as follows:^

"The object is to compare the intensities of the incident and scattered ray; for these will

clearly be proportional. The number (/) expressing the ratio of the two amplitudes is a function

of the following quantities:— T, the volume of the disturbing particle; r, the distance of the

point under consideration from it; X, the wave-length; b, the velocity of propagation of light;

D and D' , the original and altered densities: of which the first three depend only on space, the

fourth on space and time, while the fifth and sixth introduce the consideration of mass. Other

elements of the problem there are none, except mere numbers and angles, which do not depend

upon the fundamental measurements of space, time, and mass. Since the ratio i, whose expres-

sion we seek, is of no dimensions in mass, it follows at once that D and D' occur only under the

form D: D' , which is a simple number and may therefore be omitted. It remains to find how

i varies with T, r, X, b.

" Now, of these quantities, b is the only one depending on time; and therefore, as i is of no

dimensions in time, b cannot occur in its expression. We are left, then, with T, r, and X; and

from what we know of the dynamics of the question, we may be sure that i varies directly as

T and inversely as r, and must therefore be proportional to T ^ XV, T being of three dimensions

in space. In passing from one part of the spectrum to another X is the only quantity which

varies, and we have the important law:

" When light is scattered by particles which are very small compared with any of the wave-

lengths, the ratio of the amplitudes of the vibrations of the scattered and incident light varies

inversely as the square of the wave-length, and the intensity of the lights themselves as the

inverse fourth power."

The dimensional and conversion-factor formulae for the more commonly-

occurring derived units will now be developed.

Area is referred to a unit square whose side is the unit of length. The area of

a surface is expressed as

5 = CL\

where the constant C depends on the contour of the surface and L is a linear

dimension. If the surface is a square and L the length of a side, C is unity;

if a circle and L its diameter, C is T/4. The dimensional formula is therefore

\^U\\ and the conversion factor p^D- (Since the conversion factors are always of

the same dimensions as the dimensional formulae they will be omitted in the

subsequent discussions. A table of them will be found on page 3.)

Volume is referred to a unit cube whose edge is the unit of length. The volume

of a body is expressed as

V = CL\

The constant C depends on the shape of the bounding surfaces. The dimen-

sional formula is C-^^D-

Density is the quantity of matter per unit volume. The dimensional formula

is [M/y] or IML-'J
Ex.— The density of a body is 150 pd. per cu. ft.: required the density in grains per cu. in.

Here m, the number of grains in a pd., = 7000; /, the number of in. in a ft., = 12; mP = 7000/12^

= 4.051. The density is 150 x 4.051 = 607.6 grains/cu. in.

The specific gravity of a body is the ratio of a density to the density of a standard

substance. The dimensional formula and conversion factor are both unity.

1 Philosophical Magazine, (4) 41, p. 107, 1871.
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Velocity, v, of a body is dL/dt, or the ratio of a length to a time. The dimen-

sional formula is [Lr~^3-

Angle is measured by the ratio of the length of an arc to its radius. The di-

mensional formula is unity.

Angular Velocity is the ratio of the angle described in a given time to that

time. The dimensional formula is C^"G-

Linear Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity or a = dv/dt. The dimen-

sional formula is [^FT^^J or [LT^^].

Ex.— A body acquires velocity at a uniform rate and at the end of one minute moves at the

rate of 20 kilometers per hour: what is the acceleration in centimeters per second per second?

Since the velocity gained was 20 km per hour in one minute, the acceleration was 1200 km
per hour per hour. / = looooo, / = 3600, //"^ = 100000/3600* = 0.00771; the acceleration =

.00771 X 1200 = 9.26 cm/sec.

Angular Acceleration is rate of change of angular velocity. The dimensional

formula is [(angular velocity)/ T] or [T^^].

Momentum, the quantity of motion in the Newtonian sense, is measured by
the product of the mass and velocity of the body. The dimensional formula is

[MF] or IMLT-'J

Moment of Momentum of a body with reference to a point is the product of

its momentum by the distance of its line of motion from the point. The dimen-

sional formula is \^MUT~^']-

Moment of Inertia of a body round an axis is expressed by the formula Swr^,

where m is the mass of any particle of the body and r its distance from the axis,

The dimensional formula for the sum is the same as for each element and is.

[ML2].

Angular Momentum of a body is the product of its moment of inertia and

angular velocity. The dimensional formula is \^ML^T~^2.

Force is measured by the rate of change of momentum it can produce. The
dimensional formulae for force and "time rate of change of momentum" are

therefore the same, the ratio of a momentum to a time [^MLT~^']-

Ex.— When mass is expressed in lbs., length in ft., and time in sees., the unit force is called

the poundal. When grams, cms, and sees, are the corresponding units, the unit of force is

called the d>'ne. Find the nMmber of dynes in 25 poundals. Here m = 453.59, / = 30.48, / = i;

mii'^ = 453.59 X 30.48 = 13825 nearly. The number of dynes is 13825 X 25 = 345625 approxi-

mately.

Moment of Couple, Torque, or Twisting Motive can be expressed as the product

of a force and a length. The dimensional formula is [_FL] or [il/L^T^^j

Intensity of Stress is the ratio of the total stress to the area over which the

stress is distributed. The dimensional formula is [_FL~'^'2 or [ML'^T^^J

Intensity of Attraction, or " Force at a Point," is the force of attraction per

unit mass on a body placed at the point. The dimensional formula is [Flf~^3

or [Z,r~'^3> the same as acceleration.
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Absolute Force of a Center of Attraction, or " Strength of a Center," is the

intensity of force at unit distance from the center, and is the force per unit mass

at any point multiplied by the square of the distance from the center. The

dimensional formula is [^FUM~^2 or []L^r~^].

Modulus of Elasticity is the ratio of stress intensity to percentage strain. The

dimensional of percentage strain, a length divided by a length, is unity. Hence

the dimensional formula of a modulus of elasticity is that of stress intensity

[i/L-ir-2].

Work is done by a force when the point of application of the force, acting on

a body, moves in the direction of the force. It is measured by the product of

the force and the displacement. The dimensional formula is \iFL2 or [_MU r~"3-

Energy. — The work done by the force produces either a clianga in the veloc-

ity of the body or a change of its shape or configuration, or both. In the first

case it produces a change of kinetic energy, in the second, of potential energy.

The dimensional formulae of energy and work, representing quantities of the same

kind, are identical [^ML^T~^^.

Resilience is the work done per unit volume of a body in distorting it to the

elastic limit or in producing rupture. The dimensional formula is \^ML^T~^L~^']

or [ML-ir-2].

Power or Activity is the time rate of doing work, or if W represents work and

P power, P = dw/dt. The dimensional formula is [TFJ"^] or \_ML^T~^'^, or for

problems in gravitation units more conveniently {FLT~^~], where F stands for

the force factor.

Exs.— Find the number of gram-cms in one ft.-pd. Here the units of force are the attrac-

tion of the earth on the pound and the gram of matter. (In problems like this the terms "grams"

and "pd." refer to force and not to mass.) The conversion factor is \_jl'], where/ is 453.59 and

/ is 30.48. The answer is 453-59 X 30.48 = 13825.

Find the number of ft.-poundals in loooooo cm-dynes. Here m = 1/453.59, ^ = 1/3048,

< = i; mlH-^ = 1/453-59 X 30-48^ and lo^'mlH-^ = ioV453-59 X 30-48^ = 2.373.

If gravity produces an acceleration of 32.2 ft./sec./sec, how many watts are required to make
one horse-power? One horse-power is 550 ft.-pds. per sec, or 550 X 32.2 = 17710 ft.-poundals

per second. One watt is 10^ ergs per sec, that is, 10^ dyne-cms per sec. The conversion factor

is [w/-/"'], where m is 453.59, / is 30.48, and t is i, and the result has to be divided by 10', the

number of dyne-cms per sec. in the watt. 17710 w?/-/~Vio' = i77io X 453-59 X 30.48-/10^

= 746.3-

HEAT UNITS.

Quantity of Heat, measured in dynamical units, has the same dimensions as

energy {^ML^T~^^. Ordinary measurements, however, are made iii thermal

units, that is, in terms of the amount of heat required to raise the temperature

of a unit mass of water one degree of temperature at some stated temperature.

This involves the unit of mass and some unit of temperature. If we denote

temperature numbers by 0, the dimensional formula for quantity of heat, H,

will be []M63. Unit volume is sometimes used instead of unit mass in the meas-

urement of heat, the units being called thermometric units. The dimensional

formula now changed by the substitution of volume for mass is [L^G^.
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Specific Heat is the relative amount of heat, compared with water as standard

substance, required to raise unit mass of different substances one degree in tem-
perature and is a simple number.

CoeflEicient of Thermal Expansion of a substance is the ratio of the change of

length per unit length (linear), or change of volume per unit volume (voluminal),

to the change of temperature. These ratios are simple numbers, and the change

of temperature varies inversely as the magnitude of the unit of temperature.

The dimensional formula is [9~^I|.

Thermal Conductivity, or Specific Conductance, is the quantity of heat, H,
transmitted per unit of time per unit of surface per unit of temperature gradient.

The equation for conductivity is therefore K = H/UTQ/L, and the dimen-

sional formula \_H/QLT'] = [_ML-^T-^'] in thermal units. In thermometric

units the formula becomes [L^r-^], which properly represents diffusivity, and
in dynamical units [_MLT~^Q~^'^.

Thennal Capacity is mass times the specific heat. The dimensional formula

is [M].

Latent Heat is the quantity of heat required to change the state of a body
divided by the quantity of matter. The dimensional formula is \_MQ/Ar\ or

{Q~\; in dynamical units it is \_UT~'^'}.

Note.— When 9 is given the dimensional formula [L'T'^l, the formulae in thermal and
dynamical units are identical.

Joule's Equivalent, /, is connected with the quantity of heat by the equation

ML^T-^ = JH or JMO. The dimensional formula of / is [L^r-^G-i]. In

dynamical units / is a simple number.

Entropy of a body is directly proportional to the quantity of heat it contains

and inversely proportional to its temperature. The dimensional formula is

[ikfe/G] or [if]. In dynamical units the formula is [ML^r-^e-i],

Exs.— Find the relation between the British thermal unit, the large or kilogram-calorie

and the small or gram-calorie, sometimes called the "therm." Referring all the units to the

same temperature of the standard substance, the British thermal unit is the amount of heat

required to warm one pound of water i° C, the large calorie, i kilogram of water, i° C, the

small calorie or ihcrm, i gram, i° C. (i) To find the number of kg-cals. in one British thermal

unit, m = .453S9> ^ = 5/9; »^ = -45359 X 5/9 = .25199. (2) To find the number therms in one
kg-cal. m = 1000, and 6 = i; md = 1000. (3) Hence the number of small calories or therms in

one British thermal unit is 1000 X .25199 = 251.99.

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC UNITS.

A system of units of electric and magnetic quantities requires four funaa-

mental quantities. A system in which length, mass, and time constitute three

of the fundamental quantities is known as an "absolute" system. There are

two absolute systems of electric and magnetic units. One is called the electro-

static, in which the fourth fundamental quantity is the dielectric constant, and
one is called the electromagnetic, in which the fourth fundamental quantity is

magnetic permeability. Besides these two systems there will be described a
third in common use called the "international" system.
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In the electrostatic system, unit quantity of electricity, Q, is the quantity

which exerts unit mechanical force upon an equal quantity a unit distance from

it in a vacuum. From this definition the dimensions and the units of all the

other electric and magnetic quantities follow through the equations of the mathe-

matical theory of electromagnetism. The mechanical force between two quan-

tities of electricity in any medium is

where K is the dielectric constant, characteristic of the medium, and r the dis-

tance between the two points at which the quantities Q and Q' are located. K
is the fourth quantity entering into dimensional expressions in the electrostatic

system. Since the dimensional formula for force is [MLT"-], that for Q is

The electromagnetic system is based upon the unit of the magnetic pole

strength. The dimensions and the units of the other quantities are built up

from this in the same manner as for the electrostatic system. The mechanical

force between two magnetic poles in any medium is

„ mm'
t = —-i

IJLr

in which /x is the permeability of the medium and r is the distance between two

poles having the strengths m and m'. ji is the fourth quantity entering into

dimensional expressions in the electromagnetic system. It follows that the

dimensional expression for magnetic pole strength is [tI/'L'-T^V'II-

The symbols K and /x are sometimes omitted in the dimensional formulae so

that only three fundamental quantities appear. There are a number of objec-

tions to this. Such formulae give no information as to the relative magnitudes

of the units in the two systems. The omission is equivalent to assuming some

relation between mechanical and electrical quantities, or to a mechanical expla-

nation of electricity. Such a relation or explanation is not known.

The properties K and fx are connected by the equation i/V-^M = ^> where v

is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave. For empty space or for air, K and

fx being measured in the same units, i/\/ K/jl = c, where c is the velocity of

light in vacuo, 3 X io^° cm per sec. It is sometimes forgotten that the omission

of the dimensions of K or fx is merely conventional. For instance, magnetic

field intensity and magnetic induction apparently have the same dimensions

when /x is omitted. This results in confusion and difficulty in understanding the

theory of magnetism. The suppression of /x has also led to the use of the "centi-

meter" as a unit of capacity and of inductance; neither is physically the same

as length.

ELECTROSTATIC SYSTEM.

Quantity of Electricity has the dimensional formula [_M^DT~^K^']> ^^ shown

above.

Electric Surface Density of an electrical distribution at any point on a surface

is measured by the quantity per unit area. The dimensional formula is the ratio

of the formulae for quantity of electricity and for area or [_M^L~^T~^K^']-
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Electric Field Intensity is measured by the ratio of the force on a quantity

of electricity at a point to the quantity of electricity. The dimensional

formula is therefore the ratio of the formulae for force and electric quantity or

IMLT-yU'DT-'K^^ or IM^L-^T-'K-^'].

Electric Potential and Electromotive Force. — Change of potential is propor-

tional to the work done per unit of electricity in producing the change. The

dimensional formula is the ratio of the formulae for work and electrical quantity

or lML^T-^/M^DT-'K^2 or iMiDT-'K-q.

Capacity of an Insulated Conductor is proportional to the ratio of the quan-

tity of electricity in a charge to the potential of the charge. The dimensional

formula is the ratio of the two formulae for electric quantity and potential or

IM^DT-'IO/M'^L^T-'K-^'] or ILKJ

Specific Inductive Capacity is the ratio of the inductive capacity of the sub-

stance to that of a standard substance and therefore is a number.

Electric Current is quantity of electricity flowing past a point per unit of

time. The dimensional formula is the ratio of the formulae for electric quan-

tity and for time or IM^DT-'K^/T^ or IM^DT-^K^J

Electrical Conductivity, Hke the corresponding term for heat, is quantity per

unit area per unit potential gradient per unit of time. The dimensional formula

is lMiDT-'Ki/L^{M^LiT-'K-i/L)T2 or IT-'Kj

Resistivity is the reciprocal of conductivity. The dimensional formula is

Conductance of any part of an electric circuit, not containing a source of

electromotive force, is the ratio of the current flowing through it to the difference

of potential between its ends. The dimensional formula is the ratio of the for-

mulae for current and potential or iM'^L'T-^K'^/MiDT-^v-^^ or LLT-^K^.

Resistance is the reciprocal of conductance. The dimensional formula is

[L-irA'-i].

Exs.— Find the factor for converting quantity of electricity expressed in ft.-grain-sec. units

to the same expressed in c.g.s. units. The formula is [mHir^ki'], in which tn= 0.0648,

/ = 30.48, / = I, ^ = i; the factor is 0.0648! x 30.484, or 42.8.

Find the factor required to convert electric potential from mm-mg-sec. units to c.g.s. units.

The formula is [mUh~^k~i2, in which w = o.ooi, / = o.i, i = i, k = i; the factor is o.ooii

X o.ii, or o.oi.

Find the factor required to convert electrostatic capacity from ft.-grain-sec. and specific-

inductive capacity 6 units to c.g.s. units. The formula is [lk2 in which / = 30.48, ^ = 6; the

factor is 30.48 x 6, or 182.88.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM.

Many of the magnetic quantities are analogues of certain electric quantities.

The dimensions of such quantities in the electromagnetic system differ from

those of the corresponding electrostatic quantities in the electrostatic system

only in the substitution of permeability /z for K.
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Magnetic Pole Strength or Quantity of Magnetism has already been shown

to have the dimensional formula [_M^DT~^fx^^.

Magnetic Flux characterizes the magnetized state of a magnetic circuit.

Through a surface inclosing a magnetic pole it is proportional to the magnetic

pole strength. The dimensional formula is that for magnetic pole strength.

Magnetic Field Intensity or Magnetizing Force is the ratio of the force on a

magnetic pole placed at the point and the magnetic pole strength. The dimen-

sional formula is therefore the ratio of the formulae for a force and magnetic

quantity, or iMLT-^/MiDT-'/x^^ or [M^L-^T^V"^]-

Magnetic Potential or Magnetomotive Force at a point is measured by the

work which is required to bring unit quantity of positive magnetism from zero

potential to the point. The dimensional formula is the ratio of the formulae for

work and magnetic quantity, iMr-T-yM^DT-'fj.'^ or IM^L'T-'/jT'J

Magnetic Moment is the product of the pole strength by the length of the

magnet. The dimensional formula is [^M^V^T~^fx^'].

Intensity of Magnetization of any portion of a magnetized body is the ratio

of the magnetic moment of that portion and its volume. The dimensional

formula is lAI^DT-'ii^/U^ or [MiL-iT^ijU']-

Magnetic Induction is the magnetic flux per unit of area taken perpendicular

to the direction of the magnetic flux. The dimensional formula is [ilf»L' J^^^tV^"3
or [i/iL-^r-i/x^].

Magnetic Susceptibility is the ratio of intensity of magnetization produced

and the intensity of the magnetic field producing it. The dimensional formula

is [MiL-ir-iMV^*^~^^"'M~^] or [//].

Current, /, flowing in circle, radius r, creates magnetic field at its center,

27r//r. Dimensional formula is product of formulae for magnetic field intensity

and length or iM^LiT-'fJL-'J

Quantity of Electricity is the product of the current and time. The dimen-

sional formula is [M*LV~^]-

Electric Potential, or Electromotive Force, as in the electrostatic system, is

the ratio of work to quantity of electricity. The dimensional formula is [ML-r-y
ilfiLV-*] or [MiL'r-V^]-

Electrostatic Capacity is the ratio of quantity of electricity to difference of

potential. The dimensional formula is [L~^rV~^]-

Resistance of a Conductor is the ratio of the difference of potential be-

tween its ends and the constant current flowing. The dimensional formula is

iM^V^T-^fx^/M^DT-'iJL-^^ or lLT-'ff\'

Conductance is the reciprocal of resistance, and the dimensional formula is

[l-^Tm-^].

Conductivity is the quantity of electricity transmitted per unit area per unit

potential gradient per unit of time. The dimensional formula is [ilf^L*/!"*/

U{MiLiT-^fj,i/L) r] or [I'^r^-i].
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Resistivity is the reciprocal of conductivity as just defined. The dimensional

formula is [^L^T~^fx].

Self-inductance is for any circuit the electromotive force produced in it by
unit rate of variation of the current through it. The dimensional formula is

the product of the formulae for electromotive force and time divided by that

ifor current or [MiLiJ-^/ii xT ^ M^DT-'jj.-^^ or [L/z].

Mutual Inductance of two circuits is the electromotive force produced in one

per unit rate of variation of the current in the other. The dimensional formula

is the same as for seh-inductance.

Electric Field Intensity is the ratio of electric potential or electromotive force

and length. The dimensional formula is [lf^jL»7^"V']-

Magnetic Reluctance is the ratio of magnetic potential difference to magnetic

flux. The dimensional formula is [L~'^^t~^].

Thermoelectric Power is measured by the ratio of electromotive force and

temperature. The dimensional formula is \^M'L^T~^fx^Q~^'}.

CoeflBcient of Peltier Effect is measured by the ratio of the quantity of heat

and quantity of electricity. The dimensional formula is [MZ,^J"VM^Z,*/i~*] or

£M^L^T~'^fx^2, the same as for electromotive force.

Exs.— Find the factor required to convert intensity of magnetic field from ft.-grain-min.

lunits to c.g.s. units. The formula is [^7nH~h~^{jra']] m = 0.0648, / = 30.48, t = 60, and /i= i;

the factor is 0.0648* x 30.48"*, or 0.04610S.

How many c.g.s. units of magnetic moment make one ft.-grain-sec. unit of the same quan-

tity? The formula is [?M3/S/~^/ii]; w = 0.0648, /= 30.48, i = i, and /i = i; the number is

0.0648J X 30.48?, or 1305.6.

If the intensity of magnetization of a steel bar is 700 in c.g.s. units, what will it be in mm-
mg-sec. units? The formula is ImH^r^/j.i']; w = 1000, / = 10, / = i, /J. = 1; the intensity is

700 X loooi X 10 2, or 70000.

Find the factor required to convert current from c.g.s. units to earth-quadrant-io~" gram-

sec, units. The formula is [wJ/Jf'^~*]; ?» = lo^S /= io~^ /U= i; the factor is 10*2*^ x io~?,

or 10.

Find the factor required to convert resistance expressed in c.g.s. units into the same expressed

in earth-quadrant-io~" gram-sec units. The formula is [/rVJ; /= io~^ i = i, fji.= i; the

factor is lo"".

FUNDAMENTAL STANDARDS.
The choice of the nature of the fimdamental quantities already made does

not sufficiently define the system for measurements. Some definite unit or

axbitrarily chosen standard must next be taken for each of the fundamental

quantities. This fundamental standard should have the quahties of perma-

nence, reproducibility and availability and be suitable for accurate measures.

jCnce chosen and made it is called the primary standard and is generally kept

at some central bureau, — for instance, the International Bureau of Weights

land Measures at Sevres, France. A primary standard may also be chosen and

imade for derived units (e.g., the international ohm standard), when it is simply

ja standard closely representing the unit and accepted for practical purposes,

its value having been fixed by certain measuring processes. Secondary or refer-
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ence standards are accurately compared copies, not necessarny duplicates, of

the primaries for use in the work of standardizing laboratories and the produc-

tion of working standards for everyday use.

Standard of Length. — The primary standard of length which now almost

universally serves as the basis for physical measurements is the meter. It is

defined as the distance between two lines at o° C on a platinum-iridium bar

deposited at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures. This bar is

known as the International Prototype Meter, and its length was derived from

the " metre des Archives," which was made by Borda. Borda, Delambre, Laplace,

and others, acting as a committee of the French Academy, recommended that

the standard unit of length should be the ten-millionth part of the length, from

the equator to the pole, of the meridian passing through Paris. In 1795 the

French Republic passed a decree making this the legal standard of length, and

an arc of the meridian extending from Dunkirk to Barcelona was measured by

Delambre and Mechain for the purpose of realizing the standard. From the

results of that measurement the meter bar was made by Borda. The meter is

now defined as above and not in terms of the meridian length ; hence subsequent

measures of the length of the meridian have not affected the length of the meter.

Standard of Mass. — The primary standard of mass now almost universally

used as the basis for physical measurements is the kilogram. It is defined as

the mass of a certain piece of platinum-iridium deposited at the International

Bureau of Weights and Measures. This standard is known as the International

Prototype Kilogram, Its mass is equal to that of the older standard, the "kilo-

gram des Archives," made by Borda and intended to have the same mass as a

cubic decimeter of distilled water at the temperature of 4° C.

Copies of the International Prototype Meter and Kilogram are possessed by

the various governments and are called National Prototypes.

Standard of Time.— The unit of time universally used is the mean solar sec-

ond, or the 86400th part of the msan solar day. It is based on the average time

of one rotation of the earth on its axis relatively to the sun as a point of reference

= 1.002 737 91 sidereal second.

Standard of Temperature. — The standard scale of temperature as adopted

by the International Committee of Weights and Measures (18S7) depends on

the constant-volume hydrogen thermometer. The hydrogen is taken at an

initial pressure at o'^ C of one meter of mercury, 0° C, sea-level at latitude 45°.

The scale is defined by designating the temperature of melting ice as 0° and of

condensing steam as 100° under standard atmospheric pressure. This is known

as the Centigrade scale (abbreviated C).

A scale independent of the properties of any particular substance, and called

the thermodynamic, or absolute scale, was proposed in 1848 by Lord Kelvin.

In it the temperature is proportional to the average kinetic energy per molecule

of a perfect gas. The temperature of melting ice is taken as 273.13°, that of

the boiling point, 373.13°. The scale of the hydrogen thermometer varies from'

it only in the sense that the behavior of hydrogen departs from that of a perfect

gas. It is customary to refer to this scale as the Kelvin scale (abbreviated K).
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NUMERICALLY DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF UNITS.

The fundamental physical quantities which form the basis of a system for

measurements have been chosen and the fundamental standards selected and

made. Custom has not however generally used these standards for the meas-

urement of the magnitudes of quantities but rather multiples or submultiples of

them. For instance, for very small quantities the micron (^i) or one-millionth

of a meter is often used. The following table ^ gives some of the systems pro-

posed, all built upon the fundamental standards already described. The centi-

meter-gram-second (cm-g-sec. or c.g.s.) system proposed by Kelvin is the only

one generally accepted.

Table |.

PROPOSED SYSTEMS OF UNITS-
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"Some writers ^ on the tkeory of electricity prefer to use what is called a Gaus-

sian system, a combination of electrostatic units for purely electrical quantities

and electromagnetic units for magnetic quantities. There are two such Gaus-

sian systems in vogue, — one a combination of c.g.s. electrostatic and c.g.s elec-

tromagnetic systems, and the other a combination of the two corresponding

Heaviside systems.

"When a Gaussian system is used, caution is necessary when an equation

contains both electric and magnetic quantities. A factor expressing the ratio

between the electrostatic and electromagnetic units of one of the quantities

has to be introduced. This factor is the first or second power of c, the number

of electrostatic units of electric charge in one electromagnetic unit of the same.

There is sometimes a question as to whether electric current is to be expressed

in electrostatic or electromagnetic units, since it has both electric and magnetic

attributes. It is usually expressed in electrostatic units in the Gaussian system."

It may be observed from the dimensions of K given in Table i that [i/ Kyi^

= \_V'/T'^~\ which has the dimensions of a square of a velocity. This velocity

was found experimentally to be equal to that of light, when K and ix were ex-

pressed in the same system of units. Maxwell proved theoretically that i/x/iC/z

is the velocity of any electromagnetic wave. This was subsequently proved

experimentally. When a Gaussian system is used, this equation becomes c/V Kix

= V. For the ether A' = i in electrostatic units and /z = i in electromagnetic

units. Hence c = v ior the ether, or the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in

the ether is equal to the ratio of the c.g.s. electromagnetic to the G.g.s. electro-

static unit of electric charge. This constant c is of primary importance in elec-

trical theory. Its most probable value is 2.9986 x io^° centimeters per second.

" Practical " Electromagnetic System. — This electromagnetic system is

based upon the units of 10^ cm, io~^^ gram, the sec. and ji of the ether. It is

never used as a complete system of units but is of interest as the historical basis

of the present International System. The principal quantities are the resistance

unit, the ohm = 10^ c.g.s. units; the current unit, the ampere = io~^ c.g.s. units;

and the electromotive force unit, the volt = 10^ c.g.s. units.

The International Electric Units. — The units used in practical measurements,

however, are the "International Units." They were derived from the "practical"

system just described, or as the latter is sometimes called, the "absolute" sys-

tem. These international units are based upon certain concrete standards pres-

ently to be defined and described. With such standards electrical comparisons

can be more accurately and readily made than could absolute measurements in

terms of the fundamental units. Two electric units, the international ohm and

the international ampere, were chosen and made as nearly equal as possible to

the ohm and ampere of the "practical" or "absolute" system.

1 For example, A. G. Webster, "Theory of Electricity and Magnetism," 1897; J. H. Jeans,

"Electricity and magnetism," 191 1; H. A. Lorentz, "The Theory of Electrons," 1909; and

O. W. Richardson, "The Electron Theory of Matter," 1914,
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This system of units, sufficiently near to the "absolute" system for the pur-

pose of electrical measurements and as a basis for legislation, was defined as

follows:

''i. The International Ohm is the resistance offered to an unvarying electric

current by a column of mercury at the temperature of melting ice, 14.4521 grams
in mass, of a constant cross-sectional area and of a length of 106.300 centimeters.

"2. The International Ampere is the unvarying electric current which, when
passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water, in accordance with speci-

fication II attached to these Resolutions, deposits silver at the rate of 0.00111800

of a gram per second.

"3. The International Volt is the electrical pressure which, when steadily

appUed to a conductor the resistance of which is one international ohm will pro-

duce a current of one international ampere.

"4. The International Watt is the energy expended per second by an unvary-
ing electric current of one international ampere under the pressure of one inter-

national volt."

In accordance with these definitions, a value was established for the electro-

motive force of the recognized standard of electromotive force, the Weston
normal cell, as the result of international cooperative experiments in 19 10. The
value was 1.0183 international volts at 20° C.

The definitions by the 1908 International Conference supersede certain defini-

tions adopted by the International Electrical Congress at Chicago in 1893. Cer-

tain of the units retain their Chicago definitions, however. They are as follows:

^^ Coulomb. As a unit of quantity, the International Coulomb, which is the

quantity of electricity transferred by a current of one international ampere
in one second.

^^ Farad. As a unit of capacity, the International Farad, which is the capacity

of a condenser, charged to be a potential of one international volt by one

international coulomb of electricity.

^^ Joule. As a unit of work, the Joule, which is equal to 10^ units of work in

the c.g.s. system, and which is represented sufficiently well for practical use

by the energy expended in one second by an international ampere in an

international ohm.
" Henry. As the unit of induction, the Henry, which is the induction in a

circuit when the electromotive force induced in this circuit is one interna-

tional volt, while the inducing current varies at the rate of one ampere per

second."

"The choice of the ohm and ampere as fundamental was purely arbitrary.

These are the two quantities directly measured in absolute electrical measure-

ments. The ohm and volt have been urged as more suitable for definition in

terms of arbitrary standards, because the primary standard of electromotive

force (standard cell) has greater simplicity than the primary standard of current

(silver voltameter). The standard cell is in fact used, together with resistance

standards, for the actual maintenance of the units, rather than the silver vol-

tameter and resistance standards. Again, the volt and ampere have some claim
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for consideration for fundamental definition, both being units of quantities

more fundamental in electrical theory than resistance."

For all practical purposes the "international" and the "practical" or "abso-

lute" units are the same. Experimental determination of the ratios of the corres-

ponding units in the two systems have been made and the mean results are

given in Table 382. These ratios represent the accuracy with which it was possible

to fix the values of the international ohm and ampere at the time they were

defined (London Conference of 1908). It is unhkely that the definitions of the

international units will be changed in the near future to make the agreement

any closer. An act approved July 12, 1894, makes the International units as

above defined the legal units in the United States of America.

THE STANDARDS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ELECTRICAL
UNITS.

RESISTANCE

Resistance. — The definition of the international ohm adopted by the London

Conference in 1908 is accepted practically everywhere.

Mercury Standards. — Mercury standards conforming to the definition were

constructed in England, France, Germany, Japan, Russia and the United States.

Their mean resistances agree to about two parts in 100,000. To attain this

accuracy, elaborate and painstaking experiments were necessary. Tubes are

never quite uniform in cross-section; the accurate measurement of the mass of

mercury filling the tube is difl&cult, partly because of a surface film on the walls

of the tube; the greatest refinements are necessary in determining the length of

the tube. In the electrical comparison of the resistance with wire standards,

the largest source of error is in the filling of the tube. These and other sources

of error necessitated a certain uniformity in the setting up of mercury standards

and at the London Conference the following specifications were drawn up:

SPECIFICATION RELATING TO MERCURY STANDARDS OF RESISTANCE.

The glass tubes used for mercury standards of resistance must be made of a glass such that

the dimensions may remain as constant as possible. The tubes must be well annealed and straight.

The bore must be as nearly as possible uniform and circular, and the area of cross-section of the

bore must be approximately one square millimeter. The mercury must have a resistance of

approximately one ohm.

Each of the tubes must be accurately calibrated. The correction to be applied to allow for

the area of the cross-section of the bore not being exactly the same at all parts of the tube must

not exceed 5 parts in 10,000.

The mercury filling the tube must be considered as bounded by plane surfaces placed in

contact with the ends of the tube.

The length of the axis of the tube, the mass of mercury the tube contains, and the electrical

resistance of the mercury are to be determined at a temperature as near to 0° C as possible.

The measurements are to be corrected to 0° C.

For the purpose of the electrical measurements, end vessels carrying connections for the

current and potential terminals are to be fitted on to the tube. These end vessels are to be

spherical in shape (of a diameter of approximately four centimeters) and should have cylindrical

pieces attached to make connections with the tubes. The outside edge of each end of the tube
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is to be coincident with the inner surface of the corresponding end vessel. The leads which make
contact with the mercury are to be of thin platinum wire fused into glass. The point of entry

of the current lead and the end of the tube are to be at opposite ends of a diameter of the bulb;

the potential lead is to be midway between these two points. All the leads must be so thin

that no error in the resistance is introduced through conduction Of heat to the mercury. The
filling of the tube with mercury for the purpose of the resistance measurements must be carried

out under the same conditions as the filling for the determination of the mass.

The resistance which has to be added to the resistance of the tube to allow for the effect ot

the end vessels is to be calculated by the formula

A = -^— (
- + 1 ) ohm,

io637r \ri rz/

where ri and rz are the radii in millimeters of the end sections of the bore of the tube.

The mean of the calculated resistances of at least five tubes shall be taken to determine the

value of the unit of resistance.

For the purpose of the comparison of resistances with a mercury tube the measurements
shall be made with at least three separate fillings of the tube.

Secondary Standards. — Secondary standards, derived from the mercury

standards and used to give values to working standards, are certain coils of

manganin wire kept in the national laboratories. Their resistances are adjusted

to correspond to the unit or its decimal multiples or submultiples. The values

assigned to these coils are checked from time to time with the similar coils of

the other countries. The value now in use is based on the comparison made
at the U. S. Bureau of Standards in 1910 and may be called the "1910 ohm."

Later measurements on various mercury standards checked the value then used

within 2 parts in 100,000. Thus the basis of resistance measurement is main-

tained not by the mercury standards of a single laboratory, but by all the mer-

cury standards of the various national laboratories; it is furthermore the same

in all countries, except for very slight outstanding discrepancies due to the

errors of measurement and variations of the standards with time.

Resistance Standards in Practice. — In ordinary measurements, working

standards of resistance are usually coils of manganin wire (approximately 84

per cent Cu + 12 per cent Mn + 4 per cent Ni). They are generally used in oil

which carries away the heat developed by the current and facihtates regulation

and measurement of the temperature. The best type is inclosed in a sealed case

for protection against atmospheric humidity. Varying humidity changes the

resistance of open coils often to several parts in 10,000 higher in summer than

in winter. While sealed i ohm and o.i ohm coils may remain constant to about

I part in 100,000.

Absolute Ohm. — The absolute measurement of resistance involves the pre-

cise determination of a length and a time (usually an angular velocity) in a

medium of unit permeabihty. Since the dimensional formula of resistance in

the electromagnetic system is \iLfj./T2, such an absolute measurement gives R
not in cm/sec. but in cm x fx/sec. The definitions of the ohm, ampere and

volt by the 1908 London conference tacitly assume a permeability equal to

unity. The relation of the international ohm to the absolute ohm has been

measured in different ways involving revolving coil, revolving disk, and alter-

nate current methods. Probably the most accurate determination was made
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in 1 9 13 by F. E. Smith of the National Physical Laboratory of England, using

a modification of the Lorentz revolving disk method. His result was

I international ohm = 1.00052 =»= 0.00004 absolute ohms,

or, in other words, while one international ohm is represented by a mercury

column 106.300 cm long as specified above, one absolute ohm requires a similar

column 106.245 cm long. Table 305 of the 6th revised edition of these tables

contains data relative to the various determinations of the ohm.

CURRENT.

The Silver Voltameter. — The silver voltameter is a concrete means of meas-

uring current in accordance with the definition of the international ampere. As

used for the realization of the international ampere "it consists of a platinum

cathode in the form of a cup holding the silver nitrate solution, a silver anode

partly or wholly immersed in the solution, and some means to prevent anode

slime and particles of silver mechanically detached from the anode from reach-

ing the cathode. As a standard representing the international ampere, the

silver voltameter includes also the chronometer used to measure time. The

degree of purity and the mode of preparation of the various parts of the vol-

tameter affect the mass of the deposit. There are numerous sources of error, and

the suitability of the silver voltameter as a primary standard of current has

been under investigation since 1893. Differences of as much as o.i per cent or

more may be obtained by different procedures, the larger differences being

mainly due to impurities produced in the electrolyte (by filter paper, for instance).

Hence, in order that the definition of current be precise, it must be accompanied

by specifications for using the voltameter."

The original specifications were recognized to be inadequate and an inter-

national committee on electrical units and standards was appointed to com-

plete the specifications. It was also recognized that in practice standard cells

would replace secondary current standards so that a value must be fixed for the

electromotive force of the Weston normal cell. This was attempted in 1910 at

the Bureau of Standards by representatives of that institution together with

one delegate each from the PhysikaUsche-Technische Reichanstalt, The National

Physical Laboratory and the Laboratoire Central d'Electricite. Voltameters

from all four institutions were put in series under a variety of experimental con-

ditions. Standard Weston cells and resistance standards of the four laboratories

were also intercompared. From the joint comparison of standard cells and

silver voltameters particular values were assigned to the standard cells from

each laboratory. The different countries thus have a common basis of measure-

ment maintained by the aid of standard cells and resistance standards derived

from the international voltameter investigation of 1910.

It was not found possible to draw up satisfactory and final specifications for

the silver voltameter. Provisional specifications were submitted by the U. S.

Bureau of Standards and more complete specifications have been proposed in

correspondence between the national laboratories and members of the inter-
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national committee since 1910, but no agreement upon final specifications has

yet been reached.

Resistance Standards Used in Current Measurements. — Precise measure-

ments of currents require a potentiometer, a standard cell and a resistance

standard. The resistance must be so designed as to carry the maximum current

without undue heating and consequent change of resistance. Accordingly the

resistance metal must have a small temperature resistance coefficient and a

suflficient area in contact with the air, oil, or other cooUng fluid. It must have

a small thermal electromotive force against copper. Manganin satisfies these

conditions and is usually used. The terminals of the standard must have suffi-

cient contact area so that there shall be no undue heating at contacts.^ It must

be so designed that the current distribution does not depend upon the mode of

connection to the circuit.

Absolute Ampere. — The absolute ampere (io~^c.g.s. electromagnetic units)

differs by a neghgible amount from the international ampere. Since the dimen-

sional formula of the current in the electromagnetic system is [LW'/^M'] which

is equivalent to C^Vm^]; the absolute measurement of current involves funda-

mentally the measurement of a force in a medium of unit permeabiUty. In most

measurements of high precision an electrodynamometer has been used of the

form known as a current balance. A summary of the various determinations

will be found in Table 293 of the 6th Revised Edition of these tables.

The best value is probably the mean of the determinations made at the U. S.

Bureau of Standards, the National Physical Laboratory and at the University

of Groningen, which gives

I international ampere = 0.99991 absolute ampere.

The separate values were 0.99992, 0.99988 and 0.99994, respectively. "The
result may also be expressed in terms of the electrochemical equivalent of silver,

which, based on the '1910 mean voltameter,' thus equals 0.00111810 g per

absolute coulomb. By the definition of the international ampere, the value is

c.ooiiiSoo g per international coulomb."

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE.

International Volt.— " The international volt is derived from the interna-

tional ohm and ampere by Ohm's law. Its value is maintained by the aid of the

Weston normal cell. The national standardizing laboratories have groups of

such cells, to which values in terms of the international ohm and ampere have

been assigned by international experiments, and thus form a basis of reference

for the standardization of the standard cells used in practical measurements."

"Weston Normal Cell. — The Weston normal cell is the standard used to

maintain the international volt and, in conjunction with resistance standards,

to maintain the international ampere. The cell is a simple voltaic combination

^ See "Report to the International Committee on Electrical Units and Standards," 1912, p.

199. For the Bureau of Standards investigations see Bull. Bureau of Standards, 9, pp. 209, 493;

10, P- 475, 1912-14; I3i P- 147, 1915; 9, P- iSit 1912: 13, pp. 447. 479, 1916.
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having its anode or negative electrode of cadmium amalgam, consisting of lo

per cent by weight of cadmium and 90 per cent mercury. The cathode, or posi-

tive electrode, is pure mercury covered with a paste consisting of mercurous

sulphate, cadmium-sulphate crystals, and solution. The electrolyte is cadmium-

sulphate solution in contact with an excess of cadmium-sulphate crystals. The

containing vessel is of glass, usually in the H form. Connection is made to the

electrodes by platinum wires sealed into the glass. The cells are sealed, pref-

erably hermetically, and in use are submerged in a constant-temperature oil

bath. The resistance of a cell is about 600 to 1000 ohms. The Weston cell used

with potentiometers is not the Weston normal cell, but differs from it only slightly,

the cadmium-sulphate solution not being saturated. It is described in the next

section below.

One of the great advantages of the Weston normal cell is its small change of

electromotive force with change of temperature. At any temperature, t (centi-

grade), between 0° and 40°, Et = -E20 — 0.0000406 {t — 20) — 0.00000095 (^ — 20)^

-1- o.oooooooi {t — 20)^. This temperature formula was adopted by the London

conference of igo8. That this formula may apply, the cell must be of a strictly

uniform temperature throughout. One leg of the cell has a large positive and

the other leg a large negative temperature coefl&cient. If the temperature of

one leg changes faster than the other, the formula does not hold.

When the best of care is taken as to purity of materials and mode of procedure,

Weston normal cells are reproducible within i part in 100,000. The source of

the greatest variations has probably been in the mercurous sulphate. Cells using

the best samples of this material have an electromotive force the constancy of

which over a period of one year is about i part in 100,000. Only very meager

specifications for the cell have as yet been agreed upon internationally, how-

ever, and the procedures in various laboratories differ in some respects.^

The basis of measurements of electromotive force is the same in all coun-

tries as the result of the joint international experiments of 1910. As already

stated, a large number of observations were made at that time with the silver

voltameter, and a considerable number of Weston normal cells from the na-

tional laboratories of England, France, Germany and the United States were

compared. From the results of these voltameter experiments and from resist-

ance measurements, the value

1.0183 international volts at 20° C

was assigned to the Weston normal cell. A mean of the groups of cells from the

four laboratories was taken as most accurately representing the Weston normal

^ For the preliminary specifications which have been issued and the reports of the various

investigations on the standard cells see the following references: Preliminary specifications,

Wolff and Waters, Bull. B. of S. 3, p. 623, 1907; Clark and Weston Standard Cells, Wolff and

Waters, ditto, 4, p. i, 1907; Temperature formula of Weston Standard Cell, ditto, 5, p. 309,

1908; The materials, reproducibility, etc., of the Weston Cell, Helett, Phys. Rev. 22, p. 321,

1906; 23, p. 166, 1906; 27, pp. 33, 337, 1908; Mercurous sulphate, etc., Steinwehr, Zs. fiir

Electroch. 12, p. 578, 1906; German value of cell, Jaeger and Steinwehr, ditto, 28, p. 367, 1908;

National Physical Laboratory researches, Smith, Phil. Trans. 207, p. 393, 1908; On the Weston

Cell, Haga and Boeremaj Arch. Neerland, des Sci. Exactes, 3, p. 324, 1913.
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cell. Each laboratory has means of preserving the unit. Any discrepancies

between the bases of the different countries at the present time would be due

only to possible variations in the reference cells of the national laboratories.

Such discrepancies are probably less than 2 parts in 100,000.

The figure i.0183 has been in use since January i, 191 1. The value used in

the United States before 1911, 1.019126 at 20° C or 1.0189 at 25° C, was as-

signed to a certain group of cells maintained as the standard of electromotive

force at the Bureau of Standards. The high value is partly due to the use of

commercial mercurous sulphate in the cells. The old and the new values, i.01926

and 1.01 83, thus apply to different groups of cells. The group of cells to which

the value 1.019126 was assigned before 1910 differed by 26 microvolts from the

mean of the international group, such that the international group to which the

value 1.0183 is now assigned had the value 1.019126 + 0.000026, or 1.019152,

in terms of the old United States basis. The difference between 1.019152 and

1.0183 is 0.000852.

The electromotive force of any Weston cell as now given is therefore 0.000852

volt smaller than on the old United States basis, i.e., the present international

volt is 84 parts in 100,000 larger than the old international volt of the United

States.

Upon the new international basis the Clark cell set up according to the old

United States legal specifications has an emf of 1.43280 international volts at

15° C. The Clark cell set up (with specially purified mercurous sulphate) accord-

ing to improved specifications used at the Bureau of Standards has an emf of

1.43250 international volts at 15° C or 1.42637 at 20° C.

Portable Weston Cells. — The standard cell used in practice is the Weston

portable cell. It is like the Weston normal cell except that the cadmium-sulphate

solution at ordinary temperatures is unsaturated. As usually made, the cad-

mium-sulphate solution is saturated at about 4° C; at higher temperatures the

crystals are dissolved. Plugs of asbestos or other material hold the chemicals

in place. Its resistance is usually about 200 to 311 ohms. The change of emf,

wholly negligible in most electrical measurements, is less than 0.0000 1 volt

per degree C. The two legs of the cell have large and opposite temperature

coefficients so that care must be taken that the temperature of the cell is kept

uniform and the cell must be protected from draughts or large changes of tem-

perature. The electromotive force of a portable cell ranges from i.oi8i to

1.0191 international volts and must be determined by comparison with stand-

ards. It decreases very slightly with time, usually less than 0.000 1 volt per

year.

Absolute and Semi-absolute Volt. — Since the direct determination of the

volt in absolute measure presents great difficulties, it is derived by Ohm's law

from the absolute measures of the ohm and ampere. From the absolute values

of these already given,

I international volt = 1.00043 absolute volts.

The electromotive force of the Weston normal cell at 20° C is 1.01830 interna-

tional volts and i.01874 absolute volts, A semi-absolute volt is that potential
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difference which exists between the terminals of a resistance of one international

ohm when the latter carries a current of one absolute ampere. The emf of the

Weston normal cell may be taken as 1.01821 semi-absolute volts at 20° C.

QUANTITY OF ELECTRICITY.

The international unit of quantity of electricity is the coulomb. The faraday

is the quantity of electricity necessary to Uberate i gram equivalent in electroly-

sis. It is equivalent to 96,500 coulombs.

Standards. — There are no standards of electric quantity. The silver voltam-

eter may be used for its measurement since under ideal conditions the mass

of metal deposited is proportional to the amount of electricity which has flowed.

CAPACITY.

The unit generally used for capacity is the international microfarad or the

one-milUonth of the international farad. Capacities are commonly measured

by comparison with standard capacities. The values of the standards are de-

termined by measurement in terms of resistance and time. The standard is

some form of condenser consisting of two sets of metal plates separated by a

dielectric. The condenser should be surrounded by a metal shield connected to

one set of plates rendering the capacity independent of the surroundings. An

ideal condenser would have a constant capacity under all circumstances, with zero

resistance in its leads and plates, and no absorption in the dielectric. Actual

condensers vary with the temperature, atmospheric pressure, and the voltage,

frequency, and time of charge and discharge. A well-constructed air condenser

with heavy metal plates and suitable insulating supports is practically free from

these effects and is used as a standard of capacity.

Practically air condenser plates must be separated by i mm or more and so

cannot be of great capacity. The more the capacity is increased by approach-

ing the plates, the less the mechanical stability and the less constant the capac-

ity. Condensers of great capacity use solid dielectrics, preferably mica sheets

with conducting plates of tinfoil. At constant temperature the best mica con-

densers are excellent standards. The dielectric absorption is small but not quite

zero, so that the capacity of these standards with different methods of measure-

ment must be carefully determined.

INDUCTANCE.

The henry, the unit of self-inductance, is also the unit of mutual inductance.

The henry has been known as the "quadrant" and the "secohm." The length

of a quadrant or quarter of the earth's circumference is approximately 10^ cms.

and a henry is 10^ cms. of inductance. Secohm is a contraction of second and

ohm; the dimensions of inductance are [^TR] and this unit is based on the

second and ohm.

Inductance Standards. — Inductance standards are measured in international

units in terms of resistance and time or resistance and capacity by alternate-
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current bridge methods. Inductances calculated from dimensions are in abso-

lute electromagnetic units. The ratio of the international to the absolute henry

is the same as the ratio of the corresponding ohms.

Since inductance is measured in terms of capacity and resistance by the bridge

method about as simply and as conveniently as by comparison with standard

inductances, it is not necessary to maintain standard inductances. They are

however of value in magnetic, alternating-current, and absolute electrical meas-

urements. A standard inductance is a circuit so wound that when used in a

circuit it adds a definite amount of inductance. It must have either such a

form or so great an inductance that the mutual inductance of the rest of the

circuit upon it may be negligible. It usually is a wire coil wound all in the same

direction to make seK-induction a maximum. A standard, the inductance of

which may be calculated from its dimensions, should be a single layer coil of

very simple geometrical form. Standards of very small inductance, calculable

from their dimensions, are of some simple device, such as a pair of parallel wires

or a single turn of wire. With such standards great care must be used that the

mutual inductance upon them of the leads and other parts of the circuit is negli-

gible. Any inductance standard should be separated by long leads from the

measuring bridge or other apparatus. It must be wound so that the distributed

capacity between its turns is negligible; otherwise the apparent inductance will

vary with the frequency.

POWER AND ENERGY.

Power and energy, although mechanical and not primarily electrical quanti-

ties, are measurable with greater precision by electrical methods than in any

other way. The watt and the electric units were so chosen in terms of the c.g.s.

units that the product of the current in amperes by the electromotive force in

volts gives the power in watts (for continuous or instantaneous values). The
international watt, defined as "the energy expended per second by an unvarying

electric current of one international ampere under an electric pressure of one

international volt," differs but little from the absolute watt.

Standards and Measurements. — No standard is maintained for power or

energy. Measurements are always made in electrical practice in terms of some
of the purely electrical quantities represented by standards.

MAGNETIC UNITS.

C.G.S. units are generally used for magnetic quantities. American practice

is fairly uniform in names for these units: the c.g.s. unit of magnetomotive force

is called the "gilbert," of reluctance, the "oersted," following the provisional

definitions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (1894). The c.g.s.

unit of flux is called the "maxwell" as defined by the 1900 Paris conference.

The name "gauss" is used unfortunately both for the unit of induction (A.I.E.E.

1894) and for the unit of magnetic field intensity or magnetizing force. "This

double usage, recently sanctioned by engineering societies, is based upon the

mathematical convenience of defining both induction and magnetizing force
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as the force on a unit magnetic pole in a narrow cavity in the material, the cavity

being in one case perpendicular, in the other parallel, to the direction of the

magnetization: this definition however applies only in the ordinary electro-

magnetic units. There are a number of reasons for considering induction and

magnetizing force as two physically distinct quantities, just as electromotive

force and current .are physically different."

In the United States "gauss" has been used much more for the c.g.s. unit of

induction than for the unit of magnetizing force. The longer name of "max-

well per cm^" is also sometimes used for this unit when it is desired to distin-

guish clearly between the two quantities. The c.g.s. unit of magnetizing force

is usually called the "gilbert per cm."

A unit frequently used is the ampere-turn. It is a convenient unit since it

eUminates 47r in certain calculations. It is derived from the "ampere turn per

cm." The following table shows the relations between a system built on the

ampere-turn and the ordinary magnetic units. '•

Table II.

THE ORDINARY AND THE AMPERE-TURN MAGNETIC UNITS-

Quantity
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2 Table 1.

SPELLING AND ABBREVIATIONS OF THE COMMON UNITS OF WEIGHT AND MEASURE.

The spelling of the metric units is that adopted by the International Committee on Weights

and Measures and given in the law legalizing the metric system in the United States (1866).

The period is omitted after the metric abbreviations but not after those of the customary system.

The exponents "^" and "*" are used to signify area and volume respectively in the metric units.

The use of the same abbreviation for singular and plural is recommended. It is also suggested

that only small letters be used for abbreviations except in the case of A. for acre, where the use

of the capital letter is general. The following list is taken from circular 47 of the U. S. Bureau

of Standards.

Unit.
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FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS.

Conversion Factors.

To change a quantity from one system of units to another: substitute in the corresponding
conversion factor from the following table the ratios of the magnitudes of the old units to the
new and multiply the old quantity by the resulting number. For example: to reduce velocity
in miles per hour to feet per second, the conversion factor is lt~^; I = 5280/1, t = 3600/1, and
the factor is 5280/3600 or 1.467. Or we may proceed as follows: e. g., to find the equivalent of
I c.g.s. unit of angular momentum in the pd.ft.m. unit, from the Table t g cm2/sec.=.r lb. ft-Vmin,
where x is the factor sought. Solving, 4r='ig/lb. X cmVft.^ X min./sec, = i X .002205 X .001076
X 60 = .0001425.
The dimensional formulae lack one quality which is needed for completeness, an indication of

their vector characteristics; such characteristics distinguish plane and solid angle, torque and
energy, illumination and brightness.

(a) Fundamental Units.

The fundamental units and conversion factors in the systems of units most commonly used
are: Length [/]; Mass [w]; Time [/]; Temperature [&]; and for the electrostatic system,
Dielectric Constant [^]; for the electromagnetic system, Permeability [ju]. The formulae
will also be given for the International System of electric and magnetic units based on the units

length, resistance [r], current [i], and time.

(b) Derived Units.

Name of unit.

(Geometrical and
dynamical.)

Area, surface ,

Volume
Angle ,

Solid angle

Curvature
Angular velocity

Linear velocity

Angular acceleration. .

.

Linear acceleration

Density
Moment of inertia

Intensity of attraction.

Momentum
Moment of momentum.
Angular momentum ....

Force
Moment of couple,

torque
Work, energy

Power, activity

Intensity of stress. . .

.

Modulus of elasticity.

Compressibility
Resilience

Viscosity ,

Conversion
factor.
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FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS-

Conversion Factors.

(i) Dkrived Units.

Name of Unit.

(Electric and magnetic.)

Quantity of electricity. . . .

Electric displacement ....
lOlectric surface density. .

,

Electric field intensity

Electric potential

Electromotive force

lOlcctrostatic capacity. . .

.

Dielectric constant
Specific inductive capacity

Current
r.lectric conductivity
Resistivity

Conductance
Resistance
Magnetic pole strength

Quantity of magnetism . .

.

Magnetic flux

Magnetic field intensity .

.

Magnetizing force
,

Magnetic jiotcntial
,

Magnetomotive force

Magnetic moment
Intensity magnetization. .

.

Magnetic induction

Magnetic susceptibility

Magnetic permeability. . .

,

Current density

Self-inductance

Mutual inductance
Magnetic reluctance

Thermoelectric powerj. . .

.

Peltier coeflkientt

Sym-
bol*

I

7
P

g
R
m

m

H

H

7

J
B

K

M

9.

Conversion Factor.

Electrostatic

system.

m'lut'k'

h

-I
—I

-I
-I

I

-hX

Electromagnetic
system.

m'lH'n"

-h

-\
-\

-h

h

h

h

-I
-I
o

-i
-I

I

h

-i

-h
h

-i

i

h

I

I

-i

I

I

-I

International
system.

r'M'P

i/c
i/c

i/c

i/c

c

c

c

c

i/c

i/c

i/c

r/c5

i/c=

c

i/c=

i/c^^

C2

i/c

i/c

• As adopted by American Institute of Electrical Ensineers, igis.

t c is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in the etlicr = 3 X lo'" approximately.
X This conversion factor should include [fl~'J.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 3.

TABLES FOR CONVERTING U. S. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.*
(1) CUSTOMARY TO METRIC.



Table 3 (.conlmued).

TABLES FOR CONVERTING U. S. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
(2) METRIC TO CUSTOMARY.

)
LINEAR.



Table 4.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIVALENTS OF U. S- AND METRIC WEIGHTS AND MEASURES-*

(For other equivalents than those below, see Table 3.)

LINEAR MEASURES.

I mil (.001 in.) = 25.4001 jjl

I in. = .000015783 mile

I hand (4 in.) = 10.16002 cm
I link (.66 ft.) = 20.11684 cm
I span (9 in.) = 22.86005 cm
I fathom (6 ft.) = 1.828804 m
I rod (25 links) = 5.029210 m
I chain (4 rods) = 20.11684 m
I light year (9.5 X lo^^ km) = 5.9 X lo^-

miles

I par sec (31 X 10^ km) = 19 X lo'^ miles

g\ in. = .397 mm jV in. = .794 mm
tV in. = 1.588 mm | in. = 3.175 mm
J in. = 6.350 mm 5 in. = 12.700 mm
I Angstrom unit = .0000000001 m
I micron (fj,)

= .000001 m = .00003937 in.

I millimicron (m^i) = .000000001 m
I m = 4.970960 links = 1.093611 yds.

= .198838 rod = .0497096 chain

SQUARE MEASURES.

I sq. link (62.7264 sq. in.) = 404.6873 cm-
I sq. rod (625 sq. links) = 25.29295 m^
I sq. chain (16 sq. rods) = 404.6873 m^
I acre (10 sq. chains) = 4046.873 m^
I sq. mile (640 acres) = 2.589998 km^
I km^ = .3861006 sq. mile

I m'^ = 24.7104 sq. links = 10.76387 sq. ft.

= -039537 sq. rod. = .00247104 sq.

chain

CUBIC MEASURES.

I board foot (144 cu. in) = 2359.8 cm'
I cord (128 cu. ft.) = 3.625 m*

CAPACITY MEASURES.
I minim (TH,) = .0616102 ml
I fl. dram (6oTri) = 3.69661 ml
I fl. oz. (8 fl. dr.) = 1.80469 cu. in.

= 29.5729 ml
I gUl (4 fl. oz.) = 7.21875 cu. in. = 118.292

ml
I liq. pt. (28.87s cu. in.) = .473167 1

I liq. qt. (57.75 cu. in.) = .946333 1

I gallon (4 qt., 231 cu. in.) = 3.785332 I

I dry pt. (33.6003125 cu. in.) = .550599 1

I dry qt. (67.200625 cu. in.) = 1.101198 I

I pk. (8dryqt., 537.605 cu. in.) = 8.80958 1

I bu. (4 pk., 2150.42 cu. in.) = 35.2383 1

I firkin (9 gallons) = 34.06799 1

I hter = .264178 gal. = 1.05671 liq. qt.

= 33.8147 fl. oz. = 270.518 fl. dr.

I ml = 16.2311 minims.
I dkl = 18.620 dry pt. = 9.08102 dry qt.

= 1.13513 pk. = .28378 bu.

* Taken from Circular 47 of the U. S. Bureau of Standards, 1915, which see for more complete

tables.

MASS MEASURES.
Avoirdupois weights.

I grain = .0647989 1 8 g
I dram av. (27.34375 gr.) = i. 771845 g
I oz. av. (16 dr. av.) = 28.349527 g
I lb. av. (16 oz. av. or 7000 gr.)

= 14-583333 oz. ap. ( 5 ) or oz. t.

= 1-2152778 or 7000/5760 lb. ap.
or t.

= 453-5924277 g
I kg= 2.204622341 lb. av.
I g = 15-432356 gr. = -5643833 dr. av.

= •03527396 oz. av.

I short hundred weight (100 lb.)

= 45-359243 kg
I long hundred weight (112 lb.)

= 50.802352 kg
I short ton (2000 lb.)

= 907.18486 kg
I long ton (2240 lb.)

= 1016.04704 kg
I metric ton = 0.98420640 long ton

= 1.1023112 short tons

Troy weights.

I pennyweight (dwt., 24 gr.) = 1.555174 g;
gr., oz., pd. are same as apothecary

Apothecaries' weights.

I gr. = 64.798918 mg
I scruple O, 20 gr.) =
I dram (3, 3 3)
loz. (5,8 3)
I lb. (125, 5760 gr.) =
I g = 15-432356 gr. =

= 0.2572059 3
I kg = 32.150742 3 =

1.2959784 g
3.8879351 g
31.103481 g
373.24177 g
0.771618 9
.03215074 §
2.6792285 lb.

I metric carat = 200 mg = 3.0864712 gr.

U. S. I dollar should weigh 12.5 g and the
smaller silver coins in proportion.
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Table 5.

EQUIVALENTS OF METRIC AND BRITISH IMPERIAL WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.*

(1) METRIC TO IMPERIAL (For U.S. Weights and Measures, see Table 3.)

LINEAR MEASURE.

I millimeter (mm.)
(.ooi m.)

I centimeter (.oi m.
I decimeter (.i m)

I METER (m.)

I dekameter
(lo m.)

I hectometer
(loo m.)

I kilometer
(i.ooo m.)

I myriameter
( 10,000 m.)

I micron . .

= 0-03937 'n.

= 0.39370
"

= 3-93701 "

(39-370113
"

=
] 3.280843 ft.

( 1.09361425 yds.

= 10.93614

= 109.361425

= 0.62137 mile.

= 6.21372 miles.

== 0.00 1 mm.

SQUARE MEASURE.

I sq. centimeter . .

I sq. decimeter
(100 sq. centm.)

I sq. meter or centi-

are (100 sq. dcm.)
I ARE (100 sq. m.)

I hectare (100 ares

or 10,000 sq. m.)

h
h
h

0.1550 sq.m.

15.500 sq. in.

10.7639 sq. ft.

1. 1960 sq. yds.

119.60 sq. yds.

2.47 1 1 acres.

CUBIC MEASURE.

I cub. centimeter
(c.c.) (1,000 cubic
millimeters)

1 cub. decimeter
(c.d.) (1,000 cubic ^ = 61.024
centimeters)

I CUB. METER )

or stere ? .

(1,000 c.d.) )

0.0610 cub. in.

( 35.3148 cub. ft.

J 1.307954 cub. yds.

MEASURE OF CAPACITY.

I milliliter (ml.) (.001

liter)

I centiliter (.01 liter)

I deciliter (.1 liter) .

I LITER (1,000 cub.

centimeters or i

cub. decimeter)
I dekaliter (10 liters)

I hectoliter (100 "
)

I kiloliter (1,000 "
)

=
{

0.0610 cub. in.

0.61024 " "

0.070 gill.

0.176 pint.

= 1.75980 pints.

= 2.200 gallons.
= 2.75 bushels.
= 3.437 quarters.

APOTHECARIES' MEASURE.

I cubic centi- ) ( 0.03520 fluid ounce.

meter ('( = % 0.2S1 57 fluid drachm.
gram w't) ) ( 15.43236 grains weight.

I cub. millimeter = 0.01693 minim.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

I milligram (mgr.) . .

I centigram (.01 gram.)
I decigram (.1 " )

I GRAM
I dekagram (10 gram.)

I hectogram (100 "
)

I KILOGRAM (1,000" )

I myriagram (10 kilog.)

I quintal (100 " )

I millier or tonne
|

(1,000 kilog.)
I

= 0.01543 gram.
= 0.15432 "

= 1.54324 grains.

=15.43236 "
= 5.64383 drams.

= 3-52739 oz-

2.2046223 lb-

154323564
grains.

22.04622 lbs.

1.96841 cwt.

0.9842 ton.

TROY WEIGHT.

0.03215 oz. Troy.

0.64301 pennyweight.

15.43236 grains.

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT.

( 0.25721 drachm.
==< 0.77162 scruple.

( 15.43236 grains.

Note.—The Meter is the lenp;th, at the temperature of o° C, of the platinum-iridium bar deposited at the

International Bureau of Weights and Measures at Sevres, near Paris, France.

The present leeal equivalent of the meter is ^o.^yoiij inches, as above stated.

The ICiLOORAM is the mass of a platinum-iridium weight deposited at the same place.

The Liter contains one kilogram weight of distilled water at its maximum density (4° C), the barometer being

at 760 millimeters.

*In accordance with the schedule adopted under the Weights and Measures (metric system) Act, 1897.
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Tables.

EQUIVALENTS OF METRIC AND BRITISH IMPERIAL WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.

(2) METRIC TO IMPERIAL. (For U.S. Weights and Measures, see Table 3.)

LINEAR MEASURE.



10 Table 5.

EQUIVALENTS OF BRITISH IMPERIAL AND METRIC WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.

(3) IMPERIAL TO METRIC. (For U.S. Weights and Measures, see Table 3.)

LINEAR MEASURE.

I inch ....
I foot (12 in.) .

I YARD (3 ft.) .

I pole (5iyd.) .

I chain (22 yd. or )

100 links) \

I furlong (220 yd.)

j 25.400 milli-

( meters.

0.30480 meter.

0.914399 "

5.0292 meters.

20.1168 "

201.168 "

M / ^ , ^ S 1-6093 kilo-
I mile (1,760 yd.) .=

I meters.

SQUARE MEASURE.

I square inch . . =
I sq. ft. (144 sq. in.) =
I SQ. YARD (9 sq. ft.) =
I perch {30J sq. yd.) =
I rood (40 perches)

( 6.4516 sq. cen-

j timeters.

( 9.2903 sq. deci-

\ meters.

( 0.836126 sq.

} meters.

( 25.293 sq. me-
( ters.

10.117 ares.

0.4046S hectare.I ACRE (4840 sq. yd.)

I sq. mile (640 acres) = j 259.00 hectares

CUBIC MEASURE.

I cub. inch= 16.387 cub. centimeters.

I cub. foot (1728 / _ (0.028317 cub^me-

cub. in.) (
ter, or 28.317

cub. decimeters.
CUB YARD (27 / ^0.76455 cub. meter
cub. ft.) J

^^

APOTHECARIES' MEASURE.

I gallon (8 pints or |

160 fluid ounces)
j

I fluid ounce, f 3 /

(8 drachms)
)

I fluid drachm, f 3 I

(60 minims)
J

I minim, IT) (0.91 146 (

grain weight)
\

= 4-5459631 liters.

=
{

j
0.0^

I
ce

5.4123 cubic
centimeters.

3.5515 cubic
centimeters.

35919 cubic
centimeters.

Note. — The Apothecaries' gallon is of the same
capacity as the Imperial gallon.

MEASURE OF CAPACITY.

I gill

I pmt (4 gills) . . .

I quart (2 pints) . .

I GALLON (4 quarts)
I peck (2 galls.) . .

I bushel (8 galls.) .

I quarter (8 bushels)

= 1.42 deciliters.

= 0.568 liter.

= 1.
1
36 liters.

= 4-5459631
"

= 9.092 "

= S'^Z? dekaliters.
= 2.909 hectoliters.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

I gram ....
I dram ....
I ounce (16 dr.) .

I POUND (16 oz. or

7,000 grains)

I stone (14 lb.) .

I quarter (28 lb.)

I hundredweight /

(112 lb.)
)

I ton (20 cwt.)

^ 564.8 mill i-

grams.

1.772 grams.

28.350 «

0-45359243 kilogr.

6.350
12.70

"

50.80

0.5080 quintal.

1.0160 tonnes
or 1016 kilo-

grams.

;:1

f
=

{

TROY WEIGHT.

I Troy OUNCE (480 )

grains avoir.)
)

I pennyweight (24 {

grains)
J

: 31.1035 grams.

1-5552 "

Note. — The Troy grain is of the same weight as
the Avoirdupois grain.

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT.

I ounce (8 drachms) ^31.1035 grams.
I drachm, 51(3 scru- { __ ggg «

pies) J

•'

I scruple. 9i (20 / _ , «
grains) ^

— 1.29b

Note. — The Apothecaries' ounce is of the same
weight as the Troy ounce. The Apothecaries'
grain is also of the same weight as the Avoirdupois
grain.

Note. — The Yard is the length at 62° Fahr.. marked on a bronze bar deposited with the Board of Trade.
The Pound is the weight of a piece of platinum weighed m vacuo at the temperature of 0° C, and which is also

deposited with the Board of Trade.
The Gallon contains 10 lb. weight of distilled water at the temperature of 62° Fahr., the barometer being at

30 Inches.
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Table 5-

EQUIVALENTS OF BRITISH IMPERIAL AND METRIC WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.

II

(4) IMPERIAL TO METRIC. (For U.S. Weights and Measures, see Table 3.)

LINEAR MEASURE.



12 Table 6.

DERIVATIVES AND INTEGRALS.*

d ax

d uv



Table 7. ji

SERIES.

n(n-i) . . .(n-m+i) , -> ^ >-,

(I ±.)» = I ±;..+ 'i^^^ ±
"<^'-'\<"-""^

+ . .. + ^4"%^+ •••(-^<0
2! 3 ! («— ^j! ife 1

(I ± :*;)-i == IT s;+x2 T :»:'+x« T 0;^+ . . . (a;-< i)

(I ± a;)-2 = I T 2X+3.V- T 4a;'+5:c< T (>x^+ . . . {x^<'i)

f(x+h) - / {x)+hj' ix) + ^J"{x)+...+
J"

/<«' (*) + ...
'^''^'°J^ries.

r / N r / s ^ •, . ^ ^^ ^// , ^ «" ^ , N N
Maclaurin's

/ ix) ^f{o)+-J' (0) + - /" (0) + . . . - / (") (0) + ... series.

lim{ I+-)"=I+-:+— + — + -:+...
\ »/ 11 2! 3! 4I

e' ^ i + x+~, + -, + -.+ ... (a;2<Q0)
2! 3! 41

..= , + ,. log „+<£i^' + f£i2£l)^ + .... («.<»)

"^ (X-I) - ^ {X - 1)2 + i
(-V - IP - • • . (2>.t>0)

log (I +A-) = :C - i
.V2 + i

:c3 _ 1 ^.4 + . . . . (^2<i)

sin X = -. (e'-^ - e"'-^) = :i; -
, + '--—+•.. (a;2<30)

21 3 • 5- 7

•

I X^ T^ X^
COS a; = - (e'^ + c""'-^) = 1

, + '-;—
V-. + . . . = i — versina; ix^<'x>)
6!

.r' 2.T* ly.r^ 62
,a„« = . + -+--+-_ + _,. + .

6'<t)

sin-i a;
= cos.-i x = x + z- -^ •-•- + -•-•^•—4-... (x-<i)

2 62452467
tan-i x = - — cot.-i .t = a; x^ -i x^ x'' + . .

.

(a;''<i)
2 3 5 7""III / ,^ s=.- + —- — + ... (a:2>i)
2 X 3j;' Sx'

sinh a; = - (e* - c-^) = x + ~, + —, + -,+.. . {x'^<x)
2 3'- 5' 7"
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14 Table 7 (continued).

SERIES.

cosh.= i(e^ + e-)=i + f-;-f^:; + ^;+...



Table 9. , 1

5

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS, OF
NATURAL NUMBERS.

n



16 Table 9 (continued).

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS,
OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

n



Table 9 {continued). 1

7

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS, OF
NATURAL NUMBERS.

«



i8 Table 9 (.continued).

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS
OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

«



Table 9 {continued). ig

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS
OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

n

450



20 Table 9 {continued).

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS
OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

n

560



Table 9 {continued). 2 1

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS
OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

n

670



2 2 Table 9 {continued).

VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS
OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

n

780



TABLE 9 (continued). 23
VALUES OF RECIPROCALS, SQUARES, CUBES, AND SQUARE ROOTS

OF NATURAL NUMBERS.

n



24 Table 10.

LOGARITHMS.

N.



TABLElO {coniintied).

LOGARITHMS.
25

N.



26 Table 11.

LOGARITHMS.

N





28 Table 12.

ANTILOGARITHMS.

00
01

02

°3
04

05
06
07
08

09

10
II

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33
34

35
36
37
38

39

40
41

42

43
44

45
46
47
48

49

000
023
047
072
096

122

148

I7S
202

230

259
288

318

349
380

413
44.5

479
514

549

585
622
660
698

738

778
820
862

905
950

199s
2042
2089
2138

2239
2291

2344
2399
2455

2512
2570
2630
2692

2754

2818
2884

2951
3020

3090

1002
1026

1050
1074
1099

1125
1151

1178
1205

1233

1262

1291

1321

1352
1384

1416

1449
1483
I5'7

1552

1589
1626
1663
1702

1742

1782
1824
1866
1910

1954

2000
2046
2094
2143
2193

2244
2296
2350
2404
2460

2518
2576
2636
2698
2761

2825
2891

2958
3027
3097

1005



Table 12 (.continued).

ANTILOGARITHMS.
29

P.P.

1 2
I
3 4 5

3162
3236

33S8

3467

3548
3631

3715
3802
3S90

3981
4074
4169
4266

4365

4467
4571
4677
47S6
4S98

5012

5129
5248
5370
5495

5623

5754
5S8S
6026
6166

6310

6457
6607
6761
6918

3170 3177
3243 3251

3319 3327
3396 3404

3475 3483

3556 3565
3639 3648
3724 2,7o3
3S11 3819
3899 3908

3990 3999
4083 4093
4178 4188
4276 4285

4375 4385

4477 4487
4581 4592
4688 4699
4797 4808

4909 4920

5023 5035
5140 5152
5260 5272

5383 5395
5508 5521

5636 5649
5768 5781

5902 5916
6039 6053
6180 6194

6324 6339
6471 6486
6622 6637
6776 6792

6934 6950

3184
3258

3334
3412

3491

3573
3656
3741
3828

3917

4009
4102

4198
4295
4395

4498
4603
4710
4819
4932

5047
5164
5284
5408

5534

5662

5794
5929
6067
6209

6353
6501

6653
6S08

6966

7079



30 Table 13.

ANTILOGARITHMS.



Table 13 {continued).

ANTILOGARITHMS.
31



32 Table 14.

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.
(I.tkni (loiii II. (). I'ciKi-S " SIkiiI lalilr i>| Im, " (;iiiii kl ( <i.)

1* /J

1 1.( l( J(l<l



Table 14 (cam/Hu^j).

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.
33

a.

2

<6



34 Table 14 {continued).

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.

«2



I ABLE 1*» \connnuea).

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.
35



36 Table 14 (continued).

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.

0.6283

0.6312

0-6341

0.6370
0.6400

0.6429

0.6458
0.64S7

0.6516

0.6545

0.6574
0.6603

0.6632
0.666 [

0.6690
0.6720

0.6749
0.6778

0.6807
0.6S36

0.6S65
0.6S94

0.6923

0.6952

0.6981

0.7010

0.7039
0.7069

0.7098

0.7127

0.7156

0.7185

0.7214

0.7243
0.7272

0.7301

0.7330

0.7359
0.7389
0.7418

0.7447
0.7476

0.7505

0.7534
0.7363
0.7592
0.7621

0.7650

0.7679
0.7709
0.773!^

0.7767

0.7796
0.7825

0.7854

in

Mm
o

36°oo'

10

20

30
40
50

37°oo'

10

20

30
40
SO

38°oo'

10

20

30
40
50

39°oo'

10

20

30
40
SO

40°oo'

10

20

30
40
50

4i°oo'

10

20

30
40
SO

42°00'

10

20

30
40
50

43°oo'

10

20

30
40
SO

44°oo'

10

20

30
40
SO

45°oo'

SINES.

Nat. Log.

6041

6065
6088
61 1

1

6134

6157
6180
,6202

6225
6248
.6271

6338
6361

.6383

.6406

,6428 9.8081

5878 9.7692
5901 .7710

COSINES.

Nat. Log.

5925
5948
5972

599S

6018 9.7795

.7727

•7744
.7761

.7778

.7811

.7828

•7844
.7861

.7877

97893
.7910

.7926

.7941

•7957

•7973

6293 9.7989
6316 .8004

.8020

.8035

.8050

.8066

6450
6472
6494
6517

6539

6561

6583
,6604

6626
6648
6670

6691

6713
6734
,6756

6777
,6799

.8096

.Si 1

1

.8125

.8140

.8155

9.8169
.8184

.8198

.8213

.8227

.8241

9-8255
.8269

•8283

.8297

.8311

.8324

.6820 9.8338
6841 .S351

,6862

,6884

6905
6926

•836s
•8378

.8391

.8405

.6947 9.8418

6967 .8431

6988
7009
7030
7050

.7071

.8444

.8457

.8469

.8482

9.849s

Nat. Log.

COSINES

.8090

,8073

8056
8039
,8021

,8004

7986
7969
795'

7934
,7916

7898

78S0
7862

7844
7826
7S0S

7790

777^

7753
7735
7716
7698
,7679

7660
7642
7623
7604

7585
.7566

7547
,7528

7509
7490
7470
7451

7431
7412

7392
7373
7353
7333

7314
7294
7274
7254
7234
7214

7193
7173
7153
7133
7112
7092

,7071

9.9080

.9070

.9061

.9052

.9042

•9033

9.9023
.9014

.9004

•899s
.8985

•8975

9.8965

•8955

.8945

•8935

.8925

.8915

9.8905
•8895
.8884

.8874

.8853

9.8843
.8832

.8821

.8810

.8800

.8789

9.8778

.8767

.8756

.8745

•8733
.8722

9.87 1 [

.8699

.8688

.8676

.8665

.8653

9.8641

.8629

.8618

.8606

.8594

.8582

9.8569

•8557

.8545

.8532

.8520

.8507

9-8495

TANGENTS. COTANGENTS

Nat. Log.

Nat Log.

SINES.

7265
7310

7355
7400

7445
7490

7536
7581

7627

7673
7720
7766

7813
7860

7907

7954
8002
8050

8098
8146
8195
8243
8292
8342

8391
8441

8491

8541
8S9I
S642

8693
8744
8796
8847
8899
S952

9004
9057
91 10

9163
9217
9271

9325
9380

9435
9490

9545
9601

9657
97 '3

9770
9827
9884
9942

9.8613

.8639

.8666

.8692

.8718

-8745

9.8771

.8797

.8824

.8850

.8876

.8902

9.8928

-8954
.8980

.9006

.9032

.9058

9.9084
.9110

-9135
.9161

.9187

.9212

9-9238

.9264

.92S9

-9315

•9341

.9366

9.9392

.9417

9443
.9468

-9494

-9519

9-9544
.9570

•9595
.9621

.9646

.9671

9.9697
.9722

•9747

.9772

•9798

•9823

9.9848

.9874

.9899

.9924

9949
•9975

1 .0000 0.0000

Nat. Ltig

COTAN-
GENTS

Nat. Log.

3764
3680

3597
35'4
3432
3351

3270
3'90
31 n
3032

2954
2876

2799
2723
2647

2572

2497
2423

2349
2276
2203
2131

2059
1988

1918

1847

1778
1708

1640

1571

1504
1436
1369
^3^3

1237
1171

1 106

1041

0977
09'3
0850
0786

0724
0661

0599
0538
0477
0416

0355
0295
0235
0176
0117
0058

0.1387
.1361

•1334
.1308

.1282

•'255

0.1229

.1203

.1176

.1150

.1124

.109S

0.1072

.1046

.1020

-0994
.0968

.0942

0.0916
.0S90

.0865

•0839

.0813

.07S8

C.0762

.0736

.0711

.0685

.0659

.0634

0.0608

05S3
.0557

.0506

.0481

0.0456

.0430

.0405

-0379

0354
.0329

0.0303
.0278

•0253
.0228

.0202

.0177

0.0152
.0126

.OJOI

.0076

.0051

.0025

0.0000

Nat. Log.

TANGENTS.

54°oo'

50
40
30
20

10

53°oo'

SO
40
30
20

10

52°00'

so
40
30
20

10

5i°oo'

50
40
30
20

10

5o°oo'

SO
40

30
20

10

49°oo'

50
40
30
20
TO

48°oo'

50
40
30
20
10

47°oo'

SO
40
30
20
10

46°oo'

50
40
30
20
10

4S°oo'

Qsi

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 15.

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.
37

<
s
<
Pi



38 Table 1 5 {.continued).

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.

<
s
<



Table 15 {continued).

CIRCULAR (TRIGONOMETRIC) FUNCTIONS.
39

<
Q
<



40 Tables 15 {.continued) and 16.

CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS AND FACTORIALS.



Table 17.

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.
41



42 Table 17 (continued).

HYBERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.



Table 17 {continued).

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.
43



44 Table 17 {continued).

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.

u



Table 1 7 (.continued).

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.
45



46 Table 17 {.continued).

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.



Table 17 (.eontintted).

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.
47



48 Table 19.

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION.

X



Table 19 (continued).

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION.
49

X



so Table \9 {continued).

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION.

X



Table 19 {continue^.

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION.
5f

X



52



Table 19 {coniiKued).

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION.
53

X



54 Table 20.

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS.

Value ol <?'* and <—•' and their loKarlthms.

X



Table 21.

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS.
55

Values o2 6 >
' and 6 * and their logarithms.



S6
Tables 23 and 24.

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND LEAST SQUARES.

TABLE S3.—^Exponential Tunctions.

Value of (f* and e~' and their logarithms.

X



Table 25. 57

LEAST SQUARES.
This table gives the values of the probability P, as defined in last table, corresponding to different values of

X I r where r is the " probable error." The probable error r is equal to 0.47694 / h.

0.0
O.I

0.2

0-3

0.4

0.5
0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
I.I

1.2

1-3

1.4

1.5
1.6

1-7

1.8

1.9

2.0
2.1

2.2

2-3

2.4

25
2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

00000

05378
10731

16035
21268

26407

31430
36317
41052
45618

50000
54188
58171
61942

65498

68833
71949
74847
775-8

79999

82266

84335
S6216
87918

89450

90825
92051

93141
94105

94954

.95698

.99302

.99926

00538
05914
1 1 264
16562
21787

26915

31925
3679S

41517
46064

50428

54595
58558
62308

65841

69155
72249
75124
77785
S0235

82481

84 53

1

86394
88078

89595

90954
92166

93243
94195
95033

1

.96346

•99431

•99943

01076
06451
1

1 796
17088

22304

27421

32419
37277
41979
46509

50S53

55001

58942
62671
66182

69474
72546
75400
78039
80469

82695
84726
86570
88237
8973S

910S2
92280

93344
94284
95111

2

.96910

•99539
.99956

01614
06987
12328
17614
22821

27927
3291

1

37755
42440
46952

51277

55404
59325
63032
66521

69791
72841

75674
78291
80700

82907
84919
86745
88395
89879

91208

92392

93443
94371
95187

•97397
99627
.99966

02152
07523
12860

18138

23336

28431

33402
38231
42899

47393

51699
55S06

59705
63391
66858

70106

73134
75945
78542
80930

S3117

85109
86917
88550
90019

91332
92503
93541
94458
95263

4

.97817

.99700

.99974

02690
08059
1 3391
18662

23851

28934
33892
38705

43357
47832

52119
56205
60083

63747
67193

70419
73425
76214
78790
,81158

83324
85298
87088
88705

90157

91456
92613
93638
94543
95338

.98176

.99760

.99980

,03228

08594
1 392

1

191S5

24364

29436
34380
39178
43813
48270

52537
56602
60460
64102

67526

70729
73714
76481

79036
81383

83530
85486
87 258

88857

90293

91578
92721

93734
94627
95412

6

.98482

.99985

03766
09129
14451

19707
24876

29936
34866

39649
44267
48705

52952
56998
60833
64454
67856

71038
74000
76746
79280
81607

83734
85671

87425
S9008
90428

91698
92828
93828
947 1

1

95484

•9S743

.99848

.999S8

04303
09663
14980
20229
25388

30435
35352
401 18

44719
49139

53366
57391
61205
64804
68184

71344
74285
77009
79522
81828

83936
85854
87591
89157
90562

91817

92934
93922

94793
95557

8

.98962

.99879

.99991

04840
10197

15508

20749
25898

30933
35835
40586
45169
49570

53778
57782
61575
65152
68510

71648

74567
77270
79761
82048

84137
86036
S7755

89304
90694

91935
93038
94014
94874
95628

.99147

•99905

•99993

Table 26.

LEAST SQUARES.

Values of the factor 0.6745\/-^.
\ M—

1

This factor occurs in the equation r, =z o.6745\ / - ^°^ ^^^ probable error of a single observation, and other
\ «—

I



58 Table 27.- LEAST SQUARES.

Values of the factor 0.6746-<^\n(u-l)

. _ , for the probable error of the arithmetic i

n



Table 30. 59
LEAST SQUARES.

Observation equations

:

aizi + biZ2 + . . . liZq =Mi, weight pi

a^zi + b2Z2 4- . . . hH ~ ^2- weight pa

anZi + bnZ2 + . . . InZq= Mn, Weight pn.

Auxiliary equations

:

[paa] = pia? +P2a| + • • • Pna^.

[pab] = Piaibi + P2a2b2 + • • • Pnanbn.

[paM] = piaiMi + p2a2M2 + • • • PnanMa.

Normal equations :

[paajzj + [pabjzo + • • • [pal]zq = [paM]
[pabjzi+ [pbbjzo + . . . [pbl]zq = [pbM]

[pla]zi + iplb]z2 + . .
." [plljzq = [plM].

Solution of normal equations in the form,

Z1-- AifpaM] + Bi[pbM] + . . . Li[plM]
Z2 = AoLpaM] + BaLpbM] + . . . LsLplM]

gives :

wherein

zq = An[paM] + Bn[pbMJ + . . . Ln[plM],

weight of zi = pzi = (Ai)-' ;
probable error of zi =

—

^^
VPzt
r

weight of Z2 = pz2 — CB^)-^ ;
probable error of Z2 =—^_

VPxa

r

weight of zq = pz = (Ln)~'; probable error of Zq =

—

z:^.

VPz„

r = probable error of observation of weight unity

= 0.6745-%/

—

(q unknowns.)
-q

Arithmetical mean, n observations
:

r = 0.6745 \l
= - (approx.) =probable error of ob-

^i^~i \/n(n— i)' servation of weight unity.

2 v2 _ 0.8453 S V , , , ,

,

ro = 0.6745-1/
—

^/_— • (approx ) = probable
\n(^n— i; nVn—

i

of mean.

Weighted mean, n observations:

r = 0.6745V ^^; ro =^;=^=o.6745 ^J^^Z^yTp

Probable error (R) of a function (Z) of several observed quantities zi, Zj. • • whose
probable errors are respectively, rj, rj, . . . .

Z = f (Zi, Z2, . . .)

Examples

:



6o Table 31

.

DIFFUSION.

Inverse * values of v/c^ i —
2 pt,

V,.

log X = log (2^) + log\/^'- ' expressed in seconds.

= log 5 + log\/^^. / expressed in days.

= log 7 + log \/^. " " years.

i = coefficient of diffusion.!

c= initial concentration.

V= concentration at distance x, time t.

v/c



Table 31 (continued).

DIFFUSION.

6l

v/c



62 Table 32.

GAMMA FUNCTION.*

Value ol log 1 e~'«"~'da! + 10.

Jo

Values of the logarithms + lo of the " Second Eulerian Integral" (Gamma function) I ^—*jr"—Vjro logr(«)+ior
Jo

for vail



Table 32 (.conUfiueJ).

GAMMA FUNCTION.

63

n



64 Table 33.

ZONAL SPHERICAL HARMONICS.*

Degrees



Table 33 {continued).

ZONAL SPHERICAL HARMONICS.
65

Degrees



66 Table 34.

CYLINDRICAL HARMONICS OF THE 0th AND 1st ORDERS
Values when n = o and i of the Bessel function Jn ix)



Table 34 {continued).

CYLINDRICAL HARMONICS OF THE Oth AND 1st ORDERS.
67

Ji(x) = -Jo'{x). Other orders



5g Tables 86-86.

CYLINDRICAL HARMONICS OF Oth AND 1ST ORDERS-

TABLE 35.— 4-place Values for x = 4.0
to 16.0.



Table 37.

ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS.
69

Values ot j "(l-slii=

./O

flsln2<i>)^^d*.

This table gives the values of the integrals between o and rr / 2 of the function (i—sin'flsin-^) <# for different val.

ues of the modulus corresponding to each degree of between o and 90.

6



70 Table 38.

MOMENTS OF INERTIA, RADII OF GYRATION, AND WEIGHTS.
In each case the axis is supposed to traverse the centre of gravity of the body. The axis is

one of symmetry. The mass of a unit of volume is w.

Body.

Sphere of radius r

Spheroid of revolution, po-
lar axis 2a, equatorial di-

ameter 2r

Ellipsoid, axes 2a, 2b, 2c

Spherical shell, external ra-

dius r, internal r'

Ditto, insensibly thin, ra-

dius r, thickness dr

Circular cylinder, length za,

radius r

Elliptic cylinder, length 2a,

transverse axes 2b, zc

Hollow circular cylinder,

length 2a, external ra-

dius r, internal r'

Ditto, insensibly thin, thick-

ness dr

Circular cylinder, length za,

radius r

Elliptic cylinder, length 2(7,

transverse axes 2a, zb

Hollow circular cylinder,

length 2.7, external ra-

dius r, internal r'

Ditto, insensibly thin, thick-

ness dr

Rectangular prism, dimen-
sions 2a, zb, zc

Rhombic prism, length 2a,

diagonals zb, zc

Ditto

Axis.

Diameter

Polar axis

Axis za

Diameter

Diameter

Longitudinal
axis za

Longitudinal
axis za

Longitudinal
axis za

Longitudinal
axis 2a

Transverse
diameter

Transverse
axis 2b

Transverse
diameter

Transverse
diameter

Axis 2a

Axis za

Diagonal zb

Weight.

i,irwr*

4n'wa*

3

i\iTwr'^dr

Zitwabc

2irie/a{r^—r'')

4irwardr

2irwar^

Zirwabc

27rwa(;-2

—

r'^)

^TTTvardr

2>wabc

4zvabc

ifWabc

Moment of Inertia lo.

15

Zvwar^

IS

4ir'wabc{b--\-fi^

Ts

Z-Kwir^—r'6)

15

Zmur^dr

3

trwar^

vwabc{b'^-\-c'^)

irwa(/^—r"^)

4irwat*dr

ir~var'(y--\- 4a')^ 6

'irLt)abc(y'^-\-4a-)

6

tnoa
S
3(r*—r"») )

6 \ 4-4^2(r2-r'2) j

Ttwaizr^A—ah-)dr
3

Swabc(b^-\-c^)

2wabc{b"-\-c'^)

Zwabc((-'^-\-2a")

Square of Ra-
dius of G)'ra-

tion p-.

5

5

2(r>—r'^)

2r2

3

^2

2

4

y2J.^'2

r^ a^

4"^ "3

c^ a"^

7+ 7
^2-1-^2

3

<J2+r2

- 4- —

(Taken from Rankine.)

For further mathematical data see Smithsonian Mathematical Tables, Becker and Van Orstrand
(Hyperbolic, Circular and Exponential Functions); Functionentafeln, Jahnke und Emde (xigx,

x-^tgx. Roots of Transcendental Equations, a -|- bi and re**'. Exponentials, Hyperbolic Functions,

/^^^ du, I '^^^ du, I — du, Fresnel Integral, Gamma Function, Gauss Integral

^~^J o

e-x^dx, Pearson Function d-if"/>' n'' t>'xdx. Elliptic Integrals and Functions, Spherical

and Cylindrical Functions, etc.). For further references see under Tables, Mathematical, in the

nth e'd. Encyclopaedia Britannica. See aLso Carr's Synopsis of Pure Mathematics and Mellor's

Higher Mathematics for Students of Chemistry and Physics.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 39.

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC WEIGHTS. VALENCIES.
71

The International Atomic Weights are quoted from the report of the International

Committee on Atomic Weights (Journal American Chemical Society. 44, 427, 1922).



72 Table 40.

VOLUME OF A CLASS VESSEL FROM THE WEIGHT OF ITS EQUIVALENT
VOLUME OF MERCURY OR WATER.

4'

If a glass vessel contains at /° C, /* grammes of mercury, weighed with brass weights in air at

760 mm. pressure, then its volume in c. cm.

at the same temperature, /, : V= PR
at another temperature, ti, : V= PR\ = Ppjd

i
i + 7 (^1 - ^) |

p = the weight, reduced to vacuum, of the mass of mercury or water which, weighed with brass

weights, equals i gram
;

d = the density of mercury or water at /° C,

and 7 = 0.000 025, is the cubical expansion coefficient of glass.



Tables 41-42.

REDUCTIONS OF WEIGHINGS IN AIR TO VACUO.
TABLE 41.

73

When the weight M in grams of a body is determined in air, a correction is necessary for the

buoyancy of the air equal to M 5 (i/d— i/dj) where 5 ^ the density (wt. of i ccm in grams
= 0.0012) of the air during the weighing, d the density of the body, d, that of the weights.

8 for various barometric values and humidities may be determined from Tables 153 to 155. The
following table is computed for S = o.ooj 2. The corrected weight = M + kM/iooo.

Density
of body
weighed

3



IT A Table 43.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.*
• Compiled from various sources by Harvey A. Anderson, C.E., Assistant Engineer Physicist, U. S. Bureau

of Standards.

The mechanical properties of most materials vary between wide limits; the following figures ars given as

being representative rather than what may be expected from an individual sample. Figures denoting such
properties are commonly given either as specification or experimental values. Unless otherwise shown, the

values below are experimental. Credit for information included is due the U. S. Bureau of Standards; the

Am. Soc. for Testing Materials; theSoc. of Automotive Eng.; the Motor Transport Corps, U, S. War Dept.;

the Inst, of Mech. Eng.; the Inst, of Metals; Forest Products Lab.; Dept. of Agriculture (Bull. 556); Moore's
Materials of Engineering; Hatfield's Cast Iron; and various other American, English and French authorities.

The specified properties shown are indicated minimums as prescribed by the Am. Soc. for Testing Materials,

U. S. Navy Dept., Panama Canal, Soc. of Automotive Eng., or Intern. Aircraft Standards Board. In the

majority of cases, specifications show a range for chemical constituents and the average value only of this

range is quoted. Corresponding average values are in general given for mechanical properties. In gen-

eral, tensile test specimens were 12.8 mm (0.505 in.) diameter and 50.8 mm (2 in.) gage length. Sizes of

compressive and transverse specimens are generally shown accompanying the data.

All data shown in these tables are as determined at ordinary room temperature, averaging 20° C (68° F.).

The properties of most metals and alloys vary considerably from the values shown when the tests are con-

ducted at higher or lower temperatures.

The following definitions govern the more commonly confused terms shown in the tables. In all cases the

stress referred to in the definitions is equal to the total load at that stage of the test divided by the original

cross-sectional area of the specimen (or the corresponding stress in the extreme fiber as computed from the

flexure formula for transverse tests).

Proportional Limit (abbreviated P-limit). — Stress at which the deformation (or deflection) ceases to be

proportional to the load (determined with extensometer for tension, compressometer for compression and
deflectometer for transverse tests).

Elastic Limit. — Stress which produces a permanent elongation (or shortening) of o.ooi per cent of the

gage length, as shown by an instrument capable of this degree of precision (determined from set readings with

extensometer or compressometer). In transverse tests the extreme fiber stress at an appreciable permanent

deflection.

Yield Point. — Stress at which marked increase in deformation (or deflection) of specimen occurs without in-

crease in load (determined usually by drop of beam or with dividers for tension, compression or transverse tests).

Ultimate Strength in Tension or Compression. — Maximum stress developed in the material during test.

Modulus of Rupture. — Maximum stress in the extreme fiber of a beam tested to rupture, as computed

by the empirical application of the flexure formula to stresses above the transverse proportional limit.

Modulus of Elasticity (Young's Modulus). — Ratio of stress within the proportional limit to the corre-

sponding strain, — as determined with an extensometer. Note: All moduli shown are obtained from tensile

tests of materials, unless otherwise stated.

Brlnell Hardness Numeral (abbreviated B. h. n.). — Ratio of pressure on a sphere used to indent the

material to be tested to the area of the spherical indentation produced. The standard sphere used is a 10-

mm diameter hardened steel ball. The pressures used are 3000 kg for steel and 500 kg for softer metals, and

the time ef application of pressure is 30 seconds. Values shown in the tables are based on spherical areas

computed in the main from measurements of the diameters of the spherical indentations, by the following

formula:

B. h. n. = P -^ wtB = P -^ TrD{D/2 - Vo^/T^^^Wd
P = pressure in kg, t = depth of indentation, D = diameter of ball, and d — diameter of indentation, — all

lengths being expressed in mm. Brinell hardness values have a direct relation to tensile strength, and hardness

determinations may be used to define tensile strengths by employing the proper conversion factor for the ma-

terial under consideration.

Shore Scleroscope Hardness. — Height of rebound of diamond pointed hammer falling by its own weight

on the object. The hardness is measured on an empirical scale on which the average hardness of martensitic

high carbon steel equals 100. On very soft metals a " magnifier" hammer is used in place of the commonly

used "universal" hammer and values may be converted to the corresponding "universal" value by multi-

plying the reading by f. The scleroscope hardness, when accurately determined, is an index of the tensile

elastic limit of the metal tested.

Erichsen Value. — Index of forming quality of sheet metal. The test is conducted by supporting the

sheet on a circular ring and deforming it at the center of the ring by a spherical pointed tool. The depth of

impression (or cup) in mm required to obtain fracture is the Erichsen value for the metal. Erichsen standard

values for trade qualities of soft metal sheets are furnished by the manufacturer of the machine corresponding

to various sheet thicknesses. (See Proc. A. S. T. M. 17, part 2, p. 200, 1917-)

Alloy steels are commonly used in the heat treated condition, as strength increases are not commensurate

with increases in production costs for annealed alloy steels. Corresponding strength values are accordingly

shown for annealed alloy steels and for such steels after having been given certain recommended heat treat-

ments of the Society of Automotive Engineers. The heat treatments followed in obtaining the properties

shown are outlined on the pages immediately following the tables on steel. It will be noted that considerable

latitude is allowed in the indicated drawing temperatures and corresponding wide variations in physical prop-

erties may be obtained with each heat treatment. The properties vary also with the size of the specimens

heat treated. The drawing temperature is shown with the letter denoting the heat treatment, wherever the

information is available.



TABLE 44.-

Table 4*.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
•Ferrous Metals and Alloys— Iron and Iron Alloys.

75

Metal. Grade.

03 'iJ

c to
.5 C

Tensioa-
kg/mm^

>:a Ri3

Tension
lb/in2

6iE.S

«.9

Hardness.

Per cent.

Brinell

i at 3000
kg

Sclero-

scope.

Iron:
Electrolytic* (remelt): as forged. .

.

annealed 900° C.

Gray castt(i9 mm diam. bars) ....

Malleable cast, American (after

Hatfield)

European (after Am. Malleable
Castings Ass.)

(run of 24 successive heats, I9i9)§

Commercial wrought

Silicon alloys
1

1 Si 0.01: as forged..

.

(Melted in vacuo) ann. 970° C
(Note: C max. o.oi per cent)

Si 1.71 : as forged

annealed 970° C
Si 4.40 : as forged

annealed 970° C
Aluminum alloys If Al 0.00 : as forged

(Melted in vacuo) ann. 1000° C
(Note: C max. 0.0 1 per cent)

Al 3.08 : as forged

annealed 1000° C
Al 6.24 : as forged

annealed 1000° C

34-0

12.S
indet

1 14.0

^31-5

,19.0

I28.0

(195
(22.5

29-5

II.O

48.0

25.0

66.0

51.0

35-5
12.5

48.0

22.5

54-5

37-5

38.S
27.0

M7-5
(26.5

(24-5
(40.0

(29-5

145-5
40.8

{340
I37.0

31-5

24.5

53-5
38.0

74.0

64-5

38.S
24-5

54-5

37-5
60.5

49.0

48,500
18,000
indet.

( 20,000

(45,000
/ 27,000,

[40,000

( 28,000

(32,000

41,800
16,000

68,100
35,8oQ

94,000

72,900

50,700

17,600

68,200

31,800

77,700

53,400

55,000
38,000

( 25,000

(38,000

1
35,000

(57,000
/ 42,000

(65,000

58,000

( 48,000

(53,000

45,200

34,900

76,300

54,200

105,000
91,600

54,700

34,900

77,500

53,400
86,000

69,800

33-0
52.0

negli

|iS-o
I 4.5

, 6.0

\ 2.0

21.6

(40.0

1 30.0

350
53-0

37-0

50.0

6.0

24.0

26.0

60.0

21.0

51.0

28.0

27.0

95 t

75 t

100

,150

83.0

87.0

gible

n5-o
( 4-5

/ 6.0

( 2.0

(45-0
—

I350 —
78.0 —
81.5 -

82.0

90.6

7-5

25.1

84.3

93-5

[24

1 40

(25
1 30

76.4

8S-3

74-7

55-5

Composition, approximate:
Electrolytic, C 0.0125 per cent; other impurities less than 0.05 per cent.

Cast, gray: Graphitic, C 3-o, Si 1.3 to 2.0, Mn 0.6 to 0.9, S max. o.i, P max. 1.2.

A. S. T. M. Spec. A48 to 18 allows S max. o.io, except S max. 0.12 for heavy castings.

Malleable: American " Black Heart," C 2.8 to 3.5, Si 0.6 to 0.8, Mn max. 0.4, S max. 0.07, P max. 0.2.

European " Steely Fracture," C 2.8 to 3.5, Si 0.6 to 0.8, Mn 0.15, S max. 0.35, P max. 0.2.

Compressive Strengths [Specimens tested: 25.4 mm (i in.) diam. cylinders 76.2 mm (3 in.) long]].

Electrolytic iron 56.5 kg/mm^ or 80,000 Ib/in^.

Gray and malleable ca^t iron 56.5 to 84.5 kg/mnfi or 80,000 to 120,000 Ib/in^,

Wrought iron, approxmiately equal to tensile yield point (slightly above P-limit).

Density:
Electrolytic iron 7.8 g/cm' or 487 lb/ft' Malleable iron 7.6 g/cm' or 474 lb/ft'

Cast iron 7.2 g/cm^ or 449 Ib/ft^ Wrought iron 7.85 g/cm' or 490 lb/ft'

Ductility: — Normal Erichsen values for good trade quality sheets, 0.4 mm (0.0156 in.)

Thickness, soft annealed. Depth.
mm in.

Sheet metal hoop iron, polished 9.3 0.374
Charcoal iron tinned sheet 7.5 0.29s
Second quality tinned sheet 6.7 0.264

Modulus of elasticity in tension and compression:
Electrolytic iron .... 17,500 kg/mm^ or 25,000,000 Ib/in^ Malleable iron. . . 17,500 kg/mm^ or 23,000,000 lb/in'

Cast iron 10,500 kg/mm^ or 15,000,000 Ib/in^ Wrought iron. . . . 17,500 kg/mm^ or 25,000,000 lb/in'

Modulus of elasticity in shear:

Electrolytic iron 7030 kg/mm^ or 10,000,000 Ib/in^ Cast iron 8450 kg/mm' or 12,000,000 Ib/in^

Wrought iron 7030 kg/mm^ or 10,000,000 \b/irfi

Scleroscope hardness values shown are as determined with the Shore Universal hammer.
Strength in Shear:

Electrolytic (remelt) Commercial wrought
P-limit 8.4 kg/mm2 or 12,000 lb/in' P-limit 21. i kg/mm' or 30,000 lb/in'

Ultimate strength 21. i kg/mm^ or 30,000 Ib/in^ Ultimate strength. . 33.0 kg/mm^ or 50,000 lb/in*

Transverse strength, from flexure formula:
Gray cast iron

Modulus of rupture, 33.0 kg/mm^ or 47,000 Ib/in^
"Arbitration Bar," 31.8 mm (li in.) diameter, or 304.8 mm (12 in.) span; minimum central load at rup-

ture 1130 to 1500 kg (2500 to 3300 lb.); minimum central deflection at rupture 2.5 mm (0.1 in.), (A. S. T.
_M. Spec. A 48-18).

* Properties of Swedish iron (impurities less than i per cent) approximate those of electrolytic iron,

t These two values of B. h. n. only are as determined at 500 kg pressure.

i U. S. Navy specifies minimum tensile strength of 14. i kg/mm^ or 20,000 Ib/in^.

§ Averages for a U. S. foundry.
'

II From T. D. Yensen, University of Illinois, Engr. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 83, 1913 (shows Si 4.40 as alloy of
maximum strength).

H From T. D. Yensen, University of Illinois, Engr. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 93, 1917.

Smithsonian Tables.



pj^ Tables 45-46.

' MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS-
TABLE 45. — Carbon Steels— Commercial Experimental Values.

S. A. E. (Soc. of Automotive Eng., U. S. A.) classification scheme used as basis for steel groupings. First

two digits S. A. E. Spec. No. show steel group number, and last two (or three in case of five figures) show
carbon content in hundredths of one per cent.

, .

The first lines of properties for each steel show values for the rolled or forged metal m the annealed or nor-

malized condition. Comparative heat-treated values show properties after receiving modified S. A. E. heat

treatment as shown below (Table 46). The P-limit and ductility of cast steel average slightly lower and the

ultimate strength 10 to 15 per cent higher than the values shown for the same composition steel in the annealed

condition. The properties of rolled steel (raw) are approximately equal to those shown for the annealed con-

dition, which represents the normalized condition of the metal rather than the soft annealed state.

The data for heat-treated strengths are average values for specimens for heat treatment ranging in size

from i to li in. diameter. The final drawing or quenching temperature for the properties shown is indicated

in degrees C with the heat treatment letter, wherever the information is available. In general, specimens

were drawn near the lower limit of the indicated temperature range.



Table 47.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 47.— Alloy Steels— Commercial Experimental Values.

77



78 Tables 48-50.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
TABLE 48.— Steel Wire— Specification Values.

(After I. A. S. B. Specification 3S12, Sept., 1917, for High-strength Steel Wire.)I'^iier 1. A. 3. ts. specincation 3S12, Sept., 1917, tor High-strength Steel Wire.)
S. A. E. Carbon Steel, No. 1050 or higher number specified (see Carbon steels above). Steel used to be manufac-

tured by acid open-hearth process, to be rolled, drawn, and then uniformly coated with pure tin to solder readily.



TABLE 51.— Steel-wire Rope— Specification Values. 79
Cast steel wire to be of hard crucible steel with minimum tensile Strength of 155 kg/mm' or 220,000 lb/in*

and minimum elongation of 2 per cent in 254 mm (10 in.).
., .. c o i / , <:

Plow steel wire to be of hard crucible steel with mmimum tensile strength ol 183 kg/mm^ or 200,000

lb/in2 and minimum elongation of 2 per cent in 254 mm uo in.)
. t , , ,

Annealed steel wire to be of crucible cast steel, annealed, with minimum tensile strength of 77 kg/mm^ or

no 000 lb/in2 and minimum elongation of 7 per cent in 254 mm (10 in.).
, , , .

' Type A: 6 strands with hemp core and 19 wires to a strand (= 6 X 19), or 6 strands with hemp core and

18 wires to a strand with jute, cotton or hemp center.

Type B: 6 strands with hemp core, and 12 wires to a strand with hemp center.

Type C' 6 strands with hemp core, and 14 wires to a strand with hemp or jute center.

Type AA: 6 strands with hemp core, and 37 wires to a strand (= 6 X 37) or 6 strands with hemp core and

36 wires to a strand with jute, cotton or hemp center. ^
Description.

Galv. cast steel, Type A . .

11 K l( U ((

(( (( (( (( II

u a i< II II

Galv. cast steel, Type AA

.

II it t( (( <(

it (( (( (( ((

It tt (( If It

Galv. cast steel, Type B .

.

ti (< tt <( It

tt tt It tt tt

tt tt tt tt tt

Galv. cast steel. Type C . .

Galv, plow steel, Type A.

.

ti it tt tt it

II It tt It ti

It (( It It tt

Galv. plow steel, Type AA

Diameter.

I

It'.

Approx. weight.

kg/m

0.31

o-SS
2.23
5.06

0.3s
0.58
2.23
5.28
0.25
0.42
1.68

3-94
1-59

4-35
0.31

0-5S
2.23
4.66
0.33
0.58
2.35
6.18

lb/ft

0.21

0.37
1.50

3 40
0.22

0-39
I -50

3.55
0.17
0.28
113
2.65
1.07
2.92
o. 21

0.37
I 50

3-13
o. 22

0.39
1.58
4-15

Minimum strength.

kg

3,965
6,910

27,650

63,485

3,840

7,410

27,650

59,735
2,995
5,210

20,890

47,965
18,825

51,575
4,690
8,165

32,675
69,140

4,540
8,750

32,250
83,010

lb.

8,740

15,230

60,960

139,960
8,460

16,330
60,960

131,690
6,600

11,500

46,060

105,740

41,500
113,700

10,340
18,000

72,040

152,430
10,000

19,300
71,100

183,000

TABLE 52.— Plow Steel Hoisting Rope (Bright).

(After Panama Canal Specification No. 302, 1912.)

Wire rope to be of best plow steel grade, and to be composed of 6 strands, 19 wires to the strand, with hemp center.

Wires entering into construction of rope to have an elongation in 203.2 mm or 8 in. of about 2j per cent.

Diameter.



8o Tables 64-S5.

TABLE 54.— Aluminum.

Metal, approx.
composition,

per cent.





82
Tables 67-69

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
TABLE 57.— Copper.

Metal and
approx.

composition.
Per cent.



Tables 60-63.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
TABLE 60.— Copper Wire— Medium Hard-drawn.
(A. S. T. M. B2-1S) Minimum and Maximum Strengths.
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84 Table M.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS-

TABLE 64.— Copper-zinc Alloys or Brasses; Tin Alloys or Bronzes.

Metal and
approx.

composition,
per cent.



TABLE 65.

Table 65.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
Copper Alloys— Three (or more) Components.

8S

Alloy and approx.
composition
per cent.

Condition.
Oil-

Tension,
kg/mm^

3S

Tension,
lb/in2

ag^
u g
T3 CS

Per cent.

Hardness.

.Sg

o u

— o

Brass, Aluminum
Cu 57, Zn 42, Al I

Cu5S,Zn4i, AI4
Cu 6a. g, Zn 33.3, Al
Cu 70.5, Zn 26.4, Al

Alum., Manganese.

.

Cu64, Zn 29, Al 3.1

Mn 2.5, Fe 1.2.. .

Alum., Vanadium. . .

Cu 58.S, ZnsS.S, Al
1.5, V 0.03

Iron:
CU56, Zn 41. s, Fei.

Aich's Metal
Cu6o,Zn38.2,Fei.8

Delta Metal

Cu 57, Zn42, Fe i.

Cu 6s, Zn 30, Fes-
Iron, Tin:
Cus6.s,Zn40,Fei.5,
Sn i.ot

Sterro metal:

Cu 55, Zn 42.4 Fe
1.8, Sno.8..

Lead or Yellow brass

Cu 60 to 63. S, Zn3S
t0 33-S,Pbs to 3.

Lead, Tin or

Red brass
Cu83,Zn7,Pb6,Sn4
Cu78,Zn9.5,Pbio,
Sn 2

Yellow brass:

Cu 70, Zn 27, Pb 2,

Sn I

Manganese or Man-
ganese bronze
Cu s8, Zn 39. Mn

0.0s
(Sn, Fe, Al, Pb.)

Cu 60, Zn 39 Mn,
tr

Specification values:

U. S. Navy, 46 B
i6a **

U. S. N.,46B 15a
Manganese Vana
dium:
Cu s8.6, Zn 38. s, Al

1.5 Mno.s, V0.03
Nickel: Nickel sil

ver, Cu 60.4, Zn
31.8, Ni 7.7 ..

German silver,

Cu 61.6, Zn 17.2,

Ni 21. 1

Cu 60.6, Zn 11.8,

Ni 27.3
Fine wire:

Cu58,Zn24,Nii8
Nickel silver it

Nickel Tungsten : S

Tin:
Cu6i,Zn38,Sni.
Navalbrass,as above

Tobin bronze: as be-
low

Cu 58.2, Zn 39.S
Sn 2.3

Cu55, Zn43, Sn 2

Cast

Cast, tensilite*

Cold drawn . .

.

Cast

Cast

J Cast, sand. . . .

\ Rolled, hard . .

Rolled hard. .

.

Cast

[Cast
< Forged
[ Hard drawn . .

Cast

[ Sheet ann
\ Sheet hard

Cast
t

Cast

Cast§

Cast, sand 11.

.

Cast, chill . . .

.

Rolled

RoUedtt

Cold drawn . .

.

Cast

Drawn hard

.

Cast, sand.
Ann. after roU-

35.6

8.42

8.6

8.87

526

23.2 to

26.0

8.3

8.3

mg.
Cast. 8.3

Rolled

.

Castllll

S18

8.4

21. I to

24.6

22. s to

26.0II

3I-S

24.6

35.6

10.8

13-2

t6.7

s6.o

17.6

38.0

40.0
60.0

56.2

33-0

SO-7 to

59-2

31-7
42.2

45-5

49.2 to

52.8

42.5
53.6

S8.S
23.2 to

27-S

25-S
42.9

21.0

18.6

49.2 to

52-7

52.7 to

563
52.5

49.2
49.2

2S-3

28.8

37-6

lOS-S

43-S
42.2

56.0

48.4

50,600

33,000 to

37,000

16,000

30,000 to

3S,oooll
32,000 to

37,°oo!l

45,000

35.000

50,600

15,400

18,800

23,700

37,000
25,000

5 7,000
85,400
80,000

47,000

81,400

72,000 to

84,000

45.000
60,000
65,000

70,000 to

7S.OOO

60,500
76,200
83,100
33,000 to

39.000
42,000
61,000

30,000

26,500

70,000 to

75,000
75,000 to

80,000
75,000

70,000
70,000

81,400

36,000

40,900

S3,500

150,000

42,600

62,000
60,000

79,000
68,900

50.0

16.5

50.0

16.0

12.0

3Soto
22.0

10.

o

17.0

3Soto
20.0

30.0 to

26.0

50.0
30.0

17.0

0.0 to

22.0

32.0 to

25.0

25.0

20.0

30.0

28.S

32.0

29.6

25.0

350
48.0

3Soto
25.0

3S-0 to

22.0

35-oto
30.0

109 to

119

104 to

119

28.S

32.0 to

25.0

34.0 to

28.0
28.0

109 to

iig
119 to

130

18 to

19
18 to

25-1

31-4

32.0

37-0

40.0
70.0

For Footnotes see page 84.
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TABLE 65.

Table 65 {continued).

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES-
Copper Alloys— Three (or more) Components.



Table 65 (continued).

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 65.— Copper Alloys— Three (or more) Components.

87

Alloy and approx.
composition.
per cent.

Condition.

•K.£?
a JJ

&t^

Tension,
kg/mm^

Tension,
lb/in2

.9E_

1^'^ T3 a

Per cent.

Hardness.

Bronze:
Silicon

Cu 70, Zn 29.S, Sio.s .

.

Zinc*Comp."G"
Admiralty gun metal . .

Comm'c'l range
Spec, values
Cu88, Sn8,Zn4
Cu 85, Sn 13, Zn 2

Zinc, Lead
Cugo,Sn6.5,Zn2,Pbi.5
Rods and bars

1
1 up to

12.7 mm a in.)

over 12.7 mm to 25.4
mm (i in.)

over 25.4 mm (i in.) . .

Shapes,! I all thicknesses

Sheets and plates, ||o to

12.7 mm {5 in.)

over 12.7 mm (J in.).

.

AIuminumTin:
Cu 88.5, Al 10.4, Sn 1.2

Aluminum Titanium:

Cu 90, Al 10

Cu 89, Al 10, Fe I

Lead:
Cu 71.9, Pb 27. s, Sno.5

Nickel, Aluminum:
Cu 82.1, Ni 14.6, Al 2.5

Zno.7n
Cu8s,Sns-,Zn5,Pb5

Cu 83,Sn 14, Zn 2, Pb i

Zinc, Phosphor
(" Non Gran")

Cu86, Snii,Zn3, Ptr
Vanadium, See Brass

Vanadium.
Copper, Aluminum or
Aluminum Bronze:
Cu 90, Al 10

CU92.S, AI7.2

Aluminum, Iron or Sill-

man bronze
Cu 86.4, Al 9.7, Fe 3.9..

Cu 88.5, Alio.s.Fe I.e.

Cast
Drawn, hard
Cast
Castt

Cast (mins.).

Castt
Cast

Cast§

8.5

Cast, chill..

[
Cast**...

\
Quench,

[ 800° C.
Cast ft

Cast

Forged
Cast§§

Cast

Cast

Cast, sand
1 1 1

1

.

Rolled, and
ann.

Wrought
Cast

Cast, sand.

.

Quenched
850° C.
drawn
700° C

7-58

468-

465

8.6

5-6 to

8.4

8.4 to

II.

2

28.1

26.4

24.6

26.4

27.4
26.4

26.0

29.0

14.1 to

17.6

44-

S

lo.s to

13.4
10.5 to

13.4

13-9 to

23.3

7.0

9.8

28.0

46.0

74.0
27.4
22.5 to

26.7

21.1

27.

S

26.7

23.9 to

28.1

56.2

52.7

50.7

52.7

54-8
52.7

74.0

4S.7 to

56.2

4.2 to

4.6

90.0
19.0 to

23.2
16.2 to

19.0

Si-i to
60.0

37-5

S9.3

55.

S

54-0

65.0

12,200
8,000 to

1 2,coo

12,000 to

16,000
40,000

37,500
3S>ooo

37,500

39,ooo1[

37,500

36,700

19,800

40,500
20,000 to

25,000

63,300
15,000 to

19,000
15,000 to
19,000

19,800 to

33,200
9,600

14,000
11,500
20,000

65,000
105,000
38,900
32,000 to

38,000
30,000
39,200
38,000

34,000 to

40,000
80,000

7 5,000
72,000
75,000

78,000
75,000

68,000

105,200
65,000 to

80,000

6,000 to

6,600

128,000
2 7 ,000 to

33,000
23 ,000 to

27,000

72,700 to

85,500
53,500

84,400
78,850
77,000

25.0

25.0 to

lO.O

14.0

30.5
2.5

33.0 to

25.0

30.0

30.0
30.0
30.0

30.0
30.0

I.O

30.0 to

20.0

3.oto
3.2

lO.O

20.0 to

16.0

4.0 to'

0.5

28.8 to

21.7

91.0

ii-S

14-5

24-5

21.0

25.0 to

12.0

24.0

2-5

64
65 to

75

13
10 to

25

34.0 to 50 to
26.0 60
Required to bend

cold through
. 1 20° about ra-

dius equal to

thickness.

5-5 189 32

0.8

30.0 to

20.0

4.2 to

6.7

12.0

20.0 to

150
4.0 to

0.5

30.0 to

22.4

72.9

18.5

262

93 to
100

50 to

62

102 to
106

25

25 to

26

25 to

26

* Gov't. Bronze: Cu 88, Sn lo, Zn 2 (values shown are averages for 30 specimens from five foundries tested at the
Bureau of Standards).

t Compressive P-limit 10.5 kg/mm' or 15,000 lb/in' with 29 per cent set for 70 kg/mm^ or 100,000 Ib/in^ load.

t Values from same series of tests as first values for " 88-10-2, averages for 26 specimens from five foundries tested
at Bureau of Standards.

S Compressive P-limit 9.1 kg/mm^ or 13,000 Ib/in^ with 34 per cent set for 70 kg/mm^ or 100,000 Ib/in^ load.

II Specification minimums: U. S. Navy 46817, Dec. 2, 1918, for hot-rolled aluminum bronze, Cu 85 to 87, Al 7
to 9, Fe 2.5 to 4.5. Specification values under P-limit are for yield point.

H Two and six tenths per cent increase in strength up to 762 mm (30 in.) width.
** Compressive P-limit: cast, 14.1 kg/mm? or 20,000 Ib/in^ with 11.4 per cent set at 70 kg/mm^ or 100,000 lb/in»

load.

tt Compressive P-limit: cast, 12.7 to 14.1 kg/mm" or 18,000 to 20,000 Ib/in^with 13 toi5 percent set at 700 kg/mm'
or 100,000 Ib/irf load.

tt Modulus of elasticity 14,800 kg/mm^ or 21,150,000 Ib/in^

§§ Compressive P-limit 8.4 kg/mm^ or 12,000 Ib/in^ with 36 per cent set for 70.3 kg/mm^, or 100,000 Ib/irf load.
11 II High values are after Jean Escard " L'Aluminum dans L'Industrie," Paris, 1918. Compressive P-limit 13.5

kg/mm2 or 19,200 Ib/in^ with 13.5 per cent set for 70.3 kg/mm^ or 100,000 Ib/in^ load.

Smithsonian Tablej.



88 TABLE 66.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 66.— Miscellaneous Metals and Alloys.

Metal or alloy.

Approx. composition,
per cent.

Cobalt, Co 99.7

Gold, Au 100

Copper, Au go, Cu 10. . .

Copper, Silver, Au 58, Cu
30 Ag 12

Lead, Pbf

(Comm'c'l.).

Antimony }Pb9S.s,Sb4.s

Magnesium, Mg
Nickel, NigS.s..
Ni 99.9s
NigS.s
Ni
Ni
Ni

Copper, iron, manganese
or Monel metal:

Ni67, Cu28,Fe3,Mn2
Ni66, Cu 28, Fe3.S, Mn

Niyi, Cu 27, Fe 2 §.

.

46 Mia II

46 M7bl|

Palladium, Pd.

Platinum, Pt...

Silver, Ag 100.

.

Copper, Ag 75, Cu 25.
Tantaliun, Ta

Tin, Sn gg.Sft".

Antimony, Copper, Zinc
(Britannia Metal):

Sn 81, Sb 16, Cu 2, Zn i.

Zinc, Aluminum, etc.

(aluminum solder)

:

Sn 63. Zn 18, Al 13, Cu
3,Sb2,Pbi

Sn 62, Zn 15, Al 11, Pb
8, Cu3,Sbi

Zinc, aluminum:
Sn 86, Zn 9, Al s

Aluminum, zinc, cad
mium:

Sn78, AI9, Zn8,Cd5.

Condition.

Cast
Ann
Cast
Drawn hard
Drawn hard

Drawn hard
Cast
Rolled hard
Drawn soft

Drawn hard
Cast

Drawn hard

Cast
Wrought, ann
Wrought, com
Rolled hard, "

Rolled ann. "

Drawn hard, D =
1.65 mm 01

0.06s in

Cast
Rolled
Wrought

Drawn hard. . .

.

Cast, minimums
Rolled, min., rods
and bars H . . . ,

Rolled, mini
mum, sheets
and plates.

.

Drawn hard.

.

Drawn hard.

.

Drawn ann. .

.

Cast
Drawn hard.

.

Drawn hard.

.

Drawn hard.

.

Cast
RoUed
Drawn hard .

.

Cast

Cast

Cast, chill

Cast, chill

gm
per
cm^

8.9

19-3

11.38
11.40

8.9

S50
SS6
1203

Tension,
kg/mm2

2.8

16.7 •

12.6

12.

1

21.5

lo.S

IO-S7

16.6

7-3

7S5
1342

1035
456

21.2

55-1
2S.3

22.8**

28.1**

23-1

26.0
18.0

26.0

45-8

102.0

1-3

2-3

1-7

2.2

4-5
21.0

23.2

26.7

29.9
46.0

64.7

53-4

49-3
73-8
64.8

112.S
45-7

56.2

45
27.0

37-3
24.6
28.1

36.0

77.0
91.0
2.8

3-7

7.0

S5
.Eg

•EE^

Tension,
lb/in2

23 ,800 **

17,900

30,100
78,400
40,300

32,500**

40,000 **

33,000
37.000
25.000
37.000
65,100

14s.000
1,780
3.300
2,420

3.130
6,400

30,000
33.000
38.000
42.500
65,000
92,000
76,000

70,000
104,900
92,200

160,000
65,000

80,000

65 ,000

39.000
53.000
35.000
40,000
51,200

109,500
130,000

4,000
5,300

10,000

Per cent.

Hard-
ness.

c o
= o
=3
"

6.1

14,500

13,000

12,200

14,300

18.0

31-3

46.3

25.0

32.0

18.0

50.0

1.9

1.6

41.0

18.0

20.0

61.7

70.2

IS

1-3

81.0

41.0

Antimony: Modulus of Elasticity 7060 kg/mm^ or 11,320,000 lb/in- (Bridgman).
* Compressive strength: cast and annealed, 86.0 kg/mm- or 122,000 lb/in-.

Comm'c'l. comp., C 0.06, cast, tensile, ultimata, 42.8 kg/mm^ or 61,000 Ib/in^, with 20 per cent elongation in 50.8
or 2 in. Compression, ultimate 123.0 kg/mm^ or 175,000 Ib/in^

Stellite, Co 59.5, Mo 22.5, Cr 10.8, Fe3.i, Mn 2.0, C 0.9, Si 0.8. Brinell hardness 512 at 3000 kg. density 8.3-

t Modulus of elasticity, cast or rolled, 492 kg/mm^ or 700,000 Ib/in^; drawn hard 703 kg/mm^ or 1,000,000 lb/in"

t For compressive test data on lead-base babbitt metal, see table following zinc.

§ Modulus of elasticity 15,800 kg/mm^ or 22,500,000 Ib/in^,

II Specification values, U. S. Navy, Monel metal, Ni min. 60, Cu min. 23, Fe max. 3.5, Mn max. 3.5, C + Si max.
0.8, Al max. 0.5.

1i Values shown are subject to slight modifications dependent on shapes and thicknesses.
** Values are for yield point.

tt Compressive strength: cast, 4.5 kg/mm^ or 6,400 Ib/in^
Modulus of elasticity: cast av. 2,810 kg/mm* or 4,000,000 Ib/in^; rolled av. 401.0 kg/mm' or 5,700,000 lb/in'

Smithsonian Tables.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 67.— Miscellaneous Metals and Alloys.

(o) Tungsten and Zinc.

89

Metal or

alloy

approx.
comp.

per cent.

Tungsten,
W99.2*

Zinc, §Za.

Condition.

Ingot sintered,

D = s-7 mmoro.22 in.

Swaged rod,

D = 0.7 mm or 0.03 in.

Drawn hard,
D = 0.029 mm or

0.00114 in

Swaged and drawn hot

97.5% reductiont. .

.

Same as above and
equiaxed at 200o''C

inHzt

Cast
Coarse crystalline. . .

.

Fine crystalline

Rolled (with grain or

direction of rolling)

.

Rolled (across grain or

direction of rolling).

Drawn hard

Density
or weight.

gm
per

cm'

iS.o

lb.

per
ft'

Tension,
kg/mm^

12.7

151-0

415-0

164.0

^S_

Tension,
Ib/inJ

18,000

215,000

590,000

233.500

(Impurities Pb, Fe and Cd)
—
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 68.— Cement and Concrete.

(a) Cement.

Cement: Specification Values (A. S. T. M. Cg to 17, Cio to 09, and Cg to 16T).
Minimum strengths based on tests of 645 mm^ (i in^) cross section briqucites for tension,

and cylinders 50.8 mm (2 in.) diameter by 101.6 mm (4 in.) length for compression. Mortar,
composed of i part cement to 3 parts Ottawa sand by volume; specimens kept in damp
closet for first 24 hours and in water from then on until tested.



Table 68 {continued).

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

(c) Concrete .

91

Co^fCRETE; Compressive strengths. Experimental values for various mixtures. Results compiled by Joint

Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete. Final Report adopted by the Committee July i, 1916-

Data are based on tests of cylinders 203.2 mm (8 in.) diameter and 406.4 mm (16 in.) long at 28 days age.

American Standard Concrete Compressive Strengths.

Aggregate.

Granite, trap rock

Gravel, hard limestone and
hard sandstone

Soft limestone and soft

sandstone

Cinders

Units.

kg/mm*
lb/in2

kg/mm*
lb/in2

kg/mm^
Ib/in^

kg/mm^
lb/in2

Mix.

2-3

3300

2.1

3000

1-5
2200
0.6
800

2.0
2Soo

1-3
1800

o-S
700

2200

1.4
2000

I . t

1500
0.4
600

1-3
1800

1600

0.8
1200

0.4
SOO

i.o

1400

0.9
1300

0.7
1000

0.3
400

Note. — Mix shows ratio of cement (Portland) to combined volume of fine and coarse aggregate (latter as

shown).
Committee recommends certain fractions of tabular values as safe working stresses in reinforced concrete

design, which may be summarized as follows:

Bearing, 35 per cent of compressive strength;

Compression, extreme fiber, 32.5 per cent of compressive strength;

Vertical shearing stress 2 to 6 per cent of compressive strength, depending on reinforcing;

Bond stress, 4 and 5 per cent of compressive strencth, for plain and deformed bars, respectively.

Modulus of Elasticity to be assumed as follows:

For concrete with strength.
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Table 69.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 69. — Stone and Clay Products.

{a) SriiENGTlI AND STIFFNESS OF AlVUililCAN BuiLDING StONKS.*

Stone.

CJranilc. .

.

M:irl)lc. . .

Limestone
Sandstone.

Weight,
average.

2.6

2.7
2.6

2.2

i(>5

170
160

13s

Compression.
Ultimate strength.



Table 69 (continued).

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 69.— Stone and Clay Products.
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(c) Strengths of American Building Biucks.^

Brick — description.

Class A (Vitrified)

Class B (Hard burned) . .

Class C (Common firsts)

.

Class D (Common)

Absorption
average
per cent.

5

12

Compression.
Min. ult. strength.

kg/mm^

3 5°

2. 45

I .40

I 05

lb/in*

5000

3500

2000

1500

Flexure.

Min. moduluj rupture.

kg/mm'

O.t.5

0.40

0.30

lb/in2

900

600

400

300

* After A. S. T. M. Committee C-3, Report 1913, and University laboratories' tests

for Committee C-3 (Johnson, p. 281).

(d) Strength in Compression of Brick Piers and of Terra-cotta Block Piers.

Tabular values are based on test data from Watertown Arsenal, Cornell University,

U. S. Bureau of Standards, and University of 111. (Moore, p. 185).

Brick or block used. Mortar.

Compression.*
Av. ult. strength.

kg/mm* lb/ in'

Vitrified brick

Pressed (face) brick.

Pressed (face) brick.

Common brick

Common brick

Terra-cotta brick. . .

I part P.f cement : 3 parts sand.

I part P. cement : 3 parts sand.

.

I part lime : 3 parts sand

I part P. cement : 3 parts sand.

.

I part lime : 3 parts sand

I part P. cement : 3 parts sand.

.

1-95

1 .40

1 .00

o. 70

0.50

2 . ID

2800

2000

1400

1000

700

3000

* Building ordinances of American cities specify allowable working stresses in com-

pression over bearing area of 12.5 per cent (vitrified brick) to 17.5 percent (common

brick) of corresponding ultimate compressive strength shown in table.

t P. denotes Portland.

(e) Strength of Compression of Various Bmcks.
Reasonable minimum average compressive strengths for other types of brick than

building brick are noted by Johnson, "Materials of Construction," pp. 289 ff., as follows:

Brick.

sand-lime

sand-lime (German)

paving

acid-refractory

silica-refractory . . .

.

kg/mm'

2.10

1-53

5.60

0.70

1 .40

lb/in2

3000

2180 (av. 255 tests)

8000

1000

2000

The specific gravity of brick ranges from 1.9 to 2.6 (corresponding to 120 to 160 Ib/ft^).

Building tile: hollow clay blocks of good quality,— minimum compressive strength:

0.70 kg/mm^ or 1000 Ib/in^. Tests made for A. S. T. M. Committee C-io (A. S. T. M.

Proc. XVII, I, p. 334) show compressive strengths ranging from 0.45 to 8.70 kg/mm-

or 640 to 12,360 Ib/in^ of net section, corresponding to 0.05 to 4.20 kg/mm^ or 95 to 6000

Ib/in'^ of gross section. Recommended safe loads (Marks, "Mechanical Engineers'

Handbook," p. 625) for efTective bearing parts of hollow tile: hard fire-clay tiles

0.06 kg/mm^ or 80 Ib./in^; ordinary clay tiles 0.04 kg/mm^ or 60 Ib/in''^; porous terra-

cotta tiles 0.03 kg/mm* or 40 lb/in.'' The specific gravity of tile ranges from 1.9 to 2.5

corresponding to a weight of 120 to 155 lb/ft'.

Smithsonian Tables.
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Table 70.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

TABLE 70.— Rubber and Leather.

(a) Rubber,— Sheet.*

Grade.



Table 71.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
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TABLE 71.— Manila Rope.

Manila Rope, Weight and Strength— Specification Values. From U. S. Government Stand-

ard Specifications adopted April 4, 1918.

Rope to be made of manila or Abaca fiber with no fiber of grade lower than U. S. Govern-

ment Grade I, to be three-strand,* mediimi-laid, with maximum weights and minimum strengths

shown in the table below, lubricant content to be not less than 8 nor more than 12 per cent of

the weight of the rope as sold.

Approximate
diameter.



96 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. TABLE 72.— Hardwoods Grown in U. S. (Metric Units).

Common and botanical

name.

Alder, red
{Alnus oresona)

Ash, black
(Fraxinus nigra)

Ash, white (forest grown).

,

{Fraxinus americana)
Ash, white (second growth)

(Fraxinus americana)
.\spen

(Populus tremuluides)
Basswood

(Tilia americana)
Beech

{Fagus atropunicea)
Birch, paper

(Belula papyri/era)
Birch, yellow

(Betula lulea)

Butternut
(Juglans cinerea)

Cherry, black
(Prunus serotina)

Chestnut
(Castanea dentata)

Cottonwood
{Populus dcltoides)

Cucumber tree

{Magnolia acuminata)
Dogwood (flowering)

(Cornus Jlorida)

Elm, cork
(Uhnus racemosa)

Elm, white
(Ulmus americana)

Gum, blue
{Eucalyptus globulus)

Gum, cotton
{Nyssa aquatica)

Gum, red
{Liquidambar styraciflua)

Hickory pecan
{llicoria pecan)

Hickory, shagbark
{Hicoria ovata)

Holly, American
{Ilex opaca)

Laurel, mountain
{Kalmia latijolia)

Locust, black
{Robinia pseudacacia)

Locust, honey
{Cleditsia Iriacanthos)

Magnolia (evergreen)
(Magnolia foelida)

Maple, silver

{Acer saccharinum)
Maple, sugar

(Acer saccharum)
Oak, canyon live

(Quercus chrysolcpsis)

Oak, red
(Quercus rubra)

Oak, white
(Quercus alba)

Persimmon
(Diospyros virginiana)

Poplar, yellow
(Liriodendron tulipijera)

Sycamore
(Platanus occidenlalis)

Walnut, black
(Juglans nigra)

Willow, black
(Salix nigra)

Specific

gravity,

oven-dry,
based on

vol.

when
green.

0.37

0.46

0.52

0.58

0.36

0.33

O.S4

0.47

O.S4

0.36

0.47

0.40

0.37

0.44

0.64

o.sS

0.44

0.62

0.46

0.44

0.60

0.64

0.50

0.62

o.6j

0.60

0.4J

0.44

0.55

0.70

0.56

0.60

0.64

0.37

0.46

o-Si

0.34

vol.

oven-
dry.

Static bending.

0.43

O.S3

0.60

0.71

0.42

0.40

0.66

0.60

0.66

0.40

0-53

0.46

043

O.S2

0.80

0.66

O.S4

0.80

0.52

O.S3

0.69

0.61

0.74

o. 71

0.67

0-53

0.51

0.03

0.S4

0.65

0.71

o. 7,3

0.42

O.S4

0.56

0.41

2.65

I. S3

3-45

4.30

2.05

1.90

3-iS

2.05

3-25

2.0s

2.9s

2. 20

2.05

2.95

3-40

3.25

2.SS

5-35

2.9s

2.60

3.65

4-iS

2.40

4.10

6.20

3.95

2.55

2. 20

3.50

4-45

2.60

3-30

3-95

2.2s

2.30

3.80

1-25

a
oa

3 .
-a j>

4-5S

4. 20

6.40

7.60

3-75

3 -SO

S-8o

4. 10

6.05

3.80

5.6s

3-95

3-75

S.20

6. 20

6.70

4.8s

7.8s

S-iS

4.80

6.90

7.7S

4-SS

S-90

9.70

7. 20

4.80

4. 10

6.40

7.4s

S-40

5.8s

7.05

3.9S

4.60

6.70

2.75

s
-a

8

830

720

930

iiSo

S90

72s

87s

710

1080

6S0

920

65s

710

1 100

830

840

725

1430

740

810

960

iioj

630

630

1300

910

780

660

1040

945

910

880

96s

850

745

1000

395

Impact bend-
ing.

5.60

5- 10

8.2s

9.70

4-8s

4-35

7-30

5-50

8.2s

5.15

7. 20

5-55

5.05

6. 55

S.oo

7-75

5-70

10.00

6.30

7-05

8.6s

lo. 10

6.2s

7. 20

12.90

8.30

6.20

4.80

8. so

7.90

7-3°

7-SS

8.50

S.6s

6. 20

8.40

3 -So

10

0.36

o.Si

o.gi

1. 19

0.71

0.43

1 .02

1. 14

1.02

0.61

0.84

0.61

0.53

o. 76

1.47

1.27

0.86

1.02

0. 76

0.84

1.35

1.83

1.30

0.81

1. 12

1. 20

1-37

0.74

0.91

1. 20

1.04

1.07

1.04

0.43

0.84

0.94

o.gi

Compression.

Parallel

to grain.

P- Ulti-

limit mate.

kg/ mm-

H

1.8s

I-I5

2.30

2.70

1. 10

1. 20

1.80

1.20

1.90

1.40

2. 10

1-45

1.25

1.95

2.00

i.6o

3.40

1. 95

1.70

2. IS

2.40

1.40

4.40

2.35

1-55

1-35

2. 20

2.83

1. 6s

2.10

2.15

1.40

1.70

2.53

0.70

12

2. 10

1.60

2.70

2.90

I. SO

1-53

2.30

i-SS

2.40

1.73

2.50

1-75

i.6o

2.20

2.55

2.70

2.00

3.70

2.40

1-95

2.80

3 .20

1.8s

3.00

4.80

3-IO

1.90

1-75

2.80

3-30

2.25

2.30

2.93

1.80

2.00

3.05

i.os

Shear.

13

0.31

O.S7

0.36

0.14

0-13

0.43

o. 21

0.32

O. IJ

0.31

o. 27

0.17

o. 29

0.73

0.53

0.23

0.72

0.42

0.32

0.63

0.70

0.43

0.78

1. 01

I.OO

0.40

0.32

O.S3

1.04

O.SI

O.S9

0.78

0.22

0.32

0.42

O.I5

2 M

rt.d

Ten-
sion.

14

0-54

0.61

0.89

I 13

0.44

0.43

0.8s

0.56

0.78

0.53

o.So

o.s6

0.48

0. 70

1.07

0.89

0.6s

1.09

0.84

0.7s

1.04

0.93

0.80

1. 18

1.24

1. 17

0-73

0.74

o 97

1. 20

0.79

0.83

103

0.56

0.71

0.S6

0.44

p. S'

04

15

o. 27

0.33

0.44



MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. TABLE 73.— Conifers Grown in U. S. (Metric Units).

Common and botanical
name.

Specific

gravity,
oven-dry,
based on

Static bending.

Cedar, incense

(Libocedrus dccurretts)

Cedar, Port Orford
(Chamaecyparis lawsoniana)
Cedar, western red

(Thuja plicala)

Cedar, white
{Thuja occidenlalis)

Cypress, bald
{Taxodium distichum)

Fir, amabilis
(Abies amabilis)

Fir, balsam
(Abies balsamea)

Fir, Douglas (i)

(Pseudotxuga taxifolia)

Fir, Doufjlas (2)

(Pseudolsuga taxifolia)

Fir, grand.
(Abies grandis)

Fir, noble
(Abies nobilis)

Fir, white
(Abies concoltr)

Hemlock, eastern

(Tsuga canadensis)

Hemlock, western
(Tsuga heterophylla)

Larch, westeva
(Larix occidentalis)

Pine, Cuban
(Pinus heterophylla)

Pine, loblolly

(Pinus taeda)

Pine, lodgepole
(Pinus contorla)

Pine, Icingleaf

(Pinus palustris)

Pine, Norway
(Pinus resinosa)

Pine, pitch

(Pinus rigida)

Pine, shortleaf

(Pinus echinata)

Pine, sugar
(Pinus lambertiana)

Pine, western white . . .

(Pinus monticola)

Pine, western yellow..

.

(Pinus ponderosa)

Pine, white
( Pinus strobus)

Sprjce, red
(Ficea rubens)

Spruce, Sitka
{Picea silchensis)

Tamarack
(Larix laricina)

Yew, western
(Taxu^ brcvifolia)

vol.

when
green.

0-3S

0.41

0-31

0.29

0.41

0-37

0.34

0.45

0.40

0.37

0.3s

0.35

0.38

0.38

0.48

0.5S

0.50

0.38

vol.

oven-
dry.

0.36

0.47

0.34

0.32

0.47

0.42

0.41

O.S2

0.44

0.42

0.41

0.44

0.44

0.43

0.59

0.68

0-59

0.44

0.55
I

0.64

0.44

0.47

0.50

0.36

0.39

0.38

0.36

0.48

0.34

0.49

0.60

o.Si

O.S4

o.sS

0-39

0-45

0.42

0.39

0.41

0.37

0.56

0.67

2.75

2.30

1. 8s

2. So

2-75

2. 10

3-50

2.5s

2 -SB

2.40

2.7s

2.9s

2.40

3-2S

3.9s

3- 10

2. 10

3.8o

2.60

2.6o

3. IS

2.30

2.4s

3.20

2.40

2.40

2.10

2-95

4-SS

2i M

§3

4-33

4. So

3.63

2.9s

4.80

4-45

3-4S

5 -50

4-50

4-30

4.00

4.20

4.70

430

S-2S

6.20

5-30

3.85

6. 10

4- so

4.70

S.6S

3-75

4.00

3.6s

3-7S

4.00

3.&S

S.os

7. 10

a

^1

Impact bend-
ing.

8

590

IOS3

670

4S0

83s

91S

67s

mo
S30

91S

goo

793

790

833

9SO

iiSO

970

760

1130

970

790

1020

68s

93S

710

7S0

830

830

87s

695

9

S.I5

6. S3

S-03

3-73

S-6o

3. 30

4-83

6.6o

6.40

S-70

S-33

5-03

S-53

5-So

6.6o

7.95

6. 70

S-03

7.60

S-3S

6.40

7.90

4.70

3-33

4.70

4.SS

S-OS

S.os

S-So

9. 20

to rt

10

0.43

0.64

0.43

0.38

0.61

0.53

0.41

0.63

0.31

0.56

0-Si

0.45

o. 31

0-3I

o.6i

0.94

o.Si

o-Si

0.86

0.71

0.74

0.99

0.43

0.38

0.48

0.46

0.46

0.74

0.71

0.97

Compressioa

Parallel

to grain.

P- Ulti-

limit. I mate.

kg/mm^

11

2.00

2.10

1-7S

1. 00

2. 20

1.70

1-53

2.40

I. So

1.90

1. 70

1.53

1.90

i.6o

2.30

2.80

2. GO

1.30

2.70

1.7s

I -SO

2.30

1.6s

1-95

I.4S

1.6s

i.6s

1.60

2.20

2.40

12

2. 20

2.30

2.00

1.40

2.43

2.00

1.70

2. So

2. 10

2. 10

1. go

I.9S

2.30

2.03

2. 70

3.IS

2.30

1.83

3.10

2. 20

2.13

2. 70

1.83

2. IS

I.7S

1.93

1.93

i.8s

2.4s

3-23

111
g a 6JJ

o to

Shear

IS

0.32

0.27

0.22

0.20

0.33

o. 22

o.iS

0.37

0.32

o. 24

O. 22

031

0.3s

0.25

0.39

0.41

0.39

0.22

0.42

0.25

0.36

0.34

0.2s

0.2I

0.24

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.34

0.73

14

0.38

0.62

0.31

0.44

0.33

0.47

0.43

0.64

0.62

0.53

0.49

0.51

0.63

0.37

0.63

0.72

0.63

0.49

0.73

O.SS

0.67

0.63

0.50

0.50

0.4s

0.54

O.SS

0.65

1.14

Ten-
sion.

•3 =-«

Pi

16



98 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES- TABLE 74.— Hardwoods Grown in U. S. (English Units).

Common and botanical

name.

Alder, red

(Alnus oregona)

Ash, black
(Fraxinus nigra)

Ash, white (forest grown)
(Fraxinus amcricana)

Ash, white (2d growth) . ,

(Fraxinus americana)
Aspen

(Populus tremuloides)

Basswood
(Tilia americana)

Beech
(Fagus atropunicea)

Birch, paper
(Bctula papyri/era)

Birch, yellow
(Belula lulea)

Butternut. ,

(Juglans cinerea)

Cherry, black
(Prunus serotina)

Chestnut
(Castanea dentata)

Cottonwood
(Populus dclloides)

Cucumber tree

(Magnolia acuminata)
Dogwood (flowering) . . . ,

(Cornus florida)

Elm, cork ,

(Ulmus racemosa)
Elm, white

(Ulmus amcricana)
Gum, blue

(Eucalyptus globulus)

Gum, cotton
(Nyssa aguatica)

Gum, red
(Liquidambar styraciflua)

Hickory, pecan
(Hicoria pecan)

Hickory, shagbark
(Hicoria ovata)

Holly, American
(Ilex opaca)

Laurel, mountain
(Kalmia latifolia)

Locust, black
(Robinia pseudacacia)

Locust, honey
(Gleditsia triacanlhos)

Magnolia (evergreen) . .

.

(Magnolia foetida)

Maple, silver

(Acer saccharinum)
Maple, sugar

(Acer saccharum)
Oak, canyon live

(Quercus chrysolepsis)

Oak, red
(Quercus rubra)

Oak, white
(Quercus alba)

Persimmon
(Diospyros virginiana)

Poplar, yellow
(Liriodendron tulipifera)

Sycamore
(Platanus occidenlalis)

Walnut, black
(Juglans nigra)

Wash.

Mich, and
Wis.

Ark. and W.
Va.

N. y.

Locality
where grown.

Wis.

Wis. and Pa.

Ind. and Pa.

Wis. and Pa.

Wis.

Tenn. and
Wis.

Pa.

Md. andTenn

Mo.

Tenn.

Tenn.

Wis.

Wis. and Pa.

Cal.

La.

Mo.

Mo.

O., Miss.,
and W.

Tenn.

Tenn.

Tenn.

Mo. and Ind.

La.

Wis.

Ind., Pa. and
Wis.

Cal.

Ark., La., Ind.

and Tenn.
Ark., La. and

Ind.
Mo.

Tenn.

Ind. and Tenn

Ky.

a ^

2 a

83

43

40

107

103

62

72

68

104

SS

122

III

80

62

50

88

79

97

8i

63

60

82

62

40

63

"7

66

60

62

84

68

S8

64

83

81

Green.

Weight.

Air-

dry.

lb/ft'

46

S3

46

SI

47

41

SS

SI

S8

46

46

SS

49

SO

6s

54

S2

70

S6

SO

61

64

S7

62

S3

01

62

46

S6

71

64

62

63

38

Sa

S8

28

34

40

46

27

26

44

38

4S

27

36

30

29

33

S4

4S

iS

S4

34

36

46

SI

40

49

49

47

3S

34

44

S6

4S

47

S3

28

35

39

Static bending.

3800

2600

4900

6100

2900

2700

4500

2900

4600

2900

4200

3100

2900

4200

4800

4600

3600

7600

4200

3700

5200

5900

3433

5S00

8SO0

S6oo

3600

3100

5000

6300

3700

4700

5600

3200

3300

S400

•S-9
t/)^

§1
S9-

6500

6000

9100

10800

S300

Sooo

8200

5800

8600

S400

8000

s6oo

S30O

7400

8S00

9500

6900

1 1 200

7300

6S00

9800

1 1000

6300

8400

13800

10200

6800

5800

9100

10600

7700

8300

10000

S6oo

6500

9300

"oX
en O

•1°

S-3

8

1170

1020

I3S0

1640

840

1030

1240

lOIO

1540

970

1310

930

lOIO

1360

1 180

II90

1030

2010

1030

IISO

1370

IS70

goo

920

1830

1290

mo
940

1480

1340

1290

1230

1370

1210

1060

1420

Impact
bending.

8000

7200

1 1 700

13800

6900

6200

10400

7800

11700

7300

10200

7900

7200

9300

7100

11000

8100

14200

gooo

lOOOO

12300

14400

8900

10200

18300

11800

8800

6800

12100

11200

10400

10700

12100

8000

8800

11900

Parallel

to grain.

Compression.

P-
limit.

Ib/in2

11

2630

1620

3230

3820

1620

1710

aSSo

1630

2760

i960

2940

2040

1770

2760

3870

3290

4870

2760

3360

3040

3430

1970

6280

3320

2200

1930

312c

4030

2330

2990

3030

2000

2390

3600

12 =

13

310

430

800

790

200

210

610

300

4SO

270

440

3S0

240

410

1030

7SO

390

1020

S90

460

960

1000

610

mo
1430

1420

S70

460

7SO

1480

730

830

mo
310

430

600

Shear.
Ten-
sion.

jjoTE. — Results of tests on sixty-eight species; test specimens, small clear pieces, 2 by 2 inches in section, 30 inches long tor

bending; others, shorter. Tested in a green condition. Data taken from Bulletin 536, Forest' Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

containing data on 130,000 tests. See pages 97 and 99 for explanation of columns.

Smithsonian Tables.



MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. TABLE 75.—Conifers Grown in U. S. (English Units).

Common and botanical
name.

Cedar, incense
(Libocedrus decurrens)

Cedar, Port Orford
{Chamaecyparis law-
soniana)

Cedar, western red
{Thuja flicata)

Cedar, white
{Thuja occidentalis)

Cypress, bald
(Taxoditim distichum)

Fir, amabilis
(Abies amabilis)

Fir, balsam
{Abies halsamea)

Fir, Douglas (i)

{Pseudntsuga taxifolia)

Fir, Douglas (2)

{Pseudotsuga taxifolia)

Fir, grand
{Abies grandis)

Fir, noble
{Abies nobilis)

Fir, white
{Abies concolor)

Hemlock (eastern)

{Tsuga canadensia)
Hemlock (western)

{Tsuga heterophylla)

Larch, western
{Larix occidentalis)

Pine, Cuban
{Pinus heterophylla)

Pine, loblolly

{Pinus taeda)

Pine, lodgepole
{Pinus contorla)

Pine, longleaf

{Pinus palustris)

Pine, Norway
{Pinus resinosa)

Pine, pitch
{Pinus rigida)

Pine, shortleaf

{Pinus echinata)
Pine, sugar

_
{Pinus lambertiana)

Pine, western white

_
{Pinus monticola)

Pine, western yellow . , .

,

{Pinus ponderosa)

Pine, white
{Pinus slrobus)

Spruce, red
{Picea rubens)

S-pruce, Sitka
{Picea silchensis)

Tamarack
{Larix laricina)

Yew, western
{Taxus brevifolia)

Locality
where grown.

Cal. and Ore

Ore.

Wash, and
Mont.

Wis.

La. and Mo.

Ore. and
Wash.

Wis.

Wash, and
Ore.

Mont, and
Wyo.

Mont, and
Ore.

Ore.

Cal.

Tenn. and
Wis.

Wash.

Mont, and
Wash.

Fla.

Fla., N. and
S. Car.

Col., Mont.
and Wyo.

Fla., La. and
Miss.

Wis.

Term.

Ark. and La.

Cal.

Mont,

Col., Mont.,
Ariz., Wash,
and Cal.

Wis.

N. H. and
Tenn.

Wash.

Wis.

Wash.

" a

108

52

39

55

87

102

117

36

38

94

41

IS6

los

71

S8

47

70

6S

47

54

8S

64

123

S8

9S

74

43

S3

52

44

Weight.

Green.
Air-

dry.

lb/ft'

45

39

37

28

48

47

45

38

34

44

31

56

48

41

48

53

54

39

SO

42

S4

SO

SO

39

46

39

34

33

47

S4

30

27

25

34

32

27

26

26

29

29

37

45

39

28

43

34

35

37

26

30

28

27

28

26

38

4S

Static bending.

3900

3900

3300

2600

4000

3900

3000

5000

3600

3600

3400

3900

4200

3400

4600

3600

4400

3000

5400

3700

3700

4500

3300

3500

3100

3400

3400

3000

4200

6500

^•3

2

6200

6800

5200

4200

6800

6300

4900

7800

6400

6100

5700

6000

6700

6100

7SOO

8800

7.500

5SOO

8700

6400

6700

8000

5300

5700

5200

5300

S700

SSOO

7200

lOIOD

•oX

o >>

840

1500

9SO

640

1190

1300

960

1580

1 180

1300

1280

1130

1120

1190

1350

1630

1380

loSo

1630

1380

1120

1450

970

1330

1010

1070

iiSo

1180

1240

990

Impact
bending.

7300

9300

7100

S30O

8000

7800

6900

9400

9100

8100

7900

7200

7900

7800

9400

11300

9500

7200

10800

7500

9100

11200

6700

7600

6700

6500

7200

7900

7800

13100

Compression.

ParaUel
to grain

P-
limit.

Ib/in2

11

2870

3970

2500

1420

3100

2380

2220

3400

2320

2680

2370

2610

2710

2290

3250

3950

2870

2100

3840

2470

2100

3650

2340

2770

2080

2370

2360

2280

30I0

3400

3^1

S.s-

c; to

13

460

380

310

290

470

320

210

S30

450

340

310

440

500

3S0

560

590

SSO

310

600

360

Sio

480

35°

300

340

310

350

330

480

1040

Shear.
Ten-
sion.

CoLrMN Notes {continued). — (7) recommended allowable working stress (interior construction): i tabular value; experi-
mental resL Its on tests of air-dry timber in small .lear pieces average 50 per cent higher; kiln-dry, double tabular values; (10)
repeated falls of so-lb. hammer from increasing heights; 11-12, 203.2-mm (8 in.) long specimen loaded on ends with deformations
measured in a iS2.4-mm (6 in.) gage length; (121 allowable working stress i tabular crushing strength; (13) 152.4-mm (6 in.) long
block loaded on its side with a central bearing area of 258o.6-mm2 (4 in^) allowable working stress, J tabular value. (14) so.8-mm
by so.8-mm (2 in.) projecting lip sheared from block; allowable working stress, J tabular value; (18) 63.s-mm (2! in.) specimen with
2S.4-mm (i in.) free loaded length; allowable working stress, J Ubular value. (16-1/) for values in lbs. multiply values of metric
tables by 2.2.

Smithsonian Tables.



100
Tables 76-77.

ELA3TIC MODULI.

TABLE 76.—Elgidity Modulus.

If to the four consecutive faces of a cube a tangential stress is applied, opposite in direction on
adjacent sides, the modulus of rigidity is obtained by dividing the numerical value of the tangential
stress per unit area (kg. per sq. mm.) by the number representing the change of angles on the
non-stressed faces, measured in radians.

Substance.

Aluminum
" cast ....

Brass

" cast, 6o Cu-|- 12 Sn
Bismuth, slowly cooled .

Bronze, cast, 8b Cu + 12 Sn
Cadmium, cast ....
Copper, cast

Gold. ..'.'...'.

Iron, cast

Magnesium, cast . . .

Nickel
Phosphor bronze ...

Rigidity



Tables 78-81
.

jOi
TABLE 78.—Interior rriction at Low Temperatures.

C is the damping coefficient for infinitely small oscillations; T, the period of oscillation in sec-

onds; N, the second modulus of elasticity". Guye and Schapper, C. R. 150, p. 963, 1910.

Substance



102 Table 82.

ELASTICITY OF CRYSTALS.*

The formulae were deduced from experiments made on rectangular prismatic bars cut from the crystal. These bars
were subjected to cross bending and twisting and ihe conespoiiaing Elastic Moduli deduced. Tlie symbols
a /3 y, 0| /3i y, and ao /3^. y^ represent the direction cosines of llie length, the greater and the less transverse
dimensions of the prism wiih reference to the principal axis of the crystal. E is the modulus for extension or
compression, and T is the modulus for torsional rigidity. The moduli are in grams per square centimeter.

Barite.

16.130'+ 18.51)8 + 10.427+4- 2(38.70/3y- 4 is.2i7'-a- 4- 8-8So"^-)

10,10

-?|T-= 69.52a' 4- ii7-6Cfi^-\- 116.467' 4- 2(20. 16/8 V" 4" 85.297'V-4- i-7-3S°'"^')

Beryl (Emerald).

'-^= 4.325 sin'.^ 4-4.619 cos''^ -\- 13.328 sin2,^ cos2?. [ ^^^f^ ^ ^1 ^2 ^'^ ^^^ angles which
E ^^-' ri-ty rioo r r

\ the length, breadth, and thickness
10^'^

^ .^ . .,^ ., 1 of the specimen make with the
-^= 15.00-3.675 COS402- 17.536 cos-^ cos-n

[ principal axis of the crystal.

Fluorite.

^'= i3.os-6.26(a++;3'4-y)

loi"*

-^ = 5S.04— 50.08 (j3 7- 4- y^a^+ a&")

Pyrite.

i^"==5.o8-2.24(a' + )3'4-7«)

^-^= 18.60— 17.95 (/3V + 7V -f d'fi'-)

Rock salt.

ig^ =33.48- 9.66 («4 4- ^*+y)

-^= 1 54.58— 77-28 {0Y 4- 7V +a$')

Sylvite.

^°= 75.1 -48.2 (a* 4-/3* + 7*)

ioi'>

-TyT = 306.0— 192.8 (j3 72 -f 7V 4- a-fil

Topaz
3

= 14.88a* 4- 16.543* 4- 16.457*+ 30.89/3272 4- 40.897202 4- 43.Sia2i82

-^ = 4.341a* + 3.460/8* + 3.7717* 4- 2 (3.8753V+ 2.8567V 4- 2.39a')8-)

Quartz.
IqI)

-^ = 12.734 (i —72)2+ 16.693 (i — 7-)7'^ + 97057*— 8.46C/37 (3a'— ^-)

-— =z 19.665 -f 9.060722 -f 22.98472712— 16.920 [(7)8i4- y37i) (3aai — $$i) — 18272)]

* These formulae are taken from Voigt's papers (Wied. Ann. vols. 31, 34, and 35),

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 83.

ELASTICITY OF CRYSTALS.
103

Some particular values of the Elastic Moduli are here given. Under E are given moduli for extension or compression
in the directions indicated by the subscripts and explained in the notes, and under T the moduli for torsional
rigidities round tlie axes similarly indicated. Moduli in grams per sq. cm.

(a) Isometric System.*

Substance. Authority.

Fluorite

Pyrite .

Rock salt

Sylvite

Sodium chlorate

Potassium alum .

Chromium alum
Iron alum . . .

1473 X 106

3530 X 106

419 X 106

403 X 106

401 X 10^

372 X lo*^

405 X 10"

181 X 106

161 X I c^

1S6X 106

1008 X 10^

2530 X io«

349 X io«

339 X loB

209 X lo**

196 X 10''

319 X 10*5

199 X lot^

177 X 106

910 X lo^

2310 X lo^

303 X iqS

345 X 106

1075 X io<^

129 X lo^

655 X lo'^

Voigt.t

Koch.J

Voigt.

Koch.
Beckenkamp.§

(i) Orthorhombic System.
I

Substance.

Parite

Topaz

El

620 X lo^

2304 X 106
540 X 106

2890 X lo^
959 X 108

2652 X 106
376 X lo*^

2670 X 10^
702 X 106

2893 X 10"
740 X 106

3180 X 10^

Authority.

Voigt.

Substance.

Barite

Topaz

T,, = T2,

283 X 106

1336 X 10"

Ti 3 — T3

293 X lo^

1353X106

T.., = T,

121 X lO^

1104X lO^

Authority.

Voigt.

In the MoNoCLiNic System, Coromilas (Zeit. fiir Kryst. vol. i) gives

Eojax^887 X lo^ at 21.9° to the principal axis,

f En,i„ = 3i3X 10'' at 75.4°
" " "

Emai= 2213 X lo^ in the principal axis.

Emin = 1554 X 10® at 45° to the principal axis.

Gypsum

Mica

In the Hexagonal System, Voigt gives measurements on a beryl crystal (emerald).
The subscripts indicate inclination in degrees of the axis of stress to the principal axis of

the crystal.

£0=2165X10^ E45= 1796X 10", £90=2312 X lofi,

To ^667X10", T9o= 883 X lo*^. The smallest cross dimension of the

prism experimented on (see Table 82), was in the principal axis for this last case.

In the RhombohedraL System, Voigt has measured quartz. The subscripts have the

same meaning as in the hexagonal system.

£0=1030X10", E_45= 1305X106, £4.45= 850X106, £90=785X106,
To= 508 X 106, T90= 348 X 106.

Baumgarten 1[ gives for calcite

Eo= 501X106, E_45= 44i X106, £ + 45= 772X106, £90= 790X106.

* In this system the subscript .i indicates that compression or extension takes place along the crystalline axis, and
distortion round the axis. The subscripts 6 and c correspond to directions equally inclined to two and normal to the
third and equally inclined to all three axes respectively.

T Voigt, " Wied. Ann." 31, p. 474, p. 701, 18S7; 34, p. 981, 18SS
; 36, p. 642, 1888.

t Koch, "Wied. Ann." 18, p. 325, 1882.

§ Heckenkamp, "Zeit. fiir Kryst." vol. 10.

II The subscripts i, 2, 3 indicate that the three principal axes are the axes of stress; 4, 5, 6 that the axes of stress

are in the three principal planes at angles of 45° to the corresponding axes.

II Baumgarten, " Pogg. Ann." 152, p. 369, 1879.

Smithsonian Tables.



I04 Tables 84-86.

COMPRESSIBILITY OF GASES.
TABLE 84.—Relative Volumes at Various Pressures and Temperatures, the volumes at 0° C and

at 1 atmosphere being tf.ken as 1 000 000.

Atm.



Tables 87-89.

COMPRESSIBILITY OF GASES.

TABLE 87.—Carbon Dioxide.

105



TQ^ Tables 90-91.

RELATION BETWEEN PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE AND
VOLUME OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND AMMONIA.*

TABLE 90 — Sulphur Dioxide.

Original volume looooo under one atmospliere of pressure and the temperature of the experi-
ments as indicated at the top of the different columns.

c



Table 92.

COMPRESSIBILITY OF LIQUIDS.

107

At the constant temperature t, the compressibility /3 = {i/Vo)idV/dP), In general as P in-

creases, j8 decreases rapidly at first and then slowly; the change of (3 with t is large at low pressures

but very small at pressures above 1000 to 2000 megabars. i megabar = 0.987 atmosphere = lo^

dyne/cm-.

I

I

Substance.

Acetone.

Amyl alcohol.

ISO. .

.

iso...

Benzene .

.

Bromine.

Butyl alcohol, iso.

iso..

" iso..

" iso..

iso.

" iso..

Carbon bisulphide.

Carb. tetrachloride

Chloroform

Dichlorethylsulfide
i(

Ethyl acetate

f( <(

Ethyl alcohol

« «

Ethyl bromide. . .

.

a u

<( «

tt ti

« ((

Ethyl chloride. . .

.

(( a

(( «
It et

Ethyl ether

IS

25

«i3
3l

^B

23

500
1,000

12,000

23
200

400
500

1,000

12,000

12,000

5
200

400
200

400
8

200

400
500

1,000

12,000

21

500
1,000

12,000

200

400
200

400
1,000

2,000

23
200

400
23

500
1,000

12,000

200

400
500

1,000

12,000

23

500
1,000

12,000

23

500

u



loS Table 93.

COMPRESSIBILITY QF SOLIDS.

If V is the volume of the material under a pressure P megabars and Fo is the volume at atmospheric pressure, thMJ
the compressibility /S = — (i/l'o) (dV/dP). Its unit is cmVmegadyncs (reciprocal megabars). ioV/3 is the bulk modu-
lus in absolute units (dynes/cm*). The following values of /3, arranged in order of increasing compressibility, are for

P = o and room temperature, i megabar = lo" dynes = 1.013 kg/cm^ = 0.987 atmosphere.

Substance.

Tungsten
Eoron
Sihcon
Platinum
Nickel
]\IoIybdenum. . . ,

Tantalum
Palladium
Iron
Gold
Pyrite
Copper
Manganese
Brass
Chromium
SUver
Mg. silicate, crys
Aluminum
Calcite
Zinc
Tin.
Gallium
Cadmium

Compres-
sion per
unit vol.

per mega-
bar X 10*

o. 27
0.3
0.32
0.38
0.43
0.46
OS3
0.54
0.60
0.60
0.7
0.7s
0.84
0.89
0.9
0.99
1.03
1-33
1-39
1.74
1. 89
2.09
2. 17

Bulk
modulus,
dynes/cm'
X 10^

3-7
30
31
2.6
2-3
2. 2

1.9
1.9
1.67
1.67
1.4
1-33
1.19
1. 12

1. 12

1. 01

0.97
0.7s
0.72
0.57
O.S3
0.48
0.46

Reference.

3
ii 2

4

I) 2

4
1-3

S
I, 2

Substance.

Plate glass

Lead
Thallium
Antimony
Quartz
Magnesium
Bismuth
Graphite
Silica glass

Sodium chloride...

Arsenic
Calcium
Potassium chloride
Lithium
Phosphorus (red) .

.

Selenium
Sulphur
Iodine
Sodium
Phosphorus (white)

Potassium
Rubidium
Calcium

Compres-
sion per
unit vol.

Eer mega-
ar X io«

2.23
2. 27
2.3
2.4
2.7
2.9
30
30
31
4.12
4-S
5-7
7-4
9.0
9.2
12.0
12.9
130
IS.

6

20. s

31-7
40.0
61.0

Bulk
modulus.
dynes/cm^
X1012

0-4S
0.44
0.43
0.42
0-37
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.32
o. 24
0.22
0-I7S
O.I3S
O. Ill
o. 109
0.0S3
0.078
0.077
0.064
0.049
0.032
0.02s
0.016

Reference.

4
ii 2

Note.— Winklemann, Schott, and Straulel (Wied Ann. 6i, 63, 1897, 68, 1899) give the following coeffi-

cients (among others) for various Jena glasses in terms of the volume decrease divided by the increase of

pressure expressed in kilograms per square millimeter:

No.

665
1299

16

278

Glass.

EarytborosUicat
Natronkalkzinksilicat

Compres-
sibility.

7S20
5800
4530
3790

No.

2IS4
S 20S
500

S 196

Glass.

Kalibleisilicat

Heaviest Bleisilicat

Very Heavy Bleisilicat

Tonerdbont with sodium, baryte

Compres-
sibility.

3660
355°
3SIO
3470

The following values in cmVkg of lo^ X Compressibility are given for the corresponding temperatures by
Griineisen, Ann. der Phys. 33, p. 65, 1910-

Al — 191°, 1.32; 17°, 1.46; 125°, 1.70.

Cu— 191°, 0.72; 17°, 0.77; 165°, 0.83.

Pt — 189°, 0.37; 17°, 0.39; 164°, 0.40.

Fe — 190°, 0.61; 18°, 0.63; 165°, 0.67.

Ag— igi°, 0.71; 16*, 0.76; 166°, 0.86.

Pb — 191°, (2.5); 14°, (3.2).

References to Table 92, p. 107:

(i) Bridgman, Pr. Am. Acad. 49, i, 1913;

(2) Roentgen, .A.nn. Phys. 44, i, 1891;

(3) Pagliani-PaLazzo, Mem. Acad. Lin. 3, 18, 1883;

(4) Bridgman, Pr. Am. Acad. 48, 34i. 1912;

Is) Adams, Williamson, J. Wash. Acad. Sc. 9, Jan. 19,

1919;
(6) Richards, Boyer, Pr. Nat. Acad. Sc. 4, 389, 191S;

(7) Richards, J. Am. Ch. Soc. 37. 1646, 191S;
(8) Bridgman, Pr. Am. Acad. 47, 381, 1911;

{)) Amagat, C. R. 73, 143> 1S72;

do) Amagat, C. R. 63, 1170, 1869;
(11) Amagat, Ann. chim. phys. 29, 68, 503, 1893;
(12) de Metz, Ann. Phys. 41, 663, 1890;
(13) Adams, Williamson, Johnston, J. Am. Chem. Soc.

41, 27, 1919;
(14) CoUadon, Sturm, Ann. Phys. 12, 39, 1828;
(15) Quincke, Ann. Phys. 19, 401, 1803;
(16) Richards et al. J. Am. Ch. Soc. 34, 9S8, 191 2.

References to Table 93, p. 108:

(i) Adams, Williamson, Johnston, J. Am. Ch. Soc. 41, 39,

1919;
(2) Richards, ibid. 37, 1646, 1915;

(3) Bridgman, Pr. Ain. Acad. 44, 279, 1909; 47, 366, 1911;

(4) Adams, Williamson, unpublished;

(5) Richards, Boyer, Pr. Nat. Acad. Sc. 4, 388, 1918;
(6) Voigt, Ann. Phys. 31, i^St, 36, i888.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 94..

SPECIFIC GRAVITIES CORRESPONDING TO THE BAUNIE SCALE.
109

The specific gravities are tor I5.56°C (6o°F) referred to water at li.e same temperature as unity
For specific gravities less than unity the values are calculated from the formula :

Degrees Baume = 140

For specific gravities greater than unity from:

Degrees Baume = 145

Specific Gravity

145

-130.

Specific Gravity

Specific Gravities less than i.



110 Table 95,

DENSITY IN GRAMS PER CUBIC CENTIMETER OF THE ELEMENTS,
LIQUID OR SOLID.

N. B. The density of a specimen may depend considerably on its state and previous treatment.

Element.



Table 95 {continued).

Ill
DENSITY IN GRAMS PER CUBIC CENTIMETER OF THE ELEMENTS,

LIQUID OR SOLID.

Element.



I 12 Tables 95 {continued) and 96. DENSITY OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES.

TABLE 96 {continued). — Density In grams per cnlilc centimeter and pounds per cubic foot of the elements,

llqtuld or solid.

Element.



Table 97. U^
DENSITY IN GRAMS PER CUBIC CENTIMETER AND POUNDS PER CUBIC

FOOT OF VARIOUS SOLIDS.
N. B. The density of a specimen depends considerably on its state and previous treatment ; especially is this the

case with porous materials.

Material.



J J
A Table 98.

DENSITY IN GRAMS PER CUBIC CENTIMETER AND POUNDS PER CUBIC
FOOT OF VARIOUS ALLOYS.



Tables 99-100. IIC
Table 99.-DENSITIES OF VARIOUS NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL

MINERALS.
(See also Table 97.)

Name and Formula.

Pure compounds, all at

25°C
Magnesia, MgO
Lime, CaO
Forms of SiOj:

Quartz, natural
" artificial

Cristobalite-, artificial

Silica glass

Forms of AljSiOj

:

Sillimanite glass

Sillimanite cryst.

Forms of MgSiOj

:

i8 Monoclinic pyroxene
a' Orthorhombic pyroxene
/3' Monoclinic amphibole
7' Orthorhombic amphi-

bole

Glass
Forms of CaSiOj

:

a (Pseudo-wollastonite)

/3 (Wollastonite)
Glass
Forms of CajSiO^

:

a — calcium-orthosilicate

/3 — "

7 - "
3._ .<

Lime-alumina compounds

:

3CaO-Al203
5CaO-3Al20s
CaO • AIP3
3CaO • 5AI3O3
3CaO • 5AI2O3, unstable
form

Forms of MgSiOa • CaSiOj

:

Diopside, natural, cryst.
"

artificial, "
" glass

Density
grams
per cc.

3-603

3-306

2.646

2.642

2.319
2.206

2-53

3.022

3-183
3.166

2-735

2.904

2.906

2.895

3.26

3-27

2.965

3.029
2.820

2.972

3-04

3-258

3-265
2.846

Sp.Vol.
cc. per
gram.

2775
3025

3779.

3785
4312

4533

395
3309

3142

3'59

-3510

•3656

-3444

•3441

-3454

-307

.306

337

•3301

•3546

•3365

-329

.3069

-3063

•3514

Name and Formula.

Feldspars

:

Albite glass, NaAlSijOg
art.

Albite cryst., NaAlSijOg
art.

Anorthite glass,

CaAl2Si208, art.

Anorthite cryst.,

CaAl2Si208, art.

Soda anorthite,

NaAlSiO^, art.

Borax, glass, Na2B407
" cryst. "

Fluorite, natural, CaFj
(20°)

(NH,)2SO, (30°)

K,SO, (30°)

KCl, fine powder (30°)
Forms of ZnS :

Sphalerite, natural*
Wurtzite, artificialt

Greenockite, artificial

Forms of HgS :

Cinnabar, artificial

Metacinnabar, artifi-

cial

Minerals

:

Gehlenite, from Velar-
den a

Spurrite, from Velardena,
2Ca2SiO, • CaCOa

Hillebrandite, from Vel-

ardena,

CaSi03-Ca{OH)2
Pyrite, natural, FeS^
Marcasite, natural, FeSj

* Only 0.15% Fe total impurity,

t Same composition as Sphaler-

Density
grams
per cc.

2-375

2597

2.692

2-757

2-563

2.36

2.27

3.180

1-765

2-657

1.984

4.090

4.087

4.820

8.176

7.58

3-03

3-005

2.684

5.012

4-873

Sp. Vol,

cc. per
gram.

.4210

•3851

•3715

.3627

.3902

.423

.440

•3145
.5666

•3764

.5040

•2444
.2447-

•2075

.1223

.132

-330

.3328

.3726

•1995
•2052

References: i, Larsen 1909; 2, Day and Shepherd; 3, Shepherd and Rankin, 1909; 4, Allen and
White, 1909 ; 5, Allen, Wright and Clement, 1906; 6, Day and Allen, 1905 ; 7, Washington and
Wright, 1910; 8, Merwin, 1911 ; 9, Johnston and Adams, 1911; 10, Allen and Crenshaw, 1912;
II, Wright, 1908.

All the data of this table are from the Geophysical Laboratory, Washington.

Table 100.- DENSITIES OF MOLTEN TIN AND TIN-LEAD EUTECTIC.

Temperature
Molten tin

37 pts. Pb, 63, Sn.*



ii6 Tables 101-102.

WEIGHT OF SHEET METAL.

TABLE 101.— Weight of Sheet Metal. (Metric Measure.)

This table gives tlie weight in grams of a plate one meter square and of the thickness stated in the
first co.umn.

Thickness



Table 103. 117

DENSITY OF LIQUIDS.

Density or mass in grams per cubic centimeter and in pounds per cubic foot of various liquids.

Liquid.



jjg Table 104.

DENSITY OF PURE WATER FREE FROM AIR. 0° TO 41° C.

[Under standard pressure (76 cm), at every tenth part of a degree of the international hydrogen scale from 0° to 41^^

C, in grams per milliliter ']

1

1 De-



Table 105. 119

VOLUME IN CUBIC CENTIMETERS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES OF A
CUBIC CENTIMETER OF WATER FREE FROM AIR AT THE
TEMPERATURE OF MAXIMUM DENSITY. 0° TO 36° C.

Hydrogen Thermometer Scale.

Temp.
i

c.



120
Table 106*

DENSITY AND VOLUME OF WATER.
—10° TO +250° C.

The mass of one cubic centimeter at 4° C. is taken as unity.

Temp. C.



Table 107. 121

DENSITY OF MERCURY
Density or mass in grams per cubic centimeter, and the volume

in cubic centimeters of one gram of mercury.

1



122 Table t08.

DENSITY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.*

The following table gives tlie density of solutions of various salts in water. The numl)ers give the weight in
grams per cubic centimeter. For brevity liie substance is indicated by formula only.



Table 108 {continued).

DENSITY OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.
123

I



124 Table 109.

DENSITIES OF MIXTURES OF ETHYL ALCOHOL AND WATER IN CRAMS
PER MILLILITER.

The densities in this table are numerically the same as specific gravities at the various temperatures in terms of water
at 4° C. as unity. Based upon work done at U. S. Bureau of Standards. See Bulletin Bur. tjids. vol. 9, no. 3; con-
tains extensive bibliography ; also Circular 19, 1913.



Table 109 {continued). 125

DENSITY OF MIXTURES



126 Tacle TTO.

DENSfTIES OF AQUEOUS MIXTURES OF METHYL ALCOHOL,
CANE SUGAR, OR SULPHURIC ACID.

(I)

(2)

(3)

Per cent



Table 111.

DENSITY OF CASES.
127

The following table gives the density as the weight in grams of a liter (normal liter) of the gas

at 0° C, 76 cm pressure and standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec^, (sea-level, 45° latitude), the specific

gravity referred to dry, carbon-dioxide-free air and to pure oxygen, and the weight in pounds per

cubic foot. Dry, carbon-dioxide-free air is of remarkably uniform density; Guye, Kovacs and

Wourtzel found maximum variations in the density of only 7 to 8 parts m 10,000. For highest

accuracy pure oxygen should be used as the standard gas for specific gravities. Observed densities

are closely proportional to the molecular weights. The following data are derived from advance

sheets of "A Review of the Densities of Various Gases," to be published by the U. S. Bureau of

Standards,

Gas

Acetylene
Air

Ammonia
Argon
Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide
Chlorine

Ethane
Ethylene
Fluorine

Helium
Hydrogen
Hydrogen bromide. . .

.

Hydrogen chloride. . . .

Hydrogen sulphide ....

Krypton
Methane
Methyl chloride

Methyl ether

Methyl fluoride

Neon
Nitric oxide

Nitrogen
Nitrogen, atmospheric,
Nitrous oxide

Oxygen
Phosphine
Propane
Silicon tetrachloride. .

.

Sulphur dioxide

Xenon

Formula

C2H2

NH3
A
CO2
CO
CI2

C2H4
Fo

He
H2
HBr
HCl
H2S
Kr
CH4
(CH3)C1
(CH3)0
(CH3)F
Ne
NO
N2

NoO
O2
PH3
CaHg
SiF4

SO2
X

Weight in

grams.
Normal

liter

I.1791

1.2929

0.7708

1.7824

1.9768

1.2504

3-214

1-3565
1 . 2603

1.695

0.178s
0.08987

3-6443
1.6392

I-S392

3.708
0.7168

2.3045
2.1096

1-5454
0.9002

1.3402

1.2506

1.2568

1.9777
1.4290

1-5293
2.0200

4.6840
2.9267

S-851

Specific gravity

Air = i

0.9120
I.

0.5962

1.3786

1.5290
0.9671

2.4859
1.0492

0.9748

1-313

O.1381

0.06951
2.8188

1.2679
1. 1905
2.867

0.5545
1.7824

1.6317

1-1953
0.6962

1.0366

0.9673
0.9721

1-5297
I -1053

I. 1828

1.5624

3.6229
2.2636

4-514

0.,= i

0.8251

0.9048

0-5394
1-2473

1-3834

0.8750

2.249

0.9493
0.8S20
1. 186

0.1249
0.06285

2.5503
1.1471

1.0771

2-595
0.5016
1.6127
1-4763
1.0815

0.6300

0.9379
0.8752

0.8795
1.3840
1.0000
1.0702

1.4136

3.2779
2.0481

4.094

Pounds per
cubic foot

0.07361
0.08072
0.04812
O.II127

O.12341

0.07806
0.2006

0.08468
0.07868

0.1058
O.OII14

0.005610
0.22751

0.10233
0.09609

0.2315

0.0447s
0.14387
0.13 1 70

0.09648
0.05620

0.08367

0.07807
0.07846

0.12347
0.08921

0.09547
O.12611

0.29242
O.18271

0.3653

3

4

5
6

7

I

8

9
10

II

12

13

14

15

14
16

16

17

18

19
20

2

5

23

24

15

(i) Stahrfoss; (2) average; (3) Guye; (4) Ramsay, Leduc; (5) Guye, Puitza; (6) Raj'leigh; (7)

Jaquerod, Tourapian; (8) Batuecas; (9) Moissan; (10) Taylor; (11) Morley; (12) Moles, Reemair;

(13) Gray, Burt; (14) Baume, Perrot; (15) Moore; (16) Baume; (17) Batuecas, Moles; (18) Wat-
son; (19) Gray, Guye, Davila; (20) Gray, Moles; (21) Ter Gazarian; (22) Timmeraus; (23) Ger-
mann. Booth; (24) Scheuer.

The weight of the normal liter of the following gases has been determined with less accuracy:

Arsine, 3.484, Dumas; Carbon oxysulpfiide, 2.7208, Von Than; Bulane, 2.504, Frankland; Cyano-
gen, 2.33s, Gay-Lussac; Hydrogen fluoride, 0.9212, Thorpe, Hambly; Hydrogen iodide, 5.657,

Thomson; Hydrogen sclcnidc, 3.6702, Bruylante; Hydrogen telluride, 5.805, Ernyei; Methylamine,

1.396, Leduc; Nilrosyl chloride, 2.9919, Wourtzel.

Smithsonian Tables.



128 Table 112.

VOLUME OF CASES.

Values ol 1 + .00367 t.

The quantity i -f- .00367 i gives for a gas the volume at t° when the pressure is kept
constant, or the pressure at t° when the volume is kept Lonstant, in terms of the
volume or the pressure at 0°.

(a) This part of the table gives the values of 1+ .00367 / for values of / between 0°

and 10^ C. by tenths of a degree.

(b) This part gives the values of i +.00367/ for values of t between— 90° and + 1990°

C. by 10° steps.

These two parts serve to give any intermediate value to one tenth of a degree by a sim-

ple computation as follows: — In the (^) table find the number corresponding to

the nearest lower temperature, and to this number add the decimal part of the

number in the {a) table which corresponds to the difference between the nearest

temperature in the (b) table and the actual temperature. For example, let the

temperature be 682°.2

:

We have for 680 in table (l>) the number .... 3.49560

And for 2.2 in table («) the decimal .00807

Hence the number for 682.2 is . ..... 3.50367

(C) This part gives the logarithms of i + .00367 ^ for values of i between — 49° and

-|- 399° C. by degrees,

(d) This part gives the logarithms of i + .00367 1 for values of t between 400° and 1990°

C. by io° steps.

(a) Values of 1+ .00367^ for Values of t between 0' and 10" C. by Tentbs

of a Degree.

t



Table 112. {continued).

VOLUME OF GASES.
129

(*) Values of 1 + .00367 < for Values of t Ijetween —90^ and + 1990° 0. by
10-^ Steps.

t



130 Table 112 (fanUnued).

VOLUME OF

(c) Logarithms of 1 + .00367 1 for Values

t



TABLE 112 {continued).

CASES.

oJ t l)etween — 49° and + 399° C. ty Degrees.

131

t



132 Table 112 (continued).

VOLUME OF GASES.

(d) Logailthms of 1 + .00367 1 for Values of t between 400^ and 1990^ 0, by 10° Steps.

t



Tables 113-114,
^33

RELATIVE DENSITY OF MOIST AIR FOR DIFFERENT PRESSURES
AND HUMIDITIES.

TABLE 113.—Values of
760'

from h = l to ft = 9, for the Computation of Diflferent Values

of the Ratio of Actual to Normal Barometric Pressure.

This gives the density of moist air at pressure h in terms of the same air at normal atmosphere pres-

sure. When air contains moisture, as is usually the case with the atmosphere, we have the
following equation for pressure term: /i=B — 0.378^, where e is the vapor pressure, and B the

corrected barometric pressure. When the necessary psychrometric observations are made the value
of e may be taken from Tabl? 189 and then 0.378? from Table 115, or the dew-point may be found
and the value of 0.378^ taken from Table 115.

Examples of Use of the Tablb,

To find the value of— when /i r= 754.3
760

A = 700 gives .92105

h



134 Table 114 {continued).

DENSITY OF AIR.

Valnes of logarltluns of ~ for values of h between 350 and 800.
760

h



Tables 115-116.

TABLE 115. — Values of 0.378e.*

This table gives the humidity term 0.3 78^, which occurs in the equation 8 = 80

= 5o
B - 0.3786

760

k

760

for the calculation of the density of air containing aqueous vapor at pressure

e; 80 is the density of dry air at normal temperature and barometric pressure, B the ob-
served barometric pressure, and h = B - 0.3 78^, the pressure corrected for humidity. For

values of ^y-, see Table 113. Temperatures are in degrees Centigrade, and pressures in milli-

meters of mercury.



136 Table 117.

PRESSURE OF COLUMNS OF MERCURY AND WATER.

British and metric measures. Correct at o^ C. for mercury and at 4" C. for water.

Metric Measure.



Table 113. T37

REDUCTrON OF BAROMETRIC HEIGHT TO STANDARD TEMPERATURE.*

Corrections for brass scale and



138
Table 119.

REDUCTION OF BAROMETER TO STANDARD GRAVITY.

Free-air Altitude Term. Correction to be subtracted.

The correction to reduce the barometer to sea-level is (.?i — ^)/? X B where B is the barometer reading and g and
gi the value of gravity at sea-level and the place of ol)servation respectively. The following values were computed for
free-air values of gravity «i (i'able 563J. It has been customary to assume for mountain stations that the value r>f

gi = say about 5 the free-air value, but a comparison of modern determinations of i'l in this country shows that little
reliance can be placed on such an assumption. Where gi is known its value should be used in the above correction
term. (Sec Tables 566 and 567. Similarly for the latitude term, see succeeding tables, the true value of g should be
used if known; the succeeding tables are based on the theoretical values, Table 565.)

Height
above







Taslh 122. 141

REDUCTION OF BAROMETER TO STANDARD GRAVITY.
ENGLISH MEASURES.

From Latitude 0° to 45°, the Correction is to be Subtracted.

Lati-

lude.



142 Table 1 23.

REDUCTION OF BAROMETER TO STANDARD GRAVITY.*
ENGLISH MEASURES.

From Latitude 46° to 90° the Correction is to be Added.

Lati-
tude,

45

46

47
48
49
50

51

52

53

54
55

56

57
58

59
60

61

62
63
64
65

66

67

70

71

72

73
74
75

76

77
78
79

81

82
83
84

90

19

Inch.

-O.OOI

+0.001
0.003
0.004
0.006
0.008

+0.010
O.OII
0.013
0.015
0.016

+0.018
0.020
0.021
0.023
0.024

+0.026
0.027
0.029
0.030
0.031

+0.033
0.034
0.035
0.036
0.038

+0.039
0.040
0.041
0.042
0.043

+0.044
0.044
0.045
0.046

80
I

0.046

+0.047
0.047
0.0,

0.048
0.049

+0.049

20

Inch

-O.OOI

+0.

o.

0,

0,

+0,
0.

o.

o,

o.

001

003
005
006
008

010
01

014
01

017

+0.019
0.021
0.022
0.024
0.026

+0.027
0.029
0.030
0.032
0.033

+0.034
0.036
0.037
0.038
0.040

+0.041
0.042

9-043
0.044
0.045

+0.046
0.047
0.047
0.048
0.049

+0.049
0.050
0.050
0.051
0.051

+0.052

21

Inch.

-O.OOI

+0,
0,

o,

o
o

+0.
o.

0,

0,

o.

001

003
005
007
009

oil

012
014
016
018

+0.020
0.022
0.023
0.025
0.027

+0.028
0.030
0.032
0.033
0.035

+0.036
0.038
0.039
0.040
0.042

+0.043
0.044
0.045
0.046
0.047

+0.048
0.049
0.050
0.051
0.051

+ 0.052
0.052
0.053
0.053
0.054

+0.055

22

Inch.

-O.OOI

+0.
O,

O,

0,

0,

+0.
o.

0,

o,

o.

001

003
005
007
009

on
013
015
017
019

+0.021
0.023
0.025
0.026
0.028

+0.030
0.032
0.033
0.035
0.036

+0.038
0.039
0.041
0.042
0.044

+0.045
0.046
0.047
0.0.

0.049

+0.050
0.051
0.052
0.053
0.054

+0.054
0.055
0.056
0.056
0.056

+0.057

23

Inch.

—O.OOI

+0.001
0.003
0.005
0.007
O.OIO

+0.012
0.014
0.016
0.018
0.020

+0 . 022
0.024
o . 026
0.028
0.029

+0.031
0.033
0.035
0.036
0.038

+0.040
0.041
0.043
0.044
0.046

+0.047
0.048
0.049
0.051
0.052

+0.053
0.054
0.055
0.055
0.056

+0.057
0.057
0.058
0.059
0.059

+0 . 060

24

Inch.

—O.OOI

+0.001
0.003
C.006
0.008
O.OIO

+0.012
0.014
0.016
0.019
0.021

+0.023
0.025
0.027
0.029
0.031

+0.033
0.034
0.036
0.038
0.040

+0.041
0.043
0.045
0.046
0.048

+ 0.049
0.050
0.052
0.053
0.054

+0.055
0.056
0.057
0.058
0.059

+0.059
0.060
0.061
0.061
0.061

+0.062

25

Inch

—O.OOI

+0.001
0.003
0.006
0.008
O.OIO

+0.013
0.015
0.017
0.019
0.021

+0.024
0.026
0.028
0.030
0.032

+0.034
0.036
0.038
0.040
0.041

+0.043
0.04s
0.046
0.048
0.050

+0.051
0.052
0.054
0.055
0.056

+0.057
0.058
0.059
0.060
0.061

+0.062
0.062
0.063
0.064
0.064

28

Inch.

-O.OOI

+0.
o,

o,

o.

o.

+0.
0.

o.

0.

o.

001

004
006
008
on

013
015
018
020
022

+0.024
0.027
0.029
0.031
0.033

+0.035
0.037
0.039
0.041
0.043

+0.045
0.047
0.048
0.050
0.05

+0.053
0.054
0.056
0.057
0.058

+0.060
0.061
.062

0.063
0.063

+0.0261+0.026

27 28

Inch. Inch.

-O.OOI—O.OOI

+0.001
0.004
0.006
0.009
O.OII

+0.014
0.016
0.018
0.021
0.023

+0.001
0.004
0.006
0.009
0.012

+0.014
0.016
0.019
0.022
0.024

29

Inch.

-O.OOI

+0,
o,

o.

o.

o.

+0.
o.

o.

o.

o.

001

004
007
009
012

015
017
020
022
025

0.028
0.030
0.032
0.034

+0.037
0.039
0.041
0.043
0.045

+0.047
o.

0.050
0.052
0.053

+0.055
0.057
0.058
0.059
0.061

+0.062
0.063
0.064
0.065
0.066

0.029
0.031
0.033
0.036

+0.038
0.040
0.042
0.044
0.046

+0.064+0.067
. 065 . 067

0.066
0.066
0.067

0.068
0.069
0.069

+0 065+0 .068+0 070

+0.048+0.050
0.050
0.052
0.054
0-055

+0.057
0.059
0.060
0.062
0.063

+0 . 064
0.065
0.066
0.067
0.068

+0.0
0.070
0.071
0.071
0.072

+0.073

+0.027 +0.02J

30

Inch.

—O.OOI

+0.001
O.OOzJ

0.00;

O.OIC

O.OIi

+0.01;
O.OlE

0.02c

0.02^

0.02(

0.030
0.032
0.035
0.037

0.031

0.03:

o.03(

o.o3{,

+0.039+0.04]
0.042 0.04^-

o.044| 0.04;

0.046; 0.04;

0.0481 o.05(

0.05
0-054
0.056
0-057

+0.059
0.061
0.062
0.064
0.06,

0.066
0.068
0.069
0.070
0.071

+0.072
0.072
0.073
0.074
0.074

+0.075

+0.052i
0.05J
0.05(1

o-osi
o.os(|

+0.061I

0.06;

0.06-

o.o6(

0.06;

o.o6(

o.o7(

0.07:

0.07;,

o.07;|

+0.07A
0.07;; I

0.07(1

O.07I

o.o7|

+0.07/!

Smithsonian Meteorological Tables.'
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Tables 124-125.

TABLE 124. — Correction of the Barometer for Capillarity.*

143

Diameter
of tube
in mm.

I. Metric Measure.

Height of Meniscus in Millimeters.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Correction to be added in millimeters.

1.8

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

13

0.83

•47

.27

.18

1.22

0.65

.41

.28

.20

IS

1-54

0.86

.^6

.40

.29

.21

•IS

.10

.07

.04

1.98



1 A A Table 126.
144

BAROMETRIC PRESSURES CORRESPONDING TO THE TEMPERATURE
OF THE BOILING POINT OF WATER.

Useful when a boiling-point apparatus is used in the determination of heights. Copied from

the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 4th revised edition.

(A) METRIC UNITS.

I

Tem-
perature

C
80°

81

82

83
84

85
86

87

90

91
92

93
94

95

96
97
98

99

100

355-40
370.03
385-16
400 . 8

1

416.99

433-71
450.99
468.84
487.28
506.32

525-97
546.26
567.20
S88.80
611.08

634-06
657-75
682.18
707-35
733-28

760 . 00

356-84
371-52
386.70
402 .

40

418.64

435-41
452.75
470.66
489. 16

508 . 26

527-97
548.33
569-33
591.00
613-35

636
.
40

660.16
684.66
709.90
635-92

762
.
72

mm.

358.28
373-01
388.25
404 . 00
420.29

437.12
454-51
472.48
491.04
510.20

529-98
550.40
571.47
593 - 20
615-62

638.74
662.58
687.15
712.47
738.56

765-44

359-73
374.51
389.80
405.61
421.95

438.83
456.28
474.31
492.93
512.15

531.99
552.48
573.61
595.41
617.93

641.09
665 . 00

689.65
715.04
741.21

768.17

361.19
376.02
391.36
407.22
423.61

440.55
458.06
476.14
494.82
514.11

534.01
554.56
575.76
597.63
620.19

643-45
667.43
692.15
717.63
743.87

770.91

.6

362.6s
377-53
392.92
408.83
425.28

442.28
459.84
477.99
496.72
516.07

536.04
556.65
577.92
599.86
622.48

645-82
669.87
694.67
720 . 22

740 - 54

773-66

mm.

364.11
379.05
394-49
410.45
426.95

444.01
461.63
479.83
498.63
518.04

538.07
558.75
580.08
602.09
624.79

648.19
672.32
697.19
722.81
749.22

776.42

365.58
380.57
396 . 06
412.08
428.64

445.75
463.42
481.68
500

. 54
520.01

540.11
560.85
582.25
604.33
627 . 09

650.57
674.77
699.71
725.42
751.90

779.18

367.06
382.09
397.64
413.71
430.32

447.49
465

.

22

483.54
502.46
521.99

542. IS
562

.
96

584.43
606.57
629.41

652.96
677.23
702.25
728.03

754.59

781.95

(B) ENGLISH UNITS.

Tem-
perature-

F.

185°

186

187
188

189

190

191

192

193
194

195
196

197
198

199

200
201
202
203
204

205
206

207
208
209

210
211
212
213
214

.0

Inches.

17.075
17.450
17.832
18.221
18.618

Inches.

17. 112

17.488
17.871
18.261
18.658

19.021 j
19.062

19.431. 19.473
19.849
20.275
20.707

19.89:;

Inches.

17.150
17.526
17.910
18.300
18.698

19.102
19.514

. . 19.934
20.318 20.361
20.751 20.795

21.148121.192 21.237
21. 597 I

21. 642 21.687
22.053 22.09922.145
22.517(22.564122.611

.3

Inches.

17.187
17.564
17.948
18.340
18.738

19-143
19-556
19.976
20

. 404
20.839

.4

Inches.

17.224
1 7 . 602
17.987
18.379
18.778

19.184
19.598
20.019
20.447
20. 88

J

21.282 21.326
21.733121.778
22.192
22.658

22.990 1 23.038 23.085 23.133

23.470 23.519 23.568)23.616
23.959 24.009124-058 24.108
24.457 24.507,24.557 24.608
24.963 25.014 25.065 25.116
25.478 25.530 25.582 25.634

26.001 26.054 '26. 107
6.534

27.075
27.626
28.185

28.754
29.333
29.921
30.519
31.127

26.587 126.641
27.130
27.681
28.242

28.812
29.391
29.981
30.580
31.199

27.184
27-737
28.298

28.869
29.450

26.160
26.695
27.239
27-793
28.35s

28.927
29.508

30.0.40 30.100
30.640 30.701
31.250 31. 311

22.238
22

.
706

23.181

23.66s
24.157
24.658
25.168
25.686

26.213
26.749
27.294
27.848
28.412

28.985
29.567
30.159
30.761
31-373

Inches.

17.263
17.641
18.026
18.419
18.818

19-225
19.639
20.061
20

. 490
20.927

21.371
21.824
22.284
22.752
23.229

23-714
24.207
24

. 709
25.219
25.738

26 . 266
26.803
27.349
27.904
28.469

29.042
29.626
30.219
30.822
31.435

Inches.

17.300
17.679
18.065
18.458
18.859

19.266
19.681
20.104
20.533
20.971

21.416
21 .870
22.331
22.800
23.277

23.763
24-257
24.759
25.271
25.791

26.319
26.857
27.404
27.960
28.526

29.100
29.685
30.279
30,883
31.497

.7

Inches.

17.337
17.717
18.104
18.498
18.899

19-308
19-723
20. 146
20.577
21.015

21.461
21.915
22.377
22.847
23-325

23.812
24.307
24.810
25.322
25.843

26.373
26.912
27.460
28.016
28.583

29.158
29.744
30.339
30.944
31.559

.8

Inches.

17-375
17-756
18.143
18.538
18.940

19-349
19-765
20.189
20.620
21.059

21.506
21.961
22.424
22.895
23-374

23.861

24-357
24.861

25.374
25.896

26.426
26.966
27.515
28.073
28.640

29.216
29.803
30.399
31.005
31 -621

Smithsonian Tasl^:



Table 127. 14^

DETERMINATION OF HEIGHTS BY THE BAROMETER.

Formula of Babinet : Z ^ C B„-B
Bo+ B

C (in feet) = 52494 i -f-
-5Jt— ** English measures.

L goo J

C (in meters) =: 16000 I i -\- ^ ^ "
~'~—; metric measures.

1- 1000 J
In which Z =: difference of height of two stations in feet or meters.

Bf), B := barometric readings at the lower and upper stations respectively, corrected for all

sources of instrumental error.

^0, t = air temperatures at the lower and upper stations respectively.

Values of C.

English Measures.
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Table 128.

VELOCITY OF SOUND IN SOLIDS.

ThfVelocity of sounds in solids varies as ^E/ p, where E is Young's Modulus of elasticity and p the
(insity. These constants for most of the materials given in this table vary through a somewhat
ride range, and hence the numbers can only be .taken as rough approximations to the velodty
which may be obtained in any particular case. When temperatures are not marked, between io°
and 20° is to be understood.



Table 129.

VELOCITY OF SOUND IN LIQUIDS AND GASES.
H7

For gases, the velocity of sound=v'7i:'/P, where P is the pressure, p the density, and 7 the ratio of

specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume (see Table 253). For moderate tem-
perature changes V,, = Vod + ot) where 0=0.00367. The velocity of sound in tubes increases with
the diameter up to the free-air value as a limit. The values from ammonia to methane inclusive are
for closed tubes.



148 Tables 130-131.

MUSICAL SCALES.
The pitch relations between two notes may be expressed precisely (i) by the ratio of their vibra-

tion frequencies; (2) by the number of equally-tempered semitones between them (E. S.); also, less
conveniently, (3) by the common logarithm of the ratio in (i); (4) by the lengths of the two portions
of the tense string which will furnish the notes; and (5) in terms of the octave as unity. Ihe ratio
in (4) is the reciprocal of that in (i); the number for (5) is 1/12 of that for (2); the number for
(a) is nearly 40 times that for (3).
Tabic 130 gives data for the middle octave, including vibration frequencies for three standards of

pitch; A3=435 double vibrations per second, is the international standard and was adopted by the
American Piano Manufacturers' Association. The " just-diatonic scale " of C-major is usuadly
deduced, following Chladni, from the ratios of the three perfect major triads reduced to one
octave, thus: 4 : 5



Tables 132-135.

MISCELLANEOUS SOUND DATA.

TABLE 132.— A Fundamental Tone, Its Harmonics (Overtones) and the Nearest
Tone of the Equal-tempered Scale.

149

No. of partial

Frequency
Nearest tempered note.

.

Corresponding frequency

No. of partial

Frequency
Nearest tempered note. .

,

Corresponding frequency

129
C
129

1423
Gb
1463

259
C
259

ISS2
G

1550

G
388

13
i68r

1642

4
517
c
SI7

14
18II

1843

S

647
E
652

IS
1940
B

I9S3

6

776
G
775

16
2069
C

2069

7

90s
B>
922

17
2199

103s
C

I03S

18
2328
D

2323

9
1164
D

1164

19
2457

2461

1293
E

1293

E
2607

Note. — Overtones of frequencies not exact multiples of the fundamental are sometimes called inharmonic partials.

TABLE 133.— Relative Strength of the Partials in Various Musical Instruments.

The values given are for tones of medium loudness. Individual tones vary greatly in quality and, therefore, in

loudness.



150 Tables 136-137.

TABLE 136. — Aerodynamics.

Kinetics of Bodies in Resisting Medium.

The differential equation of a body falling in a resisting medium is dtt'dt = g — kifi. The ve-

locity tends asymptotically to a certain terminal velocity, V = -^'glk. Integration gives w =-

¥• tanh {gt/V), x =—' log cosh (gt/V) \l u = x = t =^ o.

When body is projected upwards, du/dt = —g _ ku'^, and if «o 'S velocity of projection, then
tan-i u/V = tan-i [tio/V) -gt/ F, x ={V^/2g) log (F^ + «o^) (V^ + u^). The particle comes to

rest when / = {V/g) tarr^ («o/F) andx = (F/sg) log (i - mVV^).
For small velocities the resistance is more nearly proportional to the velocity.

Stokes' Law for the rate of fall of a spherical drop of radius a under gravity g gives for the
velocity, v,

. =—(cr-p),

where a and p are the densities of the drop and the medium, 17 the viscosity of the medium.
This depends on five assumptions: (i) that the sphere is large compared to the inhomogeneities
of the medium; (2) that it falls as in a medium of unlimited extent; (3) that it is smooth and
rigid; (4) that there is no slipping of the medium over its surface; (5) that its velocity is so

small that the resistance is all due to the viscosity of the medium and not to the inertia of the

latter. Because of 5, the law does not hold unless the radius of the sphere is small compared
with yj/vp (critical radius). Arnold showed that a must be less than 0.6 this radius.

If the medium is contained in a circular cylinder of radius R and length L, Ladenburg showed
that the following formula is applicable (Ann. d. Phys. 22, 287, 1907, 23, 447, 1908):

y ^2 gaHoi^p)

9 r]{i + 2.4a/R) (i + z.\alL)

As the spheres diminish in size the medium behaves as if inhomogeneous because of its molec-
ular structure, and the velocity becomes a function of IIa, where / is the mean free path of the

molecules. Stokes' formula should then be modified by the addition of a factor^ viz.:

1,1 = - 1^ ((T - p) j
I + (0.864 + 0.29^ '-25 WO) -

I

(See chapter V, Millikan, The Electron, 191 7 ; also Physical Review 15, p. 545, 1920.)

TABLE 137. —Flow of Gases through Tubes.*

"When the dimensions of a tube are comparable with the mean free path (Z) of the molecules of

a gas, Knudsen (Ann. der Phys. 28, 75, 199, 1908) derives the following equation correct to 5%
even when DjL = 0.4: Q, the quantity of gas in terms of /"F which flows in a second through a
tube of diameter D, length /, connecting two vessels at low pressure, difference of pressure

/'2 — A. equals {P2 — Pi)/l^\/'p where pis the density of the gas at one bar (i dyne/cm^) = (mo-
lecular weight)/(S3.i5 X lO^T^) and /F,* which is of the nature of a resistance, = 2.394i//Z>8

+

3.i84/Z)2. The following table gives the cm^ of air and Nat i bar which would flow through dif-

ferent sized tubes, difference of pressure i bar, room temperature.

/ = icm. D = icm. W = 5.58 Q, cm^ of air, 5200. cm^ of I/2, 19700.

10 I 27.1 1070. 4050.
I 0.1 2710. 10.7 40.5

10 0.1 24300. 1.20 3.60

Knudsen derives the following equation, equivalent to Poiseuille's at higher, and to the above at

lower ])ressures :

Q = (/'g-y'i) [aP +3(1+ ciP)/(i + c-iP)} where a = irD*Ii2?,-fil (Poiseuille's constant) ; * =

1/ fF\/p7 (coefficient of molecular flow) ; ci = ^'p D/i); and C2 = 1.24 x/p"/?/??; »j = viscosity coef-

ficient. The following are the volumes in cm^ at i bar, 20°C, that flow through tube, D = \ cm,

/ = locm. Pi — P\ - I bar, average pressure of /"bars:

P = 10.6 Q = 13,000,000. -^ = 5- Q = 1026. P = I. Q = 1044. cm^
100. 2,227. 4. 1024. 0.1 1065.

10. 1,058. 3. 1025. o.oi 1070.

When the velocity of flow is below a critical value, F (density, viscosity, diameter of tube), the

stream lines are parallel to the axis of the tube. Above this critical velocity, F„, the flow is tur-

bulent. F„ = Utj pr for small pipes up to about 5 cm diameter, where A' is a constant, and r the

tube radius. When these are in cgs units, /& is 10^ in round numbers. Below Fc the pressure drop

along the tube is proportional to the velocity of gas flow ; above it to the square of the velocity.

* See Dushman, The Production and Measurement of High Vacua, General Elec. Rev. 23, p. 493, 19J0

Smithsonian Tables.
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Tables 138-139.

AERODYNAMICS.

TABLE 138.— Air Pressures upon Large Square Normal Planes at Different Speeds
through the Air.

The resistance F of a body of fixed shape and presentation moving through a fluid may be written

F = pUVYiLV/p)

in which p denotes the fluid density, v the kinematic viscosity, L a linear dimension of the body, V the speed of trans-
lation. In general / is not constant, even for constant conditions of the fluid, but is practically so for normal impact
on a plane of fixed size. In the following, p is taken as 1.230 g/l (.0768 Ibs./ft').

The mean pressure on thin square plates of i.i m^ (12 ft^), or over, moving normally through air of standard density
at ordinary.' transportation speeds may be written P =.00601)^ for i* in kg per m- and v in km per hour, or P = .0032ii2

for P in lbs. per ft- and 11 in miles per hour. The following values are computed from this formula. For smaUer areas
the correction factors as given in the succeeding table (Table 139) derived from e.\periments made at the British National
Physical Laborator>', may be applied.

Unit:: the first of each group of three columns gives the velocity; the second, the corresponding pressure in kg/m^
when the first column is taken as km per hour; the third in pds/ft- when in miles per hour.
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Tables 140-142.

AERODYNAMICS.

TABLE 140.— Effect of Aspect Ratio upon Normal Plane Pressure (Eiffel).

The mean pressure on a rectangular plane varies with the "aspect ratio," a name introduced

by Langley to denote the ratio of the length of the leading edge to the chord length. The effect

of aspect ratio on normally moving rectangular plates is given in the following table, derived

from Eiffel's experiments.

Aspect ratio

Pressure on rectangle

Pressure on square

I .CO

i.oo

1-5

1.04

3.00

1.07

6.00

1 . 10

10.000

I -145

14.60

1.25

20.00

1-34

30.00

1.40

41 • 500

1-435

50.0c

1-47

TABLE 141.— Ratio of Pressures on Inclined and Normal Planes.

The pressure on a slightly inclined plane is proportional to the angle of incidence a, and
is given by the formula Pa = c- P90 • a. The value of c, which is constant for incidences up to about
12°, is given for various aspect ratios. The angle of incidence is taken in degrees.

Aspect ratio.

Value of c. .

.

0.036 0.043
3

0.050
4
•053

5
0.057

6

0.061
7

0.065 0.070
9

0.075
10

0.08c

TABLE 142.— Skin Friction.

The skin friction on an even rectangular plate moving edgewise through ordinary air is given

by Zahm's equation,

F(kg/m^) = o. 00030 {^(m^) jo^j F(km/hr.) }i-«6 in metric units

or F(pds./ft.2) = 0.0000082 U(ft.2))o-»3{F(ft./sec.)j':S6,

where A is the surface area and V the speed of the plane. The following table gives the friction

per unit area on one side of a plate.



Tables 143-145. ri2
AERODYNAMICS. ^^

The following tables, based on Eiffel, show the variation of the resistance coeflScient K, with

the angle of impact i, the aspect (ratio of leading edge to chord length), shape and velocity V
in the formula

i?(kg/m2) = KS{m'){V{m/&ec.)\^

The value of K for km/hour would be 0.77 times greater.

TABLE 143.— Variation of Air Resistance with Aspect and Angle.

Size of plane. Aspect.

Values of i.

3° 40 60°

Values of Ki /Kx

Max. ratio.

Value.

15 X 90 cm
15 X 45 cm
25 X 25 cm
30 X 15 cm
45 X IS cm
90 X 15 cm
90 X 10 cm,

07



154 Tables 146-148.

TABLE 146. —Friction.

The required force ^' necessary to just move an object along a horizontal plane =/A'^ where .V is the normal pressure

on the plane and / the " coefficient of friction." The angle of repose * (tan * = F/N) is the angle at which the

plane must be tilted before the object will move from its own weight. The following table of coefficients was com-

piled by Rankine from the results of General Morin and other authorities and is sufficient for ordinary purposes.

Material.



Tables 149-lSl.

VISCOSITY.

TABLE 149.— Viscosity of Fluids and Solids.

155

The coefBcient of viscosity of a substance is the tangential force required to move a unit area of a plane surface

with unit si -ed relative to another parallel plane surface from which it is separated by a layer a unit thick of the sub-

stance. Viscosity measures the temporary rigidity it gives to the substance. The viscosity of fluids is generally meas-
ursd by the rate of flow of the fluid through a capillary tube the length of which is great ia comparison with its diameter.

The equation generally used is

H, the viscosity, = — ^ I « — '

I28<2tf+X)

where 7 is the density k/cm'), d and / are the diameter and length in cm of the tube, Q the volume in cm' discharged

in t sec., X the Couette correction which corrects the measured to the effective length of the tube, h the average head
in cm, m the coefBcient of kinetic energy correction, rmP-lg, necessary for the loss of energy due to turbulent in distinc-

tion from viscous flow, % being the acceleration of gravity (cm/sec/sec), v the mean velocity in cm per sec. (See Tech-
nologic Paper of the Bureau of Standards, 100 and 112, Herschel, igiy-igiS, for discussion of this correction and X.)

The fluidity is the reciprocal of the absolute viscosity. The kinetic viscosity is the absolute viscosity divided by
the density. Specific viscosity is the viscosity relative to that of some standard substance, generaUy water, at some
definite temperature. The dimensions of viscosity are ML'^T'^. It is generally expressed in cgs units as dyne-seconds
per cm* or poises.

The viscosity of solids may be measured in relative terms by the damping of the oscillations of suspended wires

(see Table 78). Ladenburg (igo6) gives the viscosity of Venice turpentine at 18.3° as 1300 poises; Trouton and
Andrews (1904) of pitch at 0°, 51 X lo^", at 15°, 1.3 X lo*"; of shoeiuaJieis' wax at 8°, 4.7 X io«; of soda glass at 575°,

II X 10^; Deeley (1908) of glacier ice as 12 X \^\

TABLE 150.— Viscosity of Water in Centipoises. Temperature Variation-

Bingham and Jackson, Bulletin Bureau of Standards, 14, 75, 191 7.



IS6
Tables 162-154.

VISCOSITY.

TABLE 152.— Viscosity and Density of Sucrose in Aqueous Solution.

See Scientific Paper 298, Bingham and Jackson, Bureau of Standards, 19 17, and Technologic

Paper 100, Herschel, Bureau of Standards, 191 7.

Tempera-
ture.



Table 166.

VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS.

Viscosities are given in cgs units, dyne-seconds per cm', or poises.

157

Liquid.

Acetaldehyde

Air
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Aniline

Bismuth

Copal lac

Glycerine

8o'.3i%H20.
64.05% H2O.
49.7g%H20.

Hydrogen, liquid

Menthol, solid
" liquid

Mercury

Oils:

Dogfish-liver .923%..
" .918...

" " .908...
Linseed . 925

" .922

• 914
* Spindle oil .885. . .

* Light machinery
• 907!

* Light marhinery. .

.

* " Solar red" engine.

*" Bayonne" engine

* 'I •'

* " Queen's red " engine

* " Galena '' axle oil
Hf .< .1 .>

* Heavy machinery

* Filtered cylinder.

* Dark cylinder . .

.

60.

285.

365-
22.

2.8
14-3
20.3
26.

s

8.5
8.5

_8.5

14.9
34.9

— 20.

193.

299.

30.

so.
90.

30
SO.

90.
15.6
37.8

100. o

IS.

6

37.8
100. o
15.6
37.8
100.0
IS.

6

37.8
100. o

IS.

6

37.8
100. o
15-6
37-8
IS.

6

37.8
37.8

100. o
37.8

100. o



158 Table 156.

VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS.

Compiled from Landolt and Bornstein, 1912.

Rogers, 1894-97. Viscosity giv^en in centipoises.

Based principally on work of Thorpe and
One centipoise = 0.01 dyne-second per cm'.

Liquid.

Acids: Formic
Acetic

Propionic
Butyric
i-Butyric

Alcohols: Methyl
Ethyl *

Allyl

Propyl
i-Propyl

Butyric
i-Butyric

Amyl, op. act

Amyl, op. inact

Aromatics: Benzene . . .

Toluene
Ethylbenzole

Orthoxylene
Metaxylene
Paraxylene

Bromides: Ethyl
Propyl
i-Propyl

Allyl

Ethylene
Bromine
Chlorides : Propyl

Allyl

Ethylene
Chloroform
Carbon-tetra

Ethers: Diethyl
Methyl-propyl
Ethyl-propyl
Dipropyl

Esters: Methylformate
Ethylformate
Methylacetate
Ethylacetate

Iodides: Methyl
Ethyl
Propyl
Allyl

Paraffines: Pentane . .

.

i-Pentane
Hexane
i-Hexane
Heptane
i-Heptane
Octane

Sulphides: Carbon di-.

Ethyl
Turpentine!

Viscosity in centipoises.

Formula.

CH2O2
C2H4O2
C3H6O2
C4H8O2
CHsOz
CH4O
C2H6O
C3H6O
CsHsO
CsHsO
C4H10O
C4H10O
C5H12O
C5H,20
CeHe
CvHs
CsHio
CgHio
CgHio
CgHio
CsHsBr
CsHyBr
CsHyBr
CsHsBr
C2H4Br
Br
C3H7CI
C3H5CI
C2H4CI
CHCI3
CCL,
C4H10O
C4H10O
C5H12O
CeHuO
C2H4O2
CsHeO
C3HCO2
C4HSO2
CH3I
C2H5I
C3H7I
C3H5I
C6H12
C6Hi2
CeHu
CcHi4
C7H16
C7H16

CgHis
CS2
C4H10S

0° C 10° C 20° C 30° C 40° C 50° C 70° C 100° c

solid

sohd
1-521
2.286
1.887
0.817
1.772
2. 145
3-883
4.565
5.186
8.038
[I. 129

8.532
0.906
0.772
0.877
1. 105
0.806
solid

0.487
0.651
0.611
0.626
2.438
1.267

0.442
0.413
1.132
o. 706

1-351
0.294
0.314
0.402

0-544
0-436
0.510
0.484
0.582
0.606
0.727
0.944
0.936
0.289
o. 284
0.401

0.376
0.524
0.481
o. 706

0.438
0.563
2.248

2.247
solid

I. 289
1. 851
1.568
0.690
1 .466

1-705
2.918
3.246

873
548
425

6.000
0.763

671
o. 761

937
o. 702

0.738
0.441
0-582

545
560

039
120

396
372

0.966
0.633
1-138
0.268
0.285
0.360
0.479

391

454
431

0.512

548
654
833
826
262

256

360

338
0.465
0.428
0.616
0.405
o. 501

1.783

784
222

102

540
318

596
200

363
256

370
948
907
092

342
654

590
669
810
620
64S

402

524
489
504
721

005

359
337
83s

571

975
245
260

324
425

355
408
3S8

455
500

592

744
734
240

234
326
306
416

384
542

376
450
487

.460

.040

.960

•304
. 129
.520

.003

.168

-779

-757
. 267

.864

•594
. 20

-56

-525

•594
-709

-552

-574
-368

-475

-443

-458

•475
.911

-326

-307

•736

•519
.848
• 223

237
.294
.381

•325

•369
•352

.407

.460

-540
.669
.660
. 220

. 296

.279

•375

•347

•483

•352

.407

. 272

. 219

•905

•845
. 120

.980

•456

•834

.914

•405

•331

.782

. 122

.607

•415
•49S

•471

531
.627

•497

-513

•433
•403

.419

.286

-830

-299
.282

-652

-474
-746

.268

•344

336
.320

36
.424

495
.607

•597

271

254
0.341
0-315
0.433
0-330
0.369
1 .071

1.036
o. 796
0.752

975
862

0.403
o. 702

0.763
1. 130
1.029

1. 411

1. 611

1^937
1. 851

0.444
0.426

0.479
0.56c

0.451
0.463

0.397
0.368
0.384

131

o. 761

0.584

0.435
0.662

245
0.311

0.308
0.293
0.333

0.456
0.552
0.544

o. 248

233
310

0.288

391

0.338
0.926

780
631

607
760

683

510

553
760

646

930

359
354

397
45^

375
.383

338

328

903

479

534

279

391
466

458

262

243

324

287

728

Bureau of Standards, see special table, t Glaser.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 157.

VISCOSITY OF SOLUTIONS.

159

This table is intended to show the effect of change of concentration and change of temperature on the viscosity of

solulions of salts in water. The specific viscosity X loo is given for two or more densities and for several tem-
peratures in the case of each solution, /a stands for specific viscosity, and t for temperature Centigrade.



i6o Table 157 (continued).

VISCOSITY OF SOLUTIONS.



Table t57 {continued).

VISCOSITY OF SOLUTIONS.

l6l



I 62 Table 157 (continued).

VISCOSITY OF SOLUTIONS.

Salt.



Table 158.

SPECIFIC VISCOSITY.*

163

Dissolved salt.



164
Table 159.

VISCOSITY OF GASES AND VAPORS.

The values of ju given in the table are lo* times the coefficients of viscosity in C. G. S. units.

Substance.

Acetone.

Air*

Alcohol, Methyl
Alcohol, Ethyl
Alcohol, Propyl
norm

Alcohol, Isopropyl. .

Alcohol, Butyl,norm.
Alcohol, Isobutyl. .

.

Alcohol, Tert. butyl.

Ammonia

Argon.

BenEcne

Carbon bisulphide

.

Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide.

Chlorine

Chloroform

Ether.

Temp.



Table 160.

VISCOSITY OF GASES.

Variation of Viscosity with Pressure and Temperature.

165

According to ^.he kinetic theory of gases the coefficient of viscosity n = i{pcl), p being the

density, c the average velocity of the molecules, / the average path. Since / varies inversely

as the number of molecules per unit volume, pi is a constant and fx should be independent of the

density and pressure of a gas (Maxwell's law). This has been found true for ordinary pressures;

below ?V atmosphere it may fail, and for certain gases it has been proved untrue for high pres-

sures, e.g., CO2 at ss° and above 5c atm. See Jeans, " Dynamical Theory of Gases."

If B is the amount of momentum transferred from a plane moving with velocity U and parallel

to a stationary plane distant d, and 5 is a quantity (coefficient of slip) to allow for the slipping

of the gas molecules over the plane, then fi = (B/U) {d -{- 2s); s is of the same magnitude as /,

probably between .7 (Timiriazeff) and .9 (Knudsen) of it; at low pressures d becomes negligible

compared with 25 and the viscosity should vary inversely as the pressure.

c depends only on the temperature and the molecular weight; viscosity should, therefore,

increase with the pressures for gases, c varies as the Vr, but p. has been found to increase much

more rapidly. Meyer's formula, pt = Mo(i + aO, where a is a constant and /lo the viscosity at

0° C, is a convenient approximate relation. Sutherland's formula (Phil. Mag. 31, 1893).

273 + c
fit = Po

T +C \273/

is the most accurate formula in use, taking in account the effect of molecular forces. It holds

for temperatures above the critical and for pressures following approximately Boyle's law. It

may be thrown into the form T = KT^/p - C which is linear in terms of T and T^/p, with a

slope equal to K and the ordinate intercept equal to -C See Fisher, Phys. Rev. 24, 1907,

from which most of the following table is taken. Onnes (see Jeans) shows that this formula does

not represent Helium at low temperatures with anything like the accuracy of the simpler formula

p = )Uo(r/273.i)".

The following table contains the constants for the above three formulae, T being always the

absolute temperature, Centigrade scale.



1 66 Table 161.

DIFFUSION OF AN AQUEOUS SOLUTION INTO PURE WATER.
If k is the coefficient of diffusion, dS the amount of the substance which passes in the time dt^

at the place x, through q sq. cm. of a diffusion cylinder under the mfluence of a drop of concen-
tration dcj dx, then ,

dS = —kq ^ dt.
dx

k depends on the temperature and the concentration, c gives the gram-molecules per liter.

The unit of time is a day.

Substance.



Table 162.

DIFFUSION OF VAPORS.
167

Coefficients of diffusion of vapors in C. G. S. units. The coefficients are for the temperatures given in the table and
a pressure of 76 centimeters of mercury.*

Vapor.



1 58 Tables 163-164.

DIFFUSION OF GASES, VAPORS, AND METALS.

TABLE 163. — Coelflclenta of Difluslon for Varloas Gases and Vapors.*

Gas or Vapor diffusing.

Carb

«

<«

li

Carb
Carb

<(

(1

i<

Ethel

Hydr

<

<

Nitro
Oxyg

Sulpy

Wate

<i



Table 165. i5q
SOLUBILITY OF INORGANIC SALTS IN WATER; VARIATION WITH

THE TEMPERATURE.
The numbers give the number of grams of the anhydrous salt soluble in looo grams of water at

the given temperatures.



170 Tables 165 (cottciuded)-y6j,

SOLUBILITY OF SALTS AND CASES IN WATER.
TABLE 165 {concluded) — Solubility of Inorganic Salts In Water ; Variation with the Temperatnre.

The numbers give the number of grams of the ati/iydrous salt soluble in looo grams of water at
the given temperatures.



Table 168. 171

CHANCE OF SOLUBILITY PRODUCED BY UNIFORM PRESSURE.*

Pressure



172 Table 169.

ABSORPTION OF CASES BY LIQUIDS.*



Tables 170-172.

CAPILLARITY. -SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUIDS.*

TABLE 170. —Water and Alcohol In Oontaot with Air.

^7Z

TABLE 172. —Solutions ol Salts in
Water, t

Temp.
C.



174 Tables 173-176.

TENSION OF LIQUIDS.
TABLE 173.— Surface Tension of Llqiulds.'

Liquid.

Water
Mercury ....
Bisulphide of carbon .

Chloroform ....
Ethyl alcohol
Olive oil ... .

Turpentine ....
Petroleum ....
Hydrochloric acid

Hyposulphite of soda solution

Specific

gravity.

I.O

13-543
1.2687

1.4878

0.7906

0.9136
0.8S67

•7977
l.IO

1. 1248

Surface tension in dynes per cen-

timeter of liquid in contact with —

Air.

75.0
5'3-o

30.5

(3 '-8)

(24.1)

34-6
2S.8

29.7

(729)
69.9

Water. Mercury.

0.0

392.0

41.7
26.S

18.6

"•5
(28.9)

(392)

(387)

(415)

364

yi
241

271

(392)

429



VAPOR PRESSURE.
TABLE 176.— Vapor Pressure of Elements.

175

Hydrogen.



176 Table 178.

VAPOR PRESSURES.

The vapor pressures here tabulated have been taken, virith one exception, from Regnault's results
The vapor pressure of Pictefs fluid is given on his own authority. The pressures are in centimeters of

mercury.

Tem-
pera-

ture

Cent.



Table MQ {continued).

VAPOR PRESSURES.

m

Tem-



178 Tables 179-180.

VAPOR PRESSURE.

TABLE 179. —Vapor Pressure ot Ethyl AlcohoL*

cJ

a.

1
H

0°

10

20

3°

40

70



Table 181.

VAPOR PRESSURE.*

Carbon Dlsnlplilde, OMorobenzene, Biomobenzene, and Aniline.

179

30 6=

(a) Carbon Disulphide.

127.90



T^O Table 181 {continued).

VAPOR PRESSURE.

Methyl Salicylate, Bromonaptatlialeiie. and Mercury.

Temp-
C.

go 70

(e) Methyl Salicylatk.

70°



Table 182. l8l

VAPOR PRESSURE OF SOLUTIONS OF SALTS IN WATER.*

The first column gives the chemical formula of the salt. The headings of the other columns give the number of

gram-molecules of the salt in a liter of water. The numbers in these columns give the lowering of the vapor

pressure produced by the salt at the teniperature of boiling water under 76 centimeters barometric pressure.

Substance.



182 Table 182 ('^<"«''««<f<')-

VAPOR PRESSURE OF SOLUTIONS OF SALTS IN WATER.



Tables 183-18S.

PRESSURE OF SATURATED AQUEOUS VAPOR.
183

The following tables for the pressure of saturated aqueous vapor are taken princi-

pally from the Fourth Revised Edition (1918) of the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables.

TABLE 183.— At Low Temperatures, - 69° to 0° C over Ice.



i84



Tables 186-188. iSk
TABLE 186.— Weight in Grams of a Cubic Meter of Saturated Aqueous Vapor.



i86 Table IW.

PRESSURE OF AQUEOUS VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE-

This table gives the vapor pressure corresponding to various values of the difference I — li between the readings of

dry and wet bulb thermometers and the temperature h of the wet bulb thermometer. The difference I — h is given

by two-degree steps in the top line, and t\ by degrees in the first column. Temperatures in Centigrade degrees, vapor
pressures in millimeters of mercury are used throughout the table. The table was calculated for barometric pressure

B equal to 76 centimeters. A correction is given for each centimeter at the top of the columns. Ventilating velocity

of wet thermometer about 3 meters per second.

h



Tabl£ 190.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
187

Vertical argument is the observed vapor pressure which may be computed from the wet and dry-
bulb readings through Table 188 or 189. The horizontal argument is the abserved air temperature
(dry-bulb reading). Based upon Table 43, p. 142, Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 3d Revised
Edition, 1907.

Vapor



i88 Table 190 {eonlinueO).

RELATIVE HUMIDITY.

Vapor
Pressure.
mm.

Air Temperatures, dry bulb, ° Ceutigrade.

20' Sio 320 J30 240 26= 26' 27' 28' 29' SO' 31° 32' 33' 34' 36' 36' 37° 38= 39' 40'

1
2
3
4

5
6

;
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49

50
51
52
53
54

55

6555544443
12 II 10 10 98.8 8 7 7

17 16 15 14 14 13 12 II II 10

23 22 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13

3 3 3
6 6 6

33322222
5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4

10 9988776665
13 12 II II 10 10 9 9 8 8 7

29 27 25 24 23 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 13 12 II II 10 10 9
34 32 31 29 27 26 24 23 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 14 13 12 12 II

40 38 36 34 32 30 28 26 25 24 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 13

46 43 41 3^ 36 34 32 30 29 27 25 24 23 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 IS

52 49 46 43 41 38 36 34 32 30 29 27 25 24 23 22 20 19 18 17 16

57 54 51

63 60 56
69 65 61

75 70 66
80 76 71

86 81 76
92 87 82

98 92 87
- 97 92
- - 97

4S 45 43
53 50 47
5S 54 51
62 59 55
67 63 60

72 68 64

77 72 68
81 77 72
86 81 77
91 86 81

40 3S 36 34
44 42 39 37
48 45 43 40
52 49 46 44
5^ 53 SO 47

60 57 53 50
64 60 57 54
68 64 61 57
72 68 64 60

76 72 68 64

- - - 96 90 85 80 76 71 67
- - - - 95 89 84 79 75 71
- - - - 100 94 88 83 78 74
- - - - - 98 92 87 82 77
- - - - - - 96 91 85 81

- 100 94 89 84
- - - - - - - 98 93 87-------- 96 91-------- 100 94_________

97

32 30 28 27 25 24 23 21 20 19 18

35 33 31 29 28 26 25 24 22 21 20

38 36 34 32 30 29 27 26 24 23 22

41 39 37 35 33 3' 29 28 26 25 24

44 42 40 37 35 33 32 30 28 27 26

48 45 42 40 38 36 34 32 30 29 27

51 48 45 43 41 38 36 34 32 31 29

54 51 48 45 43 41 38 36 34 33 3^

57 54 51 48 46 43 41 39 37 35 33
60 57 54 51 48 45 43 41 39 36 35

63 60 57 53 51 48 45 43 41 38 36
67 63 59 56 53 50 48 45 43 40 38

70 66 62 59 56 53 50 47 45 42 40

73 6g 65 62 58 55 52 49 47 44 42

76 72 68 64 61 57 54 5> 49 46 44

79 75 71 67 63 60 56 54 51 48 46
83 78 74 70 66 62 59 56 53 50 47
86 81 76 72 6S 65 61 58 55 52 49
89 84 79 75 71 67 63 60 57 54 51

92 87 82 78 73 69 65 62 59 56 53

95 90 85 80 76 72 68 64 6i 58 55
98 93 88 83 78 74 70 66 63 60 56
- 96 91 86 Si 77 72 69 65 62 58
-

99 93 88 84 79 75 71 67 63 60
- 96 91 86 81 77 73 69 65 62

- - 99 94 89 84 79 75 71 67 64
- 96 91 86 81 77 73 69 66

- - - 99 94 89 84 79 75 71 67
- - - - 96 91 86 81 77 73 69
- - - - 99 93 88 83 79 75 71

- 96 90 86 81 77 73
_ _ _ _ - 98 93 88 83 79 75
- - - - - 100 95 90 85 81 77
_ _ _ _ _ - 97 92 87 83 78
- - - - - - 99 94 89 84 80

_ _ _ _ _ _ - 96 91 86 82
- - - - - .- - 99 93 88 84-------- 95 90 86--------- 97 92 87--------99 94 89

---------96 91--------- 98 93--------- 100 95__________ 97

Smithsonian Tables.



Tables 190 (cowc/Krfei), ^91.

TABLE 190 (concluded).—Relative Humidity.

(Data from 20° to 60° C. based upon Table 185).

189

Vapor



IQO Tables 192-19S.

CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE OF EMERGENT MERCURIAL
THERMOMETER THREAD-

When the temperature of a portion of a thermometer stem with its mercury thread differs

much from that of the bulb, a correction is necessary to the observed temperature unless the

instrument has been calibrated for the experimental conditions. This stem correction is pro-

portional to «j8(r - 0, where n is the number of degrees in the exposed stem, j8 the apparent

coefficient of expansion of mercury in the glass, T the measured temperature, and / the mean
temperature of the exposed stem. For temperatures up to ioo° C, the value of |3 is for Jena

i6'" or Greiner and Friedrich resistance glass, 0.000159, for Jena 59^", 0.000164, and when of

unknown composition it is best to use a value of about 0.000155. The formula requires a knowl-

edge of the temperature of the emergent stem. This may be approximated in one of three ways:

(i) by a " fadenthermometer " (see Buckingham, Bulletin Bureau of Standards, 8, p. 239, 1912);

(2) by exploring the temperature distribution of the stem and calculating its mean tempera-

ture; and (3) by suspending along the side of, or attaching to the stem, a single thermometer.

Table 192 is taken from the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, Tables 193-195 from Rimbach,
Z. f. Instrumentenkunde, lo^ p. 153, 1890, and apply to thermometers of Jena or resistance

glass.

TABLE 192.— Stem Correction for Centigrade Thermometers.



Tables 194, 195. 191

CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE OF MERCURY IN THERMOMETER
STEM {continued).

TABLE 194. —Stem Gorrection for Thermometei of Jena Glass (0°-360° 0).

Degree length i to 1.6 mm.; ^=the observed temperature; /= that of the surrounding air

one dm. away; «= the length of the exposed thread



192 Tables 196-199.

THERMOMETERS.
TABLE 196. — Oas and Mercury Thermometers.

If fa, fn, ico2, ^16. ''69, ^r, are temperatures measured with the hydrogen, nitrogen, carbonic acid,

16'", 59'", and " verre dur " (Tonnelot), respectively, then

ta—h — —j^^ji— [— 0.61859+ 0.0047351./— 0.000011577./2]*

/n—/t= '°°qq2 [—0.55541 + 0.0048240./— 0.000024807/2]*

tco2— /t= <'°°~^)'^
[—0-33386 + 0.0039910./— 0.000016678./2]*

100-

'u— /i6=
^'°° ^' [— 0.67039+ 0.0047351./— o.ooooi

1 577./2]t
100-

/u— /69= (
i°P~ ^)^

[—0.31089 + 0.0047351./— O.OOOOI I 577./2]t
lOO''

* Chappuis ; Trav. et Mem. du Bur. internal, des Folds et Mes 6, 1888.

t Thiesen, Scheel, Sell; Wiss. Abh. d. Phys. Techn. Reichanstalt, 2, 1895; Scheel; Wied. Ann. 58, 1896; D. Mech.
Ztg. 1897.

TABLE 197. ta - 1,8 (Hydrogen -16"i),



Tables 200, 201

.

AIR AND MERCURY THERMOMETERS.

TABLE 200. tAia-tw (Aii-16i".)

193

°c.



194 Tables 202-204.

GAS, MERCURY, ALCOHOL, TOLUOL, PETROLETHER, PENTANE,
THERMOMETERS.

TABLE 202. — t**—tii (Hydrogen-Meronry).

Temper-
ature, C.



Tables 205-207.

TABLE 206.—Platinum Besistance Thermometers,
195

Callendar has shown that if we define the platinum temperature, pt, by pt = ioo-{ (R— Rq)
/(Rioo—Ro) } , where R is the observed resistance at t° C, Rq that at 0°, Rioo at 100°, then the re-

lation between the platinum temperature and the temperature t on the scale of the gas thermo-
meter is represented by t— pt= 5-{ t/ 100 — i ^t/ioo where 8 is a constant for any given sample
of platinum and about 1.50 for pure platinum (impure platinum having higher values). This holds
good between— 23° and 450° when S has been determined by the boiling point of sulphur (445°.)

See Waidner and Burgess, Bui. Bureau Standards, 6, p. 149, 1909. Also Bureau reprints 124,
143 and 149-

TABLE 806.—Thermodynamic Temperature of the Ice Point, and Reduction to
Thermodynamic Scale.

Mean = 273.1° C. (ice point).

For a discussion of the various values and for the corrections of the various gas thermometers to
the thermodynamic scale see Buckingham, Bull. Bureau Standards, 3, p. 237, 1907.

Scale Oorrections tor Oas Thennometen.

Temp.
C°.



196 Tables 208-209.

TABLE 208.— Standard Calibration Onrre for Ft — Ft. Rh. (10% Rh.) Thenuo-Element.

Giving the temperature for every loo microvolts. For use in conjunction with a deviation curve determined by call"

bration of the particular element at some of the following fixed po nts:

Water
Naphthalene
Tin
Benzophenone
Cadmium
Zinc
Sulphur
Antimony
Aluminum

boiling-pt.



Tables 210-213.

MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF HEAT.
TABLE 210.—Summary of Older "Work.

197

Taken from J. S. Ames, L'equivalent mecanique de la chaleur, Rapports presentes au congria

international du physique, Paris, 1900.

Reduced to Gram-calorie at 20° C. (Nitrogen thermometer).



I08 Table 214.
^ MELTING POINTS OF THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS.
The metals in heavier type are often used as standards.
The melting points are reduced as far as possible to a common (thermodynamic) temperature

scale. This scale is defined in terms of Wien's law, with C2 taken as 14,350, and on which the
melting point of platinum is 1755° C (Nernst and Wartenburg, 1751; Waidner and Burgess,

1753; Day and Sosman, 1755; Holborn and Valentiner, 1770; see C. R. 148, p. 1177, 1909).
Above 1100° C, the temperatures are expressed to the nearest 5° C. Temperatures above the
platinum point may be uncertain by over 50" C.



Table 215.
199

BOILING-POINTS OF



200 Tables 216-218.

TABLE 216.— Effect of Pressure on Melting Point.

Substance.

Hg
K.
Na
Bi.

Sn,
Bi.

Cd
Pb

Melting point

at I kg/sq. cm

-38

59
97

271

231

270
320
327

Highest
experimental

pressure:

kg/sq. cm

12,000

2,800

12,000

12,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

dt/dp
at I kg/sq. cm.

O . 005 I

I

0.0136
0.00860
-0.00342

0.00317
-0.00344
o . 00609
0.00777

A/ (observed)
for

1000 kg/sq. cm

5

13

+ 12

-3
3

-3
6

7

Reference

* A t (observed) for 10,000 kg/sq. cm is 50.8°.

fNa melts at 177.5° at 12,000 kg/cm^; K at 179.6°; Bi at 218.3°; Pb at 644°. Luckey
obtains melting point for tungsten as follows: i atme, 3623° K; 8, 3594; 18, 3572; 28, 3564.
Phys. Rev. 191 7.

References: (i) P. W. Bridgman, Proc. Am. Acad. 47, pp. 391-96, 416-19, 191 1; (2) G.
Tammann, Kristallisieren und Schmelzen, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 98-99; (3) J. Johnston and
L. H. Adams, Am. J. Sci. 31, p. 516, 1911; (4) P. W. Bridgman, Phys. Rev. 6, i, 1915.
A large number of organic substances, selected on account of their low melting points, have

also been investigated: by Tammann, loc. cit.; G. A. Hulett, Z. physik. Chem. 28, p. 629, 1899;
r. Korber, ibid., 82, p. 45, 1913; E. A. Block, ibid., 82, p. 403, 1913; Bridgman, Phys. Rev. 3,

126, 1914; Pr. Am. Acad. 51, 55, 1915; 51, 581, 1916; 52, 57, 1916; 52, 91, 1916. The results

for water are given in the following table.

TABLE 217.— Effect of Pressure on the Freezing Point of Water (Bridgman*).





202 Table 219 (continued).

DENSITIES AND MELTING AND BOILING POINTS OF INORGANIC COMPOUNDS-

Substance.

Nickel carbonyl
" nitrate
" oxide
" sulphate

Nitric acid
" anhydride
" oxide*
" peroxide

Nitrous anhydride
" oxide

Phosphoric acid (ortho).

Phosphorous acid

Phosphorus trichloride.

.

" oxychloride . .

" disulphide.. . .

" pentasulphide
" sesquisulphide
" trisulphide . . .

Potassium carbonate . . .

" chlorate
" chromate
" cyanide
" perchlorate . .

.

" chloride
" nitrate
" acid phosphate
" acid sulphate. .

Silver chloride
" nitrate
" perchlorate
" phosphate
" metaphosphate. .

.

" sulphate

Sodium chloride
" hydroxide
" nitrate
" chlorate
" perchlorate ....
" carbonate
" carbonate
'* phosphate
" metaphosphate.
" pyrophosphate

.

" phosphite
" sulphate
" sulphate
" hyposulphite. . .

Sulphur dioxide

Sulphuric acid
" acid
" acid
" acid (pyro).. .

Sulphur trioxide

Tin, stannic chloride . .

.

" stannous chloride.

.

Zinc chloride
" chloride
" nitrate
" sulphate

Chemical formula.

NiC404
Ni(N03)2 + 6H2O

NiO
NiS04 + 7H2O

HNO3
N2O6
NO
N2O4
N2O3
N2O
H3PO4
H3PO3
PCI3
POCI3
P3S6

P2S6
P4S3

P2S3

K2CO3
KCIO3
KjCrOi
KCN
KCIO4
KCl
KNO3
KH2PO4
KHSO4
AgCl
AgNOj
AgClOi
AgaPO*
AgPOj
Ag2S04
NaCl
NaOH
NaNOa
NaC103
NaC104
NajCOs

NaaCOs + 10H2O
Na2HP04 + 12H0O

NaPOs
Na4P207

(H2NaP03)2 +5H2O
Na2S04

Na2S04 + 10H2O
NaoSjOa + 5H2O

SO2
H2SO4

12H2SO4 + H2O
H2SO4 + H2O

H2S2O7
SO3
SnCU
SnClj
ZnClo

ZnClo + 3H2O
Zn(N03)2 + 6H2O
ZnS04 + 7H2O

Density,
about
20° C

1.32

2.05
6.69
1.98
1-52

1.64
I. 27

1.49
1-45

1.88

1.65
1. 61

1.68

2.00

2. 29

2.34
2. 72

1-52
2.52

1.99
2. 10

2-34
2-35

5 56

4-35

6.37

5-45
2.17
2.

1

2. 26

1 .46

1-54
2.48
2.45

2.67
1.46

1-73

1.83

1. 91

2.28

2.91

2.06
2.02

Melting
point
C

-25
S6

99
-42
30

-167
-9

— III
— 102

40
72

— III

+1
297

275
168

290

909

357
975

red h
610

772

341
96

205

451
218

482

655
800
318

315
248

482
852

34
38

617

970
42

32

-76

35
16

-33
250

3(>5

6

36

50

Boiling
point
C

43-

136.7

86

-153

76.

108.

522.

400.

490.

410. t

1500.

400. t

dec.

dec.

1085.

t

1490.

380. t

t

t
— 10.

338.

t

44-9
114.

605.

710.

131-

References: (i) Mend, Langer, Quincke; (2) Ordway; (3) Tilden; (4) Erdmann; (5) R.Weber; (6) Olszewski;

(7) Birhaus; (8) Ramsay; (q) Deville; (10) Wroblewski; (11) Day, Sosman, White; (12) Ramme; (13) Meyer;
(14) Lemoine; (15) Camelly; (16) Mitscherlich; (17) LeChatelier; (18) Carnelly, O'Shea; (ig) Thorpe; {20) Amat;
(21) Mendelejeff; (22) Marignac; (23) Besson; (24) Clarke, Const, of Nature; (25) Isambert; (26) Mylius;
(27) Hevesy; (28) Retgers; (29) Grtinauer; (30) Richards and others.

* Under pressure 138 mm mercury, t Decomposes.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 220. 203

DENSITIES, MELTING-POINTS, AND BOILING-POINTS OF SOME
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.

N.B.— The data in this table refer only to normal compounds.

Substance.



204 Table 220 (continued).

DENSITIES, MELTINC-POINTS, AND BOILING-POINTS OF SOME
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.

Substance.
Chemical
formula.

Temp. Specific

gravity.
Melting-
point.

Boiling-

point.
Authority.

(c) Acetylene Series : C^H^

Acetylene . .

Allylene . .

Ethylacetylene

Piopylacetylene
Butylacetylene

Oenanthylidene

Caprylidene .

Undecylidene

.

Dodecylidene
Tetradecylidene
Hexadecylidene
Octadecylidene

C2H2
C3H4
C4H6

CfiHg
CeHio
C7H1.2

CsHh
C'uHao
C12H.22

C14H.26

CieHso
C18H34

-80.



205Table 220 (concluded).

DENSITIES AND MELTING AND BOILING POINTS OF SOME ORGANIC COMPOUNDS-

(g) Miscellaneous.



206 Tables 221-223. MELTING-POINTS.
TABLE 221. — MelUng-polnt of Mixtures.



Table 224. 207

TRANSFORMATION AND MELTING TEMPERATURES OF LIME-ALUMINA-
SILICA COMPOUNDS AND EUTECTIC MIXTURES.

The majority of these determinations are by G. A. Rankin. (Part unpublished.)

Substance.

CaSiOg
CaSiOa
Ca2Si04

Ca3Si207 .

CagSiOg .

CagAlaOe .

CasAleOu
CaAlaOi .

CasAlioOis
AlaSiOs .

CaA1.2Si208
Ca2Al2Si07
Ca3Al2Si08

% CaO AI2O3 SiOj

48.2

48.2

6S-

65-

65.

58.2

51.8

51.8

35-

35-

35-

41.8

7^.6 — 26.4

62.2

47.8

35 4
24.8

20.1

40.8

50.9

37.8

52.2

64.6

75-2
62.8

36,6

37-2

30-9

37-1

43-3
22.0

18.2

Transformation

.

Melting
a to )3 and reverse
Melting

7 to i3 and reverse

3 to o and reverse

Dissociation into Ca2Si04 and
liquid

Dissociation into Ca2Si04 and
CaO

Dissociation into CaO and liquid

Melting
Melting
Melting
Melting
Melting
Melting
Dissociation into Ca2Si04+

Ca2Al2Si07 and liquid . .

Temp.

I 540° -1-2°

1200 -j-2

2130 -j-IO

675 ±5
1420 -J-2

1475 ±5

1900 -1-5

1535 ±5
1455 ±5
1600 -I-5

1720 --10
1816 ^to
1550 ±2
1590 i2

1335 ±5

EUTECTICS.

Crystalline Phases.

CaSi03,Si02
Ca.SiOs

\

3CaO,2Si02 (

Ca,Si04
CaO.

I

Al2Si06,Si02
Al2Si06,Al2O3
CaAliSiaOs (

CaSiOg \

CaAlaSiaOg
Si02

\

CaAlaSiaOa |

Si02,CaSi03 \

Ca2Al2Si07
Ca2Si04

j

AI2O3
(

CaAl2Si208
(

CaAl2Si208
\

Al2Si05,Si02
i

Ca2Al2Si07
I

Ca3AlioOi8 j

Ca2Al2Si07
(

CaAl204
i

Ca2Al2Si07
]

CaAl204
\

CasAhoOis J

CaAl2Si208
(

Ca2Al2Si07
j

Ca2Al2Si07 i

Ca3Si207 >

CaSiOg
]

Ca2Al2Si07
(

CaSiOg
\

%CaO AI2O3 SiOj

37-

545

67.5

341

10.5

23.2

49.6

19-3

9.8

35-

37-8

37-5

30.2

47.2

45-7

13-

64.

18.6

19-5

14.8

237

39-3

19.8

50.8

52-9

53-2

36.8

11.8

13.2

63-

45-5

32-5

87.

36.

47-3

70.

62.

26.7

41.4

70.4

14.2

9-3

9-3

33-

41.

41.

1

Melting
Temp.

436

45S±

o65±

610
810

299

359

165

545

547

345

552

512

505

385

310

316

EUTECTICS.

Crystalline Phases.

CaAl2Si208
Ca2Al2Si07
CaSiOg
CaAl2Si208
Ca2Al2Si07
AI2O3
Ca2Si04
CaAl.204

CasAleOu

%CaO AI2O3 SiOj

38. 20. 42.

29-2 39- 31-8

49-5 43-7 6.8

Meltinj
Temp.

1265=

1380

1335

QUINTUPLE POINTS,

Ca2Al2Si07
Ca3Si07
Ca2Si04
Ca2Al2Si07
Ca2Si04
CaAl204
CaAlaSiaOs
AI2O3
Al2Si05
Ca3AlioOi8
Ca2Al2Si07
AI2O3

48.2 II.

9

39.9

48.3 42. 9.7

15.6 36.5 47.9

31.2 44.5 24.3

1335

1380

1512

1475

QUADRUPLE POINTS.

3Ca0.2Si02
2CaO..Si02 "il-l 44-5 1475

The accuracy of the melting-points is s to lo units. Geophysical Laboratory. See also Day and Sosman, Am. J.
01 Sc. xxxi, p. 341, igii.

Smithsonian Tables.



208 Table 225.

LOWERING OF FREEZINC-POINTS BY SALTS IN SOLUTION.
In the first column is given the number of gram-molecules (anhydrous) dissolved in looo grams

of water ; the second contains the molecular lowering of the freezing-point ; the freezing-pcjint
is therefore the product of these two columns. After the chemical formula is given the molecular
weight, then a reference number.

g. mol.

looo g. HoO

Pb(N03)„ 331.0:

0.000362
.00 1 204
.002805

.005570
01737
•5015

Ba(NO,,)o, 261.5;

0.000383
.001259
.00268

1

.005422

.008352

Cd(N03)2, 236.5

:

0.00298
.00689

.01997

.04873
AgNO:,, 167.0: 4, 5.

o. 1 506

.5001

.8645

1-749

3.856
0.0560
.1401

•3490

KNO3, 101.9: 6

0.0 1 00
.0200

.0500

.100

.200

.250

.500

.750
1.000

NaNOa, 85.09:

0.0 100

.0250

.0500

.2000

.500

•SO'S
1.000
1 .0030

NH1N03, 80.11

O.OIOO

.0250

5-5°

5-30

5- '7

4 97
4.69

2.99

5.6°

5.28

5-23

S'3
5.04

5-4°

5-25
5-iS

5-15

3-32'

2.96

2.87

2.27

1.85

1.64

3.82

3.58

3.28

3-5

3-5

341
331
3-19

3.08

2.94
2.81

2.66

2, 6, 7

3-6°

3-46

3-44

3-345
3-24

3-3°

3-15

3-03

: 6, 8.

3-6°

3-50

mol.

icoo g H2O

0.0500
.1000

.2000

.500
1.000

LiNOs, 69.07 : 9.

0.0398
.1671

.4728
I.O164

AljC 504)3, 342.4:

0.0131
.0261

•0543
.1086

.217

CdSOi, 208.5: I, :

0.000704
.002685

.01151

.03 1 20

•1473
.4129

•7501

1253
K2SO4, 174.4: 3, 5

0.00200

.00398

.00865

.0200

.0500

.1000

.200

•454
CUSO4, 159.7: I, f

0.000286

.000843

.002279

.006670

.01463

.1051

.2074

•4043
.8898

MgS04, 120.4: I, .

0.00067 5

.002381

.01263

.0580

.2104

3-47

3-42

3-32

3-26

3-14

3-4°

3-35

3-35

3-49

'5-6°

4.9

4-5

4-03

3-83

3-35'

3-05
2.69

2.42

2-13

1.80

1.76

1.86

,6, 10, 12.

5-4°

5-3

4.9

4.76
4.60

4-32

4.07

3-87

ir.

3-3°

3-'5

3-03

2-79

2-59
2.28

1.95

1.84

1.76

3-29

3.10

2.72

2.65

2.23

g. mol.

1000 g. H-^O
1 =

0.4978
.8112

'•5233

BaClo, 208.3:

0.00200

.00498

.0100

.0200

.04805

.100

.200

.500

.586

•750

CdCl,, 183.3

:

0.00299
.00690
.0200

.0541

.0818

.214

.429

.858

1.072

CuCla, 134-5:

0.0350

•1337

•3380

.7149

CoCL, 129.9 '•

0.0276

.1094

.2369

4399
•538

CaCl,, m.o:
O.OIOO

.05028

.1006

•5077

.946

2.432

3-469
3.829
0.0478

•153

,612

.998

2.02'

2.01

2.28

3.6. 13-

5-5°

5-2

5.0

4-95
4.80

4.69
4.66

4.82

5-03

5.21

3. 14-

4.8

4.64
4.11

3 93
3-39
3-03
2.71

2-75

9-

4.90

4.81

4.92

5-32

9-

5-o°

4-9

5-03

5-3°

5-5

5. i3-'6.

4.85

4-79

5-33

5-3
8.2

11.5

14.4

5-2

4.91

5-15

5-47

6.34

g. mol.

1000 g. H2O 1°

MgCl.,, 95.26:

O.OIOO

.0500

.1500

.3000

.6099

KCl, 74.60 : 9,

0.02910
.o5«45
.112

•3139

.476
1.000
1.989

3.269

NaCl, 58.50: 3,

0.00399
.01000
.0221

04949
1081

2325
4293
700

NH4CI. 53-52

:

O.OIOO

.0200

•0350
.1000

.2000

.4000

.7000

LiCl, 42.48: 9,

0.00992

•0455

.09952

.2474

.5012

7939
BaBn, 297.3 : i

O.I00
.150

.200

.500

AlBr,, 367.0 : 9.

O.CO78

•0559
.1971

•4355

6, .4-

5-1°

4.98

4.96
5.186

5-69

•7-19.

3^54°

3-46

3-43

3-41

3-37
3.286

3-25

3-25

20, 12, 16.

3-7°

367
3-55

3.48

342
3-37

3^43

6, 15.

3-6°

356
3-50

3-43^
3-396

3-393
3-41

'5-

3^7°

3-5

3-53

350
3-61

3-71

'4-

5-1°

4-9

5.00

5.18

1.4°

1.2

1.07

1.07

1 Hausratli, Ann. Phys. q, igo2.

2 Leblanc-Noyes, Z. Phys. Ch. 6, 189a

3 Tones, Z. Phys. Ch. 11, 1893.

4 "Raoult, Z. Phys. Ch. i, 1888.

5 Anhenius, Z. Phys. Ch. 2, 1888.

6 Loomis, VVied. Ann. 57, 1896.

7 Jones, Am. Chem. J. 27, 1902.

8 Jnnes-Caldwell, Am. Chem. J. 25, 190J.

9 Biltz, Z. Phys. Ch. 40, 1902.

10 Jones-Mackay, Am. Chem. J. ig, 1897.

Compiled from Landolt-Bornstein

Smithsonian Tables.

II Kahlenberg, J. Phys. Ch. 5, igot.

I* Abegg, Z. Phys. Ch. 20, 1896.

13 Jones-Getman, Am. Ch. J. 27, iqoi.

14 Jones-Chambers, Am. Ch. J. 23, 190a
15 Loomis, Wied. Ann. 60, 1897.
16 Rooieboom, Z. Phys, Ch. 4, 1889.

17 Raoult, Z. Phvs. Ch. 27, 1898.

18 Rolcff, Z. Phys. Ch. 18, 1S95.

ig Kistiakowsky, Z. Phys. C)i. 6, 1890.
20 Loomis, Wied. Ann. 51, i8g4.

Meyerhofler's Physikalisch-chemische Tabellen.



Table 225 (continued). 209

LOWERING OF FREEZING-POINTS BY SALTS IN SOLUTION {continued).

%. mol

1000 g. H^O 1°

CdBr,, 272.3: 3, 14.

0.00324 5.1°

.00718 4.6

•03627 3.84

•0719 3-39
.1122 3.18

.220 2.96

.440 2.76

.800 2.59

CuBr.., 223.5 • 9-

0.0242 5.1°

.0S17 5.1

•2255 5.27

.6003 5.89

CaBr.,, 200.0: 14.

0^0871 5.1°

.1742 5.18

•34^4 S-30
.5226 5.64

MgBr.,, 184.28 : 14.

0.6517 5.4°

.103 5.16

.207 5.26

•517 5-85

KBr, 119.1 : 9, 21.

0.0305 3-6i°

.1850 3.49

.6S01 3.30

.250 3.78

.500 3.56

Cdl;, 366.1 : 3, 5, 22.

0.00210 4.5°

.00626 4.0

.02062 3.52

.04857 2.70

.1360 2.35

•333 2.13

.684 2.23

.888 2.51

KI, 166.0 : 9, 2.

0.0651 3.5°

.2782 3.50

.6030 3.42
1-003 \yi

Srij, 341.3: 22.

0.054 5.1°

.108 5.2

•2i6 5.35

•327 5-52

NaOH, 40.06: 15.

0.02002 3-45°

.05005 3.45

.1001 3.41

.2000 3407

g. mol.

1000 g. H.^0
Sj

KOH, 56.16: I



210 Table 228.

RISE OF BOILING-POINT PRODUCED BY SALTS DISSOLVED IN WATER.*

This table pves the number of prams of the salt which, when dissolved in too Rrams of water, will raise the boil-

ing-ix)int by the amount stated in the headings of the different columns. The pressure is supposed to be 76
centimeters.

Salt.



Table 227. 21
1

FREEZING MIXTURES.*

Column I gives the name of the principal refrigerating substance, A the proportion of that substance, B the propor-

tion of a second substance named in the column, C the proportion of a third substance, D the temperature of the

substances before mixture, E the temperature of the mixture, /^ the lowering of temperature, C the temperature

when all snow is melted, when snow is used, and H the amount of heat absorbed in heat units (small calories when
A is grams). Temperatures are in Centigrade degrees.

Substance.



212 Table 228.

CRITICAL TEMPERATURES, PRESSURES, VOLUMES, AND DENSITIES OF
GASES.*

6 = Critical temperature.

jP= Critical pressure in atmospheres.

ip = Critical volume referred to volume at o° and 76 centimeters pressure.

d = Critical density in grams per cubic centimeter.

a, b, Van der Waals constants in (p + ~2) (^ — bj = i +ot.

Substance.



Table 229.

CONDUCTIVITY FOR HEAT. METALS AND ALLOYS-
213

The coefBcient k is the quantity of heat in small calories which is transmitted per second through

a plate one centimeter thick per square centimeter of its surface when the difference of tempera-

ture between the two faces of the plate is one degree Centigrade. The coefficient k is found to

vary with the absolute temperature of the plate, and is expressed approximately by the equation

ki = kx[_i + a{i - io)j. ko is the conductivity at (0, the lower temperature of the bracketed pairs

in the table, kt that at temperature t, and a is a constant, kt in g-cal. per degree C per sec. across

cm cube = 0.239 x kt in watts per degree C per sec. across cm cube.

Substance

Aluminum

.

Antimony

.

Bismuth.

.

Brass

.

"
, yellow,

" ,red...
Cadmium,pure

Constantan
(60 Cu+40 Ni)

Copper,* pure

German silver

Gold
Graphite . .

.

Iridium ....

Iron,t pure

.

Iron, wrought

" steel, 1%
C

Lead, pure

Magnesium.

Manganin . .

" (84CU+4
Ni 1 2 Mn)

376

+.0030

+ 0020

+.0014

-.00104

-.0021

+.0024
+.0015

+.00227

-.00013

+.0027
-.00007
+ 0003
-.0005

- . 0008

—
. 00008

-.0001

—.0001

+.0026

Substance.

Mercury

.

Molybdenum
Nickel

Palladium..

Platinum.. .

(I

Pt 10 % Ir .

Pt 10% Rh
Platinoid .

.

Potassium.

.

Rhodium. .

.

Silver, pure.

Sodium. . . .

Tantalum.

.

Tin.

,
pure. .

.

Timgsten. .

.

Tungsten. .

.

Wood's alloy

Zinc, pure.

1600
2000

2400
2800

-160

17 0.476

0.249I
o. 272 f

0.294I
0.313/
0.31Q
0.278

0.2653I
o. 2619 J

+.0055

-.0001

—.00032

- . 0009s

-.00047

+.0010

+.00051

+.0002
+.0002

-.0013



214
Tables 230-231.

CONDUCTIVITY FOR HEAT.

TABLE 230.— Thermal Conductivity at High Temperatures-

(See also Table 229 for metals; k in gram-calories per degree centigrade per second across a centimeter cube.)

Material.



TABLE 232.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF INSULATING MATERIALS.

215

Conductivity in g-cal. flowing in i sec. through plate i cm thick per cm^ for 1° C difference

of temperature.

Material.
Conduc-
tivity.



2l6 Tables 233-234.

CONDUCTIVITY FOR HEAT.
TABLE 233. — Various Substances.

kt is the heat in gram-calories flowing in i sec. through a plate i cm. thick per sq. cm. for i°C

drop in temperature.

Substance.

Asbestos fiber

85% inagnesia asbestos . .

Cotton

Eiderdown

Lampblack, Cabot number 5

Quartz, mesh 200 ....
Poplox, popped NajSiOs .

Wool fibers

Density.

0.201

.216

.021

. 101

.0021

.109

•iij3

1.05

0.093

.015

.054

.192

°C.

500
500

.oooig

.00016

.000
1

7

.0001 1

1

.000071

.00015

.000046

.000074

.000107

.00024

.00009

1

.000160

.0001 18

.0000S5

.000054

Substance.

Asbestos paper
Blotting paper .

Portland cement
Cork, t,o°C .

Chalk ....
Ebonite, t, 49°

.

Glass, mean
Ice

Leather, cow-hide
" chamois

Linen ....
Silk ....
Caen stone, limestone
Free stone, sandstone

k,

0.00043
.00015

.00071

.0007?

.0020

.00037

.002

.0057
.00042

.00015

.00021

.000095

.0043

.0021

Authority.

Lees-Chorl-
ton.

Forbes.

I H, L, D,
) see p. 205.
Various.
Neumann.

)

I Lees-Chorl-

I
ton.

I

I

H, L, D.

Left-hand half of table from Randolph, Tr. Am. Electroch. Soc. XXI ., p. 550, 1912; k, (Randolph's values)

is mean conductivity between given temperature and about io°C. Note effect of compression (density). Tlie

following are from Barratt Proc. Phys. Soc, London, 27, 81, 1914.



Tables 23S-237.

TABLE 235.— Thermal Conductivity of Organic Liquids.

217

Substance.

Acetic acid
Alcohols: methyl

ethyl..
" amyl..

Aniline

Benzene

.03472

.0352

.0346

0334S
03434
03333

Substance.

Carbon disulphide.

Chloroform
Ether
Glycerine
Oils: petroleum. .

.

" turpentine . .



2l8 Table 238.

LINEAR EXPANSION OF THE ELEMENTS.

In the heading of the columns / is the temperature or range of temperature; C is the coefficient of linear expansion;
Ai is the authority forC; M is the mean coefficient of expansion between o° and ioo° C; a and /3 are the coefficients
in the equation li = k{i + at + /3(2), where lo is the length at o" C and It the length at t° C; A2 is the authority for
o, /S, and M. See footnote for Molybdenum and Tungsleu.

Substance.

Aluminum

Antimony: \\ to axis.

_L to axis

Mean. . .

.

Arsenic

Bismuth:
II to a.^s...

_L to axis.

.

Mean
Cadmium

Carbon: Diamond . .

.

Gas carbon

.

Graphite. . .

Anthracite.

.

Cobalt
Copper

Gold..;;;;;!!;;!;;;

Indium
Iridium
Iron: Soft

Cast
Cast
Wrought
Steel

Steel annealed

.

Lead
Lead (cast)

Magnesium
Nickel

Osmium
Palladium
Phosphorus
Platinum
Potassium
Rhodium
Ruthenium
Selenium
Silicon

Silver

Sodium
Sulphur: Cryst. mean
Tellurium
Thallium
Tin
Zinc
Zinc (cast)

40
600

-191 to +16

40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
40

-191 to +16
40
— 170
40
18
40
40

-191 to +16
— 18 to 100

40
40
40

-170
40
40

-191 to +16
40
40

0-40
40

0-50
40
40
40
40
40

-191 to +16
o to 90

40
40
40
40
40
-170

ex io4

0.2313
0.3150
0.1835

o. 1692
0.0S82
O.II52
O.OS59

o. 1621
o. 1208
0.1346
0.3069

O.OII8
0.0540
0.0786
o. 2078
0.1236
0.1678
o. 1409
0.1443
0.II7
0.4170
0.088
O. I2IO
o. 1061
0.0850
o. 1140
o. 1322
o.rogs
0.2924
o. 24
o. 2694
0.1279
O. IOI2
0.0657
o. 1176
1.2530
0.0899
0.8300
0.0850
0.0963
O.36S0
0.0763
c. 1921
0.1704
2. 26

0.6413
0.1675
0.3021
0.2234
o. 2918
o. 190

M X io>

0.1056

0.1316
0.3159

0.1666

0.1470

o. 1089
o. 2709

o. 261

0.6604

1. 180
0.3687

o. 2296
0.2976

a X io<

•23536

.1167

.2693

.16070

.1358

.1170S
09173
.1038
• 273

. 13460

.11670

.0S868

.18270

.2033

.2741

/3Xio8

.00707

.0149

.0466

.0016

.oi8s

. 00403

.0112

003254
.008336
.0052
• 0074

.002187

.001324

.0263
• 0234

16

References: (i) Fizeau; (2) Calvert, Johnson and Lowe; (3) Chatelier; (4) Henning; (5) Dittenberger;
(6) Matthiessin; (7) Andrews; (8) Holborn-Day; (9) Benoit; (10) Pisati and De Franchis; (11) Hagen; (12)
Spring; (13) Day and Sosman; (14) Griffiths; (15) Dorsey; (16) Griineisen.

Tungsten: (L - Lo)/Lo = 4.44 X io-<(r - 300) + 45 X io-i'(r - 300)2 + 2.20 X io-w(r - 300)^. Lo = length
at 300° K. Coefficient at 300° K = 4.44 X io-«; 1300° K, 5.19 X io-«; 2300° K, 7.26 X io-«. Worthing, Phys. Rev.
1917-

Molybdenum: Lt = Lo(x + 5. isl X lo'^ + ooo'^yoP X lo'O), for 19° to— 142° C; = io(i + S-Oi/ X io~« +
0.00138/2 X 10-6), for 19° to + 305° C; Schad and Hidnert. Phys. Rev. 1919.

The Holborn-Day and Sosman data are for temperatures from 20° to 1000° C. The Dittenberger, 0° to 600° C.

Smithsonian Tables



Table 239.

LINEAR EXPANSION OF MISCELLANEOUS SUBSTANCES.
219

The coefficient of cubical expansion may be taken as three times the linear coefficient. / is the temperature or range
of temperature, C the coefficient of expansion, and A. the authority.

Substance.

Brass:
Cast.
Wire.

71. S Cu+ 27.7 Zn +
0.3 Sn + sPb.. .

71 Cu + 29 Zn
Bronze:

3 Cu+ I Sn

86.3 Cu + 9.7 Sn +
4 Zn

97.6 Cu +
2.2 Sn +
0.2 P

Caoutchouc.

/hard
\soft

Constantan ,

Ebonite
Fluorspar: CaFj...
German silver

Gold-platinum:
2 Au + iPt

Gold-copper:
2 Au + I Cu ,

Glass:

Tube

Plate
Crown (mean)

.

Flint

Jena ther-l 16^^" \

mometer I normal I

59™....

Gutta percha
Ice

Iceland spar:

Parallel to axis

Perpendicular to axis

Lead-tin (solder)
2Pb4- I Sn
Magnalium
Manganin
Marble
Paraffin

Platinum-iridium
loPt-H I Ir

40
o-ioo

16.6-100

16.6-350

I6.6-9S7

40

0-80

16.7-25.3
4-29

25.3-35.4
o-ioo

50-60

- 191 to-t- 16
20

— 20 to — I

0-80

O-IOO
12-39

15-100
0-16
16-3S
38-49

40

CX 10*

0.1875
0.1930

.1783-. 193

0,1859
o. 1906

0.1844

0.2116

0.1737

0.1782

0.1713
o. 1708

0.657-0.686
0.770
0.1523
0.842
0.1950
0.1836

0.1552

0.0833
0.0828
0.0891
0.0897
0.0954
0.0788

0.081

0.058
0.424
1.983
0.51

o. 2631
0.0544

o. 2508
0.238
0.I8I
o. 117
1.0662
I 3030
4.7707

0.0884

Substance.

Platinum -silver:

I Pt -f 2Ag
Porcelain

Bayeux.
Quartz:
Parallel to axis .

.

Perpend, to axis .

.

Quartz glass

Rock salt

Rubber, hard.

Speculum metal.
Topaz;
Parallel to lesser

horizontal axis

Parallel to greater
horizontal axis.

Parallel to vertical
axis

Tourmaline:
Parallel to longi-

tudinal axis
Parallel to horizon-
tal axis

Type metal
Vulcanite
Wedgwood ware. . .

Wood:
Parallel to fiber:

Ash
Beech
Chestnut
Elm
Mahogany
Maple
Oak
Pine
Walnut
Across the fiber:

Beech
Chestnut
Elm
Mahogany
Maple
Oak
Pine. .
Walnut

Wax: White

o-ioo
20-7 go

1000-1400

0-80
-190 to + 16

0-80
-190 to-f i6
16 to iOO
16-1000

40
0°
— 160
O-IOO

16.6-254
0-18
O-IOO

CX io4

10-26
26-31
31-43
43-57

0.1523
0.0413
0.05S3

0.0797
0.0521
0.1337

-o 0026
0.0057
0.0058
0.4040
0.691
0.300
0.1933

0.0832

0.0836

C.0472

0.0937

0.0773
0.1952
0.6360
o . 0890

0.0951
0.0257
0.0649
0.0565
0.0361
0.0638
0.0492
0.0541
0.0658

0.614
0.32s
0.443
0.404
0.484
O.S44
0.341
0.484
2.300
3.120
4.860
15.227

References:

(i) Smeaton.
(2) Various.

(3) Fizeau.

(4) Matthiessen.

(5) Daniell.

(6) Benoit.

(7) Kohlrausch.

(8) Pfaff.

(9) Deluc.
(10) Lavoisier and Laplace.
(11) Pulfrich.

(12) Schott.

(13) Henning.
(14) Russner.

(15) Mean.
(16) Stadthagen.
(17) Frohlich.
(iS) Rodwell.
(19) Braun.
(20) Deville and Troost.
(21) Scheel.

(22) Mayer.
(23) Glatzel.

(24) Villari.

(25) Kopp.
(26) Randall.
(27) Dorsey.

Smithsonian Tables.



?.20 Table 240.

CUBICAL EXPANSION OF SOLIDS.

If Vi and V\ are the volumes at /2 and t\ respectively, then 7/2 = ^1 (' + CLt), C being the

coefficient of cubical expansion and A/ the temperature interval. Where only a single temperature

is stated C represents the true coefficient of cubical expansion at that lemperaiure.*

Substance.

Antimony
Beryl
Bismuth
Copper
Diamond
Emerald
Galena ......
Glass, common tube . .

" hard
" Jena, borosilicate

59 III . . .

" pure silica . . .

Gold
Ice

Iron
Lead
Paraffin ......
Platinum
Porcelain, Berlin . . .

Potassium chloride . .

" nitrate
" sulphate . .

Quartz
Rock salt

Rubber
Silver

Sodium
Stearic acid

Sulphur, native . . .

Tin
Zinc

o-ioo
o-ioo
o-ioo
O-IOO

40
40

O-IOO
0-100
O-IOO

20-100
0-80
0-100

-20-

O-IOO
o-roo
20

0-100
20

C-IOO
O-IOO
20

O-IOO
50-60

20
O-IOO
20

33-8-45-5
I3-2-50-3

O-IOO
O-IOO

ex lo*



Table 241.

CUBICAL EXPANSION OF LIQUIDS.
221

If Vo is the volume at o° then at t° the expansion formula is F, = Vo (i + at + Qfi -\-yfi).

The table gives values of a, 3 and 7 and of C, the true coefficient of cubical expansion, at 20°

for some liquids and solutions. At is the temperature range of the observation and A the
authority.

Liquid.



222 Table 242.

COEFFICIENTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION.

OoelUclents of Expansion of Qases.

Pressures are given in centimeters of mercury.

Coefficient at Constant Volume.



Table S43.

SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS-

223

Refer-
ence.Element.

Aluminum

Antimony

Arsenic, gray
Arsenic, black. .

.

Barium
Bismuth

" fluid.'.'..

Boron

Bromine, solid . .

" solid. .

fluid...

Cadmium

Caesium
Calcium

Carbon, graphite

Acheson

Carbon, diamond

Cerium
Chlorine, liquid . . .

Chromium

Range * of

temperature,
°C

— 240.6
— 190.0
-73-0

— 190 to —82
— 76 to —I
+16 to +100
4- 1 6 to +304

—250
o

100
250
SCO

16-100
IS

100
200

o-ioo
o-ioo

— 185 to +20
-186

o
75

20-100
280-380
O-IOO

— 191 to —78
— 76 to —

o

— 78 to —20
— 192 to —80

I3-4S
— 223
-173
-73
21

100
200
300
0-26

— i8s to +20
0-181

— 191 to —79
—76 to —

o

-so
+11
977
1730

/ -244
1 -186
-SO
+ 11

98s
o-ioo
0-24
— 200
o
100
600

— 185 to +20

Specific



224 Table 243 (continued).

SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS-

Element.

Lead.

Lithium.

Magnesium

.

Manganese

.

Mercury, sol.
"

liq.

Molybdenum

.

Nickel.

Osmium..

.

Palladium

.

Phosphorus, red . .

.

"
yellow

_

"

yellow
Platinum

Range * of

temperature,
°C

90
210

18-IC50
16-256

— 191 to —80
— 78 to o

-7S to +19
— 100

o
50

100
190

— i8s to +20
60

32s
62s

20-100
— 188 to —79
-79 to +15

60

32s
20-100
— 100

o
100

— 77 to —42
-36 to -3
— 185 to +20

o
8s
100
250

—185 to +20
60

47S
20 to 100

— iSs to +20
100
300
500
1000

18-100
19-98

-1S6 to +18
O-IOO
0-1265
0-51
13-36

— 1S6 to +20
-186 to +18

100
200
500
750

1000
1300

20-100
20-500
20-1000
20-1300

Specific

heat.

0.0312
0.0334
0.0310
0.0319
0.521

0.59s
0.629
0-5997
0.79SI
o

.
9063

I . 0407
I. 3745
0.222
0.2492

0.4352
0.2492
0.0820
o. 1091
O. I2II

0.1783
O. I2II

0.0979
o. 1072
0.1143
0.0329
0.0334
0.032
0.03346
0.0328
0.03284
0.03212
0.062
0.0647
0.0750
0.0647
0.092
o. 1128
0.1403
0.1299
o. 1608
o. 109
0.0311
0.0528
0.0592
0.0714
o. 1829
o. 202
0.178
0.0293
0.0275
0.0330
0.0349
0.0365
0.0381
0.0400
0.0319
0.0333
0.0346
0.0359

Refer-

ence.

7

7

7

4
18
18
18
18
26
10
26

24
24
2,S

5i
4

26

34
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

Element.

Potassium

.

Rhodium . .

.

Rubidium . .

Ruthenium.
Selenium . . .

Silicon

Silver.

Sodium.
fluid.

Sulphur
" rhombic.
" monoclin.
" liquid . .

.

Tantalum

Tellurium .

Thallium
crj-s. . .

Thorium

.

Tin

cast.
" fluid.
" fluid.

Titanium.

Tungsten

.

Uranium .

.

Vanadium

.

Zinc

Zirconium

.

Range * of

temperature.

— 191 to —80
-78 to o
-185 to +20

10-97
o

0-100
-188 to +18
— 185 to +20

-39 8
+57-1
232
-238
— 213
-173
-73
+ 27

0-100
23
100
500

17-507
800

907-1100
— 185 to +20
—191 to —83
—77 to o
— 223
-183

-188 to +18
0-54
0-52

119-147
— 185 to +20

1400
-188 to +18

15-100
-185 to +20

20~100
O-IOO

— 196 to —79
-76 to +18
21-109
250
1100

-185 to +20
0-100

— 185 to +20
O-IOO
1000
2000
2400
0-98

o -100
-243
-193
-153
20-100
100
300

O-IOO

Specific

beat.

0.1568
o. 1666
o. 170
0.0580
0.0802
0.0611
0.068
0.123
o. 1360
0.1833
o. 2029
0.0146
0.0307
0.0447
0.0540
0.0560
0.0559
0.05498
0.05663
0.0581
0.05987
0,076
0.0748
0.253
0.243
o. 276
0.152
o. 219
0.137
0.1728
o. 1809
0.235
0.033
0.043
0.047
0.0483
0.038
0.0326
0.0276
0.0486
0.0518
0.0551
0.05799
0.0758
0.082
0.1125
0.036
0.0336
0.0337
0.042
0.045
0.028
0.1153
0.0144
0.0625
0.0788
0.0931
0.0951
o. 1040
0.0660

* When one temperature is given, the "true" specific heat is indicated, otherwise the "mean" specific heat. Sec
page 226 for references.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 244.

HEAT CAPACITIES. TRUE AND MEAN SPECIFIC HEATS. AND

LATENT HEATS AT FUSION-

225

The following data are taken from a research and discussion entitled "Die Temperatur-

Warmeinhaltskurven der technisch wichtigen Metalle," Wiist, Meuthen und Durrer, For-

schungsarbeiten herausgegeben vom Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, Springer, Heft 204, 1918.

(a) There follow the constants of the equation for the heat capacity: W = a + bt + ct^; for

the mean specific heat: 5 = at'^ + b +ct; and for the true specific heat: s' = b + 2cl; also the

latent heats at fusion. (See also Table 243, pp. 223-224.)



226 Table 245.

ATOMIC HEATS (60° K). SPECIFIC HEATS (50° K). ATOMIC VOLUMES OF THE ELEMENTS.

The atomic and specific heats are due to Dewar, Pr. Roy. Soc. 89A, 168, 1913.



Tables 246-247.

TABLE 246.—Specific Heat of Various Solids.

227

Solic.

Alloys

:

Bell metal
Brass, red

" yellow
80 Cu + 20 Sn
88.7 Cu+ 11.3AI
German silver

Lipowitz alloy : 24.97Pb+ 10.13 Cd + 50.66Bi
+ 14.24 Sn ....

Rose's alloy: 27.5 Pb + 48.9 Bi + 23.6 Sn

Wood's alloy: 25.85 Pb + 6.99 Cd + 52-43 Bi

+ 14.73 Sn . . . .

(fluid)

Miscellaneous alloys

:

17.5 Sb + 29.9 Bi + 18.7 Zn + 33.9 Sn
37.iSb + 62.9Pb
39.9Pb + 6o.i Bi

'• (fluid)

63.7Pb + 36.3Sn
46.7Pb + 53.3Sn
63.8Bi +36.2Sn
46.9 Bi +53.1 Sn

Gas coal
Glass, normal thermometer 16'" . . . .

" French hard thermometer . . . .

crown
flint

Ice

India rubber (Para)
Mica
Paraffin ,

"
_ fluid

Vulcanite
Woods .

Temperature
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TABLE 248.

Tables 248-250.

Specific Heat of Various Liquids.

Liquid.

Alcohol, ethyl.

Alcohol, methyl

,

<< <<

Anilin

Benzole, CeHe.

CcHe
CaCls, sp. gr. 1. 14,

1.26

.

CuSo4 + so HoO.
" + 200

"

" +4oo_"
Diphenylamine,
CisHuN

Temp.



Tables 251-252.

SPECIFIC HEATS OF MINERALS AND ROCKS.
TABLE 251.—Specific Heat of Minerals and Eocks.

229

Substance.



230 Table ass.

SPECIFIC HEATS OF GASES AND VAPORS-

Substance.

Acetone, CsHeO
Air

K

((

((

Alcohol, CaHsOH.!!!!!

CH3OH.;;!'. ;

Ammonia

Argon
Benzene, CeH^

<< <(

(t II

Bromine
Carbon dioxide, CO2 . .

.

U II II

" monoxide, CO..
II II 11

" disulphide, CS2

.

Chlorine

Chloroform, CHCI3 . . . .

II II

Ether, C4H10O

Helium
Hydrochloric acid, HCl

II 11 II

Hydrogen

Range of

temp. " C

Krypton

.

Mercury

.

sulphide, H2S

Methane, CH4

.

Neon
Nitrogen

Nitric oxide, NO
Nitrogen tetroxide, NO2

Nitrous oxide, N2O

.

II (I II

II II i<

Oxygen

Sulphur dioxide, SO
Water vapor, H2O .

.

II <i i<

II i< «

Xenon

26-110
-30-+10

0-200
20-440
20-630
20-800

108-220

101-223
23-100
27-200
20-90
34-115

3S-180
116-218
83-228

-28- +7
15-100
11-214

23-99
26-198
86-190
16-343
27-118
28-189
69-224
25-111

13-100
22-214

-28- +9
12-198
21-100
20-206

18-208

0-200
20-440
20-630
20-800

13-172
27-67
27-150
27-280
16-207
26-103
27-206
13-207
20-440
20-630
16-202

o
100

Sp. bt.

constant
pres-

sure.

0.3468
2377

0.2375
o. 2366
o. 2429
0.2430

0.4S34

0.4580
0.5202
0.5356

1233
o. 2990
0-3325
0.3754
0.0555

1843
0.2025
o. 2169

2425
2426

0.1596
O.II25
o. 1441
o. 1489
0.4797
0.4280

o. 1940
0.1867

3-3996
3 4090
3.4100
0.2451

0.5929

0.2438
o. 2419
o. 2464
0.2497
0.2317

1.62s
1. 115
0.65
o. 2262

o. 2126
o. 2241

0.2175
o. 2240
o. 2300
0.1544
0.4655
0.421
0.51

Authority.

Wiedemann.
Regnault.

II

Holborn and
Austin.

II

Regnault.

Regnault.
Wiedemann.

II

Dittenberger
Wiedemann.

II

Regnault.

Wiedemann.
II

Regnault.
Strecker.

Wiedemann.
II

Regnault.
Wiedemann.

Strecker.

Regnault.

Wiedemann.
Regnault.

Regnault.

Regnault.
Holborn and
Austin.

II

Regnault.
Berthelot and
Olger.

II

Regnault.
Wiedemann.

11

Regnault.
Holborn and
Austin.

Regnault.
Thiesen.

Range
of

temp.
°C

Mean
ratio of

specific

heats.

Cp/Cv.

Authority.

20

-79-3
-79-3
o
500

53
100
100
o
100
o
20

60

99-7
20-388
4-1

1

o
o
100

3-67
o

22-78

99.8
42-45
12-20

o
20

100
4-16

19
310

11-30

19

o
100

5-14

16-34

78

94
100

19

401

1

405

333
828

399
133

134
256

•3172
. 2770
.667

403
-403

105
•293

•2995

I
•
3003

1-403

1-395
1.205

1-336
1. 102

1-150
1.029
1.024
1.64

1.389
1.400
I

.
4080

1. 419
1-324
1.666
1.666

1. 316
1.642

1. 41

1-405

1-394
I-31

1. 311

I. 272

1-324

1-3977

1.256

1.274
^23
1-305
1.666

Moody.
Koch, 1907.

" 200 atm
II II II

Fiirstenau.

Jaeger.

Stevens.
II

Wiillner.
II

Niemeyer.
Pagliani.

Stevens.

Strecker.

Lummer and
Pringsheim.

Moody, 191 2.

Wiillner.
II

Beyme.
Martini.

Beyme.
Stevens.

Miiller.

Low, 1894. !

Mean, Jeans,
j

Strecker.
\

II

Lummer and
}

Pringsheim. I

Hartmann.
|

Capstick.

Ramsay, '12.
,

Kundt and
Warburg.

Miiller. I

Ramsay, '12
|;

Cazin.

Masson.

Natanson.

Wiillner.

Leduc, '98.

Lummer and
Pringsheim.

Miiller.

Beyme.
Jaeger.
Makower.
Ramsay,' 12.

Smithsonian Table.«



Table 2S4.

LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATrON-
231

The temperature of vaporization in degrees Centigrade is indicated by i, the latent heat in

irge calories per kilogram or in small calories or therms per gram by r; the total heat from 0°

:, in the same units by H. The pressure is that due to the vapor at the temperature t.

Substance.

Acetic acid

Air

Alcohol: Amyl
Ethyl

II

II

II

II

Methyl

<i

<i

<(

II

((

Aniline

Benzene
Bromine
Carbon dioxide, solid.

" " liquid

" disulphide
II u

<l <l

II II

Chloroform
Ether

II

II

II

<i

Ethyl bromide . .

.

" chloride . . .

" iodide

Heptane
Hexane
Iodine

Mercury
Nitrogen
Octane
Oxygen
Pentane
Sulphur
Sulphur dioxide . .

(I II

i( II

Toluene
Turpentine

Formula.

C2H4O2

C5H12O
C2H6O

CH4O

CeHyN
CeHe
Br
CO2

CS2

CHCI3
C4H10O

C.HsBr
C2H5CI
C2H5I
C7H16
CeHu

I

Hg
N2

CsHis
O2

C5H12
S
SO2

C7H8
CioHi

fC

118°

131

78.1
o

50
100

150

64-5
o

50
100

ISO
200

238.5
184
80.1
61

-25
o

12.35
22.04
29.85
30.82
46.

1

o
100

140
60.9

34-5
34-9

50
120

38.2
12.5

71

90
70

357-
-195.6

130
-182.9

30
316

o

30
65
III

159-3

84-

9

50-97
120

205

236

267

289

no
92-9
45-6

58.5
88.

4

90-5

94

60.4

47
77.8
79.2

23-95
65

47-65
70.0

50.97
85.8

362.0
91. 2

80.

5

68.4
86.0

74.04

255
236
264
267

285

307
289

274
246
206

152

44.2

127.9

138.7

94-8
90
100.5
102.4
72.8

107

94
115.

1

140

93

Authority.

Ogier.

Fenner-Richtmyer.
Schall.

Wirtz.

Regnault.

Wirtz.
Ramsay and Young.

Mean.
Wirtz.

Andrews.
Favre.

Cailletet and Mathias.
11 II II

Mathias.

Wirtz.

Regnault.

Wirtz.
II

Andrews.
Regnault.

Wirtz.

Regnault.
Mean.
Young.

i(

Favre and Silbermann.

Mean.
Alt.

Young.
Alt.

Young.
Person.

Cailletet and Mathias.

Mean.
Brix.

Smithsonian Tables.
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Tables 256-257.

LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION.

TABLE 255.— Formulae for Latent and Total Heats of Vapors.

r = latent heat of vaporization at t° C; U = total heat from fJuid at o° to vapor at t° C.

scale. Same units as preceding table.

T' refers to Kelvin

Acetone, CaHeO



Table 268.

LATENT AND TOTAL HEATS OF VAPORIZATION OF THE ELEMENTS.
233

The following table of theoretical values is taken from J. W. Richards, Tr. Amer. Electr ch.

Soc. 13, p. 447, 1908. They are computed as follows: STm (8 = mean value atomic specific

heat, Dulong-Petit constant, 0° to T° K, Tm = melting point, Kelvin scale) plus 2Tm (latent

heat of fusion is approximately zTm, J. Franklin Inst. 1897) plus io{Tb - Tm) (specific heat

of liquid metals is nearly constant and equal to that of the solid at Tm, Tb = boiling point, Kelvin

scale) plus 2^Ti) (23 = Trouton constant; latent heat of vaporization of molecular weight

in grams is approximately 23 times Tb) = 33^6. Total heat of vapor when raised from 273° K
(0° C) equals 33r6 - 1700 (mean value of Dulong-Petit constant between 0° and 273° K is

1700). Heats given in small calories per gram.



234
>Lb £^^<

PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM.
Metric and Common Units-

Reprinted by permission of the autiior and publishers from " Tables of the Properties of Steam," Cecil H. Peabody,

8th edition, rewritten in iqog. Calorie used is heat required to raise i Kg. water from 15° to 16° C. B. T. U. is heat

required to raise i pd. water from 62'^ to 63^ F. Mechanical Equiv. of heat used, 77S ft. pds. or 427 m. Kg. Specific

heats, see Harnes-Kegnault-Peabody results, p. 227. Heat of Liqiiid, q. heat required to raise i Kg. (i lb.) to corre-

sponding temperature from 0° C. Heat of vaporization, r. heat required to vaporize i Kg. ( 1 lb.) at corresponding tem-

perature to dry saturated vapor against corresponding pressure; see Henning, Ann. der Phys., 21, p. 849, 1906. Total

Heat, H = r4-q, see Davis, Tr. Am. Soc. Mech. Eng., 1908.

u 6
3 IA-T3



f



236 Table 259 (continued).

PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM.
Metric and Common Units.

^ flj



Table 259 {ctmiinued).

PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM.
Metric and Common Units.

^Z7

V

rt o 2



238 Table 259 (continwd).

PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM.
Metric and Common Units.

2 S-S
n Ji ™



Table 253 {continued).

PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM.
Metric axd Common Units.

239



240 Table 260.

LATENT HEAT OF FUSION.

This table contains the latent heat of fusion of a number of solid substances in large calories per

kilogram or small calories or therms per gram. It has been compiled principally from I>andolt

and Bornstein's tables. C indicates the composition, 2" the temperature Centigrade, and Z^the
latent heat.

Substance.



Tables 261-262.

TABLE 261,— Heat of Combustion of Some Carbon Compounds.

241

Compound.

Paraffins:

Methane, g
Ethane, g
Propane, g ,

i-Butane, g
n-Hexane, 1

n-Heptane, 1

n-Octane, 1

Dekane, 1

defines:
Ethylene, g
Propylene, g
i-Butylene, g
Amylene, 1

Hexylene, 1

Acetylene, g
Trimethylene, g . . .

.

Benzene, 1

Benzene, g
Naphthalene, 1

Toluene, 1

Chloroform, v
Carbon disulphide, 1

Methyl-chloride, g .

Ethyl-chloride, v . . .

Formula.
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Table 86S.

HEAT VALUES AND ANALYSES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF FUEL-

(a) Coals.

Coal



Table 264.

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FIVE DIFFERENT
CLASSES OF EXPLOSIVES.

243
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Tables 266-268.

TABLE 265. — Additional Data on Explosives.

Explosive.
(Ref. Young, Nature, 102, 216, 1918.)

Gunpowder
Nitroglycerine
Nitrocellulose, 13% Nj
Cordite, Mk. I. (NG, 57; NC, 38; Vaseline, 5

Cordite, MD (NG, 30; NC,6s; Vaseline, s)..

Ballistite (NG, so; NC, so; SUbilizer, 5) . .

.

Picric acid (Lyddite)

Vol. gas
per g in

cc = F

280
741
923
871
888
817
877

Calories
per

e = Q

738
1652
931
1242
103

1

1349
810

Coefficient
= QV

207
1224
8S9
1082

91S
1102
710

Coefficient

GP = I

Calculated
Temperature

Q/C
C, sp. ht. gases

= 0.24

2240
6880
3876
SI7S
4225
S621
337S

Shattering power of explosive = vol. gas per g X cals./g X Fd X density where Vd is the velocity of detonation.

Trinitrotoluene: Vd = 7000 m/sec. Shattering effect = .87 picric acid.

Amatol (Ammonium nitrate + trinitrotoluene, TNT): Vd = 45°° m/sec.

Ammonal (Ammonium nitrate, TNT, Al): 1578 cal/g; 682 cc gas; Vd = 4000 m/sec.
Sabulite (Ammonium nitrate, 78, TNT 8, Ca silicide 14): about same as ammonal.

TABLE 266. — Ignition Temperatures Gaseous Mixtures.

Ignition temperature taken as temperature necessary for hot body immersed in gas to cause ignition; slow com-
bination may take place at lower temperatures. McDavid, J. Ch. Soc. Trans, in, 1003, 1917. Gases were mixed
with air. Practically same temperatures as with O2 (Dixon, Conrad, loc. cit. gs. 1909)-

Benzene and air 1062° C
Coal gas and air 878
CO and air 931

Ether and air 1033° C
Ethylene and air 1000
Hyorogen and air 747

TABLE 267. — Time of Heating for Explosive Decomposition.

Temperature ° C.

Time.

Black powder
Smokeless powder A
Smokeless powder B
Celluloid Pyroxylin.
Collodion cotton . . .

Celluloid*
Safety matches
Parlor matches
Cotton wool

«
600
190
170
870
160
n
n

180

n
iQS
130
60
i6s
100
340
n

67
60
240

4S
90
21

56
50

SQO

23
25

9
18
30
60

Ignition temperature.

°Ct 'Ct

440

300

300
59°

n, failure to explode in twenty minutes. * The decomposition of nitrocellulose in celluloid commences at about

;

100° C; above that the heat of decomposition may raise the mass to the ignition point if loss of heat is prevented,
j

Above 170°, decomposition occurs with explosive violence as with nitrocellulose. Rate of combustion is s to 10 times
|

that of poplar, pine, or paper of the same size and conditions.
\

i Measured by contact with porcelain tube of given temperature. Average.

J Measured by contact with molten lead. Average.

Taken from Technologic Paper of Bureau of Standards, No. 98, 1917.

TABLE 268.— Flame Temperatures.

Measures made with optical pyrometer by F6ry, J. da Phys. (4) 6, 1907.

Alcohol, with NaCl
Bunsen flame, no air. . .

.

Bunsen flame, i air.. . . .

.

Bunsan flame, full air.. .

.

Illuminating gas-oxygen

.

170S°C
1712
i8ia
1871
2200

Hydrogen flame . .

.

Hydrogen-oxygen .

.

Acetylene burner .

.

Acetylene-oxygen.

.

Cooper-Hewfit Hg

.

1900° C
2420
2458
3000
3S0O

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 269. 245
THERMO-CHENIISTRY. CHEMICAL ENERGY DATA.

The total heat generated in a chemical reaction is independent of the steps from initial to final

state. Heats of formation may therefore be calculated from steps chemically impracticable.

Chemical symbols now represent the chemical energy in a gram-molecule or mol(f) ; treat re-

action equations like algebraic equations: CO-|- = C02-|-68 Kg-cal ; subtract C -j- 2 = COi
-|-97 Kg-cal, then C -|- = C0 -f- 29 Kg-cal. We may substitute the negative values of the

formation heats in an energy equation and solve MgClj -+- 2 Na= 2 NaCl-|- Mg-f- x Kg-cal;
— 151=— 196 -(-x; x= 45 Kg-cal. Heats of formation of organic compounds can be found
from the heats of combustion since burned to HjO and COj. When changes are at constant

volume, energy of external work is negligible; also generally for solid or liquid changes in vol-

ume. When a gas forms a solid or liquid at constant pressure, or vice versa, it must be allowed

for. For N mols of gas formed (disappearing) at Tj^'^ the energy of the substance is decreased (in-

creased) by 0.002 • N • Tj^ Kg-cal. Hj -f- O = H2O -|- 67.5 Kg-cal. at i8°C. at constant volume
;

1(2 H2+OJ— 2 H,0 == 135.0 -f 0.002 X 3 X 291 = 1 36.7) = 68.4 Kg-cal.

The heat of solution is the heat, -\- or — , liberated by the solution of i mol of substance in so

much water that the addition of more water will produce no additional heat effects. Aq. signifies

this amount of water; H^O, one mol. ; NH3+ Aq = NH40H • Aq. + 8 Kg-cal.

TABLE 869. (a). Heats of Formation from Elements In Elloeram Calories.

At ordinary temperatures.



246 Tables 270-272.

HEATS OF FORMATION OF IONS IN KILOGRAM-CALORIES.
+ and — signs indicate signs of ions and the number of these signs the valency. For the ioni-

sation of each gram-molecule of an element divide the numbers in the table by the valency, e. g.,

9.03 gr. Al = 9.03 gr. A1+ + 40-3 Kg. cal. When a solution is of such dilution that further dilu-

tion does not increase its conductivity, then the heats of formation of substances in such S(jlutions

may be found as follows : FeCljAq= + 22.2 + 2 X 39.1 = 100.4 Kg. cal. CuSO^Aq=— 15.8

+ 214.0 = 19S.2 Kg. cal.

Ag4-



Tables 273-275.

RADIATION CONSTANTS.
TABLE 273.—Radiation Formols and Constants for Perfect Radiator.

247

The radiation per sq. cm. from a "black body" (exclusive of convection losses) at the tern-

perature T° (absolute, C) to one at /° is equal to

J=,j{ T^—t^) (Stefan-Boltzmann)

;

where o-= 1.364 X lo-i^ gram-calories per second per sq. centimeter.= 8.20 X 10-11 << <i '< minute " " "

= 5.71 X lo-i'^ watts per sq. centimeter.

The distribution of this energy in the spectrum is represented by Planck's formula:

/.=C,vs [/5-i]-i

whereyX is the intensity of the energy at the wave-length A. (\ expressed in microns, ;u) and^ is

the base of the Napierian logarithms.

Ci= S.S6 X io3 for / m 5- = 3.70 X 10* for / m ^

C<i= 14325 for \ in /It

/„„=3.ii X 10-I6 T^ for/ in
gram. cal.

1.30 X IO-15 T^iox J\n
luatis

sec. cm.

Amax T= 2885 for \m ijL

h = Planck's unit= elementary " Wirkungs quantum "=6.554 X lo-^' ergs. sec.

k= constant of entropy equation = 1.37 X io"i'^ ergs./degrees.

TABLE 274.— Radiation in Gram-Calories per 24 Hours per sq. cm. from a Perfect Radiator at t° C to

an absolutely Cold Space (-273^^0.

Computed from the Stefan- Floltzmann formula.

i°C
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Table 278.

BLACK-BODY SPECTRUM INTENSITIES f/X).

Values of J\ using for C\. 9.23 X lo^, Cj, 14350., X in /x. If the figures given for J\ are plotted in cms as ordi-

nates to a scale of abscissae of i cm to i ju, then the area in cm^ between the smooth curve through the resulting points

and the axis of abscissae is equivalent to the radiation in calories p>er sec. from i cm* of a black body at the correspond-

ing temperature, radiating to absolute zero. The intensities when radiating to a body at a lower temperature may be

obtained by subtracting the intensities corresponding to the lower temperature from those of the higher. The nature

of the black-body formula is such that when Xr is small, a small change in d produces a great change in J\; e.g.,

when Cj/Xr is loo or 10, the change is loo and 10 fold respectively; as XT increases, the change becomes proportional;

e.g., when Ct/ XT is less than 0.05, the change in J\ is proportional to the change in d.

X



TABLE 277.

Tables 277-278.

RADIATION EMISSIVITIES.

Relative Emissive Powers for Total Radjation.

249

Emissive power of black body = i. Receiving surface platinum black at 25° C; oxidized surfaces oxidized at

600 + ° C. Randolph and Overholzer, Pbys. Review, 2, p. 144, 1913.

Silver

Platinum (1)

Oxidized zinc
Oxidized aluminum
Calorized copper, oxidized

Cast iron

Oxidized nickel

Oxidized monel . . • _
Calorized steel, oxidized, .

.

Oxidized copper
Oxidized brass ,

Oxidized lead ,

.

Oxidized cast iron
Oxidized steel

Black body . . . , ,

Temperature, Deg. C.



250 Tables 279-281.

RADIATION EMISSIVITIES.

TABLE 279.— Relative Emissivities of Metals and Oxides.

Emissivity of black body taken as loo.

True temperature C.

60 FeO.40 FesOa Total
= Fe heated
in air X = 0.65 n

NiO Total
X = 0.65 IX

8S 8S

62

800°

87

Ref.

Platinum:
True temp. C. .

,

App.* temp. C.

.

Total emiss. Pt. 3-1



Tables 282, 283. 2^ I

COOLING BY RADIATION AND CONVECTION.

TABLE 282. — At Ordinary Pressures.

According to McFarlane* the rate of loss of lieat by a sphere

placed in the centre of a spherical enclosure which has a

blackened surface, and is kept at a constant temperature of

about 14° C, can be expressed by the equations

e = .0002 J S -f- 3.06 X io-«/ — 2.5 X io-«/»,

when the surface of the sphere is blackened, or

e — .000168 -f 1.98 X \a-*t — 1.7 X lo-s/*,

when the surface is that of polished copper. In these equa-

tions, e is the amount of heat lost in c. g. s. units, that is,

the quantity of heat, small calories, radiated per second per

square centimeter of surface of the sphere, per de?;ree differ-

ence of temperature t, and t is the difference of temperature

between the sphere and the enclosure. The medium through

which the heat passed was moist air. The following table

gives the results.

Differ-

ence of

tempera-
ture

t



252 Tables 284, 285.

COOLING BY RADIATION AI^D CONVECTION.

TABLE 284. — Cooling of Platlnam Wire In Copper Envelope.

Bottomley gives for the radiation of a bright platinum wire to a copper envelope when the space between is at the

highest vacuum attainable the following numbers :
—

/:=4o8^ C, t<=:378.S X lo-*, temperature of enclosure i6° C.

t—S05'^C.,ei=72b.iXio-*, " "
17'' C.

It was found at this degree of exhaustion that considerable relative change of the vacuum produced very small

change of the radiating power. The curve of relation between degree of vacuum and radiation becomes asymp-

totic for high exhaustions. The following table illustrates the variation of radiation with pressure of air in

enclosure.

Temp, of enclosure 16^ C, ^= 408^ C.
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TABLE 286.— Conduction of Heat across Air Spaces (Ordinary Temperatures).

Loss of heat by air from surfaces takes place by radiation (dependent upon radiating power of surface; for gmall
temperature differences proportional to temperature difference; follows Stefan-Boltzmann formula, see p. 247),
conduction, and convection. The two latter are generally inextricably mixed. For horizontal air spaces, upper surface
warm, the loss is all radiation and conduction; with warm lower surface the loss is greater than for similar vertical
space.

Vertical spaces: The following table shows that for spaces of less than i cm width the loss is nearly proportional
to the space width, when the radiation is allowed for; for greater widths the increase is less rapid, then reaches a ma.\i-
mum, and for yet greater widths is slightly less. The following table is from Dickinson and van Dusen, A. S. Refrigerat-
ing Engineers J. 3, 1916.

HEAT CONDUCTION AND THERMAL RESISTANCES, RADIATION ELIMINATED,
AIR SPACE 20 CM HIGH.

Air
space,

cm.



2^4 Table 288.

CONVECTION AND CONDUCTION OF HEAT BY GASES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES*

The loss of heat from wires at high temperatures occurs as if by conduction across a thin film of stationary gas

adhering to the wire (vertical and horizontal losses very similar). Thickness of film is apparently independent of

temperature of wire, but probably increases with the temperature of the gas »nd varies with the diameter of the wire

according to the formula 6-logVa = 2B, where B = constant for any gas, b = diameter of film, a, of wire. The rate

of convection (conduction) of heat is the product of two factors, one the shape factor, s, involving only a and B, the

other a function 4> of the heat conductivity of the gas. If W = the energy loss in watts/cm, then W = s{<pi — <t>i).

s may be found from the relation

-c . =g. 0=4.197; kdl.

where k is the heat conductivity of the gas at temperature T in calories/cm " C. <^ is taken at the temperature Tt
of the wire, 0i at that of the atmosphere. The following may be taken as the conductivities of the corresponding
gases at high temperatures:

For hydrogen *= 28 X io-«Vr{(i + .ooo2r)/(i + 77^-1)}
air * = 4-6 X lo^VTjd + .ooozD/Ci + 1241-1)}
mercury vapor A = 2.4 X lo-s-y/i

{1/(1 + g6or-i)|.

To obtain the heat loss: B may be assumed proportional to the viscosity of the gas and inversely proportional to

the density. For air (see Table 289(6)) B may be taken as 0.43 cm; for H2, 3.05 cm; for Hg vapor as 0.078. Obtain
s from section (a) below from a/B; then from section (b) obtain 02 and 0i for the proper temperatures; the loss will

be i(02 — <t>i) in watts/cm.
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Table 289.

HEAT LOSSES FROM INCANDESCENT FILAMENTS-
(a) Wires of Platinxtm Sponge Served as Radiators (to Room-temperature SuRROtrND-

iNGs). Hartman, Physical Review, 7, p. 431, 1916.

Diameter
wire,

cm.

0.0690
0.0420
0.027s
0.0194

(A) Observed heat losses in watts per cm.

Absolute temperatures.

1.70
1-35

2. 26

I-7S
1.40
IIS

3-01
2. 26
I. 76

1-39

4.92
353
2.73

1400

6.18
4.29
3- 23
2. 54

1500

7.70
5-33
391
3 04

1600°

9- 63
6.60
4.67
3-64

1700

12.15
8.25
5-72
4-32

iS-33
lo. 20
7.00
510

19 25
12-45
8.64
6. 10

23-75
14-75
10-45
7-35

(B) Heat losses corrected for radiation, watts per cm (A-C).

o . 0690
0.0420

0.027s
0.0194

0.91
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Tables 290-291.

THE EYE AND RADIATION-

Definitions: A meter-candle is the intensity of fllumination due to a standard candle at a meter distance. The
millilambert (o.ooi lamljert) measures the brightness of a perfectly diffusing (according to Lambert's cosine law)

surface diffusing ooi lumen/cm'. A brightness ot lo meter-Candles equals i millilambert. o.ooi ml corresponds

roughly to night exteriors, o.i, to night interiors, lo ml to daylight interiors and looo, to daylight exteriors. A bright-

ness of 100,000 meter-candles is about that of a horizontal plane for summer day with sun in zenith, 500, on a cloudy

day, 4, ist magnitude stars just visible, 0.2, full moon in zenith, .001, by starlight; in winter the intensity at noon may
drop about ).

TABLE 290.— Spectral Variation of Sensitiveness as a Function of Intensity.

Radiation is easily visible to most eyes from 0,330 m (violet) to 0.770 ix (red). At low intensities near threshold

values (gray, rod vision) the maximum of spectral sensibility lies near 0.503 fx (green) for 90% of all persons. At higher

intensities, after the establishment of cone vision, the max. shifts as far as 0.560 u. See Table 297 (or more accurate

values of sensitiveness after this shift has been accomplished. The ratio of optical sensation to the intensity of energy

increases with increasing energy more rapidly for the red than for the shorter wave-lengths (Purkinje phenomenon);
i.e., a red light of equal intensity to the eye with a green one will appear darker as the intensities are equally lowered.

This phenomenon dbappears above a certain intensity (above 10 millilamberts). Table due to Nutting, Bulletin

Bureau of Standards.
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THE EYE AND RADIATION-
257

TABLE 292.— Heterochromatic Threshold Sensibility.

The following table shows the decrease in sensitiveness of the eye for comparing intensities of different colors. The
numbers in the body of the table correspond to the line marked T/B of Table 291. The intensity of the field was
probably between 10 and 100 millilamberts (25 photons).

Comparison color.

Standard color: red. .

.

yellow
green,
blue .

.

0.693 M
O.S7S M
0.505 M
0.47s M

0.693 y.

0.044
0.174
o. 211
0.168

o . 640 IX

0.088
o. 160
o. iSo
o. 180

0.575 M

.165

.032

.138
•130

0505 M

o. 180
o. 166
0.030
0.130

0.197
0.174
o. 116
0.068

0.430 M

0.150
0.134
o. 126
o. 142

TABLE 293.— Contrast or Photometric Sensibility.

For the following table the eye was adapted to a field of o.i millilambert and the sensitizing field flashed ofiF. A
neutral gray test spot (angular size at eye, s X 2.5°) the two halves of which had the contrast indicated {\ transparent,
} covered with neutral screen of transparency = contrast indicated) was then observed and the brightness of the
transparent part measured necessary to just perceive the contrast after the lapse of the various times. One eye only
used, natural pupil. Blanchard, Physical Review, 11, p. 88, 1918. Values are log brightness of brighter field in
millDamberts.

Time in seconds.

Contrast: 0.00
0.39
0.67
0.87
0.97

-2.80
-2.63
-2.40

-3-47
-3-36
-3 00
-2.46
-1-57

-3.82
-3.58
-313
-2.49
-1.67

• 30
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Tables 296-298.

THE EYE AND RADIATION.

TABLE 296. — Apparent Diameter of Pupil and Flux Density at Retina.

Flashlight measures of the pupil (both eyes) open) viewed through the eye lens and adapted to various field intensi-
ties. For eye accommodated to 35 cm, ratio apparent to true pupil, i.oi, for the unacconunodatai eye, 1.14. The
pupil size varies considerably with the individual. It is greater with one eye closed; e.g., it was found to be lor o.oi
miiiilambert, 6.7 and 7.2 mm; for 0.6 ml, s-3 and 6,5; for 6.3 ml, 4.1 and 5.7; for 12.6 ml, 4.1 and 5.7 mm for both
and one eye open respectively for a certain individual. At the extreme intensities the two values approach each other.
The ratio of the extreme pupil openings is about I'a, whereas the light intensities investigated vary over i,ooo,oca-fold!
(Blanchard and Reeves, partly unpublished data.)

Field
millilamberts.



Table 299. 259
PHOTOMETRIC DEFINITIONS AND UNITS.

Radiant flux = * = rate of flow of radiation as energy, measured as ergs per second or watts.

Luminous flux = F or ^ = rate of flow of radiation measured according to power to produce

visual sensation. Although strictly thus defined, for photometric purposes it may be regarded as

an entity, since the rate of flow for such purposes is invariable. Unit is the lumen, the flux emitted

in a unit solid angle (steradian) by a point source of unit candle power.

Visibility of radiation of wave-length X = K\ = ratio of luminous to radiant flux for that

X, = Fa/*a.

Mechanical equivalent of light = ratio of 4>/F for the X of max. visibility expressed in ergs/sec

/lumen or watts/lumen; it is the reciprocal of max. visibility. See p. 261.

Luminosity at wave-length X = (Ka) (4>a). Spectral luminosity curve expresses this as a func-

tion of X and is different for various sources.

Luminous efficiency = F/4> expressed in lumens/watt.

Luminous intensity of (approximate) point source = I = solid-angle (w) density of luminous

flux in direction considered = dF/dw, or F/w when the intensity is uniform. Unit, the candle.

Illumination on surface = E = flux density on surface = dF/dS (S is surface area) = F/S

when uniform. Units, meter-candle, foot-candle, phot, lux.

Lux = one lumen per m^; phot one lumen per cm^.

Brightness of a luminous surface may be expressed in two ways:

''i) bi = dl/'JG. cos 6 where 6 is the angle between normal to surface and the line of sight;

normal brightness when is zero.

(2) bp = dF/dS' assuming that the surface is a perfect diffuser, obeying cos. law of emission

or reflection. Unit, the lambert.

Specific luminous radiation, E' = luminous flux density emitted by a surface, or the flux

emitted per unit of emissive area, expressed in lumens per cm'^. For surfaces obeying Lambert's

cosine law, E' = irbg.

The lambert, the cgs unit of brightness, is the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface radiat-

ing or reflecting one lumen per cm^. Equivalent to a perfectly diffusing surface with illumination

of one phot. A perfectly diffusing surface emitting one lumen per ft^ has a brightness of 1.076

millilamberts. Brightness in candles per cm^ is reduced to lamberts by multiplying by ir.

A uniform point source of one candle emits 4ir lumens.

One lumen is emitted by .07958 spherical candle power.

One lumen emitted per ft^ = 1.076 millilamberts (perfect diffusion).

One spherical candle power emits 12.57 lumens.

One lux = I lumen incident per m'' = .0001 phot = .1 milliphot.

One phot = i lumen incident per cm^ = 10,000 lux = 1000 milliphots.

One milliphot = .001 phot = .929 foot-candle.

One foot-candle = i lumen incident per ft^. = 1.076 milliphots = 10.76 lux.

One lambert = i lumen emitted per cm^ of a perfectly diffusing surface.

One millilambert = .929 lumen emitted per if^ (perfect diffusion).

One lambert = .3183 candle per cm^ = 2.054 candles per in^.

One candle per cm^ = 3.1416 lamberts.

One candle per in^ = .4868 lambert = 486.8 millilamberts.

Adapted from Reports of Committee on Nomenclature and Standards of Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society. 1916 to 1918.

Smithsonian Tables.

k



260 Tables 300-302.
TABLE 300. — Photometric Standards.

No primary photometric standard has been generally adopted by the various governments. In

Germany the Heiner lamp is most used ; in England the Pentane lamp and sperm candles are

used ; in France the Carcel lamp is preferred; in America the Pentane and Hefner lamps are used

to some extent, but candles are more largely employed in gas photometry. For the photometry

of electric lamps, and generally in accurate photometric work, electric lamps, standardized at a

national standardizing institution, are commonly employed.

The " International candle " is the name recently employed to designate the value of the candle

as maintained by cooperative effort between the national laboratories of England, France, and

America; and the value of various photometric units in terms of this international candle is given

in the following table (taken from Circular No. 15 of the Bureau of Standards).

I International Candle= i Pentane Candle.

I International Candle = i Bougie Decimale.

I International Candle = i American Candle.

I International Candle = 1.11 Hefner Unit.

I International Candle = 0.104 Carcel Unit.

Therefore i Hefner Unit = 0.90 International Candle.

The values of the flame standards most commonly used are as follows

:

1. Standard Pentane Lamp, burning pentane 10.0 candles.

2. Standard Hefner Lamp, burning amyl acetate 0.9 candles.

3. Standard Carcel Lamp, burning colza oil 96 candles.

4. Standard English Sperm Candle, approximately .... i.o candles.

TABLE 301. —Intrinsic Brightness o£ Various Light Sources.
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BRIGHTNESS OF BLACK BODY. CROVA WAVE-LENGTH. MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT

OF LIGHT, LUMINOUS INTENSITY AND EFFICIENCY OF BLACK BODY.

The values of L, the lumiaous intensity, are given in light watts/steroradian/cm^ vi radiating surface

» (i/tt) /* °° V-<E\d\ where V\ is the visibility of radiation function.

Mechanical equivalent. The unit of power is the watt; of lumininous flux, the lumen. The ratio of these two quan-
tities for light of maxunum visibility, A = 0.556 ju, is the stimulus coefficient Vm; its reciprocal is the (least) mechanical
equivalent of light, i.e., least since applicable to radiation of majdmum visibiUty. A better term is " luminous equiva-
lent of radiation 01 maximum visibility." One lumen =0.001496 watts (Hyde, Forsythe, Cady); or 1 watt of radiar
tion of maximum visibility (X = 0.556 «) = 668 lumen<?.

White light has sometimes bee c defined as that emitted by a black body at 6000° K.
The Crova wave-length for a black body is that wave-length, X, at which the luminous intensity varies by the

same fractional part that the total luminous intensity varies for the same change in temperature.

TABLE 303.— Brightness, Crova Wave-
length of Black Body, Mechanical
Equivalent of Light.*



262 Table 306.

EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS ELECTRIC LIGHTS.



Tables 307-309.

PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA.

TABLE 307.— Numerical Constants Characteristic of Photographic Plates.

263

Abscissae of figure are log E = log It (meter-

candles-seconds);
Ordinates are densities, Z) = \/T ;

E = exposure = / (illumination in meter-can-
dles) X t seconds;

D, the density of deposit = i/T, where T is the
ratio of the transmitted to incident intensity on de-
veloped plate.

i = inertia = intercept straight line portion of

curve on log E axis.

S = speed = (some constant)/?; y = gamma =
tangent of angle a.

L = latitude = projected straight line portion of
characteristic curve on log E axis, expressed in ex-

posure units = Anti log (6 — a).

The curve illustrates the characterbtic curve of a
photographic plate.
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TABLE 310.

Tables 3lft-311.

PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA.

Photograpbic Efficieocies of Various Lights.

Source.

Sun
Sky
Acetylene

" (screened)
Pentane
Mercury arc, quartz

" " "Nultra" glass..
" " crown glass

Carbon arc, ordinary
" " white flame
" " enclosed

Carbon arc, " Artisto"
Magnetite arc

Carbon glow-lamp
Carbon glow-lamp
Tungsten vacuum lamp

" vacuum lamp
" nitrogen lamp
" nitrogen lamp
" blue bulb
" blue bulb

Mercury arc (Cooper Hewitt).

Visual
efficiency.

Lumens
per
watt.

150

0.7
0.07
o 04s
40
35
37
12

29

9

2.44
3.16

8

9.9
16.6
21.6
8.9
II

23

Photographic efiiciency.

(a)

Ordinary
plate.

100
181

30

600
218

324
126

257
175
796
106
23
25

33
37
56

—
108
316

Ortho-
chromatic

plate.

100
155

44
8S
28

500
iQS
275
112

234
177
1070
"5
32
35
41

45
62
68

99
354

(A)

Pan-
Ordinary

100
130
52
89
42

367
165
249
104
215

16s
744
82
42
45
SO
53
70

I5
106

273

o. 14
0.037
O.OS3
158
50
79
10

52
II

62
12

0.37
0-5I
1-74
2.41
6.1
8.9
5-5
7-8
47

Ortho-
chromatic

plate.

o. 21

0.040
0.086
132
46
68
10

45
II

86
14

0.52
0.74
2. 2

30
6.8
9.8
5-2
7-3

54-2

Pan-
chromatic

plate.

100

o. 24
0.042
0.13

99
39
62

8.5
2.0
10
60

(a) Relative efficiencies based on equal illumination.

(h) Relative efficiencies based on equal energy density.

Taken from Jones, Hodgson, Huse, Tr. 111. Eng. Soc. 10, p. 963, 1915.

TABLE 311.— Relative Intensification of Various Intensifiers.

Bleaching solution.



Table 312.

WAVE-LENGTHS OF FRAUNHOFER LINES.

26s

For convenience of reference the values of the wave-lengths corresponding to the Fraunhofer
lines usually designated by the letters in the column headed "index letters," are here tabulated
separately. The values are in ten millionths of a millimeter, on the supposition that the D Una
value is 5896.155. The table is for the most part taken from Rowland's table of standard wave-
lengths.

Index Letter.

a

B

CorH„

a

Di

D3

El

E2

\
ba

For H^

d

G' or H.

Line due to -

(̂o

o

H

O

Na

Na

He

(Fe

(Ca

Fe

Mg

Mg

rFe

|Fe

r Fe

>Mg

H

Fe

II

Fe

Wave-length in

centimeters X lo'.

7621.28*

7594.06*

7164.725

6870.182!

6563.045

6278.303 t

5896.155

5890.186

5875-985

5270.558

5270.438

5269.723

5183.791

5172.S56

5169.220

5169.069

5167.678

5167.497

4861.527

4383-721

4340.634

4325-939

Index Letter.

g

h or Hg

H

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

Si)

S2)

s

T

t

U

Line due to

—

Fe

Ca

Ca

H

Ca

Ca

Fe

Fe

Fe

Fe

Fe

Fe

Ca

Ca

[Fe
I

Fe

Fe

Fe

Fe

Fe

Fe

Wave-length in

centimeters X lo'.

4308.081

4307-907

4226.904

4102.000

3968.625

3933.825

3820.586

3727-778

3581.349

3441-155

3361.327

3286.898

3181.387

3179-453

3100.787

3100.430

3100.046

3047-725

3020.76

2994.53

2947.99

• The two lines here given for A are stated by Rowland to be: the first, a line " beginning at the
head of A, outside edge"; the second, a "single line beginning at the tail of A."

t The principal line in the head of B.
$ Chief line in the o group.
See Table 321, Rowland's Solar Wave-lengths (foot of page) for correction to reduce these values

to standard system of wave-lengths, Table 314.

Smithsonian TAaLCS.



266 Tables 313-316.

STANDARD WAVE-LENGTHS.
TABLE 313.—Absolute Wave-length of Red Cadmium Line in Air, 760 mm. Pressure, 15' 0.

6438.4722 Michelson, Travaux et Mem. du Bur. intern, des Poids et Mesures, 1 1, 1895.
643S.4700 Michelson, corrected by Benoit, Fabry, Perot, C. R. 144, 1082, 1907.
6438.4696 (accepted primary standard) Benoit, Fabry, Perot, C. R. 144, 1082, 1907.

* Id Angstroms. 10 Angstroms= i mju. = lo-c mm.

TABLE 314.—International Secondary Standards. Iron Arc Lines In Angstroms.

Adopted as secondary standards at the International Union for Cooperation in Solar Research
(transactions, 1910), Means of measures of Fabry-Buisson (i), Pfund (2), and Eversheim (3). Re-
ferred to primary standard = Cd. line, \ = 6438.4696 Angstroms (serving to define an Angstrom).
7j5o mm., 15° C. Iron rods, 7 mm. diam. length of arc, 6 mm.; 6 amp. for A greater than 4000
Angstroms, 4 amp. for lesser wave-lengths ; continuous current, -j- pole above the —, 220 volts

;

source of light, 2 mm. at arc's center. Lines adopted in 1910.

Wave-length.



Table 317. 267

TERTIARY STANDARD WAVE-LENGTHS. IRON ARC LINES.

For arc conditions see Table 314, p. 266. For lines of group c class 5 for best

results the slit should be at right angles to the arc at its middle point and the current
should be reversed several times during the exposure.

Wave-lengths.
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REDUCTION OF WAVE-LENGTH MEASURES TO STANDARD CONDITIONS.

The international wave-lenRth standards are measured in dry air at 15° C, 76 cm pressure. Density variations of
the air appreciably affect the absolute wave-lengths when obtained at other temperatures and pressures. The follow-
ing tables give the corrections for reducing measures to standard conditions, viz.: 5 = Xo(no — wo') (d — da)/da in

ten-thousandths of an Angstrom, when the temperature 1° C, the pressure B in cm of Hg, and the wave-length X in
Angstroms are given; n and d are the indices of refraction and densities, respectively; the subscript refers to standard
conditions none, to the observed; the prime ' to the standard wave-length, none, to the new wave-length. The tables
were constructed for the correction of wave-length measures in terms of the fundamental standard 6438.4606 A of the
cadmium red radiation in dry air, 15° C, 76 cm pressure. The density factor is, therefore, zero for 15° C and
76 cm, and the correction always zero for X = 6438 A. As an example, find the correction required for X when meas-
ured as 3000.0000 A in air at 25° C and 72 cm. Section (a) of table gives [d — doj/do = —.085 and for this value of
the density factor section (6) gives the correction to X of —.0038 A. Again, if X, under the same atmospheric condi-
tions, is measured as 8000.0000 A in terms of a standard X' of wave-length 4000.000 A, say. the measurement will

require a correction of (0.0020 + 0.0008) = -J-.0028 A. Taken from Meggers and Peters, Bulletin Bureau of Stand-
ards, 14, p. 728, 1918.

TABLE 318 (a).— 1000 X {d-do)/do.



Table S'9.

SPECTRA OF THE ELEMENTS.

269

The following figure gives grapbically the positions of some of the more prominent line» in the spectra of some of
the elements. Flame spectra are indicated by lines in the lower parts of the panels, arc spectra in the upper parts, and
spark spectra by dotted lines.

I I I

.4a rS 1̂ 1 .1 - 1

1

' I

''j6m
I r I I

.7/00
.I.J I I

Na
K

Csl

Rb
T1

In

Hg lami

Co
Ni

Cu vacuo arc

Ag
Zn

Mg $ arc

5n

H
He

I I I I

-violet—><-blueKTgreen%ellow>f,orangeX^ red
I

'
I

The following wave-lengths are in Angstroms.

Na



270 Table 320.

SPECTRUM LINES OF THE ELEMENTS-

Table of brighter lines only abridged from more extensive table compiled from Kayser and containing 10,000 lines

(Kayser's Handbuch der Spectroscopie, Vol. 6, 1912).



Table 320 {continued).

SPECTRUM LINES OF THE ELEMENTS-

271



272 Table 321.

STANDARD SOLAR WAVE-LENGTHS. ROWLAND'S VALUES.
o ...

Wave-lengths are in Angstrom units (10"' mm.), in air at 20° C and 76 cm. of mercury pressure.

The intensities run from i, just clearly visible on the map, to 1000 for the H and K lines; below
I in order of faintness to 0000 as the lines are more and more difficult to see. This table contains
only the lines above 5.

N indicates a line not clearly defined, probably an undissolved multiple line ; s, a faded appear-
ing line; d, a double. In the "substance" column, where two or more elements are given, the

line is compound ; the order in which they are given indicates the portion of the line due to each
element ; when the solar line is too strong to be due wholly to the element given, it is represented,

-Fe, for e.xample ; when commas separate the elements instead of a dash, the metallic lines coin-

cide with the same part of the s-olar line, Fe, Cr, for example.
Capital letters next the wave-length numbers are the ordinary designations of the lines. A indi-

cates atmospheric lines, (wv), due to water vapor, (O), clue to Oxygen.

Wave-
length.
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STANDARD SOLAR WAVE-LENGTHS. ROWLAND'S VALUES.

Wave-length.



274 Table 321 {continued).

STANDARD SOLAR WAVE-LENCTHS. ROWLAND'S VALUES.

Wave-length.
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SPECTRUM SERIES.
275

The flame spectrutr. lines of the elements are comparatively few. These remain prominent in the arc with the appear-

ance of many more. In the spark the typical arc lines tend to disappear with the appearance of entirely new lines.

Those thus intensified or only appearing in the violent action of the condensed spark have been called "enlianced " lines.

This order of development may be taken as one due to increasing temperatures. The spectra of compounds are invaria-

bly banded; different sets of bands indicate oxides, chlorides, etc. Banded spectra of the elements are generally assumed

to be due to molecules, the simpler spectra to atoms, and the enhanced spectra to atoms with one electron lost (ionized.)

The enhanced spectrum of He is similar to that of H except that the wave-lengths are shortened because of the increased

attraction of the heavier nucleus, 2e in place of e.

In the spectra of many elements and compounds certain lines or groups of lines (doublets, triplets, etc.) occur in or-

derly sequence, each series with definite order of intensity (generally decreasing with decreasing wave-length), pressure

effect, Zeeman effect, etc. Such series generally obey approximately a law of the form

where v is the wave-number in vacuo (reciprocal of the wave-length \) generally expressed in waves per cm; m is a varia-

ble integer, each integer giving aline of the series; L is the wave number of the limit of the series im = oo); A^, the "Uni-
versal Series Constant"; and i? is a function of m, or a constant in some simple cases.

Balmer's formula (1885) results if L = N/n-, where n is another variable integer and R= o. Rydberg's formula (1S89)

makes R a constant, and L is not known to be connected with A''. Other formulae have been used with more success.

Mogendorff (1906) requires R = constant/wt, while Ritz (1903) has R = constant/m^. Often no simple formula fits

the case; either R must be a more complex function of m, or the shape of the formula is incorrect.

Bohr's theory (see also Table 515) gives for Hydrogen.

N= {2nime'{Sf+m)j /Mh\

where e and m are the charge and mass of an electron, M the atomic weight, and h, Planck's constant. The best value

for N is 109678.7 international units (Curtis, Birge, Astrophys. J. 32, igio). The theory has been elaborated by Som-
merfeld (Ann. der Phys. 1916), and the present indications are that Af is a complex function varying somewhat from
element to element.
Among the series (of singles, doublets, etc.), there is apt to be one more prominent, its lines easily reversible, called

the principal series, P(m). With certain relationships to this there may be two subordinate series, the first generally

diffuse. Dim), and another, Sim). Related to these there is at times another, the Bergmann or fundamental series, Bim).
or Fim). m is the variable integer first used above and indicates the order of the line.

The following laws are in general true among these series: (i) In the P(f») the components of the lines, if double,
triple, etc., are closer with increasing order; in the subordinate series the distance of the components (in vibration
number) remains constant. (2) Further, in two related Dim) and Sim), Av (vibration number difference) remains
the same. <3) The limits (i) of the subordinate series, D(»«) and 5(f«), are the same. (4) Af of the subordinate series

is the same Ac as for the first pair of the corresponding P(m). (5) The limits iL) of the components of the doublets
(triplets, etc.) of the Pirn) are the same. (6) The difference between the vibration numbers of the end of the P{m)
and of the two corresponding subordinate series gives the vibration number of the first term of the Pirn). The first

line of the Sim) coincides with the first line of the Pirn) (Rydberg-Schuster law). The limit of the Bergmann or funda-
mental series is the first term of the diffuse series (Runge law).

In the spectrum of an element several of these families of series Pirn), Dim), Sim), Bim) may be found. For further
information see Baly's Spectroscopy and Konen's Das Leuchten der Gasen, 1916, from the latter of which is taken the

j

following tables, based greatly upon Dunz's Die Seriengesetze der Linienspektra, Diss., Tubingen, 191 1, which has
also appeared in book form, Hirzel, Leipzig.

The "complexity" of the lines of a series is constant throughout a column in the periodic table, varying from one col-

umn to another. The displacement law of Kossel and Sommerfeld states that when an element is ionized (losing an elec-

tron) the enhanced spectrum takes on the same type of "complexity" as the arc spectrum belonging to the element of

the preceding column (to the left) but with lines shifted to a higher frequency. If two electrons are lost, the displace-
ment is two columns to the left. If the outer ring has an odd number of electrons the spectrum will consist of: doublets;
if even, of triplets and singlets.

(discussion continued on page 441)

Series Spectra of the Elements. — The ordinary spectrum of // contains 3 series of the same kind: one in the ultra-
violet region; Schumann region, v = ATC/i- — '/"'). «> 2. 3 • •; one in the visible, c = Ni^/i''- — '/"")> ''. 3, 4, 5 • •;

and one in the infra-red, v = Ni'/i-— '/»"). n, 4, $, 6 . . . He has three systems of series, one 'enhanced," including
the Pickering series formerly supposed to be due to H. The next two tables give some of the data for other elements.

2y66 lyOC
• 1
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Tables 323-324.

SPECTRUM SERIES.

TABLE 323.— Limits of Some of the Series.



Tables 325-326.

TABLE 325.— Index of Refraction of Glass.

277

Indices of refraction of optical glass made at the Bureau of Standards. Correct probably to 0.00001. The com-
position given refers to the raw material which went into the melts and does not therefore refer to the composition of
the finished glass.

Melt.



278 Tables 327-329. INDEX OF REFRACTION FOR GLASS.

TABLE 327. — Glasses Made by Schott and Qen, Jena.

The following constants are for glasses made by Schott and Gen, Jena : «a. «c. «d. «p, «o. are

the indices of refraction in air for A=o.7682/t, €=0.6563^ D=o.5893, F= o.4S6i, G'=o.434i.
7;=(«D— i)/(«F— «l)- Ultra-violet indices: Simon, Wied. Ann. 53, 1894. Infra-red: Rubens,
Wied. Ann. 45, 1892. Table is revised from l>andolt, Bbrnslein and Meyerhoffer, Kayser, Hand-
buch der Spectroscopic, and Schott and Gen's list No. 751, 1909. See also Hovestadt's "Jena
Glass."

Catalogue Type ~



Tables 330-332. INDEX OF REFRACTION.

TABLE 330. — Index of Refraction of Rock Salt In Air.

2/9

A(^).



28o Tables 333-336.
INDEX OF REFRACTION.

TABLE 333. — Index of Refraction of Fluorlte In Air.

A(m)



Tables 337-338.
INDEX OF REFRACTION.

TABLE 337. — Index of Relractlon of Quartz (SIO2).

281

Wave-
length.



282 Table 889.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Selected Monorefringent or Isotropic Minerals.

The values are for the sodium D line unless otherwise stated and are arranged in the order of increasiMg in(Uce&

Selected by Dr. Edgar T. Wherry from a private compilation of Dr. E. S. Larsen of the U. S. Geological burvey.

Mineral.



TABLE 340.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Miscellaneous Monorefringent or Isotropic Solids.

'83

Substance.

Albite glass
Amber
Ammonium chloride . . .

.

Anorthite glass

Asphalt

Bell metal
Boric Acid, melted

Borax, melted

Camphor

Canada balsam
Ebonite
Fuchsin

Gelatin, Nelson no. i . .

,

" various
Gum Arabic

Obsidian
Phosphorus
Pitch
Potassium bromide

"
chlorstannate

"
iodide

Resins: Aloes
Canada balsam

.

Colophony
Copal
Mastic
Peru balsam. . .

.

Selenium ,

Sodium chlorate
Strontium nitrate

Spectrum
line.

D
D
D
D
D

0.670;^
D
C
D
F
C
D
F
D
D
D
red
A
B
C
G
H
D
D
red
red
D
D
red
D
D
D
red
red
red
red
red
D
A
B
C
D
D
D

Index of

refraction.

1.4800
1.546
1.6422
1-5755
1.635
1. 621
1.0052
1.4623
1

. 4637
I

. 4694
I

. 4624
1.4630
I

.
4702

1.532
I

• 5462
I 530
1.66
2.03
2.19
2.33
1.97
1.32
1.530

1.516-1.534
1.480
1.514

I. 48 2-1. 496
2.1442
1. 531
I.SS93
1.6574
1.6666
1. 619
1.528
1.548
1.528
I -535
I 593
2.61
2.68
2.73
2.93
1-5150
1.5667

Authority.

Larsen, 1909
Mlihlheim
Grailich

Larsen, 1909
E. L. Nichols

Beer
Bedson and Williams

Kohlrausch
Muhlheim
Mean
Ayrton, Peny
Mean

Jones, 1911

Jamin
WoUastOB
Various
Gladstone, Dale
Wollaston
Topsoe, Christiansen

Jamin
WoUastoa
Jamin

Wollaston
Baden Powell
Wood

Dussaud
Fock

Smithsonjan Tables.
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Table 341.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Selected Uniaxial Minerals.

The values are arranged in the ordef of increasing indices for the ordinary ray and are for the sodium D line unless
otherwise indicated. Selected by Dr. Edgar T. Wherry from a private compilation of Dr. Ksper S. Laisen of the U. S.
Geological Survey.

Mineral. Formula-

Index of refraction.

Ordinary
ray.

Extraordinary
ray.

(a) Uniaxiai, Positive Minebals.

Ice
Sellaite

Chrysocolla . .

.

Laubanite
Chabazite
Douglasite ....

Hydronephelite
Apophyllite . .

.

Quartz
Coquimbite. .

.

Brucite
Alunite
Peiinmile
Cacoxenite. . .

.

Eudialite
Dioptasite ....
Phenacite
Parisite

Willemite
V esuvianite ...

Xenotime ....

Connellite
Benitoite

Ganomalite . .

.

Scheelite
Zircon
Powellite
Calomel
Cassiterite ....

Zincite

Phosgenite. . .

.

Penfieldite ....

lodyrite
Tapiolite
Wurtzite
Derbylite
Greenockite. .

.

Rutile,

Moissanite. . . .

Cinnabarite . . .

HzG
MgFz
CuO.SiO2.2H2O
2CaO.Al2O3.5SiO2.6H2O
(Ca, Na2)O.Al203.4Si02.6Hi!0
2KCl.FeCl2.2H2O
2Na2O.3Al2O3.6SiO2.7H2O
K20.8Ca0.i6Si02.i6H20
Si02
Fe2O3.3SO3.9H2O
MgO.H20
K/O.3AI2O3.4SO3.6H2O
S(Mg, Fe)O.A!203.3Si02.4H20
2Fe203.P205.I2H20
6Na20.6(Ca, Fe)0.2o(Si, ZrjOj.NaCl
CuO.SiO2.H2O
2BeO.Si02
2CeOF.CaO.3CO2
2ZnO.Si02
2(Ca, Mn, Fe)0.(Al, Fe)(OH, F)0.2Si02
Y2O3.P2O5
20CUO.SO3.2CUCI2.20H2O
BaO.Ti02.3Si02
6Pb0.4(Cu, Mn)O.6Si02.H2O
CaO.WOs
Zr02.Si02
CaO.MoOa
HgCl
SnOa
ZnO
PbO.PbCh.CO*
Pb0.2PbCl2
Agl
FeO.fTa, Cb)20s
ZnS
6FeO.Sb203.5TiO»
CdS
Ti02
CSi
HgS

{b) Uniaxiai. Negative Minerals.

I 309



Tables 341-342.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

TABLE 341 (Continued) .— Selected Uniaxial Minerals.

285
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Table S4S.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Selected Biaxial Minerals.

The values are arranged in the order of increasing index of refraction and are for the sodium D line except where
noted. Selected by Dr. Edgar T. Wherry from private compilation of Dr. Esper S. Larsen of the U. S. Geological

Survey.

Mineral. Formula.

Index of refraction.

«/3

(a) Biaxial Positive Minerals.

Stereorite

Aluminite
Tridymite
Thenardite
Camallite
Alunogenite. . .

.

Melanterite ....
Natrolite
Arcanite
Struvite

Heulandite
Thomsonite ....

Harmotomite. .

.

Petalite

Monetite
Newberyite ....

Gypsum
Mascagnite . . .

.

Albite
Hydromagnesite
Wavellite
Kieserite
Copiapite
Whewellite
Variscite

Labradorite . . .

.

Gibbsite
Wagnerite
Anhydrite
Colemanite
Fremontite
Vivianite
Pectolite

Calamine
Chondrodite
Turquois
Topaz
Celestite

Prehnite
Barite
Anthophyllite .

.

Sillimanite

Forsterite
Enstatite
Euclasite
Triplite

Spodumenite . .

.

Diopside
Olivine
Triphylite

NajO. (NH4)20.Ps06.9H20
AI2O3.SO3.9H2O
Si02
NazO.SOa
KCl.MgCl2.6HjO
AI2O3.3SO3.16H2O
FeO.SO3.7H2O
Na2O.Al2O3.3SiO2.2H2O
K2O.SO3
(NH4)20.2MgO.P205.I2H20
CaO.Al2O3.6SiO2.3H2O
(Na2, Ca)O.Al203.2Si02.3H20
(K2, Ba)O.A]203.sSi02.oH20
Li-20.Al203.8Si02
2CaO.P2Os.H2O
2MgO.P2O6.7H2O
CaO.SO3.2H2O
fNH4)20.S03
"Ab" = Na2O.Al203.6Si02
4MgO.3CO2.4H2O
3Al203.2P206.I2fH20, 2HF)
Mgo.so3.H20
2Fe203.5S03.i8H20
cao.c203.H20
A1203.P206.4H20
Ab2An3
AI2O3.3H2O
3MgO.P2O6.MgF2
CaO.SOs
2CaO.3B2O3.sH2O
Na20.Al203.P206.(H20, 2HF)
3FeO.P20i,.8H20
Na2O.4CaO.6SiO2.H2O
2ZnO.SiO2.H2O
4Mg0.2Si02.Mg(F, 0H)2
CuO.3Al2O3.2P2O5.9H2O
2A10F.Si02
SrO.SOs
2CaO.Al2O3.3SiO2.H2O
BaO.SOa
MgO.SiOa
Al203.Si02
2MgO.Si02
MgO.Si02
2BeO.Al2O3.2SiO2.H2O
3MnO.P2O5.MnF2
Li20.Al203.4Si02
CaO.Mg0.2Si02
2(Mg, Fe)0.Si02
Li20.2(Fe, Mn)O.P206

1-439 I



Table 343 {continued),

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Selected Biaxial Minerals.

287

Mineral. Formula.
Index of refraction.

(a) Biaxial Positive Minerals (continued).

Zoisite

Strengite
Diasporite ....
Staurolite

Chrysoberyl. .

.

Azurite
Scorodite
Olivenite

Anglesite
Titanite
Claudetite ....
Sulfur

Cotunnite
Huebnerite. . .

.

Manganite. . .

.

Raspite
Mendipite
Tantalite
Wolframite . . .

Crocoite
Pseudobrookite
Stibiotantalite.

Montroydite . .

Brookite
Lithargite

4cao.3A1203.6sio2.H20



288 Table 843 {cotUiimed).

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

. Selected Biaxial Minerals.

Mineral. Formula.

Index of refraction.

(6) Biaxial Negative Ckvstals {continued).

Beryllonite. . .

.

Kaolinite ....
Biotite

Autunite
,

Anorthite
Lanthanite..,

.

Pyrophyllite .

.

Talc
Hopeite
Muscovite . . .

.

Amblyeonite .

.

Lepidolite
Phlogopite. . .

.

Tremolite
Actinolite

Wollastonite . .

Lazulite
Danburite . . .

.

Glaucophanite
Andalusite. . . .

Hornblende . .

.

Datolite
Erythrite
Monticellite..

.

Strontianite. ,

.

Witherite
Aragonite
Axinite
Dumortierite.

.

Cyanite
Epidote
Atacamite . . .

.

Fayalite
Caledonite. . .

.

Malachite
Lanarkite
Leadhillite

Cerussite
Laurionite . . .

.

Matlockite
Baddeleyite. .

.

Lepidocrocite.

,

Limonite
Goethite
Valentinite
Turgite
Realgar
Terlinguaite. .

.

Hutchinsonite.
Stibnite

Na2O.2BeO.P2O5
Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O
K20.4(Mg, Fe)0. 2.'y20j.6SiOfcHsO
CaO.2UO3.P2O6.8H2O
"An" = CaO.Al203.2SiO»
La2O3.3CO2.9H2O
Al2O3.4SiO2.H2O
3MgO.4SiO2.H2O
3ZnO.P2O6.4H2O
K20.3.Al203.6Si02.2HjO
Al2a.P2O5.2LiF
Al203.3Si02.2(K,Li)F
K2O.6MgO.Al2O3.6SiO2.2H2O
Ca0.3MgO.4Si02
Ca0.3(Mg, Fe)0.4Si02
Ca0.Si02
(Fe, Mg)O.Al2a.P206.H20
CaO.Bz03.2Si02
Na20.2FeO.Al2O3.6Si02
AhOj.SiOz
Contains Na20, MgO, FeO, SiO:, etc.

2CaO.2SiO2.B2O3.HjO
3CoO.As2O5.SHjO
CaO.MgO.SiOj
SrO.COj
BaO.C02
CaO.C02
6(Ca, Mn)0.2Al203.B203.8Si02.H20
8AI2O3. B2O3.6SiO2.HjO
AWs.SiOj
4Ca0.3(Al, Fe)203.6SiOs.HjO
3CuO.CuCl2.3H2O
2FeO.Si02
2(Pb, Cu)O.S03.H20
2CuO.CO2.H2O
2PbO.S03
4PbO.SO3.2CO2.H2O
PbO.C02
PbCl2.PbO.H2O
PbO.PbCh
Zr02
Fe203.H20
2Fe203.3H20 in part
FeiOs.HiO
SbjOs
2Fe203.H20 in part
AsS
Hg20Cl
(Tl, Ag)2S.PbS.2As2S3
Sb2S3

I. 552



Tables 344-34S.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

TABLE 344.— Miscellaneous Biaxial Crystals.

289

Crystal.

Ammonium oxalate, (NH<)sC204.HjO. .

.

Ammonium acid tartrate,

(NH4)H(C.H406)
Ammonium tartrate, (NH4)jC«H«0«. ....
Antipyrin, CuHuNOs
Citric acid, CeHsOy.HiO
Codein, C18H21NO3.H2O
Magnesium carbonate, MgC03.3H20 ....

sulphate, MgS04.7HjO

Potassium bichromate, K2Cri07
" chromate, KiCrO*

"
nitrate, KNO3

" sulphate, KjSOi

Racemic acid, C4H6O6.H2O
Resorcin, C6H6O2
Sodium bichromate, Na;Cr207.2H20

acid tartrate, NaH(C4H40G).2H20
Sugar (cane), C12H21O11

Tartaric acid, CiHeOt (right-)

Zinc sulphate, ZnS04.7H20

Spectrum
line.

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Cd, 0.226M
H, 0.656/*

D
D
red
D
F
D
C

yellow
D
D
red
Tl
D
Li
D
F
D
C

Index of refraction.

1-4381

S188

5697
4932
5390
495
432
4990
4307
7202

6873
3346
4976
4932
491

1

I. 6610

1.5422
1-5397
1-5379
1-4953
I

.
4620

1.4568
1-4544

I 5475

I. 5614
1-581
1-6935
1-4977
I - 5435
1.501
1-455
1.5266
1-4532
1.7380
1 - 7254
1.722
I - 5056
1-4992
I

. 4Q46
1.4928
1-526
1-555
I . 6994
1-5332
1-5685
1.5667
1 - 5639
1-5353
1.4860
I

.
4801

1.4776

I -7324
1 - 5089

r.526
1. 461
1-5326
1-4584
I. 8197

I -7305
I

. 5064
I-5029
1

.
4980

1-4959

1-7510

1-5734
1.S716
I - 5693
1.6046
1.4897
1.4836

Authority.

Brio

T. and C*
Cloisaux
Liweh
Schrauf
Grailich

Genth
Means
Borel

Dufet
T. and C.
Mallard
Schrauf
T. and C.

Groth

Dufet
Brio
Calderon

Means
T. and C.

* Topsoe and Christiansen.

TABLE 345.— Miscellaneous Liquids (see also Table 346), Liquefied Gases, Oils,

Fats and Waxes.

Substance.
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Table 346.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Indices of Refraction of Liquids Relative to Air.

Substance.

Acetaldehyde, CH3CHO
Acetone, CH3COCH3
Aniline, C6H6.NH2
Alcohol, methyl, CH3.OH

'• ethyl C2H6.OH

" dn'/'di.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

n-propyl CjHt.GH . .

.

Benzene, OrHb
Qf.Hf.cln/dt

Bromnaphthalene, CjnH7Br. .

.

Carbon disulphide, CiSj

" tetrachloride, CClV....
Chinolin, CsHtN
Chloral, CCI3.CHO
Chloroform, CHCI3
Decane, C10H22
Ether, ethyl, C2H5.O.C2H6. . .

.

" " in/dl
Ethyl nitrate, C2H0.O.NO3. . .

.

Formic acid, H.CO2H
Glycerine, CsHsOs
Hexane, CH3(CH2)4CH3
Hexylcne, CH3(CH2)3CH.CH2.
Methyl iodide, CH3I

' " dn/dt
Naphthalene, CioHs
Nicotine, C10H14N2
Octane, CH3(CH2)6CHa
Oil, almond

anise seed

bitter almond
cassia

cinnamon
olive

rock
turpentine

Pentane, CH3(CH2)3CH3'.
'. '.

'.

'.

'.

Phenol, CsHtOH

Styrene'.'CeHs'CH.CHj.' .;'.;;;

Thymol, C10H14O
Toluene, CHa.CaHt
Water, HjO

Den-



Table 347.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Indices of Refraction relative to Air for Solutioni of Salts and Acids.

291



292 Table 348.

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

Indices of Rsfraotlon ol Qases and Vapors.

A formula was given by Biot and Arago expressing the dependence of the index of refraction of a gas on pressure and

temDevature. More recent experiments confirm their conclusions. The formula is «,— i = —; •-—
'
where^

I -f-at 760

«i is the index of refraction for temperature /, Hq for temperature lero, a the coefficient of expansion of the gas

with temperature, and/t the pressure of the gas in millimeters of mercury. For air see Table 349.

Smithsonian Tables.
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Table 349,

INDEX OF REFRACTION.

TABLE 349.— Index of Refraction of Air (15°C, 76 cm).

Corrections for reducing wave-lengths and frequencies in air (75° C, 76 cm) to vacuo.

The indices were computed from the Cauchy formula (» — r)io' = 2726.43 + i2.288/(\2X io~') +0.3553/
(h* X io~i6). For 0° C and 76 cm the constants of the equation become 2875.66, 13.412 and 0,3777 respectively, and

or 30° C and 76 cm, 2589.72, 12.259 and 0.2576. Sellmeier's formula for but one absorption band closely fits the
observations: »2 = i -|- o.ooo57378XV(^^ — 595260). If w — i were strictly proportional to the density, then («— 1)0/
(» — i)« would equal 1 + a/ where a should be 0.00367. The following values of a were found to hold:

X 0.85/x 0.7SM 0.65M 0.55/U 0.45^1 0.35^ 0.25^
a 0.003672 0.003674 0.003678 0.003685 0.003700 0.003738 0.003872

The indices are for dry air (0.05 ± % CO2). Corrections to the indices for water vapor may be made for any wave-
length by Lorenz's formula, + 0.000041 (m/760), where m is the vapor pressure in mm. The corresponding frequencies
in waves per cm and the corrections to reduce wave-lengths and frequencies in air at 15° C and 76 cm pressure to vacuo
are given. E.g., a light wave of 5000 Angstroms in dry air at 15" C, 76 cm becomes 5001.391 A in vacuo; a frequency
of 20,000 waves per cm correspondingly becomes 19994.44. Meggers and Peters, Bui. Bureau of Standards, 14, p. 731,
1918.



294 Tables 350-352.

MEDIA FOR DETERMINATIONS OF REFRACTIVE INDICES WITH
THE MICROSCOPE.

TABLE 350. —Liquids, iIq (O.B89fi) = 1.74 to 1.87.

In lOO parts of methylene iodide at 20° C. the number of parts of the various substances in-

dicated in the following table can be dissolved, forming saturated solutions having the permanent
refractive indices specified. When ready for use the liquids can be mixed by means of a dropper
to five intermediate refractions. Commercial iodoform (CHI3) powder is not suitable, but crys-
tals from a solution of the powder in ether may be used, or the crystalized product may be
bought. A fragment of tin in the liquids containing the Snl4 will prevent discoloration.

CHI3.



Table 353.
OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF METALS.

TABLE 363.

295

Two constants are required to characterize a metal optically, the refractive index, «, and the

absorption index, k, the latter of which has the following significance : the amplitude of a wave
after travelling one wave-length, A' measured in the metal, is reduced in the ratio^ i :e~2"'^ or for

any distance d, i : e—rj-. for the same wave-length measured in air this ratio becomes i : e JS~

.

nk is sometimes called the extinction coefficient. Plane polarized light reflected from a polished

metal surface is in general elliptically polarized because of the relative change in phase between

the two rectangular components vibrating in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. For a
certain angle, ^ (principal incidence) the change is 90° and if the plane polarized incident beam
has a certain azimuth ^ (Principal azimuth) circularly polarized light results. Approximately,
(Drude, Annalen der Physik, 36, p. 546, 1889),

_ , o-v ,
sin ^ tan A

, , , „_,
k= tan 21/, (i — cot %) and n= t T. 1.2^ ^' "^" 2 cot^,;,).

For rougher approximations the factor in parentheses may be omitted. R= computed per-

centage reflection.

(The points have been so selected that a smooth curve drawn through them very closely indicates the characteristics

of the metal.)

I

r

1



296 Tables 354-355.

OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF METALS.
TABLE 364.

Metal.

Al.*

Sb.*

Bi.tt

Cd.*
Cr.*
Cb.*
Au.t

I. crys.

Ir.*

Fe.§

Pb.*
Mg.*
Mn.*
Hg. (liq.)

Fd.*
Pt.t

Ni.*

0.589

589
white

589

579
579
257
441

589
589

579
257

441

589
589
5S9

579
326
441

589
668

579
257
441

589
668

275
441

589

1.44

3-04
2.26

1-13

2.97

1.80

0.92

1. 18

0.47

3-34
2.13

I.OI

1.2S

i-Si

2.01

0-37

2.49
0.68

I.OI

1.62

1.72

1.62

1. 17

1.94

2.63

2.91

1.09

1. 16

1.30

5-32

4.94

5.0X

4-85
2. II

1. 14
1.85

2.83

0.57

4.87
0.88

1-37

1.63

348
4.42

3-89
2.26

342
441
4.70

341

3.16

3-54
3.66
1.16

1.23

1.97

R.

83
70

85
70
41
28

42
82

30

75
16

28

33
62

93
64
66

74
75
77
65

37
58

59

59
24

25

43

Ref. Metal.

Rh.*
Se.J

Si.*

Na. (liq.)

Ta.»
Sn.*
W.*
v.*
Zn.*

M
0-579
400
490
589
760

589
25
25

589

579
589

579
579
257
441

589
668

1.54

2.94

312
2-93
2.60

4.18

3-67

3-53
.004

2.05

1.48

2.76

3-03

0-55

0-93

1-93

2.62

4.67



TABLES 356-358.-THE REFLECTION OF LIGHT. 207
According to Fresnel, the amount of light reflected by the surface of a transparent medium
,..,„. I ( sin2 {i — r) tan^ {i — r)

\ , . . , . , . , , r . .= i {A -\- B) = - < . „ ..
I

—r + :

—

„ ,.
I

. (• ; ^ IS the amount polarized m the plane of mci-
2 ( sm^ {i -\- r) tan2 {i -\- r) )

^ ^

dence; B is that polarized perpendicular to this; i and r are the angles of incidence and refraction.

TABLE 356.— Light retlected when i = 0° or Incident Light Is Normal to Surface (m-1) »/(»+ !)'.

1

"



298 Tables 359-360.

REFLECTING POWER OF METALS.
TABLE 369. —Perpendicular Incidence and Reflection. (See also Tables 352-355.)

The numbers give the per cents of the incident radiation reflected.



Tables 361-362.

REFLECTING POWER OF PIGMENTS-

TABLE 361.— Percentage Reflecting Power of Dry Powdered Pigments.

299

Taken from "The Physical Basis of Color Technology," Luckiesh, J. Franklin Inst., 1917. The total reflecting

power depends on the distribution of energy in the illuminant and is given in the last three columns for noon sun, blue

sky, and for a 7.9 lumens/watt tungsten filament.

Spectrum color.



300 Tables 363-365.

REFLECTING POWER.

TABLE 363.— Reflecting Power of Powders (White Light).

Various pure chemicals, very finely powdered and surface formed by pressing down with glass plate. White (noon
sunlight) light. Reflection in per cent. Nutting, Jones, Elliott, Tr. 111. Eng. Soc. 9, S93, 1914.

Aluminum oxide 83 .

6

Barium sulphate 81. i

Borax 81.6
Boric acid 83 . 2

Calcium carbonate 83 .

8

Citric acid 81.5

Magnesium carbonate 86 .

6

(block) 88.0
Magnesium oxide 85 . 7
Rochelle salt 79-3
Salicylic acid 81. i

Sodium carbonate 81.8

Sodium chloride 78. i
Sodium sulphate 77.

&

Starch 80.3
Sugar 87 .

8

Tartaric acid 79. i

TABLE 364.— Variation of Reflecting Power of Surfaces with Angle.

Illumination at normal incidence, ij watt tungsten lamp, reflection at angles indicated with normal. 111. Eng. Soc.,
Glare Committee, Tr. 111. Eng. Soc. 11, p. 92, 1916.

Angle of observation. do-

Magnesium carbonate block
Magnesium oxide
Matt photographic paper . . ,

White blotter

Pot opal, ground
Flashed opal, not ground . . ,

Glass, fine ground
Glass, course ground
Matt varnish on foil

Mirror with ground face. . .

.

0.69
[1-3
o. 29

0.78

0.80
0.78
o. 76
0.69
0.31
o. 29
O. 20
o. 72

4SS

0.80
0.78
o. 76
0.69
O. 22

o. 27
o. ig
0.62

0.87
0,80
0.78
o. 76
0.69

o. 16
O 49
3 03

0.83
0.77
0.78
.0.73
0,68
o. 20

0.72
0.7s
o. 76
o. 70
0.66
o. 20
013
o. ri
0.21
0.42

0.66
0.72
0.67
0.64
0.18
0.12
0.12
0.16

0.3s

The following figures, taken from Fowle, Smithsonian Misc. Col. 58, No. 8, indicate the amount of energy
scattered on each side of the directly reflected beam from a silvered mirror; the energy at the center of the
reflected beam was taken as 100,000, and the angle of incidence was about 3°.

Angle of reflection, 3°

Energy
0'



Table 366.

TRANSMISSIBILITY OF RADIATION BY DYES.
301

Percentage transmissions of aqueous solutions taken from The Physical Basis of Color-Technology, Luckiesh, J.

Franklin Inst. 184, 1917-

Spectrum color

Wave-length in p

Carmen ruby opt
Amido naphthol red
Coccinine
Erythrosine
Hematoxyline
Alizarinered
Acid rosolic (pure)

Rapid filter red
Aniline red fast extra A . .

Pinatype red fast

Eosine
Rose bengal
Cobalt nitrate

Tartrazine
Chrysoidin
Aurantia
Aniline yellow phosphine.
Fluorescein
Aniline yellow fast S
Methyl orange indicator.

.

Uranine
Uranine naphthaline
Orange B naphthol
Safranine
Martius gelb
Naphthol yellow
Potassium bichromate, sat

Cobalt chromate

Naphthol green
Brilliant green
Filter blue green
Malachite green
Saurgriin
Methylengriin
Aniline green naphthol B

.

Neptune green
Cupric chloride

TurnbuU's blue
Victoria blau
Prussian blue (soluble) . .

.

Wasser blau
Resorcine blue
Toluidin blau
Patent blue
Dianil blue
Filter blue
Aniline blue, methyl

Magenta
Gentiana violet

Rosazeine
Iodine (dense)

Rhodamine B
Acid violet

Cyonine in alcohol
Xylene red
Methyl violet B

Violet.

80
69

58
52
66
89
25
66
83
77
84
92

89
50

81

84
7

39
25

Blue.

.46 .48

70 34
51 40

36 62

83 64
28 2

Green.

•SO .52 .54

32 48

— 2- 48
7 43

30
23
60
I

39
17

34
13
92

51 38

88 90

36
4

37

1 —
14 26

33 26

Yellow.

.56 .58

29 16

67

— 6

Orange.

.60 .62 .64

4
38
96
95
54
54
88

95
72

35
93
97
90

95
23
92
75
98
96
79
97
85
96
27

95

95 96 96

52 36 19

5

56

4

93
42
90

83 96
49 70

Red.

66 .68 .70

49
96
98
96
78
77
92
96
90
68
92

go 90 90

79
96 I

87
98
96
81

97
87

97
93
95

96 96 95

23 64

For the infra-red transmission (to 12/x) and reflection powers of a number of aniline dyes, see Johnson and Spence,
Phys. Rev. 5, p. 349, 1915.

Scientific Paper 440 of the Bureau of Standards, 1922, gives spectrum transmission curves (0.24 to 1.36 /ii) for the
following dyes. Napthol Yellow S, Orange I, Amaranth, Erythrosine, Indigo Disulpho Acid, Ponceau 3R, and Light
Green S F Yellowish.

Smithsonian Tables.



3C2 Tables 367-339.
TRANSMISSIBILITY OF RADIATION BY JENA GLASSES.

TABLi: 367.

Coefficients, a, in the formula It = /off*, where h is the Intensity before, and It after,
transmission through the thickness t. Deduced from observations by Miiller, Vogel,
and Rubens as quoted in Hovestadt's Jena Glass (English translation).



Table 370.

TRANSMISSIBILITY OF RADIATION BY GLASSES-
303

The following data giving the percentage transmission of radiation of various substances,

mostly glasses, are selected from Spectroradiometric Investigation of the Transmission of Vari-

ous substances, Coblentz, Emerson and Long, Bui. Bureau Standards, 14, p. 653, 1918.

Glass or substance, manufacturer.

Purple fluorite

Gold film on Crooke's glass. . .

" " " crown glass

Molybdenite
Cr2(S04)3.i8H20
Chrome alum, 10 g to 100 g H2O
C0CI2, 10 g to 100 g H2O

Glasses:
Copper ruby, flashed

G24, Corning, red

Scliott's red, No. 2745
G34, Corning, orange
Pyrex, Corning
Noviol, B, Corning, yellow . . .

Novieweld3,Corning,dk:-yellow

Scliott's 431 1 1, green
G1710N, green, Cornins:

G174J, Corning, heat abs'b'^. .

G124JA, Corning
Cobalt blue

Schott's F30S6, blue

G1013, Corning, blue

G584, Corning, blue
G1711Z, Corning, blue

Amethyst, C, Corning
G172BVV5, Corning, red-purple

Crookes' A, A. O. Co
" sage green 30, A. O. Co

Lab. 58, A. O. Co
Fieurzal B, A. O. Co
^kopos green, J. K. O. Co. .

.

Thick-
ness,

mm

4-'

.007

.24

3-43
S-ii
2.6

1-5

2-43
2.58
6.36

3 -70

3-23

•43

.96

.98

.04

.04

•58

50

Transmission per cents.

Wave-lengths in /u.

0.5 1.0 i.s 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 40 4.S S-o

3
8

41

83

73
50

SO
60

83

50
90
75
I

4
I

2

o

74

23

91
o

92
o

86

76

91

64
70

89
62

90
60
2

53
23

4
I

43
I

IS

24
60

91
o

91
o

91
80

91

47
I

2

44
37

72

72

89
67
91
82

6

79

53
12

S

63
2

5°
60

74
91
2

90

4
91
82

91

76

6S

7S
68

87

75
13

83
68

19
10

79
31
61

75
78
88

5

83
II

90

40 33
I

10

3
13

4
7

9

9
4
5

27

5
I

20

13
20

8

23
8

35
20

52

60
o
o

48

36

62

o
o

48
o

Manufacturers: Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.; A. O. Co., American Optical Co.,

Southbridge, Mass.; J. K. 0. Co., Julius King Optical Co., New York City. For other glasses

see original reference. See also succeeding table, which contains data for many of the same
glasses.

Smithsonian Tables.



204 Table 37t.

TABLE 371. — Transmission of the Radiations from a Gas-filled Tungsten Lamp, the Sun, a
Magnetite Arc, and from a Quartz Mercury Vapor Lamp (no Globe) through Various

Substances, especially Colored Glasses.

Color. Trade name. Source.*
Thick-
ness

in mm

Transmission, per cent.

Gas-
filled

tung-
sten.

Quartz
mercury
vapor.f

Mag-
netite

arc.t

Solar
radia-

tion.

Greenish-yellow.

Smoky green

.

Yellow-green

.

Amber.

Orange

.

Yellow

.

Sage green . .

.

Yellow-green

.

Blue-green . .

.

Black

.

Neutral tint.

Gold plate

.

Colorless.

(darker).

Amethyst.
Purple. . .

.

Blue
Blue, dark
Blue-green
Blue-green, pale ,

Red-purple
Blue-purple
Red

Colorless.

Brown. .

.

Colorless.

Clear. . .

.

Fieuzal, B
Fieuzal, 63
Fieuzal, 64
Euphos
Euphos, B
Akopos green
Hallauer, 6s
Hallauer, 64
G 124, IP
Noviweld, 30%
Noviweld, shade 3
Noviweld, shade 4}
Noviweld, shade 6
Noviweld, shade 7

Saniweld, dark
G34
Noviol, shade A
Noviol, shade B
Noviol, shade C
Ferrous No. 30
No. 61
Lab. No. 59
G 124 JA
Smoke, C
Smoke, D
Crookes, A
Crookcs, B
Pfund
Pfund
Lab. No. s8
Lab. No. 57
Shade C
Electric smoke
Gss A62
Shade D
G53
G 171-IZ
G584
G 172 BW s
G58S
Selenium

Flashed
Window
Crown
Mica
Mica
Water

A. O. C.
F. H. E.
F. H. E.
B. S.

B. &L.
J. K.
B. S.

F. H. E.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
B. S.

J. K.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
C. G. W.
B. &L.
B. &L.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
A. O. C.
C. G. W.
B. &L.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
C. G. W.
Schotts
B. S.

B. S.

B. S.

B. S.

B. S.

B. S.

I -95
2. 10
1-93
1. S3
2. 26

2.4S
1.97
2.00

1.58

2.8s
2.09
2.51
3-21

3-75
4-93
3-13
2.90
3-22

1. 85
l.S6
1.30
0.09

10.

o

71.6

7S-S
SO. 7

78.9
78.8
84.6
70.3
S8.7
0.4
S-i
3.4
1.6
0.9
0.8
51.6
78.1
56.9

74-1

3

S

6S
50
85
75-7
2.6

83^3

82.8
36.6
17.4
37-6
2.9

46.6
24.9
72.4
35.8
67.8
69.4

26.9
34-3
22.0
25.0
24.7

29-

S

17.7
25-9
O. 2

7.8
4-2

10.6

32.2

17-5
28.6
17.3
21.

S

31.2
16.0
46.

1

32.0
7.2
1-3

40.0
Si-9
44-3
2. 2

17.0
20. 7

3-9
41.7
25.2

26.

s

34.0
7-9

4.8
59-5
64.9
35-4
43-1
t54.o

46.0
SS-O

S30
S90

2.7
0.8
0.2

43 o

s6.o

ii-S
12.5
52.0
390

64.0
I. 2

66

48

63
72

6^
74

SS

9

SO
47
81

7S
72
17
72

19
60

43
89
69

41
48
46

82

92

* A. O. C, Amer. Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass.; C. G. W., Coming Glass Works, Coming, N. Y.; B. & L.,
Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, N. Y.; J. K., Julius King Optical Co., New York City; F. H. E., F. H. Edmonds, optician,
Washington, D. C; B. S., Bureau of Standards; scrap material, source unknown.

t Infra-red radiation absorbed by quartz cell containing i cm layer of water. Taken from Coblentz-Emerson &
Long, Bui. Bureau Standards, 14, 653, 1918.

t Transmission of i cm cell having glass windows.

Smithsonian Tables.



Table 372. 20^
TRANSMISSIBILITY OF RADIATION.

Transmlsslbllity of the Various Substanceg of Tables 330 to 338.

Alum : Ordinary alum (crystal) absorbs the infra-red.

Metallic reflection at 9.05/t and 30 to 40/i.

Rock-salt : Rubens and Trowbridge (Wied. Ann. 65, 1898) give the following transparencies for

a I cm. thick plate in % :

X



3o6 Tables 373-374.

TRANSMISSIBILITY OF RADIATION.

TABLE 373. — Color Screens.

The following light-filters are quoted from Landolt's " Das optische Drehungsvermogen, etc. * 1898.
Although only the potassium salt does not keep well it is perhaps safer to use freshly prepared

solutions.



Tables 375, 376.

TRANSMISSIBILITY OF RADIATION.
TABLE 375. — Color Screens. Jena Qlasses.

307

Kind of Glass.

Copper-ruby

Gold-ruby .

Uranium .

Nickel . . .

Chromium

Green copper

,

Chromium .

Copper chromium
Green-filter

Copper . . ,

Blue-violet

Cobalt
Nickel
Violet

Gray.

Maker's
No

2728

459"'

454'"

455"'

440"'

414"'

433"'
431"'
432"'

436"'

437"'

438'"

2742
447'"

424
450''

452''

444"
445"

Color.

Deep red

Red . .

Bright yellow . . .

^ Bright yellow, fluo-

I
resces.

Bright yellow-brown

Yellow-green . . .

Greenish-yellow . .

Green
Vellow-green . . .

Grass-green . . ,

Dark green . . . .

Blue, as CUSO4 . ,

Blue, as cobalt glass

Blue
Dark violet . . .

I
Gray, no recog-

f nizable color

Region Transmitted.

Only red to o.6fi

J
Red, \ ellow ; in thin layers also

I
blue and violet.

J
Red, yellow, green to Eb ; in /

] th.n layer also blue
)

k Red, yellow, green (weakened),

/ blue (very weakened)
Yellowish-green
Red, green ; from 0.65-. 50 ju . . .

Green, yellow, some red and blue .

Yellowish-green, some red . . .

Green
Green (in thin sheets some blue) .

Green
Green, blue, violet

Blue, violet

J
Blue, violet, blue-green (weak- J

I
ened), no red \

Blue, violet, extreme red . . . .

Violet (G-H), extreme red . . .

Violet (G-H), some weakened . .

All parts of the spectrum weakened

Thick-
ness,

mm.

1-7

16.

II.

10.

5-

2-3

2-5

5-

5-

5-12

5-

2-5

%'
7-

0.1 -J

0.1-'

See " Uber Farbglaser fiir wissenschaftliche und technische Zwecke," by Zsigmondy, Z. fiir In-

strumentenkunde, 21, 1901 (from which the above table is taken), and " Uber Jenenser Licht-

filter," by Grebe, same volume.
(The following notes are quoted from Everett's translation of the above in the English edition of

Hovestadt's " Jena Glass.")

Division of the spectrum into complementary colors

:

1st by 2728 (deep red) and 2742 (blue, like copper sulphate).

2nd by 454"' (bright yellow) and 447'" (blue, like cobalt glass).

3rd by 433"' (greenish-yellow) and 424'" (blue).

Thicknesses necessary in above: 2728, 1.6-1.7 mm.; 2742, 5; 454"', 16; 447™, 1.5-2.0; 433"',

2-5-3-5; 424'", 31"^.
Three-fold division into red, green and blue (with violet)

:

2728, r.y mm. ;
414'", 10 mm.; 447"', 1.5 mm., or by

2728, 1.7 mm. ;
436'", 2.6 mm.

;
447'", 1.8 mm.

Grebe found the three following glasses specially suited for the additive methods of three-color

projection :

2745, red ; 438'", green; 447'", blue violet

;

corresponding closely to Young's three elementary color sensations.
Most of the Jena glasses can be supplied to order, but the absorption bands vary somewhat in

different meltings.

See also "Atlas of Absorption Spectra," Uhler and Wood, Carnegie Institution Publications, 1907.

TABLE 376.—"Water.

Values of a in I = Iq e ***, d in c. m. lo; I, intensity before and after transmission.

Wave-length /<,



3o8 Table 377.

TRANSMISSION PERCENTAGES OF RADIATION THROUGH MOIST AIR.

{For bodies at laboratory temperatures; for transmission of shorter-wave energy, see Table SS3-)

The values of this table will be of use for finding the transmission of energy through air containing a known amount
of water vapor. An approximate value for the transmission may be had if the amount of energy from the source be-
tween the wave-lengths of the tirst column is multiplied by the corresponding transmission coefficients of the subse-
quent columns. The values for the wave-lengths greater than iS/x are tentative and doubtful. Fowle, Water-vapor
Transparency, Smithsonian Misc. Collections, 68, No. 8, 1917; Fowle, The Transparency of Aqueous Vapor, Astro-
physical J. 42, p. 394, 1915.



309
Tables 378-379.

REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION OF LONG-WAVE RADIATIONS.

TABLE 378. — Long-wave Absorption by Gases.

Unless otherwise noted, gases were contained in a 20 cm long tube. Rubens, Wartenberg, Verb. d. Phys. Ges.

13, P- 7g6



310 Tables 380, 381.— ROTATION OF PL-ME OF POLARIZED LIGHT.
TABLE 380.—Tartaric Acid; Camphor; Santonin; Santonio Acid; Cane Sugan

A few examples are here given showing the eftect of wave-Iengih on th* rotation of the plane of polarization. The
rotations are for a thickness of one decimeter of the solution. The examples are quoted from Laiidolt & B6i»-
stein's "Phys. Chem. Tab." The following symbols are used :

—

/r= number grams of the active substance in loo grams of the solution.

f= " " solvent " " " "

g=i " " active " " cubic centimeter

"

Right-handed rotation is marked +, left-handed—

.



Table 382. — ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENTS. 311
Abbreviations: int'n'l, international; emu, electromagnetic units; esu, electrostatic units;

cgs, centimeter-gram-second units. (Taken from Circular 60 of U. S. Bureau of Standards,
1916, Electric Units and Standards.)

Resistance:

I international ohm =
1.00052 absolute ohms
1. 0001 int'n'l ohms (France, before 191 1)
1. 00016 Board of Trade units (England,

1903)
1. 01358 B. A. units

1.00283 "legal ohms" of 1884
1 . 06300 Siemens units

I absolute ohm =
0. 99948 int'n'l ohms
I " practical " emu
10^ cgs emu
1

.

II 24 X io~^'^ cgs esu

Current:

I international ampere =
0. 99991 absolute ampere
1

.

00084 int'n'l amperes (U. S. before 191 1)

1. 00130 int'n'l amperes (England, before

1906)
1. 00106 int'n'l amperes (England, 1906
08)

i.oooio int'n'l amperes (England, 1909-
10)

1.00032 int'n'l amperes (Germany, before

1911)
1 . ooo2int'n'lamperes (France,before 1911)

I absolute ampere =
I 00009 int'n'l amperes
I "practical" emu
o. I cgs emu
2. 9982 X 10^ cgs esu

Electromotive Force:

I international volt =
1.00043 absolute volts

1.00084 int'n'l volts (U. S. before 191 1)

1. 00130 int'n'l volts (England, before

1906)
1. 00106 int'n'l volts (England, 1906-08)
I.OOOIO int'n'l volts (England, 1909-10)
1.00032 int'n'l volts (Germany, before

1911)
_

1.00032 int'n'l volts (France, before 1911)

I absolute volt =
°- 99957 int'n'l volt
I "practical " emu
10* cgs emu
o- 0033353 cgs esu

Quantity of Electricity:

(Same as current equivalents.)
I international coulomb =

1/3600 ampere-hour
1/96500 faraday

Capacity:

I international farad =
o. 99948 absolute farad

I absolute farad =
1.00052 int'n'l farads
I "practical " emu
io~^ cgs emu
8. 9892 X 10" cgs esu

Inductance:

I international henry =
1.00052 absolute henries

I absolute henry =
0. 99948 int'n'l henry
I " practical " emu
10^ emu
1. II 24 X io~i2 cgs esu

Energy and Power:

(standard gravity = 980.665 cm/sec/sec.)
I international joule =

1 . 00034 absolute joules

I absolute joule =
o. 99966 int'n'l joule
10' ergs

o. 737560 standard foot-pound
o. 101972 standard kilogram-meter
0.277778x10"^ kilowatt-hour

Resistivity:

I ohm-cm = 0.393700 ohm-inch
= 10,000 ohm (meter, mm-)
= 12,732.4 ohm (meter, mm)
= 393>7oo microhm-inch
= 1,000,000 microhm-cm
= 6,015,290 ohm (mil, foot)

I ohm (meter, gram) = 5710. o ohm (mile,

pound)

Magnetic Quantities:

I int'n'l gilbert = 0.99991 absolute gilbert

I absolute gilbert = i. 00009 int'n'l gilberts

I int'n'l maxwell = i . 00043 absolute maxwells
I absolute maxwell = o. 99957 int'n'l maxwell

I gilbert = 0.7958 ampere-turn

I gilbert per cm =0. 7958 amjjere-turn per
cm

= 2. 021 ampere-turns per
inch

I maxwell = i line

= io~* volt-second

I maxwell per cm^ = 6. 452 maxwells per in*

Smithsonian Tables,



3^2 Table 383.

COMPOSITION AND ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF VOLTAIC CELLS.

The electromotive forces given in this table approximately represent what may be expected from a cell in good work
ing order, but with the exception of the standard cells all of them are subject to considerable variation.

Name of

cell.

Bunsen

.

Chromate

Daniell*

Grove .

<(



Table 383 {continued). 2 J^ 3

COMPOSITION AND ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF VOLTAIC CELLS.

Name of cell.
Negative
pole.

Solution. Positive pole.
E. M. F.

in volts.

(b) Single Fluid Cells.

I>eclanche . . .

Chaperon . . .

Edison-Lelande .

Chloride of silver

Law

Dry cell (Gassner)

Poggendorff . .

J. Regnault . .

Volta couple ,

Amal. zinc

Zinc

Amal. zinc
i

Solution of sal-ammo-
niac

Solution of caustic

potash ....

Zinc

23 % solution of sal- \

ammoniac . . . . f

ipl.^ZnO, ipLNHiCl,]
3 pts. plaster of paris, 1

2 pts. ZnCl2,and water
[

to make a paste . .
J

Solution of chromate )

of potash . . . .
j

12 parts K2Cr207 -f )

25 parts H2SO4 -j- (

. 100 parts U2O . . )

I part H2SO4 +
j

12 parts H2O -f V

I part CaSOi . .

)

HoO

(Carbon. Depolari-
zer : manganese
peroxide with
powdered carbon J

j Copper. Depolar- \

I
izer ; CuO . . .

j

Silver. Depolari
zer: silver chl'ride

Carbon .

Cadmium

Copper .

1.46

0.98

0.70

1.02

1-3

1.08

2.01

0.34

0.98

(c) Standard Cells.

Weston normal

Clark standard

iCadmi'm/
( am'lgamj

Zinc
i

am'lgam

!

Saturated solution of

CdS04

Saturated solution of

ZnSU4

{Mercury.
Depolarizer: paste

of Hg2S04 and
CdS04 . . . .

{Mercury.
Depolarizer; paste

of Hg2S04 and
ZnS04 . . . .

1.0183*
at 20° C

I -434
at i5°C

(d) Secovdarv Cells.

Lead accumulator

Regnier (i) . . .

(2). . .

Main .

Edison

Lead

Copper .

Amal. zinc

Amal. zinc

Iron . .

H2SO4 solution of J

density i.i . . . j

CUSO4 -f H2SO4 . .

ZnS04 solution . , .

H2SO4 density ab't i.i

KOH 20 % solution .

PbOa

" in H2SO4

A nickel oxide

* The temperature formula is Ej =: Ejo — 0.0000406 (t— 20)—0.00000095 (t — 20)* -|- o.oooooooi (t — ao)'.

\ The value given for the Clark cell is the old one adopted by the Chicago International Electrical Congress in 1893-
The temperature formula is Ej=: E15— 0.00119 (' — '5) — 0.000007 (t — 15)2.

dE
t F. Strejntz gives the following value of the temperature variation — at different stages of charge :

dt
E. M. F. 1.9223 1.QS28 2.0031 2.0084 2.0105 2.0779 2.2070
dE/dtXio« 140 228 335 285 255 130 73

Dolezalek gives the following relation between E. M. F and acid concentration :

Per cent H0SO4 64.5 52.2 35.3 21.4 5.2

E.M.F., o°C 2.37 2.25 2.10 2.00 1,89

Smithsonian Tables.



3^4 Table 384.

CONTACT DIFFERENCE OF

Solids with. Llanlds and

Temperature of substances

Distilled water

Alum solution : saturated
at i6°.s C

Copper sulphate solution :

sp. gr. 1.087 at i6°.6 C.

Copper sulphate solution

:

saturated at 15° C. . .

Sea salt solution : sp. gr.

1. 18 at 20°.5 C. . . .

Sal-ammoniac solution

:

saturated at 15°. 5 C. .

Zinc sulphate solution : sp.

gr. 1. 1 25 at i6°.9 C. . .

Zinc sulphate solution :

saturated at I5°.3 C.
One part distilled water -f )

3 parts saturated zinc /

sulphate solution . . . )

Strong sulphuric acid in

distilled water

:

I to 20 by weight . . .

I to 10 by volume . . .

I to 5 by weight ....
5 to I by weight . . . .

Concentrated sulphuric acid

Concentrated nitric acid
Mercurous sulphate paste .

Distilled water containing
trace of sulphuric acid

.01

to

•17

.269
to

.100

•127

•103

.070

475

396

—•653

•.605

.652

.171

•139

•285

to

•345

.246

-856

.059

•177

.225

••334

•364

—.25

1. 113

—.105
to

+.156

—536

—565

—•637

-.238

—•430

—•444

—.344

—.241

* Everett's " Units and Physical Constants: " Table of

Smithsonian Tabues



Table 384 {continued). 315

POTENTIAL IN VOLTS..

Liquids wltb Llanlds In Air.*

during experiment about 16° C.



3i6 Table 385.

DIFFERENCE OF POTENTIAL BETWEEN METALS IN SOLUTIONS OF
SALTS.

The following numbers are given by G. Magnanini * for the difference of potential in hundredths of a volt between
zinc in a normal solution of sulphuric acid and the metals named at the head pf the different columns when placed

in the solution named in the first column. The solutions were couiained in a U-tube, and the sign of the differ-

ence of potential is such that the current will flow from the more positive to the less positive through the ex-

ternal circuit.

Strength of the solution in



Table 386.

THERMOELECTRIC POWER.
317

The thermoelectric power of a circuit of two metals is the electromotive force produced by one degree C difference
of temperature between the junctions. The thermoelectric power varies with the temperature, thus: thermoelectric
power = Q = dE/dt = A + Bt, where A is the thermoelectric power at 0° C, B is a constant, and / is the mean tem-
perature of the junctions. The neutral point is the temperature at which dE/dt = o, and its value is — A/B. When
a current is caused to flow in a circuit of two metals originally at a uniform temperature, heat is liberated at one of
the junctions and absorbed at the other. The rate of production or liberation of "heat at each junction, or Peltier effect,
is given in calories per second, by multiplying the current by the coefficient of the Peltier effect. This coefficient in
calories per coulomb = QT/J, in which Q is in volts per degree C, T is the absolute temperature of the junction, and
3f = 4.19. Heat is also liberated or absorbed in eacli of the metals as the current flows through portions of varying
temperature. The rate of production or liberation of heat in each metal, or the Thomson effect, is given in calories
per second by multiplying the current by the coefficient of the Thomson effect. This coefficient, in calories per coulomb
= BTd/y, in which B is in volts per degree C, T is the mean absolute temperature of the junctions, and is the differ-
ence of temperature of the junctions. (BT) is Sir W. Thomson's "Specific Heat of Electricity." The algebraic signs
are so chosen in the following table that when A is positive, the current flows in the metal considered from the hot
junction to the cold. When B is positive, Q increases (algebraically) with the temperature. The values oi A, B, and
thermoelectric power in the following table are wi/h respect to lead as the other metal of the thermoelectric circuit.
The thermoelectric power of a couple composed of two metals, i and 2, is given by subtracting the value for 2 from
that for i; when this difference is positive, the current flows from the hot junction to the cold in i. In the following
table, A is given in microvolts per degree, B in microvolts per degree per degree, and the neutral point in degrees.

The table has been compiled from the results of Becquerel, Matthiessen and Tait; in reducing the results, the
electromotive force of the Grove and Daniell cells has been taken as i.gs and 1.07 volts. The value for constantan was
reduced from results given in Landolt-Bomstein's tables. The thermoelectric powers of antimony and bismuth alloys
are given by Becquerel in the reference given below.

Substance.

Aluminum
Antimony, comm'l pressed wire

axial
"

equatorial
Argentan

Arsenic
Bismuth, comm'l pressed wire.

.

" pure " "
. .

.

" crystal, axial
" " equatorial . . .

.

Cadmium
" fused

Calcium
Cobalt
Constantan
Copper

" commercial
" galvanoplastic

Gallium
Gold
Iron
" pianoforte wire
" commercial

Lead. .
._

'.

Magnesium
Molybdenum
Mercury
Nickel

" (-18° to its")
" (2SO°-300°)
" (above 340°)

A
Microvolts.

-o. 76

+2.63

+1-34

+2.80
+I7-IS

-f2.22

-21.8
-83.57
—3.04

B
Microvolts.

-fo.oo39

—0.0506

+0.0424

+0.0094

+0. OIOI
0482

.0000

.0094

+0
—

o

0506
2384
0506

Thermoelectric power
at mean temp, of

junctions (microvolts).

20° C

-0.68
+6.0
+ 22.6
+ 26.4

-12.9s

-13.56
—97.0
-89.0
-65.0
-45.0
+3.48

— 22

+1.52
+0. 10
+3.8
— o. 2

+3.0
+ 16.2
+17-5

+ 2.03
+5-9
-0.413

So'C

-0.56

-14.47
-12.7

+4.75
+2.45
+8.9

-19-3
+1.81

+3.30
+ 14-74

+ 12.10
+9.10
0.00

+1-75

-3.30
-15-50
-24-33

Neutral
point

_ ^
B

+ 195

— 236

[-277]
+356

+236

[-431]

Author-
ity.

T
B
S'

M
T
M
S
T
T
M
B

T
S
MB

Smithsonian Tables.



3>8 Tables 386 (continued).-337.-THERMOELECTRIC POWER.
TABLE 386.—Thermoelectric Power (continued).



Tables 383, 389.

TABLE 388. — Tbermoelectilc Power against Platlnnm.

3^9

One junction is supposed to be at o°C; + indicates that the current flows from the o° junction
into the platinum. The rhodium and iridium were rolled, the other metals drawn.*

Tempera-
ture, ° C.



320 Tables 390-391.

THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES: PRESSURE EFFECTS-
TABLE 390.— Thermoelectric Power; Pressure Effects.

The following values of the thermoelectric powers under various pressures are taken from Bridgman, Pr. Am. Acad.
Arts and Sc. 53, p. 269, 1018. A positive emf means that the current at the hot junction flows from the uncompressed
to the compressed metal. The cold junction is always at 0° C. The last two columns give the constants in the
equation E = thermoelectric force against lead (0° to 100° C) = (Al + BP) X io"» volts, at atmospheric pressure, a
positive emf meaning that the current flows from lead to the metal under consideration at the hot junction.

Metal.

Bit
Zn t
Tl t

Cd t
Constantant.
Pd*
Pt*
W X

Ni*
Ag*
§Fet
Pb t

Au*
Cu t
§ Al t
§ Mo t

§Snt
Manganin t.
Mgt
Cot

Thermo-electric force, volts X 10'

Pressure, kg/cm'

8000
I

Temperature, ° C

5 3.000
6,200

4,930
2,040

2,850
2,190
1,810

1,190
700
840

, 30°
460
456

+292
-70
+93
+38
— 123
-84
-156

100°



Tables 392-394.

TABLE 392. - Peltier Effect

321

ThecoeflRcient of Peltier effect may be calculated from the constants A and B of Table 386, as
there shown. With Q (see Table 385) in microvolts per * C. and T^* absolute temperature (,K),

QT
the coefficient of Peltier effect= - - cal. per coulomb=o.00086 QT cal. per ampere-hour=Qr/iooo

42
millivolts (=millijoules per coulomb). Experimental results, expressed in slightly different units,

are here given. The figures are for the heat production at a junction of copper and the metal
named, in calories per ampere-hour. The current flowing from copper to the metal named, a posi-

tive-sign indicates a warming of the junction. The temperature not being stated by either author,
and Le Roux not giving the algebraic signs, these results are not of great value.



322 Tables 395-396.

TABLE 396.

THE TRIBO-ELECTRIO SERIES.
In the following table it is so arranged that any material in the list becomes positively electrified when

rubbed by one lower in the list. The phenomenon depends upon surface conditions and circum-

stances may alter the relative positions in the list.

I Asbestos (sheet).



Table 397.

RESISTIVITY OF METALS AND SOME ALLOYS-

323

The resistivities are the values of p in the equation R = pl/s, where R is the resistance in microhms of a length

I cm of uniform cross section j cm^. The temperature coefficient is as in the formula Ri = Rs\i + as(t — ts)\. The
information of column 2 does not necessarily apply to the temperature coefficient. See also next table for tempera-

ture coefficients 0° to 100° C.

Substance.

Advance
Aluminum . .

.

Antimony

Arsenic
Bismuth

Brass
Cadmium. . .

.

Caesium

Calcium
Calido
Chromium . .

.

Climax
Cobalt
Constantan . .

Copper

Eureka
Excelio
GaUium
German silver

Gold

la U.\'.'.'.\'.'.

Ideal
Indium
Iridium

Remarks.

see constantan
see p. 334
c.p.

liquid

drawn

liquid

solid 1

liquid J

99.57 pure
see constantan

99 . 8 pure
60% Cu, 40% Ni

annealed
hard-drawn
electrolytic

pure
very pure, ann'ld
see constantan

18% Ni
99 . 9 pure

pure, drawn
99 . 9 pure
see constantan

Tempera
ture,

"C

-189.
—100.

-fioo.
400.

— 190.

-f86o.

r8.

100.

100.

318.
-187.

o.

27.

30.

20.

20.
— 206.

+205.
400.
20.

20.

o.

20.

-183.
o.

20.

194-

S

-i85.
o.

-t-ioo.

Microhm-



324 Table 397 {continued).

RESISTIVITY OF METALS AND SOME ALLOYS-

Substance.



Table 397 {continued).

RESISTIVITY OF METALS AND SOME ALLOYS-

325

Substance



320

TABLE 398.— Resistance of Metals under Pressure (Brldgnun).

The average temperature coefficients are per ° C between o° and ioo° C. The instantaneous pressure coefficients

are the values of the derivative {i/r)idr/dp}t, where r is the observed resistance at the pressure p and temperature /.

The average coenicient is the total change of resistance between o and 12,000 kg/cm' divided by 12,000 and the resist-

ance at atmospheric pressure and the temperature in question. Table taken from Proc. Nat. Acad. 3,0. 11, 1917. For

coefficients at intermediate temperatures and pressures, see more detailed account in Proc. Amer. Acad. 52, p. 573.

1917. Sn, Cd, Zn, Kahlbaum's "K " grade; Tl, Bi, electrolytic, high purity; Pb, Ag, Au, Cu, Fe, Ft, of exceptional

purity. Al better than ordinary, others only of high grade commercial purity.



Table 400.
2>^1

CONDUCTIVITY AND RESISTIVITY OF MISCELLANEOUS ALLOYS.
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS.

Conductivity in mhos or =7< = 7o(i

—

at-\-ht'') and resistivity in microhms—cmohms per cm.''

=P<=Po(i+a'— &'=).

Metals and alloys. Composition by weight. 7o aXio^

Gold-copper-silver

Nickel-copper-zinc

Brass ....
" hard drawn

. " annealed .

German silver .

Aluminum bronze

Phosphor bronze

Silicium bronze .

Manganese-copper ,

Nickel-manganese-
copper . . . .

Nickelin . . . .

Patent nickel

Rheotan . . . .

Copper-manganes.e-
iron

Copper-manganese-
iron

Copper-manganese-
iron

Manganin
Constantan .

58.3AU-I-26.5CU+15.2 Ag
66.5 Au-}- 15.4CU-I- 18.1 Ag
7.4Au-t-78.3Cu+ 14.3 Ag

ri2.84 Ni-f 30.59 Cu-f
\_ 6.57Zn by volume .

Various
70.2 Cu -f 29.8Zn . .

.}

Various
60. 16 Cu 4- 25 . 37 Zn -(-

14.03 Ni -|-.3oFe with trace
of cobalt and manganese .

30 Mn -(- 70 Cu . . .

3 Ni -f- 24 Mn + Tz Cu .

i8.46Ni-f 61.63 Cu-t-
19.67 Zn +o.24Fe +
0.19 Co-|- o.iSMn .

25.1 Ni -f- 74.41 Cu-f
0.42 Fe-f- 0.23 Zn -|-

o. 13 Mn -f- trace of cobalt

f53.28 Cu + 25.31 Ni-f-
16.89 Zn -t-4.46Fe-f-
0.37 Mn

91 Cu-|- 7.1 Mn -1- i.9Fe

70.6 Cu -f- 23 .2 Mn -f 6. 2 Fe

69 .
7 Cu -f 29 .

9 Ni 4- o . 3 Fe

84 Cu 4- 12 Mn 4- 4 Ni . .

60 Cu -j- 40 Ni ,

7.58
6.83
28.06

4.92

12. 2-15.

6

12.16

14-35

3-S

7-5-8.5

10-20

41

1. 00

2.10

3aE0i

2.92

1.90

4.98

1-30

2.60

^Z
2.04

574*

529t
1830$

444§

1-2 X 10''

360

5-7X10=

40

—30

300

190

410

120

22

120

13.2
14-6
3.6

20.3

6.4-8.4
8.2
7-0

20.-33.

30.

12-13

5-10

2.4

100,

48.

34.

53-

20.

17-

38.

44-

49-

^ Matthiessen. ^W. Siemens. ^ Van der Ven.
"Various. * Feussner and Lindeck. 'Blood.
*. t, t, §, b X io°=924, 93, 7280, 51, respectively.

Smithsonian Tables.
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328 Table 401.

CONDUCTING POWER OF ALLOYS.
This table shows the conducting power of alloys and the variation of tlie conducting power with temperature.* The

values of C^ were obtained from the original results by assuming silver = —5- mhos. The conductivity is taken

as C,=: C„ (i

—

at-\-bfi\ and the range of temperature was from 0° to 100° C.

Tht table is arranged in three groups to 8how(i) that certain metals when melted together produce a solution
which has a conductivity equal to the mean of the conductivities of the components, (2) the behavior of those
metals alloyed with others, and (3) the behavior of the other metals alloyed together.

It is pointed out that, with a few exceptions, the percentage variation between o^ and 100"^ can be calculated from tha

tormula P ^=^ P^ -^ where/ is the observed and /' the calculated conducting power of the mixture at 100° C,
and P. is the calculated mean variation of the metals mixed.

Alloys.

Weight% Volume %

of first named.

Co
aXio8 ^X io«

Variation per 100° C.

Observed. Calculated,

Group i.

SnePb
Sn4Cd
SnZn
PbSn
ZnCd2
SnCdi
CdPbs

77.04
82.41

78.06

64.13

24.76

23-05

1-2>1

83.96
83.10

77.71

5341
26.06

23.50

10.57

7-57
9.18

10.56

6.40

16.16

5.78

3890
4080
3880
3780
37S0

3850
3500

8670
1 1870
8720
8420
8000

9410
7270

30.18

28.89

30.12

29.41

29.86

29.08

27-74

29.67

30-03

30.16

29.10

29.67

30-25
27.60

Group 2.

Lead-silver (Pb2oAg)
Lead-silver (PbAg)
Lead-silver (PbAga)

Tin-gold (Snx2Au)
" " (SnsAu)

Tin-copper

Tin-silver .

Zinc-copper

95-05

48.97

32-44

77-94

59-54

92.24

80.58

12.49

10.30

9.67

4.96

1-15

91.30

53-85

36.70
25.00

16.53

8.89

4.06

94.64
46.90

30.64

90.32

79-54

93-57
83.60

14.91

12.35
11.61

6.02

1.41

96.52

75-51

42.06

29.45
23.61

10.88

5-03

5.60

8.03

13.8b

5.20

3-03

7-59
8.05

6.41

7.64

12.44

39-41

7.81

8.65

13-75

13-70

13-44
29.61

38.09

3630
i960

1990

3080
2920

3680

3330
547
666
691

995
2670

3820

3770

1370
1270
1880

2040
2470

7960
3 '00

2600

6640
6300

8130
6840

294
1 185

304
705

5070

8190
8550

1340
1240
iSoo

3030
4100

28.24

16.53

17-36

24.20

22.90

28.71

26.24

5.18

5-48

6.60

9.25

21.74

30.00

29.18

12.40

11.49
12.80

17.41

20.61

19.96

7-73
10.42

14.83

5-95

19.76

14-57

3-99
4.46

5.22

783
20.53

23-31

11.89

11.29

10.08

12.30

17.42
20.62

Note. — Barus, in the " Am. Jour, of Sci." vol. 36, has pointed out that the temperature variation of platinum

alloys containing less than 10% of the other metal can be nearly expressed by an equation y =. —— nt, where y is the

temperature coefficient and jr the specific resistance, ni and n being constants. If a be the temperature coefficient at
0° C and s the corresponding specific resistance, s (a.-\- m) = n.

For platinum alloys Barus's experiments gave /« =:— .000194 and «:= .0378. .f

For steel m =: —.000303 and « = .0620, i

Hatthiessen's experiments reduced by Barus gave for 1

Gold alloys m =. — .000045, «= .00721. I

Silver »? =— .000112, «=: .00538. I

Copper" ttf=.— .000386, n^.00055. I

• From the experiments of Matthiessen and Vogt, " Phil. Trans. R. S." v. 154.
t Hard-drawn,

Smithsonian Tables.



Tables 401 (.continued) -402.

TABLE 401. —Conducting Power of Alloys.

329

Group 3.

Alloys.

Weight % Volume%

of first named.

Co aX 106 6X io9

Variation per 100° C.

Observed. Calculated.

Gold-copper t
" t

Gold-silver t .

« t
'.

" t
".

Gold-copper t

" t

Platinum-silver t
" t

Palladium-silver t

Copper-silver t
" t

" t
" t
" t
" t

Iron-gold t

" " t .

" " t .

Iron-copper t

Phosphorus-copper t
" " t

Arsenic-copper t
" t .

" t .

99-23

9P-55

87-95

87-95
64.80

64.80

31-33

31-33

34-83
1-52

33-33
9.81

5.00

25.00

98.08

94.40

76.74

42.75

7.14

1-31

13-59
9.80

4.76

0.40

2.50

0-9S

5-40
2.80

trace

98-36
81.66

79.S6

79.86
52.08

52.08

19.86

19.86

19.17

0.71

19.65

5-05

2.51

23.2S

98.35

95-17

77.64
46.67

8.25

1-53

27-93
21.18

10.96

0.46

35-42
10.16

13.46
13.61

9.48

9-51

13.69

13-73

12.94

53.02

4.22

11.38

19.96

5-38

56-49

51-93

44.06

47.29
50.65

50.30

1-73

1.26

1.46

24.51

4.62

14.91

3-97
8.12

38-52

2650

749

1090
1 140

673
721

885
908

3320

330
774
1240

324

3450
3250
3030
2870

2750
4120

3490
2970
487

1550

476
1320

516

736
2640

4650

793
1 1 60

246

495

641

570
7300

656
1 150

154

7990
6940
6070
5280.

4360
8740

7010
1220

103

2090

145
1640

446
4830

21.87

7.41

10.09
10.21

6.49
6.71

8.23

8.44

8.07

25.90

3.10

7.08

11.29

3-40

26.50

25-57

24.29

22.75

23.17

26.51

27.92

17-55
3-S4

13-44

23.22

7-53

9-65

9-59
6.58

6.42

8.6?

8.31

8.18

25.86

3.21

7.25
11.88

4.21

27.30
25-41

21.92

24.00

25-57

29.77

14.70
11.20

13.40

14.03

* Annealed. t Hard-drawn.

TABLE 402. — Allowable Carrying Capacity of Rubber-covered Copper Wires.

(For inside wiring— Nat. Board Fire Underwriters' Rules.)

B-l-S Gage



330 Table 403.
RESISTIVITIES AT HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURES.

The electrical resistivity (p, ohms per cm. cube) of good conductors depends greatly on chemical purity. Slight con-
tamination even with metals of lov er p may greatly increase p. Solid solutions of good conductors generally have higher
p than components. Reverse is true of bad conductors. In solid state allotropic and crystalline forms greatly mi.d-
\fy p. For liquid metals this last cause of variability disappears. The + temperature coefficients of pure metals is of
the siime order as the coefficients of expansion of gases. For temperature resistance (i, p) plot at low temperatures the
graph is convex towards the axis of t and probably approaches tangency to it. However for extremely low temper,
atures Onnes finds very sudden and great drops in p. e.g. for Mercury, P, ^k <4Xio-"' p^ and for Sn., p, ^j- <icr-'p

The t, p graph for an alloy may be nearly parallel to the t axis, cf. consiantan ; for poor conductors p may decrease with
increasing t. At the melting-points there are three types of beliavior of good conductors: those about doubling p and
then possessing nearly linear t, p graphs (Al., Cu., Sn., Au., Ag., Pb.) ; tiiose where p suddenly increases and then the+ temp, coefficient is only approximately constant ; (Hg., Na., K.); those about doubling p then having a -, slowly
changing to a + temj). coef. (Zn., Cd.); those where p suddenly decreases and thereafter steadily increases (Sb., Bi.).
The values from different authorities do not necessarily fit because of different samples ol metals. 'I'lie Shimank values
(t given to tenths of °) are for material of theoretical purity and are determined by the a rule (see his paper, also Nernst,
Ann. d Phys. 36, p. 40?, iqii for temperature resistance thermometry). The Shimank and Pirrani values are originally
given as ratios to py. (Ann. d. Phys. 45, p. 706, 1914, 46, p. 176, 1915.) Resistivities are in ohms per cm. cube unless stated.

Italicized figures indicate liquid state.

Gold.



Table 403 {conHntied).

RESISTIVITIES AT HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURES.
(Ohms per cm. cube unless stated otherwise.)

2Zi

Platinum.



332 Tables 405, 405A.

TABLE 406.—Yariation of Electrical Resistance of Glass and Porcelain with Temperature.

The following table gives the values of a, b, and c in the equation

log /? = a + « + <:/«,

where R is the specific resistance expressed in ohms, that is, the resistance in ohms per centimeter of a rod ona
square centimeter in cross section.*

No.



Table 406.

TABULAR COMPARISON OF WIRE GAGES.
333

Gage



*>'^A Tables 407-413.

WIRE TABLES.
TABLE 407. —Introduction. Mass and Volume Resistivity of Copper and Aluminum.

The following wire tables are abridged from those prepared by the Bureau of Standards at the

request and with the cooperation of the Standards Committee of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers (Circular No. 31 of the Bureau of Standards). The standard of copper resist-

ance used is "The International Annealed Copper Standard " as adopted Sept. 5, 1913, by the
International Electrotechnical Commission and represents the average commercial high-conduc-
tivity copper for the purpose of electric conductors. This standard corresponds to a conductivity

of 58. Xio-^ cgs. units, and a density of 8.89, at 20° C.

In the various units of mass resistivity and volume resistivity this may be stated as

0.15328 ohm (meter, gram) at 20° C.

875.20 ohms (mile, pound) at 20° C.

1.724 1 microhm-cm. at 2C° C.

0.67879 microhm inch at 20° C.

10.371 ohms (mil, foot) at 20° C.

The temperature coefficient for this particular resistivity is 020 = 0.00393 or 00 = 0.00427.

The temperature coefficient of copper is proportional to the conductivity, so that where the con-
ductivity is known the temperature coefficient may be calculated, and vice-versa. Thus the next

table shows the temperature coefficients of copper having various percentages of the standard con-
ductivity. A consequence of this relation is that the change of resistivity per degree is constant,

independent of the sam.ple of copper and independent of the temperature of reference. This re-

sistivity-temperature constant, for volume resistivity and Centigrade degrees, is 0.00681 michrom-
tm., and for mass resistivity is 0.000597 ohm (meter, gram).
The density of 8.89 grams per cubic centimeter at 20° C., is equivalent to 0.321 17 pounds per

cubic inch.

The values in the following tables are for annealed copper of standard resistivity. The user of

the tables must apply the proper correction for copper of other resistivity. Hard-drawn copper
may be taken as about 2.7 per cent higher resistivity than annealed copper.

The following is a fair average of the chemical content of commercial high conductivity copper:

Copper 99.91% Sulphur 0.002%
Silver 03 Iron 002
Oxygen 052 Nickel Trace
Arsenic 002 Lead "

Antimony 002 Zinc "

The following values are consistent with the data above :

Conductivity at 0° C, in c.g.s. electromagnetic units 62.969 X io~^

Resistivity at 0° C, in michroms-cms 1.5881

Density at 0° C 8.90
Coefficient of linear expansion per degree C 0.000017
" Constant mass " temperature coefficient of resistance at 0° C 0.00427

The aluminum tables are based on a figure for the conductivity published by the U.S. Bureau
of Standards, which is the result of many thousands of determinations by the Aluminum Company
of America. A volume resistivity of 2.828 michrom-cm., and a density of 2.70 may be considered
to be good average values for commercial hard-drawn aluminum. These values give:

Mass resistivity, in ohms (meter, gram) at 20° C 0.0764
" " " " (mile, pound) at 20° C 436.

Mass per cent conductivity 200.7%
Volume resistivity, in michrom-cm. at 20° C 2.828

" "
in microhm-inch at 20^ C i-ii3

Volume per cent conductivity 61.0%
Density, in grams per cubic centimeter 2.70

Density, in pounds per cubic inch 0-097S

The average chemical content of commercial aluminum wire is

Aluminum 99.57%
Silicon 0.29

Iron 0.14

Smithsonian Tables.



Tables 408, 409.

COPPER WIRE TABLES.
TABLE 408. —Temperature Coefficients of Copper for Different Initial Temperatures (Centigrade)

and Different Conductivities.

335

Ohms
(meter, grim)

at 2o° C.



336 Table 410.

WIRE TABLE, STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER.
American Wire Oage (B. ft S.)- English Units.

English.

Gage
No.



English. Table 410 {continued). 227

V/IRE TABLE, STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER {continued).

American Wire Gage (B. & &.) Engllsb Units {continued).



33 o Table 41 D {.continued).

WIRE TABLE, STANDARD ANNEALED COPP^n {continued).

American Wire Qage (B. & S.). EngUsb Units {continued).

English.

Gage
No.



Metric. Table 411.

WIRE TABLE, STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER.
American Wire Gage (B. & S.) Metric Units.

339

Gage
No.



340 Table 411 {eoHtinued).

WIRE TABLE, STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER {continued).

American Wire Gage (B. A S.) Metrlo Units {.continued).

Metric.

Gage
No.

oooo
000
00

o
I

2

3
4
5

6

7

9
lO

II

12

13

14

\l

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33
34

35

36

3̂8

39
40

Diameter
in mm.
at ao» C.

11.68

10.40

9266

8.252

7-348

6.544

5.827

5.189

4.621

4115
3.665

3.264

2.906

2.588

2.305

2-053
1.828

1.628

1.450
1. 291
1.

1
50

1.024

0.9116
.8118

.7230

.6438

•5733

.5106

•4547

.4049

.3606

.3211

.2859

.2546

.2268

.2019

.1798

.1601

.1426

.1270

.1131

.1007

.089 69

.079 87

Kilograms
per

Kilometer.

953-2

755-9

599-5

475-4
377-0
299.0

2^7-1
188.0

149.1

1 18.2

93-78

74-37

5S.98

46.77

37-09

29.42

2333
18.50

14.67

11.63

9.226

7-317

5-803

4.602

3-649
2.894

2.295

1.820

1-443
1. 145

0.9078

.7199

•5709

-4527

•3590
.2847

.1791

.1420

.1126

.089 3

1

.070 83

.056 17

.044 54

Meters
per

Gram.

0.00 1 049
.001 323
.001 668

,002 103
.002 652
•003 345

.004 217

.005 318

.006 706

.008 457

.010 66
•013 45

.016 96

.021 38

.026 96

.034 00

.042 87

.054 06

.068 16

•085 95
.1084

•1367

•1723

•2173

.2740

•3455

-4357

-5494
.6928

.8736

1.102

1.389

1.752

2.209

2.78s
3-512

4.429

5-584
7.042

8.879
n.20
14.12

17.80

22.45

Meters per Ohm.*

o°C.

6749-

5352.

4245-

3366.

2669.

2117.

1679.

1331-

1056.

837-3
664.0

526.6

417.6

331-2
262.6

208.3

165.2

131.0

103.9

82.38

65-33

51.81

41.09

32.58

25.84

20.49

16.25

10.22

8.105

6.428

5097
4042

3.206

2.542
2.016

1.599
1.268

1.006

0.7974
.6324

•5015

.3977

•3154

20° C.

6219.

4932-

391 1-

3102.

2460.

1951.

1547.
1227.

972.9

771-5
611.8

485.2

384.8

305.1

242.0

191.9

152.2

120.7

95-71

75.90
60.20

47-74
37.86
30.02

23.81

18.88

14.97

II 87

9.417

7.468

5.922

4.697

3-725

2-954
2.342

1.858

1-473
1. 168

0.9265

-7347
.5827

.4621

.3664

.2906

50OC.

5563-
4412.

3499-

2774.
2200.

1745-

1384.

1097.

870.2

690.1

547-3

434.0

344.2

273.0

216.5

171.7

136.1

108.0

8562
67.90

53.85

42.70

33.86
26.86

21.30

16.89

'3-39

10.62

8.424
6.680

5.298
4.201

3-332

2.642

2.095
1.662

1.318

1.045
0.8288

.6572

.5212

•4133

.3278

.2600

75° c.

5113.

4055^
3216.

2550.
2022.

1604.

1272.

1009.

799-9

634-4

503.1

399.0

316.4

250.9

199.0

157.8

125.1

99-24

78.70
62.41

49-50

39.25
31-13

24.69

19.58

15.53
12.31

9.764

7.743
6.141

4.870

3.862

3.063

2.429

1.926

1-527

1. 211

0.9606
.7618

.6041

.4791

•3799

•3013

.2390

* Length at 20° C. of a wire whose resistance is t ohm at the stated temperatures.

Smithsonian Tables.



Metric. Table 411 {continued).

WIRE TABLE, STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER {contmutd).

American Wire Gage (B. ft S.)- Metrio Units (continued).

341

Gage

No.

0000
000
00

O
I

9
10

II

12

13

14

\l

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32

34

35

36

37
3S

39
40

Diameter

in mm.
at 20° C.

11.68

10.40

9.266

8.252

7-348

6.544

5-827

5.189
4.621

4-115

3-665

3-264

2.906

2.588

2-305

2-053
1.828

1.628

1.450
1. 291
1. 150

1.024

0.9116
.8118

.7230

.6438

•5733

.5106

•4547

-4049

.3606

.3211

.2859

.2546

.2268

.2019

.1798

.1601

.1426

.1270

.1131

.1007

.089 69

.079 87

Ohms per Kilogram.

o°C.

0.000 155 4
.000 247 2

.000 393 O

.000 624 9

.000 993 6

.001 580

.002 512

.003 995

.006 352

.010 TO

.016 06
•025 53

.040 60

.064 56

.1026

.1632

•2595
.4127

.6562

1.043

1.659

2.638

4.194
6.670

10.60

16.86

2681

42.63

67.79
107.8

171-4

272-5

433-3

689.0

1096.

1742.

2770.

4404.

7003.

1 1 140.

17710.

28150.

44770.
71 180.

20° c.

0.000 160 7
.000 268 2

.000 426 5

.000 678 2

.001 078

.001 715

.002 726
•004 335
.006 893

.010 96
-017 43
.027 71

.044 06

.070 07

.1114

.1771

.2817

4479

.7122

1. 132
1.801

2.863

4-552
7-238

11.51

18.30

29.10

46.27

73-57
1 17.0

186.0

295.8

470.3

747.8

3006.

4780.
7601.

1 2090.

19220.

30560.

48590.
77260.

50° C.

0.000 188 6
.000 299 9
.000 476 8

.000 758 2

.001 206

.001 917

.003 048

.004 846

.007 706

.012 25

.019 48

.030 98

.049 26

•078 33
.1245

.1980

•3149
.5007

.7961
1.266

2.013

3.201

5.089

8.092

12.87

20.46

32-53

51-73
82.25

130.8

207.9

330-6

525-7

836.0

1329.

2114.

3361.

5344-

8497 •

13510.
21480.

34160.

54310.
86360.

Grams per Ohm.

oOC.

5 928 000.

3 728 000.

2 344 000.

I 474 000.

927 300.

583 200.

366 800.

230 700.

145 100.

91 230.

57380-
36 080.

22 690.

14 270.

8976.

56.45

3550-
2233-

1404.

883.1

555-4

349-3
219.7

138.2

86.88

54-64

34.36

21.61

13-59

8.548

5-376
3-381
2.126

1-337
0.S410

.5289

-3326
.2092

.1316

.082 74

.052 04
•032 IZ

.020 58

.012 94

Smithsonian Tables,



342 Table 412. -ALUMINUM WIRE TABLE.

Hard-Drawn Alnmlnnm Wire at 20° 0. (or, 68" F.)-

American Wire Gage (B. & S.)- Engllsb Units.

English.

Gage
No.



Metric. Table 413.-ALUIVIINUIVI WIRE TABLE.

Haid-Drawn Alnmlnam Wire at 20° C.

American Wire Gage (B. & S.) Metric Units.

343

Gage
No.



Tables 414-llB.344
TABLE 414. — Ratio of Altemating to Direct Current Resistances for Copper Wires.

This table gives the ratio of the resistance of straight copper wires with alternating currents of difierent frequencies
to the value of the resistance with direct currents.



Table 416.

ELECTROCHEMICAL EQUtVALENTS-
345

Every gram-ion involved in an electrolytic change requires the same number of coulomb* or ampere-hours of elec-

tricity per unit change of valency. This constant is 96.494 coulombs or 26.804 ampere-hours per gram-hour (a Fara-
day) corresponding to an electrochemical equivalent for silver of 0.00111800 gram sec"' amp"*. It is to be noted that

the change of valence of the element from its state before to that after the electrolytic action shoukl be considered.

The valence of a free, uncombined element is to be considered as o. The same current will electrolyze "chemically
equivalent" C|uantitie5 per unit time. The valence is then inciiided ia the "cbemicaily equivalent" quantity. The fol-

lowing table IS based on the atomic weights of 19x7.



2±6 Tables 417, 418.

CONDUCTIVITY OF ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS.

This subject has occupied the attention of a considerable number of eminent workers in
molecular physics, and a few results are here tabulated. It has seemed better to confine the
examples to the work of one experimenter, and the tables are quoted from a paper by F. Kohl-
rausch,* who has been one of the most reliable and successful workers in this field.

The study of electrolytic conductivity, especially in the case of very dilute solutions, has fur-
nished material for generalizations, which may to some extent help in the formation, of a sound
theory of the mechanism of such conduction. If the solutions are made such that per unit
volume of the solvent medium there are contained amounts of the salt proportional to its electro-
chemical equivalent, some simple relations become apjjarent. The solutions used by Kohlrausch
were therefore made by taking numbers of grams of the pure salts proportional to their elec-
trochemical equivalent, and using a liter of water as the standard of quantity of the solvent. Tak-
ing the electrochemical equivalent number as the chemical equivalent or atomic weight divided
by the valence, and using this number of grams to the liter of water, we get what is called
the normal or gram molecule per liter solution. In the table, m is used to represent the
number of gram molecules to the liter of water in the solution for which the conductivities
are tabulated. The conductivities were obtained by measuring the resistance of a cell filled with
the solution by means of a Wheatstone bridge alternating current and telephone arrangement.
The results are for i8° C, and relative to mercury at o° C, the cell having been standardized by
filling with mercury and measuring the resistance. They are supposed to be accurate to within
one per cent of the true value.

The tabular numbers were obtained from the measurements in the following manner :
—

Let A'j8= conductivity of the solution at i8° C. relative to mercury at o° C.
A'"g = conductivity of the solvent water at iS° C. relative to mercury at o° C.

Then A'jg—A'"'8= ^,j= conductivity of the electrolyte in the solution measured.

-^= ju= conductivity of the electrolyte in the solution per molecule, or the "specific

molecular conductivity."

TABLE 417. —Value of A-,g for a few Electrolytes.

This short table illustrates the apparent law that the conductivity in very dilute solutions is proportional to the
amount of salt dissolved.

in



Table 419. '^ty

SPECIFIC MOLECULAR CONDUCTIVITY /x : MERCURY = 10«.

Salt dissolved.



348 Tables 420, 421.

LIMITING VALUES OF fX. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS.

TABLE 420.— Ltmltlng Values of |i.

This table shows limiting values of ^ := — .10* for infinite dilation for central salts, calcnlated from Table *7U

Salt.



Table 422. 349
THE EQUIVALENT CONDUCTIVITY OF SALTS, ACIDS AND BASES IN

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.
In the following table the equivalent conductance is expressed in reciprocal ohms. The con-

centration is expressed in milli-equivalents of solute per litre of solution at the temperature to which
the conductance refers. (In the cases of potassium hydrogen sulphate and phosphoric acid the
concentration is expressed in milli-formula-weights of solute, KH8O4 or H3PO4, per liter of solu-
tion, and the values are correspondingly the modal, or "formal," conductances.) Except in the
cases of the strong acids the conductance of the water was subtracted, and for sodium acetate,
ammonium acetate and ammonium chloride the values have been corrected for the hydrolysis of
the salts. The atomic weights used were those of the International Commission for 1905, referred
to oxygen as 16.00. Temperatures are on the hydrogen gas scale.

Concentration in
gram equivalents

Equivalent conductance in
reciprocal ohms per centimeter cube

gram equivalents per cubic centimeter



350 Table A22 ('^'^''''t^'O-

THE EQUIVALENT CONDUCTIVITY OF SALTS, ACIDS AND BASES IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.



Table 423. n^l

THE EQUIVALENT CONDUCTIVITY OF SOME ADDITIONAL SALTS IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTION.

Conditions similar to those of the preceding table except that the atomic weights for 190S were used.



352 Tables 4.24, 425.

CONDUCTANCE OF IONS. - HYDROLYSIS OF AMMONIUM ACETATE.

TABLE 424. —The Equivalent Condnctance ot the Separate Ions.

Ion.



Tables 426. 427. 353
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH.

TABLE 426< — Stead? Potential Difference In Volts required to produce a Spark In Air with Ball Electrodes.

Spark
length.

cm.



354 Tables 428, 429.

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH.

TABLE 428. —Potential Necessary to produce a Spark In Air between more widely Separated Electrodes.

E



Tables 430, 431. 355

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH.

TABLE 430. — Dielectric Strengtb ol Materials.

Potential necessary for puncture expressed in kilovolts per centimeter thickness of the dielectric.



o r5 Tables 432, 433.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS.

TABLE 432. — Dleleotrlo Oonstant (SpeoUlo Indaottve Oapaolty) of Quel.
Atmospberlo Pressure.

Wave-lengths of the measuring current greater than loooo cm.

Gas.
Temp.
°C.

Air

Ammonia

Carbon bisulphide . . .

Carbon dioxide ....

Carbon monoxide ....

Ethylene

Hydrochloric acid . . .

Hydrogen

Methane

Nitrous oxide (N-iO) . .

" " "
. .

Sulphur dioxide . . . .

Water vapor, 4 atmospheres

o
100

Dielectric constant
referred to

Vacuum= i Air= i

1.000590
1.000586

1.007 18

1 .00290

1.00239

1 .000946
r.000985

1.000690

1.000695

1.001 31

1.00 1 46

1.00258

1.000264
1 .000264

1.000944

1.000953

1.00116

1 .00099

1.00993
1 .00905

145 1.00705

1 .000000
1 .000000

1 .00659

1.00231

1.00 1 80

1.000356

1.000399

1.000 1 00
1.000 109

1.00072

1.00087

1.00199

0.999674
0.999678

1.000354
1.000367

1.00057
1.0004

1

1.00934
1.00846

1.00646

Authority.

Boltzmann, 1875.

KlemenCiC, 1885.

Badeker, 1901.

KlemenCiC.
Badeker.

Boltzmann.
KlemenCiC.

Boltzmann.
KlemenCiC.

Boltzmann.
KlemenCiC.

Badeker.

Boltzmann.
KlemenCiC.

Boltzmann.
KlemenCiC.

Boltzmann.
KlemenCiC.

Badeker.
KlemenCiC.

Badeker.

TABLE 433. —Variation ol the Dlelectrlo Oonstant with tlie Temperature.

For variation with the pressure see next table.

If Z?fl= the dielectric constant at the temperature 6° C, Dt at the tempera-

ture t° C, and a and j8 are quantities given in the following table, then

£>e= l>t[l—a{t—e) + /3(/— 0)2].

The temperature coefficients are due to Badeker.

Gas.



lABLES 434, 435.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS {continued).

TABLE 434. — Obange of the Dielectric Constant of Oases with the Pressure,

357

Gas.

Air

Carbon dioxide . .

« <>

Nitrous oxide, N2O

Temper-
ature,° C.

19

IS

IS

Pressure
atmos.

20

40
60
80
100
20

40
60
80
100
120

140
160
180
10

20

40
10

20

40

Dielectric

constant.

I.OI08

I.0218

1-0330
I -0439
1.0548
I.OIOI

1.0196
1.0294

1-0387

1.0482

I-OS79

1.0674
1.0760
1 .0845
1.008

1.020

1.060

I.OIO

1.025

1.070

Authority.

Tangl, 1907.

Occhialini, 1905.

Linde, 1895.

TABLE 435. — Dielectric Constants of Llaulds.

A wave-length greater than loooo centimeters is denoted by 00.

Substance

.



^f

8

Table 435 {continued).

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF LIQUIDS.

A wave-length greater than loooo centimeters is desiguated by oo

,

Substance.

Aniline . . .

Benzol (benzene)

Bromine . . .

Carbon bisulphide
(t ><

Chloroform ,

Decane .

Decylene
Ethyl ether

Formic acid

Glycerine

Hexane . ,

Hydrogen perox-

ide 46 % in H2O

Temp.



Tables 436, 43T.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF LIQUIDS {continued).

TABLE 436. — Temperature Coelilclents of tlie Formnla :

i9e= A[i-a(/— e)+3(/— e)2].

359

Substance.

Amyl acetate . .

Aniline ....
Benzene. . . .

Carbon bisulphide

Chloroform .

Ethyl ether

Methyl alcohol

Oils: Almond
Castor .

Olive .

Paratline

Toluene

Water

Meta-xylene

0.0024

0.00351
0.00106

0.000966
0.000922
0.00410

0.00459
0.0057
0.00163
0.01067

0.00364
0.000738
0.00092

1

0.000977

0.004474
0.004583
0.00436
0.000817

0.00000S7

0.00000060
0.000015

0.000026

0.0000072

0.00000046

0.0000117

Temp,
range, ° C.

10-40

20-181
22-181

0-13
20-181

5-20
0-76
4-25
20-l8l

Authority.

Lowe.
Ratz.

Hasenohrl.
Ratz.

Tangl.

Ratz.

Drude.
Hasenohrl.
Heinke, 1896.

Hasenohrl.
Ratz.

Tangl.

Heerwagen.
Drude.
Coolidge.
Tangl.

(See Table 433 for the signification of the letters.)

TABLE 437.—Dielectric Constants of Liquefied Gases.

A wave-length greater than loooo centimeters is designated by co.



360 TABLE8438, 439- DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS {continued).

TABLE 438, — Standard Solntions for the Calibration of Apparatus for the Measuring of Dleleotrlo Constants.

Turner.

Substance.
Diel const.

= 00

.

Benzene , . .

Meta-xylene .

Ethyl ether .

Aniline . .

Ethyl chloride

O-nitro toluene

Nitrobenzene ,

Water (conduct. 10

4
!
10

27

81

288

376

^%
29**

90
71

45
07

Drude.

Acetone in benzene at 19°. A = 75 cm.

Per cent
by weight.

O
20

40
60

Density 16°.

0.885
0.866

0.847

0.830

0.813

0.797

Dielectric
constant.

2.26

5.10

8.43
12.

1

16.2

20.5

Temp,
coefficient.

0.1%
0-3

0.4

0-5

0-5

0.6

Water in acetone at 19°. A = 75 cm.

O
20

40
60
80
100

0.797
0.856

0.903

0.940

0-973

0.999

20.5

31-5

43-5
57-0

70.6

80.9

0.6%
0-5

0-5

0.5

0-5

0.4

Nernst.

Ethyl alcohol in

water at 19.5°.

A= 00

.

Per cent
by weight.

90
80
70
60

Dielectric

constant.

26.0

29-3

33-5
38.0

431

TABLE 439. — Dielectric Constants of Solids.

Substance.



Tables 439, 440.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS (contimted).

TABLE 439. — Dielectric Constaiits of Solids {continued).

361

Substance.



362 Table 441.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

WaTe-Length In Meters, Freauenoy in periods per second, and Oscillation Constant LO In

Microhenries and Mlcrolarads.

The relation between the free wave-length in meters, the frequency in cycles per second, and
the capacity-inductance product in microfarads and microhenries are given for circuits between
1000 and 10,000 meters. For values between 100 and 1000 meters, multiply the columns for n
by 10 and move the decimal point of the corresponding LC column two places to the left (divid-

ing by 100); for values between 10,000 and loo.coo, divide the n column by 10 and multiply the

LC column by 100. The relation between wave-length and capacity-inductance may be relied

upon throughout the table to within one part in 200.

Example i : What is the natural wave-length of a circuit containing a capacity of o.ooi micro-

farad, and an inductance of 454 microhenries ? The product of tie inductance and capacity is

454 X o.ooi =0.454. Find 0.454 under LC ; opposite under meters is 1270 meters, the natural

wave-length of the circuit.

Example 2: What capacity must be associated with an inductance of 880 microhenries in order

to tune the circuit to 3500 meters ? Find opposite 3500 meters the LC value 3.45 ; divide this by
8>o, and the quotient, 0.00397, is the desired capacity in microfarads.

Example 3 : A condenser has the capacity of 0.004 microfarad. What inductance must be placed

in series with this condenser in order that the circuit shall have a wave-length of 600 meters?
From the table, the LC value corresponding to 600 meters is o.ioi. Divide this by 0.004, the

capacity of the condenser, and the desired inductance is 25.2 microhenries.

Meters.



Table 441 {concluded),

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

Wave-Lengtli, Freauency and Oscillation Constant.

363

Meters.



364 Tables 442-443.

TABLE 442.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

Radiation Resistances lor Various Wave-Lengths and Antenna Heights.

The radiation theory of Hertz shows that the radiated energy of an oscillator may be repre-

sented by E= constant (h'V^^) I^ where h is the length of the oscillator, A, the wave-length and

I the current at its center. For a flat-top antenna E= 1600 (hV A'^) I^ watts ; 1600 h!^/ i\? is called

the radiation resistance.

(h = height to center of capacity of conducting system.)

Wave^^^\^^



Table 444. 351;

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.

Unit pole is a quantity cf magnetism repelling another unit pole with a force of one dyne;

47r lines of force radiate from it. M, pole strength; ^irM lines of force radiate from pole of

strength M.
H, field strength, = no. of lines of force crossing unit area in normal direction; unit = gauss =

one line per unit area.

M, magnetic moment, = Ml, where / is length between poles of magnet.

I, intensity of magnetization or pole strength per unit area, = M /F = M/A where A is cross

section of uniformly magnetized pole face, and V is the volume of the magnet. /^irM/A = 4x7 =
no. lines of force leaving unit area of pole.

J, specific intensity of magnetism, = I/p where p = density, g/cm^
4>, magnetic flux, = 47rM + HA for magnet placed in field of strength H (axis parallel to field).

Unit, the maxwell.

B, flux density (magnetic) induction, = <p/A = 4x7 + H; unit the gauss, maxwell per cm.
/I, magnetic permeability, = B/H. Strength of field in air-fiUed solenoid = H = (47r/io) ni

in gausses, i in amperes, n, number of turns per cm length. If iron filled, induction increased,

i.e., no. of lines of force per unit area, B, passing through coil is greater than H; fi = B/H.
K, susceptibility; permeability relates to effect of iron core on magnetic field strength of coil;

if effect be considered on iron core, which becomes a magnet of pole strength M and intensity

of magnetism 7, then the ratio I/H = ((JL — i)/4 iris the magnetic susceptibility per unit volume
and is a measure of the magnetizing effect of a magnetic field on the material placed in the field.

fi = 47r/c + 1.

X, specific susceptibihty (per unit mass) = k/p = J/H.

Xa> atomic susceptibility, = X X (atomic weight)
; Xm = molecular susceptibility.

7^, /ji, similarly atomic and molecular intensity of magnetization.

Hysteresis is work done in taking a cm^ of the magnetic material through a magnetic cycle
= SH dl = {1/4Tr) J'H dB. Steinmetz's empirical formula gives a close approximation to the
hysteresis loss; it is aB^'^ where B is the max. induction and o is a constant (see Table 472). The
retentivity (Br) is the value of B when the magnetizing force is reduced to zero. The reversed
field necessary to reduce the magnetism to zero is called the coercive force (He)

.

Ferromagnetic substances, jj. very large, K very large: Fe, Ni, Co, Heusler's alloy (Cu 62.5,

Mn 23.5, Al 14. See Stephenson, Phys. Rev. 1910), magnetite and a few alloys of Mn. ju for

Heusler's alloy, 90 to 100 for B = 2200; for Si sheet steel 350 to 5300.
Paramagnetic substances, fi>i, very small but positive, K = lo"* to io~*: oxygen, especially

at low temperatures, salts of Fe, Ni, Mn, many metallic elements. (See Table 474.)
Diamagnetic substances, n<i, k negative. Most diamagnetic substance known is Bi, —14

X io~*. Volume susceptibility (see Table 474).

Paramagnetic substances show no retentivity or hysteresis effect. Susceptibility independent
of field strength. The specific susceptibility for both para- and diamagnetic substances is in-

dependent of field strength.

For Hall effect (galvanomagnetic difference of potential), Ettinghausen effect (galvanomagnetic
difference of temperature) , Nernst effect (thermomagnetic difference of potential) and the Leduc
effect (thermomagnetic difference of temperature), see Tables 487 and 488.

Magneto-strictive phenomena:
Joule effect: Mechanical change in length when specimen is subjected to a magnetic field.

With increasing field strength, iron and some iron aUoys show first a small increment Al/l =
(7 to 35) X 10""^, then a decrement, and for H = 1600, Al/l may amount to -(6 to 8) x io~*.

Cast cobalt with increasing field first decreases, Al/l = —8 Xio~®, 77 = 150, then increases in

length, Al/l = + $ X io~*, H = 2000; annealed cobalt steadily contracts, Al/l = -25 x io~*, H
= 2000. Ni rapidly then slowly contracts, Al/l = -30 x io~*, H = 100; —35 X io~*, H = 300;
-36 X io~*, H = 2000 (Williams, Phys. Rev. 34, 44, 1912). A transverse field generally gives
a reciprocal effect.

Wiedemann effect: The lower end of a vertical wire, magnetized longitudinally, when a current
is passed through it, if free, twists in a certain direction, depending upon circumstances (see

Williams, Phys. Rev. 32, 281, 1911). A reciprocal effect is observed in that when a rod of soft
iron, exposed to longitudinal magnetizing force, is twisted, its magnetism is reduced.

Villari effect; reaUy a reciprocal Joule effect. The susceptibility of an iron wire is increased
by stretching when the magnetism is below a certain value, but diminished when above that
value.

Smithsonian Tables.



366 Table 445.

COMPOSITION AND MAGNETIC

This table and Table 456 below are taken from a paper by Dr. Hopkinson * on the magnetic properties of iron and steeL

which is stated in the paper to have been 240. The maximum magnetization is not tabulated ; but as stated in the

by 4ir. " Coercive force " is the magnetizing force required to reduce the magnetization to zero. The ''demag-

previoiis magnetization in the opposite direction to the " maximum induction " btated in the table. The " energy

which, however, was only found to agree roughly with the results of experiment.

No



Table 445 {continued).

PROPERTIES OF IRON AND STEEL.

Z^7

The numbers in the columns headed " magnetic properties" give the results for the highest magnetizing force used,

paper, it may be obtained by subtracting the magnetizing force (240) from the maximum induction and then dividing

netizing force " is the magnetizing force which had to be applied in order to leave no residual magnetization after

dissipated" was calculated from the formula:— Energy dissipated = coercive force X maximum induction -7- ir



368 Tables 446-448. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRON.

TABLE 446. —Magnetic Properties of Iron and SteeL

1

1



Tables 449-4S1.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRONS AND STEELS-

TABLE 449.— Magnetic Properties of Various Tjrpes of Iron and Steel.

From tests made at the Bureau of Standards. B and H are measured in cgs units.

369

Values of B.



370 Tables 4S2-455.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRONS AND STEELS-

TABLE 452. — Magnetic Properties of Two Types of American Magnet Steel.

From tests at the Bureau of Standards. B and n are measured in cgs units.

Values of B

Tungsten steel

.

Chrome steel. .

.

35°
57

34-

S

S8

S3-3
75

49.0
82

6000

63 -3

95

63.

S

9S

8000

72 .0

III
83 -4
120

143
70

109
no

270

4S

200
70

16,000

Percentage composition: Tungsten steel, C 0.67 W 5.1 Mn 038 Si 0.26

Chrome steel, C 0.81 W 0.96 Cr 2.09 Si 0.25

Tungsten steel: Hmax 200 Bmax 14,000 Chrome steel: fl^max 200 Bmux 11,050

He 62. S B, 10,400 He 45 -7 B, 7,030

TABLE 453.— Magnetic Properties of a Ferro-Cobalt Alloy, FezCo (36% Cobalt).

From tests at the Bureau of Standards. B and H are measured in cgs units.

Values of B



Tables 456-458.
371

PERMEABILITY OF SOME OF THE SPECIM.NS IN TACLE 445.

TABLE 456.

This table gives the induction and the permeability for diflFerent values of the magnetizing force of some of the sped
mens in Table 44S' The specimen numbers refer to the same table. The numbers in this table have been takec

from the i Lirves given by Dr. Hopkinson, and may therefore be slightly in error ; they are the mean values foi

rising and falling magnetizations.

Magnetiz-
ing force.

H



11^
Tables 459-462.

MAGNETISM AND TEMPERATURE.

TABLE 459. — Magnetism and Temperature, Critical Temperature.

The magnetic moment of a magnet diminishes with increasing temperature. DiSerent specimens vary widely.

In the formula M (/Afo = (i — at) the value of a may range from .0003 to .001 (see Tables 457-458). The effect on the

permeability with weak fields may at first be an increase. There is a critical temperature (Curie point) above which

the permeability is very small (paramagnetic?). Diamagnetic susceptibility does not change with the temperature.
'— - - ''*- ' *— This and the succeedmg two tables are takenParamagnetic susceptibility decreases with increase in temperature,

from Dushman, "Theories of Magnetism," General Electric Review, 1916.

Substance.

Iron, a form
" & form
" Y form

Magnetite (FeaOi)

Cobalt-ferr'ite (FeaCo)
'.

'.

'.

Critical

temperature,
Curie point.

756°

920
1280
536
589
5SS
520

Refer-
ence.

Substance.

MnBi
MnSb
MnAs
MnP
Heusler alloy

Nickel

Cobalt

Critical

temperature,
Curie point.

360 to 380°

310 " 320
50

' 25

310
340
376
I07S

Refer-
ence.

References: (i) P. Curie; (2) see Williams, Electron Theory of Magnetism, quoted from Weiss; (3) du Bois,

Tr. Far. Soc. 8, 211, 1912; (4) Hilpert, Tr. Far. Soc. 8, 207, 1912; (s) Gumaer; (6) Stiller, Phys. Rev. 33, 268, 1911.

TABLE 460. — Temperature Variation for Paramagnetic Substances.

The relation deduced by Curie that x = C/T, where C is a constant and T the absolute temperature, holds for some
f)aramagnetic substances over the ranges given in the following table. Many paramagnetic substances do not obey the

aw (Honda and Owen, Ann. d. Phys. 32, 1027, 1910; 37, 657, 1912). See the foUowmg table.

Substance.

Oxygen . . .

Air
Palladium.
Magnetite
Cast iron.

C X io«

33,700
7,830
1,520

28,000
38,500

Range ° C

20° to 450° C

20 to 1370
850 " 1360
850 " 1267

Refer-
ence.

Substance.

Gadolinium sulphate.
Ferrous salphate. . . .

Ferric sulpliate

Manganese chloride.

C X 10'

21,000
11,000
17,000
30,000

Range ° C

-259 to 17
-259 " 17
-208 "17
-258 " 17

Refer-
ence.

References: (i) P. Curie, London Electrician, 66, 500, 1912; see also Du Bois, Rap. du Cong. 2, 460, 1900; (2) Per-

rier, Onnes, Tables annuelles, 3, 288, 1914; (3) Oosterhuis, Onnes, I.e. 2, 389, 1913.

TABLE 461. — Temperature Effect on Susceptibility of Diamagnetic Elements.

No effect:

B Cryst. 400 to 1200° P white
C Diamond, +170 to 200° S Cryst.; ppt.

C "Sugar" carboa Zn —170 to 300°

Si Cryst. As —
Increase with rise in Temperature:

Be —
B Cryst. -(-170 to 400°

Decrease with rise in Temperature:

C Amorphous Gd —179 to 30° In —170 to 150°

C Ceylon graphite Ge —170 to 900° Sb -f 50 to -^-631°

Cu — Zr 500 to 1200" Te —
Zn -I-300 to 700° Cd 300 to 700° I -I-114 to -f 200°

Se —
Br —170 to 18°

Zr Cryst. —170 to 500°

Cd —170 to 300°

C Diamond, 200 to 1200°

Ag -

Sb —170 to so"
Cs and Au
Hg -39 to -h-sso"

Pb 327 to 600°

I —170 to 114*

Hg —170 to —30*

Tl —
Pb -170 10327"
Bi —170 to 268°

TABLE 462.— Temperature Effects on Susceptibility of Paramagnetic Elements.

No effect:

Li — K —170 to 150° Cr —170 to 500° W —
Na —170 to 97° Ca —170 to 18° Mn —170 to 250° Os —
Al 657 to 1100° V —170 to 500° Rb —

Increase with rise in Temperature:
Ti —40 to 1100°

V 500 to 1 100"
Cr SCO to 1100°

Mo —170 to 1200°
Ru +SSO to 1200°

Rh —

Decrease with rise in Temperature:

(0) — Ti -180 to -40'
As —170 to 657° Mn 250 to lois"
Mg - (Fe) -

Tables 461 and 46J are due to Honda and Owen; for reference, see preceding table.

Smithsonian Tables.

Ni 3.=;o to Soo"
Co above 1150"

Cb —170 to 400°

Ba —1:0 to iS

Ir and Th

Pd and Ta
Pt and U
Rare earth metals



Tables 4S3-469.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF METALS.

TABLE 463. — Cobalt at 100° 0. TABLE 464. —Nickel at 100° 0.

373

.
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Tables 470-471.

DEMAGNETIZING FACTORS FOR RODS.

TABLE 470,

H= true intensity Ox magnetizing field, //' = intensity of applied field, /= in-

tensity of magnetization, H=JI'—NI.
Shuddemagen says: The demagnetizing factor is not a constant, falling for

highest values of 7 to about 1/7 the value when unsaturated; for values of B
{=//-{-^ir /) less than loooo, A/' is approximately constant; using a solenoid

wound on an insulating tube, or a tube of split brass, the reversal method gives

values for A' which are considerably lower than those given by the step-by-step

method ; if the solenoid is wound on a thick brass tube, the two methods prac-

tically agree.

Ratio
of

Length
to



Table 472. 375

DISSIPATION OF ENERGY IN THE CYCLIC MAGNETIZATION OF VARIOUS
SUBSTANCES.

C. P. Steinmetz concludes from his experiments * that the dissipation of energy due t»

hysteresis in magnetic metals can be expressed by the formula e= aB^-'', where e is the energ
dissipated and a a constant. He also concludes that the dissipation is the same for the sam;
range of induction, no matter what the absolute value of the terminal inductions may be. Hi
experiments show this to be nearly true when the induction does not exceed -J- 15000 c. g. s

units per sq. cm. It is possible that, if metallic induction only be taken, this may be true up U
saturation ; but it is not likely to be found to hold for total inductions much above the satura-

tion value of the metal. The law of variation of dissipation with induction range in the cycle,

stated in the above formula, is also subject to verification. t

Values of Constant a.

The following table gives the values of the constant a as found by Steinmetz foi' a number of different specimens.
The data are taken from his second paper.

Number of

specimen.
Kind of material. Description of specimen.

Value of

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

II

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19
20

22

23

24

25

26

Iron

Steel

Cast

Magnetite

Nickel

n

it

Cobalt

Iron filings

Norway iron

Wrought bar
Commercial ferrotype plate

Annealed " "

Thin tin plate

Medium thickness tin plate

Soft galvanized wire

Annealed cast steel

Soft annealed cast steel

Very soft annealed cast steel .....
Same as S tempered in cold water ....
Tool steel glass hard tempered in water
" " tempered in oil .....
" " annealed.......

Same as 12, 13, and 14, after having been subjected )

to an alternating m. m. f. of from 4000 to 6000 >

ampere tiirns for demagnetization . . . . ;

Gray cast iron
" " " containing \ % aluminium
" " "

" i% "
• .

A square rod 6 sq. cms. section and 6.5 cms. long, )

from the Tilly Foster mines, Brewsters, Putnam \

County, New York, stated to be a very pure sample )

Soft wire .........
Annealed wire, calculated by Steinmetz from )

Ewing's experiments
)

Hardened, also from Ewing's experiments
Rod containing about 2 % of iron, also calculated /

from Ewing's experiments by Steinmetz . .
)

Consisted of thin needle-like chips obtained by
milling grooves about 8 mm. wide across a pile of

thin sheets clamped together. About 30 % by vol-

ume of the specimen was iron.

1st experiment, continuous cyclic variation of m. m. ^

f. I So cycles per second
\

2d experiment, 114 cycles per second
3d " 79~9i cycles per second .

.002 27

.00326

.00548

.00458

.00286

.0457

.0396

•0373

* "Trans Am. Inst. Elect. Eng." January and September, 1892.

t See T. Gray, " Proc. Roy. Soc." vol. IvL

Smithsonian Tables.



Zl^ Table 473.

ENERGY LOSSES IN TRANSFORMER STEELS.

Determined by the wattmeter method.
Loss per cycle per cc= AB'^-\-l»iBv, where /9^flux density in gausses and « = frequency in

cycles |)er second, x shows the variation of hysteresis with B between 5000 and loooo gausses,
and y the same for eddy currents.



Table 474.

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY.
Z17

If 31 is the intensity of magnetization produced in a substance by a field strength ^, then the
magnetic susceptibility H = 3I/I?. This is generally referred to the unit mass; italicized figures

refer to the unit volume. The susceptibility depends greatly upon the purity of the substance, es-

pecially its freedom from iron. The mass susceptibility of a solution containing p per cent by weight
of a water-free substance is, if Ho is the susceptibility of water, (p/ioo) H -|- (i — p/ioo) Ho-

Substance. HX io« gJ Remarks Substance. HXio«
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Table 4 75.

MACNETO-OPTIC ROTATION.

Faraday discovered that, when a piece of heavy glass is placed in magnetic field and a beam
of plane polarized light passed through it in a direction parallel to the lines of magnetic force,

the plane of polarization of the beam is rotated. This wa-< subsequently found to be the case

with a large number of substances, but the amount of the rotation was found to depend on the

kind of matter and its physical condition, and on the strength of the magnetic field and the

wave-length of the polarized light. Verdet's experiments agree fairly well with tne formula—

where c is a constant depending on the substance used, / the length of the path through the

substance, // the intensity of the component of the magnetic field in the direction of the path

of the beam, r the index of refraction, and X the wave-length of the light in air. If // be dif-

ferent, at different parts of the path, /// is to be taken as the integral of the variation of mag-

netic potential between the two ends of the medium. Calling this difference of potential i', we

may write 6=Ai>. where A is constant for the same substance, kept under the same physical

conditions, when the one kind of light is used. The constant A has been called '• Verdet's con-

stant," * and a number of values of it are given in Tables 476-480. For variation with tempera-

ture the following formula is given by Bichat :
—

/e = ^0 (I — 000104/ — 0.000CI4/2),

which has been used to reduce some of the results given in the table to the temperature corre-

sponding to a given measured density. For change of wave-length the following approximate

formula, given by Verdet and Becquerel, may be used :
—

«2 M./(m/-i)V

where fi is index of refraction and A wave-length of light.

A large number of measurements of what has been called molecular rotation have been made,
particularly for organic substances. These numbers are not given in the table, but numbers
proportional to molecular rotation may be derived from Verdet's constant by multiplying in the

ratio of the molecular weight to the density. The densities and chemical formulae are given in

the table. In the case of solutions, it has been usual to assume that the total rotation is simply

the algebraic sum of the rotations which would be given by the solvent and dissolved substance,

or substances, separately ; and hence that determinations of the rotary power of the solvent

medium and of the solution enable the rotary power of the dissolved substance to be calculated.

Experiments by Quincke and others do not support this view, as very different results are

obtained from different degrees of saturation and from different solvent media. No results thus

calculated have been given in the table, but the qualitative result, as to the sign of the rotation

produced by a salt, may be inferred from the table. For example, if a solution of a salt in water

gives Verdet's constant less than 0.0130 at 20° C, Verdet's constant for the salt is negative.

The table has been for the most part compiled from the expferim.ents of Verdet,t H. Becque-

rel,t Quincke, § Koepsel,|| Arons,1f Kundt,** Jahn,tt Schonrock.tJ Gordon, §§ Rayleigh and

Sidgewick,|||| Perkin,1[ir Bichat.***

As a basis for calculation, Verdet's constant for carbon disulphide and the sodium line D has

been taken as 0.0420 and for water as 0.0130 at 20^ C.

* The constancy of this quantity has been verified through a wide range of variation of magnetic field by

H. E. J. G. Du Bois (Wied. Ann. vol. 7,^), p. 137, 1888.

t " Ann. de Chim. et de Phys." [3] vol. 52, p. i2g, 1858.

X
" Ann. de Chim. et de Phys." [5] vol. 12; " C. R." vols. 90, p. 1407, 1880, and 100, p. 1374, 1885.

§ " Wied. Ann." vol. 24, p. 606, 1885.

II
" Wied. Ann." vol. 26, p. 456, 1885.

IT
" Wied. Ann." vol. 24, p. 161, 1885.

** " Wied. Ann." vols. 23, p. 228, 1884, and 27, p. igi, 1886.

+t " Wied. Ann." vol. 43, p. 280, 1S91.

XX "Zeits. fiir Phys. Chem." vol. 11, p. 7S3> '893.

§§ "Proc. Rov. Soc." 36, p. 4, 1883.

nil
" Phil. Trans. K. S." 176, p. 343, 1885.

lit "Jour. Chem. Soc."
*** " Jour, de Phys." vols. 8, p. 204, 1S79, and 9, p. 204 and p. 275, 1880.

csmithsonian Tables. ^



Table 4^70.

MAGNETO-OPTIC ROTATION.

SoUds.

379

Substance.



2^o Table 477.

MACNETO-OPTIC ROTATION.
Liquids : Verdet's Constant lor A.= 0.589;u.



Table 478.

MACNETO-OPTIC ROTATION.
Solntlons of acids and salts in water. Verdet's constant loi \= 0.589;/.

381

Chemical
formula. ^



382 Tables 479, 480.

TABLE 479. — Magneto-Optic Rotation.

Oases.



Tables 481 -483.

TABLE 481. — Values oi Kerr's Constant.*

383

Du Bois has shown that the rotation of the major axis of vibration of radiations normally reflected from a magnet is

algebraically equal to the normal component of magnetizaiion multiplied into a constant K. He calls this con-
stant /f, Kerr's constant for the magnetized substance forming the magnet.



3«4 Tables 484-486.

RESISTANCE OF METALS. MAGNETIC EFFECTS.
TABLE 484.—^YarUtion of Beilstance of Bismuth, with Temperature, In a Transverse

Uagrnetio Field.

Proportional Values of Resistance.

o
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12000
14000
16000
18000
20000
25000
30000
3SO00

0.40
1.16
2.32
4.00
5-90
8.60

10.8
12.9
IS.2
1 7.5
19.8
25-5
30.7
35-5

-I3S

0.60
0.87
1.35
2.06
2.88
3.80
4-76
5.82
6.95
8.15
9-50

13-3
18.2
20.35

0.70
0.86
1.20
1.60
2.00
2.43
2.93
3.50
4.1

1

4.76
5.40
7.30
9.8
12.2

0.88
0.96
1. 10
1.29
1.50
1.72
1.94
2.16
2.38
2.60
2.81

3.50
4.20
4-95

1.00
1.08
1. 18
1.30
1.43
1-57
1.71

1.87
2.02
2.18
2.33
2.73
3.17
3-62

+ 18°

l.oS
l.ii
1. 21
1.32
1.42
1-54
1.67
1.80
1.93
2.06
2.20
2.52
2.86

3-25

+60'=

1-25
1.26
1 .31

1.39
1.46
t-54

[.62

1.70

1.79

.46

.69

+ IO0O +183°

1.42
1.43
1,46
I-5I

1.57
1.62
1.67
1.73
1.80
1.87

1.95
2.10
2.28

2.4s

1.79
1.80
1.82

1.8s
1.87
1.89
1.92

1.94
1.96
1.99
2.03
2.09
2.17
2.25

TABLE 485. — Increase at Resistance of Nickel due to a Transverse Magnetic
Field, expressed as % of Resistance at 0^ and H= 0.

H



Tables 487, 488, 385
TABLE 487. —Transverse Qalvanomagnetlo and Tbermomagnetlc EUects.

Effects are considered positive when, the magnetic field being directed away from the observer,

and the primary current of heat or electricity directed from left to right, the upper edge of the

specimen has the higher potential or higher temperature.

£= difference of potential produced; 7^:= difference of temperature produced; /= primary
lit

current; -j- = primary temperature gradient; ^= breadth, and Z? == thickness, of specimen:

H= intensity of field. C. G. S. units.

Hall effect (Galvanomagnetic difference of Potential), E= R D
Ettingshausen effect (

"

Nernst effect (Thermomagnetic

Leduc effect (
"

HI
" Temperature), T= P j^-

.dt
" Potential), E=QHB-j^

.dt
Temperature), T=SHB^

Tellurium
Antimony
Steel . . .

Heusler alloy

Iron . . .

Cobalt . .

Zinc . . .

Cadmium
Iridium . .

Lead . . .

Tin. . . .

Platinum . .

Copper . .

German silver

Gold . . .

Constantine.
Manganese .

Palladium .

Silver . . .

Sodium . .

Magnesium .

Aluminum .

Nickel . .

Carbon . .

Bismuth . .

Values of R.



386 Tables 489-491.

RONTGEN (X-RAYS) RAYS.

TABLE 489.— Cathode and Canal Rays.

Cathode (negative) rays consist of negatively charged particles (charge 4.77 x lo"'" esu,

1. 591 X lo"*' emu, mass, 9 x 10"^^ g or 1/1800 H atom, diam. 4 x io~^' cm) emitted at low

pressures in an electric discharge tube perpendicularly to the cathode (/. can be focused) with

velocities (10* to 10'" cm/sec.) depending on the acting potential difference. When stopped by
suitable body they produce heat, ionization (inversely proportional to velocity squared), photo-

graphic action. X-rays, phosphorescence, pressure. The bulk of energy is transformed into

heat (Pt, Ta, W may be fused). In an ordinary X-ray tube carrying 10""^ ampere the energy

given up may be of the order of 100 cal/m. Maximum thickness of glass or Al for appreciable

transmission of high speed particles is .0015 cm. Maximum velocity Vd with which a cathode

ray of velocity Vo may pass through a material of thickness d is given by Vo* - V/ = adx 10^";

a = 2 for air, 732 for Al and 2540 for Au, cm-sec. units (Whiddington, 1912). Cathode rays

hav« a range of only a few millimeters in air.

Canal (positive) rays move from the anode with velocities about 10^ cm/sec. in opposite

direction to the cathode rays, carry a positive charge, a mass of the order of magnitude of the

H molecule, cause strong ionization, fluorescence (LiCl fluoresces blue under cathode, red under

canal ray bombardment), photographic action, strong pulverizing or disintegrating power and

by bombardment of the cathode liberate the cathode rays.

TABLE 490.— Speed of Cathode Rays.

The speed of the cathode particles in cm/sec. as dependent upon the drop of potential to

which they owe the speed, is given by the formula v = 5.95 VjE-io'. The following table gives

values of 5.95 "V^E.

Voltage



Tables 492-193. -jgy
RONTGEN (X-RAYS) RAYS. ^ '

TABLE 492.— X-rays, General Properties.

X-rays are produced whenever and wherever a cathode ray hits matter. They are invisible,

of the same nature as, and travel with the velocity of light, affect photographic plates, excite

phosphorescence, ionize gases and suffer deviation neither by magnetic nor electric fields as do
cathode rays. In an ordinary X-ray tube (vacuum order o.ooi to o.oi_ mm Hg) the cathode

(concave for focusing, generally of aluminum) rays are focused on an anticathode of high atomic

weight (W, Pt, high atomic weight, high melting point, low vapor pressure, to avoid sputtering,

high thermal conductivity to avoid heating). Depth to which cathode rays penetrate, order

of 0.2 X io~^ cm in Pb, 90,000 volts (Ham, 1910), 24 x io~* cm in Al, 22,000 volts (Warburg,

1915). Note: High speed H and He molecules (2 x lo^ cm/sec.) can penetrate o.ooi to 0.006

mm mica; He a particles (2 x 10^ cm/sec), 0.04 mm glass.

The X-rays from an ordinary bulb consist of two main classes:

Heterogeneous ("general," "independent") radiation, which depends solely on the speed of

the parent cathode rays. It is always present and its range of hardness (wave-lengths) depends

on the range of speeds of the cathode rays. Its energy is proportional to the 4th power of these

speeds.

Homogeneous ("characteristic," "monochromatic") radiation {K, L, M, etc. radiations,

see Table 498 for wave-lengths), characteristic of the metal of the anticathode. Generated only

when cathode rays are sufficiently fast. There is a critical velocity for each characteristic

radiation from each material, proportional to the atomic weight of the anticathode. The critical

velocity for the K radiation is Vj^ = A-^ 10^, when A is the atomic weight of the radiator (e.g.

anticathode); V^ = i/2{A — 48)10*.

The following relation has been found to hold experimentally between the voltage V through

which the cathode particles fall and the maximmn frequency v of the X-rays produced: eV
= hv, where e is the electronic charge and h, Planck's constant. Blake and Duane (Phys. Rev.

10, 624, 191 7) found for h, 6.555 X lo"^^ erg second.

As the speed of the cathode rays is increased, shorter and shorter wave-lengthed "independent"
X-rays are produced until the critical speed is reached for the "characteristic" rays; with faster

speeds, the cathode rays become at first increasingly effective for the characteristic radiation,

then less so as the independent radiation again predominates.

When cathode rays hit the anticathode some 75 per cent are reflected, the more the heavier

its atomic weight. The chances of the remainder hitting an atom so as to generate an X-ray
are slight; only i/looo or 1/2000 of the original energy goes into X-rays. If Ex and Ee are the

energies of the X and the parent cathode rays, A the atomic weight of the anticathode, /3 the

velocity of the cathode rays as fraction of the light value (3 x lo^" cm/sec), Beatty showed
(Pr. R. S. 1913) that Ex = Ec (.51 X lo^^jS^); (j^jg refers only to the independent radiations;

when characteristic radiations are excited their energy must be added and the tube becomes
considerably more efficient. No quantitative expression for the latter has been developed.

When an X-ray strikes a substance three types of radiation result : scattered (sometimes called

secondary) X-rays, characteristic X-rays and corpuscular rays (negatively charged particles).

The proportions of the rays depend on the substance and the quality of the primary rays. When
the substance is of low atomic weight, by far the greater portion of the X-rays, if of a penetrating

type, are scattered. With elements of the Cr-Zn group most of the resulting radiation is "charac-

teristic." With the Cu group the scattered radiation (1/200) is negligible. Heavier elements,

both scattered and characteristic X-rays. Corpuscular radiation greater, mass for mass, for

elements of high atomic weight and may mask and swamp the characteristic radiation. Hence
an X-ray tube beam, heterogeneous in quality, allowed to fall on different metals, — Cu, Ag, Fe,

Pt, etc.,— excites characteristic X-rays of wide range of qualities. Exciting ray must be harder
than the characteristic radiation wished. The higher the atomic weight of the material struck

(radiator), the more penetrating the quality of the resulting radiation as shown by the following

table, which gives X, the reciprocal of the distance in cm in Al, through which the rays must pass
in order that their intensity will be reduced to 1/2.7 of their original intensity.

TABLE 493.— Rontgen Secondary Rays.



388 Tables 494^98.

RONTGEN (X-RAYS) RAYS.

TABLE 494.— Corpuscular Rays.

Corpuscular rays are given off in greatest abundance when radiator emits its characteristic radiation. Intensity
increases with atomic weight (4th power, Moore, Pr. Phys. Soc.). Greater number emitted at right angles to incident

rays. Velocity range (6 to 8.5)10' cm/sec. vo = velocity when leaving radiator = io^(,A = Atomic weight) = critical

velocity necessary to excite characteristic radiation, therefore corpuscular rays have practically the same velocity as

the original generating cathode rays. Are of uniform quality when e.xcited by characteristic rays and follow expyonen-

tial law of absorptioa in gases. If A is the absorption coefficient and A the atomic weight, X^* = Xvo* = constant

(Whiddington, Beatty), X is defined by / = /o e"^" where / and /o are the intensities after and before absorption and
d the thickness of the absorptive layer in cm. The following values for X in air for characteristic radiations from various
substances are due to Sadler. (At 0° C and 76 cm Hg.)



Tables 496-497.

RONTGEN (X-RAYS) RAYS-

TABLE 496.— Mass Absorption Coefficients, \/d'

389

The quality by which X-rays have been generally classified is their "hardness" or penetrating power. It b greater

the greater the exhaustion of the tube, but for a given tube depends solely upon the potential difference of the elec-

trodes. With extreme exhaustion the X-rays have an appreciable effect after passing through several millimeters of

brass or Al. The penetrability of the characteristic radiation is in general proportional to the 5th power of the atomic
weight of the radiator. The absorption of any substance is equal to the sum of the absorptions of the individual atoms
and is independent of the chemical combination, its physical state and probably of the temperature. Most of the
following table is from the worli of Barkla and Sadler, Phil. Mag. 17, 739, 1909. For starred radiators, L radiations

used; for others the K.
Ifh be the intensity of a parallel beam of homogeneous radiation incident normally on a plate of absorbing material

of thickness /, then / = Jo e~^* gives the intensity / at the depth x. Because of the greater homogeneity of the secondary

X-rays they were used in the determination of the following coefficients. The coefficients X have been divided by the
density d.

Radiator.

Absorber.

Mg Al Fe Cu Sn Pt Au

Cr..

Fe..

Co..
Ni..
Cu.
Zn..
As..
Se..

Ag.,
Sn..
Sb..
I...

Ba..
W*.
Pt*.
Pb*
Bi*.
Th*
U*.

iS-3
10.

1

8.0
6.6
5-2

4-3
2.5
2.0
.46
.35
.31

.29

.26

104.
66.

67.

314.
268.
221.

134-
116.

17-

120



390 Table 498.

X-RAY SPECTRA AND ATOMIC NUMBERS-

Kaye has shown that an clement excited by sufficiently rapid cathode rays emits Rontgen rays characteristic of

that substance. These were analyzed and the wave-lengths determined by Moseley (Phil. Mag. 27, 703, 1914), using

a crystal of potassium ferrocyanide as a grating. He noted the K series, showing two lines, and the L series with several.

He found that every element from Al to Au was characterized by integer A^, which determines its X-ray spectrum;

N is identified with the number of positive units associated with its atomic nucleus. The order of these atomic num-
bers (iV) is that of the atomic weights, except where the latter disagrees with the order of the chemical properties.

Known elements now correspond with all the numbers between i and 92 except 6. There are here six possible elements

still to be discovered (atomic nos. 43, 61, 72, 75, 85).

The frequency of any line in an X-ray spectrum is approximately proportional to A{N — 6)', where A and 6 are

constants. All X-ray spectra of each series are similar in structure, differing only in wave-lengths. Qj^ = (f/loo);

Q^ = (o/j'jto) where ti is the frequency of the a line and vo the fundamental Rydberg frequency. The atomic number

for the K series = Qk+ i and for the L series, Q^, + 7-4 approximately, w = 329 X 10"

Moseley's work has been extended, and the following tables indicate the present (1919) knowledge of the X-ray
spectra.

(a) K Series (Wave-lengths, X X 10' cm).



Table 498 (continued).

X-RAY SPECTRA AND ATOMIC NUMBERS.

(6) L Series (Wave-lengths, X X lo^ cm).

391

Element,



392
Table 498 {continued).

X-RAY SPECTRA AND ATOMIC NUMBERS.



Table 499.

X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRA AND ATOMIC NUMBERS-
393

A marked increase in the absorption of X-rays by a chemical element occurs at frequencies

close to those of the X-rays characteristic of that element. The absorption coefficient is much
greater on the short wave-length side. In the K series the a Unes are much stronger than the
corresponding /3 and 7 lines, but the wave-lengths of the a lines are greater. There is a marked
increase in the absorption at wave-lengths considerably shorter than the a lines and near the

/3 lines. Bragg came to the conclusion that the critical absorption frequency lay at or above
the 7 of the K series. The 7 line has a frequency about i per cent higher than the corresponding

^ line. For the L series there are 3 characteristic marked absorption changes (de Broglie).

The critical absorption wave-lengths of the following table are due to Blake and Duane,
Phys. Rev. 10, 697, 191 7. The equation v = Po{N - 3.5)^ where v is Rydberg's fundamental
frequency (109,675 x the velocity of hght) and N the atomic number, represents the data with
considerable accuracy. The nuclear charge is obtained by^=2e(iV-3.s).



39^ Tables 500-502. - RADIOACTIVITY.

Radioactivity is a property of certain elements of high atomic weight. It is an additive
property of the atom, dependent only on it and not on the chemical compound formed nor
affected by physical conditions controlling ordinary reactions, viz : temperature, whether solid or
liquid or gaseous, etc.

With the exception of actinium, radioactive bodies emit a, 0, or y rays, a rays are easily ab-
sorbed by thin metal foil or a few cms. of air and are positively charged atoms of helium emitted
with about 1/15 the velocity of light. They are deflected but very slightly by intense electric or
magnetic fields. The rays are on the average more jienetrating, are negatively charged particles
projected with nearly the velocity of light, easily deflected by electric or magnetic fields and
identical in type with the cathode rays of a vacuum lube. The 7 rays are extremely penetrating
and non-deviable, analogous in many respects to the very penetrating Rontgen rays. These rays
produce ionization of gases, act on the photographic plate, excite phosphorescence, produce certain
chemical reactions such as the formation of ozone or the decomposition of water. All radio-
active compounds are luminous even at the temperature of liquid air.

Table 506 is based very greatly on Rutherford's Radioactive Substances and their radiations
(Oct. 19 1 2). To this and to Landolt-Bornstein Physikalisch-chemische Tabellen the reader is re-

ferred for references. In the three radioactive series each successive product (except Ur. Y, and
Ra. C-y) results from the transformation of the preceding product and in turn produces the follow-
ing. When the change is accompanied by the ejection of an o particle (helium, atomic weight= 4.0)
the atomic weight decreases by 4. The italicized atomic weights are thus computed. Each pro-
duct with its radiation decays by an exponential law ; the product and its radiation consequently
depend on the same law. I = loe-'^t where Io= radioactivity when t^U, I that at the time t,

and \ the transformation constant. Radioactive equilibrium of a body with its products exists

when that body is of such long period that its radiation may be considered constant and the
decay and growth of its products are balanced.

International radium standard: As many radioactivity measures depend upon the purity of the
radium used, in 1912 a committee appointed by the Congress of Radioactivity and Electricity,

Brussels, 1910, compared a standard of 21.99 ^S- ^^ pure Ra. chloride sealed in a thin glass tube
and prepared by Mme. Curie with similar standards by Honigschmid and belonging to The
Academy of Sciences of Vienna. The comparison showed an agreement of i in 300. Mme.
Curie's standard was accepted and is preserved in the Bureau international des poids et mesures
at Sevres, near Paris. Arrangements have been made for the preparation of duplicate standards
for governments requiring them.

TABLE 600. —Relative Phosphorescence E.;:clted by Radlnm.
(Becquerel, C. R. 129, p. gi2, iSgg.)

Without screen, Hexagonal zinc blende .

" " Pt. cyanide of barium .

" " Diamond
" " Double sulphate Ur and K
" " Calcium fluoride .

The screen of black paper absorbed most of the a rays to which the phosphorescence was greatly due. For the last

column the intensity without screen was taken as unity. The y rays have very little effect.

TABLE 501,— The Production of a Particles (Helium).

(Geiger and Rutherford, Philosophical Magazine, 20, p. 6gi, igio.)



Tables 603-505.

RADIOACTIVITY.

TABLE 603.— Stopping Powers of Varlons Sabstances for a Rays.

395

s, the stopping power of a substance for the a rays is approximately proportional to the square
root of the atomic weight, w.

Substance



396

T = Vi period

Table 506.

RADIOACTIVITY.
time when body is V2 transformed. A = transformation constant 9 = i/\ is average life

of radioactive atoms. Parentheses indicate feeble radiation. V is the velocity of the c. or ^ rays relative to that of
light. To convert to cm/sec multiply by 3X 10'". ao is the range of a particles in air 76 cm pres. o°Ci at other tem-

peratures and pressures, at = {ao (273 + t)76o| 7273 p. For o-rays, V = o.o342a^.

Radioactive
Element

Symbol
Atomic

Weight No

T
y™ period

average life

A (sec.-i)

Uranium Radium Group

Uranium I



Table 506 (concluded).

RADIOACTIVITY.
397

'*/3Al
'^ ^^^ absorption coefficient of the /3-rays in Al, thickness measured in cm.; /* .| and /".^pu ditto for y-rays in AI

and Pb, unit the cm; the latter is given only for the most penetrating type of 7-rays. If lo is the initial intensity and

I the intensity after the rays have traversed x cm of the absorbent then, I = loe ~^^;
logioTo/I = 0.4343 MX. If D is

the thickness corresponding to the absorption of V2 the rays then D/n = 0.693. (Adapted from report of International
Committee on Chemical Elements, 1923; J. Am. Ch. See. 45, p. 867, 1923. Col. 4 is from Geiger, Z. fur Physik, 1921.)



398
Tables 607-510.

RADIOACTIVITY.

TABLIi 607. —Total Nomber of Ions produced by the a, 0, and y Rays.

The total number of ions per second due to the complete absorption in air of the $ rays due to I

gram of radium is 9 Xio^'*, to the 7 rays, 13X10^*.

The total number of ions due to the a rays from i gram of radium in equilibrium is 2.56X10'^
If it be assumed that the ionization is proportional to the energy of the radiation, then tlie total

energy emitted by radium in equilibrium is divided as follows: 92.1 parts to the o, 3.2 to the fi, 47
to the y rays. (Rutherford, Moscley, Robinson.)

TABLE 608.— Amount ol Radium Emanation. Curie.

At the Radiology Congress in Brussels in 1910. it was decided to call the amount of emanation
in equilibrium with i gram of pure radium one Curie. [More convenient units are the millicurie

.(io~''Curie) and the microcurie (io~ Curie)]. The rate of production of this emanation is 1.24X10"^
cu. cm. per second. The volume in equilibrium is 0.59 cu. mm. (760 cm., O'^C.) assuming the emana-
tion mon-atomic.

The Mache unit is the quantity of Radium emanation without disintegration products which
produces a saturation current of IC"^ unit in a chamber of large dimensions, i curie = 2.5X10^
Mache units.

The amount of the radium emanation in the air varies from place to place ; the amount per cubic

centimeter of air expressed in terms of the number of grams of radium with which it would be in

equilibrium varies from 24X10-^2 to 35oXio-i2_

TABLE 509.—Vapor Pressure of the Radium Emanation in cms. of Mercury.

(Rutherford and Ramsay, Phil. Mag. 17, p. 723, 1909, Gray and Ramsay, Trans.
Chem. .Soc. 95, p. 1073, '9°9-)

Temperature C°. —127° —101° —65° —56° —10° +17° +49° +73" +100° +104° (crit)

Vapor Pressure. 0.9 5 76 100 500 1000 2000 3000 4500 4745

TABLE 510.— References to Spectra of Radioactive Substances.

Radium spectrum: Demar9ay, C. R. 131, p. 25S, 1900.

Radium emanation spectrum • Rutherford and Royds, Phil. Mag. 16, p. 313, 1908 ; Watson, Proa
Roy. Soc. A 83, p. 50, 1909.

Polonium spectrum : Curie and Debierne, Rad. 7, p. 38, 1910, C. R. 150, p. 386, 191G

Smithsonian Tables.



Tables 811-512.

TABLE 511.— Molecular Velocities.
399

The probability of a molecular velocity x is (4/\/7r);i;-e"-^, the most probable velocity being taken as unity. The

number of molecules at any instant of speed greater than c is 2N{hm/Tr)^ I C e'^^mgi dc -\- ce'hmci. \ (see table),

where N is the total number of molecules. The mean velocity G (sq. rt. of mean sq.) is proportional to the mean

kinetic energy and the pressure which the molecules exert on the walls of the vessel and is equal to 15,800 vr/m cm/sec,
where T is the absolute temperature and m the molecular weight. The most probable velocity is denoted by W , the
average arithmetical velocity by ft.

G =W y/JFi = i-22sW; il =W Va/tt = i.iiSW; G =0. Va'r/S = 1.086S].

The number of molecules striking unit area of inclosing wall is (i/4)iVJ2 (Meyer's equation), where N is the number
of molecules per unit volume; the mass of gas striking is (i/4)pft where p is the density of the gas. For air at normal
pressure and room temperature (20° C) this is about 14 g/cmVsec. See Langmuir, Phys. Rev. 2, 1913 (vapor pres-

sure of W) and J. Amer. Ch. Soc. 37, 1915 (Chemical Reactions at Low Pressures), for fertile applications of these latter

equations. The following table is based on Kinetic Theory of Gases, Dushman, Gen. Elec. Rev. iS, 1915, and Jeans,
Dynamical Theory of Gases, 1916.

Gas.

Air
Ammonia
Argon
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide.

.

Helium
Hydrogen
Krypton
Mercury
Molybdenum. . .

.

Neon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Tungsten
Water vapor
Xenon

Molec-
ular

weight.

28.96
17.02
39.88
28.00
44.00
4.00
2.01

82.92
2CX). 6

96.0
20. 2

28.02
32.00
184.0
18.02

130.2

Sq. rt. mean sq.

G X 10"^ cm/sec.

48s
633
413
493
393
1311

184

584
493
461

61s
228

502

65s
428
511
408
1358
1904
296
191

60s
S"
478

637
236

567
740
483
576
459
1533
2149
335
215

683

577
539

720
267

Arithmetical average velocity,

fl X io"2 cm/sec.

404
527
344
410
327
1092
1534
238
154

410
384

512
190

447
583
381

454
362
1208
1696
263
170

S38
454
425

566

463
604
395
471
376

12S2
1755
272
176

557
471
440

587
218

522
681

445
531
434
1412
1980
308
199

629
531

497

662
246

8S5
Ills

729
870
694
2300
3241
502
325
469
1030
869
813
339
1084
400

1047
1367
892

106s
850
2840
3970
618
398
575

1260
1064
996
416

1317
493

1209
1577
1030
1230
981

3270
4583
712

459
664
1460
1229
1150
4S0
1533
570

6000°

2094
2734

,

1784
2130
1700
s68o
7940
1236
796

1150
2520
212S
1992
832
2634

Free electron, molecular weight
at 0° C.

1/1835 when n — 1; G= 1.114 X 10' at 0° C and Q = 1.026 X 10^

TABLE 512.— Molecular Free Paths, Collision Frequencies and Diameters.

The following table gives the average free path L derived from Boltzmann's formula M ( . 3S02pf2) , n being the vis-

cosity, p the density, and from Meyer's formula M(.3097pft). Experim.ental values (Verb. d. Phys. Ges. 14, 596,1912;

15. 373. 1913) agree better with Meyer's values, although many prefer Boltzmann's formula. As the pressure decreases,

the free path increases, at one bar (ordinary incandescent lamp) becoming s to 10 cm. The diameters may be deter-

mined from L by Sutherland's equation {i.402/V27riVZ,(i + C/T)]'', N being the number of molecules per unit

vol. and C Sutherland's constant; from van der Waal's b, x-ib/iNVTrl^i from the heat conductivity k, the specific

heat at constant volume cv, \.ii^6pGcv/Nki' (Laby and Kaye); a superior limit from the maximum density in solid

and liquid states (Jeans, Sutherland, 1916) and an inferior limit from the dielectric constant D, {{D — i)2/wN\'>

or the index of refraction », |(«2 — i)2/7riV)*. The table is derived principally from Dushman, I.e.
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Tables Q13-614.

TABLE 513.— Cross Sections and Lengths of Some Organic Molecules.

According to Langmuir (J. Am. Ch. Soc. 38, 2221, igi6) in solids and liquids every atom is chemically combined
to adjacent atoms. In most inorganic substances the identity 01 the molecule is generally lost, but in organic com-
pounds a more permanent existence of the molecule probably occurs. When oil spreads over water evidence points
to a layer a molecule thick and that the molecules are not spheres. Were they spheres and an attraction existed be-
tween them and the water, they would be dissolved instead of spreading over the surface. The presence of the — COOH,
—CO or —OH groups generally renders an organic substance soluble in water, whereas the hydrocarbon chain decreases
the solubility. When an oil is placed on water the —COOH groups are attracted to the water and the hydrocarbon
chains repelled but attracted to each other. The process leads the oil over the surface jntil all the —COOH groups
are in contact if possible. Pure hydrocarbon oils will not spread over water. Benzene will not mix with water. When
a limited amount of oil is present the spreading ceases when all the water-attracted groups are in contact with water.
If weight w of oil spreads over water surface A . the area covered by each molecule is AM/wN where M is the molec-
ular weight of the oil (O = 16), N, Avogadro's constant. The vertical length of a molecule / = M/apN = W/pA
where p is the oil density and a the horizontal area of the molecule.

Substance.



Table 515. 40I
ELECTRONS, PROTONS, ATOMIC STRUCTURE, MAGNETIC FIELD

OF ATOMS.
Free negative electron: (corpuscle, J. J. Thomson); mass = S.gg X 10—28g= 1/1848 H atom, probably all of elec-

trical ori;<in due to inertia of self-induction.

Theory shows that when speed of electron = i/io velocity of light its mass should be appreciably dependent upon
that speed. If OTq be mass for small velocity v, m be the transverse mass for v, v/ (velocity of light) = ^, then m =»»o

(i _ (32)4, Lorentz, Einstein;

for P = o.oi o.io 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.s 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
= i.oooos 1.00s I-02 1.048 1.091 i.iSS 1.250 1.400 1.667 2.294

(Confirmed by Bucherer, Ann. d. Phys. 1909, Wolz, Ann. d. Phys. Radium ejects electrons with 3/10 to 98/100 velocity

of light.) m, due to charge = iE^/sa, E = charge, a = radius, whence radius of electron = 2 X 10-'' cm= 1/50,000
atomic radius. Cf. (radius of earth)/(radius of Neptune's orbit) = 1/360,000.

Evidence from collisions of a-particles indicate that the diameter of the electron cannot be greater than 4 X io->'.

(Chadwick and Bieler, Phil. Mag. i92t.)

Positive Electron or Proton : heavy, extraordinarily small, never found associated with mass less than that of the H
atom; mass 1.65 X io--^g. If mass all electrical, radius must be 1/2000 that of the electron. No experimental evidence

as with the latter since high enough speeds not available. Penetrability of atom by /3-particle (may penetrate 10,000

atomic systems before it happens to detach an electron) and a-particles (8,000 times more massive than — electron, pass

through 500,000 atoms without apparent deflection by nucleus more than 2 or 3 times) shows extreme minuteness.

Upper limit: not larger than 10-12 cm for Au (heavy atom) and lo-'^ for H (light atom) (Rutherford). Cf. (radius sun)
/(radius Neptune's orbit) = 1/3000, but sun is larger than planets. (Hg atoms by billions may pass through thin-

walled highly-evacuated glass tubes without impairing vacuum, therefore massive parts of atoms must be extremely
small compared to volume of atom.)

Rutherford Atom : Atoms of all elements are somewhat similarly built. At the center a + charged nucleus of minute
dimensions, responsible for most of the mass of the atom ; this is surrounded by a distribution of electrons held in equilib-

rium by the force from the nucleus. Resultant nuclear charge = atomic or ordinal no., varies from i for H to 92 for U.
"These atomic nos. represent the number of planetary electrons which surround the nucleus. By the action of light, the
electric charge, bombardment by o-particles, one or more of the planetary electrons may be driven away from the nu-
cleus; by X-rays or the swift /3-rays some of the more strongly bound may be removed. New electrons are generally soon
captured to replace these. The nucleus is much more stable and when disrupted (radioactive changes, bombardment
with a-particles) shows no tendency to revert to original state.

Moseley (Phil. Mag. 26, 191 2; 27, 1914) photographed and analyzed X-ray spectra, showing their exact similarity in

structure from element to element, differing only in frequencies, the square roots of these frequencies forming an arith-

metical progression from element to element. Moseley's series of increasing X-ray frequencies is with one or two excep-
tions that of increasing atomic weights, and these exceptions are less anomalous for the X-ray series than for the atomic-
weight series. It seems plausible then that there are 92 elements (from H to U) built up by the addition of some electri-

cal element. Moseley assigned successive integers to this series (see Table 531) known now as atomic numbers.
Moseley's discovery may be expressed in the form

5l = ^1 or -' =^
W2 ^2 ^1 ^2^

where E is the nuclear charge and A the wave-length. Substituting for the highest frequency line of W, K2 = 0.167
X io~'cm (Hull), £2 = 74 = Nw, and £1 = 1, then \j= highest possible frequency by element which has one + elec-

tron; X, = 91.4 nifi. Now the H ultra-violet series highest frequency line = 91.2 m/n (Lyman); i.e., this ultra-violet line

of H is nothing but its K X-ray line. Similarly, it seems equally certain that the ordinary Balmer series of H (head at

36s mil) is its L X-ray series and Paschen's infra-red series its M X-ray series.

The application of Newton's law to Moseley's law leads to EJEi = fl'./a,, where the a's are the radii of the inmost —
electronic orbits, i.e., the radii of these orbits are inversely proportional to the central charges or atomic numbers.
There are other negative electrons on the nucleus with corresponding -f charges to make the atom neutral electrically.

The negative nuclear charges may serve to hold the positive ones together.^ He, atomic no. = 2, has two free + charges,
on nucleus; thev ' us has 4 -)- protons held together by 2 — electrons with 2 — electrons outside nucleus. H has one
4- proton and one — electron.

If the — electron is designated as e (charge — i, mass negligible) and the -f- proton as p (charge \- 1, mass i except in

H) then the formula for the nucleus of any element from He to U may be written as (p2e)N(pe)D where N is the atomic
number and n has values from o to 54. If n be taken as — i, then H may be included. " (Masson, Phil. Mag. 41, 1921.)
If brackets are used to designate the nucleus, then the complete element becomes [(p2e)N(pe)iiJ e». In the formation of
ions only the part exterior to the brackets is affected. For the a-transformation (emission of -\- charged He nucleus)
2(p2e) = (P2e)2/, the sub-chemical equation may be written l(P2e)»(pe)nl e» = l(p2e)i.-2(pe)nleN -f- (p..e)2/ (He nu-
cleus); the new elements upon discharge of its - charge becomes |(p2e)N-2(pe)n] eB_2 showing the characteristic a-ray
change with the atomic weight lowered by 2 and the mass by 4. The |3-ray 2(pe)= (pjcj-i-e/ gives the equation
l(P2e)i<(pe)nleii = [(p2e)ii+i(pe)ii-2)eK-|-e/, mass uncharged and forms the singly — charged ion of an isobar.

(This Table supplements Table 514.)

3 Li 3.00 13 Al 2.70 25 Mn 2.9st 36 Kr 2.35* 54 Xe 2.70*
4 Gl 2.30 14 Si 2.35 26 Fe 2.80 37 Rb 4.50 55 Cs 4.75
6 C 1. 54 16 S 2.0s 27 Co 2.7s 38 Sr 3.90 56 Ba 4.20
7 N 1.30 17 CI 2.10 28 Ni 2.70 47 Ag 3.5s 81 Tl 4.50
8 O 1.30 18 A 2.0S* 29 Cu 2. 75 48 Cd 3.20 82 Pb 3.80
9 F 1.35 19 K 4.15 30 Zn 2.6s 50 Sn 2.80 83 Bi 2.96
10 Ne 1.30* 20 Ca 3.40 33 As 2.52 51 Sb 2.80
11 Na 3.5s 22 Ti 2.80 34 Se 2.35 52 Te 2.65
12 Mg 2.8s 24 Cr 2.8ot 3S Br 2.38 S3 1 2.80

• Outer electron shell. t Cr, "electronegative," 2.3s; Mn., ditto, 2.35.

Broughall (Phil. Mag. 41, p. 872, 1921) computes in the same units from Van der Waal's constant "b" the diameters
01 He, N, A, Kr, and X as 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, 3.1, and 3.4. These inert elements correspond to Langmuir's completelv filled
successive electron shells. The corresponding atomic numbers are 2, 10, 18, 36 and 54. For Langmuir s theory see J.Am. Ch. Soc, p. 868, 1919, Science 54, p. 59, 1921.

Smithsonian Tables.



402 Table 515 {concluded).

LANCMUIR ATOM. BOHR ATOM. ATOMIC MAGNETIC FIELD.
From the emission of nuclear a-particles, afp^e) = PiCj, it seems probable that the nuclei are compounds of He and H

nuclei. By the bombardment of the nuclei of atoms up to atomic number 40 with o-parti<;les Rutherford has obtained H
but only where H and He nuclei should both occur in the nucleus (Bo, N, Fl, Na, Al, P). Harkins has developed this

idea (J. Franklin. Inst. IQ4, 213 et seq., ig22) and shown the much greater frequency in nature of the even-atomic num-
bered elements (97.6 per cent in stony meteorites, pg.2 Fe meteorites, 85.6 lithosphere, 5 unknown elements all odd, even
radio-active most stable). Elements below atomic number 30 make up 99.99 per cent of all meteorites, 99.85 igneous
rocks, 99.95 shale, 99.95 sandstones, 99.85 lithosphere. The stability of the He nucleus may be judged by the energy set

free in the formation of He from H. According to "relativity" i g-mass = 9 X lo*" ergs (E = mc'-). The change of

mass involved in the formation of i g-atom of He (4.000 g) from 4 g-atoms of Ha (4 X 1.0078 g) = 2.81 X 10" ergs =
6.71 X 10" calories, i lb. Hj changed to He equals heat from 10,000 tons coal. The nuclei of light even numbered
atoms (most abundant isotope) up to Fe (26) almost wholly of He nuclei. To a ist approximation the a-particle behaves
in collision like an elastic oblate spheroid, semi-axes, 8 X 10-'' and 4 X lo-'^ cm. (Lhadwick, Bieler, P. M. 1921).
The theory of the arrangement of the extra-nuclear electrons has followed two developments; The physicist, to explain

radiation phenomena, desires a planetary type of atom (Bohr atom); the chemist, for stereochemical phenomena, one
with electrons not in co-planar revolution, rather vibrating in 3-dimensional position (Langmuir atom).
Langmulr atom (J.Am., Ch. Soc. 41, 868, 1919) postulates a 3-dimensional more or less symmetrical arrangement of the

extra-nuclear electrons in concentric shells containing successively, when complete 2, 8, 8, 18, 18, 32 (N = 2(1^ -|- 2^ +
2- + 3- + 3- + 4- +)• No outer layer has electrons until the inner have their quota. The electrons in the outer shell

determine the valence and the chemical and electrochemical properties of the element. This device very satisfactorily

accounts for many chemical structures and reactions. The following table shows the arrangement of the electrons from
shell to shell. N gives the number in the inner completed shells; E, the number (valence electrons in the outer shell).

E =



Tables 616-618. 4^3
Note: The phenomena of Electron Emission, Photo-electric Effect and Contact (Volta) Potential treated in the

subsequent tables are extremely sensitive to surface conditions of the metal. The most consistent observations have

been made in high vacua with freshly cut metal surfaces.

TABLE 616. Electron Emission from Hot Metals.

Amone the free electrons within a metal some may have velocities great enough to escape the surface attraction.

The number n reaching the surface with velocities above this critical velocity = iV(/?r/ 2 7rAf)5e /;/' where iV =
number of electrons in each cm' of metal, R the gas constant (83.13 X io« erg-dyne), T the absolute temperature, M
the atomic weight of electron (.000546, O = 16), w the work done when a "gram-molecule" of electrons (6.06 X lo*'

electrons or 96,500 coulombs) escape. It seems very probable that this work is done against the attraction of the

electron's own induced image in the surface of the conductor. When a sufficiently high -f- field is applied to escaping

electrons so that none return to the conductor, then the saturation current has been found to follow the equation

i = aVre-*/^,

assuming N and w constant with the temperature; this is equivalent to the equation for n just given and is known as
Richardson's equation. In the following table due to Langmuir (Tr. Am. Electroch. Soc. 29, 125, 1916) i:ooq = satura-

tion current per cm^ for T = 2000 K°; (p — w/F = Rb/F = work done when electrons escape from metal in terms of

equivalent potential difference in volts; F = Faraday constant = 96,500 coulombs.



404 Table 619.

CONTACT (VOLTA) POTENTIALS.

There has been considerable controversy over the reality and nature of the contact differences of potential betwe*
two metals. At present, due to the studies of Langmuir, there is a decided tendency to believe that this Volta diflfe

ence of potential is an intrinsic property of metals closely allied to the phenomena just given in Tables 516 to 518 ar
that the discrepancies among different observers have been caused by the same disturbing surface conditions. T]
following values of the contact potentials with silver and the relative photo-sensitiveness of a few of the metals a
from Henning, Phys. Rev. 4, 228, 1914. The values are for freshly cut surfaces in vacuo. Freshly cut surfaces a
more electro-positive and grow more electro-negative with age. That the observed initial velocities of emission •

electrons from freslily cut surfaces are nearly the same for all metals suggests that the more electro-positive a metal
the greater the actual velocity of emission of electrons from its surface.

Contact fjotential with Ag. .

.

Relative photo-sensitiveness

.

Ag



Tables 62>'S21.

IONIC MOBILITIES AND DIFFUSIONS.
405

The process of ionization is the removal of an electron from a neutral molecule, the molecule thus acquiring a result-

ant + charge and becoming a + ion. The negative carriers in all gases at high pressures, except inert gases, consist

for the most part of carriers with approximately the same mobilities as the + ions. The negative electrons must,

therefore, change initially to ions by union with neutral molecules.

The mobility, U, of an ion is its velocity in cm/sec. for an electrical field of one volt per cm. The rates of diffusion,

D, are given in cm'/sec. V = DP/Ne, where P is the pressure, N, the number of molecules per unit volume of a gas

and e the electronic charge.

Nature of the gas and the mobilities: (i) The mobilities are approximately proportional to the inverse sq. rts. of

the molecular weights of the permanent gases; better yet when the proportionality is divided by the 4th root of the

dielectric constant minus unity; (2) The ratio U + /U — seems to be greater than unity in all the more electro-

negative gases.

Mobilities of Gaseous Mixtures: Three types: (i) Inert gases have high mobilities; small traces of electro-

negative gases make values normal. (2) Mixed gases: lowering of mobilities is greater than would be expected from
simple law oi mixture. (3) Abnormal changes produced by addition of small quantities of electro-negative gases:

e.g.: normal mobility
6 mm CjHsBr gave
6 mm C2HSI "
10 mm CsHaOH "

9 mm CsHeO "

Temperature CoeflBcient of Mobility: There is no decided change with the temperature.
Pressure Coefficient of Mobility : Mobility varies inversely with the pressure in air from 100 to i/io atmosphere

for — ion, to i/iooo, for -f- ion; below i/io atmosphere all observers agree that the negative ion in ak increases

abnormally rapidly.

Free Electrons: In pure He, Ar, and N, the negative carriers have a high mobility and are, in part at any rate,

free electrons; electrons become appreciable in air at 10 cm pressure.

TABLE 520. — Ionic Mobilities.

u +



4o6 Tables 622-524.

COLLOIDS.

TABLE 522.— General Properties of Colloids.

For methods of preparing colloids, see The Physical Properties of Colloidal Solutions, Burton, igi6; for general
properties, see Outlines of Colloidal Chemistry, J. Franklin Inst. 185, p. i, 1918 (contains bibliography).

The colloidal phase is conditioned by sufficiently fine division (i X lo"'' to lo"' cm). Colloids are suspensions (in
gas, liquid, solid) of masses of small size capable of indefinite suspension; suspensions in water, alcohol, ben2»le, glyc-
enne, are called hydrosols, alcosols, benzosols, glycerosols, respectively. The suspended mass is called the disperse
phase, the medium the dispersion medium.

Colloids fall into 3 quite definite classes: ist, those consisting of extremely finely divided particles (Cu, Au, Ag,
etc.) capable of more or less indefinite suspension against gravity, in equilibrium of somewhat the same aspect as the
gases of the atmosphere, depending as in the Brownian movement upon the bombardment of the molecules of the
medium; 2nd, those resisting precipitation (haemoglobin, etc.) probably because of charged nuclei and which maybe
coagulated and precipitated by the neutralization of the charges

; 3rd, colloidal as distinguished from the crystalloidal
condition, the colloid being very slowly diffusible and incapable unlike crystalloids of penetrating membranes (gelatine,
silicic acid, caramel, glue, white of egg, gum, etc.).

Smallest particle of Au observed by Zsigmody (ultramicroscope) i . 7 X lo"' cm." " visible in ordinary microscope about 2.5 X io~6 cm." " " " ultramicroscope, with electric arc 15 X 10"' cm.
" " " " "

with direct sunlight i X lo"' cm.

TABLE 523,— Molecular Weights of Colloids.



Tables 525-527.

COLLOIDS.

407

TABLE 525. — Adsorption of Gas by Finely Divided Particles. See also p. 439.

Fine division means great surface per unit weight. AH substances tend to adsorb gas at surface, the more the higher

the pressure and the lower the temperature. Since different gases vary in this adsorption, fractional separation is

possible. Pt black can absorb 100 vols. H2, 800 vols. O2, Pd 3000 vols. H2. In gas analysis Pd, heated to 100°, is used
to remove H2 (higher temperature used for faster adsorption, will take more at lower temperature). Pt can dissolve

several vols, of H2, Pd, nearly 100 at ordinary temperatures; but it seems probable that the bulk of the 100 vols, of

H2 taken by Pt and the 3000 by Pd must be adsorbed. In 1848 Rose found the density 21 to 22 for Pt foil, but 26 for

precipitated Pt.

The film of adsorbed air entirely changes the behavior of very small particles. They flow like a liquid (cf. fog).

With substances like carbon black as little as s per cent of the bulk is C; a liter of C black may contain 2.5 liters of

air. Mitscherlich calculated that when CO2 at atmospheric pressure, 12° C, is adsorbed by boxwood charcoal, it occu-
pies i/s6 original vol. Apparent densities of gases adsorbed at low temperatures by cocoanut charcoal are of the same
order (sometimes greater) as liquids.

Cm' of Gas Adsorbed by a Cm^ of Synthetic Charcoal (corrected to 0° C, 76 cm?) (Hemperl and Vater).



4o8 Tables 528-529.

TABLE 628. —Miscellaneous Constants (Fundamental, Atomic, Molecular, etc.).

c Velocity of light in vacuo 29QS60 Km/sec.
y Newtonian gravitational constant 6.658 X lo-s cmVg.sec.*
e electronic charge 4-774 X 10-'° esu.

1. 591 X iQ-^Oemu.
1.591 X 10-" coulombs.

mo mass isolated electron at rest 8.9999 X lo-^s g
mp mass of proton in heavier elements 1.649 X 10-" g
mn mass neutral H atom at rest, i.ooSmp 1.663 X 10- ^^ g
h Planck's quantum of action 6.554 X lo-^' erg. sec.

e/mo small velocities or at rest, Bucherer's constant 1.769 X 10' emu g-i

5.307 X 10" esu g-i

F Faraday constant, loNe/c
._ 96500 coulombs

N Avogadro's constant, no. molecules per g molecular weight 6.061 X 10-^

n Loschmidt's number, no. molecules per cm^ 0°C, 76 cm 2.705 X 10"
No. molecules per cm^, 0°C, lo^ bars 2.670 X lo'*

Radius of electron about 2 X io~'^ cm
Radius of H molecule about lo-s cm

L Mean free path H molecule 76 cm 0°C about 1.6 X iQ-^ cm
G Sq. rt. mean sq. velocity ditto about 1.84 X 10^ cm/sec.
Q, Arithmetical average velocity ditto about 1.70 X lo^ cm/sec.

No. ditto striking i cm- per sec, 25° C, i bar 10.82 X iqI'

Average distance apart of molecules 76 cm 0°C 3 X lo-^ cm
Absolute zero, centigrade scale, 0° K —273.1°

Vo Vol. per mol(e) or g. molecular,weight ideal gas:

76 cm. 0° C (1,013,230 dynes /cm^) 22.412 cm'
10^ dynes, 0° C 22.708 cm'

po atmosphere, 76 cm Hg, 0° C 1,013,230 dynes/cm^
Eo Kinetic energy of translation of molecule at 0° C, (3/2) (poVo/N) 3-620 X 10-" erg

e Constant of molecular energy, change of translational energy per °C, Eq/T 2.058 X lo-'^ erg/°K
k Boltzman gas constant, constant of entropy equation, R/N = (2/3)6 1-372 X io-'» erg/°K.

R . Gas Constant in PVm = RT:
Vm = molecular weight in g; P in g/cm^, Vm, cm^ 84.77 g- cm/°K

atm., 1 0.08206 1. atm./°K
dynes, cm' 8.315 X 10' erg/°K
calorimetric units 1.9869 cal (i5°)/g. mol.

I megabar f = Meteorological "bar") = lo^ dynes/cm^ = 1.013 Kg/cm^ 0.98694 atm.

Mechanical equivalent of heat, g. (20° C) calorie 4.180 intern, elec. joules

g. (20° C) " 4-181 X 10' ergs

g. (15° C) " 4.18s X 10' ergs

Ct Atomic heat solids (D and P), sNk 24.95 joules per mol.°K

Cvo Molar heat perfect gas, constant volume (3/2)R 2.979 cal per mol.°K

Cpo Molar heat perfect gas, constant pressure (s/2)R 4-q6s cal per mol.°K

Cv Atomic heat solids, D and P, 3R 5-9S8 cal per mol.°K

Roo Rydberg fundamental frequency 3-277S X lo's sec.-i

Rydberg's constant, Roo /c (Bohr) 1-0930 X lo^ cm-'

o- Stefan-Boltzmann constant, total radiation 5-7i X 10-12 watt-cm^

Co Wien's constant of spectrum radiation ch/k 1.4325 A in cm.

c, Planck's constant of radiation, 20% 3-703 X 10-6 erg/cm^ sec

Photo-electric quantum ch/e 4-117 X 10-' esu erg/°K
Thermo-electric quantum k/e 2.874 X 10-' esu erg/°K

AmT Wien's displacement constant C2/4.96S1 0.2885 cm°K
M Mechanical equivalent of light 0.00150 watt/lumen

Calcite grating space 3-028 Angstroms

Standard gravity 980.665 cm/sec.2

Mean solar second 1.00273791 sidereal sec.

TABLE 529.— Radiation Wave-length Limits.
t

Hertzian waves, longest 2 ckw ocio.o cm
" " shortest ;••. 0.2 cm

Infra-red, longest, reststrahlung, focal-isolation 0.03 cm
Infra-red, spectroscopically studied 0.002 cm
Visible, longest o-°oo 08 cm

shortest 0.000 04 cm
Ultra-violet, Lyman, shortest* o-ooo 006 cm
X-rays, longest 000° °°° 12 cm

" shortest 0.000 000 001 cm
V rays, longest

.."!.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.."..'!."..".!......'...'.." 0°°° °°° °i3 cm
shortest °-°°° °°° o°o 7 cm

* 0.000 0020 cm (Millikan-Sawyer, 1920)

Smithsonian Tables.
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Tables 630-631.

Periodic System of the Elements.
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4IO Table 632.

PERODIC SYSTEM AND THE RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES-

'



Tables 633-53S.

ASTRONOMICAL DATA.

TABLE 533.— Stellar Spectra and Related Characteristics.

411

The spectra of almost all the stars can be arranged in a continuous sequence, the various types connected m a series

of imperceptible gradations. With one unimportant exception, the sequence is linear, the transition between two given

types always involving the same intermediate steps. According to the now generally adopted Harvard system of

classification, certain principal types of spectrum are designated by letters, — O B, A, F, G, K, M, R and N, — and

the intermediate types by suffixed numbers. A spectrum halfway between classes B and A is denoted B5, while those

differing slightly from Class A in the direction of Class B are called B8 or Bg. In Classes M and O the notation Ma,
Mb Mc, etc., is employed. Classes R and N apparently form a side chain branching from the main series near Class K.

The colors of the stars, the degree to which they are concentrated into the region of the sky, including the Milky

Way, and the average magnitudes of their peculiar velocities in space, referred to the center of gravity of the naked-

eye stars as a whole, all show important correlations with the spectral type. In the case of colors, the correlation is

so close as to indicate that both spectrum and color depend almost entirely on the surface temperature of the stars.

The correlation in the other two cases, though statistically important, is by no means as close.

Examples of all classes from O to M are found among the bright stars. The brightest star of Class N is of magni-

tude 5.3; the brightest of Class R, 7.0.

TABLE 534.— The Harvard Spectral Classification.

Class.



412 Tables 636-637.

ASTRONOMICAL DATA-

TABLE 536.— Motions of the Stars.

The individual stars are moving in all directions, but, for the average of considerable groups, there is evidence of a
drift away from the point in the heavens towards which the sun is moving (solar apex). The best determinations ol
the solar motion, relative to the stars as a whole, are given in Table 535. In round numbers this motion of the sun
may be taken as 20 km/sec. towards the point R. A. 18 h. om., Dec +30.0°.

After allowance is made for the solar motion, the motions of the stars in space, relative to the general mean, present
marked peculiarities. If from an arbitrary origin a series of vectors are drawn, representing the velocities of the various
stars, the ends of these vectors do not form a spherical cluster (as would occur if the motions of the stars were at ran-
dom), but a decidedly elongated cluster, whose form can be approximately represented either by the superposition of
two intermmgling spherical clusters with different centers (Kapteyn's two-stream hypothesis) or by a single ellipsoidal
cluster (Schwarzschild), the actual form, however, being more complicated than is indicated by either of these hy-
potheses. The direction of the longest axis of the cluster is known as that of preferential motion. The two opposite
points in the heavens at the extremities of this sixis are called the vertices. The compxments of velocity of the stars
parallel to this axis average considerably larger than those parallel to any axis perpendicular to it.

The preferential motion varies greatly with spectral type, being practically absent in Class B, very strong in Class
A, and somewhat less conspicuous in Classes F to M, on account 01 the greater mean velocities of these stars in all

directions. The positions of the vertices are nearly the same for all.

Numerous investigators, from the more distant naked-eye stars, find substantially the same position for the
vertex, the mean being R. A. 6 h, 6 m., Dec. 4-9°. The nearer stars, of large proper motion, give a mean of 6 h. 12m.,

-|-2S°. (See Stromberg's discussion, cited above.)
In addition to these general phenomena, there are numerous clusters of stars whose members possess almost exactly

equal and parallel motions, — for example, the Pleiades, the Hyades, and certain large groups in Ursa Major, Scorpius,

and Orion. The vertices, and the directions toward which these clusters are moving, are all in the plane of the galaxy.

Several faint stars are known which have radial velocities between 300 and 350 km/sec. (e.g. A. G. Berlin 1366 R.A.
1900 = 4* Sm 6, Dec. 1900 = -1-22.7°, mag. 8.9 velocity of recession ssg km/sec), and it is probable that the actual

velocity in space exceeds 500 km/sec. for some of these.

The 9th magnitude star A. G. Berlin 1366 has a radial velocity of 404 km/sec.
The greatest known proper motion is that of Barnard's star of the ninth magnitude in Ophiuchus, 10.3" per year,

position angle •'56°. The parallax of this star is 0.52", and its radial velocity about —100 km/sec.
The averag^ radial velocity of the globular clusters is 100 km/sec. and that of the spiral nebulae 400 km. The

globular clust irs as a class are approaching the sun. The spiral nebulae, with a few exceptions, are receding. The
greatest individual values are —410 km for the cluster N. G. C. 6934 and -+- rSoo km for the nebula N. G. C. 584.

Average vfelocities with regard to center of gravity of the stellar system, according to Campbell (Stellar Motion,

1913):

Type B Stars:
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ASTRONOMICAL DATA.
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TABLE 538. - Brightness of tlie Stars.

Stellar magnitudes give the apparent brightness of the stars on a logarithmic scale, — a numerical increase of one
magnitude corresponding tp a decrease of the common logarithm of the light by 0.400, and a change of five magnitudes
to a factor of 100. The brightest objects have negative stellar magnitudes. The visual magnitude of the Sun is —26.7;
of the mean full Moon, —12.5; of Venus at her brightest, —4.3; of Jupiter, at opposition, —2.3; of Sirius, —1.6; of
Vega, +0.2; of Polaris, +2.1. (The stellar magnitude of a standard candle i m distant is —14.18.) The faintest stars
visible with the naked eye on a clear dark night are of about the sixth magnitude (though a single luminous point as
faint as the eighth magnitude can be seen on a perfectly black background). The faintest stars visible with a telescope
of aperture A in. are approximately of magnitude 9 + 5 logm .4. The faintest photographed with the 60-inch reflector

at Mt. Wilson are of about the 21st magnitude. A standard candle, of the same color as the stars, would appear of
magnitude -j-0.8 at a distance of one kilometer.

The actual luminosity (absolute magnitude) is the stellar magnitude which the star would have if placed at a distance
of ten parsecs. The faintest star at present known (Innes), a distant companion to a Centauri, has the (visual) absolute
magnitude +15.4, and a luminosity 0.00006 that of the sun. The brightest so far definitely measured, /S Ononis, has
(Kapteyn) the abs. mag. —5.5 and a luminosity 13,000 times the sun's. Canopus, and some other stars, may be still

brighter.

The absolute magnitudes of 6 planetary nebulae average 9.1; average diameter, 4000 astronomical units (Solar
system to Neptune = 60 astr. units), van Maanen, Pr. Nat. Acad. 4, p. 394, 1918.

Giant and Dwarf Stars.

The stars of Class B are all bright, and nearly all above the absolute magnitude zero. Stars of comparable bright-

ness occur in all the other spectral classes, but the inferior limit of brightness diminishes steadily for the "later" or
redder types. The distribution of absolute magnitudes conforms to the superposition of two series, in each of which
the individual stars of each spectral class range through one or two magnitudes on each side of the mean absolute
magnitude. Absolute magnitude giants roughly o to +1; dwarfs A, i to 2; F, 2 to 4; G, 4 to 6; K, 6 to 9; M, 9 to 11.

The two series overlap in Classes A and F, are fairly well separated in Class K, and sharply so in Class M. Two very
faint stars of Classes A and F fall into neither series.

The majority of the stars visible to the naked eye are giants, since these, being brighter, can be seen at much greater
distances. The greatest percentage of dwarf stars among those visible to_ the eye is found in Classes F and G. The
dwarf stars of Classes K and M are actually much more numerous per unit of volume, but are so faint that few of the
former, and none of the latter, are vi.sible to the naked eye.

Adams and Stromberg have shown that the mean peculiar velocities of the giant stars are all small, — increasing

only from about 6 kra/sec. for Class B to 12 for Class M, — while those of the dwarf stars are much greater, increas-

ing within each spectral class by about 1.5 km per unit of absolute magnitude, and reaching fully 30 km for stars of

Class M and abs. mag. 10. Both giant and dwarf stars show the phenomenon of preferential motion.

TABLE 539. — Masses and Densities.

Stars differ less in mass than in any other characteristic. The most massive star known is the brighter component of

the spectroscopic binary B.D. 6°i309, 86 times the sun's mass, 113 times its luminosity, and spectrum Oe. The smallest
known mass is that of the faint component of the visual binary Krueger 60, whose mass is 0.15, and luminosity 0.0004 of

the sun's, and spectrum M.
The giant stars are in general more massive than the dwarfs. According to Russell (Publ. Astron. Soc. America,

3, 327, 1917) the mean values of Binary systems are:

Spectrum B2 Ac Fs giant Ks giant F2 dwarf G2 dwarf K8 dwarf
Ratio of mass to Sun 1 2 6.5 8 10 3.0 1.2 0.9

The densities can be determined only for eclipsing variables. Stars of Classes B and A have densities averaging about
one tenth that of the sun and a relatively small range; Classes F to K show a wide range in density, from 1.8 times that
of the sun (W Urs. Maj.) to 0.000002 (W Crucis).

The surface brightness probably diminishes by at least one magnitude for each step along the Harvard scale from B to

M. It follows that the dwarf stars are, in general, closely comparable with the sun in diameter, while the stars of Classes

B and A, though larger, rarely exceed ten times the sun's diameter. The redder giant stars must be much larger, and a
few, such as Antares, may have diameters exceeding that of the earth's orbit. The densities of these stars must be ex-

ceedingly low.

Arranged in order of increasing density, the stars form a single sequence starting with the giant stars of Class M, pro-
ceeding up that series to Class B, and then down the dwarf series to Class M. Russell and others believe this sequence
indicates the order of evolution, — a star at first rising in temperature as it contracts and then cooling off again.

Star



ATA Table 640.

MISCELLANEOUS ASTRONOMICAL DATA-

Tropical (ordinary) year = {365.24219879 — 0.0000000614 {t — i9oo)}days
Sidereal year = {365.25636042+0.0000000011 (t — 1900)} days
Anomalistic year = {365.25964134 + 0.0000000304 (t — 1900)} days
Eclipse year ={346.620000 +0.00000036 (i — i9oo)}days

Synodical (ordinary) month = {29.530588102 —0.00000000294 (t — 1900) {days
Sidereal month = {27.321660890 — 0.00000000252 (t — 1900)) days

Sidereal day (ordinary, two successive transits

of vernal equinox, might be called equinoctial

day) = 86164.09054 mean solar seconds
= 23 h. 56 m. 4.09054 mean solar time

Sidereal day (two successive transits of same
fixed star) = 86164.09966 mean solar seconds

1920, Julian Period = 6633
January i, 1920, Julian-day mmaber = 2422325

Solar parallax = 8. 7958" * o. 002" (Weinberg)
8.807 =fc 0.0027 (Hincks, Eros)

8. 799 (Sampson, Jupiter satellites; Harvard observations)

8.80 Paris conference

Lunar parallax = 3422.63" = 57' 2.63" (Newcomb)

Mean distance earth to sim = 149500000 kilometers = 92900000 miles
Mean distance earth to moon = 60. 2678 terrestrial radii

= 38441 1 kilometers = 238862 miles
Light traverses mean radius of earth's orbit in 498. 580 seconds
Velocity of light (mean value) in vacuo, 299860 kilometers/sec. (Michelson-Newcomb)
= 186324 statute miles/sec.

Constant of aberration = 20.4874" ± 0.005"

20.47 Paris conference (work of DooUttle and others

indicates value not less than 20.51)
Light year = 9. 5 x lo^^ kilometers = 5.9 X 10^^ miles

Parsec, distance star whose parallax is i sec. = 31 x 10^^ km = 19.2 X lo^^ m
General precession = 50. 2564" + 0.000222 (t — 1900)" (Newcomb)
Obliquity of ecUptic = 23° 27' 8. 26" — 0.4684 (t — 1900)" (Newcomb)
Constant of nutation = 9. 21" (Paris conference)

Gravitation constant = 666 . 07 x 10""^° cm^/g sec^ ±0.16 X lo"^"

Eccentricity earth's orbit = e = 0.01675104 — 0.0000004180 (t — 1900) —
0.0000000000126 {i — 1900)2

Eccentricity moon's orbit = 62 = 0.05490056 (Brown)
Inclination moon's orbit = / = 5° 8' 43 .

5 " (Brown)
Delaunay's y = sin |/ = 0.04488716 (Brown)
Lunar inequaUty of earth = L = 6 . 454"
Parallactic inequality moon = Q - 124. 785" (Brown)
Mean sidereal motion of 1 o ^ o o '/ , /^ \t/

, ,. ^^,j > = — 19 21 19.3838 + 0.001294 {t ~ 1900)moon s node m 365.25 days] ^ yooi v-r^ y/
Pole of Milky Way = R. A., 12 h. 48 m.; Dec, +27°

Smithsonian Tablss.



Tables 541-542.

ASTRONOMICAL DATA-

TABLE 541.— The First-magnitude Stars.

415

No. Star.

Achemar
Aldebaran J. . .

.

Capella ft
Rigel *t
Betelgeuse t § • •

Canopus
Sirius*
Procyon *

PoUux§
Regulus t- ....

.

a Crucis *

/3 Crucis t
Spica t
j3 Centauri t . .

.

Arcturus
a Centauri *
Antares 1 1 • • .

Vega §
Altair§
Deneb §
Fomalhaut

Mag.



4i6 Tables 543-545.

GEODETICAL AND ASTRONOMICAL TABLES.

TABLE 543.—^Leugtli of Degrees on the Earth's Surface,



Tables 646-648.

ASTRONOMICAL DATA.
417

TABLE 546.— Numbers and Equivalent Light of the Stars.

The total of starlight is a sensible but very small amount. Thi.s table, taken from a paper by Chapman, shows
that up to the zot.h magnitude the total light emitted is equivalent to 687 ist-magnitude stars, equal to about the
hundredth pirt of full moonlight. If all the remaining stars are included, following the formula, the equivalent addi-
tion would be only three more ist-magnitude stars. The summation leaves off at a point where each additional magni-
tude is adding more stars than the last. But, according to the formula, between the 23d and 24th magnitudes there
is a turning point, after which each new magnitude adds less than before. The actual counts have been carried so

near this turning point that there is no reasonable doubt of its existence. Given its existence, the number of stars is

probably finite, a conclusion open to very little doubt. All the indications of the earlier terms must be misleading if

the margin between i and 2 thousand millions is not enough to cover the whole. (Census of the Sky, Sampson, Observ-
atory, 1915.)

Magnitude,

-1.6. ...

-0.9
0.0. . .

.

o.o-i.o. . .

.

1.0-2.0. . .

.

2.0-3.0
3.0-4.0....
4.0-s.o....
S. 0-6.0
6.0-7.0 . . .

.

7 . 0-8 .0

8.0-9.0. . .

.

Number.

Sirius

a Carinse
a Centauri

8
27

73
189
650

2,200
6,600
22,550
65,000

Equivalent
number
of ist-

magnitude
stars.

14
17
18
19
26

35
42
S6
65

Totals to
magnitude

33
50
68
87
113
148
190
246
311

Magnitude,

9.0-10.0
lO.O-II.O
II. 0-12.0
12. 0-13.0
13. 0-14.0
14.0-15.0
15.0-16.0
16. 0-17.0
17. 0-18.0
18. 0-19.0
19.0-20.0
All stars fainter than 20.0

Number.

174,000
426,000
961 ,000

2,020,000
3,960,000
7,820,000

14,040,000
25,400,000
38,400,000
54,600,000
76,000,000

Equivalent
number
of ist-

magnitude
stars.

69
68
60
SI
40
31
22
16
10
6

3
3

Totals to

magnitude,

380
448
508
559
599
630
652
668
678
684
687
6go

TABLE 547.— Albedos.

The albedo, according to Bond, is defined as follows: "Let a sphere 5 be exposed to parallel light. Then its Albedo
is the ratio of the whole amount reflected from 5 to the whole amount of light incident on it." In the following table,

m = the stellar magnitude at mean opposition; g = magnitude it would have at full phase and unit distance from
earth and sun; <r = assumed mean semi-diameter at unit distance; p = ratio of observed brightness at full phase to
that of a flat disk of same size and same position, illuminated and viewed normally and reflecting all the incident light

according to Lambert's law; g depends on law of variation of light with phase; albedo = pq. Russell, Astrophysical
Journal, 43, p. 173, 1916.

Albedo of the earth: A reduction of Very's observations by Russell gives 0.45 in close agreement with the recent
value of Aldrich of 0.43 fsee Aldrich, Smithsonian Misc. Collections, 69, 1919).



4i8 Tables 649-552.-SOLAR ENERGY.
TABLI! 549. —Tbe Solar Constant.

Solar constant (amount of energy falling at normal incidence on one square centimeter per

minute on body at earth's mean distance) = 1.932 calories= mean 696 determinations 1902—12.

Apparently subject to varia.tions, usually within the range of 7 per cent, and occurring irregularly

in periods of a week or ten days.

Computed effective temperature of the sun: from form of black-body curves, 6000° to 7000°

Absolute ; from Amax.= 2930 and max.= 0.470JU, 6230° ; from total radiation, J= 76.8x10-1=^ X T*,

5830°-

TABLE 550. — Solar spectrum energy (arbitrary units) and its transmission by the earth's atmosphere.

Values computed from em= Coa"", where em is the intensity of solar energy after transmission

through a mass of air m ; m is unity when the sun is in the zenith, and approximately= sec.

zenith distance for other positions (see table 556) ; eo= the energy w^hich would have been ob-

served had there been no absorbing atmosphere; a is the fractional amount observed when the

sun is in the zenith.



Tables 553-556. 419
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPARENCY AND SOLAR RADIATION.

TABLE 553,— Transmission of Radiation Througli Moist and Dry Air.

This table gives the wave-length, \; a the transmission of radiation by dry air above Mount
Wilson (altitude = 1730 m. barometer, 620 mm.) for a body in the zenith ; finally a correction fac-

tor, a^. due to such a quantity of aqueous vapor in the air that if condensed it would form a layer

I cm. thick. Except in the bands of selective absorption due to the air, a agrees very closely with
what would be expected from purely molecular scattering, a^ is very much smaller than would be
correspondingly expected, due possibly to the formation of ions by the ultra-violet light from the
sun. The transmission varies from day to day. However, values fur clear days computed as fol-

lows agree within a per cent or two of those observed when the altitude of the place is such that

the effect due to dust may be neglected, e.g. for altitudes greater than 1000 meters. If B=5
B

the barometric pressure in mm., w, the amount of precipitable water in cm., then ag^a^^o a^_ y^ jg

best determined spectroscopically (Astrophysical Journal, 35, p. 149, 1912,37, p. 359, 1913) other-
__ h

wise by formula derived from Hann, w= 2.3ewio 22000^ g^ being the vapor pressure in cm. at the
station, h, the altitude in meters. See Table 377 for long-wave transmission.

A(m)



420 Tables 557-558.

RELATIVE INTENSITY OF SOLAR RADIATION.

TABLE 657.— Mean Intensity J for 24 liours of solar radiation on a horizontal surface at tbe top of tlia

atmosphere and the solar radiation A., In terms of the solar radiation, A^,

at earth's mean distance from the son.



lABLES S59-561.

THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE.

TABLE 559.— Miscellaneous Data. Variation with Latitude.

421

Optical evidence of atmosphere's extent: twilight 63 km, luminous clouds 83, meteors 200, aurora 44-360. Jeans

computes a density at 170 km of 2 X lo^^ molecules per cm^ nearly all H (5% He); at 810 km, 3 X lo" molecules

per cm' almost all H. When in equilibrium, each gas forms an atmosphere whose density decrease with altitude is

independent of the other components (Dalton's law, H2O vapor does not). The lighter the gas, the smaller the decrease

rate. A homogeneous atmosphere, 76 cm pressure at sea-level, of sea-level density, would be 7991 m high. Average

sea-level barometer is 74 cm; corresponding homogeneous atmosphere (truncated cone) 7790 m, weighs (base, m^)

10,120 kg; this times earth's area is 52 X loi^ metric tons or io~* of earth's mass. The percentage by vol. and the

partial pressures of the dry-air components at sea-level are: N2, 78.03, S93-02 mm; O2, 20,99, I59S2; A, 0.94, 7.144;

CO2, 0.03, 0.228; H2, 0.01, 0.076; Ne, 0.0012, 0.009; He, 0.0004, 0,003 (Hann). The following table gives the varia-

tion of the mean composition of moist air with the latitude (Hann).

Equator
So^N...
70° N. .

.

N2 75-99
77-32
77.87

O2 20.44
20.80
20.94

A 0.92
0.94
0.94

H2O 2.63
0.92

CO2 0.02

TABLE 560.— Variation of Percentage Composition with Altitude (Humphreys).

Computed on assumptions: sea-level temperature 11" C; temperature uniformly decreasing 6° per km up t-o

II km, from there constant with elevation at —55°. J. Franklin Inst. 184, p. 388, 1917.

Height,
km



422 Tables 5e2-5S3.

• TERRESTRIAL TEMPERATURES.

TABLE 562.— Temperature Variation over Earth's Surface (Hann).



Table 564.

GEOCHEMICAL DATA.

423

Eighty-three chemical elements (86 including Po, Ac and UrXj) are found on the earth. Besides the eight occur-
ring uiiconibined as gases, 23 may be found native, Sb, As, Bi, C, Cu, Au, Ir, Fe, Pb?, Hg, Ni, Os, Pd, Pt, Rh, Ru,
Se, Ag, S, Ta ?, Te, Sn ?, Zn .''. Combined the elements form about 1000 known mineral species. Rocks are in general
aggregates of these species. Some few (e. g., quartzite, limestone, etc.) consist of one specie. We have some knowl-
edge of the earth to a depth of 10 miles. This portion may be divided into three parts : the innermost of crystalline or
plutonic rocks, the middle, of sedimentary or fragmentary rocks, the outer of clays, gravels, etc. 93% of it is solid mat-
ter, 7% liquid, and the atmosphere amounts by weight to 0.0,-1% of it. Besides the g major constituents of igneous rock
(see 7th col. of table) 3 are notable by their almost universal occurrence, Ti02, P2O6, and MnO. Bo, Gl, and Sc are also
widely distributed.

Tlie density of the earth as a whole is 5.52 (Burgess); continental surface, 2.67 and outer 10 miles of crust, 2.40

(Harkness). Computed from average chemical composition: outer ten miles as a whole, 2.77; northern continents

2.73 ; southern, 2.76 ; Atlantic basin, 2.83 ; Pacific basin, 2.88.

Data of Geochemistry, Clarke, Bui. 616, U. S. Geological Survey, 1916 ; Washington, J. Franklin. Inst. 190,

P- 7S7, I920-

Average Composition of Known Terrestrial Matter.



424 Table S6S.

ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY.

For Sea Level and Different Altitudes.

Calculated from U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey formula, p. 134 of Special Publication No. 40 of that Bureau.

g = Q. 78039 (i + 0.005294 sin2 — 0.000007 sin^ 20) m
g =32.08783 (i -! 0.005294 sin^c/) — 0.000007 sin2 24>) ft.



Table S66.

GRAVITY.

425

The following more recent gravity determinations (Potsdam System) serve to show the accuracy which may be
assumed for the values in Table 565 , except for the three stations in the Arctic Ocean. The error in the observed gravity

is probably not greater than o.oio cm/sec^, as the observations were made with the half-second uivariable pendulum,
using modem methods.

In recent years the Coast and Geodetic Survey has corrected the computed value of gravity for the effect of ma-
terial above sea-level, the deficiency of matter in the oceans, the deficiency of density in the material below sea-level

under the continents and the excess of density in the earth's crust under the ocean, in addition to the reduction for

elevation. Such corrections make the computed values agree more closely with those observed. See special publica-

tion No. 40 of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey entitled, "Investigations of Gravity and Isostasy," by William
Bowie, igi7; also Special Publication No. 10 of same bureau entitled, "Effect of Topography and Isostatic Compen-
sation upon the Intensity of Gravity," by J. F. Hayford and William Bowie, 1912.

Name.

Kodaikanal, India
Ootacamund, India
Madras, India
Jamestown, St. Helena
Cuttack , India
Amraoti, India
Jubbulpur, India
Gaya, India
Siliguri, India
Kuhrja, India
Galveston, Texas
Rajpur, India
Alexandria, La
St. Georges, Bermuda
McCormick, S. C
Shamrock , Texas
Cloudland, Tenn
Mount Hamilton, Cal
Kala-i-Chumb, Turkestan. . .

.

Denver, Col
Hachinohe, Japan
Chicago, 111

Albany, N.Y
Florence, Italy

Minneapolis, Minn
Simplon Hospice, Switzerland
Fort Kent, Me
Sandpoint, Idaho
Medicine Hat, Canada
Field, Canada
Magleby, Denmark
Copenhagen, Denmark
St. Paul Island, Alaska
Fredericksvam , Norway
Christiania, Norway
Ashe Inlet, Hudson Strait

St. Michael, Alaska
Hatnarfjordr, Iceland
Niantilik, Cumberland Sound
Glaesibaer, Iceland
Sorvagen, Norway
Umanak, Greenland
Danes Island, Spitzbergen. . .

Arctic Sea
Arctic Sea
Arctic Sea

Latitude.

10 14
11 25

13 4
-IS SS
20 2g
20 56
23 9
24 48
26 42
28 14
29 18

30 24
31 19
32 21

33 55
35 13

36 6

37 20
38 27

39 41
40 31
41 47
42 39
43 45
44 59
46 IS

47 IS
48 16

SO 2

.51 24
54 47
55 41

57 7

59 o

59 SS
62 33
63 28

64 3
64 54
65 46
67 54
70 40
79 46
84 12

84 52
85 55

Elevation,
meters.

2336
2254

6
10
28

342
447
no
118

198

3
1012

24
2

163
708
1890
1282

134S
1638

21

182
61

184
256

1998
160
637
664
1239

14
14

Gravity, cm/sec^

Observed.

977-645
977-735
978.279
978. 712

978.659
978.609
978.719
978.884
978.887
979.082
979.272
979.002
979.429
979.806
979.624
979-577
979-383
979.660
979.462
979 • 609
980.359
980.278
980.344
980.491
980.597
980. 202
980.765
980.680
980.865
980.745
981.502
981-559
981.726
981.874
981.927
982. 105
982.192
982. 266
982.273
982.342
982.622
982.590
983-078
983 - 109
983-174
983.15s

Reduced to
sea-level.

978.366
978.427
978.281
978.715
978.668
978.714
978.856
978.918
978.923
979- 143
979-273
979.313
979.436
979.807
979.674
979.795
979.966
980.056
979.877
980.114
980.365
980.334
980.363
980.548
980.676
980.819
980.814
980.877
981.070
981. 127
981.506
981.563
981.729
981.877
981.936
982. no
982. 192
982. 267
982.275
982.345
982.628
982.593
983.079
983 109
983.174
983-155

Refer-
ence.

References: (i) Report i6th General Conference International Geodetic Association, London and Cambridge,
1909, 3d Vol. by Dr. E. Borrass, 1911; (2) U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Special PubL No. 40;* (3) U. S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Report for 1897, Appendix 6.*

* For references (2) and (3), values were derived from comparative experiments with invariable pendulums, the
value for Washington being taken as 980.112. For the latter. Appendix 5 of the Coast and Geodetic Survey Report
for 1901, and pages 25 and 244 of the 3d vol. by Dr. E. Borrass in 1911 of the Report of the i6th General Conference
of the Intern. Geodetic Association, London and Cambridge, 1909. As a result of the adjustment of the net of gravity
base stations throughout the world by the Central Bureau of the Intern. Geodetic Association, the value of the Wash-
ington base station was changed to 980.112.

Smithsonian Tables.



426 Table 667.

ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY {g) IN THE UNITED STATES.

The following table is abridged from one for 219 stations given on pp. 50 to 32, Special Publication No. 40, U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey.' Tlie observed values depend on relative determinations and on adopted value of 980.112

for Washington (Coast and Geodetic Survey Office, see footnote, Table 566). There are also given terms necessary

in reducing the theoretical value (Table 565) to the proper elevation (free-air) and to allow for topography and isostatic

compensation by the Hayford method (see introductory note to Table 566).

To a certain extent, the greater the bulk of material below any station, the less its average density. This phenomenon
is known as isostatic compensation. The depth below sea-level to which this compensation extends is about g6 km.
Below this depth any mass element is subject to equal (fluid) pressure from all directions.

Station.

Key West, Fla
New Orleans, La
Austin, Tex. university
El Paso, Tex
Yuma, Ariz
Charleston, S. C
Birmingham, Ala
Arkansas City, Ark
Atlanta. Ga. capitol

Beaufort, N. C
Little Rock, Ark
Memphis, Tenn
Charlotte, N. C
Las Vegas, N. Mex
Knoxville, Tenn
Grand Canyon, Ariz
Cloudland, Tenn
Mount Hamilton, Cal., Obs'y
Richmond, Va
San Francisco, Cal
St. Louis, Mo., university.. . .

Pike's Peak, Col
Colorado Springs, Col
Washington, D. C, Bur. St'ds
Wallace, Kans
Green River, Utah
Cincinnati, Ohio, obs'y
Baltimore, Md., university. . .

Terre Haute, Ind
Denver, Co!., university obs'y
Philadelphia, Pa., university.

Wheeling, W. Va
Princeton, N. J
Pittsburg, Pa
Salt Lake City, Utah
New York, N. Y., university.
Winnemucca, Nev
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, 111., university
Worcester, Mass
Cambridge, Mass. observatory
Ithaca, N. Y., university.
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Grand Rapids, Mich
Madison, Wis., university. . .

.

Boise, Idaho
Mitchell, S. Dak. university. .

Lancaster, N. H
Grand Canyon, Wyo
Minneapolis, Minn
Calais, Me
Miles City, Mont
Seattle, Wash, university

.

Pembina, N. Dak

Latitude.

24° 33-6'

29 57°
17.2
46.3
43-3
47.2
30.8
36.5
45 -o

43-1
4S.O

13.8
35.8
57-7
5.3
6.2
20.4
32.2
47-5

38 38.0
38 SO.

3

38 50.7
38 S6.3
38 54-7

59.4
8.3
17.8
28.7
40.6
57-1
4.0
21.0
27.4
46.1
48.

5

58.4
30.4
47-4
16.

s

22.8
27.

1

30.8
s8.o
4.6

37-2
41.8
29-5
43-3
58.7

48 S8

24. 2

39-6

Longitude.

90
97
106
114
79

76
92
go
80
los
83
112
82
121

77
122

90
los
104
77

101
no
84
76
87
104
75

III

73
117
81

87
71
71
76
94
8S
89
116
98
71

110

93
67
los
122

97

48.

4-

44.
29.

37-

S6.

23-3
39-8
16.4

33
50.8
12. r

55-
6,8

7-9
38.6
26.1
25.7
12.2
2.0

49.0
4.0

35.4
9.9
25-3
37-3
23.8
56.9
II.

7

43-4
39-

S

0.6
53.8
S7-7
43.8
36.6
36.1
48.

5

7.8
29.0
11.4
40.8
24.0
12.3
1.8

34-3
29.7
13.9
16.9
50.
18,3
14.9

Eleva-
tion,

meters.

1146
54
6

179
44

324

228
i960

1890
1282
30
114
154

4293
1841
103

1005
1243
245
30
151

1638
16

20s
64
235

1322
38

1311
210
182
170
14

247
340
236
270
821
408
261

2386
256
38
718

S8
243

Observed

S
cm/sec2

978,970
979.324
979.283
979,124
979 529
979.546
979.536
979,600
979- 524
979.729
979.721
979.740
979.727
979.204
979.712
979-463
979-383
979.660
979.960
979.965
980.001
978.954
979.490
980.09s
979-755
979.636
980 . 004
980.097
980.072
979.609
980. ig6
980.08s
980.178
980.118
979.803
980. 267
979.844
980. 241
980.278
980.324
980.398
980.300
980.311
980.372
980.36s
980.212
980.37s
980.486
979.899
980.597
980.631
980.539
980.733
980.917

Correction.

Elevation,
cm/sec2

0,000
— .001
-.058
— •354— .017
— .002

-•OSS
— .014
— .100
— .000
— .027
— .025
— .070
— -60s
-.086
—

. 262

--S83
— •396
— .009
— •03s
-.048
-1.325
-.568
— .032
-.310
-.384
— .076
— .009
— .047
-.505
-.005
— .063
— .020
-•073
-.408
— .012
-.404
— .065
-.056
— .052
— .004
— .076
-.105
-.073
-.083
— .253
— .126
— .081
-•736
-.079
-+-.012

— . 222
-.018
^.075

Topographj
and com-
pensation,
cm/sec^

+0.03S
+ 013
— .001
-f-.ooi
— .010

+ .016
-j-.OII

+.005
+ •014
+ •036
-|-.oor
-|-,002

+ .015

+ •017
— .001
— .096
+ •130
-t-.I20
-j-.OIO

+ .04S
-f.OOI
+•187
— ,007
-|-.OI2

.000
-.043
-t-.002
-i-.oo6
-j-.ooi

-.015
-I-.009
— .003

+ •013
.000

— .041
+ .011
— .004

.000

+ 007
-f.oi8
4". 010
+ .OOS

-J-.002
+ .003

+ 003
— .042
— .006

+ •007
+.038
— .005
-j-.OIO
— .020
— .020
— .009

Smithsonian Tables.



Tables 668-S69. 42 7

TABLE 568.— Length of Seconds Pendulum at Sea Level and for Different Latitudes.



428 Table 670.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM.

Secular Change of Declination.

Changes in the magnetic declination between 1810, the date of the earliest available observations, and 1920. Based
on tables in "Distribution of the Magnetic Declination in Alaska and Adjacent Regions in 1910" and "Distribution
of the Magnetic Declination in the United States for January i, 1915," published by the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey. For a somewhat different set of stations, see 6th Revised Edition of the Smithsonian Physical Tables.

State.

Ala.

Alas.

Ariz.

Ark.

Cal.

Colo.

Conn.
Del.
D. C.
Fla.

Ga,

Haw.
Idaho

m.

Ind.
Iowa

Kans.

Ky.

La.
Me.

Md.
Mass.

Mich.

Minn.

Miss.

Station.

Ashland
Tuscaloosa. . . .

Sitka
Kodiak
Unalaska. . .

.

St. Michael. .

.

Holbrook
Frescott
Augusta
Danville
Bagdad
Mojave
Modesto
Redding
Pueblo
Ouray
Hartford
Dover
Washington. .

.

Miami
Bartow
Jacksonville. .

.

Tallahassee. .

.

Millen
Americus
Honolulu
Pocatello
Boise
Pierce
Kankakee . . .

.

Rushville
Indianapolis . .

Walker
Sac City
Emporia
Ness City
Manchester. .

.

Louisville
Princeton
Wmfield
Eastport
Bangor
Portland
Baltimore ....
Boston
Pittsfield

Marquette. . .

.

Lapeer
Grand Haven.
St. Paul
Marshall
Hibbing
Bagley
Meridian
Vicksburg ....

1810 1820 1830 1840 1850 i860 1870 I

6.0E
7.1 E

12



Table 670.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM (continued).

Secular Change of Decimation {concluded).

429

State.

Mo.

Mont.

Nebr.

Nev.

N. H.
N.J.
N. M.

N. Y

N. C.

N. D.

Ohio

Okla.

Ore.

Pa.

P.R.
R.I.
S. C.

S. D.

Term.

Tex.

Wash.

W.Va.
Wis.

Utah
Vt.
Va.

Wyo.

Station.

Hermann
Sedalia
Miles City. . .

.

Lewistown. . .

.

Ovando
Albion
Valentine
Alliance
Elko
Hawthorne . .

.

Hanover
Trenton
Santa Rosa. .

.

Laguna
Albany
Elmira
Buffalo
Newbern
Greensboro . . .

Asheville

Jamestown . . .

Bismarck
Dickinson ....
Canton
Urbana
Okmulgee ....
Enid
Sumpter
Detroit
Wilkes-Barre.

.

Lockhaven.. .

.

Indiana
San Juan
Newport
Marion
Aiken
Huron
Murdo
Rapid City . . .

Knoxville
Shelbyville.. .

.

Huntingdon. .

.

Houston
San Antonio .

.

Pecos
Wytheville.. .

.

Wilson Creek..

Seattle

Sutton
Shawamo
Floydada
Manti
Rutland
Richmond. . .

.

Lynchburg.. . .

Stanley
Douglas
Green River . .

7.1W
2.8W

S.7W
2.2W
LOW
1.7 E
3-SE
4.2 E

2.3E
4.4E

16.7 E
2.3W
r.4W
o.6e

6.6w
3-4E
4.8E

3.8E
6.4E
7-3E

18. QE
I.9E

6.6w
o.8e
i.6e

1820

9.2 E
9.9E

7-SW
3-iW

S.QW
2.4W
I.IW
i.6e
3-4E
4.2 E

2.2 E
4.4E

17. 4E
2.SW
I.5W
O.SE

7.IW

4.7E

3.8e
6.SE
7.4E
9.0E

19. SE
i.8e
7.4E

7.1W
o.6e
i.SE
8.9E

1830

.6e

.4E

.4E

.2 E
SE
7E
.7E

.1 E

.6e

.4E

.6w

.3E

.3E

.OE

1840

.2E

.OE

•SE
4E
•QE

1850 i860 1870

6.

?•

17^

:o.

11.6

14^ 5

18.4
18.0
13 -zw
8.6w
:2.SE
:3.6e
:i.6w

2W
SW
4W
3W
2W
4E
OE
7E
SW
I E
9E
I E
1 E
6e
ow
ow
6w
ow
7W
4W
,4E
SE
,7E
,4E
.3W
OE
3E
.IE
. 2E
,8e I

• SW
• OE
SE 2

.9W

.4E

.7E I

.IE I

.8w

. 2W

. IW

.6e

.7 E I

.2 E 17

6.6E
8.0E

E 17. 6e
E 20.4 E
E 22. OE
E II. SE
E 13. I E
E 14. 8e
E 18. 9E

18. 4E
14. 2W
9.4W

12. 9E
14. IE
12. SW
9.OW
7.2W
4.OW
i.8w
o.sw
I2.se
15. 2E
16. QE
31W
0.3W
9.2 E

10. SE
21. 4E
21. 9E
8.8w
7.7W
S.2W
3.4W

13 •7W
i.8w
O.I E
;i.7E
;3-9E
:S-7E
o.sw
2.g E
4.4E
8.6e
9.7E
3E

1.9W
!3-3E
3.8E
3.4W
3. IE
LIE
SE
8w
gw
7W
4E
OE
SE

Smithsonian Tables.



43° Tables 671-672.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM {continued).

TABLE 571.— Dip or Inclination.

This table gives for the epoch January i, igis, the values of the magnetic dip, /, corresponding to the longitudes

west of Greenwich in the heading and the north latitudes in the first column.

X



Tables 573-574.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM {continued).

431

TABLE 573.— Horizontal Intensity.

This table gives for the epoch January i, 1915, the horizontal intensity, H, expressed in cgs units, corresponding to

the longitudes in the heading and the latitudes in the first column.

X



432 Tables 676-676.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM {continued).

TABLE 575.— Total Intensity.

This table gives for the epoch January i, igis, the values of the total intensity, F, expressed in cgs units corre-
sponding to the longitudes in the heading and the latitudes in the first column.

X



Tables 677-^S78.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM {continued).

TABLE 577.— Agonic Line.

433

The line of no declination appears to be still moving westward in the United States, but, as the line of no annual

change is only a short distance to the west of it, it is probable that the extreme westerly position will soon be reached.

TABLE 578.— Mean Magnetic Character of Each Month in the Years 1906 to 1922.*

Means derived from daily magnetic characters based upon the following scale: o, no disturbance; 1, moderate

disturbance, and 2, large disturbance.

Year.



434 Table 57).

RECENT VALUES OF THE MAGNETIC ELEMENTS AT MAGNETIC OBSERVATORIES-

(Compiled by the Department o! Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington.)

Pkce. Latitude. Lon^tude.

Pavlovsk
Sitka
Katharinenburg
Rude Skov
Kasan
Eskdalemuir
Stonyhurst
Wilhelinshaven
Potsdam
Seddin
Irkutsk
De Bflt

Valencia
Clausthal
Bochum
Kew
Greenwich
Uccle
Hennsdorf
Beuthen
Falmouth
Prague
Cracow
Val Joyeux
Munich
Kremsmunster
O'GyaUa (Pesth)
Odessa,
Pola
Agincourt (Toronto).

.

Perpignan
Tiflis

Capodimonte
Ebro (Tortosa)
Coimbra
Baldwin *
Cheltenham
San Fernando
Tokio
Tucson
Ltiiapang **

Dehra Dun
Helwan
Barrackpore t
Hongkong
Honolulu
Toungoo
Alibag
Vieques
Antipolo
Kodaikinal
Batavia-Buitenzorg. .

.

St. Paul de Loanda. .

.

Samoa (Apia)
Tananarive
Mauritius
Pilar
Santiago
Christchurch
Xew Year's Island
Orcadas

59 41 ^'

57 03 N
56 50 N
55 51 N
55 47 -N

55 19 -N

53 51 N
33 32

^"^

52 23 N
52 17 N
52 16 N
52 06 N
51 56 N
51 48 N
51 29 N
SI 28 N
51 28 N
50 48 X
so 46 X
SO 21 N
SO 09 X
50 03 X
SO 04 X
48 49 X
48 09X
4803X
47 53 N
46 26 IS

44 52 X
43 47 X
42 42 X
41 43 N
40 52 iS

40 49 X
40 12 X
38 47 N
38 44X
36 28 X
35 41 N
321SX
31 19 ^
30 19 X
29 52 X
22 46 X
22 18 X'

21 19 X
iS 56 X
i3 38 X
iS 09 X
14 36 X
10 14 X
6 n S
8 48S

13 4SS
iS 55 S
20 06 S
31 40 S
35 27 S
43 32 S

54 45 S t

60 43 3

30 29 E
133 20 W
60 38 E
12 27 E
49 08 E
3 12 W
2 28 W
8 09 E

13 04 E
13 01 E

104 16 E
3 ti E

10 15 W
10 20 E
7 14 E
o 19 \S

o 00
4 21 E

16 14 E
18 33 E
5 03 W

14 25 E
19 58 E
2 01 E

11 37 E
14 08 E
18 12 E
30 46 E
13 51 E
79 16 W
2 33 E

44 48 E
14 15 E
o 31 E
8 25 W

93 10 W
76 50 w
6 12 W

139 43 E
no 30 W
121 02 E
7S 03 E
31 20 E
S3 22 E

114 10 E
153 04 W
96 27 E
72 32 E
63 26 W

121 10 E
77 23 E

led 49 E
13 13 E

171 46 W
47 32 E
37 33 E
63 53 W
70 42 W

172 37 E
64 03 W 3

42 32 W

Middle
of

year.

Magnetic elements.

Declination.

1907



APPENDIX.
DEFINITIOXS OF UNITS.

ACTIVITY. Power or rate of doing work ; unit, the watt.

AMPERE. Unit of electrical current. The international ampere, "which is one-tenth

of the unit of current of the C. G. S. system of electro-magnetic units, and which
is represented sujficiently well for practical use by the imvarj-ing current which,

when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water, and in accordance
with accompanying specifications, deposits silver at the rate of 0.00111800 of a
gram per second."

The ampere= I coulomb per second=1 volt through i ohm= lcr* E. M. U.= 3 X
ID ' E. S. U.*

Amperes =: volts/ohms= watts/volts= (watts/ohms) J.

Amperes X volts= amperes " X ohms = watts,

AXGSTR0:M. Unit of wave-length= lor^" meter.

ATMOSPHERE. Unit of pressure.

English normal := 14.7 pounds per sq. in. := 29.929 in.= 760.18 mm Hg. 32° F.

French " = 760 mm of Hg. O" C= 29.922 in.= 14.70 lbs. per sq. in.

BAR. A pressure of one dyne per cm." Meteorological '• bar" = 10® dynes cm-.

BRITISH THERMAL UXIT. Heat required to raise one pound of water at its tem-
perature of maximum densitj", i ° F. = 2S2 gram-calories.

CALORIE. Small calorie= gram-calorie= therm = quantirj- of heat required to

raise one gram of water at its maximum density-, one degree Centigrade.
Large Calorie =kiIooTam-calorie= 1000 small calories= one kilogram of water raised

one degree Centigrade at the temperature of maximum density.

For conversion factors see page 197.

CANDLE, IXTERXATIOXAL. The international unit of candlepower inaintained

jointly by national laboratories of England, France and United States of America.

CARAT. The diamond carat standard in U. S. = 200 milligrams. Old standard

= 205.3 milligrams = 3.168 grains.
The gold carat : pure gold is 24 carats : a carat is 1/24 part.

CIRCULAR AREA. The square of the diameter= 1.2733 X true area.

True area =: 0.785398 X circular area.

COULOMB. L'nit of quantitj,-. The international coulomb is the quantity of electricity

transferred bv a current of one international ampere in one second. = lo"^ E. M. V.
= 3Xio'E.'S. U.

Coulombs= (volts-seconds") /ohms = amperes X seconds.

CUBIT = 18 inches.

DAY. Mean solar daj-=i440 minutes= 86400 seconds =: 1.0027379 sidereal day.

Sidereal day ^86164.10 mean solar seconds.
DIGIT. 3/4 inch; 1/12 the apparent diameter of the sun or moon.
DIOPTER. L'nit of "power" of a lens. The number of diopters= the reciprocal of

the focal length in meters.
DYXE. C. G. S. unit of force :^ that force which acting for one second on one gram

produces a velocitj"- of one cm per sec.= ig -^ gra^^t^• acceleration in cm/sec/sec.
D\-nes^wt. in g X acceleration of eravit\- in cm/sec. /sec.

ELECTROCHEMICAL EQUIVALEXT is the ratio of the mass in grams deposited
in an electrolvtic cell by an electrical current to the quantity of electricity-.

EXERGY. See Erg.
ERG. C. G. S. unit of work and energy- =: one dyne acting through one centimeter.
For conversion factors see page 197.

F-ARAD. L'nit of electrical capacity-. The international farad is the capacity of a con-
denser charged to a potential of one international volt by one international coulomb
of electricity= 10-' E. M. U.= 9 X lo"^ E. S. U.

The one-millionth part of a farad (microfarad) is more commonly used.
Farads =: coulombs/volts.

• E. M. U.=C. G. S. electromagnetic units. E. S. U.—C G. S. electrostatic units.



43^ APPENDIX.

FOOT-POUND. The work which will raise one pound one f ">ot high.
For conversion factors see page 197. i."

FOOT-POUNDALS. The English unit of work^foot-p.\liids/g.
For conversion factors see page 197.

g. The acceleration produced by gravity.

GAUSS. A unit of intensity of magnetic field 1= i E. M. U.= 4 X lO"^" E. S. U.
GRAM. See page 6.

GRAM-CENTIMETER. The gravitation unit of work= g. ergs.

GRAM-MOLECULE= .r grams where .r= molecular weight of substance.

GRAVITATION CONSTANT= G in formula G "^= 665.8 X lo-i" cm.s/gr. sec.^

HEAT OF THE ELECTRIC CURRENT generated in a metaUic circuit without
self-induction is proportional to the quantity of electricity which has passed in

coulombs multiplied by the fall of potential in volts, or is equal to (coulombs X volts)

74. 181 in small calories.

The heat in small or gram-calories per second ::= (amperes^ X ohms) /4.181 =voltsy
(ohms X 4.181) = (volts X amperes)/4.i8i = watts/4.181.

HEAT. Absolute zero of heat ==—-273.1° C.

HEFNER UNIT. Photometric standard; j-^^ page 260.

HENRY. Unit of induction. It is "the induction in a circuit when the electromotive
force induced in this circuit is one international volt, while the inducing current
varies at the rate of one ampere per second." = 10^ E. M. U.= 1/9 X lo-^^ E. S. U.

HORSEPOWER. The English and American horsepower is defined by some author-
ities as 550 foot-pounds per second and by others as 746 watts. The continental
horsepower is defined by some authorities as "]$ kilogrammeters per second and by
others as 736 watts. See page 197.

JOULE. Unit of work= 10^ ergs. For electrical Joule see p. xxxvii.

Joules= (volts^ X seconds) /ohms =; watts X seconds= amperes^ X ohms X sec.

For conversion factors see page 197.

JOULE'S EQUIVALENT. The mechanical equivalent of heat= 4.185 X 10' ergs.

See page 197.

KILODYNE. 1000 dynes. About i gram.

KINETIC ENERGY in ergs= grams X (cm./sec.)72.

LITER. See page 6.

LUMEN. Unit of flux of light-candles divided by solid angles.

MEGABAR. Unit of pressure = i 000 000 bars^ 0.987 atmospheres.
MEGADYNE. One million dynes. About one kilogram.

METER. See page 6.

METER CANDLE. The intensity of lumination due to standard candle distant one
meter.

MHO. The unit of electrical conductivity. It is the reciprocal of the ohm.
MICRO. A prefix indicating the millionth part.

MICROFARAD. One-millionth of a farad, the ordinary measure of electrostatic

capacity.

MICRON. (,w) = one-millionth of a meter.
MIL. One-thousandth of an inch.

MILE. See pages 5, 6.

MILE, NAUTICAL or GEOGRAPHICAL= 6080.204 feet.

MILLI-. A prefix denoting the thousandth part.

MONTH. The anomalistic month= time of revolution of the moon from one perigee to

another= 27.55460 days.

The nodical month =: draconitic month= time of revolution from a node to the same
node again= 27.21222 days.

• The sidereal month =: the time of revolution referred to the stars= 27.32166 days
(mean value), but varies by about three hours on account of the eccentricity of the
orbit and "perturbations."

The synodic month= the revolution from one new moon to another= 29.5306 days
Cmean value) =; the ordinary tnonth. It varies by about 13 hours.
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OHM. Unit of electric, 1 resistance. The international ohm is based upon the ohm
equal to lo' units of resistance of the C. G. S. system of electromagnetic units, and
"is represented by the resistance offered to an unvarying electric current by a
column of mercury, at the temperature of melting ice, 14.4521 grams in mass, of a
constant cross section and of the length of 106.3 centimeters."= 10" E M U= 1/9 X 10-"^ E. S. U.

International ohm= 1.01367 B. A. ohms = 1.06292 Siemens' ohms.
B. A. ohm= 0.98651 international ohms.
Siemens' ohm= 0.94080 international ohms.

PENTANE CANDLE. Photometric standard. See page 260.
PI ::z TT ;= ratio of the circumference of a circle to the diameter rr; 3. 141 59265359.
POUNDAL. The British unit of force. The force which will in one second impart a

velocity of one foot per second to a mass of one pound.
RADIAN= 180°A = 57.29578° = 57° 1/ 45" =206265".
SECOHM. A unit of self-induction^ i second X i ohm.
THERM= small calorie =1 (obsolete).

THERMAL UNIT, BRITISH= the quantity of heat required to warm one pound of
water at its temperature of maximum density one degree Fahrenheit =: 252 gram-
calories.

VOLT. The unit of electromotive force (E. M. F.). The international volt is "the
electromotive force that, steadily applied to a conductor whose resistance is one
international ohm, will produce a current of one international ampere. The value
of the E. M. F. of the Weston Normal cell is taken as 1.0183 international volts at
20° C. = io« E. M. U. = 1/300 E. S. U. See page 197.

VOLT-AMPERE. Equivalent to Watt/Power factor.

WATT. The unit of electrical power =; 10'' units of power in the C. G. S. system. It is

represented sufficiently well for practical use by the work done at the rate of one
Joule per second.

Watts= volts X amperes = amperf'-^ X ohms= voltsyohms (direct current or alter-
nating current with no phase difference).

For conversion factors see page 197.

Watts X seconds = Joules.

WEBER. A name formerly given ,to the coulomb.
WORK in ergs = dynes X cm. Kinetic energy in ergs= grams X (cm./sec.) V2.
YEAR. See_ page 414.
Anomalistic year = 365 days, 6 hours, 13 minutes, 48 seconds.
Sidereal " =365 " 6 " 9 " 9.314
Ordinary " =365 " 5 /' 48 " 46+ "

Tropical " same as the ordinary year.
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Table 580.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS.

The ideal standard temperature scale (Kelvin's thermodynamic scale, see introduction, p. xxxiv) is in-

dependent of the properties of any substance, and would be indicated by a gas thermometer using a perfect

gas. The scale indicated by any actual gas can be corrected if the departure of that gas from a perfect gas

be Icnown (see Table 206, p. 195, — also Buckingham, Bull. Bur. Standards, 3, 237). The thermodynamic

correction of the constant-pressure scale at any temperature is very nearly proportional to the constant pres-

sure at which the gas is kept and that lor the constant-volume scale is approximately proportional to the

initial pressure at the ice-point. The gas thermometer has been carried up to the melting point of palla-

dium, 1822° K (1549° C) (Day and Sosman, Am. J. Sc, 29, p. 93, 1910).

A proposed international agreement divides the temperature scale into three intervals. The first inter-

val, —40° to 450° C, uses the platinum resistance thermometer calibrated at the melting point of ice, 0° C,

at saturated steam, 100° C, and sulphur vapor, 444.6° C, all under standard atmospheric pressure. Points

on the temperature scale are interpolated by the Callendar formulae:

Pt = g^-^ioo or t-Pt = 5 j-^ -i[-^
Rioo - Ko ( 100 > 100

where t is the temperature, R, the resistance, Pt, the platinum temperature, and 5, a constant.

Temperatures in the second interval are measured by a standard platinum-platinum-rhodium couple cal-

ibrated say at the freezing points of zinc, 419.4° C, cadmium, 320.9° C, antimony, 630° C, and copper free

from oxide, 1083° C. These points furnish constants for the formula, e =a+ bt + ct^ (see Sosman, Am. J. Sc,

30, p. I, 1910).

For the region above 1100° C most experimenters base their results upon certain radiation laws. These

laws all apply to a black body and the temperatiu-e of a non-black body cannot be determined directly with-

out correction for its emissive power. For standard points the melting points of gold, 1336° K and palla-

dium 1822° K, are convenient.

Above 1336° K the optical pyrometer is generally used with a calibration based upon Wien's equation

By comparing the brightness of a black body at two temperatures and applying this equation, the following

formula results:

°^^ =^lfrTj
where R is the ratio of the brightnesses, \, the wave-length used, Ti and T2, the two temperatures, and C2

= 14.250 fi deg. Thus if R is measured and one temperatm-e known, the other can be calculated.

A table of the standard fixed points is given in Table 207, p. 195. With these determined there comes the

difficulty of maintaining this temperature scale both from the standpoint of the standardizing laboratory

and the man using the temperature scale in the practical field. In the region of the platinum-resistance

thermometer and the thermocouple, standards of either can be obtained from the standardizing laboratories

and used in checking up the secondary instruments. It is not very difficult to actually check up a resist-

ance thermometer at any one of the standard points in the region —40° C to +450° C. It is a little more
difficult to check the thermocouple in the region 450° C to 1100° C. Most of the standard fixed points in

this region are given by melting points of metals that must be melted so as to avoid oxidation. This re-

quires a neutral atmosphere, or that the sample be covered with some flux that will protect it.

Both the gold and the palladium, used to calibrate the scale above 1300° K, can be successfully melted in

a platinum wound black-body furnace. The whole operation can be carried out in the open air, requiring

neither a vacuum nor neutral atmosphere within the furnace. But because of the trouble necessitated by a
black-body comparison, much time can be saved if a tungsten lamp with filament of suitable size is stand-

ardized so as to have the same brightness for a particular part of the filament, when observed with the

optical pyrometer, as the standard black-body furnace for one or more definite temperatures. With such
lamps properly calibrated, any one may maintain his own temperature scale for years, if the calibration

does not extend higher than that of the palladium point and the standard lamp is not accidentally heated to

a higher temperature.

(See 1919 Report of Standards Committee on Pyrometry, Forsythe, J. Opt. Soc. of America, 4, p. 205,

1920; The Measurement of High Temperatures, Burgess, Le Chatelier, 1912, The Disappearing Filament
Type of Optical Pyrometer, Forsythe, Tr. Faraday Soc, 1919.)

Smithsonian Tables.
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The following additional adsorptio- tables (see page 407, Table 525) may be of use in the "cleaning-up

of vacua." See Dushman, General Electric Review, 24, 58, 1921, Methods for the Production and Meas-

urement of High Vacua.

TABLE 581. — Adsorption of H and He by Cocoanut Charcoal at the temperature of liquid air.

For the preparation of activated charcoal see Dushman, 1. c. 5 g of charcoal at the temperatiu-e of liquid

air will clean up the residual gases in a volume of 3000 cm^ from an initial pressure of i bar (bar = i dyne/cm^)

to less than 0.0005 bars at the temperature of liquid air. 5 grams cleaned up 3000 cm^ of H from an initial

pressure at room temperature of o.oi bar to a final pressure at liquid air temperature of less than 0.0004 bar.

The clean-up is rapid at first but then slower taking about an hour to reach equilibrium. The figures

of the following table are from Firth, Z. Phys. Ch. 74, 129, 1910; 86, 294, 1913. p is inmm of Hg; v = vol-

ume adsorbed per g of charcoal reduced to 0° C and 76 cm Hg.

Hydrogen
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Table 584.

MISCELLANEOUS SOUND DATA.
TABLE 584. — Audibility as dependent on Sound Pressure and FtetiaencY.

The auditory sense detects sounds varying over a range of pressure from about o.ooi to looo

dynes/cm^; over much of this range it differentiates with accuracy between complex sounds

so nearly alike that no existing physical device can distinguish them. Plot shows minimum
audibility pressures from 72 normal ears from 60 to 4000 cycles (both scales logarithmic);

standard deviation indicated by dotted curves. The maximum audibility curve was obtained

from 48 normal ears. A louder sound becomes painful. The intensity of pressure necessary

for the latter is about equal to that required to excite the tactile nerves in the finger tips.

(Wegel, Pr. Nat. Acad. Sc, 8, p. 155, 1922.)

10000.

1000.

100.

.01

.001

.0001
Cycles per Second

10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 20000 5000O

Smithsonian Tables.
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Table 322 (concludedfrom page 2J5).

SPECTRUM SERIES.

441

The following table gives the series types due to the neutral (arc) and ionized (spark) elements
of the various groups. The question marks indicate merely that the series relations have not
been disentangled from the maze of spectrum lines.

Series
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Table 518 (concluded Jrom p 403).

IONIZING AND RESONANCE POTENTIALS OF THE ELEMENTS.
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Table 585.

LIST OF STARS KNOWN TO BE WITHIN FIVE PARSECS.

443

The number of stars (doubles counted as singles) per cubic parsec in the neighborhood of the
Sun has been estimated as .0451 (Kapteyn and Van Rhijn, Astr. J., 52, 32, 1920). This gives
an expectation of 24 within 5 parsecs and 12 nearer than 4. The numbers actually known are
20 and i6._ The agreement is good but it seems improbable that we should already know practi-
cally all within 4 or 5 parsecs. (Hertzsprung, Com. Observatory at Leiden, no. 5, 1922.)

Star



444 Supplementary to Table 110, page 126.
Degrees Brix, Specific Gravity, and Degrees Baume of Sugar Solutions.
Degrees Brix = Per cent Sucrose by Weigtit.

2C°
Specific Gravities and Degrees Baume corresponding to the Degrees Brix are for —^ C.

20°

The relation between the specific gravity and Degrees Baume is given by Degrees Baume = 145 — US
specific gravity'

Degrees
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Supplementary to Table 532, page 410.

ISOTOPES.
(See J. Am. Ch. Soc. 45, p. 869, 1923.)

445

Element
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production of 394
range 396
stopping powers of substances . . . .395
velocities, initial 396

Abbreviations 2
Aberration constant 414
Absolute units xxxvi, 311

Absolute zero of temperature i9S, 408
Absorption coefficients: see transmission coef.

/S-rays 393
T-rays 395
X-rays 389

Acceleration of gravity 424-426
Accumulators, voltage 3i3
Actinium group of radioactive substances , ... 396
Activity, definition 433
Adaptation, rate of eye 257
Adsorption, by charcoal 407

by fine particles 407
heat of 407

Aerodynamical tables 1S0-153
Agonic line 433
Air: composition of; variation with alt. and lat. . .421

density of moist i33-i33
densities in air, reduction to vacuo .... 73
dielectric strength 353
humidity relative, via v. p. and dry . , . . 187

via wet and dry 189
Index of refraction 292
masses 4^9
moist, transparency, short \ 419

Ions X 308
transmission coefficients . . 308,418,419

resistance, fluid 151—133
sparliling potentials for 353—354
thermal conductivity, high temperatures . . . 254
thermometer, comparison with 59m . . . . 193
vapor pressure of water in 185-186
viscosity 164
wave-lengths in air, reduction to vacuo . . . 293

Albedos 417
Altitudes by barometer 145

by boiling points of water 144
Alternating current resistances 344
Aluminum: mechanical prnpert'es 79-80

resistivity constants 334
wire-tables, English units 342

Metric units 343
Ammonia, latent and specific heats 228, 232
Ampere equivalents 311
Ampere turns xlvi

Angstrom, wave-length unit 266
Antennae, resistances 364
Ai/tllogarithms, std. 4-place, p. 28; .9 to i.o . . 30
Apothecaries weights 7,8
Arc,, iron, lines 266-267
Astronomical data 411-420
Atmosphere: composition, alt. and lat. var 421

density, altitude variation 421
height of 421
homogeneous, height of 421
pressure, altitude variation 421

"Atmosphere ": value of pressure unit . . . 421, 4;; 5

Atmospheric water vapor 185-186
Atom: Bohr 401
Atom, hydrogen: mass, mean free path 408

radius, mean velocity 408
Rutherford 401

Atomic heats, elements at 50° K 226
magnetic field 401
magnitudes 401,408
numbers 409
volumes, elements 2.16

weights, international 71

/8-rays, absorption coefficients 395
absorption of 397
ions produced by 398
velocity 397

Balmer series spectrum formula 275
Bar, definition 435
Barometer, altitude, variation with 421

heights, determination of by .... 145
reduction for capillarity 143

to std. gravity .... 138-143
to std. temperature . . . . 137

Batteries, composition, voltages 312-313
Baume scale, conversion to densities 109
Bessel functions, ist, 2d orders, roots 66-68
Biaxial crystals, formulae, -|- refractive indices . . 286

— refractive indices . .287
Black absorbers, long-\ transparencies 309
Black-body: brightness (photometric) of 261

luminosity of 261
luminous efficiency of 261
Planck's constant 247
radiation, total, for vpjious temp. . . 247

by wave-lenths, var. temp. . 248
Stefan-Boltzmann constant 247
-temperature for C, Pt and VV . . . .250

Bohr atom 275,401
Boiling points: elements 199

pressure effect . . . . . 200
inorganic compounds 201
organic compounds 203
rise of, salts in HoO 210
water,- pressure variation .... 144

Boltzman gas-constant (entropy) 408
Bougie decimale 260
Break-down voltage, dielectrics 304, 355
Brightness of sity 419

of stars 413
of sun 260, 413
temperature of C, Pt and W 250
of various illuminations 256
of various light sources 260-262

Brinell hardness 74
British thermal unit 435
British weights and measures 8-1

1

Brownian movement 406
Buoyancy correction: of densities 73

weighings 73
7-function 62
7-rays: absorption coefficients 395

absorption of 397
ions produced by 398

Cadmium line, red, X of intern, prim, std 266
Calcite grating space 408
Calibration points for temperatures 19 •;

for thermoelements 196
Calorie, definition 435
Canal rays 386
Candle, energy from 260

international standard 260
meter-candle, foot-candle 259

Capacity of wires for electrical current 329
Capacity, specific inductive: crystals 361

gases, f(t, p) . . 356-357
liquids 357
liq. gases 359
solids 360
standard solutions . 360
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Capillarity i73-i74
correction to barometer 143

Carcel unit 260
Cathode rays: 386

energy of 386
penetration depths 387
X-rays, generative efficiency for . . 387

Cathodic sputtering 387
Cells: standard, voltages 3i3

Weston normal xli

Weston portable xliii

voltaic, composition, voltages .... 312-313
Ccntipoise iSS
Characteristic X-rays 387-392
Charcoal, adsorption by 407
Charge, elementary electrical 408
Chemical energy data 241-246
Coals, heats of combustion 242
Collision frequencies, molecules 399
Colloids 406-407
Color: eye sensitiveness to 256—258

indices of various stars 411
lights, of various 261

screens 306-307
complimentary colors 307

temperature of C, Pt and W 250
Combination, heats of 245-246
Combustion, heats of: carbon and misc. cpds . . .241

explosives 243-244
fuels 242

Compressibility: gases 104,128-132
liquids 107
solids 74 seq, 108

Conductivity, electrical: see resistivity . . . .322-332
alloys 327-328

electrolytic: .-'46-352

equivalent 349
ionic 352
sp. molecular 347

limiting values . . .348
temp, coefs 348

Conductivity, thermal: alloys, metals 213
building materials . . . .215
earth 422
gases 217
high temp 254

" insulators 214-216
high temp. . . .214

liquids 217
metals, high temp 213

salt solutions 216
water 216

Cones, number and distance apart in eye 258

Constants: mathematical i4

miscellaneous, atomic, etc 408
radiation, ff, Ci, C2 247

Contact difference of potential .... 314,316,404
Contrast, eye sensitiveness to 257
Convection, cooling by 251-255

pressure effect . . . .251-252
Conversion factors: general formulae, see introductlo:i.

Baume to densities 109
horse-power 197
work-units 197

Cooling of bodies 251-254
Copper: mechanical properties 82—83

wire, alternating current resistance .... 344
wire tables, English units 336

metric units 339
Corpurcle (Thomson) 401
Corpuscular radiation (X-rays) 3S7-388
Cosines, circular, natural, (° ') . 32-36

(radians) 37-4°
logarithmic, (° ') 32—36

(radians) . . . 37-40
hyperbolic, natural logarithmic .... 41-47

Cotangents, circular, natural, (° ') 32-36
(radians) .... 37-40

logarithmic, (° ') . . . . 32-36
(radians) . . .37-40

hyperbolic, natural, logarithmic . . 41-47
Coulomb, electrical equivalents 311
Critical data for gases 212
Crova wave-length 261

PAGE

Crystals : diffracting units. X-rays 400
elasticity 102-103

refraction indices: alums, quartz . . . .281
fluorite, spar .... 28c

rock-salt, silvine . . . 279
refr. indices: minerals, isotropic .... 282

uniaxial

{+-) . 284,285
biaxial

(+-) . 286,287
miscel. uniaxial 285

biaxial 289
Cubes of numbers iS

Cubical expansion coefficients: gases 222
liquids 221
solids .... 222, 227

Current measures: absolute units xli

equivalents 311

Curie, radium standard . . . . ; 398
point and constant, magnetic 372

Cutting-tool lubricants i54
Cylindrical harmonics (Bessel) ist and 2nd deg. . 66

general formulse . 68
roots 68

Day, length of sidereal 414
Declination, magnetic: secular change 428
Degree on earth's surface, length of 416
Demagnetizing factors for rods 374
Densities in air, reduction to vacuo 73
Densities: air moist, values of h/760 . . . .133—135

alcohol ethyl aqueous 124
methyl aqueous 126

alloys 114
aqueous solutions 122, 159-163
Baume equivalents 109
cane sugai', aqueous 126
castor oil 156
earth 427
elements chemical no
gases 127
glycerol, aqueous 156
Inorganic compounds 201
insulators, thermal 215,216
liquids 117
mercury,— 10° to -j-36o° C 121
minerals 115
organic compounds 203
planets 416
solids various 113
stars 413
sucrose, aqueous 156
sulphuric acid, aqueous 126
tin, liquid; tin-lead eutectic 115
water, 0° to 41° C,— 10° to 250° C.118, 120
woods 95-98, 112

Developers and resolving power of photo, plate . . 263
Diamagnetic pronerties 365
Diamagnetic susceptibility, temperature effect ... 372
Diameter molecules 399

some organic molecules 400
Dielectric constant: (sp. inductive capacity) . 356-360

crystals 361
gases f(t, p) 356-357
liquids 357
liquefied gases 359
solids 360
standard solutions 360

Dielectric strength (see sparking potentials) . 353-355
Dielectrics, volume and surface resistances .... 331
Differentials, formulae 12
Diffusion: aqueous solutions into water 166

cases' 167, 168
integral 60
ionic 40 s

metals 168
vapors 167, 168

Diffusivities thermal . . . i 217
nigit 435
Dilution, heat of (H0SO4) 246
Dimensional formulae xxv, 3

reasoning xxv
Diopter 43s
Dip. magnetic, 191 ; value, secular variation . . . 430
Disk, distribution of brightness over sun's . . . .418
Distance earth to moon 414

sun 414
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Distance of the stars, nebulae and clusters .... 412
Dyes, transparency of 301

Dynamical equivalent of th';rmal unit i97

e (base of natural logarithms) 14

6 (elementary electrical charge) 408
e/m 40S
C, e-^, and their logarithms a;=otoio. . . . 48

X fractional ... 56
gi2^ g_i? a!=o.i to S-o • • 54
T IT
-X, --X

e^* e 4 x=\ to 20 . . . 55

B~^^, e ^4 x=i to 20 ... 55
gx+e-^ e^-e--^

^^^ ^^gj^ logarithms 41
2 2

Earth: atmospheric data 421

conductivity, thermal 422

degrees on, length of 416
elements, percentage composition 423
geochemical data 423
geodetical 424-427
moments of inertia 427
moon, distance of 414
rigidity 427
size of, shape of ., . . . 427
spheroid constants 427
sun, distance of 414
temperatures 420, 422
viscosity 427

Efficiency of various lights 262

Elastic limit (see mechanical properties) .... 74
Elastic modulus of rigidity, —temp, variation . . 100

Elasticity (see mechanical data) 74
crystals 102, 103

Young's modulus (see mechanical prop.) 74
Electrical charge, elementary 408
E'ectrical equivalents 3ii

Electrical units: international xxxvi

standards .... xxxviii

practical xxxvi

Electric lights, etflciency of 262
Electric, tribo-, series (frictional) 322
Electrochemical equivalents 345, 346

silver 345
Electrolytic conduction: ammonium acetate .... 352

equivalent conductance 345-346
hydrolysis 352
ionic 352
ionization water .... 352
solutions 345-346
spec, molecular .... 347

limiting value 11 . . 348
temp, coef 348

Electro-motive force: accumulators 313
contact 314,316,404
Peltier 321
standard cells 313
thermo-electric .... 317—320

pres. effect . 320
voltaic cells 312-313
Weston normal xli

Weston portable xliii

Electromagnetic system of units xxxl

Electromagnetic/electrostatic units=v . . . xxx, xxxvi

Electrons: —
, + 401

affinity of elements 404
e/m 404
elementary charge 404
emission from hot bodies 403
ionization potentials 403
mass 408
photo-electric effect 403
radius 408
resonance potentials 403
work required to remove 403

Elements: atomic heats at 50° K 226
atomic numbers 409
atomic volumes 226
atomic weights (international) .... 71
boiling points 199
compressibility 108
conductivity electrical 323—326

thermal 213
densities no
earth's crust, occurrence in 423

PAGE

Elements: evaporation rate, Mo, W, Pt 175
expansion, cubical (gaseous) 222

linear (solid) 218
hardness 73, 10

1

isotopes 410
latent heat of evaporation 233
melting points 198
meteorites, occurrence in 423
Peltier effect 317,320—322
periodic system 409-410
resistance, electrical 323-326
specific heats 223, 225
spectra 266-270
thermal conductivities 213

expansion 128, 222
thermo-electric powers 317,319
Thomson effect 317,320
valencies 71
vapor pressures 175

Elementary electric charge 408
Elements, magnetic, at various observatories . . .434
Elliptic integrals 69
Emanation (radioactive) 398
Emissivities, radiation 249, 250
Energy kinetic, definition 428

of molecule 408
Energy, minimum visible to eye 261

solar, data relating to 41S—420
of candle radiation 260
of sound waves 149

Entropy constant (Boltzmann) 408
Entropy of steam 234-240
Equation of time 416
Etiuilibrium radioactive 394
Equivalent, electrochemical 345—346

mechanical, of heat 197
Erg 435
Erichson values 73
Errors, probable 57-59
Ettingshausen effect 385
Butectic mixtures, melting points 206, 207
Evaporation rate of. Mo, Pt, W 17s
Expansion, cubical: gases 222

liquids 221
solids 220

linear: elements 218
miscellaneous 219

Explosives: decomposition, ignition temp 244
miscellaneous 243—244

Exponential functions : see index under e 41-55
diffusion integral 60
gudermanians 41
hyperbolic functions (nat) . 41
hyperbolic functions (logs) . 41
probability integral . . . 56-57

Eye: adaptation rate 257
color sensitiveness 256—258
contrast sensibility 257
Fechner's law 258
glare sensibility 257
heterochromatic sensibility 257
minimum energy visible 261
miscellaneous data 258
persistence of vision 258
pupil size for various intensities 258
Purkinje phenomenon 256
sensitiveness to light 256-258
small dif. of color, sensitiveness to 258
threshold sensitiveness 256
visibility of radiation, relative 258

Factorials : 7 function, n=i to 2 62
n !, n= I to 20 47
logs, n=i to 100 40

Falling bodies (Stokes' law) 150
Farad 311
Faraday xliv, 311,345
Faraday constant 408
T'echner's law 258
Ferromagnetism 365
Field, magnetic: earth's, components .... 428-434

metals, behavior of in . . . 365—377
resistance of metals in 384
rotation of plane of polarization . 378
thermo-galvanometric effects . .385

Filaments, heat losses from 255
Flame temperatures 244
Fluidity iss
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Foot pound 436
Fork, tuning, temperature coefficient 149
Formation, lieat of, for elements 245, 246
Foimu.ie: ccnversion 3

dimensional, see introduction xxv

least squares 59
I'raunhofer lines, solar, wave-lengths 265
Free path of molecules • • • 399
Freezing mixtui'es 211

point, lowering of for salt solutions . . . 208
point of water, pressure effect 200

Frequencies, corresponding to wave-lengths .... 293
in air, reduction to vacuo 293

Friction, mechanical 154
internal of metals, temp, variation . . . 10

1

sliin (air resistance) 152
Frictional electricity series 322
Functions: Bessel functions (roots, 68) ... 66-68

cylindrical harmonics 66-68
elliptic 69
exponential 48-56
gamma 62
hyperbolic 41
probability 56-58
trigonometric, circular (° ') 32
trigonometric, circular (radians) ... 37
zonal harmonics 64

Fundamental frequency (Rydberg) 408
Fundamental standards xxxiii

units xxiii

Fusion current for wires 329
Fusion, latent heat of 240

Gages, wire 333
Galvano-magnetic effects 385
Gamma function 62
Gas constant 408
Gas thermometry 192—194
Gases: absorption of by liquids 172

absorption of by water 170-171
absorption coef: long-wave radiation . . . 309

X-rays 389
compressibility 104
conductivity, thermal 217
critical data 212
densities 127
dielectric constants 356-361

strength 353-3SS
diffusion 168

ionic 405
expansion coefficients 222
expansion of 128—132
flow in tubes 150
Ignition temperatures of mixtures 244
magnetic susceptibility 377
magnetic-optical rotation 382
refractive indices 292
resistance (aerodynamical) 150-153
solubility in water 170— 171
sound, velocity of, in 147
specific heats (also Cp/c^) 230
viscosity 164-165
volume, f(t, p) 104—106

f(t), I -f 0.00367, logs . . . 128—132
Gauss xlv, 365
Gaussian system of units xxxv

Geochemical data 423
Geodetic data 424-427
Gilbert 311
Glare sensibility of eye 257
Glasses: refraction indices, American 277

German, temp. var. . . 278
resistance electric, temp, var 332
transparency of 302—304, 306-307

Glass vessels, volume of . 72
Gram-molecule, definition 436
Grating space of calcite 408
Gravitation constant 427
Gravity, acceleration of, altitude variation .... 424

latitude variation .... 424
observed values . . . 425-426

Gravity specific, see densities.

Gudermanlans • 4i

Gyration, radii of 70

Hall effect, temperature variation 385

PAGE

Hardness: (sec mechanical properties) ...... 74
Brinell test 74
elements 101
scleroscope test 74

Harmonics: cylindrical (Bessel) 66-68
roots, lormuliE . . 68

zonal 64
Heat: adsorption heats 407

atomic heats of elements 226
combination 245—246
combustion: explosives 243-244

fuels 242
gases 242
organic compounds 241

conductivity: metals (also high temp.) . . . 213
gases 217,254
liquids 217

diffusivlties 217
dilution, heat of, HaSO* 246
formation 245—246
latent heat of fusion 240

vaporization, elements . . .233
NH3 232
steam 234
various . . 232-233

pressure variation, NH3 liq. . .232
losses from incandescent wires 255
mechanical equivalent of 197
neutralization, H2SO4 246
solution 246
specific: alloys 227

ammonia, liq 228
electricity 317
elements 233
gases 230
liquids 227-228
mercury 227
minerals, roclts 229
silicates 229
solids 227
true [elements, f(t)] 223
vapors 230
water 227

total [elements, f(t)] 225
treatment of steels 76

Heating effect, radium and emanation 394
Hefner unit 260
Heights, barometric determination of 145

boiling point of water determination of . . 144
Helium, production, relation to radium 394
Henry xxxvii, xliv, 311
Heterochromatic sensibility of eye 257
Hertzen wave-lengths 408
High-frequency electric resistance of wires .... 344
Horizontal intensity earth's field, 19 15 . . . .431

secular var. . . 431
Horse power 197
Humidity, relative: vapor-pressure and dry . . . . 187

wet and dry 189
Hydrogen: atomic data, mass, radius, etc 408

series spectra 275,401
thermometer 192-194

Hydrolysis of ammonium acetate 352
Hydrostatic pressures of Hg and HoO columns . . 136
Hyperbolic functions, natural and logarithmic ... 41
Hysteresis 36s et seq, 375-376

Ice, allotropie modifications 200
freezing point, pressure effects 200

Ice-point, thermodynamic scale 195
Ignition temperatures gaseous mixtures 244
Incandescent filaments, heat losses 255
Inclination (dip) of magnetic needle, 19 1 5 .... 430

secular var. . . 430
Index of refraction: air 293

alums 281
crystals, see minerals, etc. .282-289
fats 289
fluorite, f(t) 280
gases and vapors 292
glass American 277

German f(t) 278
Iceland spar 280
liquefied gases 289
liquids 290
metals 296
minerals, isotropic 282

uniaxial 284
biaxial . , , , . 286
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Index of refraction: miscellaneous, isotropic . . 283

uniaxial . . .285
biaxial . . . 289

nitroso-dimthyl-aniline . . . 280
quartz 280
rock-salt, f(t) 279
salt solutions 291
silvine 279
solids, biaxial .... 286, 289

isotropic .... 282, 283
uniaxial .... 284, 285

standard media for microscope. 294
vapors 292
waxes 289

Induction, self 376
Inductive capacity, specific: crystals ....'.! 361

gases, f(t, p) . . 356-357
liquids 357
liq. gases 359
solids 360
standard solutions . . 360

Inertia, moments of 70
Inorganic compounds: boiling points ...!!! 201

densities 201
melting points 201
soluibilities 169

Insulators: break-down potentials 364
dielectric properties 364
resistance, thermal 214-216

electrical 331
Integral: diffusion 60

elliptic '.'.'.
69

formulas
[ \ 12

gamma function ' ' 62
_

probability 56-57, 60
Intensity, horizontal, earth iield, 19 1 5 431

,
secular var. . . .4^1

Intensity, total, earth field, 1915 432
secular var 432

International candle standard 260
electric units '.

'.xxxvi
standards xxxviii

standard radium 394, 398
standard wave-lengths .... 266-267

Intrinsic brightness of various lights 260
Ionic charge 401,408

diffusion 405
mobilities 405

Ionization potentials 403
Ions produced by a, /3, y rays 398

work required to detach 403-404
Ions, conductance of 352

heat of formation 246
Iron, magnetic properties (steels) 365-376

standard wave-lengths, international . . 266-267
Isostacy 426
Isotopes 410

Joule 197
Joule magnetic effect 365

K X-ray spectrum series 390
Kerr's constant, magneto-optic 383
Kinetic energy 436

molecular 408
Kundt's constant, magneto-optic 383

L X-ray series 391
Lambert, definition 256, 259
Latent heat of fusion 240
Latent heat of pressure variation liq. ammonia . . . 232
Latent heat of vaporization: ammonia 232

forraulffi 232
steam tables .... 234
various 231

Latitude correction to barometer 139—142
of a few stations 420, 434

Least squares: formulae 59
probability integral, arg, hx ... 56

x/r . . . 57
inverse ... 60

o.6745V i/ (ri —

i

) 57
o.6745Vi/w(?? —

i

) 58
o.8453Vi/ri( ?; — i) 58

, ^
o.8453[i/raVra^^] 58

Leduc tnermomagnetic effect 385
Lepal electrical units ,.,,,, xxsvii

PAGE
Length, standards of xxxiv, 5
Light: eye, sensitiveness of to 256-258

flux, definition 259
intensities on various days 256
lambert, definition 256
least visible to eye 261
mechanical equivalent 261
photometric standai'ds 260

units 259
polarized, reflection 295-297

rotation of plane by substances . . 310
rotation of plane, magnetic . 378—383

reflection of: formulie 297
function of " n " 297

reflecting power: metals 295-298
pigments 299
powders 300
rough surfaces 299
scattered light 300
temperature variation . . .300

sensitiveness of eye to 256-258
transparency to: crystals 305

dyes 301
glasses, American . . 303-304

Jena 302
water 307

velocity of 408,414
wave-lengths: cadmium std. line 266

elements 269-271
Fraunhofer lines 265
solar, Rowland 272
Std. iron lines .... 266-267

Lights, brightness of various 260
color of various 261
efficiency of various electric 262
photographic efficiency of 264
visibility of white lights 260

Light-year 414
Limits of spectrum series 276
Linear expansion coefficients 218-219
Liquids: absorption of gases by 172

Baume density scale
! 109

capillarity of 173-174
combustion heat, fuels 242
compressibilities 107
conductivity, thermal

. . 217
contact emf 314-316
densities 115-117

mercury, f(t) 121
water, f(t) 1 18-120

dielectric constant 357—360
strength 355

diffusion, aqueous solutions '. 166
expansion coefficients

!
.' ! 221

expansion coefficients ! ! ! 221
fuels, combustion heats ', 242
magnetic optic rotation

, [ 380
m.agnetic susceptibility '.'.'.

777
potential dif. with substances . . .

' 314-316
refractive indices 289-291
sound velocity in '.

'.

. 147
specific heats

. . 228
surface tensions .' '.'

173—174
thermal conductivity * '

. .217
expansion, cubical ....'.*!.' 221

vapor pressures j_j_jg_
viscosity, absolute !! 157-159

specific, solutions 16-1
Logarithms: standard 4-place 26

1000 to 2000 24
anti-, standard 4-place 28

.9000 to 1. 0000 30
Logai'ithmic functions 40
Longitudes of a few stations 420, 434
Long-wave transmissions 309
Loschmidt's number 408
Lowering of freezing points by salts 208
Lubricants for cutting tools 154
Lumen 259
Luminosity of black-body, f(t) 261
Lunar parallax 414
Lux 259

M X-ray spectrum 392
Mache radioactivity unit 398
Maclauren's theorem 13
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PAGE
Magnetic field: atomic 402

bismuth, resistance in 384
/' EttinKliausen effect 385

galvanometric effects 383
Hall effect 385
Joule effect 365
Lcduc effect 385
Nernst eft'ect 385
nickel, resistance in 384
optical rotation polarization . 378-383
resistance of metals in 384
thermo-magnetic effects 385
Villari eft'ect 365
Wiedemann effect 365

Magnetic observatories, magnetic elements .... 434
Magnetic properties: cobalt, 0° to 100° C. . . . 373

Curie constant 372
Curie point 372
definitions 365
demagnetizing factor for rods . 374
diamagnetism, f(t) . . 365,372
ferro-cobalt alloy 370
ferromagnetism 36s
hystersis 37S-37<5
iron: 3(:7-i7(>

cast, Intense fields . . 368
pure 369
soft, o and 100° C. . . 371
very weal( fields .... 370
wrought 373

magnetite, 0°, 100° C. . . 373
magneto-strictive effects . . 365
magnet steel 370
maxwell 311, 365
nickel, 0°, 100° C 373
paramagnetism, f(t) . . 365, 372
permeability 365, 371
saturation values for steels . .373
steel: 367-376

energy losses . . . .376
magnet steel . . . .370
manganese steel . . .373
saturation values . . .373
temperature effect . 371-372
tool steel 373
transformer steel . 371,376
weak fields 370

Steinmetz constant . . . .375
susceptibility . . z6s, 27^,377
temperature effects . . 371-373

rrestrial: agonic line 425
declination 420
dip 422
inclination 422
intensity, horizontal . . .423

total 424
magnetic character yearly . . 425
observatories, elements at . 426

Magneto-optic rotation, gases 382
Kerr constant 383
Kundt constant 383
liquids 380
solids 379
solutions 381
Verdet's constant . . 378-383

Magnitudes, absolute stellar 415, 412
stellar 415,412
sun 415

Mass: electronic, f (velocity) 401, 408
fundamental standard xxxiv
hydrogen atom 408

Mass absorption coefficient for X-rays 389
Masses, stellar 404
Mathematical constants 14

pliysical 408
Maxwell xlv, 311,365
Mean free path, H molecule 408

velocity H molecule 408
Msasures, weights: customary—metric S-7

English—metric 8-11
Mechanical equivalent of heat 197

light 261
Mechanical properties: definitions 74

elastic limit . . 74
Erichson value . . 74
hardness .... 74
moduli 74

,, ,
PAGE

Mechanical properties: definitions: modulus of rapture 74
proportional limit. 74
scleroscope ... 74
ultimate struigth,

( ompr. 74
t'insion 74

yield point ... 74
alloys: aluminum .... 81

brasses 83-85
bronzes 83-85
copper 83-85
^™"

, 75-79
miscel 88-8g
steel 77
white metal .... 89

aluminum: 80-81
alloys 81

brick and brick piers .... 93
cement qq
cement mortars go
clay products 93
concrete gj
copper: "

* 82
brasses and bronzes 83-85
wire 82-83

heat treatment for steels . . 76
iron: 75

alloys 7s
leather belting 94
p-ratio extension/contraction. 101
rigidity moduli f(t) .... 100
rope, manila 95

steel-wire 79
rubber, sheet 94
steel: 76

alloys j'j

heat treatment for . . 76
semi- 78
wire 78
wire-rope 79

stone products 92
terra-cotta piers 93
tungsten 89
white metal 89
woods: conifers: English unit 99

metric unit . 97
hard: English un't . 98

metric unit . . 96
Melting points: alloys 206

elements 198
eutectics 207
inorganic compounds 201
lime-alumina-silica compounds . .207
organic compomids 203
paraffins 203
pressure effect 200
water-ice, pressure effect .... 200

Meniscus, volume of mercury 143
Mercury: density and volume, — 10° to 360° C. . 121

conductivity thermal, high temp 254
electric resistance standard xxxTiii

meniscus, volume of 143
pressure hydrostatic of columns 136
specific heat 227
thermometer 190-194
vapor pressure 180

Metals: conductivity, thermal 213
diffusion i63
potential differences, Volta .... 316,404
reflection of light by 295-296, 298
refraction indices 295-296
optical constants 295-298
resistivity, temperature coefficient .... 323

pressure effect 326
Volta emf 316,404
weight sheet metal 116

Metallic reflection 295-296, 298
Meteors, chemical composition 423
Meter-candle 256, 259
Metric weights and measures, equivalents . . . 5-10
Mho 436
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PAGE

Micron, fi 7. 436
Milky way, pole of 4i4
Minerals: densities iiS

refractive indices: biaxial 286
isotropic 282
uniaxial 284

specific heats 229
Minimum energy for light sensation 261

Mixtures freezing 211
Mobilities, ionic 405
Moduli, —see mechanical properties 74-io3
Mogendorf series formula 275
Moist air, density of 133-13S

maintenance of i35

transparency to radiation, .36 to 1.711. 411
to 20/t . . . 308

Molecular collision frequencies 399
conductivities: equivalent .... 349—352

specific 346-348
crystal units 400
diameters 399> 4°°
free paths 399
heats of adsorption 407

liquefaction 407
kinetic energy 408
magnitudes 399-400, 408
number in cm', 76 cm, 0° C 408

gram-molecule 408
velocities 399
weights of colloids 406

Moments of inertia: earth 427
formulae 70

Month 414, 436
Mcon: albedo 4i7

distance from earth, parallax 4^4
radiation compared with sun's 4iS

Musical scale 148
tone quality i49

Mutual induction 376

Nemst thermomaicnetic potential difference .... 38s
Neutral points, thermoelectric 317
Neutralization, heat of 246
Nickel, Kerr's constants for 383

magnetic properties, o to 100° 373
resistance in magnetic field 384

Nitrogen thermometer 192
Nitroso-dimethyl-aniline, refractive index 280
Nuclear charge, atomic 393, 401
Number of stars 417
Numbers atomic 409

X-ray spectra and .... 390-393
Numbers: magnetic character 433

sun-spot 415
Nutation 414

Observatories, magnetic elements at 434
Ohm : xxxvii, xxxviii, 311

electrical equivalents 311
Oersted xlvi

Oils, viscosity of 156, iS7
Optical constants of metals 295
Optical rotation magnetic 378—383
Optical thermometry 250
Organ pipes, pitch 149
Organic compounds: boiling points 203

densities 203
melting points 203

Organic salts, solubilities 170
Oscillation constants wireless telegraphy .... 362

times of wires, temperature variation . . 10

1

Overtones 149

IT pi 14, 436
P-limit (proportional limit) 74 et seq.

Parsec 414
Parallax, solar, lunar 414

stellar 412, 415
Paramagnetism 365
Partials (sound) 149
Particle, smallest visible 406
Peltier effect: 317, 321

pressure effect 320

PAGE

Pendulum, second: formula; latitude variation . . 427
Penetration cathode rays 387

high speed molecules 387
Pentane candle 260

thsrmometer 194
Periodic system: Hackh 4ii>

Mendelejeff 409
Permeability, magnetic 365 et seq.

Persistence of vision 258
Petrol-ether thermometer 194
Phosphorescence (radio-active excitation) .... 394
Phot 259
Photoelectricity 403
Photographic data: intensification 264

lights, efficiencies 264
plate characteristics 263
resolving power 263
speeds various materials . . . 263

Photometric definitions, units 259
standards 260

Physiological constants of the eye 258
Pi (ir) 14, 436
Pigments, reflecting powers f(X) 299
Pines, organ: pitch 149
Pitch: 148

organ pipes 149
voice, limits 149

Planck's " h" 408
radiation formulae, Ci C2 247

Plane, air resistance to 150-152
Planetary data 416
Platinum resistance thermometer 19S

thermoelectric thermometer 196
thermoelectric powers against 319

Poisson'S ratio 10

1

Polonium radioactive series 398
Polarized light: reflection by 295-296,297

rotation of plane 310
magnetic 378-383

Porcelain, resistance, f(t) 332
Positive rays 386
Potential (emf ) : accumulators 313

cells voltaic 312-313
contact 314,316,404
ionizing 403
Peltier 321
sparking, kerosene 355

various .... 3 S 3-3 5 5
resonance 403
standard cells 313
thermo-electric 317-320

pressure effect . . 320
Weston normal xli

portable xliii

Poundal 436
Precession 414
Pressure: air, on moving surfaces 150-152

barometric, reductions, capillarity ... 143
gravity . . 138-143
temperature , . 137

boiling water 144
critical, gases 212
mercury columns 136
volume relations, gases 104
water columns 136

Pressure effect on boiling points 200
melting points 200
resistance electrical 326
thermoelectric powers 320

Pressure vapor: alcohol, methyl and ethyl .... 178
aqueous (steam tables 234) . 183—186
elements 175
mercury 180
salt solutions 181
water vapor (steam tables 234) 183—186
various 176-181

Probable errors 56—59
Probability integral 56-57

inverse 60
Pioportional limit (P-limit) 74 et seq.

Pupil diameter 258
Purkinje phenomenon 256

O.uality, tone 149
Quartz: refraction indices 280

transmission of radiation by 305
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PAGE

R, gas constant 4o8

p, Poisson's ratio loi

Kadian 436
circular functions in terras of 37

Radiation: black-body, formulae 247
f(\,T) 247,248
total, f(t) 247

candle 260
constants, (T, Ci, C2 247
cooling by, across airspaces . ... 253

high temperatures . . . .254
ordinary temperatures . . . 253
pressure effect . . . 251-252

emissivities 249, 250
eye sensitiveness to 256-258

f(X) 256,25s
moon's compared to sun's 41

S

Planck's formula 247
a, Stefan's formula 247
solar constant of 418

variation with latitude 420
month 420

Stefan's formula 247
sun's to earth 41S
sun's compared to moon 41

5

temperature as function of 250
transmissibility of by air, moist . 308, 419

alum 305
atmosphere . 308, 419
crystals, f(X) . . 305
dyes, f( ) • • • 301
fluorite, f(X) . . 305
glass, f(X) .302-304
ice-land spar . . 305
lamp-black . . . 309
long-wave, f(X) . 309
quartz, f(X) . . 305
rock-salt, f(X) . 305
water, f(X) . . 307

visibility of by eye 256, 258
Eadii of gyration 70
Eadio-activity 394-39^

a rays: helium 394
ions produced 398
kinetic energy 396
number produced 396
production of 394
range 396
stopping powers for .... 395
velocity, initial 396

actinium group 396
jSrays: absorption coefficients . 395,397

ions produced 398
velocities 397

7 rays: absorption coefficients . 395, 397
ions produced 398

constants, various 396—397
Curie unit 398
emanation 398
general characteristics 394
heating effects 394
helium. Production of 394
Ions produced by a, j3 and 7 rays . 398
isotopes 410
Mache unit 398
phosphorescence 394
radium group 396
spectra 398
standard, international 394
thorium group 396
transformations 396,410
transformation constants 396
vapor pressure of emanation . . . 398

Radium emanation, vapor-pressure 398
group 396
spectra ' 398

Radius hydrogen atom 408
Reciprocals iS
Reflection of light: formula 297

long-wave 309
metals 295—298
miscellaneous 298
f(n,i) 297
pigments dry, f(X) 299
polarization by 297
rough surfaces 299
stellite 296
variation with angle .... 300

temperature . . 300

PAGE

Refraction index: air, f(X) 293
alum 281
crystals, see minerals . . . 279-289
fats 289
fluorite, f(t) 280
gases 292
glasses, American, f(X) . . . . 277

Jena, f(X, t) 278
Iceland-spar 280
liquids 290
liquefied gases 289
microscopic determination media . 294
minerals, biaxial, positive . . . 286

negative . . .287
isotropic 282
uniaxial, positive . . . 284

negative . . . 284
miscellaneous, biaxial 289

isotropio .... 283
uniaxial .... 285

nitroso-dimethyl aniline . . . .280
oils 289
quartz . . .' 280
rock-salt, f(t) 279
salt solutions 291
silvine 279
vapors 292
waxes 289

Relative humidity, vapor pressure and dry . . . . 187
wet and dry 189

Resistance, air (aerodynamical) 1 51-153
planes 151

angle factor 152
aspect factor 152

shape factor iS3
size factor iS3
skin friction 152
speed factor 153

Resistance, resistivity electrical (see conductivity).

alloys, t(t) 323,327-328
aluminum 334

wire tables 342, 343
alternating current values 344
antennas (wireless) 364
copper, f(t) 334, 335

reduction to standard temperature 335
wire-tables, English units . . . 336

metric tinits . . .339
dielectrics, volume, surface 331
electrolytic, see conductivity . . . 345-352
equivalents 3"
glass, f(t) 332
high frequency values 344
high temperature values 330
low temperature values 330
magnetic field, effect of 384
mercury resistance standards .... xsxvlii

metals, f(t) 323
porcelain, f(t) 332
pressure effect 326
standards, mercury xxxviii

surface, of dielectrics 331
thermometer, platinum resistance . . . 195
volume, of dielectrics 331
wire, auxiliary table for computing . . 322
wire tables, aluminum, common units . 342

metric .... 343
copper, common units . . 336

metric 339
Resolving power photographic plate 263
Resonance potentials (spectra) 403
Retina, physiological data 258

sensitiveness to light and colors . . . 256-258
Rigidity of enrth 427
Rigidity moduli, f(t) 100
Ritz spectrum series formula 275
Rocks, specific heats of 229
Rock-salt, index of refraction 279
Rods in retina of eye 258
Rontgen rays: 383-393

absorption coefficients (mass) . . . 389
atomic numbers and spectra . . 390-393
cathode efficiencies 387
corpuscular radiation 387-388
characteristic radiations 387
energy relations 387
general radiations 387
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Rontgea rays: heterogeneous radiations 387
homogeneous radiations 387
independent radiations 387
intensity 388
ionization 388
K series of radiations 390
L series of radiations 391
M series of radiations 392
monochromatic radiations 387
secondary radiations 387
spectra: absorption 393

K series 390
L series 391
M series 392
tungsten 392

wave-length and cathode fall . . . . 3S7
Roots of Bessel functions, 1st and 2nd orders . . 68
Roots square 15
Rope, nianilla, mechanical properties 95

steel wire, mechanical properties 79
Ectation of polarized light 310

magnetic .... 378-382
Rough surfaces, reflecting power 299
Rowland solar wave-lengths 2-j2

Rupture, moduli of 74 et seij

Rutherford atom 40 r

Rydberg constant 408
Rydberg series formula (specti'um) 275

a, Stefan-Boltzmann 247
Salt solutions: boiling point raising 210

conductivity thermal 216
freezing point lowering 208
vapor pressure 181

Scales, musical 148
Scleroscope (hardness test) 74
Screens, color 306—307
Second pendulum, formula 419

sea-level values, f(0) 419
Secohm xliv

Secondary batteries 313
X-rays 387

Self induction 376
Sensation, Minimum energy of light for 261
Sensitiveness of eye to light and radiation . . 256—258
Series, mathematical 13
Series spectra: Balmer formula 401, 275

first terms 2.T(i

limits of 276
Morgendorff formula 275
Ritz formula 275
Rydberg formula 27s
vibration differences 276

Sheet metal, weight of 116
Silver, electrochemical equivalent 345
Silver voltameter xl

Silvine, refractive index 279
Sines, natural and logarithmic, circular 32

hyperbolic .... 41
Sl<y brightness 419
Skin friction, air resistance 152
Soap films 174
Solids: compressibility 108

contact potentials 314,316,404
densities 113
dielectric constants 360
expansion coefficients, cubical 227

linear .... 218—220
hardness 74 €t seq, 10

1

magneto-optic rotation 379
refractive indices 277-289
resistance, electrical 323-344
velocity of sound 146
Verdet's constant 379

Solubility: gases in water 170
pressure effect . ... 171

salts in water, inorganic, f(t) . . . . 169
organic, f(t) 170

Solutions: boiling point raise by salts in .... 210
conductivity electrolytic 346-352

thermal 216
densities of aqueous 122
diffusion of aqueous 166
dielectric constant, calibration stds. . . 360
freezing points lowering by salts in . . . 208
magneto-optic rotation by 381

PAGE

Solutions: refractive Indices 291
specific heats 228
surface tensions 173
vapor pressures 181

Verdet's constant 381
viscosities, specific 159, 163

Sound, velocity of: gases 147
liquids 147
solids 147

waves, energy of 149
Sparking potentials: air, alternating potentials . .353

large spark-gaps, f(p) . . 354
steady potentials . . . .353

dielectrics 355
kerosene 35.

S

Specific heat of electricity 317
Specific heats : ammonia, sat. iiq 228

elements 223, 225, 226
gases, also Cp /Cv 230
liquids 22Z
mercury 227
minerals and rocks 229
rocks 229
silicates 229
solids 227
vapors 230
water 227

Specific gravities (see densities) 109-135
conversion of Baume 109

Specific inductive capacities: crystals 361
gases, f(t,p) . . 356-357
liquids, f(t) . 357-359
solids 360
std. solutions . . .360

Specific molecular conductivity 347-348
Specific resistance, see resistivity 323-326
Specific viscosity: 159, 163
Spectrum: black-body intensities 247, 248

elements, international units . . . 267, 270
eye sensitiveness, f(X) 256-258
iron standards, international units . 266, 267
radium 398
series, limits, first terms, etc 276
solar: intensities of energy 418

Rowland wave-lengths 2-/2

cor. to intern, scale . . 272
standard wave-lengths, intern, units. 2(>(!—2(i7

stellar 403
wave-lengths standards 266, 267

reduction to std. pressure. 268
X-ray: absorption 393

atomic numbers 390—393
K series 390
L series 391
M series 392
tungsten 392

Speed of corpuscles 401
Spherical harmonics 64
Sputtering, cathodic 386
Squares of numbers 15
Square roots of numbers 15
Squares, least, — formulse and tables 56-59
Standard cells, emf of 313

radium, international 394
refractive media for microscope 294
resistance, mercury xxxvlii

temperature calibration points 195
wave-lengths: primary (international) . 266

secondary (international) . 266
tertiary (International) . . 267
reduction \.a std. pressure . 268

Standards: electrical, international xxxvlii

fundamental xxxiii

photometric 260
Stars: brightness 413

densities 413
distances 412
equivalent ist magnitude 417
first magnitude data (positions, etc.) . . .415
Harvard classification 411
light, total 417
magnitudes, apparent and absolute 413
masses 413
motions 412
number of 417
pai'allax 413
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Stars: size 4i3

spectra 4ii

temperatures, surface 411
velocities 412, 41S

Steam tables 234
Steel: magnetic properties 3 6 7-3 7

mechanical properties 76-79
Stefan-Boltzmaim constant, and formula 247
Steinmetz magnetic constant 375
Stcllite, reflecting powers 150

Stem correction for thermometers 190-191
Stokes law for falling bodies 150

Stone, mechanical properties 92
Storage batteries 3i3

Strengths—see mechanical properties 74-99
Sucrose, viscosities of solutions, f(t) 156

Sugar cane, densities aqueous solutions 126

Sulphuric acid, densities aqueous solutions . . . . 126

Sun: apex of solai' motion 411
brightness 260
disk brightness distribution 418
distance to earth 414
Fraunhofer lines 265
magnitude, stellar 413
motion 411
numbers. Wolf's sun-spot 41S
parallax 4^4
radiation compared to moon 414

constant (solar constant) 418
variation with month and latitude . . 420

spectrum: energy intensities 418
Fraunhofer lines 265
Rowland's wave-lengths 2-]2

spot numbers, Wolf's 41S
temperature 418
velocity 411
wave-lengths: Fraunhofer lines 265

Rowland's 272
Sunshine, duration of f(month, latitude) 417
Surface resistivities, solid dielectrics 331
Surface tensions i73. i74

Susceptibility magnetic, definition 365
elements, etc 377

Tangents circular, nat. and log., f(°,') .... Z^
f (radians) ... 37

hyperbolic, nat. and log 41
Taylor's series 13
Telegraphy, wireless: 362, 364
Temperature, black-body scale for W 250

brightness black body as function of. 261
brightness scale for C 250
color scale for W 250
critical gas constants 212
earth: f (altitude) 421

f (latitude) 422
monthly and yearly means . . 420
variation below surface . . . 422

flame temperatures 244
ignition, gaseous mixtures 244
standards xxxiv

stellar 411
sun's 418
thermodynamic 19S
zero absolute 19S

Tensile strengths, see mechanical properties . . . 74-99
Tension, surface i73) i74

Tensions, vapor, see vapor pressures 175-186
Terrestrial magnetism: agonic line 425

declination 420
dip 422
inclination 422
intensity, horizontal . . . 431

total ..... 424
magnetic character, yearly . 425
observatories, elements at . 426

Thermal unit, British 435
standard calorie 435

Thermal conductivity: alloys, metals 213
building materials . 215
earth 422
gases 217

high temperature 234

Thermal conductivity: Insulators

PAGE

. . . 214—216
high temp. 214

liquids 217
metals, high temper-
ature 213
salt solutions . . .216
water 216

Thermal diffusivities 217
Thermal expansion: cubical: gases 222

liquids 221
solids 220

linear: elements 218
miscellaneous . , . .219

Thermal unit: British 435
calorie 435
dynamical equivalents ... 197

Thermo-chemistry: heat of combustion: carbon cpds . 241
coals . . . 242
cokes . . . 242
gases . . . 242
liquid fuels .242
miscellaneous .241
peats . . . 242

heat of dilution, H2SO4 .... 246
formation 245

ions 246
neutralization .... 246

Thermodynamical scale of temperature, ice-point . . 19s
Therraoelectrical properties: (emf) alloys .... 318

platinum 319
elements . . . 317
Peltier . . 317, 321
pressure effects . 320
Thomson . 317, 320

Thermoelements, calibration of 196
Thermogalvanometric effect 385
Thermomagnetic effects 383
Thermometry: absolute zero 195

air— 16III 0° to 300° C . . . . 193
Sgiiij 100° to 200° C . . . 193
SqIIIj high temperature ... 194

calibration points, standard .... 19s
gas-mercury, formulae, comparisons 192—194
hydrogen— 1 6 Hi, 0° to 100° C . . 192

x6ni, 59 _5» to
— 35° C 193

various 194
ice point 195
Kelvin scale 193
mercury cf with gas 190-194
platinum resistance 195
resistance electrical 195
stem corrections 190—191
thermodynamic scale, ice-point . . . 195
thermo-electric, Cu-Constantan . . . 196

Pt-PtRh 196
Thomson thermo-electric effect 317,320
Thorium radio-active group, constants of 396
Threshold sensitiveness of eye 236
Timber, strength of 96-99
Timbre (sound) 149
Time, equation of 416
Time, solar, sidereal 414
Time standards xxxiv

Transformation constants of radio-active substances. 396
Transformation points of minerals 207
Transmissibility to radiation: air, moist . . . 308,419

atmospberic . . . .418
crystals, various . . . 306
dyes 301
glass, American . 303, 304

Jena .... 302
water 307
water-vapor . . 308, 419

Trigonometric functions : circular, (° ') nat., log. . 32
(radians), log . . 37

hyperbolic, nat., log. .... 41
Tribo-electric series 322
Tubes, flow of gas through 15°
Tuning forks, temperature coefficients 149

Ultimate strengths of materials, see Mechanical.

properties 74~99
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Units of measurements, see Introduction .... sxiii

electrical, absolute . . . .xxxvi

international . . xxxvi

legal . . . xxxvii

practical . . .xxxvi

fundamental xsiii

photometric 260
radioactive 394
work, transformation factors 197

Uranium group of radio-active substances 396

V, ratio electro-magnetic to — static units . . xxx, xxxvi

Vacuo, reduction of densities to 73
weigliings to 73

Valencies of the elements 71

Van der Waal's constants 212
Vaporization, latent heat of: 231

ammonia 232
elements, theoretical . 233
formuls 232
steam tables . . . .234

Vapor pressure: alcohol ethyl 178
methyl 1 78

aqueous (see water below) . . 183, 234
carbon disulphide . i79
elements i75
mercury 180
radium emanation 398
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PREFACE

The theoretical work herein presented was developed while the

writer was at Princeton University in 1912-13, the basis of the calcu-

lations being the assumption that, if nitrocellulose smokeless powder

were employed as propellant in a rocket, under such conditions as

are here explained, an efficiency of 50 per cent might be expected.

Actual experimental investigations were not undertaken until

191 5-1 6, at which time the tests concerning ordinary rockets, steel

chambers and nozzles, and trials in vacuo, were performed at Clark

University. The original calculations were then repeated, using the

data from these experiments, and both the theoretical and experi-

mental results were submitted, in manuscript, to the Smithsonian

Institution, in December, 1916. This manuscript is here presented in

the original form, save for the notes at the end which are now added.

A grant of $5,000 from the Hodgkins Fund, Smithsonian Institu-

tion, under which work is being done at present, was advanced toward

the development of a reloading, or multiple-charge rocket, herein

explained in principle, and this work was begun at the Worcester

Polytechnic Institute in 191 7, and was later undertaken as a war
proposition. It was continued, from June, 1918, up to very nearly

the time of signing of the armistice, at the Mt. Wilson Observatory

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, where most of the experi-

mental results were obtained.

In connection with the present publication, I take pleasure in

thanking Dr. A. G. Webster for the facilities of the shop and labora-

tory at Clark University, used in the preliminary experiments herein

described. I also take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to

the Smithsonian Institution, for its support and encouragement in

the later work.

Robert H. Goddard.
Clark College,

Worcester, Massachusetts,

May 26, 1919.





A METHOD OF REACHING EXTREME ALTITUDES
By ROBERT H. GODDARD

(With io Plates)

OUTLINE

A search for methods of raising recording apparatus beyond the

range for sounding balloons (about 20 miles) led the writer to

develop a theory of rocket action, in general (pp. 6 to 11), taking

into account air resistance and gravity. The problem was to deter-

mine the minimum initial mass of an ideal rocket necessary, in order

that on continuous loss of mass, a final mass of one pound would

remain, at any desired altitude.

An approximate method was found necessary, in solving this prob-

lem ^pp. 10 to 11), in order to avoid an unsolved problem in the

Calculus of Variations. The solution that was obtained revealed

the fact that surprisingly small initial masses would be necessary

(table VII, p. 46) provided the gases were ejected from the rocket at

a high velocity, and also provided that fnost of the rocket consisted of

propellant material. The reason for this is, very briefly, that the

velocity enters exponentially in the expression for the initial mass.

Thus if the velocity of the ejected gases be increased five fold, for

example, the initial mass necessary to reach a given height will be

reduced to the fifth root of that required for the lesser velocity. (A
simple calculation, p. 50, shows at once the effectiveness of a rocket

apparatus of high efficiency.)

It was o'bviously desirable to perform certain experiments : First,

with the object of finding just how inefficient an ordinary rocket is,

and secondly, to determine to what extent the efficiency could be

increased in a rocket of new design. The term " efficiency " here

means the ratio of the kinetic energy of the expelled gases to the heat

energy of the powder, the kinetic energy being calculated from the

average velocity of ejection, which was obtained indirectly by obser-

vations on the recoil of the rocket.

It was found that not only does the powder in an ordinary rocket

constitute but a small fraction of the total mass (^ or J), but that,

furthermore, the efficiency is only 2 per cent, the average velocity of

ejection being about 1,000 ft./sec. (table I, p. 12). This was true

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 71, No. 2
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even in the case of the Coston ship rocket, which was found to have a

range of a quarter of a mile.

Experiments were next performed with the object of increasing

the average velocity of ejection of the gases. Charges of dense

smokeless powder were fired in strong steel chambers (fig. 2, p. 13),

these chambers being provided with smooth tapered nozzles, the

object of which was to obtain the work of expansion of the gases,

much as is done in the De Laval steam turbine. The efficiencies and

velocities obtained in this way were remarkably high (table II, p. 15),

the highest efficiency, or rather " duty," being over 64 per cent, and

the highest average velocity of ejection being slightly under 8,000

ft./sec, which exceeds any velocity hitherto attained by matter in

appreciable amounts.

These velocities were proved to be real velocities, and not merely

effects due to reaction against the air, by firing the same steel cham-

bers in vacuo, and observing the recoil. The velocities obtained in

this way were not much different from those obtained in air ( table III,

P-30)-

It will be evident that a heavy steel chamber, such as was used in

the above-mentioned experiments, could not compete with the ordi-

nary rocket, even with the high velocities which were obtained. If,

however, successive charges were fired in the same chamber, much as

in a rapid fire gun, most of the mass of the rocket could consist of

propellant, and the superiority over the ordinary rocket could be

increased enormously. Such reloading mechanisms, together with

what is termed a " primary and secondary " rocket principle, are the

subject of certain United States Letters Patent (p. 6). Inasmuch

as these two features are self-evidently operative, it was not con-

sidered necessary to perform experiments concerning them, in order

to be certain of the practicability of the general method.

Regarding the heights that could be reached by the above method

;

an application of the theory to Cases which the experiments show

must be realizable in practice indicates that a mass of one pound

could be elevated to altitudes of 35, y2, and 232 miles ; by employing

initial masses of from 3.6 to 12.6, from 5.1 to 24.3, and from 9.8 to

89.6 pounds, respectively (table VII, p. 46). If a device of the

Coston ship rocket type were used instead, the initial masses would

be of the order of magnitude of those above, raised to the 2/th pozver.

It should be understood that if the mass of the recording instru-

ments alone w^ere one pound, the entire final mass would be 3 or 4

pounds.
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Regarding the possibility of recovering apparatus upon its return,

calculations (pp. 51 and 53) show that the times of ascent and descent

will be short, and that a small parachute should be sufficient to

ensure safe landing.

Calculations indicate, further (pp. 54 to 57), that with a rocket of

high efficiency, consisting chiefly of propellant material, it should be

possible to send small masses even to such great distances as to escape

the earth's attraction.

In conclusion, it is believed that not only has a new and valuable

method of reaching high altitudes been shown to be operative in

theory, but that the experiments herein described settle all the points

upon which there could be reasonable doubt.

The following discussion is divided into three parts :

Part I. Theory.

Part II. Experiments.

Part III. Calculations, based upon the theory and the experi-

mental results.

IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT

The greatest altitude at which soundings of the atmosphere have

been made by balloons, namely, about 20 miles, is but a small fraction

of the height to which the atmosphere is supposed to extend. In

fact, the most interesting, and in some ways the most important, part

of the atmosphere lies in this unexplored region ; a means of explor-

ing which has, up to the present, not seriously been suggested.

A few of the more important matters to be investigated in this

region are the following: the density, chemical constitution, and

temperature of the atmosphere, as well as the height to which it

extends. Other problems are the nature of the aurora, and (with

apparatus held by gyroscopes in a fixed direction in space) the nature

of the a, /3, and y radioactive rays from matter in the sun as well as

the ultra-violet spectrum of this body.

Speculations have been made as to the nature of the upper atmos-

phere—those by Wegener ^ being, perhaps, the most plausible. By
estimating the temperature and percentage composition of the gases

present in the atmosphere, Wegener calculates the partial pressures

of the constituent gases, and concludes that there are four rather

distinct regions or spheres of the atmosphere in which certain gases

predominate : the troposphere, in which are the clouds ; the strato-

sphere, predominatingly nitrogen ; the hydrogen sphere ; and the

^A. Wegener. Phys. Zeitschr. 12, pp. 170-178; 214-222. loii.
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geocoronium sphere. This highest sphere appears to consist essen-

tially of ait element, " geocoronium," a gas undiscovered at the sur-

face of the earth, having a spectrum which is the single aurora line,

557/X|ti, and being 0.4 as heavy as hydrogen. The existence of such a

gas is in agreement with Nicholson's theory of the atom, and its

investigation would, of course, be a matter of considerable importance

to astronomy and physics as well as to meteorology. It is of interest,

to note that the greatest altitude attained by sounding balloons

extends but one-third through the second region, or stratosphere.

No instruments for obtaining data at these high altitudes are herein

discussed, but it will be at once evident that their construction is a

problem of small difficulty compared with the attainment of the

desired altitudes.
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A METHOD OF REACHING EXTREME ALTITUDES

By ROBERT H. GODDARD

PART I. THEORY
METHOD TO BE EMPLOYED

It is possible to obtain a suggestion as to the method that must be

employed from the fundamental principles of mechanics, together

with a consideration of the conditions of the problem. We are at

once limited to an apparatus which reacts against matter, this matter

being carried by the apparatus in question. Fo'r the entire system

we must have : First, action in accordance with Newton's Third Law
of Motion ; and, secondly, energy supplied from some source or

sources must be used to give kinetic and potential energy to the

apparatus that is being raised ; kinetic energy to the matter which,

by reaction, produces the desired motion of the apparatus ; and also

sufficient energy to overcome air resistance.

We are at once limited, since sub-atomic energy is not available,

to a means of propulsion in which jets of gas are employed. This

will be evident from the following consideration : First ; the matter

which, by its being ejected furnishes the necessary reaction, must

be taken with the apparatus in reasonably small amounts. Secondly,

energy must be taken with the apparatus in as large amounts as pos-

sible. Now, inasmuch as the maximum amount of energy associated

with the minimum amount of matter occurs with chemical energy,

both the matter and the energy for reaction must be supplied by a

substance which, on burning or exploding, liberates a large amount

of energy, and permits the ejection of the products that are formed.

An ideal substance is evidently smokeless powder, which furnishes a

large amount of energy, but does not explode with such violence as

to be uncontrollable.

The apparatus must obviously be constructed on the principle of

the rocket. An ordinary rocket, however, of reasonably small bulk,

can rise to but a very limited altitude. This is due to the fact that the

part of the rocket that furnishes the energy is but a rather small

fraction of the total mass of the rocket ; and also to the fact that

only a part of this energy is converted into kinetic energy of the mass

which is expelled. It will be expected, then, that the ordinary rocket

is an inefficient heat engine. Experiments will be described below

which show that this is true to a surprising degree.
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By the application of several new principles, an efficiency manyfold

greater than that of the ordinary rocket is possible ; experimental

demonstrations of which will also be described below. Inasmuch as

these principles are of some value for military purposes, the writer

has protected himself, as well as aerological science in America, by

certain United States Letters Patent ; of which the following have

already been issued

:

1,102,653

1,103,503

1,191,299

1,194,496.

The principles concerning efficiency are essentially three in num-
ber. The first concerns thermodynamic efficiency, and is the use of

a smooth nozzle, of proper length and taper, through which the

gaseous products of combustion are discharged. By this means the

work of expansion of the gases is obtained as kinetic energy, and also

complete combustion is ensured.

The second principle is embodied in a reloading device, whereby a

large mass of explosive material is used, a little at a time, in a small,

strong-, combustion chamber. This enables high chamber pressures

to be employed, impossible in an ordinary paper rocket, and also

permits most of the mass of the rocket to consist of propellant

material.

The third principle consists in the employment of a primary and

secondary rocket apparatus, the secondary (a copy in minature of

the primary) being fired when the primary has reached the upper

limit of its flight. This is most clearly shown, in principle, in United

States Patent No. i, 102,653.

By this means the large ratio of propellant material to total mass

is kept sensibly the same during the entire flight. This last principle

is obviously serviceable only when the most extreme altitudes are to

be reached. In order to avoid damage when the discarded casings

reach the ground, each should be fitted with a parachute device, as

explained in United States Patent No. 1,191,299.

Experiments will be described below which show that, by applica-

tion of the above principles, it is possible to convert the rocket from

a very inefficient heat engine into the most efficient heat engine that

ever has been devised. •

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Before describing the experiments that have been performed, it

will be well to deduce the theorv of rocket action in general, in order
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to show the tremendous importance of efficiency in the attainment of

very high altitudes. A statement of the problem will therefore be

made, which will lead to the differential equation of the motion. An
approximate solution of this equation will be made for the initial

mass required to raise a mass of one pound to any desired altitude,

when said initial mass is a minimum.

Fig. I.

A particular form of ideal rocket is chosen for the discussion as

being very amenable to theoretical treatment, and at the same time

embodying all of the essential points of the practical apparatus.

Referring to figure i, a mass H, weighing one pound is to be raised

as high as possible in a vertical direction ^ by a rocket formed of a

cone, P. of propellant material, surrounded by a casing K. The

' See note lo at end of paper.
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material P is expelled downward with a constant velocity, c. It is

further supposed that the casing, K, drops away continuously as the

propellant material P burns, so that the base of the rocket always

remains plane. It will be seen that this approximates to the case of

a rocket in which the casing and firing chamber of a primary rocket

are discarded after the magazine has been exhausted of cartridges,

as well as to the case in which cartridge shells are ejected as fast as

the cartridges are fired.

Let us call

M= the initial mass of the rocket,

m= the mass that has been ejected up to the time, t,

v= the velocity of the rocket, at time t,

c= the velocity of ejection of the mass expelled,

R= the force, in absolute units, due to air resistance,

g=the acceleration of gravity,

dm= the mass expelled during the time dt,

k= the constant fraction of the mass dm that consists of casing

K, expelled with zero velocity relative to the remainder of

the rocket, and

dv= the increment of velocity given the remaining mass of the

rocket.

The differential equation for this ideal rocket will be the analytical

statement of Newton's Third Law, obtained by equating the momen-
tum at a time t to that at the time t+ dt, plus the impulse of the forces

of air resistance and gravity,

(M-m)v=:dm(i-k) (v-c) +vkdm
+ (M-m-dm)(v+ dv) + [R+ g(M-m)]dt.

If we neglect terms of the second order, this equation reduces to

c(i-k)dmi=(M-m)dv+[R+ g(M-m)]dt. (i)

A check upon the correctness of this equation may be had from

the analytical expression for the Co'nservation of Energy, obtained by

equating the heat energy evolved by the burning o'f the mass of

propellant, dm(i— k), to'the additional kinetic energy of the system

produced by this mass plus the work done against gravity and air

resistance during the time dt. The equation thus derived is found to

be identical with equation (i).

REDUCTION OF EQUATION TO THE SIMPLEST FOR^I

In the most general case, it will be found that R and g are most

simply expressed when in terms of v and s. In particular, the

I
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quantity R, the air resistance of the rocket at time t, depends not only

upon the density of the air and the velocity of the rocket, but also

upon the cross section, S, at the time t. The cross section, S, should

obviously be as small as possible ; and this condition will be satisfied

at all times, provided it is the following function of the mass of the

rocket (M — m),

S =A(M-m)S (2)

where A is a constant of proportionality. This condition is evidently

satisfied by the ideal rocket, figure i. Equation (2) expresses the

fact that the shape of the rocket apparatus is at all times similar to

the shape at the start ; or, expressed differently, S must vary as the

square of the linear dimensions, whereas the mass (M — m) varies as

the cube. Provision that this condition may approximately be ful-

filled is contained in the principle of primary and secondary rockets.

The resistance, R, may be taken as independent of the length of

the rocket by neglecting " skin friction." For velocities exceeding

that of sound this is entirely permissible, provided the cross section

is greatest at the head of the apparatus, as shown in United States

Patent No. 1,102,653.

The quantities R, g, and v, are evidently expressible most simply

in terms of the altitude s, provided the cross-section S is also so

expressed, giving, in place of equation (i)

c(i-k)dm=(M-m)dv+ ~-^[R(s)+g(s)(M-m)]ds. (3)
v(^s J

RIGOROUS SOLUTION FOR MINIMUM M AT PRESENT
IMPOSSIBLE

The success of the method depends entirely upon the possibility of

using an initial mass, M, of explosive material that is not imprac-

ticably large. It amounts to the same thing, of course, if we say that

the mass ejected up to the time t (i. e., m) must be a minimum, con-

ditions for the existence of a minimum being involved in the integra-

tion of the equation of motion.

That a minimum mass, m, exists when a required mass is to be

given an assigned upward velocity at a given altitude is evident

intuitively from the following consideration : If , at any intermediate

altitude, the velocity of ascent be very great, the air resistance R
(depending upon the square of the velocity) will also be great. On
the other hand, if the velocity of ascent be very small, force will be

required to overcome gravity for a long period of time. In both

cases the mass necessary to be expelled will be excessively large.
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Evidently, then, the velocity of ascent must have some special value

at each point of the ascent. In other words it is necessary to deter-

mine an unknown function f (s), defined by

v= f(s),

such that m IS a minimum.

It is possible to put f (s) and ^^' ds in place of v and dv, in equa-

tion (3), and to obtain m by integration. But in order that m shall

be a minimum, 8m must be put equal to zero, and the function f (s)

determined. The procedure necessary for this determination pre-

sents a new and unsolved problem in the Calculus of Variations.

SOLUTION OF THE MINIMUM PROBLEM BY AN APPROXIMATE
METHOD

In order to obtain a solution that will be sufficiently exact to show

the possibilities of the method, and will at the same time avoid the

difficulties involved in the employment of the rigorous method just

described, use may be made of the fact that if we divide the altitude

into a large number of parts, let us say, n, we may consider the

quantities R, g, and also the acceleration, to be constant over each

interval.

If we denote by a the constant acceleration defined by v= at in any

interval, we shall have, in place of the equation of motion (3), a

linear equation of the first order in m and t, as follows :

dm^ (M-m)(a-Fg)+R
dt c(i-k)

the solution of which, on multiplying and dividing the right number

by(a+ g),is

-^^* _M(a+g)+R
m:

_e c(i-k)

a + g

St^ M(a+g)+R
•^-'•(c(^^))<"+^:

a + l

a+g
gcd-k) +C

where C is an arbitrary constant.

This constant is at once determined as — i from the fact that m
must equal zero when t= o.

We then have
a+g

t
-

m= (M-f- ~

-

^ a+ g
I— e c(i-k)

(5)

This equation applies, of course, to each interval, R, g, and a.

being considered constant. We may make a further simplification if,
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for each interval, we determine what initial mass, M, would he re-

quired when the iinal mass in the interval is one pound. The initial

mass at the beginning of the first interval, or what may be called the
'"''

total initial mass," required to propel the apparatus through the n

intervals will then be the product of the n quantities obtained in this

way.

If we thus place the final mass (M — m), in any interval equal to

unity, we have M =m+i and when this relation is used in equation

(5), we have for the mass at the beginning of the interval in question

T? / a+ g ^ \ a+ g

M= -^re^^^-i^) -ij+e'^^'-k>
. (6)

Now the initial mass that would be required to give the one pound

mass the same velocity at the end of the interval, if R and g had both

been sero, is, from (6)

M = ecT^^k). (7)

The ratio of equation (6) to equation (7) is a measure of the

additional mass that is required for overcoming the two resistances,

R and g ; and when this ratio is least, we know that M is a minimum
for the interval in question. The " total initial mass " required to

raise one pound to any desired altitude may thus be had as the product

of the minimum M's for each interval, obtained in this way.

From equations (6) and (7) we see at once the importance of

high efficiency, if the " total initial mass " is to be reduced to a

^minimum. Consider the exponent of e. The quantities a, g and t

depend upon the particular ascent that is to be made, whereas

c(i— k) depends entirely upon the efficiency o'f the rocket, c being

the velocit}^ of expulsion of the gases, and k, the fraction of the

entire mass that consists of loading and firing mechanism, and of

magazine. In order to see the importance of making c(i— k) as

large as possible, suppose that it were decreased tenfold. Then
a+g

^
ec(i-k) would be raised to the loth poiver, in other words, the

mass for each interval would be the original value multiplied by

itself ten times.
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PART II. EXPERIMENTS

EFFICIENCY OF ORDINARY ROCKET

The average velocity of ejection of the gases expelled from two
sizes of ordinary rocket were determined by a ballistic pendulum.

The smaller rockets, C, plate i, figure i, averaged 120 grams, with a

powder charge of 23 grams ; and the larger, S, the well-known Coston

ship rocket, weighed 640 grams, with a powder charge of 130 grams.

Plate I, figure 2, shows the rockets as compared with a yard-

stick, Y.

The ballistic pendulum, plate 2, figures i and 2, was a massive

compound pendulum weighing 70.64 Kg. (155 lbs.) with a half

period of 4.4 seconds ; large compared with the duration of discharge

of the rockets. The efficiencies were obtained from the average

velocity of ejection of the gases, found by the usual ballistic pendulum

method, together with the heat value of the powder of the rockets,

obtained by a bomb calorimeter for the writer by a Worcester chemist.

The results of these experiments are given in the following table :

Table I

Type of rocket

Common.

Coston ship.

Efficiency

2.54%
1.45
1.49
1.95

1.75%
2.27
2.62

Mean efficiency

1.86%

2.21%

Velocity correspond-
ing to mean efficiency

957.6 ft./sec.

1029.25 ft./sec.

It will be seen from the above table that the efficiency of the

ordinary rocket is close to 2 per cent " ; slightly less for the smaller,

and slightly more for the larger, rockets ; and also that the average

velocity of the ejected gases is of the order of 1,000 ft./sec. It was

found by experiment that a Coston ship rocket, lightened to 510

grams by the removal of the red fire, had a range of a quarter of a

mile, the highest point of the trajectory being slightly under 490 feet.

A range as large as this is rather remarkable in view of the surpris-

ingly small efficiency of this rocket.
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EXPERIMENTS IN AIR WITH SMALL STEEL CHAMBERS

An apparatus was next constructed, with a view to increasing the

efficiency, embodying' three radical changes, namely, the use of

smokeless powder, of much higher heat value than the black powder

employed in ordinary rockets ; the use of a strong steel chamber, to

permit employment of high pressures ; and the use of a tapered

nozzle, similar to a steam turbine nozzle, to make available the work

of expansion.

Two sizes of chamber were used, one ^ inch diameter, and one

I inch diameter. The inside and outside diameters of the smaller

chamber, figure 2(a), were, respectively, 1.28 cm. and 3.63 cm. The

Fig. 2.

nozzle, polished until very smooth, was of 8 degrees taper, and was

adapted to permit the use of two extensions of different lengths. The

length of the chamber, as the distance 1 in the figure will be called,

could be altered by putting in or removing cylindrical tempered steel

plugs of various lengths, held in place by the breech block. Plate 2,

figure 3, is a photograph of the chamber, with the no'zzle of medium
length in position. Plate 2, figure 4, shows the same, taken apart;

and figure 5 shows the chamber with the medium nozzle replaced

by the long nozzle.

Two small chambers were used, practically identical in all respects
;

one of the soft tool steel, and one of best selected nickel steel gun

barrel stock, treated to give 100,000 lbs. tensil strength, for which the

writer wishes to express his indebtedness to' the Winchester Repeat-

ing Arms Company.

The charge of powder, P, figure 2, was fired electrically, by a hot

wire in the following way : A fine copper wire, w, 0.12 mm. diameter,

passed through the wadding, figure 2 (b), consisting of two disks of

stiff cardboard, and this copper wire joined a short length of platinum

or platenoid wire of o.i mm. diameter, f, extending across the inner
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V

part of the wadding, in contact with the powder. To the other end

of this platinum wire, a short length of the copper wire passed to the

side of the wadding, and made electrical contact with the wall of the

chamber. A fine steel wire, W, 0.24 mm. in diameter, served to pull

the copper wire, w, tightly enough to prevent contact of the latter

with the nozzle. The wire, W, was so held that, although it exerted

a pull on the wire w, it nevertheless offered no resistance in the direc-

tion of motion of the ejected gases.

Two dense smokeless powders were used : Du Pont pistol powder

No. 3, a very rapid dense nitrocellulose powder, and " Infallible
"

shotgun powder, of the Hercules Powder Company. The heat values

in all cases were found by bomb calorimeter.^ All determinations

were made in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, in order to avoid

any heat due to the oxygen of the air. The average heat values were

the following:

Powder, in ordinary rocket 545-0 calories/gm.

Powder, in Coston ship rocket 528.3

Du Pont Pistol No. 3 972.5

" Infallible " 1238.5

The ballistic pendulum used in determining the average velocity of

ejection, for the small chambers, consisted essentially of a plank, B,

plate 3, figure i, carrying weights, and suppo'rting the chamber,

or gun, C, in a horizontal position. This plank was supported by fine

steel wires in such a manner that it remained horizontal during

motion. In order to make certain that the plank actually was hori-

zontal in all positions, a test was frequently made by mounting a

small vertical mirror on the plank, with its plane perpendicular to the

axis of the gun, and observing the image of a horizontal object—as

a lead pencil—held several feet away while the pendulum was swing-

ing. Current for firing the charge was lead through two drops of

mercury to wires on the plank. A record of the displacements was

made by a stilus consisting of a steel rod, S, pointed and hardened at

the lower end. This rod slid freely in a vertical brass sleeve, attached

to the under side of the plank, and made a mark upon a smoked glass

strip, G. In this way the first backward and forward displacements

of the pendulum were recorded, and the elimination of friction was

thereby made possible.

The data and results of these experiments are given in table II,

in which d is the displacement corrected for friction.

* It was found necessary to use a sample exceeding a certain mass, as other-

wise the heat value depended upon the mass of the sample.
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The velocities and efficiencies were obtained from the usual expres-

sion for the velocity in which a ballistic pendulum, with the bob con-

stantly horizontal, is used, namely,

v=" —- V2p1(i — cos^),m
where

M = the total weight of the bob,

m= the mass ejected; powder plus wadding,

l=the length of the pendulum,

^= the angle through which the pendulum swings,

g=the acceleration of gravity.

The cosine of was corrected for friction by observing the two first

displacements d^ and do and obtaining therefrom

It will be noticed that the highest velocity was obtained with

" Infallible " powder, and was over 7,000 ft./sec. The corresponding

efficiency was close to 50 per cent. In view of the fact that this

velocity, corresponding to c in the exponents of equations (6) and

(7), is sevenfold greater than for an ordinary rocket, it is easily

seen that the employment of a chamber and nozzle such as has just

been described must make an enormous reduction in initial mass as

compared with that necessary for an ordinary rocket.

As a matter of possible interest, photographs were taken at night

of the flash which accompanied the explosions produced by firing

the small chamber. These are given on plates 4 and 5.

Plate 3, figure 2, shows the set-up for these experiments ; the camera

being in the same position as when the flashes were photographed.

The white marks, above the flash, are strips of cardboard, nailed to

a long stick at intervals of 10 cm. and constituting a comparison scale,

one end of which was directly above the " muzzle " of the gun. This

scale was illuminated, before the charge was fired, by a small electric

flash lamp held in front of each strip for a moment ; which lamp also

illuminated a card bearing the number of the experiment.

The photographs bring out a curious fact ; i. e, that the " flash
"

appears in most instances to be at a co'nsiderable distance in front of

the nozzle. This is easily understood if we admit that the velocity

of the ejected gases is very high just as the gases pass out of the

nozzle, but becomes very quickly reduced nearly to zero by the air. In

other words we may consider that the gases pass from the nozzle in
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an extremely short time—far too short to affect the photographic

plate; and that it is only when the velocity has been considerably

reduced that the " flash " is photographed.

In experiment ii, a suggestion of this high-velocity portion of the

flash is seen, which, it will be noticed, is less in diameter than the end

of the nozzle. It should be remarked that it was only by accident that

the nozzle was illuminated by the flashes in experiments 9 and 11 irk

such a way as to be seen in the photograph.

An interesting phenomenon connected with firing the chamber in'

air is the loudness of the sound produced by a comparatively small

amount of powder. This is, however, to be expected, inasmuch as,

the energy is entirely spent in producing motion of the air, whereas in,

the ordinary rifle, a large fraction of the energy of the powder-

becomes kinetic energy of the bullet.

EXPERIMENTS WITH LARGE CHAMBER

Inasmuch as all the steel chambers employed in the preceding ex-

periments were of the same internal diameter (1.26 cm.), it was con-

sidered desirable that at least a few experiments should be performed

with a larger chamber, first, in order to be certain that a large cham-

ber is operative ; and secondly, to see if such a chamber is not even

more efficient than a small chamber. This latter is to be expected

for the reason that heat and frictional losses should increase as the

square of the linear dimensions of the chamber ; and hence increase

in a less proportion than the mass of powder that can be used with

safety, which will vary as the cube of the linear dimensions. Evidence

in support of this expectation has already been given. Thus, for

ordinary rockets, the larger rocket has the higher efficiency, as evident

from table I.

The large chamber was of nickel-alloy steel (Samson No. 3A), of

•115,000 lbs. tensil strength, for which the writer takes opportunity

of thanking the Carpenter Steel Company. This chamber had inside

diameter, and diameter of throat, both twice as large as those of the

chambers previously used ; but the thickness of wall of the chamber
and the taper of the nozzle were, however, the same. The inside of

the nozzle was well polished. Figure 3 shows a section of the

chamber
; the outer boundary being indicated by dotted lines, P being

the powder, and W the wadding. It will be noticed that the wadding
is just twice the size of that previously used.

The mounting of the chamber, for the experiments, is shown in

plate 6, figure i. The chamber was held in the lower end of a
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3^ foot length of 2-inch pipe, P, by set-screws. Within this pipe,

above the chamber, was fastened a length of 2-inch steel shafting, to

increase the mass of the movable system. This system was supported

by a half-inch steel pin, E.

On firing, the recoil lifted the above system vertically upward

against gravity, the extent o'f this lift, or displacement, being re-

corded by a thin lead pencil, slidable in a brass sleeve set in the pipe

at right angles to the pin E. The point of the pencil was pressed

against a vertical cardboard, C, by the action of a small spring. This

method of measuring the impulse of the expelled gases will be called

the " direct-lift " method ; and the theory is given in Appendix A,

page 60.

P W
Fig. 3,

Although rebound of the gases from the ground would probably

have been negligible, such rebound was eliminated by a short plank,

D, covered with a piece of heavy sheet iron, and supported at an angle

of 45° with the horizontal. This served to deflect the gases to

one side.

The results of two experiments, 51 and 52, with this large chamber,

are given in table II. In experiment 51, with Du Pont powder, the

powder was packed rather loosely. Any increase in internal diameter

was inappreciable, certainly under o.oi mm. In experiment 52,

the Infallible powder was somewhat compressed. After firing, the

chamber was found to be slightly bulged for a short distance around

the middle of the powder chamber, the inside diameter being in-

creased from 2.6 cm. to 2.7 cm., and the outside diameter from

5.08 cm. to 5.14 cm. The efficiency (64.53 P^^ cent) in experiment

51, and the velocity (7,987 ft./sec.) in experiment 52 were, respec-

tively, the highest obtained in any of the experiments.

The conclusions to be drawn from these two experiments are:

First, that large chambers can be operated, under proper conditions,
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without involving undue pressures ; and secondly, that large cham-

bers, even with comparatively short nozzles, are more efficient and

give higher velocities than small chambers.

It is obvious that large grains of powder should be used in large

chambers if dangerous pressures are to be avoided. The bulging in

experiment 52 is to be explained by the grains of powder being too

small for a chamber of the size under consideration. It is possible,

however, that pressures even as great as that developed in experiment

52 could be employed in practice provided the chamber were of

" built-up " construction. A similar result might possibly be had

if several shots had been fired, of successively increasing amounts of

powder. The result of this would have been a hardening of the wall

of the chamber by stretching. Such a phenomenon was observed

with the soft steel chamber already described, which was distended

by the first few shots of Infallible powder, but thereafter remained

unchanged with loads as great as those first used."

EXPERIMENTS IN VACUO

INTRODUCTORY

Having obtained average velocities of ejection up to nearly 8,000

ft./sec. in air, it remained to determine to what extent these repre-

sented reaction against the air in the nozzle, or immediately beyond.

Although it might be supposed that the reaction due to the air is

small, from the fact that the air in the nozzle and immediately beyond

is of small mass, it is by no means self-evident that the reaction is

zero. For example, when dynamite, lying on an iron plate, is ex-

ploded, the particles which constituted thfe dynamite are moved very

rapidly upward, and the reaction to this motion bends the iron plate

downward ; but reaction of the said particles against the air as they

move upward may also play an important role in bending the iron.

The experiments now to be described were undertaken with the view

of finding to what extent, if any, the " velocity in air " was a fictitious

velocity. The experiments were performed with the smaller soft

tool steel and nickel-steel chambers that have already been described.

METHOD OF SUPPORTING THE CHAMBER IN VACUO

For the sake of convenience, the chamber, or gun, should evidently

be mounted in a vertical position, so that the expelled gases are shot

downward, and the chamber is moved upward by the reaction, either

being lifted bodily, or suspended by a spring and set in vibration.
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The whole suspended system was therefore designed to be con-

tained in a 3-inch steel pipe, all the essential parts being fastened to

a cap, fitting on the top of this pipe. This was done not only for

the sake of convenience in handling the heavy chamber, but also from

the fact that the o'nly joint that would have to be made air-tight for

each shot would be at the 3-inch cap.

The means of supporting the chamber from the cap is shown in

plate 6, figure 2, and plate 7, figure i, the apparatus being shown

dismantled in plate 7, figure 2. Two |-inch steel rods, R, R, were

threaded tightly by taper (pipe) threads into the cap, C. These rods

were joined by a yoke, at their lower ends, which served to keep them

always parallel. Two collars, or holders, H and H^ free to slide

along the rods R, R, held the chamber or gun, by three screws in

each holder. The inner ends of the screws of the lower holder were

made conical, and these fitted into conical depressions, c, figure 2(a),

drilled in the side of the gun, so that the lower holder could thus be

rigidly attached to the gun. This was made necessary in order that

lead sleeves, fitting the gun and resting upon the lower holder H',

could be used to increase the mass of the suspended system. Three

such sleeves were used, the two largest being moulded around thin

steel tubes which closely fitted the gun. The rods R, R, were lubri-

cated with vaseline. Two -J-inch steel pins were driven through the

rods R, R, just above the yoke Y, in order that the latter could not

be driven ofif by the fall of the heavy chamber and weights when

direct-lift was employed.

In the experiments in which the chamber and lead sleeves were

suspended by a spring, the latter was hooked at its upper end to a

screw-eye fixed in the cap C. The lower end of the spring was

hooked through a small cylinder of fiber. A record of the displace-

ments of the suspended system was made by a stilus, S, plate 6,

figure 2, in the upper holder H. This stilus was kept pressed

against a long narrow strip of smoked glass, G, by a spring of fine

steel wire. This strip of smoked glass was held between two clamps,

fastened to a rod, the upper end of which was secured to the cap C,

and the lower end to the yoke, Y. Except for the largest charges

used, it was possible to measure the displacements on both sides of

the zero position, and thereby to calculate the decrement and eliminate

friction.

When the chamber was suspended by a spring, a deflection as large

as a centimeter was unavoidably produced merely by placing the

cap C on the 3-inch pipe or removing it, although, in all cases the
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system would return to within one millimeter (usually much less

than this) of the zero position after being displaced. In order to

avoid any such displacement as that just mentioned, an eccentric

clamp K, plate 7, figure i, was employed to' keep the suspended

system rigidly in its zero position during assembling and dismount-

ing the apparatus.

This clamp consisted of an eccentric rod, K, free to turn in a hole

in the cap C, the lower end being held in a bearing in the yoke Y.

Through the upper end of this rod was pinned a small rod K', at

right angles to K. The surface of the rod K was smeared with a

mixture of bee's wax, resin, and Venice turpentine ; and the hole in

the cap through which K projected was rendered air-tight by wax of

the same composition.

The suspended system was assembled while the cap C was held by

a support touching its under side. When the assembling was com-

plete, the wax was heated by a small alcohol blow torch until it was

soft, then a rubber band was slipped around the rod K' and the outlet

pipe E. A trial showed that the cap could now be put in place on the

pipe and removed, without the suspended system moving appreciably.

After the cap C was in position on the pipe, the rubber band was

removed, and the wax heated until the rod K could be turned out of

engagement with the holders H, H'. After a shot had been fired, the

clamp was again placed in operation until the system had been taken

from the 3-inch pipe and the smoked glass removed.

The circuit which carried the electric current to ignite the charge

consisted of the insulated wire, W, plate 7, figure i, which passed

through a tapered plug of shellacked hard fiber, in the cap, C, thence

through a glass tube to the yoke Y, to which it was fastened. Below

the yoke it was wrapped with insulating tape, except at the lower end

where it was shaped to hold the 0.24 mm. steel wire, attached to the

fine copper wire from the wadding. From the chamber the current

passed up the rods R, R and out of the cap, around which was

wrapped a heavy bare copper wire, V, which together with W, con-

stituted the terminals of the circuit. It should be mentioned, in

passing, that a small amount of black powder, B, figure 2(a)
,
placed

over the platinum fuse-wire on the wadding, was found necessary as

a primer in order to ignite dense smokeless powders in vacuo.

In order to make the joint, between the cap and the pipe, air-tight

during a determination, the following device was adopted. The out-

side of the cap, C, and also a lock nut, were both turned down to the

same diameter. The lock nut was made fast to the pipe. These were
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then painted on the outside with melted wax consisting of equal parts

bee's wax and resin with a httle Venice turpentine.

When a determination was to be made, the cap was screwed into

position, a wide rubber band was slipped over the junction between

cap and lock nut, and the outside of this rubber band was heated

with an alcohol blast torch. The result was a joint, for all practical

purposes, absolutely air tij^ht, which could, nevertheless, be dis-

mounted at once after iMilUn^- oil (he rubber l)and.

rill':oK\' OK Till'] ICXri-lKIMENTS IN VACUO

The expressions for the velocity of the expelled gases are easily

obtained for the two types of motion of the suspended system that

were employed, namely, simple harmo'nic motion produced by a

spring, and direct lift.

Siinple harmonic inotion.—Results obtained with simple harmonic

motion (slightly damped, of course) were naturally more accurate

than with direct lift, as it was impossible in the latter case to eliminate

friction. The theory, for simple harmonic motion, in which account

is taken of friction is described in Appendix B, page 60. The spring

was one niadc to specifications, particularly as regards the magnitude

of the force per-cm.-increase-in-length by the Morgan Spring Com-
pany of Worcester, Mass. Care was taken to make certain that

in no experiment was the extension of the spring reduced to such a

low value as not to lie upon the rectilinear line part of the calibration

curve.

Direct lift.—The theory of the motion, in this case, has alreatly

been given under Appendix A. page 60. In this case it might be

assumed that a correction could be made for friction by multiplying-

the displaccnionl s, bv some particular dccronicnt, ^ /, obtained in
\ do

the experimonls with simple harmonic motion, that might reasonably

apply. This, as will bo shown ])oU)w, was found to give results in

good agreement for the two typos of motii)ii, if the direct lift was

about 2 cm. ; but not if it was much larger. It was found that very

littlo frictitinal rosistaiioo was experienced when the mass M was

raisetl In' hand, provided the axis of the gun were kept strictly

vertical, but a very considerable resistance was experienced if the

axis was inclined to one side so that the holders H, H' rubbed

against the rods R, R. This sidewise pressure did not take place

when the spring was used. It was also found that the trace upon

the smoked glass was always slightly sinuous, with direct lift, and
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Straight with the spring. The simple harmonic motion was, there-

fore, much the more preferable, but could not be used when the

powder charges were large.

MEANS OF ELIMINATING GASEOUS REBOUND

It should be remembered that the real object of the vacuum experi-

ments is to ascertain what the reaction experienced by the cliamber

would be, if a given charge of powder were fired in the chamber

many miles above the earth's surface. A container is therefore neces-

sary, which, for the purpose at hand, approaches most nearly a con-

tainer of unlimited capacity. A length of 3-inch pipe, closed at the

ends, is evidently unsuitable, because the gas, fired from one end, is

sure to rebound from the other end with considerable velocity, and

hence to produce a much larger displacement than ought really to be

observed. Moreover, any tank of finite size must necessarily produce

a finite amount of rebound, from the fact that the whole action is

equivalent to liberating suddenly, in the tank, one or two liters of gas

at atmospheric pressure.

There are two possible methods for reducing the velocity of the

gas sufficiently to produce a negligible rebound : a disintegration

method, whereby the stream is broken up into many small streams,

sent in all directions (i. e., virtually reconverted into heat) ; and

secondly, a friction method, whereby the individual stream remains

moving in one direction, but is gradually slowed clown by friction

against a solid surface.

As will be shown below, accurate results were obtained by the

first method, in what may be called the " cylindrical " tank ; and these

results weve checked satisfactorily by the second method, in what

will be called the " circular " tank.

The cylindrical tank was 10 feet 5 inches high and weighed about

500 lbs. It consisted of a 6-foot length T, figure 4, and plate 8,

figure I, of 12-inch steel pipe, with threaded caps on the ends.

Entering the upper cap at a slight angle was the 3-inch pipe P,

4^ feet long which supported the cap C of plate 6, figure 2, and

plate 7, figure i. The 12-inch pipe was sawn across at the dotted

line To, so that any device could be placed in the interior of this tank,

or removed from it, as desired. The upper section of the tank was

lifted off as occasion demanded by a block and tackle. The two ends

to be joined were first painted with the wax previously described ; and

after the tank had be6n assembled, the joint was painted on the o'ut-

side with the same wax, W, and the entire tank thereafter painted

with asphalt varnish.
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This tank was used under three conditions

:

1st. Tank empty, with the elbow E to direct the gas into a swirl

such that the gas, while in motion, would not tend to return up the

pipe P. In this case, some rebound was to be expected from this

elbow. This expectation was realized in practice.

2d. Tank empty, and elbow cut off along the dotted line Eq. In

this case, more rebound Avas to be expected than in Case i, which was

borne out in practice.

3d. Elbow E cut at Eq, and tank half filled with ^-inch square-

mesh wire fencing. Two separate devices constructed of this wire

fencing were used one above the other. The gas first passed through

an Archimedes spiral, J, of 2-foot fencing, comprising eight turns.
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held apart by iron wires bound into the fencing. This construction

allowed most of the gas to penetrate the spiral to a considerable

distance before being disturbed, and, of course, eliminated regular

reflection. The second device, J', placed under the first, consisted

of a number of 12-inch circular disks of the same fencing, bound to

two quarter-inch iron rods, O, by iron wires. These disks were

spaced one inch apart. The three upper disks were single disks, the

next lower two were double, with the strands extending in different

directions, the next two were triple, and the lowest disk of all, two

inches from the bottom of the tank, was composed of six individual

disks. This lower device necessarily offered large resistance to the

passage of the gas
;
yet strong rebound from any part of it was pre-

vented by the spiral just described. With this third arrangement,

small rebound was to be expected, which also was borne out in

practice.

This tank was exhausted by way of a stopcock at its lo'wer end, S

;

and air was also admitted through this same stopcock.

The circular tank, plate 8, figure 2, was 10 feet high and weighed

about 200 lbs. It consisted of a straight length of 3-inch pipe, care-

fully fitted, and welded autogenously, to a four-foot, 3-inch, U-pipe.

The straight pipe entered the U-pipe on the inner side of the latter,

and at as sharp an angle as possible. Another similar U-pipe, was
bolted to the first by flanges, with y^g-inch sheet rubber packing

between.

In this tank, the gases were shot down the straight pipe, entered

the upper U-pipe at a small angle, thus avoiding any considerable

rebound, and thence passed around the circular part—not returning

up the straight pipe until the velocity had been greatly reduced by

friction.

In order to make the time, during which the velocity was being

reduced, as long as possible, the pipes were carefully cleaned of

scale. They were first pickled, and then cleaned by drawing through

them, a number of times : first, a scraper of sheet iron ; second, a stiff

cylindrical bristle brush, and finally a cloth. All but the most firmly

adhering scale was thereby removed. Further, care was taken to cut

the hole in the rubber washers, between the flanges, so wide that

compression by the flanges would not spread the rubber into the pipe,

and thereby obstruct the flow of gas.

Notwithstanding all these precautions, evidence was had that the

gases became stopped very rapidly. This was to be expected inas-

much as there is solid matter, namely, the wadding and wire, that is
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ejected with the gas, which accumulates with each successive shot.

This soHd matter must offer considerable frictional resistance to

motion along the U-pipe, and, since the mass of gas is only of the

order of a gram, must necessarily act to stop the flow in a very short

time. This interval of time was great enough, however, so that this

second method afforded a satisfactory check upon the first method.

A possible modification of the above two methods would have been

to provide some sort of trap-door arrangement whereby the gases,

after having been reduced in speed in a container as just described,

would have been prevented from returning upward into the 3-inch

pipe P by this trap, which would be sprung at the instant of firing.

In this way gaseous rebound would be entirely eliminated. It was

found, however, that results with the two methods already described

could be checked sufficiently to make this modification unnecessary.

The tanks were exhausted by a rotary oil pump, No. i, of the

American Rotary Pump Company, supported by a water jet pump.

In this way the pressure in the cylindrical tank could be reduced to

1.5 mm. of mercury in 25 minutes and to the same pressure in the

circular tank, in 10 minutes. The pressures employed in the experi-

ments ranged from 7.5 mm. to 0.5 mm.

METHODS OF DETECTING AND MEASURING GASEOUS REBOUND

With the two tanks used in the experiments, it was obviously

impossible to eliminate gaseous rebound entirely, from the fact that,

even if the velocity of the gases is reduced to zero, there still remains

the effect of introducing suddenly a certain quantity of gas into the

tank. It became Tiecessary, then, to devise some means of detecting,

and, if possible, of measuring, the extent of the rebound.

Three devices were employed, one for detecting a force of

rebound, and two for measuring the magnitude of the impulse per

unit area produced by the rebounding gas. These latter devices,

from the fact that quantitative measurements were possible with

them, will be called " impulse-meters."

TISSUE PAPER DETECTOR

The detector for indicating the force of the rebound consisted of

a strip of delicate tissue-paper, I, plate 6, figure 2, and text figure

5 (a), 0.02 mm. thick, with its ends glued to an iron wire, W, as

shown in figure 5 (a). This iron wire was fastened to the yoke Y,

plate 7, figute i, and held the tissue paper, with its plane horizontal,

between the chamber and the wall of the 3-inch pipe, P. In many of
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the experiments, the paper was cut i the way across in two places be-

fore bejng used, as shown by the dotted lines h in figure 5(a) . Since

the tissue paper has very little mass, the tearing depends simply upon

the magnitude of the force that is momentarily applied, and not

upon the force times its duration

—

i. e., the impulse of the force. The

Fig. 5.

tissue paper will tear, then, if the force produced by the first upward

rush of gas, past the chamber into the space in the 3-inch pipe above

the chamber, exceeds a certain value. This first upward rush of gas

will, of course, produce a greater force than any subsequent rush,

as the gas is continually losing velocity. Even though the magnitude

of the force that will just tear the tissue paper be not known, it may
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safely be assumed that if the first upward rush does not tear the

paper, the force due to rebound that acts upon the gun must be small

compared with the impulse produced by the explosion of the powder.

It should be noted that the tissue paper tells nothing as to whether

or not there are a number of successive reflections or rebounds grad-

ually decreasing in magnitude ; neither does it give information con-

cerning the downward pressure the gases exert upon the chamber

tending to decrease the displacement, after they have accumulated in

the space between the top o'f the chamber and the cap, C, plate 6,

figure 2.

DIRECT-LIFT IMPULSE-METER

A section of the direct-lift impulse-meter is shown in figure 5(b).

It is also shown in the photograph plate 6, figure 2, at A. A small

cylinder A of aluminium of 1.46 grams mass, hollowed at one end

for lightness, was turned down to slide easily in a glass tube G. This

tube, G, was fastened by de Khotinsky cement to an iron wire W,
which was in turn fastened to the yoke Y, plate 7, figure i , so that the

glass tube, G, was held in a vertical position, between the chamber

and the wall o'f the 3-inch pipe—similarly to the tissue paper. Two
small wires C, C, of spring brass were cemented to the top of the

aluminium cylinder, the free ends just touching on opposite sides of

the glass tube. The inside of the glass tube .was smoked with cam-

phor smoke above the point marked X, so that a record was made of

any upward displacement of the aluminium cylinder. The cylinder

was prevented from dro'pping out of the glass tube by a fine steel

wire, w, cemented to the tube and extending across the lower end.

The theory of the direct-lift impulse-meter is given in Appendix C,

page 61. From the theory, we may derive an expression for the

ratio, Q, of the momentum given the gun by the gaseous rebound, to

the observed momentum of the suspended system.

There are two disadvantages of this form of impulse-meter. First,

friction acts unavoidably to reduce the displacement. Secondly, any

jar to which the apparatus is subjected on firing will cause the

aluminium cylinder to jump, and thus give a spurious displacement.

This latter fact rendered the meter useless for experiments in which

direct lift of the chamber took place, as there was always much jar

when the heavy chamber fell back, after being displaced upward.

This impulse-meter, it will be observed, gave a mean measurement

of any successive up-and-down rushes of gas.
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SPRING IMPULSE-METER

A section of the spring' impulse-meter is shown in figure 5(c).

The apparatus consisted of an aluminium disk, D, cemented to a lead

rod, L, of combined mass 5.295 gms. supported by a fine brass

spiral spring, S. The disk, D, was of a size sufficient to slide easily

in a glass tube, G. The upper end of the spring protruded through

a small hole in the glass tube, and was fastened at this point by

de Khotinsky cement, it thus being easy to make the top of the lead

rod level with the zero of a paper scale, K, pasted to the outside oi

the glass tube. A piece of white paper placed behind the tube, G,

made the motion of the lead rod L very clearly discernible.

This impulse-meter was placed in a hole in the upper cap of the

12-inch pipe of the cylindrical tank, at D, figure 4, and plate 8,

figure I, the same distance from the wall of the 12-inch pipe as the

center of the 3-inch pipe. It projected one inch through the 12-inch

cap which was practically the same as the distance the 3-inch pipe

projected. The tube, G, was kept in position in the cap by being

wrapped tightly with insulating tape, the joint being finally painted

with the wax already described.

The theory of the spring impulse-meter is given in Appendix D,

page 62, where O is the ratio already defined in connection with the

direct-lift impulse-meter. There are two reasons why the ratio, Q,
obtained in the Appendix should be larger than the true percentage

at the top of the 3-inch pipe. In the first place, friction in the 3-inch

pipe will decrease the velocity of the rebounding gas ; and, further,

the disk, D, figure 5, is fairly tight-fitting in the glass tube. G,

whereas there is a considerable space between the gun and the 3-inch

pipe, through which the gas may pass and, accumulating above, exert

a downward pressure on the top of the gun.

One important advantage of the spring impulse-meter over that

employing direct lift is that the former has very little friction, so that

the readings are very reliable. Another advantage is that the dis-

placement of the former will include without any uncertainty the

effect of any number of rebounds following one another in rapid

succession^

—

i. c, the effect o'f multiple reflections of the gas, if such

reflections are present.

EXPLANATION OF TABLE III

In the vacuum experiments, the soft steel chamber was used for

Du Pont powder, and the nickel steel chamber for Infallible powder.

The three nozzles called short, medium, and long, were respectively,

9.64, 15.88, and 22.08 cm. from the throat to the muzzle.

3
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The length of chamber, 1, in the third column, is taken as the

distance shown in figure 2 (a).

In the cases of simple harmonic motion in which do is not given

in the table, the displacements were so large that d, was prevented

.
from reaching its full extent by the yoke, Y, plate 7, figure i.

Correction for friction was made in these cases by choosing the decre-

ment from some other experiment that would be likely to apply. The
number of this experiment is written in parenthesis, in the table, in

place of do. The same procedure is followed in the experiments with

direct Hft.

Of the experiments in the cylindrical tank, 15 and 16 were per-

formed with the elbow E, figure 17, at the lower end of the 3-inch

pipe; no. 17 was performed with this elbow also in place, with the

addition of a sheet-iron sleeve in the pipe, to decrease the curvature

at the elbow; nos. 18 and 19 were performed with the tank empty;

and the remaining experiments were performed with the fencing,

already described, "in position.

The tissue paper was usually torn at one end, and not torn com-

pletely off. It was only torn completely off, with small charges, in the

experiments with the cylindrical tank empty (nos. 18 and 19). The
tissue paper was cut o'ne-third across at each end, as already ex-

plained, in experiments 15 and 7,3, inclusive.

The direct-lift impulse-meter was used in experiments 15 to 26,

inclusive. In cases in which there was impact of the chamber agauist

the yoke, or pins, at the lower ends of the rods, R, R, plate 6,

figure 2, this impulse-meter was useless because of the jar. Only in

experiments 16 and 22 was there a measurable displacement, the

negligible displacements in the other cases being doubtless due to

friction. The spring impulse-meter was used only in the last six

vacuum experiments.

An inspection of tables II and III will show that the results, under

the same conditions, are in sufficientl}^ close agreement to warrant

the comparison of results obtained under various circumstances of

firing.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
I. There is a general tendency for the velocities in vacuo to be

larger than those in air, for the same length of chamber, 1, and the

same mass of powder.

With Du Pont powder, the medium and short nozzles give greater

,
velocities in vacuo. The long nozzle, however, does not show results

very much dififerent from those obtained in air.
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There is a large difference, however, with InfalHble powder, with

all three nozzles. P^or the medium nozzle a comparison c?f experi-

ments 4 to 12, inclusive, with 35 and 36 shows that the increase

amounts to 22 per cent of the velocity in air.

2. The medium nozzle gives, in general, greater velocities than the

short or the long nozzle with the same length of chamber, 1, and

approximately the same charges of powder. In all cases, the short

nozzle gives less velocity than the medium or the long nozzle, which

is to be expected.

3. The results show no appreciable dependence of the velocities

upon the pressure in the tank between 7.5 mm. and 0.5 mm., and it is

safe to conclude that the velocities are practically the same from

atmospheric pressure down to zero pressure, except as regards

the slight increase of velocity with decreasing pressure already

mentioned.

4. A comparison of the results when the chamber moved under

the influence of the spring with those in which the chamber was

merely lifted, show that the agreement of results obtained by the two

methods is good, provided the displacement in the direct lift experi-

ment is small (compare experiments 40 and 41 with 26). If, on the

other hand, the displacement in the direct lift experiment is large,

this method gives considerably less velocities than the spring method

A comparison of experiments 35 and 36 with 34, 37 and 43 makes it

evident that all the velocities obtained by experiments in zvhich the

lift exceeded 4 cm. are from 300 to 600 ft./sec. too small. This is a

very important conclusio'n, for it means that the highest velocities in

vacuo, recorded in table III, are doubtless considerably less than

those which zvere actually attained.

5. A comparison of the results obtained by means of the circular

tank with those obtained by means of the cylindrical tank shows that

the velocities range about 100 ft./sec. higher for the circular tank

—

a difference that is so small as to be well within the accidental varia-

tions of the experiments.

Concerning the behavior of the cylindrical tank under different

conditions, a comparison of experiments shows that the velocities

are much the same for all cases. Hence it is safe to conclude that

the rebound, at least for small charges, is not excessive even if an

empty tank is used, providing it is sufficiently large.

A check of some interest, on the effectiveness of the cylindrical

tank, with the retarder, J, J', in position inside, was the sound of

the shot, which resembled a sharp blow of a hammer on the lower
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cap of the 12-mch pipe. The mipact was most clearly discernible

when the hand was on the lowest part of the tank. The sound, in the

case of the circular tank, did not appear to come from any particular

part. When the tank was grasped during firing, a throb of the entire

tank was noticed.

6. Concerning the proportion of the measured reaction that is

due to gaseous rebound, the tissue paper detector, as has already

been explained, does not give any information. All that this detector

really shows is that the force exerted by the initial upward rush of

gas past the chamber is not excessive. The fact that the tissue paper

is sometimes torn and sometimes not under identical conditions of

firing, shows that either this force differs more or less in various

parts of the tank {i. e., the upward rush of gas is not perfectly

homogeneous) ; or that the tissue paper is weakened by each succes-

sive shot. This last explanation is the more probable ; for fine

particles of the wadding rush upward with the gas, as is proved by

fine markings on the smoked glass, and also from the fact that, after

a. number of shots, the tissue paper is found to be perforated with very

small holes.

The gaseous rebound could not be measured accurately with the

direct-lift impulse-meter. Thus of all the experiments in which this

meter could be used, 15 to 26 inclusive, only two, 16 and 22, gave

readable displacements, the failure to obtain readable displacements

in the other cases being doubtless due to friction, as already men-

tioned. It will be noticed that the impulse is under one per cent.

The spring impulse-meter used in the last five experiments gave

reliable results because of the very slight friction during operation.

This impulse-meter shows that, if the momentum of the chamber

were to be corrected for gaseous rebound, this correction would he

much less than one per cent of the momentum of the chamber. But

as has been stated above, the impulse of the rebound at the chamber

must be less than that at the impulse-meter, from the fact that gases

may pass readily behind the chamber, and exert a downward pres-

sure, and also because of friction in the 3-inch pipe. The effect of

gaseous rebound is therefore negligible, and no account of it has

been taken in calculating the velocities and efficiencies.

It now becomes possible to find, from the experimental results,

the highest velocity in vacuo upon which dependence may be placed.

This is evidently the result of experiment 45 and is 2.34 km./sec.

or 7,680 ft./sec. It is Avell worth noticing, however, that experiment

50 would have given, without doubt, a velocity even higher, had fric-

tion properly been taken into account.
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DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS
1. The fact that the velocities are higher in vacuo than in air seems

expHcable only by there being conditions of ignition different in vacuo

from those in air ; although this may also have been due to the air in

the nozzle interfering with the stream-lines of the gas, thus produc-

ing a jet not strictly unidirectional. It should be remarked that the

highest velocity in vacuo recorded, experiment 25, may have been

due to unusually good circumstances of ignition ; but may also have

been due, in part, to being performed in the circular tank.

2. The fact that the medium nozzle gives in general velocities

higher than the long nozzle shows that very likely after traveling

the distance from the throat equal approximately to the length of

the medium nozzle, the gas is moving so rapidly that it fails to

expand fast enough to fill the cross-section of the nozzle. A dis-

continuity in flow is produced at the place where the gas leaves the

wall of the nozzle, and this produces eddying and a consequent loss

of imdirectional velocity. The efficiency could doubtless be increased

by constructing the nozzle in the form of a straight portion, corre-

sponding to a cone of 8° taper, for the length of the medium nozzle,

with the section beyond this point in the form of a curve concave to

the axis of the nozzle.

CONCLUSIONS FROM EXPERIMENTS
1. The experiments in air and in vacuo prove what was suggested

by the photographs of the flash in air, namely, that the phenomenon

is really a jet of gas having an extremely high velocity, and is not

merely an effect of reaction against the air.

2. The velocity attainable depends to a certain . extent upon the

manner of loading, upon the circumstances of ignition, and upon the

form of the nozzle. Hence, in practice, care should be taken to

design the cartridge and the nozzle for the density of air at which

they are to be used, and to test them in an atmosphere of this

particular density.

It is with pleasure that the writer acknowledges the use, as

honorary fellow in physics, of the laboratory facilities, and especially

the rotary pump, at the Physics Laboratory at Clark University

where these experiments were performed.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ABOVE EXPERIMENTS AS REGARDS
CONSTRUCTING A PRACTICAL APPARATUS

It will be well to dwell at some length upon the significance of the

above experiments. In the first place, the lifting power of both
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powders is remarkable. Experiment 51 shows, for example, that

42 lbs. can be raised 2 inches by the reaction from less than 0.018 lbs.

of powder. One interesting result is the very high efficiency of the

apparatus considered as a heat engine. It exceeds, by a wide margin,

the highest efficiency for a heat engine so far attained—the " net

efficiency
'' or duty of the Diesel (internal combustion) engine being

about 40 per cent, and that for the best reciprocating steam engine

but 21 per cent. This high efficiency is, of course, the result of three

things : the absence of much heat loss due to' the suddenness of the

explosion ; the almost entire absence of friction ; and the high

temperature of burning. Owing to these features, it is doubtful if

even the most perfect turbine or reciprocating engine could compete

successfully with the type of heat engine under consideration.

It is, however, the velocity (c in equations (6) and (/)) which is

of the most interest. The highest velocity obtained in the present

experiments is 13 ft./sec. under 8,000 ft./sec, thus exceeding a mile

and a half per second (the " Parabolic velocity " at the surface of the

moon), and also exceeding anything hitherto attained except with

minute quantities of matter by means of electrical discharges in

vacuum tubes. Inasmuch as the higher velocities range between

seven and eightfold that of the Coston rocket we should expect a

reduction of initial masses to be made possible by employment of the

steel chamber, to at least the seventh root of the masses necessary

for a chamber like the Coston rocket.

The supposition is, of course, that the mass of propellant material

can be made so large in comparison with the mass of the steel

chamber, that the latter is comparatively negligible. No attempt was
made in the present experiments to reduce the chamber to its mini-

mum weight ; in fact, the more massive it was, the more satisfactory

could the ballistic experiments be performed. The minimum weight

possible, for the same thickness of wall as in the experiments, was
calculated by estimating, first, the volume of a chamber from which

all superfluous metal had been removed, as shown by the full lines

in figure 12, and then calculating the mass of this reduced chamber,

from the measured density of the steel. The minimum masses of

chamber per gram of powder plus wadding, estimated in this way,

were 143, 130, and 120 grams, respectively, for experiments 50, 51,

and 52. In the last tAvo cases, a smaller breech-block could doubt-

less have been used, as evident from figure 12 ; and in the first two
cases, the chamber wall, itself, could safely have been reduced in

thickness. More important still, a " built-up " construction would
much reduce the mass as has already been explained."^
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It should be mentioned that, for any particular chamber, it will be

necessary to determine the maximum possible powder charge to a

nicety, from the fact that, as modern rifle practice has demonstrated,

one charge of dense smokeless powder may be perfectly safe for any

number of shots, whereas a slightly larger amount, or the same

amount slightly more compressed (a state in which the powder must

exist in the present chamber) will result in very dangerous pressures.

But the whole question of ratio of mass-of-powder-to-chamber is

without doubt relatively unimportant for the following reason : The
photographs of the flash, in experiments 9 and 11, in which the flash

was accidentally reflected in the nozzle of the gun, shoV the nozzle

appearing stationary in the photograph, thus demonstrating that the

duration of the flash is very small ; but this, as already explained,

is much longer than the time during which the gases are leaving the

nozzle. The time of firing is, therefore, extremely short. This is

to be expected, inasmuch as the high pressure in the chamber sets in

motion only the small mass of gas and wadding, and hence must

exist for a much shorter time than the pressure in a rifle or pistol.

For this reason the heat such as is developed in the machine-gun, due

to the hot gases remaining in the barrel for an appreciable time dur-

ing each shot, as well as that due to the friction of the bullet, will be

absent in the type of rapid-fire mechanism under discussion. Hence

a large number of shots, equivalent to a mass of powder greatly

exceeding that of the chamber, may be fired in rapid succession, with-

out serious heating.''*
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PART III. CALCULATIONS BASED ON THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT

APPLICATION OF APPROXIMATE METHOD
As already explained this method consists in employing the

equations

T? / _3±S_ t \ _-^g_ t

M:

and
a+ i

M = ec"('-k), (7)

to obtain a minimum M in each interval, where

M = the initial mass, for the interval, when the final mass is one

pound, and
,

R= the air resistance in poundals over the cross-section S, at

the altitude of the rocket. If we call, P, the air resistance

per unit cross-section, we shall have for R, PS — where
Po

p is the density at the altitude of the rocket, and po is the

density at sea-level.

a=the acceleration in ft. per second ^ taken constant through-

out the interval,

g—-the acceleration of gravity,

t= the time of ascent through the interval, and

c(i — k) =:what will be called the " effective velocity," for the reason

that the problem would remain unchanged if the rocket

were considered to be composed entirely of propellant

material, ejected with the velocity, c(i— k). It will be

remembered that c actually stands for the true velocity

of ejection of the propellant, and k for the fraction of

the entire mass that consists of material other than

propellant. The effective velocity is taken constant

throughout any one calculation.

The altitude is divided into intervals short enough to justify the

quantities involved in the above equations being taken as constants.

The equations are then used to find the minimum value of M for each

interval—^the mean values of R and g, in the interval, being employed

—and the " total initial mass " required to raise a final mass of one

pound to a desired altitude is then obtained as the product of

these M's.
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VALUES OF THE QUANTITIES OCCURRING IN THE EQUATIONS

The effective velocity, c(i — k).—The calculation which follows

has been carried out with the assumption '° of a velocity of ejection

of 7,500 ft./sec. and a constant, k, equal to yV- This velocity is con-

siderably less than those that were actually obtained, both in air and

in vacuo. The " effective velocity " will thus be

c ( I — k) = 7,000 ft./sec.

It should be noticed that k could be yV and yet not necessitate a

larger velocity of ejection than 7,640 ft./sec, which is also under the

highest velocities obtained in the experiments. It is important at this

point to remember that the velocities in vacuo would doubtless. have

been found to be considerably higher than the above value, if friction

could have been eliminated in the " direct-lift " method.

The quantity, R.—The mean value of R for any interval is most

easily obtained from a graphical representation of P as a function

of V, the mean value of P between the beginning and end of the

interval being taken. Three curves have been used for this purpose

:

for velocities ranging from zero to 1,000 ft./sec, 1,000 to 3,000

ft./sec, and from 3,000 ft./sec. upward. The first curve repre-

sented the experimental results of A. Frank ^ obtained with

prolate ellipsoids. The second curve represented the experimental

results of A. Mallock,^ whereas the third curve represented an

empirical formula by Mallock,^ which agrees well with experi-

mental results up to 4,500 ft./sec.—the highest velocity that has been

attained by projectiles—and hence may be used for still higher

velocities with a fair degree of safety. Mallock's expression, reduced

to the absolute ft. lb. sec. system and multiplied by \, the coefficient

for projectiles with pointed heads, becomes

0.375

P = o.oooo6432v2 /— j +480 (8)

where v'= the velocity with which a wave is propagated in the air

immediately in front of the projectile ; which equals the

velocity of the body when that velocity exceeds the

velocity of sound in the undisturbed gas ; and

a=:the velocity of sound in the undisturbed gas.

The constant, 480 poundals, must be added for velocities over 2,400

ft./sec owing to the vacuum in the rear of the projectile.

'A. Frank, Zeitschr. Verein Deutsches Ing. 50, pp, 593-612, 1906.

' A. Mallock, Proc. Roy. Soc, 79A, pp. 262-273, 1907.

" A. Mallock, Proc. Roy. Soc, 79A, p. 267, 1907.
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The quantity, p.—The above expression (8), for the resistance,

holds only at atmospheric pressure. At high altitudes the pressure,

of course, decreases greatly. If we call p the mean density through-

out any interval of altitude, and p^ the density at sea-level, the right

member of (8), on being multiplied bv S and-'' , will give the air

resistance, R, experienced by the rocket.

A curve representing the relation between density and altitude

up to 120,000 ft. is shown in figure 6. This curve is derived from
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difference in level in cm. A comparison showed that the densities

used in the present calculations beyond 125,000 ft. were from three

to twentyfold larger than those derived from Wegener's data, so

that the values used in the present case were doubtless perfectly safe.

Densities beyond 700,000 ft. within the geocoronium sphere, must

be negligible, for not only is the density very small but the resistance

to motion is very small—due, according to Wegener, to the prop-

erties of geocoronium—a conclusion which is supported by the fact

that meteors remain, for the most part, invisible above this level.

DIVISION OF THE ALTITUDE INTO INTERVALS

In dividing the altitude into intervals the only condition that must

be fulfilled is that the densities in any interval shall not dift'er widely

from the mean value in the interval. The least number of intervals

which satisfy this condition are given in the following table :

Table IV

Interval
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The value o'f at may be had from the equation

Vi= Vo+ at, (9)

and t is at once obtained from the relation

s= Vot+ -jat^ ; i. e.,

whence, of course, a is at once known.
a+g ^ at_

The calculation of ecd-io and e^u-k) call for no comment; and

R is obtained as P, the mean ordinate between Vq and v^ from the

curves as already explained, multiplied by S and ^ .

The value of M, the initial mass, for the interval, necessary in

order that the final mass in the interval shall be one pound, is then

obtained from equation (7) ; and finally, the ratio of equations (6)

to (7) / i. e., — \ is calculated. This is the ratio of the initial(
gCd-k) /

mass necessary, including losses due to both R and g, to the mass

necessary to give the one pound the same velocity, Vi, without over-

coming R and g ; and the entire calculation must be repeated until a

minimum value of this ratio is obtained—when the corresponding

mass, M, will be the minimum mass for the interval in question. Each

minimum M is marked in the tables by an asterisk.

This process is carried out for each interval beginning with the

first.

It should be noticed that, although P and the density are not really

constant in any interval, the result obtained by taking the mean of the

quantities must nevertheless give results close to the truth, owing

to the fact that P increases during the ascent, whereas the density

decreases.

EXPLANATION OF TABLES V AND VI

It should first be explained why no minimum M has been calculated

for the intervals s^ and Sg. Although the minima for the preceding

intervals are clearly defined, a trial will show that a minimum M can

occur, for s^ and Sg, only for extremely high velocities, v^ ; although

for S-, a secondary minimum occurs for Vi = 8,000 ft./sec. Even for

Vi= 30,000 ft./sec. the minimum has not yet been attained for this

interval, although the acceleration required to produce this velocity
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is 6,000 ft./sec.'-. The reason for this state of affairs is evident at

once from the fact that the density ratio, —— is verv small for s-,

and also from the fact that a occurs in the denominator of the term

containing R in ec[uation (6), so' that the large acceleration counter-

balances the increase in R.

Thus, in order that the initial mass for s- shall be a minimum, the

acceleration must become very large, with consequent severe strains

in the rocket apparatus and instruments carried by the rocket, to

say nothing of the difficulty of firing with sufficient rapidity to

produce such large accelerations. It thus becomes advisable to

choose a moderate acceleration in s^ and Sg, and not to assign a

velocity, v^, as was done in the preceding intervals. Two accelera-

tions are chosen: 50 ft./sec.^ and 150 ft./sec.-, respectively. The
interval Sg, also calculated for assigned accelerations, will be ex-

plained in detail below. In all cases, when either one of these

accelerations is mentioned in connection with Sg and Sg, this accelera-

tion will be understood as having been taken also in the preceding

intervals, beyond Sg.

In order to see how far the effective velocity, c(i— k) may fall

short of 7,000 ft./sec. and still not render the rocket impracticable,

a few additional columns for M are calculated.

In the first of the additional columns. Mo, the effective velocity is

taken as 3,500 ft./sec, namely, half that of the preceding calcula-

tions. This allows of considerable inefficiency of the apparatus, in a

number of ways. For example, the product

c(i-k) =3.500,

may be given by the same proportionality, k, as before, but with

a velocity of ejection of the gases as low as 3,750 ft./sec. On the

other hand, the velocity of ejection may be as large as before {i. e.,

7,500 ft./sec); and the proportionality, k, increased to 0.533;

meaning, of course, that the rocket now consists more of mechanism

than of propellant.

The second additional calculations, ^Ir^, are carried out under

the assumption that a reloading mechanism is used, with k as in the

original calculations (k=Y^g-), but that the velocity of expulsion of

the gases is the mean found by experiment for the Coston ship

rockets, namely 1029.25 ft./sec. In this case the effective velocity is

c(i— k) = 1029.25(1— y\) =960 ft./sec
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The third additional calculations, Mr^, are carried out for the case

of a rocket built up of Coston rockets in bundles (shown in section

in fig. 22), the lowest bundle of which is fired first and then released

;

after which the bundle above is fired and then released, and so on.

For the Coston ship rocket (having a range of a quarter of a mile,

with the charge of red fire removed, as already stated) the ratio of the

powder charge to the remaining mass of the rocket is found to be

closely ^. Hence the " efifective velocity " in this case is only

c(i-k)= 1029.25(1 -I) =257.3 ft/sec.

The M's in the last two cases are calculated only for the accelera-

tions that make M minima for the first case (effective velocity, 7,500

ft./sec). Hence in these cases, the M's are not minima, although

only in the last two cases is there probably much discrepancy from the

actual minima.

The cross-section, throughout any interval, is taken as one square

inch except for interval Sg. It will be seen from the table that this

is justifiable, as the largest mass in intervals s^ to Sg does not dififer

much from one pound.

CALCULATION OF MINIMUM MASS TO RAISE ONE POUND TO
VARIOUS ALTITUDES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

The " total initial masses " required to raise one pound from

sea-level to the upper end of intervals Sg, s^ and Sg are given in

table Vn. They are obtained by multiplying together the minimum
masses (marked by stars in table V), from s^ up to and including the

interval in -question, and represent, as already explained, the mass in

pounds of a rocket which, starting at sea-level, would become re-

duced to one pound at the altitude given.

The highest altitude attained by the one pound mass is not,

however, the upper end of the interval in question, but is a very

considerable distance higher. This, of course, follows from the

fact that the one pound reaches the upper end of each interval with

a considerable velocity, and will continue to rise after propulsion has

ceased until this velocity is reduced to zero, by gravity and air

resistance.

If we call Vn the velocity with which the pound mass reaches the

upper end of the particular interval where propulsion ceases, h the

distance beyond which the one pound will rise (the cross-section

still being one square inch), and p the mean air resistance in poundals

4



>
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over the distance h, we have by the Principle of Work and Energy,

-.T 2

h=
2(Sf + p)'

The values of p are small, owing to small atmospheric density, being

1.59 poundals for the h beyond Sg ; 0.28 beyond s. (a= 5o) ; and

0.465 beyond s- (a= 150) . For Sg the low density makes this quantity

negligible.

The altitudes obtained by adding to the interval the corresponding

h, are called the " Greatest altitude attained " in table VII.

Obviously if the start is made at a high elevation, the " total initial

mass " required to reach a given height will be less than for a start

at sea-level, due not only to the fact that the apparatus is not raised

through so great a height, but also to the fact that the denser part

of the atmosphere is avoided. Table VI gives minimum masses, M,

calculated for a start with zero velocity from the beginning of interval

s, (/'. e., 15,000 ft.), the effective velocity being 7,000 ft. /sec. as in

table V.

It happens that the velocity v^ for minimum M in the interval Sg

of table VI is the same as the v^ for the same interval in table \'

.

The calculations that have been made for the intervals beyond Sg

apply therefore to the present case, and the only difference between

the two cases is that the masses required to reach s- will be greater,

for the start at sea-level, than for the start at 15,000 ft.

The calculations, beginning at 15,000 ft. have been carried out in

table VII for all but the low^est " effective velocity "
; and it will be

observed that the start from a high elevation becomes important onlv

for the lower " effective velocities."

The most striking as well as the most important conclusion to be

drawn from table VII is the small " total initial mass " required to

raise one pound to very great altitudes when the " effective velocity
"

is 7,000 ft./sec, the mass for the height of 437 miles (2,310,000 ft.)

for example, being but 12.33 lbs., starting from sea-level. Even for

an " effective velocity " of 3,500 ft./sec, which allows of considerable

inefficiency in the rocket apparatus, the mass is sufficiently moderate

to render the method perfectly practicable, for in this case an altitude

of over 230 miles from sea-level, practically the limit of the earth's

atmosphere, requires under 90 lbs.'"; and an altitude of 118 miles,

close under the geocoronium sphere, only 38 lbs. For a start at

15,000 ft., the masses are of course, less, namely 49.3 lbs. and

20.9 lbs., respectively."
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The enormous difference between the total initial masses required

for low-efficiency rockets, compared with those for high, may at

first appear surprising ; but they should be expected from the

exponential nature of equations (6) and (7). Thus if the " effective

velocity " is reduced from 7,000 ft./sec. to half this value, the mini-

FiG. 7,

mum masses for each interval, neglecting air resistance, will be those

for 7,000 ft./sec. squared; and including air resistance, still greater.

Similarly for an effective velocity of 960 ft./sec. which is that for

reloading rockets having the same velocity of ejection as Coston ship

rockets, the minimum masses will be those for 7,000 ft./sec. raised
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to the /'.28th power ; and for bundles or groups of ship rockets, as

shown in figure 7, the minimum masses will be those for 7,000

ft./sec, raised to the By.Bth power. Even when air resistance is

entirely neglected in the calculations for the last case, the masses are

of much the same magnitude, as shown in table VII. The large

values of the masses Mri and Mr2 simply express the impossibility

of employing rockets of low efficiency. Attention may be called to

the particular case under Mr2 (the groups of ship rockets indicated

in fig. 7) in which one pound is raised to the altitude of 1,228,000

feet (232 miles) ; the " total initial mass " in this case, even neglect-

ing air resistance entirely, is 2.89 X 10^^ lbs., or over sixfold greater

than the entire mass of the earth.

These large numbers, to be sure, agree with one's first impression

as to the probable initial mass of a rocket designed to reach extreme

altitudes ; but the comparatively small initial masses, possible with

high efficiency, are not intuitively evident until one realizes what an

enormous reduction is involved in extracting anything as large as

the 27th root of a number.

It should be observed that the apparatus is taken as weighing one

pound. Strictly speaking, if the recording instruments have a mass

of one pound, the entire final mass of the apparatus must be at least

three or four pounds. The mass for the recording instruments may
be considered as being very small, yet many valuable researches

could, of course, be performed with an apparatus weighing no more
than this." The entire final apparatus should if possible be designed

to weigh not over 3 or 4 lbs. at most, unless the efficiency of the

apparatus is so high that the " effective velocity," c(i — k), is at least

in the neighborhood of 7,000 ft./sec. An examination of table VII

makes very evident the necessity of securing maximum effectiveness

of the apparatus before a rocket for such a purpose as meteorological

tvork, for example, is constructed; in order to make the method as

inexpensive as possible. It should be remarked, however, that the

" total initial mass " will really not be increased in as large a propor-

tion as the -final mass if the latter is made greater than one pound by

virtue of equation (2).

Before proceeding further it will be well to consider carefully the

question of air resistance as dependent upon the cross-section of the

rocket during flight. It has already been assumed that the cross-

section, in the calculation of the minimum M for each interval, was

one square inch. If we make the apparatus as long, narrow, and

compact, as possible, the assumption of a cross-section of one square
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inch for an apparatus weighing one pound will not be unreasonable.

A glance at tables Y and VI will show that, for " effective velocities
"'

of 7,000 ft./sec. and 3,500 ft./sec, the mass at the beginning of any

interval (except s^) does not greatly exceed one pound—the mass at

the end of each interval being one pound—so that the computations

are in agreement with this assumption of area of cross-section. For

the two cases of the adapted Coston rockets, the masses at the

beginning of the intervals are much larger ; and hence we see that

the " total initial masses " in table VII, large as they are, would have

been even larger if a proper value of cross-section had been employed.

The important point is, however, that cross-sectional areas of

even less than one square inch should have been used. The reason

for this is obvious when one remembers that in calculating the " total

initial masses,'' when we multiply minimum masses, jM, to'gether we
are also multiplying the cross-sections in the same ratio. In other

words, we are considering numbers of rockets, each of one square

inch cross-section, grouped together side by side, into a bundle. But

such an arrangement would have its cross-section proportional to

its mass and not to the fd power of its mass, as would be the case if

the shape of the rocket apparatus ivere at all times similar to the

shape at the start (as in the ideal rocket, fig. i). This constant

similarity of shape is, as we have seen (equation 2), one of the condi-

tions for a minimum initial mass. Hence the " total initial masses "

that have been calculated are really larger than the true minima,

which would be obtained only by repeating the calculations, assuming

a smaller cross-section except in the last few intervals, in which the

rocket has become so small that the condition of one-square-inch-per-

pound is approximately satisfied.

Before leaving the subject of air resistance, attention should be

called to the fact that the velocities (table V) do not exceed that for

which air resistance has been studied by Mallock until in s^, for

a=i50 ft./sec.^, and in Sg, for a= 50 ft./sec.-; and furthermore, that

the velocities do not become much in excess until the densities have

become almost negligible.

CHECK ON APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATION

A simple calculation, involving only the most elementary formulae

instead of equations (6) and (7) will show that the "total initial

masses " in table VII cannot be far from the truth.

Consider, for simplicity, a rocket of the form shown in figure i,

and suppose that one-third of the mass of the rocket is fired down-
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ward, with a velocity of 7,000 ft./sec. at the first shot ; one-third of

the remaining mass, at the second shot ; and so on, for successive

shots. From' the principle of the Conservation of Momentum it will

be evident that the mass that remains is given an additional upward

velocity of 3,500 ft./sec. after each shot.

Thus, after the fourth shot, the mass that remains is ^f, or prac-

tically ^, of the initial mass, and the velocity is 14,000 ft./sec. This

velocity is sufficient, if we neglect air resistance, to raise the part of

the rocket that remains to an altitude of ^80 miles (by the familiar

relation. v- = 2gh). Although the range would be much reduced if

air resistance were considered, it should nevertheless be remembered

that the values in table VII are calculated for the condition under

which air resistance is a minimum.

The above simple case is not realizable in practice because of the

large mass of propellant for each shot compared with the total mass

—

i. e., provision is not made for the mass of the chamber. The result

will be the same, however, if smaller charges are fired in rapid suc-

cession, as will be evident from a calculation similar to the above,

which is carried out in Appendix E, page 63, under the assumption

of smaller charges for successive shots.

RECOVERY OF APPARATUS ON RETURN

A point of considerable practical importance is the question of

finding the apparatus on its return, and of following it during flight,

both of which depend in a large measure upon the time of flight.

Concerning the times of ascent, table VII shows that these are

remarkably short. For example a height of over 230 miles is reached

in less than 6^ minutes (s^; a= 50). The reason is, of co'urse, that

the rocket under present discussion possesses the advantage of the

bullet in attaining a high velocity, with the added advantage of start-

ing gradually from rest. In fact, the motion fulfills closely the ideal

conditio'ns for extremely rapid transit—namely, starting from rest

with the maximum acceleration possible, and reversing this accelera-

tion, in direction, at the middle of the journey.

The short time of ascent and descent is, of course, highly advan-

tageous as regards following the apparatus during ascent, and

recovering it on landing. The path can be followed, by day, by the

ejection of smoke at intervals, and at night by flashes. Any distinc-

tive feature, as for example, a long black streamer, could assist in

rendering: the instruments visible on the return.
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Some means will, of course, be necessary to check the velocity of

the returning instruments. It might not appear, at first sight, that a

parachute would be operative at a velocity of 10,000 ft./sec. or more

;

but it should be remembered that this velocity will occur in air of

very small density, so that the pressure, or force per unit area of the

parachute, would not be excessive, notwithstanding the high velocity

of the apparatus. The magnitudes of the air resistance will, of

course, be much larger than would be indicated from the values of

R in tables V and VI, from the fact that, for motion with the para-

chute, the cross-section will be much larger in proportion to the mass

of the rocket than for the cases presented in these tables.

If the parachute is so large that the velocity will be decreased

greatly when the denser air is reached, the descent will be so slow

that finding of the apparatus will not be so easy as would be the case

with a more rapid descent. For this reason, part of the parachute

de!vice must be lost automatically when the apparatus has fallen into

air of a certain density ; or else the parachute must be small enough

to facilitate a rapid descent, with additional parachute devices ren-

dered operative as the rocket nears the ground. Such devices are

not described in the present paper, but can be of simple and light

construction.

The effectiveness of a parachute of even moderate size, ©"perating

in a region where the density is small, may be demonstrated by the

following concrete example. Suppose that an apparatus weighing

one pound and having a parachute of one square foot area descends

from the altitude, 1,228,000 ft. (over 200 miles), and does not en-

counter any atmospheric resistance until it is level with the upper

limit of Sq (125,000 ft.). This condition will not, of course, be that

which would actually obtain in practice, for a continually increasing

resistance will be experienced as the apparatus descends ; but if a

sufficient braking action can be shown to exist in the present example,

the parachute device will a fortiori be satisfactory in practice.

The velocity acquired by the apparatus in falling freely under the

influence of gravity between the two levels is

V64X 1,103,000=8,400 ft./sec.

Now the air resistance in poundals per square inch of section at

atmospheric pressure for this velocity is, from the plot of Mallock's

formula, 360x32 poundals per square inch, making the value of R
for the area of the parachute

R= 1,653,000 poundals/in.-
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But the actual resistance is R, multiplied by the relative density at

125,000 ft. which is approximately o.oi, giving for the resistance,

F= 16,530 poundals/in.^

A retarding acceleration must therefore act upon the apparatus, of

amount given by
"p

a= j^
= 16,530 ft./sec.^

Hence it is safe to say that, long before the apparatus had fallen to

the 125,000 ft. level, the velocity would have been reduced to, and

maintained at, a safe value, with the employment of even a small

parachute. This case, it should be noticed, is entirely different from

that of a falling meteor ; in that the apparatus under discussion falls

from rest, at the highest point reached, whereas the meteor enters

the earth's atmosphere with an enormous initial velocity.

If it is considered desirable, for any reason, to dispense with a

sufficiently large parachute, the retarding of the apparatus may be

accomplished to any degree by having the rocket consist, at its highest

point of flight, not merely of instruments plus parachute, but of

instruments together with a chamber, and considerable propellant

material. Then, after the rocket has descended to some lower level,

let us say, to the upper limit of Sg, this propellant material can be

ejected, so that the velocity is considerably checked before the

apparatus reaches as low an altitude as, say, 5,000 ft. For the cases

in which the effective velocity, c(i— k), is as large as 7,000 ft./sec.

there is little inconvenience in increasing the mass in this way. But

for the case in which c(i — k) =3,500, this method can hardly be as

satisfactory as the parachute method ; for if the " final " mass to be

elevated is made a number of pounds, let us say n, the " total initial

mass " (which is large even for one pound final mass) will be n fold

larger, and the apparatus correspondingly more expensive.

APPLICATIONS TO DAILY OBSERVATIONS

Before leaving the subject of the attainment of high altitudes

within the earth's atmosphere, it will be well to mention briefly

another application of the method herein discussed: namely, to the

sending daily of small recording instruments to moderate altitudes,

such as five or six miles. As is already understood, simultaneous

daily observations of the vertical gradients of pressure, temperature,

and wind velocity, at a large number of stations would doubtless be

of great value in weather forecasting. The method herein described
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is evidently well suited for such a purpose, in that the time of rise

and fall would be short, so that the apparatus could easily be found

on the return. Thus the expense wo*uld be slight, being simply that

of a fresh magazine of cartridges for each day.

For this work, as well as for that previously described, the head of

the rocket should be prevented from rotating, by means of a gyro-

scope, such as is explained in United States Patent, No. 1,102,653.

CALCULATION OF MINIMUM MASS REQUIRED TO RAISE ONE
POUND TO AN "INFINITE" ALTITUDE

From the fact that the preceding calculation leads us to conclude

that such an extreme altitude as 2,310,000 ft. (over 437 miles) can be

reached by the employment of a moderate mass, provided the effici-

ency is high, it becomes of interest to speculate as to whether or not

a velocity as high as the " parabolic " velocity for the earth could be

attained by an apparatus of reasonably small initial mass.

Theoretically, a mass projected from the surface of the earth with

a velocity of 6.95 miles/sec. would, neglecting air resistance, reach

an infinite distance, after an infinite time ; or, in short, would never

return. Such a projection without air resistance, is, of course, impos-

sible. Moreover, the mass would not reach infinity but would come

under the gravitational influence of some other heavenly body.

We may, however, consider the following conceivable case: If a

rocket apparatus such as has here been discussed were projected to

the upper end of interval Sg, either with an acceleration of 50 or 150

ft./sec.^, and this acceleration were maintained to a suificient distance

beyond j-^, until the parabolic velocity were attained, the mass finally

remaining would certainly never return.

If we designate as the upper end of S9 the height at which the

velocity of ascent becomes the " parabolic " velocity, it will be evident

that this height will be different for the two accelerations chosen,

inasmuch as the " parabolic " velocity decreases with increasing dis-

tance from the center of the earth.

If we call u= the " parabolic " velocity at a distance H above the

surface of the earth,

V, =:the velocity acquired at the upper end of interval s^,

Soothe height of the upper end of Sg above sea-level,

we have, taking the radius of the earth as 20,900,000 feet,

u= Vi-|-at, (11)

H= So-(-Vit + iat2, (12)
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and also the equation relating " parabolic " velocity to distance from

the center of the earth

36,700 _ / 20,900,000+

H

u
/
20,900^00+H . s

\ 20,900,000
' ^

On putting the values of u and H, from (ii) and (12), in (13),

we have

Y'2o,90o,ooox 36,700= (vi + at) V 21,400,000+ Vj^t+ ^-at'. (14)

Equation (14) is a biquadratic in t, from which t may easily be

obtained (by trial and error). The values of t, for the two accelera-

tions chosen, given in table V, enables u and the initial masses for s^,

to be at once obtained.

The effect of air resistance in Sj, is negligible, if we accept

Wegener's conclusions, above mentioned, concerning" the properties

of geocoronium. But even if we use the empirical rule of a fall of

density to one-half for every 3.5 miles we shall find the reduction of

velocity very small on passing from the upper end of Sg (500,000 ft.)

to 1,000,000 ft. (beyond which the density is negligible). This is

shown in Appendix F, page 64.

The " total initial masses," to raise one pound to an " infinite
"

altitude, for the two accelerations chosen, are given in table VIL
It will be observed that they are astonishingly small, provided the

efficiency is high. Thus with an " effective velocity " of 7,000 ft./sec,

and an acceleration of 150 ft./sec.^, the " total initial mass," starting

at sea-level is 602 lbs., and starting from 15,000 ft. is 438 lbs." The

mass required increases enormously with decreasing efficiency, for,

with but half of the former " effective velocity " (3,500 ft./sec.) the

" total initial mass," even for a start irdm 15,000 ft., is 351,000 lbs.

The masses would obviously be slightly less if the acceleration

exceeded 150 ft./sec.^

It is of interest to speculate upon the possibility of proving that

such extreme altitudes had been reached even if they actually were

attained. In general, the proving would be a difficult matter. Thus,

even if a mass of flash powder, arranged to be ignited automatically

after a long interval of time, were projected vertically upward, the

light would at best be very faint, and it would be difficult to foretell,

even approximately, the direction in which it would be most likely to

appear.

The only reliable procedure would be to send the smallest mass

of flash powder possible to the dark surface of the moon when in

conjunction (i. e., the " new " moon), in such a way that it would be
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ignited on impact. The light would then be visible in a powerful

telescope. Further, the larger the aperture of the telescope, the

greater would be the ease of seeing the flash, from the fact that a

telescope enhances the brightness of point sources, and dims a faint

background.

An experiment was performed to find the minimum mass of flash

powder that should be visible at any particular distance. In order

to reproduce, approximately, the conditions that would obtain at

the surface of the moon, the flash powder was placed in small

capsules, C, plate 9, figure i, held in glass tubes, T, closed by

rubber stoppers. The tubes were exhausted to a pressure of from

3 to 10 cm. of mercury, and sealed, the stoppers being painted with

wax, to preserve the vacuum. Two' shellacked wires, passing to the

powder, permitted firing of the powder by an automobile spark coil.

It was found that Victor flash powder was slightly superior to a

mixture of powdered magnesium and sodium nitrate, in atomic pro-

portions, and much superior to a mixture of powdered magnesium,

and potassium chlorate, also in atomic proportions.

In the actual test, six samples of Victor flash powder, varying in

weight from 0.05 gram to 0.0029 gram were placed in tubes as shown

in plate 9, figure i, and these tubes were fastened in blackened com-

partments of a box, plate 9, figure 2, and plate 10, figure i. The

ignition system was placed in the back of the same box, as shown in

plate 10, figure 2. This system comprised a spark coil, operated by

three triple cells of " Ever-ready " battery, placed two by two in

parallel. The charge was fired on closing the primary switch at the

left. The six-point switch at the right served to connect the tubes,

in order, to the high-tension side of the coil.

The flashes were observed at a distance of 2.24 miles on a fairly

clear night ; and it was found that a mass of 0.0029 grams of Victor

flash powder was visible, and that 0.015 gram was strikingly visible,

all the observations being made with the unaided eye. The minimum
mass of flash powder visible at this distance is thus surprisingly small.

From these experiments it is seen that if this flash powder were

exploded on the surface of the moon, distant 220,000 miles, and a

telescope of one foot aperture were used—the exit pupil being not

greater than the pupil of the eye (e. g., 2 mm.)—we should need a

mass of flash powder of

2.67 lbs., to be just visible, and

13.82 lbs. or /^j.y, to be strikingly visible.
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If we consider the final mass of the last " secondary " rocket

plus the mass of the flash powder and its container, to be four times

the mass of the flash powder alone, we should have, for the ^nal

mass of the rocket, four times the above masses. These final masses

correspond to the " one pound final mass " which has been mentioned

throughout the calculations.

The " total initial masses," or the masses necessary for the start

at the earth, are at once obtained from the data given in table VII.

Thus if the start is made from sea-level, and the " effective velocity

of ejection " is 7,000 ft./sec, we need 602 lbs. for every pound that

is to be sent to " infinity."
^

We arrive, then, at the conclusion that the " total initial masses
"

necessary would be

6,436 lbs. or 3.21 tons ; flash just visible, and

33,278 lbs. or 16.63 tons (or less) ; flash strikingly visible.

A " total initial mass " of 8 or 10 tons would, without doubt, raise

sufficient flash powder for clear visibility.''^

These masses could, of course, be much reduced by the employ-

ment of a larger telescope. For example, with an aperture of two

feet, the masses would be reduced to one-fourth of those just given.

The use of such a large telescope would, however, limit considerably

the possible number of observers. In all cases, the magnification

should be so low that the entire lunar disk is in the field of the

telescope.

It should be added that the probability of collision of a small

object with meteors of the visible type is negligible, as is indicated in

Appendix G, page 64.

This plan of sending a mass of flash powder to the surface of the

moon, although a matter of much general interest, is not of obvious

scientific importance. There are, however, developments of the

general method under discussion, zvhich involve a number of im-

portant features not herein mentioned, which could lead to results of

much scientific interest. These developments involve many experi-

mental difficulties, to be sure ; but they depend upon nothing that is

really impossible.

^ A simple calculation ^° will show that the total initial mass required to

send one pound to the surface of the moon is but slightly less than that

required to send the mass to " infinity."
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SUMMARY
1. An important part of the atmosphere, that extends for many

miles beyond the reach of sounding balloons, has up to the present

time been considered inaccessible. Data of great value in meteor-

ology and in solar physics could be obtained by recording instruments

sent into this region.

2. The rocket, in principle, is ideally suited for reaching high alti-

tudes, in that it carries apparatus without jar, and does not depend

upon the presence of air for propulsion. A new form* of rocket

apparatus, which embodies a number of improvements over the

common form, is described in the present paper.

3. A theoretical treatment of the rocket principle shows that, if

the velocity of expulsion of the gases were considerably increased

and the ratio of propellant material to the entire rocket were also

increased, a tremendous increase in range would result, from the

fact that these two quantities enter exponentially in the expression

for the initial mass of the rocket necessary to raise a given mass to a

given height.

4. Experiments with ordinary rockets show that the efficiency of

such rockets is of the order of 2 per cent, and the velocity of ejection

of the gases, 1,000 ft./sec. For small rockets the values are slightly

less.

With a special type of steel chamber and nozzle, an efficiency has

been obtained with smokeless powder of over 64 per cent (higher

than that of any heat engine ever before tested) ; and a velocity of

nearly 8,000 ft./sec, which is the highest velocity so far obtained in

any way except in electrical discharge work.

5. Experiments were repeated with the same chambers in vacuo,

which demonstrated that the high velocity of the ejected gases was

a real velocity and not merely an effect of reaction against the air.

In fact, experiments performed at pressures such as probably exist

at an altitude of 30 miles gave velocities even higher than those

obtained in air at atmospheric pressure, the increase in velocity prob-

ably being due to a difference in ignition. Results of the experiments

indicate also that this velocity could be exceeded, with a modified

form of apparatus.
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6. Experiments with a large chamber demonstrated that not only

are large chambers operative, but that the velocities and efficiencies

are higher than for small chambers.

7. A calculation based upon the theory, involving data that is

in part that obtained by experiments, and in part what is considered

as realizable in practice, indicates that the initial mass required to

raise recording instruments of the order of one pound, even to the

extreme upper atmosphere, is moderate. The initial mass necessary

is likewise not excessive, even if the effective velocity is reduced by

half. Calculations show, however, that any apparatus in which

ordinary rockets are used would be impracticable owing to the very

large initial masses that would be required.

8. The recovery of the apparatus, on its return, need not be a

difficult matter, from the fact that the time of ascent even to great

altitudes in the atmosphere will be comparatively short, due to the

high speed of the rocket throughout the greater part of its course.

The time of descent will also be short; but free fall can be satis-

factorily prevented by a suitable parachute. A parachute will be

operative for the reason that high velocities and small atmospheric

densities are essentially the same as low velocities and ordinary

density.

9. Even if a mass of the order of a pound were propelled by the

apparatus under consideration until it possessed sufficient velocity

to escape the earth's attraction, the initial mass need not be unreason-

ably large, for an effective velocity of ejection which is without

doubt attainable. A method is suggested whereby the passage of a

body to such an extreme altitude could be demonstrated.

CONCLUSION
Although the present paper is not the description of a working

mo'del, it is believed, nevertheless, that the theory and experiments,

herein described, together settle all points that could seriously be

questioned, and that it remains only to perform certain necessary

preliminary experiments before an apparatus can be constructed that

will carrv recording instruments to anv desired altitude.'''
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APPENDIX A
THEORY OF THE MOTION WITH DIRECT LIFT

Let M = the mass of the suspended system, comprising the chamber

together with any parts rigidly attached thereto,

mo= the mass of the expelled charge, comprising wadding and

the attached copper wire, the smokeless powder charge

(and also, in the experiments in vacuo, the black powder
priming charge),

V= the initial upward velocity of the mass M,
v= the average downward velocity of the mass m^

and s= the upward displacement of the mass M.
We have at once for the initial velocity of the mass M,

V^= 2gs,

and employing the Conservation of Momentum, we have for the

kinetic energy per gram of mass mg, expelled,

v2 M2
m.

Sfs.

APPENDIX B

THEORY OF THE DISPLACExAiENTS FOR SIMPLE HARMONIC
MOTION

In addition to the notation given under Appendix A, the following

additional notation must be employed

:

Let ms=the mass of the spring,

Fi= the force in dynes which produces unit extension of the

spring,

m-i= the mass in dynes which produces unit extension of the

spring,

and s= the upward displacement of M, resulting from the firing,

that would be had if there were no friction.

Then, allowing for the mass of the spring, we have, from the

theory of simple harmonic motion

:

Fx=(M+'|-)(f)'x. ,

where x is any displacement, and P is the period of the motion.
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But V is the maximum velocity during the motion and hence

V= w.s, where s is the maximum displacement, and w is a constant,

having the usual significance ; also

P= — .

m,g=(M+^'

Hence

3 / s-

But by the Conservation of Linear Momentum,

/M+^^W= moV.

Hence

giving, for the kinetic energy per gram of mass expelled,

(M+^^)(m,g)
= -^ "^—^ s^

2 2m^-

From this it is possible to obtain the efficiency, by dividing by the

heat value of the powder, in ergs ; and also the velocity in kilometers

per second by multiplying by two, extracting the square root, and

dividing by lO^.

CORRECTION OF THE DISPLACEMENT, s, FOR FRICTION

The displacement, s, in the preceding calculation is assumed to be

the corrected displacement. This is obtained from the upward dis-

placement s^. and the downward displacement s,, as

^=^-it

APPENDIX C

THEORY OF DIRECT-LIFT IMPULSE-METER
The theory of the direct-lift impulse-meter is as follows

:

Calling I, the momentum of the gas that strikes the end of the

aluminium cylinder,

mc=the mass of the aluminium cylinder,

Vc = the initial upward velocity of the cylinder,

Ac= the area of cross-section of the cylinder,

Ag= the maximum area of cross-section of the suspended system

comprising the gun, lead weight, and holders,

and s=the displacement of the aluminium c)dinder, as obtained

5
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from the trace on the smoked glass tube, we have, by the principle of

the Conservation of Linear Momentum, for the momentum per unit

area produced by the gaseous rebound,

_!_ _ nicYc _ mcV2gs
Ac Ac" Ac

Hence the momentum communicated to the suspended system by the

gaseous rebound is

mcAgy2g^s
'"Ac "

'

and calling O the ratio of the momentum given the gun by gaseous

rebound to the observed momentum of the suspended system, we
have

Q^ mcAgy2gs
^

m,jAcV

APPENDIX D

THEORY OF SPRING IMPULSE-METER

The theory of the spring impulse-meter is as follows : If we use

the sartle notation as in the preceding case, calling, in addition, the

mass of the spring nig, and the mass required for unit extension of

the spfing, m,, we have, by the same theory as that for the gun

suspended by a spring,

Vm7g
V.=

Vmc+^nia

Hence the momentum per unit area, communicated to the upper

cap of the 12-inch pipe, when the chamber is fired, is

_L — (mc + Mms)Vc _ Vmc+JnisVmjgs
Ac

'^ a;^^ "
Ac'

Hence the momentum that would be communicated to the suspended

system by the gaseous rebound, provided the system were at the top

of the 12-inch pipe, would be

AgVmc -l-^msVm^gs

Ac

and the percentage, O, of the momentum communicated by the gas-

eous rebound to the observed momentum of the suspended system, is

Q _ AgVmc-l-^m"sVm tg^ A.m„v

I
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APPENDIX E

CHECK ON APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATION, FOR
SMALL CHARGES FIRED IN RAPID SUCCESSION

Consider a rocket weighing lO lbs., having 2 lbs. of propelling

material, fired two ounces at a time, eight times per second, with a

velocity of 6,000 ft./sec.—much less than the highest velocity

attained in the experiments, either in air or in vacuo.

Let us suppose that, for simplicity, the rocket is directed upward

and that each shot takes place instantly (a supposition not far from

the truth) ; the velocity remaining constant between successive shots.

After the first shot, the mass, 9f lbs., has an upward velocity Vq

due to the downward velocity of the ^ lb. expelled. This velocity,

Vq, is at once found by the Conservation of Momentum. But it is

decreased by gravity until, at the end of ^ sec, it is reduced to

the space passed over during this time being

s= Vot-^gt2.

We have then, Vo' = 7i.8 ft./sec, and 8= 9.23 ft.

At the beginning of the second interval of ^ sec, an additional

velocity is given the remaining mass, of 76.8 ft./sec, and the final

velocity and space passed over may be found in the same way. By
comnleting the calculations for the remaining intervals we shall have

for time just under ^ sec, v' = 293.1 ft./sec; s= 91.98 ft.

for time just under i sec, Yo'= 603.8 ft./sec; s= 33548 ft.

and

for time just under 2 sec, Vo'=:i284.i ft./sec; 5=1315.68 ft./sec

These figures compare well with those in table V, for s^. In the

present check, air resistance would doubtless be unimportant until the

velocity had reached 1,000 ft./sec. or so ; but the velocity would, even

if decreased somewhat by air resistance, compare favorably with that

of a projectile fired from a gun.

No more elaborate calculation is necessary to demonstrate the

imijortance of the device, even for military purposes alone ; for it

comljines portability and cheapness (no gun is required for firing it)

with a range which compares favorably with the best artillery.

Further, all difficulties of the nature of erosion are, of course,

avoided.
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APPENDIX F

PROOF THAT THE RETARDATION BETWEEN 500,000 FT. AND
1,000,000 FT. IS NEGLIGIBLE

The falling-off of velocity, w, due to air resistance, is given by

P -^ shrr^MoWi^
Po

w^here P= the mean air resistance in poundals per square inch

between the altitudes 500,000 and 1,000,000 ft. from

the previously mentioned velocity curves, the pressure

being considered as atmospheric.

p = the mean density over this distance,

s= the mean area of cross-section of the apparatus through-

out the distance, taken as 25 square inches in view of

the average mass, Mq, throughout the interval, and

h= the distance traversed: 500,000 ft.

It is thus found that the loss of velocity w is less than 10 ft./sec.

(for a=i50 ft./sec.) even when —- is taken as constant throughout
Po

the distance and equal to that at 500,000 ft. (i. e., 2.73 x lO"^).

APPENDIX G

PROBABILITY OF COLLISION WITH METEORS

The probability of collision with meteors of " visible " size is

negligible. This can be shown by deriving an expression for the

probability of collision of a sphere with particles moving in directions

at random, all having constant velocity, the expression being o'btained

on the assumption that the speed of the sphere is small compared

with the speed of the particles.

If we accept Newton's estimate^ of the average distance apart of

meteors as being 250 miles, we have by considering collision between

very small meteors of velocity 30 miles/sec, and a sphere one foot

in diameter of velocity one mile/sec, moving over a distance of

220,000 miles, the probability^ as 1.23x10"**; which is, of course,

practically negligible. The value would be slightly greater if the

meteors were considered as having a diameter of several centimeters,

rather than being particles ^; but the probability would be less, how-

ever, if meteor swarms were avoided.

^ Newton, En eye. Brit. 9 ed. v. 16.
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NOTES
^" A step-by-step method of solution similar to that herein employed can

evidently be used for oblique projection—other conditions remaining the same.

^ If the efficiency is estimated by the kinetic energy of the rocket itself

(from the velocity the average mass of the rocket would acquire, by virtue of

the recoil of the gases ejected with the "average velocity" measured), the

efficiencies will, of course, be less than the two values given in table I, being,

respectively, 0.39 and 0.50 per cent.

" Since this manuscript was written, rockets with a single charge, con-

structed along the general lines here explained, have been considerably further

developed.
" Chambers of considerably reduced weight have since been made and

tested for velocities comparable to those here mentioned. For two particular

types of loading device, the ratio of weight of chamber to weight of charge

(here, 120) were, respectively, 63 (also 30 for this case, but at a sacrifice of

velocity) and 22 ; the ratio, for the nozzles, being reducible to comparatively

small values. In neither of these cases was any special attempt made to reduce

the weight of the chambers.
" Later experiments support this prediction, and also demonstrate that

firing of the charges can take place in rapid succession.
^^ The values of c and ( i — k) , here assigned, were chosen as being the largest

that could reasonably be expected. Later experiments have shown that lower

values are more easily realizable, but it should at the same time be understood

that no special attempt has been made to obtain experimentally the highest

values of these quantities. The numbers chosen may, then, be considered as

at least possible limiting values.

It is well to mention, in this connection, that the developments with tlie

multiple-charge rocket have, so far, exceeded original expectations. This is

in accord with the fact that the experimental results have, from the start, been

more favorable than were expected. Thus an efficiency of 50 per cent was at

first considered the limit of what could be attained, and 4,000 to 5,000 ft/sec,

the highest possible velocity. Further it was naturally not expected that the

velocities obtained in vacuo would actually exceed those in air ; nor were

chambers as light as those at present used considered producible without con-

siderable experimental difficulty.

^^Distribution of mass am.ong the secondary rockets for cases of large

total initial mass.—For very great altitudes, secondary rockets will be neces-

sary, as already explained, in order to keep the proportion of propellant to

total weight sensibly constant. The most extreme cases will require groups of

secondary rockets, which groups are discharged in succession.

There are, under any circumstances, two possibilities : either the secondaries

may be small, so that each time a secondary rocket, or group of secondaries, is

discarded, the total mass is not appreciably changed, as indicated schematically

at (a), figure 8 ; or a series of as large secondaries as possible may be used,

(b), figure 8, in which case the empty casings constitute a considerable frac-

tion of the entire weight at the time the discarding takes place.
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In so far as avoiding difficulties of construction are concerned, the use of a

smaller number of larger secondaries is preferable, but they should be long

and narrow, as otherwise the air "resistance on the nearly empty casings will

be greater for the same weight of propellant than would be the case if groups

of small secondaries, case (a), were used, in as compact an arrangement as

(a) (b)
Fig. 8.

possible. It should be explained, also, that if very small secondaries were

employed, the metal of the magazines and casings would become a consider-

able fraction of the entire weight, as the amount of surface enclosing the

])ropellant would then be a maximum.
Possibility of employing case (b).—A rough calculation shows at once the

possibility of using a comparatively small number of largo secondaries
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(or groups), provided, as is, of course, to be expected from dimensional con-

siderations, that the larger any individual rocket, the less, in proportion, need

be the ratio of weight of metal to weight of propellant.

Such a calculation can be made by finding the number of secondary rockets,

for case (b), that would be required for the same total initial mass, other

conditions being the same, as for continuous loss of mass with zero relative

velocity, which is practically case (a).

For the latter, equation (7), in which R and g are neglected, is evidently

sufficient for the purpose, for the reason that the form of the expression, so

far as (i-k) is concerned, is the same whether or not R and g is included.

Let us now find what conditions must hold for case (b), in order that the

total initial mass shall equal that for case (a). Assume, first, that the casings

are discarded successively at the end of n equal intervals of time, no mass

being discarded except at these times ; the velocity of gas ejection being c,

as before. The total initial mass is obtained as the product of the initial

masses for each interval, from equation (7) with k=io, assuming the final

mass for each interval is, as before, i lb., after first multiplying the initial

masses by a greater factor than unity, the excess over unity being the weight h,

of the casings which are discarded at the end of the intervals.

If, in case (a), we divide the time into n equal intervals in the same way,

we shall have, as the condition that the total initial masses are the same in the

two cases.

a(t/n)n a(t/n)n

M= e'=^'~''- =(i+h)ne " . (15)

We obtain, then, on combining (15) with (7),

Mk= (I +h)n,
from which

, log M
log(i+h) (16)

Let us assume, for case (a) (many small secondary rockets), as well as for

case (b) (large secondary rockets), that the ratio of mass of metal to mass

.of propellant is the minimum reasonable amount that can be expected, which

may be put tentatively, at least, as 1/14 and 1/18, respectively.

Two cases will suffice for purpose of illustration : one in which the ratio of

initial to final mass is moderately large, e. g.. 40, and the other in which the

ratio is extreme, e. g., 600.

The numbers of secondaries (or separate groups) for (b), for these two

cases, are, from (16), 5 and 9 respectively, n being necessarily an integer.

It is to be understood that the numbers could be made even smaller, although

this would necessitate larger total initial masses.
'' If the start were made at a greater elevation than 15,000 feet, for example,

at 20,000 or 25,000 feet, the reduction of the " total initial mass " would, of

course, be considerably greater. Further, if the rocket were of comparatively

small mass, it could be raised to an even greater initial height by balloons.
*^ Actually, 300 grams would be sufficient, for many researches.
^^ Attention is called to the fact that hydrogen and oxygen, coml^ning in

atomic proportions, afford the greatest heat per unit mass of all chemical

transformations. For this reason, if the calculations are made under the
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assumption that hydrogen and oxygen are used (in the liquid or solid state, to

avoid weight of the container), giving the same efficiency as that for which
" Infallible " smokeless powder produces respective velocities of, for example,

5,500 ft./sec. and 7,500 ft./sec, the velocities (deducting 218.47 calories per

gram as the latent heat plus specific heat, from boiling point to ordinary tem-

perature) would be 9,400 ft./sec. and 11,900 ft./sec; and the total initial masses

for a start from 15,000 feet, respectively, 119 pounds and 43.5 pounds.

Incidentally, except for difficulties of application, the use of hydrogen and

oxygen would have several other evident advantages.

""This calculation is made under the assumption of stationary centers for

the earth and moon.
^ The time of transit for the case under discussion would, of course, be

comparatively large. If, however, the final velocity were to exceed by 1,000 or

2,000 ft./sec. the velocity calculated, the time would be reduced to a day or two.

The time can be calculated from the solution, by Plana (Memoire della Reale

Accademia della Scienze di Torino, Ser. 2, vol. 20, 1863, pp. 1-S6), of the

analogous problem of the determination of the initial velocity and time of

transit of a body, such as a volcanic rock, projected from the moon toward

the earth.

^^ At the time of signing of the armistice, the net result of the development

of a reloading mechanism had been the demonstration of an operative appa-

ratus that was simple and travelled straight, with the essential parts suffi-

ciently strong and light, using a few cartridges of simple form.

The work remaining, upon which progress has since been made, has been

the adaption of the device for a large proportionate weight of propellant.

^^ The probable number of collisions here calculated is the sum of the

probable numbers obtained by taking the velocity of the spherical body, and of

the meteors, separately equal to zero.

Let V = velocity of the spherical body,

V = velocity of the meteors,

n = the number of meteors per unit volume, which number is, of

course, a fraction (mutual collisions between meteors being

neglected), and

S = the area of cross-section of the spherical body.

For V ^ o, the meteors, if any, which strike the sphere during the time

t to t-f- dt will have come from a spherical shell of radii Vt and V(t-1- dt),

neglecting the diameter of the spherical body in comparison with that of the

spherical shell. Further, the probable number in any small volume, in this

shell, which are so directed as to strike the body, is

S .

47rV=t- '

being the ratio of the solid angle subtended at the element, by the spherical

body, to the whole solid angle, 47r. Hence the probable number of collisions,

N, from all directions, between the time ti and tz is, evidently,

N= nSV(t2— ti).

For V=:o, an expression of the same form is obtained for the probable

number of meteors within the space swept out by the spherical body.
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The sum of these separate probable numbers is the number 1.23 X lo'", in

Appendix G.

In general, for any values of v and V, the meteors reaching the spherical

body at successive instants come from a spherical surface of increasing radius,

Vt, with moving center distant vt in front of the initial position of the

spherical body.

it should be explained that when v differs but little from V, the relative

velocity of the body and meteors is small enough to be neglected, for meteors

on this expanding spherical surface lying outside a certain cone, the vertex

of which coincides with the moving center of the spherical body.

Also, if v exceeds V, the only part of the expanding spherical surface which

is to be considered is that lying outside the contact circle of the tangent cone,

the vertex of which also coincides with the moving center of the spherical

body.

Attention is called to the fact that, even if meteor swarms were not avoided,

the probable number of collisions would be reduced if the direction of motion

were substantially that of the swarm.
^ No difference in the calculation would be necessary if the radius of the

sphere were to be increased by the diameter of the meteors, these being then

considered as particles.
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NOTE ON MR. CLAYTON'S INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
RELATIONS OF RADIATION AND TEMPERATURE

By C. G. abbot

Nearly forty years ago the late Secretary Langley, at that time

Director of the Allegheny Observatory, made the following remark-

able statement in his report of the Mt. Whitney Expedition ^

:

" If the observation of the amount of heat the sun sends the earth

is among the most important and difficult in astronomical physics it

may also be termed the fundamental problem of meteorology, nearly

all whose phenomena would become predictable if we knew both the

original quantity and kind of this heat ; how it affects the constituents

of the atmosphere on its passage earthward ; how much of it reaches

the soil ; how through the aid of the atmosphere it maintains the

surface temperature of this planet, and how in diminished quantity

and altered kind it is finally returned to outer space."

Let us set over against this pronouncement of Langley the final

conclusion of Mr. Clayton in the paper which follows :
" The results

of these researches have led me to believe : i . That if there were no

variation in solar radiation the atmospheric motions would establish

a stable system with exchanges of air between equator and pole and

between ocean and land, in which the only variations would be daily

and annual changes set in operation by the relative motions of the

earth and sun. 2. The existing abnormal changes, which we call

weather, have their origins chiefly, if not entirely, in the variations of

solar radiation."

Mr. Clayton's researches have been long, painstaking, and con-

scientious. By the correlation method and by the direct method of

comparison he has compared all of the solar radiation observations

of the Smithsonian Institution made at Mt. Wilson and at Calama,

Chile, with the temperatures and rainfall of Argentina. His con-

clusion is of a very revolutionary character and deserves the most

careful attention of meteorologists and students of solar physics.

I wish to remark in connection with the subject that as I have been

concerned in the collection of all of the data on solar radiation which

Mr. Clayton has used, I am free to point out how imperfect it is. In

^ Professional Papers of the Signal Service, XV, p. 11.
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the first place, the observations have been taken mainly on Mt. Wilson

during the season from May until November, and although continued

for many years, there have been in each year many gaps due to the

interference of cloudiness and other causes. Not only are there gaps,

but many of the days which are included in the record are days in

which observations have been made despite conditions which were not

perfectly favorable. It may have been that the sky was growing

clearer or more hazy, due to the approach or recession of cloudy con-

ditions, or it may have been that untoward conditions affected the

instrumental equipment. On these accounts, I think it probable that

at least one-third of the Mt. Wilson observations are Hkely to be one

or more per cent in error. If uniformly excellent solar values had

been available, I think it is fair to suppose that much higher correla-

tions would have been found by Mr. Clayton.

His whole paper deserves careful attention, but in order to fix in a

striking manner in the reader's mind the strength of his case for a

real correlation between solar radiation and terrestrial temperature,

I would draw attention to tables i and 2 of Mr. Clayton's main paper

and to the little table in the Appendix. Part of the data in table 2,

changed to the Fahrenheit scale, forms the frontispiece.

Having drawn attention to these, which are but samples of Mr.

Clayton's results, I now anticipate the question of the reader : Is it

not more probable that these apparent correlations between solar

changes and terrestrial changes are really altogether of a terrestrial

origin ? In other words, is it possible that the apparent variations of

radiation were not truly solar, but were caused by changes in the

transmissibility or other properties of the air which affected the solar

radiation measurements in one way and the temperature and rainfall

of the earth in another? In answer to this possible objection, I draw

attention to the fact that the correlations which Mr. Clayton has

found between the weather of Argentina and the results of solar

investigation have been based not only on the results obtained at the

near-by station of Calama, in Chile, but much more on the results

obtained at the very distant station of Mt. Wilson, in California.

^In table 2 and the little table of the Appendix note the gradual change

which is indicated from the results of high maxima of radiation at the top of

the tables to low minima of radiation at the bottom. Table 2 is indeed particu-

larly striking. It shows that, in the mean, all large deviations of temperature

at Buenos Aires are definitely correlated with large deviations of solar radia-

tion, while no large deviations of temperature are correlated with mean values

of solar radiation.
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Not only this, but that similar correlations are found also in Mr. Clay-

ton's former paper as between the weather of nearly 50 stations in

remote parts of the world and the observations made at Mt. Wilson,

California. In an unpublished communication by Dr. Nansen he

informs me that similar correlations are found between the tem-

])eratures of Norway and Sweden and the solar results in California.

Furthermore, my own studies and those of Mr. Clayton show, for

example, that in the year of 191 5 the solar observations indicated the

existence of a warm and a cold hemisphere of the sun, so that high

values of the solar radiation were repeated after intervals of about

2"] or 28 days, corresponding to the well-known rotation period of

the sun. The same effect is found by Mr. Clayton in the study of the

temperature of Buenos Aires, and the reader's attention is particu-

larly drawn to the curves a, b, a', and &' of figure 4 of the accompany-

ing" paper. But it is not alone with respect to temperatures and rain

fall that the correlations as found by Mr. Clayton exist. As shown
in a paper, " On the Distribution of Radiation over the Sun's Disk

and New Evidences of the Solar Variability," ^ there is also a correla-

tion between variations of the distribution of radiation along the

diameter of the sun's disk and variations of the solar constant of

radiation. Other investigations by different authors have also

pointed out dependencies of various quantities on the supposed varia-

tions of solar radiation. It seems to me that in view of the wide-

reaching and variegated character of the dependencies which have

been found, it must be admitted that the variation of the sun is a real

phenomenon and not an apparent result derived from the effects of

terrestrial causes on the solar observations.

I would like to draw the reader's attention in particular to num-
ber 7 of the conclusions which Mr. Clayton states in the summary of

his research. In this he points out that variations of temperature in

Argentina agree well in number and in magnitude to the variations

which would be expected in view of the supposed changes in the solar

radiation. It is this and many other features of his research which

have led him to the conclusion that the weather as distinguished from

the climate is governed by variations of the sun and would be predict-

able both qualitatively and quantitatively if we had daily accurate

determinations of the solar variation. If this be true, we stand, it

seems to me, on the threshold of a very important research in meteor-

ology. What is needed is the establishment of sufficient stations for

^ Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol. 66, No. 5, 1916.
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observing solar radiation, in order that, by combining the results of

all of them, well-founded mean solar radiation measurements may be

available every day in the year, and for a sufficient succession of

years, so that quantitative studies of the dependence of weather con-

ditions on solar variations similar to those of Mr. Clayton may be

advantageously pursued.

Plans are now on foot to transfer the Smithsonian station in South

America to the care and support of the Argentine Government. If

these plans go through, the Smithsonian Institution, it is hoped, will

be enabled to maintain an observing station in Egypt. With the aid

of the United States Weather Bureau, investigations are now being

made to select the most suitable possible site in the United States in

the hope that our government may be persuaded to equip there a third

solar radiation observing station, to be operated the year round. Thus

it may be that sufficient solar observations will be obtained ; but it is

gratifying to know that great interest is felt in the matter of equip-

ping another station in Australia, and it is possible that a fourth

station may be obtained there.



VARIATION IN SOLAR RADIATION AND THE
WEATHER'

By H. helm CLAYTON

Introduction

The following- research was carried out with the assistance of the

computing force of the Argentine Weather Service (Oficina Meteo-

rologica Argentina) and with the encouragement of the chief,

Prof. G. O. Wiggin, without which it would have been impossible.

I am also indebted to my associates, Mr. Angus Rankin and Mr.

William Hoxmark, for valuable assistance and especially for the

instrument invented by Mr. Rankin for determining angles and

amplitudes from the coefBcients of the harmonic formula, thus greatly

extending the reseaich by facilitating the work of computation.

Correlation of the Temperature of Buenos Aires with Solar

Radiation of Different Intensities

In the discussion of the efifect of short-period variations of solar

radiation on the earth's atmosphere (Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol.

68, No. 3, and Boletin Mensual, Oficina Meteorologica Argentina,

Junio 1916), it was found that the correlati'on between the tempera-

ture and the solar radiation was higher for central Argentina when
the temperatures were smoothed by means of 5, and it was also found

that the highest correlations followed certain very high values of solar

radiation. These differences in the results might be explained as

due to an uncertainty in the measurements of the absolute values of

the solar variations, or to the fact that there were differences between

the correlations of small and of large solar changes with the earth's

temperature. The process of smoothing tends to eliminate the

smaller oscillations.

In order to test the question as to whether the correlation with the

temperature of Buenos Aires was dififerent for large and for small

^ Published simultaneously in Spanish in the Boletin Mensual, Oficina

Meteorologica Argentina.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 71, No. 3
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solar values, the values of solar radiation observed in Calama, Chile,

in 1918, from July to September, were first correlated with the tem-

perature in Buenos Aires in the usual way, the correlation being

made for the same day as the observed solar value and for each

succeeding day up to lo days later. These values were kindly

furnished me in advance of publication by the Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution.

The correlation formulas used were

:

,-= -.^L_-^. ( I

)

r = o.674 (i-~-:'-^
( 2

)

in which the values of x are the deviations from the mean solar value,

and y, deviations from normal temperature in Buenos Aires ; n is the

number of observations, and e is the probable error when n is large.

When the means of x or y differed from zero during the interval

covered, a correction was applied.

Next, all values near the mean were suppressed and only values

used which differed from the mean as much as 0.020, or about i per

cent of the mean radiation value.

From these latter values a new correlation factor, r', was com-

puted.

The results are given below, the figures following r showing the

correlations when all the values were taken, and those following r'

showing the correlations with the larger values of solar radiation.

Table I.

—

Correlation Between Temperature in Buenos Aires and Solar

Radiation, July to September, igiS

Days follow solar variations0123456 789 10

r= — 16 — 20 — 21 — 14 -I-02 +09 +22 +38 +35 -\-23 +14
;'= —47 —34 —47 —65 -1-08 +28 +58 -1-64 +68 +44 +32

These data indicate very clearly that the correlation is not a linear

function, not only because the correlation values are larger when the

data are separated into two classes, but because the maxima and

minima occur later. In the mean of all, a maximum negative correla-

tion occurs on the second day and a maximum positive on the seventh

day following the solar occurrences, while after large values the

maximum negative value occurs on the third day and the maximum
positive occurs on the eighth. With the data for 1913 the correlation
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coefficients were computed for only four days following the solar

occurrences, and it was shown that a maximum positive correlation

occurred two to three days later in the tropics and the negative corre-

lation about three days later in the temperate zones. It is here seen

that the winter temperature in Buenos Aires conforms to this negative

correlation, but by extending the correlation to lo days an equally

great maximum correlation is found on the seventh to eighth day.

Mean Temperatures at Buenos Aires Following Solar Radia-

tions OF Different Intensities

To investigate the question further, the solar radiation values were

divided into classes differing by .020 calories, or about i per cent of

the mean. Thus, there are brought together in one group all the

values from 1.890 to 1.909, next, all those from 1.9 10 to 1.929, etc.

The temperatures in Buenos Aires were then tabulated for the same

day and for each succeeding day up to 19 days following. This was

done for the years 1913, 1914, 191 5, ai^d 1918, the solar values for

1 91 6 and 191 7 not then being available. The solar measurements

were all made in the summer half-year corresponding to the winter

half-year in the southern hemisphere.

Table II gives the mean departures from normal temperature in

Buenos Aires following the different intensities of solar radiation.

The numbers represent tenths of a degree centigrade—thus 8 indi-

cates 0.8° C.

Table II.

—

Deviations from Normal Temperature in Buenos Aires Following

Different Intensities of Solar Radiation (May to November)

Solar
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days later, but following- values of 1.98 calories these maxima occur

earlier; namely, on the eighth and thirteenth day. Following low

values the differences are equally distinct; after 1.90 calories mini-

mum temperatures occur on the eighth and eighteenth days, while

after 1.92 minima occur on the sixth and seventeenth days. Near the

normal values of solar radiation the progressive change is less dis-

tinct ; but these also give some evidences of the shortening of the

interval. The mean radiation value is between 1.940 and 1.950 and

hence the numbers in column i are not symmetrical about the mean.

It is probably for this reason that the numbers after 1.90 are not

opposite in sign to those after 2.00. The opposition is nearer when
the values following 1.98 and those following 2.00 are averaged. In

that case the mean of the two will be about 0.45 calories above the

mean solar radiation and the- other, 1.900, about 0.45 below.

Mean Temperatures at Buenos Aires Following Maxima and
Minima of Solar Radiation

The above described researches led me to the conclusion that the

effect of short-period solar changes lasted for longer intervals than

at first supposed.

A plot of the observed values of solar radiation shows a curve in

which large values of radiation are followed by other maxima at

variable intervals and with variable intensities. The preceding re-

search rendered it possible that maxima of great intensity wovild on

the average be followed by large changes of temperature at Buenos

Aires, while maxima of less intensity would be followed by tem-

perature maxima of less intensity separated by shorter intervals.

Accordingly, beginning' with 1909 the various maxima and minima

of solar radiation were arranged in groups according to intensity,

the groups being separated as explained above by intervals of 0.020

calories. For each group, means of the departure from the normal

temperature at Buenos Aires were then computed for each of 39
days ; namely, five days preceding the observed solar maximum, and

for 33 days following.

These means were divided into two groups :' the first for sun-spot

minimum including the years 1909 to 1914, and the second for sun-

spot maximum including the years 191 5, 1916, and 1918 (the values

for 1917 not being at hand). The results were as follows in tenths

of a decree Centigrade

:
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Table lll.—Temperature in Buenos Aires Following Maxima of Solar Radi
ation of Diiferent Intensity (in tenths of a degree C.)

Ca-
lories
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Table IV.

—

Temperature in Buenos Aires Following Minima of Solar Radia-

tion of Different Intensities (in tenths of a degree C.)

Ca-
lories
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The numbers in table III show the mean departures from normal

temperature in Buenos Aires for five days preceding and 33 days

following maximum of solar radiation. These maxima are arranged

according to intensity, differing by 0.020 calories, or about i per cent

of the mean solar radiation at the earth's distance outside the atmos-

phere, according to the determinations of Abbot. The results are

given in tenths of a degree Centigrade.

The numbers in table IV show in like manner the mean tempera-

ture preceding and following minima of solar radiation.

A plot of the means (1909-1918) in table III are shown in figure i

by curves A I to A^.

A I shows the variation of temperature associated with the largest

values of solar radiation and indicates that these are followed by

temperature waves of a period of between 10 and 11 days. This

periodicity is clearly shown by the minima on the 4th, 14th, and 25th

days following the solar maxima. The waves following the solar

maxima of less intensity show shorter intervals between maxima and

minima. After values of 1.980 calories the mean distance between

the most marked maxima is about seven days. After solar values

of 1.960 calories the waves appear to be still shorter, but since, with

the exception of a, the maxima and minima appeared to be near the

same days as those following 1.980, an average of the two was taken

and is plotted as A 4. This curve shows very clearly periodic waves

of between six and seven days.

Curves A6 and A/ show the variations associated with the larger

solar values (over 1.990 calories) separately for sun-spot maximum

(1915-1918), and for sun-spot minimum (1909-1914). The maxima

and minima of the curves appear to occur somewhat earHer at the

time of sun-spot minimum and to have a lesser range.

This result is perhaps because of difficulties in the measurement

of the radiation values, more values of really smaller intensities being

included in the minimum years.

The values from table IV are not plotted, but in general they show

waves of opposite phase to those in table III, the longest waves

following the extremely low values of solar radiation.

Taking the mean solar radiation as i .94 calories and supposing the

waves following maxima of 2.00 calories and those following minima

of 1.88 calories to oscillate in opposite phase, then the difference

ought to give the character of the waves better than the separated

means. A plot of this dift"erence is shown in figure i, Ai, and it shows
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Fig. I.—Temperature of Buenos Aires following maxima of solar radiation.

Ai, Following solar maxima above 1.990. A2, Following maxima of

1.980 ±10. . • r

As, Following solar maxima of 1.960 ±10. A^, Following maxima of

1.940 ± 10.

Ai, Mean of A3 and An.

Aa, Same as Ai at time of sun-spot maximum. At, Same as Ai at spot

minimum.
Ai, Differences between means following highest and lowest values.

A2, Differences between means near average values.
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oscillations of about lo to ii days, up to 30 days following the solar

measurements.

The differences between values near the mean ; namely, between

those following 1.960 and those following 1.920 show much shorter

waves, as is seen in the plot of A2.

Now the question arises, are these waves set up by solar outbursts

of energy producing" successive waves of temperature like those

which might result in water from a pebble thrown into a bowl ? or do

they respond to solar periodicities which exist in the sun itself ?

Means of Solar Radiation Values Preceding and Following
Maxima and Minima of Different Intensities

To test this question, all the observed values of solar radiation

since the beginning of observations were taken from the reports of

the Smithsonian Institution and the maxima and minima of radiation

were read off from the plotted curves. These maxima and minima

were then divided into groups separated by intervals of 0.020 calories.

The first group embraced all maxima above 1.990 calories, the second,

all values between 1.970 and 1.989 calories, the third, between 1.950

and 1.969, etc. The means of these groups were about 2.000, 1.980,

1.960, 1.940, etc. Observations were missing for the year 1907 and

have not yet been received for the year 191 7. For each group of

maxima, averages of the radiation values were obtained for each of

79 days ; namely, for five days preceding the maximum of radiation

and for 74 days following the maximum. The observations were

very much interrupted, but for each day the sum of all the observed

values was divided by the number of observations.

The values preceding and following minima of solar radiation,

were treated in the same way. The results are shown in table V for

five days preceding and 40 days following the observations of maxima

of radiation. These results are plotted in figure 2. In curve S, which

shows the mean values preceding and following the maxima of about

2.000 calories, it is seen that there are various irregularities in the

curve, but that two chief maxima are observed at 11 and 22 days.

In curves S^ and S6 where the results are shown separately for sun-

spot maximum and sun-spot minimum these maxima are equally

distinct in both curves. The curve S^ for the time of sun-spot maxi-

mum shows also very regular secondary maxima at intervals of

three and a half days. At sun-spot minimum this interval becomes

more nearly five and a half days.

L
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Table V.

—

Mean Solar Radiation Values Preceding and Following Maxima and Minima
of Different Intensities *



Fig. 2.—Mean solar radiation values following maxima of different intensities.

Si, Following maxima above 1.990 calories. S2, Following maxima of
1.980 ±: 10.

6":i, Following maxima of 1.960 ± 10 calories. S4, Following maxima of
1.940 ± 10.

6".-,, Same as Si, at time of sun-spot iriaximum. Sa, Same as 5i at time of
spot minimum.

Si, Same as 6":: at time of sun-spot maximum. 5"s, Same as ^"2 at time of
spot minimum.
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Curve S2 shows a plot of the mean radiation vahies following and

preceding" solar maxima of 1.980 calories and shows that there were

succeeding maxima at intervals of ahout seven days. The remaining

curves do not show sufifiicient regularity to detect periodic waves with

certainty, but there appears no doubt from these results that the

successive temperature waves found in the temperature at Buenos

Aires had their origin in periodic waves of the same kind in solar

radiation.

Comparison Between the Means of Solar Radiation and

THOSE of Air Temperaturf

The relation between the means of solar radiation and those of air

temperature at Buenos Aires becomes more evident from figure 3

Fig. 3.—Comparison of solar radiation and temperature of Buenos Aires.

Sa and So, Mean solar radiation values following maxima above 1.990.

Ti and To, Temperatures at Buenos Aires following maxima above 1.990.

.^5 and Ti, At time of sun-spot maximum. So and 7j, At tinfe of minimum.

where the curves 65 and S6 are compared with the mean temperature

at Buenos Aires following the larger maxima of solar radiation
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(2.000 calories). Curve T is plotted from the same values as A6 in

figure I, but is displaced three days to the left and inverted. That is,

day 3 is plotted under day o of the solar curve and plus values are

plotted below the mean line and negative above. The values for

sun-spot minimum from which Ay was plotted in figure i were

treated in the same way and plotted in T2 under S6. The similarity

of S5 and Ti are very striking and, I think, can leave no doubt but

that maxima of solar radiation are followed about three days later

by minimum temperatures at Buenos Aires.

The correlation between the mean radiation values for the 30 days

following the radiation maxima of 2.000 and the mean temperatures

at Buenos Aires three days later is —0.66, and for a change of i per

cent of solar radiation the temperature change is 1.4° C. At sun-spot

minimum the correlation is less, being —0.48 for 24 days, and the

temperature change is 0.5° C. Both these values were computed by

the formula:

y= s^- (3)

The closeness of the relation at the time of sun-spot maxima may
be realized further by the statement that the three highest means of

solar radiation; namely, the means exceeding 1.958 calories (see

table V sun-spot maxima), were followed three to four days later

by the three chief minima of temperature; namely, the mean depar-

tures below —1.2° (see table IV sun-spot maximum), the departures

being given in tenths of a degree Centigrade. Seven maxima between

1.948 and 1.958 were followed three days later by minima of tem-

perature differing less than 1.1° from the mean, except in one case

where the minima is obscure. The two lowest values of solar radia-

tion; namely, the means below 1.935, were followed three days later

by maxima of temperature, in one case by the highest mean depar-

ture from normal temperature; namely, 1.7°, and in the second by a

mean departure of 1.0°.

Annual Inversion in the Correlations Between Solar Radia-

tion AND the Temperature in Buenos Aires

It must be borne in mind, however, that these observations on the

sun were all taken in the winter half-year of the southern hemisphere.

The recent observations taken in Chile during the summer half-year

show that the correlation in summer is not inverted but is direct.

Observations were begun in Chile in late July, 191-8, and correlation
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factors for the relation between the solar radiation and the tempera-

ture of Buenos Aires have been computed month by month for each

half-day up to lo days following the observations beginning with

August, 1918, and extending to May, 191 9. The results are shown

in table VI.

Table VI.

—

Correlation Between Solar Radiation and the Temperature at Buenos Aires.

Month by Month {August. 1918-May, 1919)
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takes place, probably owing to the predominating mass of the land

surfaces in the northern hemisphere, which being heated causes an

overflow of air to the south with rising pressure and falling tem-

perature. It is evident, however, from the data at hand that seasonal

changes are not the only causes of reversals and that complicated

movements of air masses are involved which cannot as yet be

explained.

The correlations at eight to nine days later, shown in table VI, also

show an annual inversion, but in an inverted sense to those at three

and one-half days later; as shown by the following figures for the

correlations for eight and one-half to nine days following the solar

observations

:

Jan. Feb. March Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

—.49 —.20 -f.18 4 .23 -I-.33 .

.

. . -1-.20 +.26 —.23 —.29 —.33

Study of Periodic Changes in the Temperature at Buenos
Aires by Means of the Correlation Factor

The great interest in any possible periodicity in the weather as an

aid to forecasting has led me to try many different kinds of attack

on the problem. One of these was by means of the correlation factor

which has come much into use during the past few years. The
annual and diurnal periods were well known, and the problem was

to find any periodicities which might exist in the variations from these

known periods. A long series of years of observations at Buenos

Aires have given accurate mean values of the temperature for each

hour of the day and for each day of the year. These values show

very clearly the annual period in the temperature with the maximum
in January and the minimum in July and the daily period of tempera-

ture with the minimum near sunrise and the maximum about 2 P. M.

Subtracting the mean, or normal values, from the values observed at

8 A. M. and 8 P. M. of each day, shows the abnormal oscillations of

temperature. The method of research was to correlate the tempera-

ture departures from normal with those found one day later, two

days later, three days later and so on successively to 40 days later.

These computations were made for the temperature abnormals at

Buenos Aires for the years 1913, 1914, 1915. It was found that,

owing to the persistence of temperature effects, the correlation with

the following day was quite high, being 73 per cent in 191 3. As the

object of the research was to find evidence of periodicity, the calcu-
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lations for the first day following' were omitted in 1914 and for the

first and second days in 191 5.

The computations were based on 720 observations each year and

the resulting" correlations are shown in table VII and in the curves

in figure 4. In these plots, ordinates represent correlation coefficients

and abscissas days following observed values. Curves i, 2, and 3

show the coefficients for the years 1913, 1914, and 191 5. The

coefficients are not large and the curves differ from year to year.

However, the coefficients for 1914 show a remarkably regular seven-

day period and the curve for 191 5 shows an oscillation approximating

the period of a solar equatorial rotation. When the years were

divided into parts there remained evidences of periodicity, but the

results indicate that if such periodicities exist, they change rapidly

from time to time, first one class predominating and then another.

Thus, in the early part of 1915, there appeared to be a period of about

26 days with minor maxima at intervals of six to seven days. During

the month of June to August there appeared to be a period of about

22 days and from October to December a period of about 30 days.

In figure 4, plot 4 shows the coefficients for the interval January to

June, 191 5, and plot 5, the coefficients for the interval October to

December, 191 5.

On the receipt of the measurements of solar radiation from 1913

to 1914 (Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol. 66, No. 5), the correlation

factors for solar radiation were computed in the same way as for

the temperature of Buenos Aires, and although the solar observa-

tions were very broken, the results indicate that the two sets of values,

solar variation and temperature in Argentina, showed similar varia-

tions. The curve for 1913 was published in Smithsonian Misc. Coll.,

Vol. 68, No. 3. This conclusion is now much strengthened by

Dr. C. G. Abbot's investigation, " On Periodicity in Solar Variation,"

Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol. 69, No. 6. In computing the correla-

tion factors for 1913, I divided the year into two periods, that is,

the deviations used in the computations were taken from two means,

one embracing more or less the first half of the period of observation

and the second the second half. This was done in order to eliminate

a long period oscillation resulting from a marked decrease in the

solar values during the other part of the year. In the other years

treated by Dr. Abbot this change was not necessary. Dr. Abbot's

coefficients of 1914 for solar variation are given in column a, 1914,

of table VII and are plotted in curve a of figure 4; while those for



Fig. 4.

(i), (2), (3), Correlations of the temperature at Buenos Aires for the years

1913, 1914 and 1915—ordinates, correlation coefficients, abscissas, days elapsed.

(4), Correlations for the interval January-June, 1915. (5), Correlations
for the interval October-December, 191 5.

(a) and (a'), Correlations of solar radiation values, June-October, 1914
and 1915.

(b) and (b'), Correlations in the temperature of Buenos Aires for the same
intervals.
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191 5 are given in column a', 191 5, of table VII and are plotted in

curve a' of figure 4, while the column h, 1914, and b', 1915, and the

Table VII.

—

Correlations in the Departures from the Normal Temperatures

at Buenos Aires for Successive Days and in Solar Radiation
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It is seen from the plots that the curves a and b for 1914, follow

the same general course. However, the solar curve is more irregular,

owing to the scanty broken observations ; but smoothing the com-

puted values by the formula , the values of Avhich are

shown by the broken curve, brings the two curves a and b into very

close agreement. The highest values are found in each on the

second and seventh to eighth days, and the lowest on the seventeenth

to eighteenth days. There are, however, some differences in the minor

fluctuations. In 191 5 the solar values were more numerous, and for

this year the solar and terrestrial values are in almost complete

accord, as will be seen by comparing plots a' and b'. Even the minor

fluctuations in one curve are visible in the other, the only notable

differences being the maximum on the twenty-seventh day, not shown

in the Buenos Aires temperature data.

This comparison can leave little doubt but that in studying fluctua-

tion in temperature in Buenos Aires, we are also studying fluctuations

in solar radiation.

For this reason the studies of possible periodic changes take on a

new interest. The results already obtained show periodic terms

approximating the period of a synodical solar rotation ; but, since the

sun has no fixed period of rotation, the interval varying from about

26.37 days for a synodical rotation at the equator to 39 days in

latitude 80°, it might well happen that eruptions or outbreaks in

different latitudes in the sun would cause a mixed or more or less

indefinite set of periods such as are indicated by the results, in which

the excess of radiation is predominant now in one latitude now in

another, thus giving rise to such variation in the predominant periods

as are observed.

In order to study the question more in detail, the solar radiation

values and the temperatures at Buenos Aires were subjected to a

process of successive smoothing in order to separate the different

classes of oscillations.

This process is illustrated in figure 5 by a series of curves. In this

figure, plot I is made from the provisional radiation values deter-

mined by the Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion in Chile. Plot 3 is the mean of three days. Plot 5 is the mean
of five days, etc., for each odd number of days to 11. In obtaining

these curves a few missing values were interpolated. In i there are

numerous rapid oscillations numbered i, 2, 3, 4, etc., with intervals

of two to four days between the maxima ; these are nearly smoothed
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out in the means of three days and there appear other maxima a, h,

c, d, at longer intervals apart.

These maxima remain apparent in the five- and seven-day means,

grow faint in the nine-day means, and disappear in the ii-day means
;

there then appear maxima A and B at still longer intervals. In

obtaining the numbers for these mean curves the values observed in

the latter part of July were also used. The different classes of waves

appear even more distinct when the means for the longer periods are

subtracted from the shorter periods, so that the latter remain as

residuals. Thus, when the means of three days are subtracted from

the observed values the two- to four-day waves stand out distinctly

as shown in plot X in figure 5. The next set of waves shown in the

plot, in which the maxima are nine to ten days apart, are best found

by subtracting the means of 11 from the means of five and plotting

the residuals as shown in curve Y. The next set of maxima which

are usually some 25 to 30 days apart are best shown by the difference

between the means of 15 and 30 days. In the present case the data

for these differences are lacking in the first part of the month, so that

the dift"erence between the Ii-day means and a constant value of 1.950

is shown by the broken curve, 2, and the values of 1 5 minvis 30 days

are shown by a dotted curve beginning on the eleventh day. In the

curves x\ y', and s' are shown plots of the residual temperatures of

Buenos Aires obtained from the observed minus three-day means,

the five-day minus ii-day means and the 15-day minus 30-day means.

In these cases the plots are inverted, temperature below normal being

plotted above the line, it having been determiijed by preceding investi-

gations that the relation between temperature at Buenos Aires and

solar radiation is inverted in winter.

The relation of the shorter waves of temperature to those of solar

radiation is not evident, but the numbers i, 2, 3, etc., are placed where

they appear to correspond with similarly numbered solar waves. In

the waves a, b, c, d, there is clearly a lag in the occurrences of the

maxima and minima of temperature with a mean of three and one-

half days and a similar lag in the long waves, A and B.

In order to ascertain whether each class of waves thus outlined

followed the same periodic changes, correlation factors for successive

days were worked out for each successive set of waves. For this

purpose the temperature observed at Buenos Aires, at 8 A. M. and

8 P. M. were averaged by progressive means of 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 15,

etc., and differences were obtained of observed minus three-day

means, of five minus eleven, etc., taking in each case the differences



Fig. s.

(i), Observed solar radiation values August i, 1918 to September 9; (3),

(5), (7), (9). and (11) progressive means of 5, 7, 9, and il days.
(.r), Differences between observed and means of 3 days; (y) betw^een

means of 5 and 11; and (;:) differences between 15 and 30 da}^ means.
(-'^'), (y') and (^'), Similar differences between the mean temperature of

Buenos Aires (inverted).
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between means in which the second interval is about twice the length

of the first. These differences rarely show more than four distinct

sets of waves, the first having intervals of two to four days between

the maxima, the second intervals of five to seven, the third 9 to 13

and the fourth 20 to 30 days. The correlation factors are given in

table VIII in percentages.

In figure 6 are plotted the correlations between successive days

for different sets of waves obtained for the first six months of 191 5.

Curve a^ shows the correlations for the differences between the

observed and three and one-half-days means, b^ the correlations for

the means of three and one-half minus seven days, c^ the correlations

for the means of 7 minus 14 days, and d-^^ the correlations for the

means of 14 minus 28 days. (These were the intervals used at the

beginning of the investigation instead of the means of the odd num-

bers three, five, seven, etc., now used.) It is seen that the shorter

residuals showed irregular sequences with a maximum at 26 days.

The curve b^ shows regular beats of six and one-half days with

maxima at 20 and 26 days, the curve c^ shows maxima at 14 and 27

days, and the curve d^ shows a maximum at 22 days.

In a similar manner curves a,, b.^, Co, and c?2 show the correlations

for the second six months of 191 5 and curve d. for the first six

months of 191 6. Curve a^ shows a maximum correlation at 26 days

and secondary maxima such as might be caused by periods of 2.2 days

(one-twelfth of 26) and 3.3 days (one-eighth of 26). Curve b^

shows maxima at 22 and 26 days and reg'ular beats of 6.6 days (one-

fourth of 26). Curve c, shows maxima at 14 and zy days. These

variations might reasonably be explained by periodicities connected

with an equatorial rotation of the sun whose synodic period is about

26.37 days, since all of them are approximate fractions of this period.

But when one comes to curve d^ derived from the correlations of the

means of 14 minus 28 days, a sharp maximum is found at 22 days

which no longer fits a rotation period of the sun.

Turning now to the curves for the latter half of 191 5 shown in

figure 6, ao shows regular periods of 3.6 days (one-sixth of 22),

bo shows periods of 7.3 days (one-third of 22), and c^ periods of ii

days (one-half of 22) while d., shows a distinct maximum at 33 days.

In this case all the periods except 7.3 are also approximate fractions

of a 33-day period. Now, 33 days is the synodic period of rotation

of the sun in the latitude of about 50 degrees where the eruptions on

the sun which produce prominences are most common at the time of

a sun-spot maximum according to Lockyer (see Proceedings of the

Royal Society, Vol. 71, pp. 446-452).
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f iG. 6.—Correlations in the temperature of Buenos Aires.
fli From observed minus 3^ day means—January to June, 1915. 02, From

observed minus zV^- day means—July to December, 1915.
h-L, From ZV2. day means minus 7 day means—January to June, 19x5. hi, From

3/4 day means minus 7 day means—July to December, 19x5.
Ci, From 7 day means minus 14 day means—January to June, X9XS. Ci, From

7 day means minus 14 day means—July to December, X915.
dx. From 14 day means minus 28 day means—January to June, 19x5. di. From

14 day means minus 28 day means—July to December, 19x5.
da. From X4 day means rninus 28 day means—January to June, 19x6.
(x) to (x3). From 14 day means minus 28 for successive intervals of 26 days.

\b, From zV^ day means minus 7 day means—January to February, 19x5,
Curve a, h, c, etc., a schematic representation of alternate heating and

absorption on the sun's surface.
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Extending the correlations of the means of 14 minus 28 days to the

first half of 191 6, a maximum correlation is found at 36 days. This

result could be explained by a movement of the prominences to higher

solar latitudes. In order to study the question more in detail the year

Table VIII.

—

Correlations Between the Analyzed Temperatures of Buenos Aires for

Successive Days
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These values show periods of about ^;^ days alternating with

periods of about 22 days during the first half of the year 191 5 and a

persistent period of 32 to 33 days during the second half. These

curious phenomena gave rise to numerous hypotheses and a great

deal of work was done in testing them with the hope of finding a

satisfactory solution.

The most plausible hypothesis seems to be that the true period is

about 30 to 33 days, due to outbreaks of heated gases on the solar

surface in the region of the prominences. These gases produce an

excess of heat for a certain time after eruption, then becoming

cooled produce the reverse effect by absorbing the radiated heat of

the solar surface beneath them. This hypothesis is illustrated by the

curve a, b, c, d, etc., at the bottom of figure 6. The maximum a repre-

sents the heating effects of gases which, by the time of the next solar

rotation, have become so cooled as to produce a cooling effect.

With a semi-rotation, the temperature rises to normal at c and is

followed by a still deeper minimum owing to further cooling, the

temperature again rising to normal at d and, if new outbursts begin,

it might easily rise above normal again at / and g and continue

emitting heat for several revolutions. With such conditions, the

maxima h and c would occur at intervals of 22 to 24 days followed

by an interval of 30 days between c and d and by two further intervals

of 22 to 24 days between d and f, and they by a succession of periods

of about 30 days. Something like this succession would explain the

correlation obtained during the early part of 191 5 ; but to verify such

an hypothesis, visual observation of the solar surface and the co-

operation of the solar physicist will be necessary.

The results of this investigation strengthen the conclusion pre-

viously arrived at ; namely, that periodicities of different length are

caused by different rates of rotation of the solar surface which origi-

nate complex changes in solar radiation ; but in the eff"ect on terrestrial

temperature there appear to be two dominant periods, one corre-

sponding with a synodical equatorial rotation and another corre-

sponding with a rotation in the latiti!^(e of the solar prominences.

This conclusion is especially well illustrated by the correlations of

the first 26 days of January, 191 5, with the following days. The
correlation of the means of three and one-half days minus the means

of seven days is shown by curve p in fig-ure 6 and shows a very dis-

tinct maximum at about 26^ days, while the correlation for the means

of 14 days minus the means of 28 days shows by curve i a distinct

period of 33 days. In the first case the value of the maximum corre-
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lation is 0.60 and in the second 0.64; see table VIII, column p and

columns one to two. This analysis appears to prove that there exist

simultaneously periods of different length in solar radiation.

Study of Periodic Changes in the Temperature at Buenos
Aires by Means of the Harmonic Formulas

In order to try every available method of attack on this complex

problem, it was decided to try an analysis of the data by the harmonic

formulas.

The points to be considered in such an analysis were that the

periodic terms are very variable and the periods apparently reverse

in phase from time to time.

After much consideration and many experimental efforts, it was

decided to compute the harmonic terms for each individual period

and assume successive trial periods differing by one-half day begin-

ning with three and running to 12, and afterwards assuming suc-

cessive periods differing by one day up to 16 days, and by two days

from 16 to 30 days (omitting only the period of 28 days).

The formulas used were as follows : Let l^, l^,U. . . . ln_x t>e observed

values which are associated with equidistant values of some argument

(say time) ; then the single periodic terms ; namely, coefficients of a

sine curve passing through the observations, may be represented by

the formulas

:

L = A^-\-A^ cos
<i>
+ B^ sin </>,, (4)

in which

4i.= tan^, (8) a= VAJ+B? or a= 4^, (g) <t^=^^-'^. (10)
i)

J
sm (7 11

^ wangle of epoch; namely, the angular distance from zero to the

part of the sine curve at the time of the first observation. The quad-

rant of 6 is determined by the signs of A-^ and 5^, being in the first

quadrant when the signs are +/ + , in the second when they are

+ /— , in the third when they are — /— , and in the fourth when they

are —/+ ; a= amplitude.

Diagrammatically A.^ and B-^ may be represented as the sides of a

triangle as in figure 7.

The angle 6 is not the angle derived by dividing the sum of the

sines by the sum of the cosines, but is the complement of that angle

and measures the angular distance from O to E.
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Example.—Where 11=12 (it might be 12 observations at intervals

of two hours, or 12 observations at intervals of one month, or 12

observations at intervals of one year),

A, = j\I>',Zl'lr, (11) ^i = -J-2o7,cos<^,, (12) B,= ^X^' I, sin cf>,, (13).

In which Ir is equal to successive values of / from to « — i and (/>,-

successive values of
(f>
from to n— i.

By assigning- various values to r, periods of any length may be

computed.
^

90

Fig. 7.

Before applying these formulas to a search for hidden periods

several tests on known periods were first made. Taking some known
period like that of the daily change of temperature, the values of

and of a were calculated for successive individual periods, say for

22 hours, 23 hours, 24 hours, and 25 hours.

When the computed values of 6 and a were then plotted on a dia-

gram like figure 8, it was seen that when the trial period was longer

than the true period, the successive values of fell along a line

diverging from the horizontal line and beneath it as AC. When the

trial period was of the correct length the dots fell along a horizontal

line showing no change in 6 ; but when the trial period was shorter
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than the true period, the vakies fell along a line rising above the

horizontal as AB. To compute the length of the true period it was

first necessary to project the line until it had cross 360° and count the

number of periods and fractions needed.

Thus, supposing AB to have been calculated for a period of 26

hours when the true period was 24 hours, it would cross the plot from
0° to 360° in 12 periods. Since this crossing was equivalent to a

loss of one i:)eriod, there must have been 13 true periods ; hence

26x12
13

24, or expressed mathematically,

P=^ ; (14)

but when the trial period is shorter than the true period, the formula

becomes

in which n is counted in periods and fractions of a period, p is the

true period and p' is the trial period. In such a case a plot of the

amplitude a is nearly a horizontal line. Next a test was made by

combining a number of periods. Assuming certain phase angles and

amplitudes for various periods of different lengths, values were com-

puted for half-day intervals by the formula

lr=A + a sin cj>r, (16)

in which /,- are successive computed values corresponding to suc-

cessive values of </> at half-day intervals. The terms Ir and <f)r remain

as previously defined.

Figure 9 shows a plot from the sum of the computed values of the

periods selected. The computations were extended to an interval of

80 days. The plot covers only a portion of this interval. Without

any clue to the periods used in forming them the sums of the periods

were given to my associate, Mr. Angus Rankin, for analysis by the

harmonic formulas. Computations were made for regularly increas-

ing periods, first for a period of three half-day intervals, then for

periods of four half-days, five half-days, etc., successively to 20 half-

days, and afterwards for periods of successive whole days to 20.

Table IX shows examples of the computations where r equalled

eight half-days and nine half-days. The plot of the computed values

of and a for the period of four days is given in figure 10. The
ordinates are in degrees and are repeated three times from o to 360
while the abscissas are successive periods. The values of are shown



^"^
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by dots. Small triangles indicate the values of 6 corresponding with

maxima in the amplitudes ; larger triangles indicate the largest ampli-

tudes. At the bottom of figure 10 is shown a plot of the amplitudes

for 20 successive periods of four days. The plot of the successive

values of 6 may be called a phasograin and of a an ampligram. Plots

Table IX.

—

Examples of Computation of Phase Angles and Amplitudes in

Periods of Four and Four and Five-tenths Days

T
(I)

2.3
7-7
3-9
2.9

8 hialf-days

(0

T
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or more periods were near the same phase. With these points in

mind the following rules were drawn up for determining the true

periods from the plots.

1. Mark the epoch angles on the plot by some especial symbol

where the amplitudes showed maxima. (In the plot, figure lo, these

points are indicated by triangles.)

2. Wherever a number of dots on the plot appear to lie in straight

lines, draw lines through them (see line 3.57 in figure 10).

3. These lines should pass through or near the points where the

epoch angles coincide with maximum altitudes or beats (indicated by

the triangles in the plot) . Two lines at different angles to the hori-

zontal should pass through or near the angles coinciding with sec-

ondary maxima in the amplitude and three or more through or near

the angles coinciding with the larger maxima (see figure 10).

4. When a line drawn through the points as indicated above slopes

downward from the horizontal the length of the true period, p, will be

P=^, (17)

and when it slopes upward, it will be

w — I

in which p' indicates the length of the period used in the calculations

and n equals the number of periods and fraction needed for the line

to cross the abscissas differing by 360°, as for example, from 0° to

360°. The three lines drawn in accordance with these rules, in

figure 10, gave by these formulas estimated lengths of 3.57, 4.96,

and 5.98; while the true periods were 3.60, 4.80, and 6.10.

5. To obtain the true epoch angle 6, at any time, read the angle

indicated by abscissas cutting the line at the selected point of the time

and correct it by the formula :

'=«'+f^(^-/)
The correction is plus when the line slopes upward and minus when
it slopes downward.

With these rules and without any clue to the number or length of

the true periods entering into the plot, Mr. Rankin undertook to find

the true periods and submitted the following result given in the first,

second and third columns of table X ; the true periods and the ampli-

tudes used in forming the combined sums are given in the fourth

column.
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Table 'K.—Periods Derived from Harmonic Analysis of Trial Periods

Estimated periods

First method Second method Third method

Length

t.41

1.99
2.77
3.60
4.98
6.35
8.52
12. II

18.00

Length

T.18
1.42
2.00

2.79
3-6o
4.67
6.17
8.60
12.20
18.06

Length No. Ampl.

2.0

3.5
4.8
6.0
9.0

1-7
1-3
I.I

i.o

Length
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In obtaining the results given under " Third Method " the means

of nine periods were obtained and a " periodogram " made. From

the maximum amplitudes were read the corresponding lengths of the

periods and the mean amplitudes. This was the only method used

for determining the amplitude, as no satisfactory formula was found

for the first two cases. This method does not permit of determining

the length of the longer periods for lack of sufficient number of

periods. The true length and the amplitude of the period are given

under the heading " Real Periods."

The estimated azimuth at the time of the epoch, or beginning of

each series, was read from the various plots and is given in columns

5 and 6, table X, followed by the true azimuths in column 7.

The results from the second method were read from each plot by

me and are given in table XL This table shows clearly how assumed

periods near the true period enable the length of the different periods

to be estimated and how the means of successive estimates from

assumed periods of successively greater lengths allow the true periods

to be determined.

The data in this table were obtained by plotting the phase angles

and amplitudes determined from the harmonic analysis of assumed

periods of successively greater length, indicating in the plots the

phase angles corresponding to the stronger amplitudes or beats, and

drawing straight lines through the indicated phase angles. Each

phase angle corresponding to a maximum beat was supposed to be

common to two periods and in the case of the extreme amplitude was

supposed to be common to three or more periods (see figure 10).

Table XII shows the results of an analysis of the pressure at

Buenos Aires in periods of successively greater length using the

observed values of the pressure at 8 A. M. and 8 P. M. in July,

August, September, and October, 191 7.

These results indicate a complex set of periods ; but when formed

in series, as shown at the bottom of the table, the shorter periods are

seen to be approximate submultiples of the longer periods.

The temperatures observed at 8 A. M. and 8 P. M. each day at the

Observatory of Chacarita, Buenos Aires, were analysed in this way

for the years 1917 and 1918, using in the analysis, not only periods of

successively greater length in days and half-days to 30 days, but also

submultiples of a few longer periods. The frequencies of estimated

true periods were counted for short intervals, the intervals being

proportional to the length of the periods. Means were not taken, but

each estimated length was used in counting frequency of occurrence.
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Table XII.

—

Periods Indicated by Harmonic Analysis of Pressure at Buenos
Aires

Assumed Periods at
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Table XIII.

—

Periods Indicated by the Harmonic Analysis of the Temperature

of Buenos Aires

Single periods
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I

Between i.oo day and 2.58 days, the frequencies were counted for

each o.oi day ; between 2.58 days and 4.16, for each 0.02 day ; between

4.16 and 10.60, for 0.04 day ; between 10.16 and 18.20, for o.-io day
;

between 18.20 and 34.00 for 0.20 day, and between 34 and 74 days,

for 0.50 day. The results were smoothed by taking successive over-

lapping sums of five and these results are shown in figures 11 and 12.

The frequencies are greater for the shorter periods because of the

greater possibility of occurrence, but no correction was attempted.

The count of the frequencies and the plot were made by Mr.

William Hoxmark. In the plot the ordinates are frequencies and

the abscissas are length of periods.

The periods indicated by maximum frequencies are given in table

XIII, in which the periods most strongly indicated are designated by

an asterisk.

Turning to the periods exceeding 26 days, it is seen that periods are

indicated at about 26, 28, 30, 32, 36, 40, and 54 days.

The shorter periods appear to be submultiples of these longer

periods as shown in table XIV. In this table, 44 days was substi-

tuted for 54 as the submultiples of this period appeared to be stronger

than that of 54.

The next step was to ascertain if there was sufficient permanency

to the periods to form mean values for a considerable length of time.

To do this, it is only necessary to take means of successive values of

2/r cos 9 and of 2/,- sin 6 for as many successive periods as desired

and then compute and a from the mean values.

Overlapping means were obtained for 3, for 9 and for 18 periods.

The results showed periods of nearly the same lengths as the indi-

vidual periods and gave the lengths with greater accuracy (see

figures 13 and 14), the length of the periods above 20 days being

indicated as 22.0, 26.4, and 30.8 (see table XIII).

As a further test, the calculations for the 30-day period were

extended backward to 191 1 for successive means of nine periods.

The interval taken for the calculations was one-twelfth of a year and

the computed azimuths and amplitudes are plotted in figure 15. From

191 1 to 1915 a line connecting the plotted azimuths slants upward

indicating a period of 30.1 days. At the beginning of 191 5 a sudden

change in the slope of the line indicates a period between 33 and 34

days during 1915 and of about 31.2 days during 1917 and 1918.

This change of length is curiously related with solar activity, there

being a sun-spot minimum from 191 1 to 1914 and a greatly increased

solar activity beginning with 191 5.
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If the period is associated with solar rotation, then the outbreaks

would be in about latitude 40 from 1911 to 1914 and in latitudes

l>etween 50 and 60 in 191 5 to 191 8. These changes agree fairly-

well with the changes of latitude of solar prominences, which accord-

ing to the Lockyers are found in about latitude 40° or near the time

of sun-spot minimum and move to higher latitudes at the time of

sun-spot maxima. (Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. 71,

pp. 446-452.)

The approximate regular advance of the for long intervals, as,

for example, from 1911 to 19 14, is surprising. It apparently indi-

cates that outbreaks on the sun continue in approximately the same

regions for long intervals, or else there is some other cause of the

period than solar rotation.

An analysis of the 22-day period for several years did not give

any clear indication of continuity, but an analysis of a period of about

nine days gave a remarkably steady progression of the azimuths,

indicating that the true period lay between 8.78 and 8.80 days, and

hence about one-third of a synodical rotation of the sun at the

equator. In this case there was no evidence of change of length with

the sun-spot period.

Study of Periodic Changes in Solar Radiation by Means of

Periodograms Derived from Fourier Series

From the evidence found in the case of the 30-day period and in

the 8.8-day period it seems probable that, in the average of nine or

more periods, the periodic or semi-periodic changes in solar radiation

continue in the same phase for sufficient intervals to be studied by the

method of the periodogram described by Schuster.

For the first inquiry of this kind there were used the means* for

the 75 days following and five days preceding the values of 2.00 gram-

calories per square centimeter in solar radiation for the years of sun-

spot maxima (see table V, column 2).

Daily averages were obtained for successive periods between 23

and 44 days and a Fourier series was made to the sixth subharmonic

and in a few cases to the eighth and tenth. The amplitudes computed

by the harmonic formulas are given in table XV, part I, and plotted

in curve A^ figure 16. The plot is made on a logarithmic scale, so

that the distance between the periods is proportional to their length.

Turning to the plot and looking first at the periods above 16 days, it

is seen that there is a maximum at 20 to 21 days and a prolonged

maximum between 28 and 31 days. This latter is of much interest
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because it corresponds to solar rotation in the region of the promi-

nences; but the maximum near 21 days cannot thus be explained,

unless it be a half-rotation at very high latitudes. The most striking

maxima, however, are those at 3.5 and 11.3 days.

These maxima were derived from an inspection of the curves S5

in figure 3. It is now seen from figure 16 that these maxima are not

the only ones, but that there are maxima 5.7, 9, and 13 days almost

as marked as at 11.3 days, while there are less marked maxima at

5.25 and 6.8 days. This analysis proves that by dividing the solar

radiation values into separate classes we do not eliminate any of the

complex periods. The dififerences shown by figures i and 2 are due

to relative differences in the strengths of the different periods follow-

ing different solar values.

It is further seen that the maxima bear some kind of relation to

each other. The period of 3.5 days is one-third of a period of 10.5

days and the later period is one-half of 21 days and one-third of

31.5 days. Again 5.25 days is nearly one-fifth of 26.3 days, 9 days is

nearly one-third, and 13 days is nearly one-half of this number.

The maximum at 6.8 days is between one-fourth of 26.3 and one-

third of 21 days, while 5.7, 6.8, and 11.3 are submultiples of 34.

Owing to the difficulty of dividing the periods into fractions there

is some uncertainty about the amplitudes of the uneven divisions of

periods.

It now seemed worth while to make a periodogram of a series of

observed values of solar radiation without separating them into

grades. The longest available series of observations is that made in

Calama from July 27, 1918, to May 16, 1919. These values were

averaged in successive periods running from 23 to 44 days and were

further averaged in submultiples of one-half, one-third, one-fourth,

one-fifth, one-sixth, and one-eighth of these, and the amplitudes of

the resulting periods were computed by means of the harmonic

formulas given above. The results are shown in table XV, part II,

and plotted in curve B, figure 16. In this curve the maxima are

remarkably near those of curve A for the periods below 14 days

and unlike those of curve A for the longer periods. Both curves

show maxima at 3.5 days, 6.8 days, 9 days, 11.3 days, and 13.2 days

;

but instead of the maxima at 21 days as in curve A, there are now

found maxima at 18 and 24 days.

There are still found maxima at 28.32 and 42 days, as in the upper

curve, but with different intensities. This difference may be owing

to the few periods embraced in the lower curve, which was made up
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from the average from about lo months while the upper was derived

from the broken averages of several years.

Examining part II of table XV, it is seen that the maxima, although

considerably scattered, tend to group themselves about certain

periods, as for example 26-J and 34 days and their submultiples, while

there is also some evidence of grouping around 29 days and 40 to

42 days. The largest values are near the submultiples of 34 days,

Table XV.

—

Amplitudes of Periods in Solar Radiation

(Fourier Series of 23 to 44 days)

Part I.

—

Mean Radiation Values at Sun-Spot Maxima following

VALUES OF 2.00

Part of
period
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Studies of Periods in Solar Radiation by Means of the
" Phasogram "

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining accurate means of the sub-

multiples of such periods as 29, 34, etc., the necessary calculations

were made to determine whether by means of a "phasogram"
periodic changes could be found in the measures of solar radiations

from the observations in Chile. Taking periods between 26 and 40

days the data for each day of the chosen period were placed in

columns with the corresponding days under each other. Thus in

a period of 26 days the ist, 27th, 53d, etc. days were in the same

column, while the 2d, 28th, 54th, etc., were in the succeeding. column.

After arranging in this manner the means of fives were obtained

for each day of the period ; for example, in the first column the means

of the periods from i to 5, then from 2 to 6, 3 to 7, and so forth. The
same was done for the second column and so on successively. When
observations were missing the sum of those actually observed was

taken and divided by the number present.

In this way overlapping means of 5 were made for all the periods

mentioned, using the same epoch for each, namely, January i, 1919.

Then the harmonic terms were computed for each successive period,

and for each submultiple when the period could be divided by a whole

number, as 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9. The results were plotted in " phaso-

grams '' like that represented in figure 10. Lines were then drawn

through these plots according to the rules given in describing this

figure. From the slope of these lines the lengths of the periods

indicated were computed. This method permits of no personal

bias because it is impossible to know beforehand what the result

will be.

Hence it seems to me very strong evidence of the reality of the

periods when so many of the plots gave almost identical results.

Take for example the period of 18 days, it is shown by the plot

of one-half of 26 days, of 30 days, of 32 days, of 34 days, of 36 days

and of 40 days, and also by the plot of one-third of 36 days. Periods

of about 1 1.3, 13.3 and 15.3 days were almost equally defined by

mutually independent trial periods. Furthermore in the same period,

as for example that of 36 da3^s, the fractions of the periods such as

the half, the third, etc., depended on entirely independent observa-

tions, yet they rarely failed to fall along the same lines as those

indicated by the first part of the period.

Finally the plots indicate clearly that the periods continued

in nearly the same phase throughout the year covered by the

observations.
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The results of the computations are given in table XVI for

periods running from about 3 to 53 days. For the periods longer

than 26 days the means cannot be considered as exact, owing to the

small number of periods embraced in the time interval coveiled by

the observations. The mean results are shown in the last columns

(i) and (2) of table XVI. Comparing these with the periods indi-

Table XVI.

—

Solar Periods in Days Calculated From '' Phasograms" of Trial Periods

Trial periods
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4. The means of the solar radiation values and of the temperature

at Buenos Aires following minor maxima of radiation show periods

of 6.5 and 13 days which are fractions of the solar rotation period

near the equator.

5. The periodic terms hence appear to be complex and variable,

depending" on the latitude in which outbreaks on the sun's surface

occur, and are rendered further complex at the earth's surface by the

seasonal changes, due to the movements of the sun north and south

of the earth's equator. However, the evidences furnished by the

various lines of research indicate that there is a distinct tendency to

form periods around certain lengths such as 3.5 to 3.7 days, 4.9 to 5.3,

6.4 to 7.3, 8.5 to 9.1, 10.5 to 11.4, 13.0 to 14.5, 18 to 21, 26 to 27, 30

to 34. These periods are either variable in length or else there are a

number of periods near the same length varying rapidly in intensity.

Thus the seven-day period varies in length from about 6.5 to 7.3 days,

or else there are several periods having lengths of about 6.6, 6.8, and

7.3 days. The shorter periods are considered as probable sub-

multiples of periods having the length of a solar rotation.

Changes in the length of the periods could be explained as arising

from changes in the latitude of the solar outbreaks. However, as

this hypothesis does not yet fully explain all the periods found, and

especially the periods longer than 44 days, it is probable that there

are other causes for the periodic terms, and solar rotation niay be

only a modifying cause.

6. Studies of the sun's surface in connection with these changes

will be necessary for further progress, but already a considerable

advance has been made by the studies of Abbot, Arctowski, and

Huntington. Abbot has found that in the short period changes of

solar radiation, the maximum values occur with minimum contrast in

brightness between the center and the edge of the sun (Smithsonian

Misc. Coll., Vol. 66, No. 5, by C. G. Abbot, F. E. Fowle, and L. B.

Aldrich).

The lack of solar contrast may be interpreted as indicating an

increase of heated matter brought to the surface by increased con-

vectional overturning near the edges of the sun. As explained by

Abbot, the greatest radiation comes from matter below the outer

atmosphere of the sun. In this outer atmosphere, there is absorption

of radiation under normal conditions which is greatest near the edges

of the sun ; hence, outbreaks of heated matter near the limb of the

sun would increase the total radiation and diminish the contrast of

brightness between the center and the edge of the sun. Outbreaks of
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heated matter near the center would be less effective, because under

normal conditions the radiation from the lower heated matter near

the center of the sun is less intercepted and absorbed by the upper

layers.

This view appears to be confirmed by the research of Henrik

Arctowski, who has found that the greatest magnetic disturbances at

Greenwich and rainfall at Batavia occur when the solar activity as

indicated by spottedness, is at a distance of a half-radius or more

from the center of the sun (Monthly Weather Review, Nov., 1917,

Vol. 45, pp. 538 to 539).

Ellsworth Huntington also finds that the eft"ect of solar influence

on storminess in the North Atlantic is greatest when solar activity,

as indicated b)^ sun spots, is greatest on the edges of the sun east and

west of the center (Monthly Weather Review, March, April, and

June, 1918, Vol. 46, see especially figure 12, p. 174, April, 1918).

If this view is true, it implies that outbreaks at solar latitudes

exceeding 30° would be more effective than between 30° latitude

;md the equator.

This condition appears to be indicated by the longer periods asso-

ciated with the greatest values of solar radiation, because longer

periods imply slower solar rotation such as is found in higher

latitudes.

7. For nearly a year, numerical and graphical analyses like those

shown in figure 5 have been made of the solar variations and of the

variations of temperature at 20 selected stations well distributed over

Argentina, Chile, and Brazil. This analysis shows that each varia-

tion in solar radiation has been followed by sirnilar variations of tem-

perature in South America, with a few exceptions which may easily

have resulted from errors in the measurements of solar radiation.

These waves are in general most accentuated at the southern stations

and in Central Brazil; furthermore, their forms and intensities are

modified by local causes ; but the closeness of their connection with

the solar waves seems as evident at the other stations as at Buenos

Aires, except for different intensities and dift'erent intervals of lag,

the waves being in general somewhat later at the northern stations of

Argentina than at the southern. But in this respect there appears to be

a difference between the longer and the shorter waves.

The research previously mentioned (Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Vol.

68, No. 3), in which were used the temperatures of 1913 for stations

scattered all over the world, indicates that this relation of tempera-

ture to solar radiation is generally true. At Buenos Aires, the ratio
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of temperature change to solar change at the time of greatest solar

activity was found from the averages of several years to be 1.4° C.

for each change of i per cent in solar radiation, the mean solar values

being derived mostly from the observations at Mt. Wilson, Cali-

fornia. Since the extreme solar values range about 6 per cent on

either side of the mean, there might result departures from the

normal at Buenos Aires from this cause of about 8.5° C. The

extreme departure from the normal observed at Buenos Aires during

the past 13 years has been about ii.5°C. It should be remembered,

however, ( i ) that the solar measurements are much interrupted and

cover only a part of the period, while the temperature observations

are continuous
; (2) that any error in the solar measurements would

tend to lower the correlation ratio which might be 1.9° C. instead of

1.4° C, if there were no such errors.

8. Using the " regression coefficients " derived from the data col-

lected for 1913, computations were made of the changes of tempera-

ture for I per cent change in solar radiation. The results are given

in table XVII and show that in the tropical regions the ratio of tem-

Table XVII.

—

Change of Temperature for One Per Cent Change of Solar

Radiation Computed from the 5-Day Means of Daily

Maxima of Temperature in 1913

Place

Hong Kong, China.
Manila, Philippines.

San Isadora
Mauritius, I. Ocean.
Entebbe, Africa . . ..

Zomba, "
. . .

.

Zunger'u, ''
. . .

.

Bathurst, "
. . .

.

Kingston, Jamaica.

.

Arica, Chile
Merida, Mexico. . .

.

St. Johns, N. B
San Diego, Cal
Sacramento
Buenos Aires

Latitude

22" I

14 35
15 22
20 6

5

15 23

9 49
13 24
17 56
18 29
20 50

45 17

32 43
38 25

34 2,^

8' N

S
N
S
N

Longitude

114° 10' E
120 59

"

120 53
"

58 ii
"

32 28 "

35 18
"

6 10 "

16 16 W
76 41

"

70 20 "

89 40
"

66 4
"

117 10
"

121 31
"

58 22 "

Temp.

o°.53C
.64

.77

.24
o .17

o .47
.^2

o .41

.21

.62

.31

1 .00

1 .42

2 .30
I .40

perature change for i per cent change of solar radiation is slightly

less than the 0.7° C, the value estimated from theoretical considera-

tions by Dr. Abbot (Scientific Monthly, Vol. 5, No. 4, Nov., 1917)-

The correlation ratio for Buenos Aires is that determined from

the unsmoothed mean of several years at sun-spot maxima. The

temperature changes for i per cent change of solar radiation given in
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table XVII show that the change ranges from about 0.2 C. to about

0.8° C. in the tropics ; while in the temperate zones, where the tem-

perature variations are more controlled by wind variation than by

direct solar radiation, the ratio of change exceeds 1.0° C. and at some

stations 2.0° C.

9. The results of these researches have led me to believe (i) that

if there were no variation in solar radiation the atmospheric motions

would establish a stable system with exchanges of air between equator

and pole and between ocean and land in which the only variations

would be daily and annual changes set in operation by the relative

motions of the earth and sun; (2) the existing abnormal changes

which we call weather have their origin chiefly, if not entirely, in the

variation of solar radiation.

APPENDIX
REPORT ON THE USE OF SOLAR RADIATION VALUES IN

FORECASTING THE WEATHER OF ARGENTINA

Prof. G. O. Wiggin, Director of the Argentine Weather Service.

Dear Sir, In compliance with your request I herewith submit a report on

the effort made in the forecast department to use the observation of variations

in solar radiation in improving the weather forecasts of this service.

These measurements after being freed from atmospheric influences show

that the heat emitted by the sun is variable, and when the publications of the

Smithsonian Institution reached this office a study was made of a possible

connection between these solar variations and variations in the weather of

Argentina and of other parts of the world. This study was published in the

Boletin Mensual of June, 1916, and in Publication 2446 of the Smithsonian

Institution.

This study and others not yet published indicated a relation between solar

changes and the weather in different parts of the world and suggested the

usefulness of such solar measurements as an aid in weather forecasting.

In July 1918 a station for solar measurements was established in Chile by the

Smithsonian Institution and application was made to the Director of the Astro-

physical Observatory for the use of these values by the Oficina Meteorologica

Argentina. This being granted, the observations were at first transmitted by

mail and later by cable.

This was made possible by the kindness of the Central and South American

Telegraph Co., through the local manager, Mr. Hussey, and by the enthusi-

astic co-operation of Mr. A. F. Moore of the Solar Observatory and his

assistant, Mr. L. H. Abbot, who undertook the arduous work of reducing the

observations day by day. This task they have accomplished without a break

when observations were possible. The first telegraphic transmission was

received on December 23, 1918.

The use of the data for forecasting began, however, early in December from

the reports by mail, and has been continued since in so far as the data permit.
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1

I submit herewith a plot of the solar observations and of the daily means

of temperature in Buenos Aires during the interval covered by the forecasts

(fig- 17).

It will be seen that the solar observations are very much interrupted by

adverse atmospheric conditions, but notwithstanding this, it is evident that

every high value of solar radiation during the past summer has been followed

some three to four days later by high temperatures in Buenos Aires. Compare

the high solar values of December 4 to 7 with the high temperatures in Buenos

Aires from December 7 to lo, the high solar value of December 21 with the

temperature of December 25 to 26, the high value of January 3 with the tem-

perature of January 5 to 7, and the high values of January 18 with the temper-

atures of January 21 to 22.

In February and March there was a series of more rapid and smaller oscil-

lations which were all reflected in changes of temperature in Buenos Aires,

as will be seen by comparing the two lower curves in the diagram. The solar

maxima marked c, d, e, f, g, and h, all show corresponding maxima of temper-

ature. On the 20th the rise was interfered with by local conditions. The

probable general course on that and two succeeding days is indicated by a

dotted line. As the temperature at Buenos Aires oscillates synchronously with

the temperature changes over all of Central Argentina, a plot of the mean
temperature of that region would not differ greatly from that of Buenos

Aires.

The solar values are received on the day following the observations, so there

still remain two and one-half days of anticipation of the changes of weather

in Central Argentina.

Perhaps more important than that of temperature is the aid given by solar

observations in anticipating rainfall. A dimunition of the temperature of the

air gives rise to rain by condensing the moisture of the air, while a rise of

temperature is generally attended by fine weather. Hence, since a decrease of

solar radiation is followed by a fall of temperature in Central Argentina

three to four days later, it is also followed by rain at about the same interval.

The decrease of solar radiation on December 5 to 6 was followed by rain in

eastern Argentina on the 9th to loth, and the marked decrease on December 7

to 8 was followed by general and heavy rain on December 11 to 12. After this

date the solar record was broken until January. There Was a marked decrease

of solar radiation between January 3 and 6, and this was followed by general

and heavy rains between January 7 and 10. The next marked solar decrease on

January 11 to 12 was followed by rains on the 15th to i6th and the marked
decrease between January 18 and 24 was followed by heavy rains between

January 23 and 26. In the same way the marked decreases on February 9 to

10, 14 to 15, 17 to 18, 25 to 26, were followed in each case by heavy rains

three to five days later. As the solar record is complete day by day from
February 6 to 19, this interval was selected for illustrating with maps the

areas of rain following decreases of solar radiation. Rainfall maps for each

day from February 17 to 21 are shown at the end of this paper. The maps in

each case are made for 8 A. M. of the date given on the chart and show the

rainfall for the preceding 24 hours. In the average, the rainfall follows the

solar decrease after about three days in southern Buenos Aires and the Pampa,

after about four days in northern Buenos Aires, Entre Rios, Santa Fe, Cordoba

and San Luis, and after about five days from Corrientes to Tucuman.
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Taking important individual cities and averaging the rainfalls per day

succeeding the day of changes in solar radiation, the following results were

obtained for the three summer months, December, January, and February

:
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Already the Brazilian service has begun to show an interest in the solar

observations and has requested their transmission from Chile.

The ideal arrangement for this solar work would be to carry it on in

co-operation with the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. If the work at

several widely separated observatories could be directed by one capable

institution, so that the methods could be uniform and the results comparable,

and then if it could be collected and weighted at the central office before cabling

to the various weather services of the world, probably a complete and reliable

day to day record of the solar changes could be obtained which would be of

the greatest value to practical meteorology. If the Smithsonian Institution is

unable or unwilling to do this work, then it is hoped that observatories will

be established by several countries and some direct method of exchange
instituted.

H. H. Clayton.
Buenos Aires, April 5, 1919.
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THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE SKY
By a. F. MOORE and L. H. ABBOT

INTRODUCTION

It was planned to send an expedition from the Smithsonian Insti-

tution to Argentina or Chile in the early summer of 191 /, for the

purpose of making daily observations on the solar constant of radia-

tion similar to those which have been made for fourteen summers

past at the station of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory on

Mt. Wilson, California. Accordingly, much of the apparatus was

boxed ready for shipment to Chile early in 191 7. Owing to war

conditions, however, it was thought best to defer sending the expedi-

tion to a foreign country, and a location was selected on the slope

of -Hump Mountain, near Elk Park, North Carolina.

From all available reports, this locality, it was thought, might

be expected to furnish two hundred clear days per year. It was

selected because of this fact, and also because it had a sufficient

elevation, was at a great distance from Mt. Wilson (insuring dif-

ferent local weather conditions at the two stations), and because of

its easy access.

Bolometric observations were begun at Hump Mountain on June

17, 1 91 7. But it soon became evident that there was too much
cloudiness and rainfall to render it suitable for a permanent solar

constant station. However, the expedition possessed an instrument

for which the varying conditions of Hump Mountain were just suited,

this instrument being the pyranometer, recently perfected at the

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and described in detail in

two former publications of the Institution (Smithsonian Miscel-

laneous Collections, Vol. 66, Nos. 7 and 11). Accordingly, a con-

siderable amount of work was done with the pyranometer during

the expedition's stay at Hump Mountain, which lasted until April,

1918, when it prepared to go to Chile.

The present paper is a description of these various lines of obser-

vation. It is thought best not to burden the reader with the many
pages of observations which were taken, therefore an effort will

be made to condense as much as possible without omitting important

details.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 71, No. 4
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STATION AND APPARATUS
The station was located at an elevation of 4,800 feet above sea

level, on the eastern slope of Hump Mountain. The very heavy

winds prevailing at certain seasons made it impossible to select a

site near the summit, which rises to an altitude of about 5,500 feet.

The latitude was 36° 08' N. and longitude 82° o' W.
Most of the sky radiation observations were made with the instru-

ment resting on a level platform erected on the roof of the obser-

vatory, in order to eliminate the building as an obstruction. Being

located below the summit of the mountain, a certain small per-

centage of the sky was cut ofif, but this was accurately measured by

means of a theodolite and found to be 5.1 per cent of the total hemi-

sphere. The mountain cut ofif an angle of 13.0° measured vertically

at its highest point.

The galvanometer, ammeter, resistances and battery were located

in the room beneath, the first two mentioned being mounted on a

pier made of large boxes filled with stones.

A brief description of the pyranometer and the auxiliary apparatus

may be of interest here. The pyranometer consists essentially of

two blackened strips of manganin of exactly the same horizontal

dimensions, but one strip about ten times as thick as the other.

These strips, which are exposed to an entire hemisphere of radia-

tion, are insulated and carefully soldered to copper blocks at each

end. Very sensitive tellurium-platinum thermo-elements are joined

in series with each other and are set across and underneath the two

strips and separated from them by thin waxed paper. The thermo-

element leads pass to the galvanometer, but for convenience in

obtaining suitable deflections, three different resistance combinations

are included in series. The manganin strips attached to the copper

bars are connected in parallel, but with proper resistances included,

so that the heating current applied divides in exactly the proper

proportion to cause the same heating efifect in both strips. When
the shutter is opened to admit radiation, since the blackened strips

have the same horizontal dimensions, the same quantity of heat is

imparted to each, but the thicker strip conducts its heat to the ends

the more readily and so a difiference in temperature at the thermo-

elements produces an electric current which deflects the galva-

nometer. When the shutter is closed a current is sent through the

strips, so as to cause about an equal deflection of the galvanometer

thus indicating a heating effect equal to that produced by the radia-

tion. This current is measured in a carefully calibrated milli-am-
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meter, and from the ratio of the. nearly equal deflections (first

swings) and the known current and the constant of the instrument

the calories per square centimeter per minute striking the strips as

radiation, can be readily computed by the following formula

:

d.
Calories= /v "^c^

where ii = constant of the instrument, d,- and Jc= deflections of

galvanometer produced by the radiation and current respectively,

and c= current corrected by the calibration curve of the milli-

ammeter.

For work in day time, a hollow hemispherical screen of ultra-

violet crown glass is placed over the strips to prevent the exchange

of long wave length radiation between the strips and the sky. That

this admits practically all solar wave lengths of any importance will

be shown later in the paper. The transmission of this screen is

about 0.92 but the instrument is calibrated with it over the strips

so the value of K presupposes its use.

For day work the instrument can be used in four ways, when it is

in a horizontal position: (i) with no shade of any kind, to measure

total sky radiation, or if the sun be present, total sun and sky radia-

tion
; (2) a small circular polished metal screen can be interposed to

shade the strips from the sun but allowing the sky radiation to

strike the strips; (3) zones of metal, shading various sections of

the sky can also be used
; (4) an enclosing hood can be slipped on

which admits only solar radiation when its small shutter is opened.

This hood and also the shade mentioned in (2) may be adjusted to

follow the sun.

To determine the value of K, the instrument is used carefully

leveled with the hood mentioned in (4) upon it. A series of observa-

tions is then taken on the sun, simultaneously with readings of a

pyrheliometer, or preferably a pair of pyrheliometers. A set of

observations of the altitude of the sun, or of time, are kept, in order

to construct an air-mass-time curve. " Air mass " is approximately

the secant of the zenith distance, but if taken by the altitude method,

the refraction correction must be included. Since the pyranometer

strips lie in a horizontal position, while' the pyrheliometer points

directly at the sun, the air mass is a factor in the formula for obtain-

ing the constant K, which is as follows :

_ pyrheliometer calories
""

c~ idc X dy X air mass
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where c, d,- and d^ are the same 'as used before, -^should be prac-

tically constant and an average of all the values of this quantity is

used.

In order to show the good agreement of values of A.' obtained by

this method a set of observations will be included.

Hump Mountain, August 26, 1919

Hour angle Zero Read-
ing

Deflec-
tion

Cur-
rent

Correc
tion

factor

2:52: 15
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ment was taken to Washington the latter part of December to have

an overhauHng", and after that the constant was either' 2. ii or 2.12.

But it plainly shows that the constant does not vary appreciably, if

the instrument has reasonable care. The slight change in Decem-

ber was probably caused by the blackening of the surfaces of the

manganin strips being altered a very little.

SENSITIVENESS OF PYRANOMETER
In March, 1918, at the Hump Mountain Observatory an investi-

gation was made of the sensitiveness of the pyranometer to dififerent

wave lengths. To do this, the regular bolometric apparatus was

employed, except that in place of the bolometer and battery, the

pyranometer was used to measure the heat of the various parts of

the spectrum, and its indications were recorded as on a regular

holographic plate. The thermo-elements were joined directly to the

very sensitive galvanometer, used in holographic work. (As a

matter of precaution shunts were first put in the circuit to prevent

any possible injury to the galvanometer.) A circular piece of black

paper with a slit 0.40 mm. wide, and cut just to fit within the glass

hemisphere, was placed over the blackened strips and at right angles

to them. Then the glass hemisphere was placed in position. Out-

side of this was placed a black metal diaphragm, and finally the

sun hood mentioned above under (4). Thus there was practically

no chance for stray radiation to reach the strips, especially since

all the apparatus was installed in a dark room with black paper lined

walls.

A brief description of the remainder of the spectrobolometric

apparatus employed for this test will be given. The sun's rays

strike a two-mirror coelostat and are reflected into the build-

ing, first passing through the revolving sector to cut down the

intensity of radiation in a fixed and known ratio. Then they pass

through the slit, and about eight feet distant, through the prism.

The spectrum is reflected by a plane speculum metal mirror on to

a concave speculum mirror, which brings the spectrum to a focus

at the plane of the pyranometer strips. (The strips lie in a vertical

plane in this observation, with their longitudinal direction horizontal,

and crossed at the center by the paper slit, which allows only rays

of nearly the same wave length to strike the strips at one time.)

The spectrum is moved across the paper slit, when the prism is

rotated by a worm gearing. This gearing is connected to the plate

carrier clock in such a manner that as the photographic plate descends
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the prism is slowly rotated, causing the spectrum to advance from

infra-red toward ultra-violet across the blackened strips. The

thermo-couple of the pyranometer causes the galvanometer needle

to deflect, and this reflects a beam from an auxiliary source on

to the photographic plate so that the spot deflection is at right

angles to the direction of motion of the plate, thus automatically

tracing an energy curve on the plate.

The observations were made from about wave length 2.2/a in the

infra-red, to 0.33^1 in the ultra-violet. Three curves were run on

the plate, the first two being with the pyranometer, and the third

with the regular bolometer. During the first curve the spectroscope

slit was opened 1.37 mm., during the second 2.85 mm. and during the

regular holograph 0.35 mm. The time of run was 7 m., 20 s. Sectors

were changed at four places in the run in order to give a good

deflection and not allow the curve to leave the plate. The last

section in the ultra-violet was run with full intensity of solar beam.

Of course it could not be expected that much definition could

be obtained with a slit of such width, but an examination of the

plate will show that the various wave lengths are recorded in about

their true magnitude, through practically the entire range of the.

spectrum where there is an appreciable amount of energy. It also

shows that the glass hemisphere employed transmits these waves

in about their true relation. By making due allowance for sector,

slit widths, and width and height of paper diaphragm as compare^

with the bolometer and corresponding deflections for equal wave

lengths on the plates, it is seen that the pyranometer is approximately

one-fourth as sensitive as the bolometer.

SKY RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

Practically all pyranometer observations made at Hump Mountain

were taken with the instrument resting on the roof platform

—

as heretofore mentioned. As stated before, there was approximately

5.1 per cent of the total area of the hemsiphere cut off by the hill to

the west, but as this all lies next to the horizon from whence the

rays strike the pyranometer strips at a very unfavorable angle, and

since as will be shown later, the hill itself offers radiation to help

offset that cut off from the sky, it is perhaps well within the general

accuracy of the results to ignore the hill entirely.
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Observations on clear skies.—The major portion of the observa-

tions on the entire hemisphere of clear skies was made in connection

with auxihary curves to investigate the sky radiation during holo-

graphs. These were run quite regularly with holographs from

August 18, 1917, to November 26, 1917. They were originally

intended to offer a means of obtaining a very close approximation

to the solar constant by constructing an empirical curve showing the

relation between intensity of sky radiation, and the ratio of the true

solar constant to the apparent value obtained by exterpolating the

pyrheliometer values to zero air mass. Such a curve was found

to be quite erratic and of no value for solar constant work, but the

results obtained are quite interesting in themselves and a resume

will be given here.

Twenty-eight sets of observations were taken in all. In each of

these the total sky calories (exclusive of the sun) were obtained at

known air masses. Plots were made betwen sky calories and air

masses, and similar plots between solar calories and air masses as

obtained by the pyrheliometer. The areas underneath these respec-

tive curves were read between the limits of the air masses obtain-

ing during the course of the holograph. The ratio of these areas

was plotted against the ratio of true to apparent solar constant.

As stated above this investigation did not prove useful for solar

constant determination.

The main interest attaching to these observations in the present

discussion has to do with the general intensity of sky radiation and

the effect of the altitude or air mass of the sun on the same. To
best show the results obtained by these observations a table has been

prepared giving the air mass (M) and zenith distance (Z) of the

sun at a certain chosen point in each holograph, the sky calories (H)
at this air mass, the solar calories (S), the sum of solar and sky

radiation on a horizontal surface, the ratio of solar radiation to sky

radiation, and a general description of the character of weather pre-

vaiHng during the holographs. The column headed " Pyrh." gives

the solar calories measured on a surface at right angles to the path

of the beam, while 5* is the same reduced to a horizontal surface, or

5"=—^^' The units in H, P}^^!., and 5" are calories per sq. cm.

per min.
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If the logarithm of H be plotted against air mass in the six obser-

vations for each day, it will nearly always occur that the points for

I, II, III, and IV will be practically in a straight line, while V and VI
will be somewhat higher than the line, VI being considerably higher

than V . There is no theoretical reason why this relation should hold

exactly, but its approximate indications may prove convenient to

the reader. The divergence of the two later observations may be

partially due to two causes, (i) An increase of water vapor in

the air late in the morning with attendant increase in haziness causes

decrease of the intensity of direct sun light and increase of the in-

tensity of scattered sky light. (2) Sky light is much stronger

proportionately in the shorter wave lengths than sun light. The
longer wave lengths have a very much higher transmission coefficient

than the shorter ones—or in other words, the shorter ones increase

much more rapidly with a decrease of air mass than the longer

ones. Thus the sky light may tend to increase faster than the direct

sun light at high sun.

rcLe

Fig. I

The table shows that haze has a very marked effect in increasing-

sky radiation, and to a somewhat lesser extent in decreasing the

solar radiation.

Sky radiation by zones.—In order to investigate the proportion of

the sky radiation falling on a horizontal surface from various sec-

tions of the sky, two kinds of observations were made: (i) with

thimbles placed over the pyranometer glass so as to divide the hemi-

sphere into zones each 30° in width, and (2) with the thimble ad-

mitting a 60° cone of light, measuring the intensity of the ring con-

centric with the sun, and comparing it with cones of equal size and

altitude, and located in azimuth 60°, 120°, 180°, respectively, from

the sun, starting toward the east.

First will be discussed the horizontal zones, giving the theoretical

intensity for an equal sky. and then the experimental results obtained

under varying conditions.
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Let O be taken as the point of observation.

Then the radius of the elementary zone= r cos B, the circumfer-

ence of the elementary zone= 27rr cos B, the width of the elementary

zonG= r dB, and the area of the elementary zone= 27rr- cos B dB. Call

the horizontal intensity at the center O due to elementary zone= dl.

Then dl =:27rr' cos B smB dB.

/= J27rr' cos B s'mB dB.

= 7ir'^ sin^ 6.

(i) For the entire hemisphere (a^ and a^ in observations which

follow) /^/'=7rr2.

(2) From horizon to 30° altitude: 1^^^ ^Ittt^.

(3) From horizon to 60° altitude: I1^^= %iTr^.

Hence in a sky in which every point sends radiation of equal in-

tensity toward the point of observation the following intensities

from the various 30° zones would be obtained in a horizontal sur-

face at the point of observation.

o

Fig. 2

For entire hemisphere (% and a^) Ia=i.

For upper 60° zone (&) /^zri— 1= |.

For upper 30° zone (c) 1^=1—^= ^.

In the following observations the values gotten with an entire

hemisphere are called " a'' those with the upper 60° open to radia-

tion
""
h^' and those with upper 30° open to radiation " c."

Call the horizontal intensity from the horizontal zones themselves

X, y, and z, as shown in figure 2.

Then a=x+y+z
b=y+s
c=z;

or x=a— b

y= b-c

In " equal sky " x=ia.

y=ia.
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A sample set of observations will be given, followed by a table-

giving the results of all the zone observations taken. Usually the

observations were begun with a full sky (%), then with the upper
60° (b), then the upper 30° (c), and finally another set with full

sky (as). Since the sky radiation is continually changing, even with

a clear sky, an average was taken of % and a^ when comparing with

b and c. Several readings were taken at each position, these read-

ings usually being one minute apart with a current compensation

measurement on each of the half minutes. The glass hemisphere

was used in all zone work.

The following set was taken on November 17, 1917, at Hump
Mountain on a very clear sky but with some haze in the valley and

along the horizon.
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By omitting the two fog observations (Oct. 8 and Feb. 2) and

taking a general average of the twenty-four remaining Hump Moun-
tain observations, the following values are obtained: .^^=151.5 per

cent, 3;= 89.5 per cent, and ^=69.7 per cent, or approximately

.ar=i50 per cent, 3'= 90 per cent, and z=yo per cent. In Calama,

omitting the observations of July 21 and October 28, which differ

much from the others, the averages of the five remaining values

are .*-= 149.5 per cent, 31=85.2 per cent, and ^= 80.2 per cent. Thus
it appears that in clear or somewhat hazy skies the radiation actually

received on a horizontal surface, as compared with what would be

received on a horizontal surface from an " equal " sky, shows the

following percentages. First 30° zone above the horizon 150 per

cent. Middle 30° zone 85 per cent to 90 per cent. Upper 30° zone

70 per cent to 80 per cent. From the two sets of observations taken

in low and apparently even fog at Hump Mountain it appears that

the middle zone has about a normal percentage but that the upper

zone is much increased and the lower zone correspondingly decreased.

This might be expected, however, since the fog particles are so dense

in a horizontal line, while vertically the thickness is much less, and

more radiation finds its way through the fog. The above ratios

are undoubtedly affected very considerably by the sun's being in a

particular zone at the time of observation, as will be shown under

the discussions of the observations taken at different azimuths.

While the above ratios hold for the total amount of radiation re-

ceived from the three 30° zones, it must not be inferred that equal

areas of these zones in the various azimuths of the sky send out equal

intensities. In order to investigate this phase of the subject another

set of observations which we have termed "vertical zones" was

carried on at Hump Mountain. To do this, the pyranometer was

mounted bodily on an equatorial mounting such as is used for

pyrheliometers. The threads where the equatorial mounting screws

into its base, were left a little loose, and angles were marked off so

that the whole apparatus could be revolved about a vertical axis

through a known angle. The plane of the pyranometer strips was

pointed exactly at right angles to the sun's beams, as determined by

a spot of light. The metal thimble limiting exposure to a cone of

light of 60° arc was placed over the glass hemisphere. In all cases

the small disc to shade the direct rays of the sun was in place ver-

tically above the strips, even where the instrument pointed to quarters

of the sky away from the sun.
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Method of observing.—First the instrument was pointed directly

at the sun and one observation of the intensity made. The follow-

ing minute, a similar observation was made at the same altitude

but with the instrument revolved 60° in azimuth toward the east

from the position of the sun in the iirst observation. Similarly

the following minute 90°, and the next 120°, and the next 180°.

These are termed respectively I, II, III, IV and V. Several sets

were usually taken in this way, the azimuth and altitude being

measured from the position of the sun at the beginning of each set.

Then finally, the instrument was pointed vertically, and a few read-

ings taken of the radiation of the same angular area directly over-

head. The vertical readings are termed VI. Current compensation

measurements were taken on the half minutes between sky readings.

At first the set at 90° azimuth was not taken.

As in the case of the horizontal zones, a sample set of observa-

tions will be included, then a table of the results obtained on each

day of such observations.

The sample set will be the first one taken February 11, 1918. The

sky was quite clear and the air very dry for Hump Mountain,

(about 35 per cent relative humidity) and the sky cloudless. The
90° set, or III, was omitted in this case.
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Summary of zone observations.—As might be expected, it is rather

difficult to arrive at any very definite conclusions from observa-

tions of this character, owing to the many factors involved and

the wide variation in these factors themselves. For instance the

horizontal zones are a measure of the radiation from a strip of sky

of uniform width and extending entirely around the sky, whereas

the vertical zones are measures of circular areas of sky and varying

in altitude. It is of course evident that the horizontal zones have

not equal intensity per unit area in different azimuths of the sky,

and also, as shown by the vertical zone observations, the zone in

which the sun happens to be will show a larger sky radiation than

it would were the intense sky radiation surrounding the sun not

present. Hence the rough averages given immediately following

the table of horizontal zone observations must not be regarded as

very accurate if the sun and the ring of intense sky radiation sur-

rounding it be all within one zone. But as a rough average, the

values given are to be relied upon. There is even wider variation in

the vertical zones, but it may be stated that if the sky be divided

into four quadrants in azimuth, numbered i, 2, 3, and 4, respectively,

with the sun in the center of i, then 2 and 4 will have an intensity

of 50 to 80 per cent of i, and 3 will have from 25 to 40 per cent

of I, under ordinary cloudless conditions of sky. The zenith region

will show approximately 30 per cent of that surrounding the sun.

These values are also dependent largely upon the condition of the

sky, as regards haze, dust, smoke, etc., for the prevalence of all these

impurities tends to increase the sky radiation in the zone, either

horizontal or vertical, in which they are found. This is especially

noticeable in the region immediately surrounding the sun, for with

a clear blue sky, one can, by hiding the sun's disk, look practically

up to the limb of the sun. On the other hand, if the sky be hazy,

the glare is very intense, often several degrees from the sun's

limb, and the eye can scarcely distinguish exactly where the sky

leaves off and the sun's disk begins.

RADIATION FROM A CLEAR SKY AT 30° AND 19° SUN
AT CALAMA

Quite an extensive set of observations have been taken at Calama

on the radiation from cloudless skies with the sun exactly at air

mass 2, or at an altitude of 30° above the horizon. A table follows

which gives these results, with a description of the condition of the

sky prevailing at the time.
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Similar observations were made at air mass 3 (alt. about 19°) at

Calama for a few weeks. The results follow in tabular form.
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Comparison of whole sky at M2 and ilfj.—By averaging 64 values

at 30° sun and 51 values at 19° sun, it will be seen that increased sky

radiation attends higher sun „ for approximately 0757 of a calorie is

radiated by the whole sky at 30° sun and .0642 of a calorie at 19°

sun. With a narrow zone of sky around the sun, the opposite is

true—that is, the radiation decreases as the sun's altitude becomes

greater. This is probably due to a clearing of the sky as the sun

gets farther from the horizon. The radiation from the region next

to the sun is much greater than for other equal areas of sky, as

is shown by the vertical zone observations described in this paper.

Hence as this region of greater intensity gets higher in the sky, its

radiation falls more nearly vertical on a horizontal surface and this

causes the total sky radiation to increase as the altitude of the sun

increases.

On January 24, 1919, at Calama, a series of sky observations was

made which may prove of some interest and illustrate what has

just preceded. The sky was very hazy. Beginning with the sun at

about 9° altitude, the measurements were alternated between the

30° zone arrangement pointed at the sun, but with the sun shaded ofif

the strips, and the whole sky, the sun being again shaded off. Follow-

ins: are the results.

Mean hour
angle
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From the above it is seen that with a very hazy sky, with the sua

ranging in altitude from 9° to 53° (the haze remaining practically

constant), the radiation from the region near the sun's limb de-

creases 45 per cent, while the whole sky radiation increases 118 per

cent.

OBSERVATIONS ON CLOUDED SKIES

As might well be expected, the observations made with the pyrano-

meter on the radiation from cloudy skies, furnish a large range of

values dependent upon the character of the clouds present in the

sky, their position, and also the position of the sun with reference

to the clouds. Quite a series of observations upon cloudy skies was

taken at Hump Mountain, and under quite varying conditions. A
resume of these observations will be given and in most cases a brief

statement as to the conditions obtaining at the time. Usually a mean

of the values obtained will be included rather than the many pages

of values as recorded. That is to say, the observations of each day

will be divided into groups, of similar values in each group, and the

mean given with the number of values entering into the mean.

Taking .0700 calories as a fair average of the intensity of the

radiation on a horizontal surface from a cloudless sky at hour angles

of the sun of 3 to 4, it will be seen that for cloudy skies the values

are from four to nine fold for average clouds, and from one to four

fold for very heavy clouds. Very often, just preceding the precipita-

tion of rain, the radiation drops very considerably and very rapidly.

With low fog the observations unfortunately are few, but the

indications are that the radiation is ten fold or more that of clear

skies.

An average cloudy sky, if the clouds are not too thick, lets through

about as much radiation (measured on a horizontal surface) as do

the sun and a clear sky combined with the sun at an altitude of

about 15°. The radiation from a low fog is about the same as from

the sun and a clear sky at 30° sun.
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Date
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OBSERVATIONS AT DUSK
Two sets of observations have been taken to show the decrease

of sky light at sunset. The first set was taken February 23, 1918,

at Hump Mountain. Here an artificial sunset, so to speak, took

place; for the mountain rose considerably above the observatory in

the west, and the sun disappeared at an altitude of about +12°.

The second set was taken December 10, 1918, at Calama, where the

sun disappeared at an altitude of about —30 minutes. In both cases

the whole sky was observed, with the sun shaded off and the glass

screen on. Observations were begun sometime before sunset and

were continued with some intervals until the galvanometer deflec-

tions were too small to read.

Results were as follows :

Hump Mountain, February 22, 1918

Sky cloudless, little haze, little wind.

Sun disappeared behind the hill 4" : 30"

Time of sunset 5'':3i"

30' H. A.
oo^

Hour angle
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Calama, Chile, December 10, 1918

Sky cloudless, somewhat hazy, heavy wind at intervals.

Sun disappearing 6*"
:
42'"

:

Sun disappeared 44""

True sunset (0° altitude) 40"

00^ H.A.
18'.

2o^

Hour angle
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reached the ground. The extent of the work is limited, owing to

the pressure of other matters.

On September 7 the pyranometer, with the auxiliary apparatus,

was taken down the mountain side north of the observatory into a

grove of beech and black birch. Observations were taken at five

spots

:

(a) In the shade of two large trees, no undergrowth within several

feet;

(&) Under some rather thick saplings, partly shaded by higher

trees, thin undergrowth

;

(c) In a bed of ferns which covered the instrument, but with an

open space directly above

;

(c?) In open space; trees all around; ferns and other vegetation

somewhat above instrument toward south
;

(^) Thick growth of saplings, considerable small vegetation on

ground.

The sky, on this day, was cloudy and very variable. Observations

had been taken on the whole sky and sun two hours before the in-

strument was moved to the grove, but after that the sky became

nearly overcast. At the close, observations on the whole sky were

taken, but there was so much variation that the readings were of

little value.

A few days later, Septeniiber 12, the observations were repeated,

with a cloudless sky. With better conditions the readings showed

far less variation among themselves than on the preceding days.

On October 2 a third set of observations was taken. The instru-

ment was placed in the same five positions as before. This time the

leaves were beginning to fall, and many that remained on the trees

had turned yellow. The sky was cloudless and very clear.

Readings were taken mostly in groups of four or five. Below are

the times for the middle of each group, the average calories for the

group, an estimation of the total sky and sun radiation, and the

ratio of the observed radiation under the trees to the estimated radia-

tion above them. The estimated whole sky radiation is based, for

September 7, on the observations taken on the tower, following those

in the grove ; for September 12, on solar observations by the pyrhelio-

meter and total sky observations taken before the pyranometer was

moved to the grove ; for October 2, on pyrheliometer measurements

taken at dififerent air masses during the afternoon and total sky obser-

vations taken in the morning with the pyrheliometer, the sum of the

two values at corresponding sun altitudes being used.
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source. Care was taken to choose angles such that the cone of direct

hght included only sky and the reflected light came only from snow.

The galvanometer was mounted on a tree about forty feet away and

the ammeter and other apparatus was conveniently located nearby.

Observations were undertaken on two days, February 22 and 23.

On the former the sky was very cloudy and snow was falling lightly,

so that a thin film of fresh snow covered the patch of old snow.

Readings were taken in sets of five except a set of four taken at the

end with the instrument pointed at the zenith. Designating the sets

alphabetically according to order, we observed as follows

:

a Clouds in southeast, instrument elevated about +45°
;

h Reflection of clouds of a, instruments elevated — 25°
;

c Same as a;

d Same as b;

e Instrument pointing on snow to southwest, so that direct and re-

flected rays would be in vertical plane

;

/ Clouds whose reflection was observed in ^;

g Clouds in northeast, about 35° elevation;

h Clouds directly overhead.

Sets g and h were taken to give an idea of the comparative uni-

formity of the different parts of the sky.

On the following day there was a cloudless sky. This time light

was observed coming from the sun and from the sky 30° around

the sun. The day was fairly warm and the snow was melting slightly.

Ten sets of readings were taken, as follows

:

a Sun and 30° sky around it

;

b Snow, center about 4^ feet from instrument, giving most direct

reflection, as shown by a mirror.

c Snow, about 30° east of & and 7 feet from instrtiment.

d Snow, about 30° west of b and 3-| feet from instrument.

e Snow, about in line with sun and 10 feet from instrument.

/ Same as a.

g "Vertical zones," without sun shade (See Zone Observations).

h Snow, same as e.

i Mountain side covered with dry grass and leaves, sun almost

directly behind instrument. Center of ground about 6 feet from in-

strument.

j Sky directly overhead. Strips shaded from sun by thimble.

There was an interval of about forty minutes between / and g in

order to allow the taking of a holograph.

Results of the observations are given below

:
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February 22.

Set
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percentage of variation was probably considerably less than the per-

centage of variation in any particular portions of the sky.

With such wide ranges of variation definite results are out of the

question. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to state that from 50 to

60 per cent of the radiation from the clouds was reflected by the

snow on this particular day.

February 23. Means of Sets

Set Hour angle

—i'':i4'":iS'

02 :oo

o :53 :oo

46 -30

38 -.30

— 31 :iS

+0 :29 :30

40 :oo

50 :oo

Alti
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normally. As stated above, a considerable portion of reflected ligbt

from the clouds observed was lost, but there was compensation from

other parts of the sky. On the following day, however, we used sun-

light and a cone of sky light 30° around it, so that compensation

could come only from the rest of the sky, this outside radiation

amounting perhaps to one-thirtieth, or possibly one-twentieth of

that admitted by the thimble. Sets b, c, d and e show that the radia-

tion from the snow was fairly uniform over a considerable area.

Indeed, the highest readings are found in c where the instrument

was pointed 30° east from the position of b in which the most direct

reflections from the sun were measured ; but this is probably because

the snow of c was slightly cleaner than that of b. We can obtain

an approximation, however, of the total radiation reflected to a

point, by considering the efl^ect if a whole hemisphere of snow were

observed, or in other words, if no thimble were used, it being assumed

that this were possible without the admission of the stray light. For

if a ray coming from the sun is deflected a certain number of degrees

west from the plane normal to the main snow surface and containing

the sun, then at some other spot to the west of the first another ray

is deflected by a snow crystal a corresponding number of degrees

to the east of a normal plane containing the sun—or if in such a

normal plane a certain ray makes a greater angle with the face of a

crystal than with the main surface, another ray makes a correspond-

ingly smaller angle with the face of another crystal ; so that there

is a general tendency toward compensation. The rays most directly

reflected will be found the most effective, as they approach nearest

to normal incidence on the pyranometer strips. We may now esti-

mate the entire reflection by multiplying the results obtained with

the thimble by 4 (the derivation of this ratio being given in the

section on thimbles). Proceeding in this manner with sets h, c, d, e,

and h, and adding 4 per cent to the sun and sky values, to allow for

the portions of the sky not observed, we conclude that on the day

in question about 50 per cent of the radiation coming from the sun

and sky was reflected diffusely by the snow.

It seems very probable that considerably higher radiation would be

obtained with snow that was freshly fallen. Unfortunately there

was no appreciable fall of snow after this date, so that this opinion

could not be confirmed.

SUMMARY
Quite an extensive set of observations was made at Hump Moun-

tain, near Elk Park, North Carolina, from July, 1917 to April, 1918.

with the pyranometer, an instrument constructed by the Smithsonian
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Institution for the purpose of measuring radiation of various kinds.

At Hump Mountain, measurements were made on the intensity of

radiation from the sky, clear, hazy, cloudy, and foggy ; the radiation

under trees, plants, etc., snow reflection radiation, etc. In May, 1918,

the instrument was taken to Calama, Chile, and other sky radiation

measurements have been made there.

The pyranometer measures radiation by means of a delicate elec-

tric thermo-couple, which is heated by blackened manganin strips

on which the radiation falls. The instrument is calibrated by means

of a solar comparison with the pyrheliometer. The " constant ' of

the instrument is found to vary but little during long intervals.

Observations were made which showed that the pyranometer is a

very sensitive instrument if joined to a "delicate galvanometer, such

as is used in bolometric work. The " holograph " made with the

pyranometer showed that it registers all wave lengths from 2.2/x to

0.33/A in their proper magnitude.

A table is given showing the relative intensity of the radiation

from the whole sky (at air masses from 5.00 to 1.25) as compared

with the simultaneous intensity of the solar beam as measured by

the pyrheliometer, the latter being reduced to a horizontal surface.

Intensities of total sky radiation for rather hazy though cloudless

skies is given for air masses 3 and 2 for Calama, Chile.

The radiation from three horizontal zones of 30° width each, was

investigated, during varying sky conditions. Also the intensity in

various azimuths of the sky with a circular zone of 60° diameter.

The position of the sun was taken as zero azimuth for each set and

the other azimuths as well as the zenith region compared with it.

Observations were made on cloudy and foggy skies, and the in-

tensity on a horizontal surface compared with the solar and clear

sky radiation falling on. a horizontal surface.

A brief investigation was made of a comparison of the radiation

from a hillside covered with dry grass and weeds, and comparing

it with an equal area of clear zenith sky.

Investigations were made both at Hump Mountain and Calama.

regarding the diminution of radiation at dusk, and comparing it

with solar intensity.

Observations were made of the intensity of radiation under trees

and plants, showing roughly the amount of radiation needed by

various plant growths.

Limited observations were made of the intensity of radiation re-

flected by snow, and comparing it with solar and sky radiation

occurring at the time.
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By C. G. abbot and A. F. MOORE
The station was located at El Alto, on the rim of the canon in which

La Paz, Bolivia, lies. The approximate location of El Alto is

latitude, 16° 30' S. ; longitude, 4'' 33°^ W. ; altitude, 4,120 meters.

Although at a high altitude the sky is rarely free from clouds, but

very favorable conditions existed during the total and partial phases

of the eclipse.

The Smithsonian Institution expedition to the eclipse consisted of

Dr. C. G. Abbot and Mr. A. F. Moore. Dr. Abbot photographed the

corona with two telescopes of eleven feet focus, and Mr. Moore
carried on pyranometer observations during the eclipse, as well as at

the same time on the day preceding, and at intervals during the night

preceding. The telescopes were mounted in a vacant hotel building

and the pyranometer was set up on top of a high stone fence, about

one hundred feet back of the hotel building.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS
Owing to the shortness of the time available for preparation after

the expected arrival of the party at La Paz every possible arrangement

had been made in advance to set up the photographic apparatus

quickly. For this purpose each of the three boxes which contained

the apparatus was designed in form and construction so as to act

as a support to some part of the photographic outfit when filled with

stones and laid upon the floor of any room which might be found

available for the observations. Also, every detail of the apparatus

was carried without any dependence on such lumber or other

material as might ordinarily be available. It was very fortunate that

this was so, for the expedition was delayed so that the apparatus was

set up only two days before the eclipse.

The briefness of the time available for preliminary tests was

unfortunate in one respect. Owing to the very low altitude of the

sun (only twenty minutes after sunrise) when the eclipse took place,

the refraction of the terrestrial atmosphere was continually changing

at the time, so that the apparent motion of the sun in the sky was

at a variable rate not agreeing with that which prevailed later in the

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 71, No. 5.
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day. A test of the clock was made on the day preceding the eclipse,*

but owing to the cloudiness it was not possible to follow quite up to the

time of the eclipse. Such observations as were made on the pre-

ceding day, however, indicated that the clockwork moved a little too

slowly and so the rate of the clock was increased about 3 per cent with

the expectation of more exactly following the sun at the time of the

eclipse. Unfortunately this proved to be too much of a correction,

so that the clock moved a little too fast during the eclipse, and the

images of the moon are not as truly round as they should be. Prob-

ably appreciable injury of definition has resulted from the slight

drifting of the corona during the taking of the photograph. This

might have been corrected, as the result proved, by mounting a

following telescope in connection with the apparatus so that the

observer might be in a position to guide the cameras during the

eclipse. However, the moon's motion relative to the sun makes the

moon unfit to follow upon, and it was supposed that the rays of

the corona would be too indefinite so this was not thought worth while

to arrange for. As it proved, there was a splendid prominence

visible during the eclipse which would have been satisfactory to

follow upon and it is perhaps to be regretted that some arrangement

for following was not provided.

The two camera telescopes were rigidly fastened together.

Exposures were made by the removal of two pasteboard boxes which

covered the ends of the tubes but were separately mounted on hinged

supports independent of the cameras. As the requisite time of

exposure was not accurately known, it was arranged to expose one

of the telescopes for i minute 30 seconds, the other for 2 minutes

45 seconds.

The program was carried through without any accident, and upon

developing the twb negatives both were found to be very good, but

the exposure of i minute 30 seconds seemed to show quite as much
extension of the corona as that of 2 minutes 45 seconds. As less

drift of the clock occurred during the shorter interval than during

the longer we give in the accompanying illustration only the result

of the shorter exposure.

It is much to be regretted that the full excellence of the photograph

cannot be produced in the illustration. There were a great number of

sharp relatively narrow coronal streamers extending nearly two

diameters in almost every direction from the sun. Decided evidences

occur of coronal streamers at the north and south poles similar to

those which are found at times of sun-spot minimum. The corona

on this occasion was an intermediate type between a sun-spot maxi-
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mum corona, equally extensive in all directions, and a sun-spot

minimum corona, with relatively short polar streamers and long"

equatorial extensions. There was also a great sickle-shaped prom-

inence which extended up from the sun to about one-quarter of a

radius, then turned sharply round with a very long extension parallel

to the sun's surface. Later in the day this prominence was repeatedly

photographed with spectroheliographs in the United States, and then

extended as a complete arch of very great height and span.

Taking into account the great length and beauty of the coronal

streamers, the splendid crimson prominence throwing its glory over

all, and the fact that the eclipse was observed so near sunrise from so

great an elevation as 14,000 feet, with a snow-covered range of

mountains upwards of 20,000 feet high as a background for the

phenomenon, it seemed to the observers to be the grandest eclipse

phenomenon which they had ever seen.

PYRANOMETRY
The object of the observations with the pyranometer was to obtain

the intensity of the sky and solar radiation as the eclipse progressed,

and at the time of totality to obtain the intensity of the radiation

from the strips of the instrument to space, and compare the latter

with similar radiation during the night preceding the eclipse. It was

planned to take the night observations every two hours from nine

o'clock until daylight, but unfortunately about eleven o'clock a heavy

fog occurred which persisted until three o'clock and prevented the

observations. Between three o'clock and daybreak there were inter-

vals of cloudiness, but at sunrise the sky was perfectly clear, and

remained so until nearly the end of the partial phase of the eclipse.

During the night and during the totality the observations were

made with the hemispherical glass removed. At daybreak the glass

was put on, and observations made on the scattered sky radiation

until sunrise. As soon as the sun rose (about three-fourths eclipsed)

the observations were alternated between sky plus the sun and sky

alone, the latter condition being arranged by interposing a circular

screen of metal to cut off the sun's rays. Both of these intensities

were of course measured on a horizontal surface. The units are

calories ^—f_- .

min.

In the reduction of the observations, curves are plotted with hour

angles as abscissae, and the intensity of the sun plus sky, and of the

sky alone as ordinates. These curves relate both to the day of the

eclipse and to the day preceding. By subtracting the sky from the
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sun plus sky, other curves are drawn showing the solar radiation as

measured on a horizontal surface. Then a curve is drawn of the

intensity of the solar radiation as measured on a surface at right

angles to the direction of the solar beam. The points of this curve
are obtained by dividing the solar intensity on a horizontal surface

by the sine of the angle of altitude of the sun, computed from the

hour angle, latitude, longitude and declination. (See figs. 1,2.)

Following this are tables of the radiation measured during the

night preceding the eclipse and during the totality and a comparison
of these values.

I
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Calories Solar
Measured on Calories
Horizontal on Horizontal
Surface Surface

Date Hour Angle (observed) (from curves)

May 28 Sky + Sun.
1919 —4" 50™ .2367 .1945

4 49 .2422 .T995

4 48 .2481 .2043

Sky. Considerable cirrus all over sky.

4 28 .0503 .3155
4 27 .0500 .3212

4 26 .0510 .3262

Sky -|- Sun. Sky same as preceding".

4 24 .3869

4 23 .3946
4 22 .3988
4 21

_

.4083

May 29 Sky + Sun. Sky clear.

1919 —5 20 .0098

5 19 .0098

Sky.

5 17 .0053 .0032
5 16 .0049 .0033

Sky -f- Sun.

5 IS .0082 .0033
5 14 .0069 .0033

Sky.

5 13 .0026 .0033
5 12 .0016 .0033

Sky ~{- Sun.

5 II .0033 .0032
5 10 .0030 .0027

Sky.

5 09 No readable .0021
deflection.

Sky 4- Sun.

S 08 .0007 .0007
5 07 30^ .0003 .0003

AFTER TOTALITY
Sky -f- Sun.

5 02 .0030 .0018
5 01 .0033 .0025
5 00 .0056 .0035

Sky.

4 59 .0020 .0046
4 S8 .0030 .0063

Sky -)- Sun.

4 57 .0135 .0081

4 56 .0164 .0102

4 55 .0213 .0126

Sky.

4 54 -0066 .0150
4 53 .0075 .0180

4 52 .0079 .0210

.0982

Sineof
Apparent
Altitude
of Sun
(Sinh')
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glass over the strips. This is due for the most part to wind blowing

on the strips. However, it is entirely possible and in fact probable

that during the totality there would be a change in the direction

found, because the atmosphere undoubtedly cooled to an appreciable

extent during totality.

The values obtained during totality are about the same as those

obtained during the night preceding.
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PYRANOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE PARTIAL
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN OF DECEMBER 3, 1918

Observations similar to those of May 29, 1919, were carried on by

A. F. Moore and L. H. Abbot at the Smithsonian Observatory near

Calama, Chile, during the partial solar eclipse of December 3, 1918.

The sky radiation was measured on a horizontal surface by the

pyranometer during the progress of the eclipse, and the intensity

of the solar radiation on a surface normal to the beam was observed

with a pair of pyrheliometers mounted equatorially.

In the accompanying curves the sky radiation is plotted to a scale

ten times as large as that for the solar values. It will be seen that

the curves are almost identical in shape, showing that throughout the

eclipse the light from the sky falHng on a horizontal surface was

nearly directly proportional to the intensity of the solar radiation

as measured on a surface normal to the beam. This proportionality

would probably not hold under other circumstances when the change

of solar intensity would be produced by atmospheric changes instead

of by causes outside the atmosphere as during the eclipse. The

departure from the means of the values before and after the eclipse,

to the lowest point, is practically the same for both sun and sky. The

drop in the solar radiation is 60 per cent and in the sky radiation 58

per cent. (See fig. 3.)

Following are the values obtained of the sky and solar radiation,

at the hour angles and the apparent altitudes of the sun indicated.
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NEW SPECIES OF PIPER FROM PANAMA'
Bv CASIMIR DE CANDOLLE

PIPER MINUTISPICUM C. DC, n. sp.

RamuHs glabris ; foliis modice petiolatis glabris, limbo ovato-

lanceolato basi ima leviter inaequilatera utrinqne acuto apice acute

acuminato, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes altero latere 4 altero

5 mittente quorum supremus a 2.5 cm. supra basin solutus et infimus

aliis multo brevior, petiolo pauUo ultra basin vaginante
;
pedunculo

g'labro quam petiolus multo breviore, spica brevissima rotundata apice

mucronata, rhachi parcissime pilosa. bracteae glabrae superne cucul-

latae vertice -triangulari carnoso, antheris ovatis filamenta tenuia

pauUo superantibus, connective ultra thecas obtuse producto.

Dioicum. Ramuli spiciferi i mm. crassi, collenchyma in fascicu-

les discretos a latere longe productos disposituni et zona interna

ex parte libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysi-

genus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei creberrime pellucido-

punctulati, superi usque ad 9 cm. longi et 4 cm. lati. Petioli usque

ad limbi latus longius 6 mm., inter limbi latera 2 mm. longi. Pedun-

culi 5 mm. longi, tenues, spicae juveniles 4 mm. longae et 2 mm.
crassae. Stamina 3, antherae 4-valvatae.—Species ut videtur sec-

tionis Eupiper C. DC.

Panama : Oak and palm forest above Sabana de El Salto, above

Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. 1,500-1,750 m., H. Pittier 31 16.

PIPER SPERDINUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis villosis ; foliis brevissime petiolatis, limbo oblongo-ovato

basi valde inaequilatera altero latere auriculato altero subacute apice

acute et longe acuminato supra glabro subtus villoso, nervo centrali

' The botanical collections made during the progress of the biological survey

of Panama, conducted by the Smithsonian Institution several years ago, con-

tain many specimens of Piperaceae, which, together with other unidentified

material, were sent to the late Casimir de CandoUe, the preeminent authority

upon this family, for elaboration. Among the Panama specimens are repre-

sented 27 new species and four new varieties ; descriptions of these, by

Mr. de Candolle, are given herewith, the types being in the U. S. National

Herbarium. The results of Mr. de CandoUe's study of the Central American

material, chiefly from Guatemala and Costa Rica, will be presented else-

where.

—

Frederick V. Coville.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections Vol. 71, No. 6
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nervos adscendentes utrinque 3 mittente quorum supremus e 6 cm.

supra basin solutus nervis lateralibus altero latere 3 altero 5-6 a basi

divaricantibus, petiolo dense villoso basi vaginante; pedunculo dense

hirtello petiolum superante, spica matura quam limbi dimidium paul-

lulo breviore longe mucronata mucrone filiformi villoso, rhachi hir-

suta, bracteae apice truncato-peltatae vertice triangulari postice acute

producto et pilis duobus longis munito, pedicello angusto hirsuto,

antheris ovatis filamenta superantibus, ovario libero' glabro ovato-

acuto, stigmatibus linearibus, bacca obpyramidato-trigona glabra.

Frvitex humilis. Ramuli spiciferi usque ad 3 mm. crassi, coUen-

chyma in fasciculos discretos a latere longe productos dispositum

partim libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus

nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei minutissime pellucido-punctu-

lati, usque ad 19.5 cm. longi et 8.5 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi

latus longius circiter 6 mm. et inter limbi latera fere 2 mm. longi.

Pedunculi 16 mm. longi. Spicae'maturae 7 cm. longae et 3 mm.
crassae, mucro i cm. longus. Stamina 3 ad basin baccae rhachi

inserta. Stigmata 3 sessilia. Bacca i mm. longa in sicco nigra

asperulata.

Panama : Hills of Sperdi, near Puerto Obaldia, San Bias Coast,

alt. 20-200 m., H. Pittier 4348.

forma b. Limbo minore usque ad 17 cm. longo et 7 cm. lato.

Panama: High hills back of Puerto Obaldia, alt. 50-200 m.,

H. Pittier 42,01.

PIPER CHIRIQUINUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris gracilibus ; foliis modice petiolatis glabris, limbo

ovato-lanceolato basi aequilater acuto apice sat longe et obtuse

acuminato, 7-plinervio nervo centrali fere a 1.5 cm. supra basin

trifido nervis lateralibus adscendentibus utrinque 2 a basi solutis,

petiolo basi ima vaginante
;
pedunculo glabro quam petiolus fere

duplo breviore, spica submatura quam limbus paullo breviore apice

subacuta, rhachi pilosa ; bracteae pelta triangular! glabra, pedicello

angusto piloso, antheris parvis rotundatis quam filamenta brevioribus,

ovario libero glabro, stigmatibus linearibus.

Ramuli spiciferi i mm. crassi in sicco pallidi, coUenchyma libri-

forme in fasciculos discretos dispositum, fasciculi intramedullares

i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei

minutissime pellucido-punctulati, 10 cm. longi, 3.5 cm. lati. Petioli

12 mm., pedunculi 6 mm. longi. Spicae submaturae 6.5 cm. longae

paullo sub 2 mm. crassae. Stamina 3 basi ima baccae adnata, antherae

fere 0.25 mm. longae. Stigmata 3 sessilia.
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Panama: Pastures around El Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. i,ooo-

1,300 m., H. Pittier 2930.

forma b. Limbo paullo majore usque ad 11 cm. longo et 4 cm.

lato, spica submatura 7.5 cm. longa. Frutex circiter 2 m. altus.

Panama: Forests along Rio Ladrillo and vicinity, above El

Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. 1,000-1,300 m., W. R. Maxon 5557 (type),

5558 ; H. Pittier 4944.

PIPER HIRTELLIPETIOLUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis primum parce hirtellis cito glabris ; foliis breviter petio-

latis, limbo oblongo-elliptico-lanceolato basi leviter inaequilatera

utrinque acuto apice acute et sat longe acuminato supra subtusque

glabro, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes utrinque 3-4 mittente

quorum supremus a ^-^ longitudinis centralis solutus, petiolo parce

hirtello basi ima vaginante
;
pedunculo glabro petiolum aequante,

spica matura limbi dimidium subaequante apice obtusa, rhachi hir-

suta, bracteae pelta triangulari margine pedicelloque angusto dense

et longe hirsutis, antheris rotundato-reniformibus filamenta oblonga

paullo superantibus, ovario libero glabro, stigmatibus linearibus,

bacca subtetragona glabra.

Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fasciculos discretos

dispositum et zona interna libriforme, fasculi intramedullares

i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei

creberrime pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 12.3 cm. longi et 3.4 cm.

lati. Petioli usque ad latus longius fere 5 mm., inter limbi latera

2 mm., pedunculi 7 mm. longi. Spica matura circiter 4.5 cm. longa

et 3 mm. crassa, stamina 3 basi ima baccae adnata, bacca in sicca

nigra, stigmata 3 sessilia.

Panama: Along streamlet, vicinity of David, Chiriqui, alt.

30-80 m., H. Pittier 2932.

PIPER PALMASANUM C. DC, n, sp.

Ramulis glabris ; foliis modice petiolatis, limbo oblongo-ovato basi

leviter inaequilatera rotundato apice acute et sat longe acuminato,

supra glabro subtus ad nervos nervulosque hirtello, nervo centrali

nervos utrinque 4 mittente quorum superi 3 adscendentes quorum
supremus circiter a 4 cm. supra basin et infimis fere a basi soluti,

petiolo primum puberulo et cito glabro paullo infra medium vagi-

nante, pedunculo petiolum aequante puberulo, spica sub anthesi quam
limbus pluries breviore mucronulata, bracteae pelta triangulari in
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medio carnosa et umbonata, margine pedicelloque angusto dense et

sat longe hirsutis, antheris rotundatis, ovario libero glabro.

Frutex. Ramuli spiciferi i mm. crassi, collenchyma in fascicules

discretos dispositum et zona interna libriforme, fasciculi intramedul-

lares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei

creberrime pellucido-punctulati obscure virescentes, superi 10.4 cm.

longi et usque ad 4.5 cm. lati, subsequentes basi aequilateri usque ad

15 cm. longi et 5.7 cm. lati. Petioli superi usque ad limbi latus longius

circiter 7 mm., inter limbi latera paullulo liltra i mm. longi. Spica

adhuc juvenilis 1.7 cm. longa, 2 mm. crassa in sicco canescens.

Stamina 3.

Panama : Humid forest of Cuesta de las Palmas, southern slope

of Cerro de la Horqueta, Chiriqui, alt. 1,700-2,100 m., H. Pittier

3225.

PIPER TABOGANUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis villosulis ; foliis modice petiolatis, limbo elliptico-oblongo

basi inaequilatera altero latere rotundato altero subrotundato sub-

acutove apice acute attenuate utrinque hirtello, nervo central! nervos

altero latere 5 altero 6 mittente quorum supremus a fere 6 cm. supra

basin solutis, superi 5 adscendentes, infimus brevissimus subadscen-

dens arcuatus, petiolo dense hirtello paullo ultra basin vaginante

;

pedunculo parce hirtello petiolum fere aequante, spica matura quam

limbus paullo breviore apice subacuta, rhachi hirsuta, bracteae pelta

triangulari margine pedicelloque dense hirsutis, ovario libero ovato

puberulo, bacca obpyramidato-trigona glabra, stigmatibus minutis.

Ramuli spiciferi usque ad 2 mm. crassi in sicco nigrescentes, col-

lenchyma continuum baud libriforme, fasciculi intrameduUares

i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei

minute pellucido-punctulati usque ad 11. 5 cm. longi et 3.2, cm. lati.

Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 7 mm. inter limbi latera 4 mm.
longi. Pedunculi 12 mm. longi. Spicae usque ad 9 cm. longae et

2 mm. crassae, in sicco nigrae, stamina 3 basi ima baccae adnata,

antherae in specimine delapsae.

Panama : Taboga Island, Gulf of Panama, alt. 0-250 m.,

H. Pittier 3529.

PIPER PERSUBULATUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis villosis ; foliis breviter petiolatis, limbo ovato-oblongo

basi aequilatera utrinque subrotundato apice longissime subulato,

utrinque et subtus densius villoso, nervo centrali nervos utrinque 7

mittente quorum infimi 2 subadscendentes quam alii adscendentes
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multo breviores, supremus ex ^ longitudinis solutus, petiole villoso

basi ima vaginante
;
pedtmculo villoso petiolum aequante, spica flor-

ente limbi dimidium subaequante apice acuta, bracteae pelta trian-

gulari antice acuta margine pedicelloque angusto villosis, antheris

rotundatO'-ovatis filamenta oblonga fere aequantibus, ovario libero

glabro, stigmatibus linearibus.

Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi pilosi, collenchyma continuum zona

interna interrupte libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati,

canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei epunctulati

21-24 cm. longi, 6-8.5 cm. lati, acumen 2.5 cm. longum. Petioli usque

ad 5 mm. longi. Spica florens fere lo cm. longa usque ad 2 mm.
crassa. Stamina 3 basi ima ovarii adnata, ovarium ad rhachi elon-

^atum. Stigmata 3 sessilia.

Panama: Loma de la Gloria, near Fato (Nombre de Dios), Prov-

ince of Colon, alt. 10-104 m., H. Pittier 4240.

PIPER LATIBRACTEUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris ; foliis modice petiolatis, limbo ample oblongo-ovato

basi ima levissime inaequilatera obtuso apice breviter et obtusiuscule

acuminato, supra glabro subtus ad nervos velutine puberulo nervo cen-

trali nervos subadscendentes arcuatos utrinque circiter 13 fere ex f
longitudinis suae mittente, petiolo glabro usque ad limbum vaginante

;

pedunculo glabro quam petiolus multo breviore, spica quam limbus

pluries breviore petiolum paullo superante apice mucronata, bracteae

apice truncato-peltatae vertice late triangulari parte infera lata et

dense liirtella, antheris rotundato-ovatis filamenta oblonga fere

aequantibus, ovario rhachi profunde immerso superne libero conoideo

ac carnoso et glabro, stigmatibus 2 linearibus lateralibus.

Ramuli spiciferi 3 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fasciculos discretos

dispositum et haud libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati,

canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei minute pellu-

cido-punctulati, 21 cm. longi, 11-12 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi

latus longius 15 mm., inter limbi latera i mm. longi. Pedunculi fere

9 mm. longi. Spica matura usque ad 3 cm. longa et 8 mm. crassa

;

bractea apice fere 1.5 mm. lata. Stamina 4.

Panama : Boca de Pauarando, on Sambii River, southern Darien,

alt. 20 m., H. Pittier 5588.

PIPER PUBISTIPULUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis dense hirsutis ; fohis breviter petiolatis, limbo ovato-

oblongo basi inaequilatera utrinque rotundato et semicordulato apice

acutiuscule et sat longe acuminato, supra glabro subtus hirsuto, nervo
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central! nerves altero latere 6 altero 5 mittente quorum superi utrin-

que 4-5 adscendentes infimi fere e basi divaricantes supremusque fere

a 8 cm. supra basin solutus, petiolo dense hirsute usque ad limbum

vaginante
;
pedunculo hirsuto quam petiolus multo breviore, spica

quam limbus pluries breviore sat crassa et apice mucronata, rhachi

glabra, bracteae glabrae vertice truncato- peltato triangulari pedicello

sat lato supra concavo, antheris globosis filamenta aequantibus, ovario

inferne rhachi immerso, superne libero et in stilum oblongum apice

lateraliter bilobatum producto.

Frutex i m. altus. Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma

libriforme in fascicules discretes dispesitum fasciculi intramedul-

lares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicce minute pel-

lucide-punctulati 17 cm. lengi, 5 cm. lati. Stipulae extus hirtella^.

Petieli usque ad limbi latus lengius 8 mm., inter limbi latera 2 mm.
lengi. Pedunculi 5 mm. longi. Spicae flerentes 1.7 cm. lengae, 4
mm. crassae. Stamina 4.

Panama: Hills around the Agua Clara Reservoir, near Gatiin,

Canal Zone, alt. 20-30 m., H. Pittier 2661.

PIPER PORTOBELLENSE C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris emergentiis munitis ; feliis longe petiolatis, limbo

ample ovate basi ima modice inaequilatera cordate lebis cenniventibus

apice acute acuminate, supra glabro subtus ad nerves nervulesque

hirtello, nerve centrali nerves adscendentes utrinque 5 mittente

quorum supremus fere a 2.2 cm. supra basin solutus, nervis laterali-

bus utrinque 3 a petiolo divaricantibus, petiole usque ad limbum

vaginante dorse hirsuto et emergentiis dense munito
;
pedunculo

glabro laevi petieli dimidium superante, spica quam limbus multo

breviore apice obtusa, bracteae glabrae vertice truncate triangulari

pedicello late, bacca libera obovato-tetragona glabra.

Arbuscula 4 m. et plus alta. Ramuli spiciferi fere 5 mm. crassi,

collenchyma continuum zona interna libriforme, fasciculi intramedul-

lares 2-3-seriati, canalis lysigenus unicus centralis. Limbi in sicce

firmi minutissime pellucide-punctulati, 43 cm. lengi et 25 cm. lati.

Petieli 8.5 cm., pedunculi 6.5 cm. longi. Spica matura 17 cm. longa

et fere usque ad i cm. crassa. Stamina 4 basi ima baccae adnata,

bacca 1.5 mm. longa.—Species forma foliorum ac emergentiis P.

squamulosum C. DC. sat referens sed pilis brevioribus, bractea glabra

ab illo discrepans.

Panama: Around Porto Belle, Province of Colon, alt. 5-200 m.,

W. R. Maxon 5795.
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PIPER OBALDIANUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis hirsutis ; foliis modice petiolatis, limbo ovato-acuminato

basi inaequilatera utrinque rotundato, apice acute acuminato, utrinque

dense et breviter hirsute, nervo centrali nervos altero latere 5 altero

6 mittente, quorum supremus a 5 cm. supra basin solutus et superi

5 adscendentes, petiolo dense hirsute usque ad medium vaginante;

pedunculo hirsute quam petiolus multe breviere, spica limbi dimidium

subaequante, bracteae pelta triangulari pedicelloque angusto margine

hirsutis, antheris rotundatis quam filamenta brevioribus, bacca ob-

pyramidato-trigona, stigmatibus linearibus.

Ramuli spiciferi 3 mm. crassi, collenchyma continuum zona interna

libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus

nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei, minute pellucido-punctulati,

supra haud bullati nee scabri, usque ad 14.5 cm. longi et 7 cm. lati.

Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 10 mm., inter limbi latera 5 mm.,

pedunculi 6 mm. longi. Spica matura 5 cm. longa et 5 mm. crassa.

Stamina 4. Stigmata 3 sessilia, bacca in sicco nigra.

Panama: Forests around Puerto Obaldia, San Bias Coast, alt.

0-50 m., H. Pittier 4366.

PIPER DUMETICOLA C. DC, (3 PANAMENSE C DC, n. var.

Limbo oblongo-elliptico-lanceolato, basi et apice ut in specie, usque

ad 12 cm. longo et fere 4 cm. lato, collenchymate in fascicules dis-

cretes a latere valde preductos disposito et zona interna librifermi.

Panama: Vicinity of Ola, Province of Cede, alt. 100-350 m.,

H. Pittier 5034 (type) . Sabana de Juan Corse, near Chepo, Province

of Panama, alt. 60-80 m., Pittier 4539. Dry forests on limestone

formation around Alhajuela, Chagres Valley, Pittier 3445.

PIPER FATOANUM C DC, n. sp.

Ramulis dense et breviter hirsutis ; foliis modice petiolatis, limbo

elliptico-subovato-lanceelato basi inaequilatera utrinque acuto vel

altero latere subacute, apice acute et sat longe acuminato, utrinque

dense et breviter hirsute, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes altero

latere 5 altero 6 mittente quorum supremus fere a 7 cm. supra basin

solutus, petiole dense et breviter hirsuto fere usque ad medium
vaginante; pedunculo hirsuto petiolum subaequante, spica matura

limbi dimidium subaequante apice acuta, rhachi hirsuta, bracteae pelta

triangulari pedicelloque angusto margine hirsutis, antheris ovatis

quam filamenta tenuia paulle brevioribus, ovario libero glabro, stig-

matibus linearibus, bacca obpyramidato-trigena glabra.
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Arbuscula vel frutex circiter 1.5 m. altus. Ramuli spiciferi 1.5

mm. crassi, collenchyma continuum zona interna interrupte libri-

forme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati. Limbi in sicco membran-
acei minute pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 16 cm. longi et 4.8 cm. lati.

Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 7 mm., inter limbi latera 3 mm.
longi. Spica matura 7-1 1.5 cm. longa et usque ad 4.5 mm. crassa.

Stamina 4 rhachi inserta, bacca i mm. longa.

Panama : Along the beach between Fato and Playa de Damas,

Province of C0I61I, H. Pittier 3935 (type). Around Gamboa, Canal

Zone, in thickets, alt. 40-80 m., Pittier 3709.

PIPER PALLIDIBRACTEUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis hirsutis ; f oliis modice petiolatis, limbo ample elliptico-

lanceolato basi inaequilatera utrinque acuto apice obtuse acuminato,

utrinque haud dense hirsuto, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes

altero latere 5 altero 6 mittente quorum infimi aliis multo breviores

supremusque paullo sub -J longitudinis centralis solutus, petiolo hir-

suto fere usque ad ^longitudinis suae vaginante
;
pedunculo hirsuto

quam petiolus paullo breviore, spica limbi dimidium subaecjuante

mucronata, rhachi hirsuta, bracteae pelta triangulari margine pedicel-

loque dense et pallide hirsutis, antheris rotundatis quam filamenta

oblonga adulta multo brevioribus, bacca obpyramidato-trigona glabra,

stigmatibus linearibus.

Ramuli spiciferi 3 mm. crassi, collenchyma continuum zona interna

libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus

nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei minutissime pellucido-punctu-

lati, haud scabri nee bullati, usque ad 19.5 cm. longi et fere 7 cm.

lati. Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius fere 10 mm., inter limbi

latera 3 mm. longi. Pedunculi 10 mm. longi. Spica circiter 10.5

cm. longa et 2 mm. crassa. Stamina 4 rhachi inserta, bacca in sicco

nigra.

Panama : Forests around Puerto Obaldia, San Bias Coast, alt.

0-50 m., H. Pittier 4396 (type). Rio Indio de Fato, Province of

Colon, near sea level, Pittier 4271.

PIPER ADUNCUM L., y LAEVIFOLIUM C. DC, n. var.

Limbo adulto basi tantum ad nervum centralem et parce hirtello,

usque ad 16.2 cm. longo et 5.9 cm. lato.

Panama: Forests around Porto Bello, Province of Colon, alt.

5-10 m., at edge of forest, H. Pittier 2438.
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PIPER PERACUMINATUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis dense villosis ; foliis breviter petiolatis, limbo ample

oblongo-elliptico basi inaequilatera cordulato apice longissime et

acute acuminato, supra praesertim ad nervos subtus densius villoso,

nervo centrali nervos utrinque 5 mittente quorum supremus a 7 cm.

supra basin solutus, superi adscendentes, inferi altero latere 2 altero

3 aliis multo breviores, petiolo dense villoso' usque ad limbi latus

longius vaginante
;
pedunculo villoso petiolum superante, spica sub-

matura limbi dimidium paullo superante apice mucronulata, rhachi

hirtella, bracteae pelta lunulata margine pedicelloque angusto dense

et sat longa villosis, antheris ovatis quam filamenta oblonga breviori-

bus, bacca libera matura tetragona vertice dense puberula, stigmati-

bus linearibus.

Arbuscula. Ramuli spiciferi usque ad 4 mm. crassi, pili longi,

collenchyma continuum zona interna libriforme, fasciculi intramedul-

lares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco firme mem-
branacei crebre pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 22.5 cm. longi et 11

cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 10 mm., inter limbi

latera fere 2 mm., pedunculi 24 mm. longi. Spicae circiter 13 cm.

longae et usque ad 5 mm. crassae. Stamina 4. Stigmata 3 sessilia.

Panama: Around Dos Bocas, Rio Fato Valley, Province of

Colon, alt. 40-80 m., in dense forest, H. Pittier 4210 (type). Rio

Indio de Fato, in shady woods, Pittier 4254.

PIPER DAVIDIANUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris ; foliis modice petiolatis glabris, limbo' ample

elliptico-lanceolato basi inaequilatera altero latere rotundato altero

acuto, apice acute acuminato, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes

altero latere 5 altero 6 mittente quorum supremus fere a medio cen-

tralis solutus, petiolo basi ima vaginante
;
pedunculo glabro petiolum

aequante ; spica matura limbi dimidium fere aequante apice obtusa,

rhachi glabra, bracteae pelta triangulari margine hirtella pedicello

angusto parce hirtello, antheris rotundatis quam filamenta oblonga

brevioribus, stigmatibus linearibus, bacca libera tetragona glabra.

Frutex 2 m. altus. Ramuli spiciferi usque ad 3 mm. crassi, col-

lenchyma in fasciculos discretos dispositum zona interna libriforme,

fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati. Limbi in sicco membranacei pel-

lucido-punctulati, 18-19 cm. longi, 7.5-8 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad

limbi latus longius 7 mm., inter limbi latera 4 mm. longi. Spica

matura 8.5 cm. longa et 3 mm. crassa. Stamina 4 paullo supra basin

baccae inserta. Stigmata 3 sessilia.

Panama : Vicinity of David, Chiriqui, alt. 30-80 m., along stream-

let, H. Pittier 2837.
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PIPER LUCIGAUDENS C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis hirsutis
; foHis breviter petiolatis, limbo elliptico-lanceo-

lato a nervo centrali sat inaequilatero basi inaequilatera altera latere

subrotundato altera acuto, apice acute et longe acuminato, supra

glabro subtus praesertim ad iiervos hirsuto, nervo centrali nervos

adscendentes altero latere 5 altero 6 mittente quorum supremus fere

ex I longitudinis centralis solutus, petiolo hirsuto basi ima vaginante

;

pedunculo puberulo quam petiolus paullo breviore, spica subflorente

quam limbi dimidium paullo breviore apice mucronulata, rhachi

puberula, bracteae pelta triangulari margine pedicelloque angusto

hirtellis, antheris reniformibus, ovario glabro.

Arbor 3-4 m. alta. Ramuli spiciferi 1.5 mm. crassi, collenchyma in

fasciculos discretos dispositum zona interna libriforme, fasciculi

intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco

membranacei creberrime pellucido-punctati, usque ad 17.5 cm. longi,

in medio altero latere a nervo centrali 3.3 cm. altero 2.5 cm. lati.

Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 5 mm., inter limbi latera 4 mm.,

pedunculi circiter 7 mm. longi. Spicae subflorentes circiter 5.5 cm.

longae et usque ad 2 mm. crassae. Stamina 4. Stigmata 3.

Panama : Forest along the Rio Indio de Gatiin, Canal Zone, near

sea level, in sunny second growth, H. Pittier 2791 p. p.

PIPER ERECTAMENTUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis dense hirsutis ; foliis breviter petiolatis, limbo ovato-

acuminato basi ima leviter inaequilatera utrinque rotundato, apice

acute et longe acuminato, supra glabro subtus ad nervos dense et

adpresse hirsuto, nervo centrali nervos utrinque 5 mittente quorum

supremus ex fere -J
longitudinis centralis solutus superi adscendentes

infimi subascendentes, petiolo hirsuto basi ima vaginante
;
pedunculo

fere glabro petiolum subaequante, spica florente quam limbi dimidium

paullo breviore mucronata, rhachi hirsuta, bracteae pelta triangulari

margine pedicelloque subaequilato hirsutis, antheris reniformibus

quam filamenta oblonga latiuscula paullo brevioribus, ovario ovato

superne hirsuto, stigmatibus oblongo-ovatis.

Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma continuum zona interna

libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares 2-seriati, cellulae rubrae in cor-

tice et in medulla creberrimae, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in

sicco membranacei crebre pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 17 cm, longi

et y.y cm, lati, Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 7 mm., inter limbi

latera 2 mm., pedunculi 8 mm. longi. Spica florens 7 cm, longa, usque
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ad 3 mm. crassa, in vivo erecta. Stamina 4 supra basin ovarii inserta.

Stigmata 3 sessilia. Ovarii parietes cellulis rubris farctae.

Panama: Humid forests around Los Siguas Camp, southern

slope of Cerro de la Horqueta, Chiriqui, alt. about 1,700 m., H. Pit-

/i^r 3191.

PIPER COLONENSE C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis puberulis ; foliis breviter petiolatis, limbo ample oblongo-

elliptico basi inaequilatera utrinque rotundato, apice acute acumi-

nato, supra ad nervum centralem puberulo subtus ad nervos minute

puberulo, nervo centrali nervos utrinque 6 mittente quorum supremus

a lo-ii cm. supra basin solutus, superi 4 adscendentes, infimus patule

subadscendens et aliis magis arcuatus, petiolo minutissime puberulo

usque ad limbi latus longius vaginante
;
pedunculo minutissime

puberulo petiolum fere aequante, spica florente quam limbus fere

triplo breviore apice obtusa, rhachi glabra, bracteae pelta triangular!

margine pedicelloque angusto dense villosis, antheris reniformibus

connectivo inferne obconico sat longe producto filamenta oblonga

pauUo superantibus, ovario glabro ovato-acuto, stigmatibus linearibus.

Frutex 2.5 m. altus. Ramuli spiciferi usque ad 4 mm. crassi, col-

lenchyma continuum zona interna libriforme, fasciculi intramedul-

lares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco firme mem-
branacei creberrime pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 30 cm. longi et

II. 5 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 15 mm,, inter limbi

latera 5 mm. longi. Spica florens 9.5 cm. longa, usque ad 3 mm.
crassa. Stamina 4 basi ima baccae adnata,

Panama: Around Dos Bocas, Rio Fato Valley, Province of

Colon, alt. 40-80 m., in dark forest, H. Pitticr 4221,

PIPER VILLIRAMULUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis junioribus villosis cito glabris ; foliis modice petiolatis,

limbo ovato-acuminato basi inaequilatera altero latere rotundato

altero subrotundato, apice acute et sat longe acuminato, utrinque

dense hirsuto et supra scabrido, a nervo centrali distincte inaequi-

latero, nervo centrali nervos altero latere 7 altero 8 mittente, quorum

superi utrinque 4 adscendentes, inferi 2-3 patule subadscendentes

aliis multo breviores et tenuiores, supremus fere a medio centralis

solutus, petiolo dense hirsuto basi ima vaginante
;
pedunculo hirsuto

quam petiolus paullo breviore, spica submatura quam limbi dimidium

paullo breviore obtusa, rhachi glabra, bracteae pelta triangular! mar-

gine pedicelloque angusto hirtellis, antheris rotundatis quam fila-

menta oblonga paullo brevioribus, ovario glabro, stigmatibus lineari-

bus, bacca tetragona glabra.
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Arbuscula. Ramuli in sicco flavicantes, spiciferi usque ad 4 mm.
crassi, collenchyma in fascicules discretes dispositum et zona interna

libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus

nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei virides minute pellucido-punc-

tulati, usque ad 17 cm. longi et 7.8 cm. lati, stipulae villosae. Petioli

usque ad limbi latus longius 6 mm., inter limbi latera fere 2 mm.,

pedunculi 7 mm. longi. Spica submatura 8 cm. longa fere 2.5 mm.
crassa. Stamina 4 basi ima baccae adnata, bacca 0.5 mm. longa.

Stigmata 3 sessilia cito decidua.

' Panama : Loma de la Gloria near Fato (Nombre de Dios) , Prov-

ince of Colon, in forests, alt. 10-104 m., H. Pittier 4083 (type).

Sabana de Juan Corso, near Chepo, Province of Panama, alt. 60-80

m., Pittier 4537.

PIPER HISPIDUM Sw., var. GAMBOANUM C. DC, n. var.

Limbo ovato-acumiriato, basi fere aequilatera utrinque rotundato

apice acute acuminate, subtus ubique hirsute, usque ad 8.5 cm. longo

et 3.3 cm. late
;
peduncule quam petiolus paullo breviere.

Panama: Around Gamboa, Canal Zone, alt. 20-100 m., H. Pit-

tier 3410.

PIPER TENUIMUCRONATUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris tenuibus ; feliis modice petiolatis glabris, limbo

elliptico-lanceolato basi leviter inaequilatera utrinque acute, apice

longe acuminato subulateque, nerve centrali nerves adscendentes

tenues altero latere 3 altero 4 mittente, quorum supremus a circiter

3.5 cm. supra basin selutus, petiole glabro basi ima vaginante
;
pedun-

cule glabro petielum superante, spica flerente limbi dimidium

aequante apice tenuiter mucronata, rJiachi parce pilosa, bracteae ver-

tice truncato-lunulato margine pedicelloque flavide hirtellis, antheris

evatis filamenta tenuia fere aequantibus, ovario glabro, stigmatibus

linearibus.

Frutex 2 m. altus. Ramuli spiciferi i mm. crassi, collenchyma in

fascicules discretes dispositum et .zona interna libriforme, fasciculi

intramedullares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco

membranacei creberrime pellucido-punctulati usque ad 10 cm. longi

et 4.4 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad hmbi latus longius 7 mm., inter limbi

latera vix 2 mm., pedunculi 23 mm. longi. Spicae flerentes 5 cm.

lengae, 2 mm. crassae. Stamina 5, antherae 0.5 mm. lengae.

Bacca verisimiliter tetragona.
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Panama : Humid forest around Los Siguas Camp, southern slope

of Cerro de la Horqueta, Chiriqui, alt. about 1,700 m., W. R. Maxon
5421 (type) ; H. Pittier 3185. Forests along- the Rio Ladrillo and
vicinity, above El Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. 1,200-1,300 m., Maxon 5395.

PIPER CHAMISSONIS Steud., (3 RUBELLIBRACTEUM C. DC, n. var.

Limbo usque ad 17 cm. longo et 6.2 cm. lato, bractea rubelle punc-

tata, bacca vertice velutina.

Panama: Forests around El Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. 1,000-1,300

m., H. Pittier 2899.

PIPER SAMBUANUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris ; foliis brevissime petiolatis glabris, limbo ellip-

tico-lanceolato basi ima leviter inaequilatera utrinque acuto sub-

acutove, apice obtuse et sat longe acuminato, nervo centrali nervos

adscendentes utrinque 5 mittente quorum infimus aliis multo brevior

et tenuior, supremus circiter a medio' centralis solutus, petiolo basi

ima vaginante
;
pedunculo glabro petiolum paullo superante, spica

florente limbi dimidium fere aequante apice mucronulata, rhachi

hirtella, bractea pelta triangulari margine pedicelloque angusto hir-

sutis, antheris rotundatis quam filamenta multo brevioribus, ovario

glabro', stigmatibus linearibus.

Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fascicules discretos

dispositum, zona interna libriforme, fasciculi intrameduHares

i-seriati, cellulae fuscescentes in cortice et in medulla creberrimae.

Limbi in sicco firmi minute pellucido-punctulati, 15-16 cm. longi,

5-6.5 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 6 mm., inter

limbi latere fere 2 mm., pedunculi 10 mm. longi. Spicae florentes

9 cm. longae et fere usque ad 2 mm. crassae. Stamina 4 basi ima

baccae adnata. Stigmata 3 sessilia.

Panama: Foothills of Garagara, Sambu Basin, southern Darien,

alt. 30-500 m., H. Pittier 5663 (type), 5726.

PIPER CALLIBRACTEUM C DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris albido-verruculosis ; foliis modice petiolatis gla-

bris, limbo ovato-lanceolato basi leviter inaequilatera utrincjue acuto,

apice acute et longe acuminato, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes

utrinque 5 mittente quorimi supremus fere a medio centralis solutus,

petiolo basi ima vaginante albido-verruculoso
;
pedunculo glabro

petiolum fere aequante, spica matura limbi dimidium superante apice

mucronata rhachi glabra, bracteae pelta triangulari dorso in callum
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obtusum glabrum producta marginibus pedicelloque angusto hirtellis,

antheris reniformibus quam filamenta adulta paullo brevioribus,

stigmatibus linearibus, bacca tetragona vertice velutino-puberula.

Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fascicules discretos a

latere productos dispositum baud libriforme, cellulae aurantiacae

in cortice et in medulla crebrae, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati,

canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco firme membranacei crebre

pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 16 cm. longi et 7.9 cm. lati. Petioli

usque ad limbi latus longius 12 mm., inter limbi latera 2 mm., pedun-

culi fere 15 mm. longi. Spicae maturae fere 10.5 cm. longae et 3

mm. crassae. Stamina 4 basi ima baccae adnata, bacca i mm. longa.

Panama: Forests around El Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. 1,000-1,300

m., H. Pitticr 2940.

PIPER SUBNUDIBRACTEUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris verruculosis ; foliis breviter petiolatis, limbo

elliptico-lanceolato basi inaequilatera utrinque acuto, apice acute

et longe acuminato, supra glabro subtus ad nervos nervulosque

pilose, nervo centrali nerves adscentes utrinque 5 mittente, quorum
supremus fere a medio centralis selutus, petiole glabro basi ima

vaginante verruculese
;
pedunculo glabro parce verruculoso petielum

superante gracili, spica subflerente quam limbi dimidium paullo

breviore mucrenulata, bracteae pelta triangulari margine pedicel-

loque anguste minute hirtellis.

Ramuli spiciferi usque ad 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fascicules

discretes dispositum, zona interna libriforme, fasciculi intramedul-

lares i-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus, cellulae rubescentes in medulla

crebrae. Limbi in sicco membranacei creberrime pellucido-punc-

tulati, usque ad 18 cm. longi et 6 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi latus

longius 5 mm., inter limbi latera 3 mm., pedunculi 13 mm. longi.

Spica subflerens 8 cm. longa 2 mm. crassa in sicco subfuscescens.

Stamina 4.—Species P. uspatanensi C. DC. e Guatemala proxima,

ramulis omnino glabris, bracteae pelta subglabra limbo minore ab

ille discrepans.

Panama: Between Cerre Vaca and Hate del Lore, eastern Chi-

riqui, alt. 850-1,000 m., H. Pittier 5390.

PIPER NITIDIFOLIUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis glabris ; foliis lengiuscule petiolatis, limbo ovato-elliptice-

lanceelate basi inaequilatera utrinque acuto, apice acute et longe

acuminate, supra glabro subtus ad nerves adpresse hirtelle, nerve
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centrali nerves adscendentes utrinque 4 mittente, quorum supremus

fere a medio centralis solutus petiolo glabro basi ima vaginante

;

pedunculo glabro quam petiolus breviore, spica florente limbi dimi-

dium fere aequante apice mucronata, rhachi glabra, bracteae pelta

lunulata margine pedicelloque angusto hirtellis, antheris reniformibus

quam filamenta tenuia paullo brevioribus, ovario glabro, stigmatibus

linearibus.

Frutex 2-3 m. altus. Ramuli spiciferi 3 mm. crassi, coUenchyma

continuum zona interna interrupte libriforme, fasciculi intramedul-

lares 2-seriati, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in vivo utrinque nitidi

in sicco membranacei creberrime pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 21

cm. longi et 9 cm. lati. Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius usque

ad 17 mm., inter limbi latera usque ad 6 mm., pedunculi 17 mm. longi.

Spicae florentes 8.5 cm. longae 3 mm. crassae. Stamina 4 alte ovario

inserta.—Species P. epigynio C. DC. e Costa Rica proxima, pilis

multo brevioribus, pedunculo breviori, nervorum lateralium numero

ab illo discrepans.

Panama: Vicinity of El Boquete, Chiriqui, alt. 1,000-1,300 m.,

in forest ravine, IV. R. Maxon 4943.

PIPER GARAGARANUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis dense villosis ; foliis breviter petiolatis, limbo elliptico-

lanceolato basi leviter inaequilatera utrinque acuto, apice acute

attenuate, utrinque villoso, nervo centrali nervos adscendentes utrin-

que 4 mittente quorum supremus fere ex 5.5 cm. supra basin

solutus, petiolo dense villoso basi vaginante
;
pedunculo villoso

petiolum aequante, spica florente quam limbus pluries breviore apice

obtuso, bractea rotundato-obovata superne inflexa extus glabra intus

hirsuta, antheris rotundatis quam filamenta oblonga paullo breviori-

bus, ovario libero glabro ovato, stigmatibus rotundatis.

Ramuli spiciferi 2 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fascicules discretes

dispositum baud libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares i-seriati,

canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in sicco membranacei creberrime

pellucido-punctulati, usque ad 17 cm. longi et 6.3 cm. lati. Petioli

usque ad limbi latus longius circiter 4 mm., inter limbi latera fere

3 mm., pedunculi 6 mm. longi. Spicae florentes 1.7 cm. longae et

3 mm. crassae. Stamina 4 rhachi ad basin ovarii inserta.

Panama: Foothills of Garagara, Sambu Basin, southern Darien,

alt. 30-500 m., H. Pittier 5618.
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PIPER MAXONII C, DC, n. sp.

RamuHs glabris ; foliis peltatis sat longe petioiatis glabris, limbo

2.5 cm. supra basin peltato rotundato-ovato basi leviter inaequilatera

sinuato-cordulato, apice breviter et acute acuminate, 13-plinervio

nervo centrali iiervos adscendentes utrinque 3 mittente quorum
supremus a 6 cm. supra basin solutus, nervis lateralibus utrinque 3 a

petiolo divaricantibus, petiolo usque ad limbum vaginante
;
pedunculo

glabro petioli dimidium fere aequante spica florente quam limbus

paullo breviore apice acuta rhachi glabra bracteae vertice truncato-

peltato carnoso margine supero longe infero breviter hirsuto,

pedicello oblongo glabro supra canaliculato, antheris ovatis quam
filamenta longa et tenuia brevioribus, ovario basi in rhachi immerso

glabro, stigmatibus brevibus.

Frutex 3 m. altus, ramuli spiciferi circiter 4 mm. crassi, collen-

chyma in fasciculos discretos et approximatos dispositum baud vel

zona interna parce libriforme, canalis lysigenus nullus. Limbi in

vivo supra obscure subtus pallide virescentes in sicco membranacei

creberrime pellucido-punctulati, 23 cm. longi et usque ad 19.5 cm.

lati. Petioli 7 cm. longi. Spicae florentes circiter 16 cm. longae et

4 mm. crassae. Stamina 4. Stigmata 3 sessilia.

Panama : Vicinity of El Boquete, alt. 1,000-1,300 m., wet wooded

ravine, W. R. Maxon 5050 (type). Forests along the Rio Ladrillo

and vicinity, above El Boquete, Chiriqui, shady places between the

Ladrillo and first hill, alt. 1,200-1,300 m., H. Pittier 3163; along the

river, H. Pittier 3164.

PIPER MAGNANTHERUM C. DC, n. sp.

Ramulis foliisque modice petioiatis glabris et creberrime rubes-

cente-punctulatis, limbo elliptico-oblongo basi inaequilatera utrinque

acuto, apice acute et sat longe attenuate, nervo centrali nervos ad-

scendentes utrinque 4 mittente quorum supremus paullo infra

medium centralis solutus, petiolo basi ima vaginante
;
pedunculo

glabro quam petiolus multo breviore, spica florente quam limbus

pluries et quam petiolus paullo breviore cylindrica apice mucronulata

rhachi hirsuta, bracteae vertice truncato late triangulari margine

pallide et dense hirsuto parte infera lata hirsuta, antheris magnis

carnosis filamenta tenuia multo superantibus.

Ramuli spiciferi 1.75 mm. crassi, collenchyma in fasciculos dis-

cretos dispositum et baud libriforme, fasciculi intramedullares

i-seriati, cellulae fuscescentes magnae in cortice et in medulla cre-

brae. Limbi in sicco membranacei 14.5 cm. longi et 4.5 cm. lati.
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Petioli usque ad limbi latus longius 7-10 mm., inter Hmbi latera 7 mm.
longi. Pedunculi tenues 8 mm. longi, spicae florentes 16 mm. longae
et paullo ultra 2 mm. crassae, stamina 4, antherae paullo ultra 0.5
mm. longae.

Panama: Cerro de Garagara, Sambu Basin, southern Darien,
alt. 500-794 m., H. Pittier 5666.
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